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CHAPTER I

OLIVER'S FIRST PROTECTORATE CONTINUED: SEPT. 3, 1654

NE 26, 1657.

Oi.m torate extended over three years and

nths in all, or from December 16, 1653 to June 26,

The tir-t nine months of it, as far as to September
1(> .">!. have l>een already sketched; and what remains divides

its. It' very distinctly into three Sections, as follows:

Section I : From Sept. 3, 1654 to Jan. 22, 1654-5. This

Section, comprehending four months and a half, may
be entitled ()i. i\ KI; AND HIS FIRST PARLIAMENT.

Section II: />,-, .'. 1654-5 to Sept. 17, 1656.

This Section, comprehending twenty months, may be

entitled Mi IIIK P \i;i i AMI.NTS, OR THE TIME

OF A i; i? m; A KIM --.

bion III: / s \j j 1656 to June 26, 1657.

This Section, comprehending nine months, may be

entitled OF.IVI.I; \ND THK Fn 9 -ION OF His

\\'c map out the present chapter accordingly.
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LIFE OF MILTON AND HISTORY OF HIS TIME.

SECTION I.

OLIVER AND HIS FIRST PARLIAMENT:

SEPT. 3, 1654 JAN. 22, 1654-5.

MEETING OF THE FIEST PARLIAMENT OF THE PROTECTO-
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Hi IOI;K tin- 3rd <.f September. 1054, the day fixed by the

itutional InMrument for the meeting of the First

Parliament of the Protectorate, the 460 newly elected members,

<>r tin- major part of them, had flocked to Westminster. They
.1 Leather! n;_r of the nio-t representative men of all tin-

three nations that could he regarded as in any sense adherents

of the Commonwealth. All the Council of State, except the

Earl of Mulgrave and Lord Lisle, had been returned, some of

them l.y two or three different constituencies. Secretary

Thurloe had been returned; Cromwell's two sons, Riehanl

and Henry, had been returned, Henry as member for Cam-

bridge University; several gentlemen holding posts in his

I Harness's household had been returned. Of the old En

peers, there had been returned the Karl of Salisbury, the Earl

of Stamford, and Lord Dacres ; and of the titular nobility

then- were Lord Herbert, Lord Eure, Lord Grey of Groby,
and the great Fairfax. Among men of Parliamentary fame

alread\ were ex-Speaker Lenthall, \Vhitlocke, Sir Walter

Karle. Dennis Hond. Sir Henry Vane Senior, Sir Arthur

llasilrig. Thomas Scott, William Ashurst, Sir James Har-

rington. John Careu. Robert Wallop, and Sir Thomas Wid-

drington ; and of Army or Navy men, of former Parliamentary

experienee or not, there were Colonels Whalley, Robert Lil-

burne. Harkstead, Harvey, Stapley, Purefoy, Admiral Blake,

and ex-Major-deneral Harrison. Some of these had been re-

turned In two const it ueneies. Hradshaw was a member, with

two of the Judges, Hale and Thorpe, and rx-Judge Glynne.

Lawyers besides were not wanting; and Dr. Owen, though a

divine. rej>re-ent( (1 Oxford Tniversity. One missed chiefly,

among old names, those of Sir Henry Vane Junior, Henry
Marten. Selden, Algernon Sidney, and Ludlow

;
but there

uere manv new laces. Among the thirty members sent from

the Karl of Linlithgow, Sir Alexander Wedder-

'urn. Colonel William Lock hart, the Laird of Swinton, and

I'.nirlish Colonels Okey and Read. Ireland had also re-

turned military Kn^lishmeu in Major-deneral Hardre-s

Waller, Colonels Hi-w>on. Sadler, Axtell. \"cnaMes.

Jq>hson. with Lord Broghill, Sir Charles Cootc, Sir J"hn
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Temple, Sir Robert King, and others, describable as Irish or

Anglo-Irish.
1

The 3rd of September, selected as Cromwell's " Fortunate

Day," chancing to be a Sunday, the Parliament had only a

brief meeting with him that day, in the Painted Chamber,

after service in the Abbey, and his opening speech was deferred

till next day. On Monday, accordingly, it was duly given,

but not till after another sermon in the Abbey, preached by
Thomas Goodwin, in which Cromwell found much that he

liked. It was a political sermon, on "
Israel's bringing-out of

Egypt, through a Wilderness, by many signs and wonders,

towards a Place of Rest," Egypt interpreted as old Prelacy
and the Stuart rule in England, the Wilderness as all the

intermediate course of the English Revolution, and the Place of

Rest as the Protectorate or what it might lead to. Goodwin

seems to have described with special reprobation that latest

part of the Wilderness in which the cry had arisen for sheer

Levelling in the State and sheer Voluntaryism in the Church
;

and Cromwell, starting in that key himself, addressed the Par-

liament, with noble earnestness, in what would now be called

a highly
" conservative

"
speech. Glancing back to the

Barebones Parliament and beyond, he sketched the proceed-

ings of himself and the Council and the great successes of the

Commonwealth during the intervening eight months and a

half, and hopefully committed to the Parliament the further

charge of Order and Settlement throughout the three nations.

Then he withdrew. That same day they chose Lenthall for

their Speaker, and Scobell for their Clerk.
2

Cromwell's hopes were blasted. The political division of

the population of the British Islands was now into OLIVERIANS,

REPUBLICAN IRRECONCILABLES, PRESBYTERIANS, and STUARTISTS,

the two last denominations hardly separable by any clear line.

Now, in this new Parliament, though there were many
staunch Oliverians, and no avowed Stuartists, the Republican
Irreconcilables and the Presbyterians together formed a ma-

1 Complete list given in Parl. Hist. III. 16 37) ; Commons Journals of
III. 14281433. dates.

- Cromwell's Second Speech (Carlyle,
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jority. They needed only to coalesce, and the Parliain

called l.v Oliver's own \\rits would be an Anti-Oliverian

Parliament. Ami this is what happened.

sooner was the Hoiie const ituted, with about 320

members present out of the total 460, than it proposed for

first business what was called
" The Matter of the Govern-

ment"; by which was meant a review of that document of for

two Articles, failed the Government of the Commonwealth, which

was the constitutional basis of the Protectorate. On Thurs-

day, Sept. 7, accordingly, they addressed themselves to the

vital question of the \\ hole document as propounded in the t

ot'llie Articles.
" "Whether the House shall approve that the

eminent .-hall be in one Single Person and a Parliament
"

:

such was the debate that day in Grand Committee, after a

division on the previous question whether they should go into

Committee. On this previous question 136 had voted No,

with Sir Charles Wolaeley and Mr. Strickland (two of th-*

Council of Stato lor their tellers, but 141 had voted )

with Bradshaw and Colonel Birch for their tellers. In ot

words, it had been carried l.v a majority of five that it fell

within the province of the House to determine whether the

Siiio-le-IVr-on element in the (iovcrnment of the Common-

wealth, already introduced somehow as a matter of fact,

should lie continued. On this subject the House debated

through the rot of that sitting, and the whole of the n>

and the next, and the next. i.e. till Monday, Sept 11.

Brad.-hau, Hasilrig, and Scott took the lead for the Re-

publicans, not that they hoped to unseat Cromwell, but that

they wanted to assert the paramount authority of Parliament,

and convert the existing Protectorship into a derivative from

the House then sitting. Lawrence, Wolseley, Strickland,

and others of the Council of State, describable as the minis-

terial members, maintained the existing constitution of the

Protectorate, and pointed out the dangers that would arise

from plucking up a good practical basis for mere reasons of

theory. Matthew Hale interposed at last with a middle

motion, substantially embodying the Republican view, bu:

firming the Protectorship at once, and reserving qualification.
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All in all, there was great excitement, much confusion, and

an outbreak from some members of very violent language
about Cromwell.1

What might have been the issue had a vote come on can

only be guessed. Things were not allowed to go that length.

On Tuesday, Sept. 12, the members, going to the House,

found the doors locked, soldiers in and around Westminster

Hall, and a summons from the Lord Protector to meet him

again in the Painted Chamber. Having assembled there,

they listened to Cromwell's " Third Speech." It is one of

the most powerful of all his speeches. It began with a long
review of his life in general and the steps by which he had

recently been brought to the Protectorship. It proceeded
then to a recitation of what he called " the witnesses

"
to his

Government, or proofs of its validity the Witness above, or

God's manifest Providence in leading him to where he was ;

the Witness within, or his own consciousness of integrity ;

and the Witnesses without, or testimonies of confidence he had

received from the Army, the Judges, the City of London,
other cities, counties and boroughs, and public bodies of all

sorts.
" I believe," he said,

"
that, if the learnedest men in this

" nation were called to show a precedent, equally clear, of a
" Government so many ways approved of, they would not in
"

all their search find it." Then, coming to the point, he

asked what right the present Parliament had to come after all

those witnesses and challenge his authority. Had they not

been elected under writs issued by him, in which writs it was

expressly inserted, by regulation of Article XII. of the Consti-

tutional Instrument of the Protectorate,
" That the persons

elected shall not have power to alter the Government as it is

hereby settled in one Single Person and a Parliament
"
? On

this point he was very emphatic.
" That your judgments,

" who are persons sent from all parts of the nation under the
" notion of approving this Government for you to disown or
" not to own it

; for you to act with Parliamentary authority
"
especially in the disowning of it, contrary to the very fun-

" damental things, yea against the very root of this Establish -

1 Commons Journals of dates
;
Parl. Hist. III. 1445 ; Godwin, IV. 116125.
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"
Tl! , ITInV." !)

"
in. -nt

;
to -it and not own the Authority by which voii sit:

"
is that which I Ix-licvc astonislictli more men than myself."

A revision of the Constitution of the I 'reum-

xfuittiiilx he would not object to, but thefundament" '* must

lc left untouched. And let those hearing him In- under no

mistake a- to his own resolution. "The wilful throwing
"
away of this Government, such as it is, so owned of God,

"so approved l.y men. so witnessed to in the fundamentals of
"

it as was mentioned above, were a thing which, and in

reference not to my good, but to the good of these Nations

and Posterity, I can sooner be willing to be rolled into my
"grave, and buried with infamy, than I can give my consent
" unto. 1 1, had therefore called them now that they might
come to an understanding. There was a written parchment
in the lobby of the Parliament House to which lie requested

the signatures of such as might see fit. The doors of the

Parliament House would then be open for all such, to proceed

thenceforth as a free Parliament in all things, subject to the

c.-ndition expressed in that parchment.
" You have

"an absolute Legislative Power in all things that can i,--il,ly
" concern the ^ood and interest of t he public; and I think vou

may make these Nations happy by this settlement." "With

so miieh on at work before them, with the three nations look-

ing on in hope, with foreign nations looking on with wonder

or worse feelings, had they not a "Teat responsibility?
1

Brad-haw. llasilrjo-, and other-, would not sign the docu-

ment offered them, which was a brief engagement
" to be

true and faithful to the Lord Protector and the Common-
wealth." and not to propose alteration of the Government as

.d in a single Person and a Parliament." The Parlia-

ment, therefore. lo>t the.sc leaders; but within an hour "The

:uitiou,"a- it came to \^ called, was signed bya hundred

members, and the number \\as rai>ed to 140 before the day
was over, and ultimately to about 300. And so, with this

in>odly number, the House went OD. But the Anti-()li\

i was still strong in it. This appeared even in the

immediate dealings of the House with the Recognition it>elf.
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They first (Sept. 14) declared that it should not be construed

to comprehend the whole Constitutional Instrument of the

Protectorate, but only the main principle of the first Article ;

and then (Sept. 18) they converted the Recognition into a

resolution of their own, requiring all members to sign it.

Next, in order to get rid of the stumbling-block of the First

Article altogether, they resolved (Sept. 19) that the Supreme

Legislative authority was and did reside in " One Person and the

People assembled in Parliament/' and also (Sept. 20) that Oliver

Cromwell was and should be Lord Protector for life, and that

there should be Triennial Parliaments. Thus free to advance

through the rest of the Forty-two Articles at their leisure,

they made that thenceforward almost their sole work. Through
the rest of September, the whole of October, and part of

November, the business went on in Committee, with the result

of a new and more detailed Constitution of the whole Govern-

ment in sixty Articles instead of the Forty-two. A Bill for

enacting this Constitution passed the first reading on the

22nd of December, and the second on the 23rd
;

it then went

back into Committee for amendments
;
and in January 1654-5

the House was debating these amendments and others.
1

In the long course of the total debate perhaps the most

interesting divisions had been one in Committee on October

16, and one in the House on November 10. In the first the

question was whether the Protectorship should be hereditary,

and it had been carried by 200 votes to 60 that it should not.

This was not strictly an Anti-Oliverian demonstration ; for,

though Lambert was the mover for a hereditary Protectorship

in Cromwell's family, many of the undoubted Oliverians voted

in the majority, nor does there seem to be any proof that

Lambert had acted by direct authority from Cromwell. More

distinctly an Anti-Oliverian vote had been that of Nov. 10,

which was on a question of deep interest to Cromwell : viz.

the amount of his prerogative in the form of a negative on

Bills trenching on fundamentals. In his last speech he had

himself indicated these "
fundamentals," which ought to be

safe against attack even by Parliament one of them being

1 Commons Journals of dates given and of Nov. 7, and Godwin, IV. 130 132.
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Liberty of Con-cirncc, another the Control of the Militia as

U-lon^inir t the Protector ///
<;,njnn<-ti<ni irif/i the Parliament,

and a third tin- provision that every Parliament should

luit lor a fixed period. In all other matters he was content

with a negative for twenty days only ;
but on hills trenching

on these fundamentals he required a negative absolutely.

The question had come to the vote in a very subtle form.

The motion of the Opposition was that Bills should become

Law without the Protector's consent alter twenty days,

provided that such Hills contain nothing in them contrary

to such matters \\heivin the Parliament shall think fit to give

a negative to the Lord Proteet , ,r." while the amendment of

the Oiiverians or Court -party altered the wording into

"wherein the Single Person and the Parliament shall declare

a n o be in the Single Person," thus giving Cromwell

himself, and not the Parliament only, a right of deciding

when a n, Dative should lie. On this question the Oiiverians

\\e,v l.raten liy !()'.) votes to 85, and the decision would

prol.al.ly have caused a rupture had not the Opposition con-

eeded a ;n.od deal when they went on to settle the matters

\\hen-in Parliament irould grant the Protector a negative.
1

As we have said, almost the sole occupation of the Parlia-

ment was this, revision of the floorim,' on which it-elf and the

Protectorate stood. They did. however, some little pieces of

work 1-esides. They undertook I n of the Ordinances

that liad been passed by the Protector and his Council, and

also of the Acts of the Ban-bones Parliament; and they pro-

posed lulls of their own to
sii) ome of these, especially

a new Hill for the Mjeetion of Scandalous Ministers, and

a new Hill for Heform of the Court of Chancery. Hut of

all the incidental work undertaken by this Parliament none

seems to have hecn undertaken with so much gusto as that

which consisted in clfort> tor the suppression of Heresy and

Hla-phemy. Here was the natural oiiti ie of the Pre-by-

tcrianism \\ith which the Parliament was charged, and here

also the Parliament v\a- very vexatious to the soul of i

Lord- Protector.

1 Journals of dales and Godwin, I \ .
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After all, this portion of the work of the Parliament can

hardly be called incidental. It was part and parcel of their

main work of revising- the Constitution, and it was inter-

wrought with the question of Cromwell's negatives. Article

XXXVII. of the original Instrument of the Protectorate

had guaranteed liberty of worship and of preaching outside

the Established Church to " such as profess faith in Jesus

Christ," and Cromwell, in his last speech, had noted this as

one of the " fundamentals
"
he was bound to preserve. How

did the Parliament meet the difficulty ? Very ingeniously.

They said that the phrase "such as profess faith in Jesus

Christ
"
was a vague phrase, requiring definition ; and, the

whole House having formed itself into a Committee for

Religion, and this Committee having appointed a working
sub-Committee of about fourteen, the sub-Committee was

empowered to take steps for coming to a definition. Naturally

enough, in such a matter, the sub-Committee wanted clerical

advice
; and, each member of the sub-Committee having

nominated one divine, there was a small Westminster As-

sembly over again to illuminate Parliament on the dark

subject. Dr. Owen and Dr. Goodwin were there, with Nye,
Sidrach Simpson, Stephen Marshall, Mr. Vines, Mr. Manton,
and others. Mr. Richard Baxter had the honour of being

one, having been asked to undertake the duty by Lord

Broghill, when the venerable ex-Primate Usher had declined

it; and it is from Baxter that we have the fullest account

of the proceedings. When he came to town from Kidder-

minster, he found the rest of the divines already busy in

drawing up a list of "fundamentals of faith," the profession

of which was to be the necessary title to the toleration

promised. Knowing
" how ticklish a business the enumera-

tion of fundamentals was," Baxter tried, he says, to stop that

method, and suggested that acceptance of the Creed, the

Lord's Payer, and the Decalogue would be a sufficient test.

This did not please the others ; Baxter almost lost his charac-

ter for orthodoxy by his proposal ;
Dr. Owen, in particular,

forgetful of his own past, was now bull-mad for the " funda-

mentals." They were drawn out at last, either sixteen or
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them in all, :md handed to Parliament tin

ili-(
1

..mmittee. Thus illuminated, Parliament, after a

debate extending over six days (Dec. 4 15,1654), discharged

its mind fully on the Toleration Question. They resolved

that then- should certainly be a toleration for tender con-

MBanoei ..uNide the Kstal>li>hexl Church, but that it should

not extend to Atheism, Blasphemy, damnable Heresies to be

particularly enumerated by this Parliament, Popery, Prelacy,

Licentiousness or Profaneness," nor yet to "such as shall

preach, print, or avowedly maintain anything contrary to the

fundamental principles of Doctrine held forth in the public

-ion."- -aid " tundamcntal principles" being the "funda-

mental- of Dr. Owen and his friends, so far as the House

should see fit to pass them. They were already in print,

with the Scriptural proofs, for the use of members, and the

first of them was passed the same day. It was "That the

Holy Scripture is that rule of knowing God, and living unto

Him. which whoso does not believe cannot be saved." The
others would come in time. Meanwhile it \vas involved in

the lIcM.liition of the Hou-e that the 1'rotector himself should

haven \eiooii any Hills for re>t raining or punishing At:

Blasphemers, damnable II:' *, Papists, Prelatists, or drniers

of any of the forthcoming Christian fundamentals.1

As if to show how mneli in earnest they were on this whole

subject, the House had at that moment the notorious Anti-

Trinitarian .John Middle in their custody. Since 1044, \\hen

7 the : tO hint

to town, Baxter had that he had put his views on paper and
tin- honour t.. IT.

' .,,. 11, that it might save tiim- if hi- liighnen
sn till then, "save would read them II.

i
: in well was an "p";

' ve that
inferior man .i-. : r I saw that what

': ;iU.> tli.' h.nioiir of two I..M.J "lie learned must be from himself
h Croinwrll, th. lispofted to apeak many
<-i* }}-:. 1 iii

"
hour-i than to hear one, ami little

lull Council. Tliry M-.'in to h;i\.' IUTII 'ien he
. On Loth ' II had

< ruiiiwdl maili- ui> hi-* miinl alMiut H.iv

ut with
i

Hut Baxter
_;;uii upon him.

:. the
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he was a schoolmaster in Gloucester, this mild man had been

in prison again and again for his opinions, and the wonder

was that the Presbyterians had not succeeded in bringing him

to the scaffold in 1648 under their tremendous Ordinance

of that year. His Socinian books were then known over

England and even on the Continent, and he would certainly

have been the first capital victim under the Ordinance if the

Presbyterians had continued in power. At large since 1651,

he had been living rather quietly in London, earning his

subsistence as a Greek reader for the press, but also preach-

ing regularly on Sundays to a small Socinian congregation.

In accordance with the general policy of the Government since

Cromwell had become master, he had been left unmolested.

The orthodox had been on the watch, however, and another

Socinian book of Biddle's, called A Two-fold Catechism, pub-
lished in 1654, had given them the opportunity they wanted.

For this book Biddle had been arrested on the 12th of December,
and he had been brought before the House on his knees and

committed to prison on the 13th. The views which the

House were then formulating on the Limits of Toleration in

the abstract may be said therefore to have been illustrated

over Mr. Biddle's body in the concrete. His case came up

again on the 15th of January, when the House, after hearing

with horror some extracts from his books, ordered them to be

burnt by the hangman, and at the same time instructed a

Committee to prepare a Bill for punishing him. The punish-

ment, if the Presbyterians could succeed in falling back on

their Parliamentary Ordinance of May 1648, was to be

death.1

It was really of very great consequence to the Common-
wealth of the Protectorate what theory of Toleration should

be adopted into its Constitution, whether the Parliament's

or Cromwell's. For the ferment of religious and irreligious

speculation of all kinds in the three nations was now some-

thing prodigious, and there were widely diffused denomina-

tions of dissent and heresy that had not been in existence

ten years before, when the Long Parliament and the West-

1 Wood's Ath. III. 593598 ; Commons Journals of dates.
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minster Assembly first discussed the Toleration Question.

Our synopsis of the Knglish sects and Heresies of 1644

(Vol. III. 143-159) is not, indeed, wholly out of date for

H>.~>4, but it would require extensions and modifications to

adjust it accurately to the latter year. There had been the

natural llux and retlux of idea- during the intervening decade,

the waning of some sects and singularities that had no deep

root, the interblending of others, and new bursts in the teem-

ing chaos. ./'//r/.v/v
-

'I,tt9 or Mtitcritilistx, Anti-

.turixtx, Anli-Trinitiiriiinx or X..,-',)iiii>i<.
' ' -SaLba-

s,
^ and I)i career* or Miltonitt* : all these terms

in the voe:i))iilary of the orthodox, describing persons

or bodies of persons of whose opinions the Civil Magistrate
was bound to take account. Sects, on the other hand, that

had been on the black u years ago had now been

admitted to respectability. Baptist* or Anahij,/!*/*, Atifi-

nomiatu, Brou>ni*t*
t nay even 1 neially. had

been regarded in 1644 as dark and dangerous schismatics ;

but now. sa\e in the private colloquies or controversial tracts

of Pre-bytei-ians. no feeling of horror attached to those names.

IM Mideed, wen- now the Lords of the Common-
wealth, ami vAv and AiiCiimmi \\\ \\\\\ places,

so that the most orthodox Presbyterians found themselves

-idehy side with them in private gatherinn-s and committees.

In the Established rhureh of the Protectorate there was to

i comprehension of Pre-^bytt rians, Independents, and such

Baptists and other really Evangelical Sectaries as might be

willing; and. accordingly, the (jue.-tion of men- Toleration

outside the K>tablished Church no longer concerned the

Evangelical sects lyin^ immediately beyond ordinary Inde-

pendency. If. from objection to the principle of an Estab-

lishment. they chose to remain out.-ide. they would have

toleration there as a matter of course. To make up, ho\\.

for this removal of so many of the old Sectaries from all prac-
tical interest in the ijuestion on their own account, then v.

new religious denominations of such strange way- and tenden-

cies, such unknown relations to anvthing hithert< ised

as Orthodoxy or as Heresy, that the poor Civil
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or even the coolest Abstract Tolerationist, in contemplating

them, might well be puzzled. The following is a list of the

chief of these new Sects that had sprung up since 1644 :

FIFTH-MONARCHY MEN : At first sight this does not appear
a new sect, but merely a continuation of the old MILLENARIES or

CHILIASTS (Vol. III. pp. 152-153), who believed that the Personal

Reign of Christ on Earth for a thousand years was approaching.
The change of name, however, indicates greater precision in the

belief, and also greater intensity. According to the wild system of

Universal Chronology then in vogue, the past History of the World,
on this side of the Flood, had consisted of four great successive

Empires or Monarchies the Assyrian, which ended B.C. 531; the

Persian, which ended B.C. 331
;
the Macedonian, or Greek Empire

of Alexander, which was made to stretch to B.C. 44
;
and the Roman,

which had begun B.C. 44, with the Accession of Augustus Caesar,
and which had included, though people might not see how, all that

had happened on the Earth since then. But this last Monarchy
was tottering, and a Fifth Universal Monarchy was at hand. It

was that foreshadowed in Rev. xx. :

" And I saw an Angel come
" down from Heaven, having the key of the Bottomless Pit and
" a great chain in his hand. And he laid hold on the Dragon, that
"
great serpent, which is the Devil and Satan, and bound him a

" thousand years, and cast him into the Bottomless Pit, and shut
" him up, and set a seal upon him, that he should deceive the
"
nations no more, till the thousand years should be fulfilled : and

"
after that he must be loosed a little season. And I saw Thrones,

" and they sat upon them, and judgment was given unto them :

" and I saw the souls of them that were beheaded for the witness
" of Jesus, and for the worship of God, and which had not worshipped
" the beast, neither his image, neither had received his mark upon
"
their foreheads, or in their hands

;
and they lived and reigned

" with Christ a thousand years. But the rest of the dead lived not
"
again until the thousand years were finished." This prophecy

was the property of all Christians, and might receive different

interpretations. The literal interpretation, favoured by some theo-

logians, was that, at some date fast approaching, Christ would

reappear visibly on Earth, accompanied by the re-embodied souls

of dead saints and martyrs, while the rest of the dead slept on, and
that in the glorious reign of Righteousness and the subjugation of all

Evil thus begun for a thousand years men then living, or the true

saints among them, might partake. This interpretation, though
scouted by the more rational theologians, had seized on many of the

more fervid English Independents and Sectaries, so that they had

begun to see, in the great events of their own time and land, the

dazzling edge of the near Millennium. The doctrine had caught
the souls of Harrison and other men of action, hitherto classed as

Anabaptists or Seekers. Now, so far there was no harm in it, nor
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could any of the orthodox who rejected it for theiiiseh - dare to treat

inn- of tin- IK resies to In- restiained liy tin- Civil M:

I !\ idently, however. there was a root of danger. What if the Filth-

Monarchy men should make it part of their faith that tin- saints

nuilil ./.-,-. '. ,-,,lr tin- Fifth Monarchy, and that it was their <lut \ to

do so i

1 Thru their tenet mi-lit have strange practical -\m
'i-h politics. Already. in t he time of the I, Parliament,

there had Keen warning of this, the Fifth Monarchy men there, or

outside the Parliament, ha\ in-,' distinguished themselves by an

nltra-Kepuhlicaiiism which Nerved on Communism, ami also by
their /eal for pure Voluntaryism in iirliu'ioii and tin- abolition of a

paid Ministry and all . imrch machinery The fact had not

escaped Cromwell, and in lii- -p.Mch at the opening of the pn -

I'arliament he had taken notice of it. In that very speech he had

singled out for remark "the mistaken notion of the Fifth Monan :

It was a notion, he admitted, held hy many _'ood and sineere men ;

na\ it was a notion he honoured and could find a hiu'h meaning in.

" Hut for men, on this principle, to hetitle themselves that they

6 the onl\ men to rule kin-' "in nations, and give laws

people, and determine of property and liberty and e\.

"
tiling else. upon such a pretension as this : truly they had i.

i manifestations of Cod's presence with them, before

ui-e in- ii \\ill r. iibmit to tlieir conclusions." If they were

notions only, he atlded, they were le-t left alone; 'ions will

hurt none but those who have them." IJiit. when the notions were
turned into practice, and proposals were made for abrogation of

Property and Ma -niootli the way for the Fifth Monarchy,
then one mu>t remember . I ude'.s precept as to the mode of dealing
with the errors of irood men. "

( If some lia\e OOmpMHOO," Jodfl

had said,
"
making a diH'eieiice

;
others save with fear, pulling them

"out of the ti

UVNTIIIS: "These made it their business," says Baxter, "to

up the Li^lit of Nature under the name oi M .'/"/',

"and to dishonour and cry down the Church, the Scripture, and

"the pres, nt Ministry and our worship and nrdinano > ; ai:d

"called men to hearken to Christ within them. But withal they

Ctmrtifr if

(for the old doctrine of the 1 fh> H'orW, tin-

ohii m PamphleU ; Cariyle's date of \vh . i^ a ..... i.i

> '.w.'ll. ill. -Ji 27. Tb Fifth Mo- sketch of tl.

iiv n ti"ii \\.is \<\ i..> ii:i-aiis an uj>- tin- \\orl-l. :i> nlmc t tin- then ac-

start (.,l.lit\ ..i thought ain "iir i>:ist Soctilar

li>h 1'nrit - nth i'1-ntiiry. M . with n ^'laiirc uromul at tin-

It was a tradition <>t' the nu>>t scholarly I

thought "t nif.li.i \al thcl"^i:ins as to certainly in the dreii-

the ituration an.l tinal 1 '.ilhi].-r nt' the Pays." aii'l an anti-i|>ati'ii.

ii-:i-fil >onal Uflirt, l

in the t>ller imaginative literature nf Filth M"ii in-liy, >r tuira. -uloii-, recon-

vnr: .timis. Thus tlx> stitutin "I the wh"l>

eiititleil M->inirfhy, ,-r A >, Itinl-yu? halily atwut the year I'OOO.

VOL. V. C
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"
conjoined a cursed doctrine of Libertinism, which brought them

"
to all abominable filthiness of life. They taught, as the FAMILISTS,

"
(see Vol. III. p. 152), that God regardeth not the actions of the

" outward man, but of the heart, and that to the pure all things are
"
pure. .... I have seen myself letters written from Abington,

" where among both soldiers and people this contagion did then
"
prevail, full of horrid oaths and curses and blasphemy, not fit to

" be repeated by the tongue or pen of man
;
and this all uttered as

" the effect of knowledge and a part of their Religion, in a fanatic
"
strain, and fathered on the Spirit of God." The Ranters, in fact,

seem to have been ANTINOMIANS (see Vol. III. 151-152) run mad,
with touches from FAMILISM and SEEKEKISM greatly vulgarized.
Of no sect do we hear more in the pamphlets and newspapers
between 1650 and 1655, though there are traces of them of earlier

date. The pamphlets about them generally take the form of pro-
fessed accounts of some of their meetings, with reports of their

profane discourses and the indecencies with which they were ac-

companied. There are illustrative wood-cuts in some of the

pamphlets ; and, on the whole, I fancy that some low printers and
booksellers made a trade on the public curiosity about the Ranters,

getting up pretended accounts of their meetings as a pretext for

prurient publications. There is plenty of testimony, however,
besides Baxter's word, that there was a real sect of the name

pretty widely spread in low neighbourhoods in towns, and holding

meetings. Among Ranters named in the pamphlets I have noticed

a T. Shakespeare.
" The horrid villainies of the sect," says Baxter,

" did not only speedily extinguish it, but also did as much as ever
"
anything did to disgrace all sectaries, and to restore the credit of

" the ministry and the sober unanimous Christians
;

"
and this, or

the transfusion of Ranterism into equivalent phrenzies with other

names, may account for the fact that after a while the pamphlets
about the Ranters cease or become rare. Clearly, in the main, the

regulation of such a sect, so long as it did last, was a matter of

police ;
and the only question is whether there were any tenets

mixed up with Ranterism, or held by some roughly called Ranters,
that were capable of being dissociated, and that were in fact in

some cases dissociated, from offences against public decency. Exact
data are deficient, and there were probably varieties of Ranters

theologically. Pantheism, or the essential identity of God with the

universe, and his indwelling in every creature, angelic, human,
brute, or inorganic, seems to have been the belief of most Ranters
that could manage to rise to a metaphysics with which belief was

conjoined also a rejection of all essential distinction between good
and evil, and a rejection of all Scripture as mere dead letter; but

from a so-called " Carol of the Ranters
"

I infer that Atheism, or

at least Mortalism or Materialism (see Vol. III. p. 156-157), had
found refuge among some of the varieties. Thus :
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Tii. v prate of God ! Believe it, fellow-creature,
There's no such bugbear: all was made by Nature.

We know all came of nothing, ;uul shall pass
Into tin- .-linn condition once it was

By Nature's power, and that they grossly lie

That say there's hope of immortality.
Let them hut tell us what a soul is: then

We shall adhere to these mad brainsick men." '

TMK Mr.,. Sometimes con-

foniidrtl with the Kant, is, hut really di.-tinguishable, were some
era/ed men, wlio- (

> crazes had taken a religious turn, and whose
e\tr:i\;p_Miiees became contagious. Such Was a John Robin-, iir-t

heard of alxmt 1 )">(), when In- went nhotit. sometimes as God
Almighty, sometimes as Adam raised from the dead, with the

power Of ntiaiag others from the dead. He had raised Cain and

hidas, and other personages of Scripture, forgiving their sins and

-ing them
; which personages, changed in chanieter, hut re-

membering their former selves i|uite well, went about in Robins's

company and were seen and talked with by various people. He
eould work miracles, and in dark rooms Would exhibit him.-elf

surrounded with id fiery s- md shining lights, or

riding in the air. H. n sent to Bridewell, and his super-
natural powers had left him. One heard next, in 1052, of two

associates, called John Reeve and Lud. ,'leton. who pro-
d to IK-

" the two last Spiritual Witness (\lt>v. xi.) and alone
"true 1'rophet- of the I. old .lesus C'hri>t, (Jod alone blessed to all
"
eternity." They believed in a real man-shaped God, existing

from all eternity, who had roine upon earth as Jesus Christ. 1 a\ing
M - '-.md Klijah to represent him in Heaven also in the mortality
of the soul till the resin netion of the Ixxly ; and their chief o.ni-

mi-sion was to denounce and cui-e all false prophet-, and all who
did not Ix'lieve in md Mugirleton. They vi-ited Kobins in

Bridewell and told him to stop his pivaehinu under pain of eternal

damnation
;

but they favoured some eminent I'i . -b\ terian and

Independent mini.-teis of LoinloU with letters to the same efi

They dated their letters- "from (I real Trinity Lane, at a Chandler's

shop, against one Mr. Millis. a brown baker, near Bow Lane End ;

''

and the editor of
'

:

iticus, who had ic.ti\ed one of their

letters so dated, had the curiosity to go to set- them, with some
friends of his, in the end of August 1653. He found them '

at the

"top of an old house in a cockloft," and made a paragiaph of them
thus: "They are said to be a couple of tailors: hut only one
"of them works, and that is Muggleton ; the other, they say,
"writes prophecies. We found two women there whom th.

Mfp, 7677 : and Tho- another pamphlet in Ban-lay's Inurr

maMnPamphlrtUMMta. The pamphlet Lit'- ' ti>-

last
|ii.

: ,1 is in Vol. 485 (old nun 417418.
ing). I have also used a quotation from

:
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" convinced
;
whom we questioning, they said they believed all.

" Besides there was an old country plain man of Essex, who said he
" had been with them twice before

; and, being asked whether he
" were of the same opinion and did believe them, he answered, Truly
" he could not tell what to say, but he was come to have some dis-
" course with them in private." Two months after this interview (Oct.

1653), they were brought before the Lord Mayor and Recorder for

their letters to ministers, and sentenced to six months of imprison-
ment each. But they were to be farther heard of in the world, Mug-
gleton indeed to as late as 1698, when he died at the age of ninety,

leaving a sect called THE MUGGLETONIANS, who are perhaps not

extinct yet. Among those who attached themselves to Reeves and

Muggleton was a Thomas Tany, who called himself also " Theauro

John," and professed to be the Lord's High Priest. They would
have nothing to do with him, and put him on their excommunicated
list. Whether because this preyed on the poor man's mind or not,

he was found in the lobby of the Parliament House on Saturday,
Dec. 30, 1654, with a drawn sword, slashing at members, and

knocking for admittance. The House, who were then in the midst

of their debate on the proper Limits of Toleration, ordered him to

be brought to the bar : "Where," say the journals, "being demanded
"
by Mr. Speaker what his name was, answered

' Theeror John'
; being

" asked why he came hither, saith, He fired his tent, and the people
" were ready to stone him because he burnt the Bible which he
"
acknowledged he did. Saith it is letters, not life. And he drew

" his sword because the man jostled him at the door. Saith he
" burnt the Bible because the people say it is the Word of God,
" and it is not

;
it deceived him. And saith he burnt the sword and

"
pistols and Bibles because they are the Gods of England. He did

"it not of himself; and, being asked who bid him do it, saith
" God/ And thereupon was commanded to withdraw." He was
sent into custody immediately. Stray fanatics like Robins, Reeves,

Muggleton, and Theauro John, seem to have been not uncommon

through England.
1

BOEHMENISTS AND OTHEB MYSTICS : Of the German Mystre Jacob

Boehme (1575-1624) there had been a Life in English since 1644,
with a catalogue of his writings, and since then translations of some
of the writings themselves had appeared at intervals, mostly from

the shop of one publisher, Humphrey Blunden. The interest in
" the Teutonical Philosopher

"
thus excited had at length taken form

in a small sect of professed BOEHMENISTS, propounding the doctrine

of the Light of Nature, i. e. of a mystic intuitional revelation in the

soul itself of all true knowledge of divine and human things. Of
this sect Baxter says that they were " fewer in number," and seemed
" to have attained to greater meekness and conquest of passions,"

1 Godwin, IV. 313317; Mercurius Commons Journals, Dec. 30, 1654 ;
Bar-

Toliticus, No. 167 (Aug. IS 25, 1653) ; clay's Rdiyivus Sccieties, pp. 421422.
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than tin- oth< The chief of tln-m was Pr. I'ordage, Rector
of Bnidlield, in llerks, with his family. They lield

"
visible and

ible communion witli aiiuds" in tin- l\ector\. on the very walls

and wimliiws of which tin-re appeared miraculous pictures and

ibols; and tin- Doctor himself, besides alarming people with

Mich -.trance phrases as "the fiery deity of Christ dwelling in the

soul and mixing itself with our llf-.li," was clearly unorthodox on

many particular points.' I'.oehme's system included a my.-tical

physics or cosmology as well as a metaphysics or theosophy, and
some nf his Kn-jll-h followers seem to have allied themselves with
the fair.. William Lilly, whose prophetic Almanacks,
under the title of

'

.had Keen a[ ; mmially
since Id 1 1 Hut indeed all sorts of men were in contact with this

|iiack or i|uaek-m\ -tic. He had been consulted liy Charles I. as to the

pmliahle i lie of e\eiits; he had been consulted and feed by partisans
of the other vide: hi.- Almanack-, with their hieroglyphics i,nd political

predictions, had a boundless popularity, and were brin^m;? him a

good income ; he was the chief in hi- day of those fortune tellin;: and

spirit aULr urin._r celebrities who hover all their lives U'tweeu hijjh

ud I'.ridewell. As he hatl adhered to the Parliamentarians
ami made the stare speak for their cause, he had hitherto 1

pretty sate; but the leading Pre-h\ teriaii and Indepeiid.-nt iniiiisters,

as we have seen ^ante IV. p. :{'._'). had recently called upon I'.n

meiit to put down !
i iataker had attacked

"that Lrraiid impo>tor Mr. William Lilly" in an express publica-
tion.'-' - Uit in a spirit >! mix-hief that Baxter names T ISTS,
01 di-cipl, > of Sir Henry Vane the younger, as one of the recognised

- of this time.' That L.
r reat IJepublicaii leader, it was known.

with all his deep practical a-tuteiie-s and the perfect clearness and
shivwdnes- .,f his >pe ( -ch s and business letters, .-airie.l in his head
am\ (' his own which he found it hard to express.
It was a something unique, including id- the Antinomians,
the Anabaptists, and the >eekei>, he had Ix-en so much aiming, with
-ninetiiii the FifthMonarchy notion, and with the theory
of absolute Voluntaryism in Ueli^ion, but all these amalgamated
with new iii'.'redients. Hurnet tells us that, thoiirrh he had taken

pains to find out Vane's meaning in his own books, he could never
'n it, ami that, as many others had the same experience, it

illicit be reasonable to c. nclude that Vane had purposely kept
bark the key to his -ysteiu. Friends of Vane had told l!ui

however, that "he leaned to Onsen's notion of a universal salva-

tion of all, both of devils and the damned, and to the doctrine of

I'l'e

'

l-'.ven \\hen Cromwell and Vane had been close

friends, calling cadi other "Fountain" and "Heron" in t!

.f date June 10, 1663 (GaU-
!'-:, : l:.i NVal, IV. ll'J kt-r'> Tract) and of other dat.

II.
1

?- Almanaoka).
lly ; Stationers'
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private letters, Vane had been in possession of such peculiar lights,
or of others, beyond Cromwell's apprehension.

" Brother Fountain
" can guess at his brother's meaning," he had written to Cromwell
in Scotland August 2, 1651, with reference to some troublesome

on-goings in the Council of State during Cromwell's absence,

begging him not to believe ill-natured reports about "Brother
Heron "

in connexion with them, and adding,
" Be assured he

answers your heart's desire in all things, except he be esteemed

even by you in principles too high to fathom
;
which one day, I

am persuaded, will not be so thought by you, when, by increasing
with the increasings of God, you shall be brought to that sight
and enjoyment of God in Christ which passes knowledge." If

this to Cromwell, what to others ? Three years had passed, and Vane
was now in compulsory retirement. His Retired Man's Medita-

tions had not yet been published. Such Vanists, therefore, as there

were in 1654 must have imbibed their knowledge of them from

Sir Henry's conversation or indirectly. Among these Baxter

mentions Peter Sterry, one of Cromwell's favourite preachers, and

afterwards known as a mystic on his own account. Of Sterry's

preaching, already notoriously obscure, Sir Benjamin Rudyard had
said that "

it was too high for this world and too low for the other,"

and Baxter puns on the association of Vane and Sterry, asking
whether Vanity and Sterility had ever been more happily conjoined.
But the sect of the VANISTS existed perhaps mainly in Baxter's

fancy.
1

QUAKERS OR FRIENDS : "Who can think of the appearance of

this sect in English History without doing what the sect itself would

forbid, and reverently raising the hat? And yet in 1654 this was
the very sect of sects. It was about the Quakers that there had

begun to be the most violent excitement among the guardians of

social order throughout the British Islands. It was then six or

seven years since they had first been heard of in any distinct way,
and four since they had received the name QUAKERS. A Derby-
shire Justice of the Peace, it is said, first invented that name for

them, because they seemed to be fond of the text Jer. v. 22, and

had offended him by addressing it to himself and a brother magis-
trate :

" Fear ye not me 1 saith the Lord
; will ye not tremble at

"
my presence ?

"
But Robert Barclay's account of the origin of

the name in his Apology for the Quakers (1675) is probably more

correct, though not inconsistent. He says it arose from the fact

that, in the early meetings of "The Children of the Light," as

they first called themselves, violent physical agitations were not

unfrequent, and conversions were often signalized by that accompani-
ment. There was often an " inward travail

"
in some one present ;

" and from this inward travail, while the darkness seeks to obscure
" the light, and the light breaks through the darkness, which it

i Baxter. 7476 ; Milton Papers by NickoUs, 7879 ; "Wood's Ath. III. 578
et seq. and IV. 136138.
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(In if the soul <rives not its strength to the darkness,
"there will l>t> such a painful travail found in the soul that will

.II work upon the outward man, so that often-time*, through
tin- working thereof, tin- hody will be greatly shaken, and n.

"
grouns ami si-h- and tear.-, even as the pangs of a woman in

"
travail, will lay In. Id of it : yea, and this not only as to ono. hut

"... sometimes tin; power of ( !nd will hreak forth into a whole
"

nifi-f in M-. and then- will l>o stirh an inward travail while each is

eking to OTWDOOM the evil in thcnix 'hes. that by thr strong

nlrary workings of these oppos:' . like tin.- going of two

ntrary tide>. every individtnd will In- strongly exercised as in a
v of l.attli'. and thr-rehy treinhling and a motion of Ixxly will

"lie upon most, if not upon all, which, as the power of Truth

'pivvaiU. will from panics and groans end with a sweet sound of
"
thank<^i\ ing and praise. And from this the name of i.e.

"
7 -.\a. lii st reproachfully cast upon us; which though it

" le none ..f our choosing, yet in this respect we are not ashamed of

"it, hut have rather reason to rejoice therefore, even that we are

isil.le of this pi\\,-r that hath oftentimes laid hold of our

and made them yield to us, and join with us, and
to the Truth, he fore they had any distinct and discursive

"
knowledge of our doctrines." The Quakers, then, according to

this eminent Ai 'icm, /mil, from the 'lite

doctiine-, which might l>e distinctly and di-ciu -ively known. What

They hardly amounted to any express revolution of

MULT Theology. In no essential iid any of the-

d iepie>entatives impugn any of the doctrines of ( 'hi istianity

as protc^s.-d l.y other fei vi.l Kvan-^elical sects. The Trinity, the

Divinity of Christ, the natural sinfnlness of men, propitiation by
Christ alone, sanct ification hy the Holy Spirit, tin- inspira'

and authority of the Scriptures in these, and in other cardinal

tenets, they wen- at one with the main hody of th :nporary
Christian.-. Though it was customary for a time to confound tl

with the Uantei-s, they themselves repudiated the connexion, and

oppo-ed the Haulers and their lihertinism wherever they met tli

Wherein then lay the distinctive peculiarity of the Quakers? It

lieen usual to -ny that it consisted in their doctrine of the uni-

.dity of the uift of the Spirit, and of the constant inner li^ht,

and motion, and teachiiiLT of the Spii'it in the soul of each individual

lieliever. This is not sufficient. That doctrine they shared suh-

tially with varioii other seeK certainly with the lioehmei:

and other Continental My-tics. not to speak of the Knu'H-di Anti-

iiomians and S N v. in their tii practical appl
tion of the tlo<'trine they had licen In .

ipated. If tlie inner

motion or manifestation of the Spirit in each mind, in iir

tion of the Hihle or over and aliove the Hi hie, is the sole r

iiii'4 of bl !, and if the manifestation coni'-th as the

Sj>iiit listcth, and cannot he commanded, a regular Mini-try of the
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Word by a so-called Clergy is an absurdity, and a hired Ministry an

abomination ! So said the Quakers. In reaching this conclusion,

however, they had only added themselves to masses of people,
known as Brownists, Seekers, and Anabaptists, who had already,

by the same route or by others, advanced to the standing-ground of

absolute Voluntaryism. What did distinguish the early Quakers
seems to have been, in the first place, the thorough form of their

apprehension of that doctrine of the Inner Light, or Immediate

Revelation of the Spirit, which they held in common with other

sects, and, in the second place, their courage and tenacity in carry-

ing out the practical inferences from that doctrine in every sentence

of their own speech and every hour of their own conduct. As to

the form in which they held the doctrine itself Barclay will be

again our best authority.
" The testimony of the Spirit," he says,

"
is that alone by which the true knowledge of God hath been, is,

" and can only be, revealed
; who, as by the moving of his own

"
Spirit he converted the Chaos of this world into that wonderful

" Order wherein it was in the beginning, and created Man a living
" Soul to rule and govern it, so by the same Spirit he hath mani-
" fested himself all along unto the sons of men, both Patriarchs,
"
Prophets, and Apostles : which revelations of God by the Spirit,

" whether by outward voices and appearances, dreams, or inward
"
objective manifestations in the heart, were of old the formal

"
object of their faith and remain yet so to be, since the object of

" the Saints' faith is the same in all ages, though set forth under
" divers administrations." This Inner Light of the Spirit, seizing
men and women at all times and places, and illuminating them in

the knowledge of God, was, Barclay elsewhere explains, something
altogether supernatural, something totally distinct from natural

Reason. " That Man, as he is a rational creature, hath Reason as
" a natural faculty of his soul, we deny not

;
for this is a property

" natural and essential to him, by which he can know and learn
"
many arts and sciences, beyond what any other animal can do by

" the mere animal principle. Neither do we deny that by this
" rational principle Man may apprehend in his brain, and in the
"
notion, a knowledge of God and spiritual things ; yet, that not

"
being the right organ, .... it cannot profit him towards salva-

"
tion, but rather hindereth." And what of the use and value of

the Scriptures 1
" From these revelations of the Spirit of God to

" the saints have proceeded the Scriptures of Truth, which contain
"
(1) A faithful historical account of the actings of God's people in

" divers ages, with many singular and remarkable providences at-
"
tending them; (2) A prophetical account of several things, whereof

' some are already past and some yet to come
; (3) A full and ample

' account of all the chief principles of the doctrine of Christ ....
'

Nevertheless, because they are only a declaration of the fountain,
' and not the fountain itself, therefore they are not to be esteemed the
'

principal ground of all Truth and Knowledge, nor yet the adequate
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|.rini:iry
rule of faith and imin'" n V n rthelos, as that which

eth ;i true :ind faithful te-t Jimmy of the tii>t foundation, they
. illlil III. IV !'' < -teemed ii secondary rule. Mlhordinate to the

"Spirit, iVoin \\hieh they have all their excellency ami OBTtail

So much t'..r tin- ft'i-in of tin- central principle of F.arly <Ju;ikeri-m.

rasit i-an !> expics-ed logically, lint it was in ih.- tvs.ilute

a|iplicati.>ii i.f tin- principle in practice that the F.arly (Junkers

lIKl'lf thrill-. l\e- con-picllolls. Til. Volun-

taries, waiting for tin- al..,lit ion ..t'tln- National Chnrch. ami ]ayin^
tithes inniiiwhilr. Tln-y "<r>- S'panitists who w-mld at IK-- ami

in i-v. i\ \\a\ a-M-rt tl tlMBL Thrv would pay no tith'

tlu-y rai .hiiuh "a steeple-house
"

;
and they regarded

every par-.n a^ tin- hired perfnrnn-r in one of tin' -t. .

p'.f-houses.

Then, in their own ineetini:- toi- mutual edification and woi>hip,

all their cii^L in- were in accordance with their main principle.

They had no ti\ed articles of < lonal ci'ced, no prescribed
torni> of pra\er. no ordinance of l.apti-m or of sacrnineiital rom-

niunion, no religious cerniiony in -auction of : ami no

paid or appointed pi'eai hers. The mini-try was to be as the spirit

moved ; all e.pialh illicit speak or be silent, poor 88 Well as rich, un-

learned as well as Imnied. \\oiiien as well as men
;

if special teachers

did spring up anioiiur>t them, it .-hotild not \>c jirofes.-ionally, or to

earn a s.d..r\. N.t.witli all this liberty aiiioii^' tliein-elve-, what

unanimity in the moral purport of their teachings ! Their restless

di-sa ti>factioii with the K>tal>li>hed Church and with all known
varieties of Dissent, their pMBion for a full rrei-ption ..(('lnist at

the fountain-head, their searchings of the Scriptures, their private

rapturo and meditations, their prayers and consultations in public,

had re-ultcd in a simple re-issue of the Chri-t ianity of the Sermon
on the Mount. (Quakerism, in its kernel, was but the revived

Christian morality of meekness, piety, benevolence, purity, truth-

fulness, pe.icet'ulncs-, and passivity. Then ic n oath- :

^ 01 Naj was to l>e enouiih. Ti to be no ceremonies of

honour <>r courtesy-titles amoujj men : the hat was to lie tak.-n off

to no one, ami all were t< be addressed in the singular, as Thou
and T/i". War and physical vioN unlawful. an<l there-

fore all ii_ditiiiLT and the trade of a soldier. Injuries to oneself

Were to be borne with patience, but there \\ a> to be the IllOSt

acti\e CIHTLTV in relieving the sntleriiiu's of others, and in seeking
out sutler! HL; where it lurked. The >ick and those in ]>rison were

to be \isited. the insane and the outcast ; and the wrou<_'-

cruelties of law, whether in deat h -sentences for m. - a-ain-t

property, or in brutal methods of prison-treatment, \\.-re to be

exposed and condemned. For the i.-t, the Kiieml- were to walk

industriously and domestically through the world, hoiic-t in their

dealings, wearing a jilain Puritan iraih, and avoidiiii; all vai

and LTaiet i. - 11. id it been Jiossihle for Mich a -c.-t to come into

cc by mere natural growth, or the uno-nc. it- d association of
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like-minded persons in all parts of the country at once, even then,
one can see, there would have been irritation between it and the
rest of the community. The refusal to pay tithes, the refusal of
oaths in Courts of Law or anywhere else, the objection to war and
to the trade of a soldier, the Theeing and Thouing of all indis-

criminately, the keeping of the hat on in any presence, would have
occasioned constant feud between any little nucleus of Quakers and
the society round about it. But the sect had not formed itself by any
such quiet process of simultaneous grouping among people who had
somehow imbibed its tenets. It had come into being, and in fact

had shaped its tenets and become aware of them, through a previous
fervour of itinerant Propagandism, such as had hardly been known
since the first Apostles and Christian missionaries had walked

among the heathen. The first Quaker, the man in whose dreamings
by himself, aided by scanty readings, the principles of the sect had
been evolved, and in whose conduct by himself for a year or two
the sect had practically originated, was the good, blunt, obstinate,

opaque-brained, ecstatic, Leicestershire shoemaker, George Fox,
the Boehme of England. From the year 1646, when he was two
and twenty years of age, the life of Fox had been an incessant

tramp through the towns and villages of the Midlands and the

North, with preachings in barns, in inns, in market-places, outside
courts of justice, and often inside the steeple-houses themselves, by
way of interruption of the regular ministers, or correction of their
doctrine after the hours of regular service. Extraordinary excitements
had attended him everywhere, paroxysms of delight in him with
tears and tremblings, outbreaks of rage against him with hootings
and stonings. Again and again he had been brought before justices
and magistrates, to whose presence indeed he naturally tended of
his own accord for the purpose of lecturing them on their duties,
and to whom he was always writing Biblical letters. He had been
beaten and put in the stocks

;
he had been in Derby jail and in

several other prisons, charged with riot or blasphemy ;
and in these

prisons he had found work to his mind and had sometimes converted
his jailors. And so, by the year 1654,

"
the man with the leather

breeches," as he was called, had become a celebrity throughout
England, with scattered converts and adherents everywhere, but
voted a pest and terror by the public authorities, the regular
Steeple-house clergy whether Presbyterian or Independent, and the
appointed preachers of all the old sects. By this time, however, he
was by no means the sole preacher of Quakerism. Every now and
then from among his converts there had started up one fitted to assist
him m the work of itinerant propagandist^ and the number of
such had increased in 1654 to about sixty in all. Richard Farns-
worth, James Nayler, William Dewsbury, Thomas Aldam, John
Audland, Francis Howgill, Edward Burrough, Thomas Taylor,John Camm, Richard Hubberthorn, Miles Halhead, James Parnel,'
Thomas Briggs, Robert Widders, George Whitehead, Thomas
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Holmes, James Lanca-t--
'

\Villintn Tuton, and
.lolin Stulili.-. ot'tl nese\. \\ith Kli/.di.th Hi,., ton. A"iui Downer,
Kli/aht -tli I

' I.eth Fletcher, lialhara Jilan-.'d. i:
'

, iunl Sarah Ci .. were amonu' the .i

these early (Quaker <1 the

doctrine- in'" e\.rv part <>t I'lrjland. ami also into Scotlan.

Ireland ; some of tin-in had < veil hecii moved to go to the Con-
tinent. \Vhrn-verlln-y \\.-i, t tin re wa- the same disttlihancc n.nnd

them as round }'\>\ himself, and they had the turne html treatment

ii:ipr;-.mii- n'. duckings, \\hipi necessary that the

should reim-mher that in 1 "> I t,Miakei i-m was htill in this

Mge of its ditl'iision liy a vehement pTOfWgftodiMIi <

MIC sixty itinerant preachers at war with estahlished hal-its

and customs, and had not settled down into mere indivi-lual

(^nietism, with a-MM-iations of those who had U'on - to its

jirineijiles, and roul-1 ! e-.ntent with their own local meetings. In

the chief centres, indeed, there were now tixttl in '.-r the

:it (^uaker>, the main meetim,' j-la-
don I.eii

Hull and Month in St.
'

:.-<;rand; luit K..\ and most of

his coadjutors were htill wandering almut the ei.nntry.
- 'I'here W9

already an B literature of Quakeri-m.
letter- and tracts l.y K-.\ hi n->w-.rth. N.\

Ml. and .thers. and of i: ie Quakers and

principle:- l.y
I iaiis and Ind- i; and some of the

letters ,,f wn had he.-n .lii. .-sed to <

There had also, home time in IT-.'. I. l-een olio interview l*-t\\een the

J.or.l I'n.tector and ' "lonel Hacker, havinu' am
;er>hire, had sent him up to ]x>ndon. I'.r-.ujht t-> Whitehall,

one moruing early, when the Lord I'r-.teetor was dressing, he had

said, on enteriiiLT.
"

I'cace he on this House
"'

and had then dis-

coursed to the Protector at Mime length, th- I' 1 '
'

'

listening, oceasi-nia'
J aijiu-hti-

. veral times acknow-

ledging a remark ot C
j Diving it was "

very good," and

"the truth." At part in-, the l'rottctor had taken hold of his

hand. ami. with fears in his e\es. said -Come again to my house !

"
If thou and I were hut an hour of the day together, we should In-

another. I wish no more harm to thee

"to mv own soul." Out-ide, the captain on guaid, inl

that h. h.i-1 wanted him, hy tl.

y and dine with the hou.-rhold : hut C.orge had stoutly

declined. 1

an.l 1;

-ent <it*. it WM 1

I

'""P^?.-
10. This last i> a n-ally really, thoufc

-h rathr coufoae
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Such were the more recent sects and heresies for which, as

well as for those older and more familiar, the First Parliament

of the Protectorate had been, with the help of Dr. Owen and

his brother-divines, preparing a strait-jacket. Of that Parlia-

ment, however, and of all its belongings, the Commonwealth

was to be rid sooner than had been expected.

It had been the astute policy of the Parliament to con-

centrate all their attention upon the new Constitution for the

Protectorate, and to neglect and postpone other business until

the Bill of the Constitution had been pushed through and

presented to Cromwell for his assent. In particular they had

postponed, as much as possible, all supplies for Army and

Navy and for carrying on the Government. By this, as they

thought, they retained Cromwell in their grasp. By the

instrument under which they had been called, he could not

dissolve them till they had sat five months, which, by

ordinary counting from Sept. 3, 1654, made them safe till

Feb. 3, 1654-5. But, if they could contrive that it should

be Cromwell's interest not to dissolve them then, there was

no reason why they should not sit on a good while longer,

perhaps even till near Oct. 1656, the time they had them-

selves fixed for the meeting of the next Parliament. To

postpone supplies, therefore, till after the general Bill of the

Constitution in all its sixty Articles should have received

Cromwell's assent, to wrap up present supplies and the hope
of future supplies as much as possible in the Bill itself, was

the plan of the Anti-Oliverians. The Bill, it will be re-

membered, had passed the second reading on Dec. 23, had

then gone into Committee for amendments, and had come

back to the House with these amendments. On the 10th of

January, 1654-5, when the Bill was almost ready to be en-

grossed, it was moved by the Oliverians that there should be

a conference about it with the Protector
;
but the motion was

lost by 107 votes to 95. Among various subsequent divisions

vaded the Quaker teachings "and writ- published in 1876, the posthumous
ings at that date. There are many work of a second Robert Barclay, two
particles of information about the early hundred years after the first. But the

Quakers, and about other contemporary book, though laborious, is very chaotic,
Kn^lish sects, in The Inner Life of the and shows hardly any knowledge of the
Religious Societies of the Commonwealth, time of which it mainly treats.
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was one on the l(>th on the question whether the Bill should

liceome Lau even if the Lord Protector should refuse hi-

assent, and the Anti-Oliverians negatived the putting of

the i|iie-ti..n l,y eighty-six votes to fifty-five. The next d.

alter another division, it was resolved thus: "That this Hill

entitled In Act Li *

ntj
the Government of

"
C< iff/i, &c., be engrossed in order to its present in

"to the Lord Protector for his consideration and assent."

that, if "the Lord Protector and the Parliament shall not

"agree thereunto and to every Article there-. f, then the Hill

"shall be void and of none ell'eet." Cromwell ha\ing thus

1-een shut up to accept all or none, the Bill passed the third

and coneltiHve reading on r'riday. .Ian. 19. Then all depend. -d

on Cromwell, who would have twenty days to make up his

mind, lie had made up his mind already, and did not

mean to wait for the panlmient. The Bill included pr.--

vi-ion> striking, iis he conceived, at the root of his Protectorate,

e.g. one for depri\ing him and the Council of State of t i

power of interim legislation which they had hitherto exercised

with so much eli'eet, and others withholding the

thought his ilue on future Hills a Meeting fundamentals. lie

\\as. he>ides. wholly dis-n-ted with the spirit and conduct of

the Parliament. .\ceordingly, having hethought himself t!

in the pa\ ment of the soldiers and sailors, a month was con-

strued as twentv-eight davs only, he let the Saturday and

Sunday after the third reading of the Hill pass quietly hy. and

then, on Mondav the M^nd, having summoned the House to

in. et him in the Painted Chamher. addressed them in what

counts as the Fourth of his Speeches, told them their t

\\asupthat dav, and dis-ol\ed them. Their C..n-t itutional

Bill .f Sixty Articles di.-ai-p-antl \\itli them; and they had

not, in all the live months, sent up a single Bill to Cromwell

for his assent. 1

mrnons Journals of tla .11, IV. 14S 157 ;
C.i: 95.
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SECTION II.

BETWEEN THE PARLIAMENTS, OB THE TIME OF ARBITRARINESS :

JAN. 22, 1654-55 SEPT. 17, 1656.

AVOWED " ARBITRARINESS
" OF THIS STAGE OF THE PRO-

TECTORATE, AND REASONS FOR IT. FIRST MEETING OF

CROMWELL AND HIS COUNCIL AFTER THE DISSO-

LUTION : MAJOR - GENERAL OVERTON IN CUSTODY :

OTHER ARRESTS : SUPPRESSION OF A WIDE REPUB-

LICAN CONSPIRACY AND OF ROYALIST RISINGS IN

YORKSHIRE AND THE WEST : REVENUE ORDINANCE

AND MR. CONY'S OPPOSITION AT LAW: DEFERENCE

OF FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS : BLAKE IN THE MEDI-

TERRANEAN : MASSACRE OF THE PIEDMONTESE PRO-

TESTANTS : DETAILS OF THE STORY AND OF CROM-

WELL'S PROCEEDINGS IN CONSEQUENCE : PENN IN THE

SPANISH WEST INDIES : HIS REPULSE FROM HISPANIOLA

AND LANDING IN JAMAICA : DECLARATION OF WAR WITH

SPAIN AND ALLIANCE WITH FRANCE : SCHEME OF THE

GOVERNMENT OF ENGLAND BY MAJOR-GENERALS : LIST

OF THEM AND SUMMARY OF THEIR POLICE-SYSTEM :

DECIMATION TAX ON THE ROYALISTS, AND OTHER

MEASURES IN TEBEOEEM t CONSOLIDATION OF THE LON-

DON NEWSPAPER PRESS: PROCEEDINGS OF THE COM-

MISSION OF EJECTORS AND OF THE COMMISSION OF

TRIERS : VIEW OF CROMWELL'S ESTABLISHED CHURCH
OF ENGLAND, WITH ENUMERATION OF ITS VARIOUS COM-

PONENTS : EXTENT OF TOLERATION OUTSIDE THE ESTAB-

LISHED CHURCH : THE PROTECTOR'S TREATMENT OF THE
ROMAN CATHOLICS, THE EPISCOPALIANS, THE ANTI-

TRINITARIANS, THE QUAKERS, AND THE JEWS : STATE OF

THE ENGLISH UNIVERSITIES AND SCHOOLS UNDER THE
PROTECTORATE : CROMWELL'S PATRONAGE OF LEARNING :
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long stretch of twenty months was to be another period
of the ^overnment of the Commonwealth by the Lord Pro-

and the Count il of State on their own responsibility and

\\ith.uit a Parlianu-nt. In the circumstances in which the

late Parliament had left tluin. without supplies and without

a single (Miicluih-d and authoritat iv- !. they rould

only I'all lack mi the original Instrument of the Protectorate,

amending its delects l.y their own ingenuity as .

occurred, with a - n now and then snatched, for the

sake of t|uasi-Parliani. >untcnanee. from the wreck of

the late Constitutional Hill. Hence a character of "arbi-

trariness" in Cromwell's government throughout this period

greater perhaps than in anv other of his whole Protectorate.

For that. howev-T, he was prepared. At the first meeting of

the Council after the Dissolution of Parliament (Tuesday, Jan.

23, 1654-5) there were present, I find. 11 -

EfighnMi h ;

and thirteen out of the eighteen Councillors, viz.: Lord Pre-

sident Lawrence, the Marl of Mul^rave. Yi-.-oii: ;

-

i Lam-

1'ert. l)e>l)orouo;h, Kienin-s, >rontairu i
. Sydenham, Strict

Sir Charles \Volseley. Skippon, .l-nes, and Rons; and

then "ordered l>y his IIi^hne>s and the Council th .

next be set apart for their - of God, and that Mr.

"
Loekyer, Mr. Caryl. Mr. IVnn. and Mr. 5

' then to give their a-.-ir-tance." In entering: on the new
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period of their Government, the Protector and the Council

thought a day of special prayer very fitting.
1

In the Dissolution Speech Cromwell, rebuking the Parlia-

ment for their inattention to what he considered their real

duty, had compared them to a tree under the shadow of which

there had been a too thriving growth of other vegetation.

Interpreting the parable, he had explained to them that

there was at that moment a new and very complex conspiracy

against the Commonwealth, that the Levellers at home had

been in correspondence with the Cavaliers abroad, that their

plans were laid and their manifestos ready, that commis-

sioners from Charles Stuart had arrived and stores of arms

and money had been collected, and also (worst of all) that

there had been tamperings with the Army by Commonwealth

men of higher note than the mere Levellers. He did not

believe, he said, that any then in Parliament were in the

Cavalier interest in the connexion, but he was not sure that

they were all perfectly clear of the connexion on all its sides.

At all events, he knew that their policy of starving the Army
had given the enemy their best opportunity. Fortunately, he

had already some of the chief home-conspirators in custody, and

the Cavalier part of the plot might explode when it liked.2

The chief of those in custody when Cromwell spoke was

the Republican Major-General Overton. He had been under

suspicion before, as we have seen, but had cleared himself

sufficiently to Cromwell, and had been sent back to Scotland

as second in command to Monk (Sept. 1654). Since then,

however, he had relapsed into the Anti-Oliverian mood, and

had become, it was believed, the head of the numerous Anti-

Oliverians or Republicans in Monk's Army. The proposal
was to seize Monk, make Overton the commander-in-chief,
and march into England. But, information having been

received in time, there had been the necessary arrests of the

1 Council Order Book of date. Sir mt nt at the meeting of Jan. 23,

Anthony Ashley Cooper, having shown 16545 were Fleetwood, Sir Gilbert
Anti-Oliverian tendencies in the late Pickering, and Richard Mayor. Fleet-

Parliament, did not reappear in the wood was in Ireland; Pickering's ab-
Council after the Dissolution, and had sence was accidental, and he was in his

virtually ceased to be a member. place very regularly afterwards ; Mayor
Colonel Mackworth had died Dec. 26, did not attend steadily.
1654. The three other members not 2

Speech IV. (Carlyle, III. 7281).
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officers (Dec. 1654). Most of them had been k. ;

Kdinbur^h to be tit-all with l.y Monk; but the chiefs had
been sent at once to London, and among them Overtoil,

whoso arrot had taken place at Aberdeen. He was com-
mitted li. tin- T..uer Jan. 16, 1654-5. The clue having thus

been furnished, further investigation had disclosed more. In

cone.-rt with the Anti-Oliverian movement in the Army of

Scotland, and dej 'ending on that movement for help, there

had been plottings in Kn^land, in which Harrison, Colonel

Okey, Colonel Alured, C<.l,,nel Sexby, Adjutant-G
Allen, Admiral Lawson, Major John Wildman, Lord '

f (iroby, Carew, and even Bradshaw, Hasilrig, and Henry

Marten, were, or were said to be, more or less involved. The

aim seems to have been a cnml>i nation of the Anabaptist
Levellers with the more eminent Kt'i'iiblicans, the Levellrr-.

or some of them, (jnite willing t<> combine also with the

I\<-yali>ts. and indeed in eontidential negotiation with t

How the scheme, or medley of schemes, would have turned

cut in the working, was never to be known. It was fruM

l>y the arrest, in January and l-'el.ruary, of most of the 8US-

1. The most important arrest was that of Major AVild-

man. the undoubted rhief of the Levelling section of the

eon-i'ira<-y. \Vhen arrested in Wiltshire, lie was found in the

act of dictating a "
1 Vela ration of the Tree and Wfll-at'

People o!' Kno-laml now in arms against the tj-rant
('

Cromwell, Esq." He was imprisoned *n Chepstow Castle.

Se\l.y, the most active man after Wihlmun in the Lev-

or Anabaptist M-etion of the conspiracy, escaped and

abroad. Adjutant-deiieral Allen, and others less deeply im-

pliealed. were dismissed from their posts in the Army.
\\as e..nlined in the Isle -f Portland. Can-u in St.

Mawcs, in Cornwall, and Lord Grey of Groby in Windsor

Castle. None of all the Republicans, higher or l..\\.

\\as remarked, sullered anv pimishmeiit beyond such seclusion

or dismissal from the . Clemency on that side was

always Cromwell's policv.
1

i Godwin, IV. 168166; < : .
. Uft-18fl Ov -MnuiB'i ProcluiuUon) ;

III. tkJ 70 and 9899 ; Kobert Blair, 31.

vol.. v.
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Much sharper was Cromwell's method of dealing- with the

attempted invasion and insurrection of the Royalists independ-

ently. Hopes had risen high at the Court of the Stuarts,

and the preparations had been extensive. Charles himself

had gone to Middleburg, with the Marquis of Ormond and

others, to be ready for a landing in England ; Hull had been

thought of as the likeliest landing-place ;
commissioned

pioneers of the enterprise were already moving about in

various English counties. Of all this Thurloe had procured

sufficient intelligence through his foreign spies, and the pre-

cautions of the Protector and Council had been commensurate.

The projected Overton revolt in Scotland and the Wildman-

Sexby plot in England having been brought to nothing, the

Royalists had to act for themselves. Two abortive risings

in March, 1654-5, exhausted their energy. One was in

Yorkshire, where Sir Henry Slingsby and Sir Richard

Malevrier appeared in arms, but were immediately sup-

pressed. The other was in the West, and was more serious.

On the night of Sunday, the 1 1th of March, a body of 200

Cavaliers, headed by Sir Joseph Wagstaff, one of Charles's

emissaries from abroad, took possession of the city of Salis-

bury. The assizes were to be held in the city the next day,

and Chief Justice Rolle, Judge Nicholas, and the High Sheriff,

had arrived and were in their beds. They were seized ; and

next morning Wagstaff issued orders for hanging them, but

was stopped in the act by the remonstrances of Colonel John

Penruddock and others. From Salisbury, finding no en-

couragement among the citizens, the insurgents moved

westward till they reached South Molton in Devonshire,

where they were overtaken on the night of Wednesday,
March 14, by Captain Unton Crook. There was a brief

street-fight, ending in the defeat of the Royalists, and the

capture of Penruddock and about fifty more. Wagstaff

escaped. Of the contemporary insurgents in the north there

had meanwhile escaped Malevrier and also Wilmot, Earl of

Rochester, who had come from abroad to head the Royalist
insurrection generally, had gone to the north, but had not

awaited the actual upshot. He lay concealed in London for
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a time, and got to Cologne at last. In the trials which
-relied thus.- who suffered capitally were Penruddock, be-

headed at Exeter, a Captain Hugh Grove and several others
at other place* in tli.' West, and two or three at York. Many
of tin- inferior culprits, capitally convicted, had their lives

spared, l.ut were sent in servitude to Barbadoes. 1

Revenue had been one of the first cares of the Protector

and Council in resuming power after the Dissolution. By a

former ordinance of theirs of June 1654 (Vol. IV. p. 562), the

Moment for the Army and Navy had been renew.

three months at the rat. of j120,000 per month, and for the

ne\t three months at the lowered rate of jf90,000 per month.
This ordinance had expired at Christmas 1654; and, though
t he Parliament had then passed a Bill for extending the nnKmi

inent tor time months more at 60,000 per month, th

had never been presented to Cromwell for his assent. On the

Hth of Fein-nary. lf>.")i .">, therefore, a new Ordinance lv h s

Highness and Council fixed the OQOOiTi a certain

at ^60,000 per month. This acceptance of the reduction

proposed l.y the Parliament gave general satisfaction; and
there is evidence that at this time Cromwell and the Council

let them-clvi -s lie driven to various shifts of economy rather

than o\ erst rain their power of ordinance-making in the un-

popular particular of supplies. But, indeed, it was on the

question of the validity of this power generally, all-essential

as it wa<. that they encountered their greatest difficulties. A
merchant named Cony did more to wreck the Protectorate by
a suit at law than did the Cavaliers 1-y their armed insurrec-

tion. Having refused to pay custom duty because it was

levied only l.y an ordinance of the Lord >r and C
"f March, 1 ().">!. and not by authority of Parliament, he had

Leon fined <. :><)<)
l,y the Commissioners of Customs, and had

hecn committed to prison for non-payment. On a motion for

a writ his ea>e came on for trial in May 1655.

"Maynard and two other eminent lawyers \vho were hi- >unsel

pleaded so
ell'cctively that they were committed to the Tower

i
riar-n.l,>n, 824827: WhitWke. IV. 188; Godwin, IV. 167169; Carlj-le,

III. 9&- 100.

D2
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for what was called language destructive to the Government,

Cony himself then went on with the pleading, and so sturdily

that Chief Justice Rolle was non-plussed, and had to confess

as much to Cromwell. It was only by delay, and then by
some private management of Cony, that a decision was

avoided which would have enabled the whole population

legally to defy every taxing ordinance of the Protectorate.

Similarly the Ordinance of August 1654 for regulating the

Court of Chancery, and even the Ordinance of Treason under

which the late insurgents had been tried, had brought the

Protectorate into collision with the consciences of Lawyers
and Judges. There were such remonstrances to Cromwell on

the subject that he had to re-arrange the whole Bench. He
removed Rolle and two other Judges, appointing Glynne and

Steele in their stead, and he deprived Whitlocke and Wid-

drington of their Commissionerships of the Great Seal, com-

pensating them after a while by Commissionerships of the

Treasury. For all this " arbitrariness
"
Cromwell avowed, in

the simplest and most downright manner, the plea of absolute

necessity. The very existence of his Protectorate was at

peril ; and that meant, he declared, the existence of the Com-
monwealth.1

For such " arbitrariness
"
in some of the Protector's home-

proceedings there was, most people allowed, a splendid atone-

ment in the marvels of his foreign policy. Never had there

been on the throne of England a sovereign more bent upon

making England the champion-nation of the world. The defer-

ence, the sycophancy, of foreign princes and potentates to him,

and the proofs of the same in letters and embassies, and in

presents of hawks and horses, had become a theme for jests

and caricatures among foreigners themselves. Parliaments

might come and go in Westminster
;
but there sat Cromwell,

immoveable through all, the impersonation of the British

Islands. His dissolution of the late Parliament, and his easy

suppression of the subsequent tumult, had but increased the

respect for him abroad. Whether he would finally declare

1
Godwin, IV. 174183 ; Whitlocke, through April, May, June, and July,

looo.
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himself for Spain or for France was still the momentous ques-
tion. The Marquis of Lcyda, Spanish Governor of Dunkirk,

had come to London to assist Cardenas in the negoti.i

iin
;

lint M:i/:iriu was indefatigable in his offers, through
M. ilc IWdeanx and otherwise. 1

While the Parliament was still sitting, Cromwell ha<l

lit two fleets, one under tin- command of IMakc (Oct. 1654),
the other under that of Penn (Dec. 1654). There was the

utmost secrecy as to the destination and objects of both, but

t he mystery did not last long about Blake's. He ha>!

instructions to go into tin- Mediterranean, make calls the

all powers against which the Commonwealth had claims, and

1-ring them to account. Blake fulfilled his mission with his

usual ]>nvisi<>n and success. His first call of any importance
was on the Grand Duke of Tuscany, formerly so much in the

good graces of the Commonwealth (Vol. IV. pp. 483-485),
1-iit whom Cromwell, after looking more into matters, had

found culpable. 1 Make's demands were for heavy money-

damages on account of Knglish -hips taken by Prince Rupert
in 16f)<), and sold in Tu-.-an ports, and also on a-

English ships ordered out of Leghorn harbour in March 1653,

so that they fell into the hands of the Dutch. There WM
the utmost consternation among the Tuscans, and the alarm

extended even to Rome, inasmuch as some of Rupert's prizes

had been sold in the Papal States. A disemba real ion of the

English heretics and even their march to Rome did not seem

impossible : and Tuscans and Romans were greatly re'

when the (irand Duke paid 60,000 and the Pope 20,000

pistoles (.^14,000), and Blake retired. His next call was at

Tunis, when- there were accounts with the Dry. That

Mussulman having pointed to his forts, ami dared Bla'

do his worst, then- was a tremendous bombardment on the

3rd of April, HM">. redwing the forts to ruins, followed by
the burning of the Dev's entire war-squadron of nine ships.

This sufiiced not only for Tunis, but al>o for Tripoli and

\lgirrs. All the Moorish powers of the African OOM4

uj)
their English captives, and engaged that there should be

1 (Amncil Order Books pastim ; Guizot, II. 208.
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no more piracy upon English vessels. Malta, Venice, Toulon,

Marseilles, and various Spanish ports were then visited for

one reason or another
;
and in the autumn of 1655 Blake

was still in the Mediterranean for ulterior purposes, under-

stood between him and Cromwell.1

While Blake was in the Mediterranean, one Italian poten-

tate did a sudden act of infamy, which resounded through

Europe, and for which Cromwell would fain have clutched

him by the throat in his own inland capital. This was Carlo

Emanuele II., Duke of Savoy and Prince of Piedmont.

In the territories of this young prince, in the Piedmontese

valleys of Luserna, Perosa, and San Martino, on the east

side of the Cottian Alps, lived the remarkable people known

as the Vaudois or Waldenses. From time immemorial these

obscure mountaineers, speaking a peculiar Romance tongue
of their own, had kept themselves distinct from the Church

of Rome, maintaining doctrines and forms of worship of such

a kind that, after the Lutheran Reformation, they were re-

garded as primitive Protestants who had never swerved from

the truth through the darkest ages, and could therefore be

adopted with acclamation into the general Reformed com-

munion. The Reformation, indeed, had penetrated into their

valleys, rendering them more polemical for their faith, and

more fierce against the Church of Rome, than, they had been

before. They had experienced persecutions through their

whole history, and especially after the Reformation
; but, on

the whole, the two last Dukes of Savoy, and also Christine,

daughter of Henry IV. of France, and Duchess-Regent through
the minority of her son, the present Duke, had protected them

in their privileges, even while extirpating Protestantism in

the rest of the Piedmontese dominions. Latterly, however,
there had been a passion at Turin and at Rome for their

conversion to the Catholic faith, and priests had been travers-

ing their valleys for the purpose. The murder of one such

priest, and some open insults to the Catholic worship, about

Christmas 1654, are said to have occasioned what followed.

1
Guizot, II. 186198, with documents in Appendix ;

Godwin. IV. 187189 ;

Whitlocke, IV. 206207.
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On the 25th of January, 1654-5, an edict was issued,

under the authority of the Duke of Savoy, "commanding
"and enjoining cnry head of a family, with its members, of

the pretended lu formed Religion, of what rank, degree, or

"condition soever, none excepted, inhabit ini* and possessing

tales in the places of Luserna. Lueernetta, San Giovanni,

"La Torre, Bubbiana, and Fenile, Campiglione, Hriccher-

"assio, and San Secondo, within three days, to withdraw

"aiul depart, and be, with their families, withdrawn, out of

'the said places, and transported into the places and limits

"marked out for toleration by his Royal Highness during
' his good pleasure, namely Bobbio,Villaro, Angrogna, Rorata,

"and the County of Bonetti. under pain of death and con-
"

fiscal ion of goods and houses," unless they gave evidence

within twenty days of having become Catholics. Further-

more it was commanded that in every one even of the

tolerated places there should be regular celebration of

the Holy Mass, and that there should be no interference

therewith, nor any dissuasion of any one from turning a

Catholic, also on pain of death. All the places named are

in the Valley of Luserna, and the object was a wholesale

shift in if of the Protestants of that valley out of nine of its

communes and their concentration into five higher up. In

vain were there remonstrances at Turin from those imme-

diately concerned. On the 17th of April. 10.">5. the Marquis

di Pianezza entered the doomed region with a body of troops,

mainlv Piedmontese, but with French and Irish among them.

There was resistance, fighting, burninir. pillaging, flight to

the mountains, and chasing and murdering for eight days,

Saturday, April 24, being the climax. The names of about

three hundred of those murdered individually are on record,

with the ways of the deaths of many of them. Women were

ripped open, or carried al>ut impaled on spikes; men, wom*

and children, were Hung from preripices. hacked, tortured,

roasted alive; the heads of some of the dead were boiled and

the brains eaten ; there are forty printed pages, and :

six ghastly engravings, by way of Protestant tradition .>t Un-

ascertained variety of the devilry. The massacre was chiefly
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in the Valley of Luserna, but extended also into the other two

valleys. The fugitives were huddled in crowds high among
1

the mountains, moaning and starving ;
and not a few, women

and infants especially, perished amid the snows. On the

27th of April some of the remaining Protestant pastors and

others, gathered together somewhere, addressed a circular

letter to Protestants outside the Valleys, stating the hard case

of the survivors. "Our beautiful and flourishing churches,"

they said,
" are utterly lost, and that without remedy, unless

" God Almighty work miracles for us. Their time is come,
" and our measure is full. O have pity upon the desolations

" of Jerusalem, and be grieved for the afflictions of poor Joseph !

" Shew the real effects of your compassions, and let your
" bowels yearn for so many thousands of poor souls who are

"reduced to a morsel of bread for following the Lamb
" whithersoever he goes."

1

There was a shudder of abhorrence through Protestant

Europe, but no one was so much roused as Cromwell. In

the interval between the Duke of Savoy's edict and the

Massacre he had been desirous that the Vaudois should

publicly appeal to him rather than to the Swiss ; and, when
the news of the Massacre reached England, he avowed that

it came " as near his heart as if his own nearest and dearest

had been concerned." On Thursday the 17th of May, and

for many days more, the business of the Savoy Protestants

was the chief occupation of the Council. Letters, all in Milton's

Latin, but signed by the Lord Protector in his own name,
were despatched (May 25) to the Duke of Savoy himself, to the

French King, to the States General of the United Provinces,

to the Protestant Swiss Cantons, to the King of Sweden, to

the King of Denmark, and to Ragotski, Prince of Transyl-
vania. A day of humiliation was appointed for the Cities of

London and Westminster, and another for all England. A
Committee was appointed, consisting of all the Councillors,

with Sir Christopher Pack and other eminent citizens, and

also some ministers, to organize a general collection of money

1 Morland's History of the Evan- mont, with a Relation of the Massacre

gelical Churches of .the Valleys of Pie- (1658), 287428 ; Guizot, II. 213215. -
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throughout Knghmd ami Wales in behalf of the sut!

\ audois. The collection, as arranged June 1, was to take

the form of a house-to-hon-c visitation by the ministers and

churchwarden! in e\. TV rity, town, and parish on a particular
Li Til's day, for tin- receipt of whatever sum each house-

holder might freely give, every such sura to be noted in

presence of tin- donor, and the aggregates, parish by parish,

or city by city, to be remitted to the treasurers in London,
who were to enter them duly in a general register. The sub-

scription, which lagged for a time in some districts, pro<:

at len-t h a total of ^38,097 79. &/. equal to about ^137,000
DOW, Of this sum j^OOO (equal to about ^7500 nov,

Cromwell's own contril>ution, while London and W
contributed '.).SH4 6*. llrf., and the various counties MUMS

of various magnitudes, according to their size, wealth, and

/.cal. lioiu Devonshire at the head, with ^1965 0*. 8</.,

hire next, \\ith .1786 14*. 5rf., and Essex next, \\ith

L ! .")!.' 17*. 7d., cloun to Merionethshire yielding 4&
from her ei^lit parishes, and Radnorshire j^l 14. 4r/. from

\. n. Cromwell's own donation of j*2000 went at once

to (ieneva lor immediate use; and ^10,000 followed on the

10th of.July, as the i\r>\ instalment of the general subscrip-

tion. Then- wen- Hinilar subscriptions, it ought to be a

in other Protestant count r

At the time of the massacre Cromwell had two agenU in

Swit/erland, viz. Mr. JOHN PELL (Vol. IV. p. 449) and the

ubiquitous JOHN l>i I;IK. They had been sent abroad early

in 1654, to cultivate the friendly intercourse already begun
liet \\een the Kvangclieal Cantons and the Commonwealth, and

also to watch the progress of a struggle which had just

l>r<>ken out hetween the Po]>ish Cantons of the C-

and the Kvan^vlieal Cantons. As the Kvanp li al Cant.'iis

in Tluiil.>, t.- I'.-ll at &<-.. are in the Record Offlc*. The
I are arranged there alphmbeti-

l.'iS-i: Mar catly an<l the pMlahea alfihal
in::.' l.iui.l JulyS, uniler etch countv, with the sun

1 the paritket in.Hvidually u\-

Borne parishes teem wholly t

Treaaoi -its of tin- Cll<vi: tlu- Mtooriptk^ Mi there

but the original accounts in .1 l>lank opposite their na

book, entitled Cummittrf f--r
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were also astir about the Vaudois, whose cause was so closely

connected with their own, the services of Pell and Durie were

now available for that business. Cromwell, however, had

thought an express Commissioner necessary, with instructions

to negotiate directly with the Duke of Savoy, and had selected

for the purpose Mr. SAMUEL MORLAND, an able and ingenious

man, about thirty years of age, who had been with Whit-

locke in his Swedish Embassy, and had been taken into the

Council office on his return as assistant to Thurloe. On the

26th of May Morland left London, carrying with him the

letters addressed to Louis XIV. and the Duke of Savoy. He
was at La Fere in France on the 1st of June, treating with

the French King and Mazarin, and was able to despatch

thence a letter from the French King to Cromwell, expressing

willingness to do all that could be done for the Vaudois, and

explaining that he had already conveyed his views on the

subject to the Duke of Savoy. Thence Morland continued his

journey to Bivoli, near Turin, where he arrived on the 21st

of June. He was received most politely, was entertained and

driven about both at Bivoli and at Turin itself, and was

admitted to a formal audience on or about the 24th. He
there made a speech in Latin to the Duke, the Duchess-

mother being also present, and delivered Cromwell's letter.

The speech was a very bold one. He spared no detail of

horror in his picture of the massacre as he had authentically

ascertained it, and added,
" Were all the Neros of all times

" and ages alive again (I would be understood to say it with-
" out any offence to your Highness, inasmuch as we believe
" that none of these things was done by any fault of yours),
"
they would be ashamed at finding that they had contrived

"
nothing that was not even mild and humane in comparison.

" Meanwhile angels are horrorstruck, mortals amazed !" The

Duchess-mother, replying for her son, could hardly avoid

hinting that Mr. Morland had been rather rude. She was,

nevertheless, profuse in expressions of respect for the Lord

Protector, who had no doubt received very exaggerated repre-

sentations of what had happened, but at whose request she

was sure her son would willingly pardon his rebellious subjects
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ami restore them to their privileges. During the rest of

Morland 's ^-iy in Turin or its neighbourhood the object of

the Duke's counsellors, and also of the French minister, was

t< furnish him with what they called a mo: <t account

of tin- facts, and induce him to convey to Cromwell a gentler
view of the whole affair. Morland kept his own counsel ; but,

having had a second audience, and received the Duke's sub-

missi\e l.til guarded answer to Cromwell, and also several

other papers, he left Turin on the 19th of July and proceeded,

according to his instructions, to Geneva.1

Meanwhile Cromwell, dissatisfied with the coolness of the

French Kinir and Ma/arin, and also with the shuffling and

timidity of the Swiss Cantons, had been taking the affair

more and more into his own hands. He had despatched, late

in .July, another Commissioner, Mr. (!I:OROE DOWNING, to

meet Morland atGt n \a. help Morland to infuse some energy
into thr Cantons, and then p with him to Turin to

brino; matters to a definite issue. He had been inquiring also

about the fittest place for landing an invading force against

the Duke, and had thought of Nice or Villafranca. Blake's

proence in the Mediterranean was not forgotten. All which

l.eitiL; known to Ma/arin. that wily statesman saw that no time

was to be lost. \Vhile Mr. Downing was still only on his

way to Geneva through France. Ma/arin had instructed M.
Servien, the French minister at Turin, to insist, in the French

Kind's name, on an immediate settlement of the Vaudois

business. The result was a /'-iff/ife di Gratia e Perdono, or

>% Patent of (Jraec and Pardon," granted by Charles Emanuol

to the Yandois Protestants, Aug. 19, in terms of a Treaty

at Pi^nerol. in which the French Minister appeared as t!

mediating party and certain Envoys from the Swiss Cantons

as more or less assenting. As the Patent substantially re-

tracted the Persecuting F.dict and restored the Yandois to all

former privileges, nothing more was to l>e done. Crom-

well, it is true, did not conceal that he was disappointed. Ho

had looked forward to a Treaty at Turin in which hi-

'iii-l. 563 583 ; and Letters between Pell and Tl. n Vawjhan't
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envoys, Morland and Downing
1

,
and D'Ommeren, as envoy

from the United Provinces, would have taken the leading part,

and he somewhat resented Mazarin's too rapid interference

and the too easy compliance of the envoys of the Cantons.

The Treaty of Pignerol contained conditions that might occa-

sion farther trouble. Still, as things were, he thought it best

to acquiesce. Downing, who had arrived at Geneva early in

September, was at once recalled, leaving Morland and Pell

still there, to superintend the distribution of the English sub-

scription-money among the poor Vaudois, instalment after in-

stalment, as they arrived. The charitable work was to detain

Morland in Geneva or its neighbourhood for more than a year,

nor was the great business of the Piedmontese Protestants to

be wholly out of Cromwell's mind to the day of his death. 1

Just at the date of the happy, though not perfect, con-

clusion of the Piedmontese business, came almost the only

chagrin ever experienced by Cromwell in the shape of the

failure of an enterprise. It was now some months since he

had made up his mind in private to a rupture with Spain,

intending that the fact should be first announced to the world

in the actions of the fleet which he had sent with sealed

orders to the West Indies under Penn's command. The in-

structions to Penn and to General Robert Venables, who went

with him as commander of the troops, were nothing less, in-

deed, than that they should strike some shattering blow at

that dominion of Spain in the New World which was at

once her pride and the source of her wealth. It might be

in one of her great West-India Islands, St. Domingo, Cuba,
or Porto Rico, or it might be at Cartagena on the South-

American mainland, where the treasures of Peru were amassed

for annual conveyance across the Atlantic. Much discretion

was left to Penn and Venables, but on the whole St. Domingo,
then called Hispaniola, was indicated for a beginning. Blake's

presence in the Mediterranean with the other fleet had been

timed for an assault on Spain at home when the news should

arrive of the disaster to her colonies.2

i Morland, 605673 ; Guizot, II. i/ot, II. 184186 ; Godwin IV
220225 ; Council Order Book, July 17. 180194.
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Penn and Yciiables together were not equal to on i

They opened thrir scaled instructions at Barbadoes, one of

the two or three small Islands of the UV- 1 - Indies then pos-

sessed by the Kn^lish, and. after c-.uns.el and preparat ion.

proceeded to I [isj.aniola. The fleet now consisted of about

sixty vessels, and there were about 9000 soldiers on board,

some of them veterans, but most of them recruits of bad

quality. They were off St. Domingo, the capital of the

Island, on the 14th of April, 1655, and from that moment
there was misunderstanding and blundering. Penn, Vena-

Mes, and the Chief Commissioner who had been sent out

with tin-in, differed as to the proper landing point ; the u r

Uttlding point was chosen for the main body; the men fell ill

and mutinied ; the Spaniards, who might have been surprised

at first by a direct assault on St. Domingo, resisted bravely,
and pound shot among the troops from ambuscade. Two

attempts to get into St. Domingo were both foiled with

heavy l->-s. including the death of Major-General Heane and

others of the hot oilieers. The mortality from climate and

bail food heiny; also great, the enterprise on Hispaniola was

then abandoned; but, dreading a return to Kn^land with

nothing accomplished, I'enn and \'enal)les bethought them-

selves of Jamaica. Here, where they arrived May 10, they
were rather more fortunate. The Spaniards, utterly unfore-

\varncd. doertcd the coast, and tied inland. There was no

dilliculty. then-fore, in taking nominal possession of the chief

town, though even that was done in a bungling manner.

Then, leaving the Inland in charge of a portion of the troops,

under Major-dencral l-Wteseue, with Yice-Admiral Goodsou

to sail about it with a protecting squadron, Penn hastened

back t<> F.ngland. Venables quickly following him. They
arrived in London, within a few days of each other, early

in September, and were at once committed to the To

for having returned without orders. The news of the fail

of their enterprise had preceded them, and Cromwell

profoundly angry. A bilious illness which he had about

this time was attributed bv the French amha^ad T Brdeaux

to his brooding over the West-Indian mist/: lie was
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soon himself again, however, and Penn and Venables had

nothing to fear. They were released after a few weeks. After

all, Jamaica was better than nothing.
1

One result of the West Indian expedition was that the

long-delayed alliance with France was now a settled affair.

Cardenas had his pass-ports sent him, and on the 22nd of

October, 1655, he left England. The Court of Madrid had

already recalled him, laid an embargo on all English pro-

perty in Spain, and conferred a Marquisate and pension on

the Governor of Hispaniola. On the 24th of October the

Treaty of Peace and Commerce between Cromwell and

Louis XIV. was finally signed ;
and within a few days after-

wards there was out in London an elaborate document en-

titled
"
Scriptum Domini Protectoris, ex consensu atque sententia

Concilii sui editum, in quo hujus Reipublicee causa contra His-

panos justa esse demonstratur
"

(" The Lord-Protector's Mani-

festo, published with the consent and advice of his Council, in

which the justice of the Cause of this Commonwealth against

the Spaniards is demonstrated
"). Now, accordingly, the

Commonwealth entered on a new era of her history. Crom-

well and Mazarin were to be fast friends, and the Stuarts

were to have no help or countenance any more from 'the

French crown
; while, on the other hand, there was to be war

to the death between the Commonwealth and Spain, war in

the new world and war in the old, and Spain was thus

naturally to adopt the cause of Charles II., and employ exiled

English Royalism everywhere as one of her agencies. Of the

consciousness of the Lord-Protector and the Council of this

increased complexity of the foreign relations of the Common-
wealth in consequence of the rupture with Spain there is a

curious incidental illustration. " That several volumes of the
" book called The New Atlas be bought for the use of the
"
Council, and that the Globe heretofore standing in the

" Council Chamber be again brought thither," had been one

of the Council's instructions to Thurloe at their meeting

1 Godwin, IV. 195203 ; Carlyle, Goodson and Major-General Fortescue
III. 122123 ; Guizot, II. 226231

; (Carlyle, III. 126132).
Letters of Cromwell to Vice-Admiral
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of Oct. 2. Thenceforth, douUle-s. l>oth tin- (Jlohr ami the

to l>e much in request. More important, howe \

than such fixed apparatus in the Council Room was the

moving instrumentality of envoys and ili]>lomatists in

chief Kuropean cities and capitals. Above all, an able ambas-

sador in Paris was now an absolute necessity. Nor was tin-

lit man wanting. Among the former Royalists of the Pres-

hyterian section that had become reconciled to the Common-
wealth, and attached to the Protector by strong personal

loyalty, was the Scottish WILLIAM LOCKHART, member for

Lanark>hire in the late Parliament . He had been trained to

arms in 1'Yancc in his youth, and had since then served as a

Colonel among the Scots. In this capacity he had been in

Hamilton's Army of the Engagement, defeated by Cromwell
:it Preston, and in David Leslie's subsequent Army for

Charles II., defeated at Dunbar. Having received some

in>ults from Charles, of such a kind that he had declared that

"no Kini: on earth should use him in that manner," ho had

snapped his connexion with the Stuarts before the Battle

of "Worcester: and for some time after that battle he had

lived moodily in Scotland, meditating a return to France for

military employment. A visit to London and an interview

with Cromwell had retained his talents for the service of the Pro-

tectorate, and his affection for that service had been confirmed

by his marriage, in 1654, with Robina Sewster, the orphan
ni ee <>f the Protector. Altogether Cromwell had judged him

to be the very man to represent the Protectorate at Paris, and

I'e even a match for Mazarin. He was now thirty-four years
of age. lie was nominated to the embassy in December

1655
;
but he did not go to his post till the following April.

Hardly a less important appointment was that, in January

1655-6, of young Edward Montague to be one of the

Admirals of the Fleet. Blake, who had been cruising off

Cadi/, and on whom there was the chief dependence for

action against the Spaniards at sea. had felt the responsibility

too pvat. and had applied for a colleague. Penn, being in

disgrace, was out of the question; and Montague, then a

member of the Protector's Council, was chosen. He had
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been one of Cromwell's favourites and disciples since the

days of Marston Moor and Naseby, when, though hardly out

of his teens, he had distinguished himself highly as a Parlia-

mentary Colonel. Henceforth the sea was to be his chief

element
; and, as Admiral or General at sea, he was to become

very famous.1

It was just about this time of change and extension in the

foreign relations of the Commonwealth that the people of

England and Wales became aware that they were,, and had

been for some time, under an entirely new system of home-

government, called Government by Major- Generals.

The difficulties of the home-government of the Protectorate

were great and peculiar. The power of the Lord-Protector

and his Council to pass ordinances had been called in question.

Judges and lawyers were not only pretty unanimous in the

opinion that resistance to payment of imposts not enacted by

Parliamentary authority might be made good at law, and that

the Ordinance for Chancery Reform was also legally invalid ;

they doubted even whether, in strict law, there could be pro-

ceedings for the preservation of the public peace, by courts

and magistrates, under any Council ordinance about crimes

and treasons. All this Cromwell had been meditating. How
was revenue to be raised? How were Royalist and Ana-

baptist plottings to be suppressed ? How were police re-

gulations about public manners and morals to be enforced?

How was the will of the Central Government at Whitehall,

in any matter whatsoever, to be transmitted to any spot in

the community and made really operative? Meditating
these questions, Cromwell, as he expressed it afterwards,

" did

find out a little poor invention
"

: "I say," he repeated,
" there was a little thing invented." 2 The little invention

consisted in a formal identification of the Protector's Chief

Magistracy with his Headship of the Army. He had resolved

to map out England and Wales into districts, and to plant in

i Godwin, IV, 214-217 and 298 hart in Chambers's Biographical Dic-
300 ; Guizot, II. 231234

; Thomason tionary of Scotsmen ; Carlyle, III

copy of the Declaration against Spain, 309 310.

dated Nov. 9, 1655 ;
Council Order 2

Speech V. (Carlyle, III. 176;.

Books, Oct. 2, 1655 ; Article on Lock-
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cadi district a trusty ..flicer. with tin- title of Major-general,
who should li> nominally in command of the militia of that

district, luit should be really also tin- executive there for the

Central Government in all things. A beginning- had been

made in the business as early as May 1655, when Desborough
was appointed Major-( iencral of the Militia in the six south-

western counties
;
and the districts had been all marked out

and the Major-Clenerals chosen in August. But there had

been very great secrecy about the scheme
;
and not till the

31st of October was there official announcement of the new

organization. Only about mid-winter, 1655-6, did people

fully realise what it meant. The Major-Generalcies then

stood thus :

Person. District

1 MAJOR-GENERAL PHILIP SKIITOX. London.

2. MAJOR-GENERAL JOIIN BARKBTRAD. Westminster and Mid-
dlesex.

1 u i .U-GKNKRAL THOMAS KELSEY. Kent and Surrey.
I M \.TOR-GENERAL 'NV 1 1. 1 .I\M -

Sussex, Hants,and Berks.

5. Fi.i i iuo.,1. (with M.uoi: M, Oxford, Buck*, Herts,
Ih i K i v M 1 1 \N N KS as his deputy). Norfolk,Suffolk,Es9ex,

and Cambridge.
ii. MAJOR-GENERAL EDWABD WHALLEY. Lincoln, Notts, Derby,

Warwick,andLeicester.
7. MAJOR-GKNERAL WILLIAM BUTLER. J\"i*/7/i/i//iy;^n, Bedford,

Hunts, and Rutli

8. MAJOK-(. ( 'II.MU.KS WOKSI.KY Chester, Lancaster, and
ed.-d ly MAJOR-GENERAL To- Stafford.

9. LAMIU KT (witli M.U<R-(;KXKRAL Ro- York, Durh >>cr-

r l.n.r.i i;M:an.l MA.IO:. \L land, Westmoreland,
CH\KI i- HOWAKI. as his deput and Northnmberlawl.

10. MAJOR-GENERAL JOHN DESBOROUOH. Gloucester, Wilts, Dorset,

Somerset, Devon, and
Cornwall.

1 1 . MAJOR ( J i N EKAL JAMES BERBY. Worcester, Hereford,

lop, and North Wales.

12. MAJOR-GENERAL DAWK IN^ Monmouthshire and
'a Wales. 1

ncil Order Books, as digested by Godwin, IV. r.'- 229.

VOL. \.
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The powers intrusted to these Major-Generals and to their

subordinate officers in the several counties were all but uni-

versal. They were to patrol the counties with horse and foot,

but especially with horse. They were to guard against rob-

beries and tumults and to bring criminals to punishment.

They were to take charge of the public morals, and see the

laws put in force against drunkenness, blasphemy, plays

and interludes, profanation of the Lord's Day, and disorder-

liness generally. They were to keep a register of all dis-

affected persons, remove arms from their houses, note their

changes of residence, and take security for the good behaviour

of themselves, their families, and servants. All travellers and

strangers were bound to appear before them, and give an

account of themselves and their business. They were to arrest

vagabonds and persons with no visible means of living.

Above all, they were to see to the execution of a certain very

severe and far-reaching measure which the Protector and the

Council had determined to adopt in consequence of the late

Royalist insurrection and conspiracy.

Either from information that had been received, or merely
in terrorem, there had, during the past summer and autumn,
been numerous arrests of persons of rank and wealth that had

hitherto been allowed to live quietly in their country man-

sions, on the understanding that, though Royalists, they had

ceased to be such in any active sense. The Marquis of Hert-

ford, the Earl of Lindsey, the Earl of Newport, the Earl of

Northampton, the Earl of Rivers, the Earl of Peterborough,
Viscount Falkland, and Lords Lovelace, St. John, Petre,

Coventry, Maynard, Lucas, and Willoughby of Parham, with

a great many commoners of distinction, had been thus ar-

rested. There was a general consternation among the peace-
ful Royalists throughout the country. It looked as if their

peacefulness was to be of no avail, as if the Act of Oblivion

of Feb. 1651-2 was to be a dead letter, as if Cromwell had sud-

denly changed his policy of universal conciliation. In reality,

Cromwell had no intention of reversing his policy of universal

conciliation ;
but he wanted to teach the lesson that Royalist

insurrections and conspiracies would fall heavily on the
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K'.\ali>ts t hem-elves, and he wanted particularly, at that

in -merit, to make the Royalists pay the expenses of the

police kept up on their aee.amt. Under cover of the const'

nation caii-ed by the numerous arrests, he introduced, in fact,

a Dtciniti'i"ii upon the Royalists, i.e. an income tax often per

cent, upon all Royalists possessing estates in land of .100 a

year and upwards or personal property worth ^1500. It was

to be the main business of the Major-Generals to assess this

tax within their bounds, and to collect it strictly and swiftly.

It is astonishing with what ease they succeeded. It seems to

have been even a relief to the Royalists to know definitely

what their principles were to cost them, and to have arrest or

the dread of it commuted into a fixed money payment. As

soon as the tax was fairly in operation, all or most of those

who had been arrested were liberated, and subsequent arrests

by the Major-Generals themselves were only of vagabonds or

suspicious persons. The only appeal from the Major-Generals
was to his Highness himself and the Council. 1

What with the vigilance of the Major-Generals in their

districts, what, with the edicts of the Protector and the

Council lor the direction of the Major-Generals, the public

order now kept over all England and Wales was wonderfully

strict. At no time since the beginning of the Commonwealth

had then been so much of that general decorum of external

behaviour which Cromwell liked to see. Cock-fights,

dancing at fairs, and other such amusements, were under ban.

Indecent publications that hail llourished long in the guise of

weekly pamphlets disappeared : and books of the same sort

were more closely looked after than they had been. But

what shall we say about this Order, affecting the newspaper

press especially : // ',,/,/,
-xilny, 5M Sej)t., 1655 At the

"Council at Whitehall, Ordered by hi.- Highness the Lord
" Protector and the Council. That no person whatever do pre-
" sume to publish in print any matter of public news or intel-

licence without leave of the Secretary of State"? The

effect of the order was that not only the indecent pub!

tions purporting to be new-papers were suppressed, but also a

1 Godwin. -
,
III. 101.

E 2
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considerable number of newspapers proper, insomuch that the

London newspaper press was reduced thenceforth to two

weekly prints, authorized by Thurloe, viz. Needham's Mer-

curius Politicus, published on Thursdays, and The Public

Intelligencer, a more recent adventure, published on Mondays.

Just after the order, I note, the Mercurius Politicus enlarged

its size somewhat, to match with the Public Intelligencer, and in

the first number of the new size (Sept. 22 Oct. 4, 1655) the

Editor speaks with great approbation of the Order of Council
"
silencing the many pamphlets that have hitherto presumed

to come abroad." Needham seems now to have assumed the

editorship of both papers ;
and after the twenty-third number

of the Intelligencer (March 3-10, 1655-6) the publisher of

it, as well as of the Mercurius Politicus, was Thomas New-
come. The newspaper press of the Protectorate was thus

pretty well consolidated by Mr. Thurloe. There were two

papers only, under one management, or rather there was

a single bi-weekly newspaper with alternative names.1

It was part of the duty of the Major-Generals to assist, so

far as might still be necessary, in the execution of the Ordi-

nance of Aug. 1654 for the ejection of scandalous and insuf-

ficient ministers and schoolmasters (Vol. IV. p. 564 and p.

571). The County Committees ofEjectors under that Ordinance

had already performed their disagreeable work in part, but

were still busy. On the whole, though they turned out many,

they seem not to have abused their powers.
" I must needs say,"

is Baxter's testimony,
" that in all the counties where I was

"
acquainted, six to one at least, if not many more, that were

"
sequestered by the Committees were, by the oaths of wit-

"
nesses, proved insufficient or scandalous, or both especially

"
guilty of drunkenness or swearing, and those that, being

" able godly preachers, were cast out for the war alone, as for
" their opinions' sake, were comparatively very few. This, I

"know, will displease that party; but this is true." Baxter

admits, indeed, that there were cases in which the Committees

were swayed too much by mere political feeling, and ejected

1 Council Order Books of 1655 and 1656^ossi/; Merc. Pol. and Public Intelli-

gencer of dates given.
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in. -ti fro in their pulpits whom it would have been Letter to

retain. Other authorities assert the same more strongly,
l.ut rather tail in the proof. The most notorious instance

produced (.f a blunder on the part of any of the Committees
was in Herkshiiv. The llector of Childrey in this county was
the learn. (1 orientali>t Pocock, who had lost his Professorship
of Hebrew in the University of Oxford for refusing the en-

gagement to the Commonwealth, but still held the Arabic

lectureship there, because there was no one else who knew
Aral'ie sutlieiently. Not liking his look, or not seeing what
Orientalism had to do with the (iospel, the rude Berkshire

('..niniittee were on the point of turning him out of his

K'.-tory, \\lien Dr. Owen interfered manfully and prevented
the scandal. About the same time, it is said, Thomas Fuller

\\.is in some trepidation about his living of Waltham Abbey,
in Essex, but acquitted himself before the Committee hand-

somely.
1

:inct from the County Committees of Ejectors, and

forming the other great constitutional power in Cromwell's

rhureh-Kstablishment. was the Central or London Committee

oft/if Tlnrtii-n.jht Triers (Vol. IV. p. 571). It was their duty
to examine "all candidates for the public ministry," i.e. all

persons presented to livings by the patrons of the same, and

pass only those that were fit. Baxter's report of the work of

these Triers, as done either by themselves in conclave, or by
Sub-commissioners for them in the counties, is the more re-

markaMe bccau-e he disowned the authority under which the

Triers acted and was in contmver>y with most of them.

Though their authority was null," he says, "and though
"some i'ew over-busy and over-rigid Independents among
"them \\ere boo ..gainst all that were Arminians, and

"too particular in inquiring after evidences of sanct ideation

in those whom they examined, and somewhat too lax in

their admission of unlearned and erroneous men that favoured
" Antinomianism or Anal>apti>m. yet. to jjive them their due,

they did abundance of good to the Church. They sav

"many a eon^-re^ation from ignorant, ungodly, drunken

1
Baxter, 7 , .

u \ . IV. 311'; G^lwiu, IV. 4u-4i.
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"
teachers. That sort of men that intended no more in the

"
ministry than to say a sermon as readers say their common

"
prayers, and so patch up a few good words together to talk

" the people asleep with on Sunday, and all the rest of the

" week so with them to the ale-house and harden them ino
" sin ; and that sort of ministers that either preached against
" a holy life, or preached as men that never were acquainted
" with it

;
all those that used the ministry but as a common

" trade to live by, and were never likely to convert a soul :

"
all these they usually rejected, and in their stead admitted

" of any that were able serious preachers, and lived a godly
"

life, of what tolerable opinion soever they were. So that,
"
though they were many of them somewhat partial for the

"
Independents, Separatists, Fifth-Monarchy men, and Ana-

"
baptists, and against the Prelatists and Arminians, yet so

"
great was the benefit above the hurt which they brought to

" the Church that many thousands of souls blessed God for

" the faithful ministers whom they let in." Royalist writers

after the Restoration give, of course, a different picture.
"
Ignorant, bold, canting fellows," they say,

"
laics, mechanics,

and pedlars," were brought into the Church by Cromwell's

Triers. One may, in the main, trust Baxter.1

Cromwell's Established Church of England and Wales may
now be imaged with tolerable accuracy. It contained two

patches of completed Presbyterian organization, one in London

and the other in Lancashire. The system of Presbyteries or

Classes, with half-yearly Provincial Assemblies, which had

been set up by the Long Parliament in these two districts,

remained undisturbed. Both in London and in Lancashire,

however, the system was in a languid state
;
and for the rest

of the country, and indeed for non-Presbyterians in London

and Lancashire too, the Church or Public Ministry was prac-

tically on the principle of the Independency of Congregations.
Each parish had, or was to have, its regular minister, recog-

nised by the State, and the association of ministers among
themselves for consultation or mutual criticism was very much
left to chance and discretion. Ministers and deacons, how-

i
Baxter, 72 ; Neal, IV. 102109.
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did draw up Agreements and form voluntary Associa-

ti ms in various counties, holding monthly or other periodical

meeting ; and, as it was the rule in such associations not to

meddle with matters of Civil Government, they were counte-

nanced by the Protectorate. Baxter tells us much of the

Association in Worcestershire which he had helped to form in

and adds that similar associations sprang up afterwards

in Cumberland and Westmoreland, Wilts, Dorset, Somerset-

shire. Hampshire, and Essex. These Associations are to be

ved as imperfect substitutes for the regular Presbyterian

organization, and most of the ministers belonging to them

were eclectics or quasi-Presbyterians, like Baxter himself,

making the most of untoward circumstances, while the stricter

Presbyterians, who sighed for the perfect model, held aloof.

Perhaps the majority of the State-clergy all over the country
consisted of these two classes of Presbyterians baulked of their

full Preshyteriani-m, the AV///W Presbyterians, who would ac-

eept nothing short of the system as exemplified in London and

Lancashire, and tl 'ict or Qua*i-Presbyterian* grouped
in voluntary Associations. But among the State-clergy col-

lectively there were several other varieties. There were many
of the old Chiirc/i-nf-I''.ii,/l,in,l H,'<>f<,r9 and Vicar*, still Prelatic

in sentiment, and, though obliged to disuse the Book of Com-

mon Prayer, maintaining some sweet remnant of Anglicanism.

Some of these, not of the High Church school, did not

scruple to join the quasi-Presbyterian Associations that were

lilioral enough to admit them ; hut most found more liberty in

keeping by themselves. Then there were the Independent*

proper, drawn from all those various Evangelical Sects, how-

ever named separately, who>e principle of Independency stopped

short of absolute \ oluntaryism, and therefore did not pr

them from belonging to a State-Church. The more moderate

of these Independents might easily enough, in consistency

with their theory of Congregationalism, join the quasi-

byterian Associations, and some of them did so : but in
'

many. The majority of them were simply ministers of the

State-Church, in charge of individual parishes and eon-

tion>. and consult in^ each other, if at all, only in in!
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ways. Among the Independent Sectaries of all sorts thus

officiating individually in the State-Church, the difficulty, as

far as one can see, must have been chiefly, or solely, with the

Baptists. How could preachers who rejected the rite of

Infant Baptism, maintained the necessity of the rebaptism of

adults, and thought dipping the proper form of the rite, be

ministers of parishes, or be included in any way among the

State-clergy ? That such ministers did hold livings in

Cromwell's Established Church is a fact. Mr. John Tombes,

the chief of the Anti-Psedobaptists, and himself one of Crom-

well's Triers, retained the vicarage of Leominster in Hereford-

shire, with the parsonage of Ross in the same county, and a living

at Bewdley in Worcestershire
;
and there are other instances.

Baxter's language already quoted implies nothing less, indeed,

than that Anti-Psedobaptists in considerable numbers were

presented to Church-livings by the patrons and passed by the

Triers
;
and he elsewhere signifies that he did not himself

greatly object to this.
" Let there be no withdrawing," he

says,
" from the ministry and church of that place [i.

e. a
"
parish of mixed Psedobaptists and Anti-Psedobaptists] upon

" the mere ground of Baptism. If the minister be an Ana-
"
baptist, let not us withdraw from him on that ground ; and,

"if he be a Psedobaptist, let not them withdraw from us."

He even suggests that the pastor of a church might openly

record his opinion on the Baptism subject, if it were contrary
to that of the majority of the members, and then proceed in

his pastorate all the same, and that, on the other hand, private

members might publicly enter their dissent from their pas-

tor's opinion, and yet abide with him lovingly and obediently

in all other things. How far, and in how many places, this

method of leaving Psedo-baptism an open question was actu-

ally in operation in the Established Church of the Protectorate,

and whether Infant Baptism thus fell into complete abeyance
in some parishes where Anabaptists of eminence were settled,

or whether the Psedobaptist parishioners in such cases quietly

avoided that result by having their children baptized by other

ministers, are points of some obscurity. On the whole, the

difficulty can have been felt but exceptionally and here and
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there. for it was obviated on the great scale by the fact that

: of the real Anabaptists, preachers and people alike, v.

Voluntaries. di-owning the State-Church altogether, ami

meeting only in separate congregations. Even for such, how-

ever, in localities when: they were pretty numerous, tl.

ins to have been a desire to make some provision. Thu<

on March 13, 1655-56, it was ordered by His Highness and

the Council "that it be referred to General Desborough, Major-
" General lor the County of Devon, to take care that the

"Church under the form of Baptism at Exeter have such one

"of the public meeting-places assigned to them for their

"
place of worship as is best in repair, and may with most

"conveniency be spared and set apart for that use." The

Kxcter Maptists may have thought it not inconsistent with

their principles to accept so much of State favour. Not the

public buildings, so much as the Tithes and Lay Patronage

\vith which they were connected, were the abominations of the

State-Church in the eyes of the Anabaptist Voluntaries. For

let it not be forgotten that Cromwell's ardent passion fora

Church- K>tal>li>hment under his Protectorate had come more

and more to involve, in his reasonings, the preservation of the

Tithe-system and the continuance of lay Patronage. The

legal patrons of livings retained their right of nominating to

iie Triers only cheeked that right by examination

of nominees and the rejection of the until. Cromwell himself

combined in his own person, to a most extraordinary extent,

the functions both of Patron and Trier. "It is observable

"that, his Highness having near one half of the livings in

I'.ngland, one way or other, in his own immediate disposal

"by presentation, he seldom bestoweth one of them upon any
" man whom himself doth not first examine and make trial of

"
in person, save onlv that, at such times as his great affairs

"
happen to l>e more urgent than ordinary, he n-eth to appoint

-.-me other to do it in his behalf; which is so rare an ex-

"
ample of piety that the like is not to be found in the stories

"of Princes." We have not exaggerated, it will be *

Cromwell's personal anxietv about hi> Established Church.

That, indeed, is farther proved, in a very inUTe-tii.g manner,
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by certain entries in the Order Books of his Council which

become more and more frequent in this middle section of his

Protectorate. They refer to "augmentations of ministers'

stipends." Thus, in December 1655, there is an order for

the augmentation of the stipends of seventy-five ministers in

different counties, all in one batch ;
and succeeding entries in

1656 show the steady progress of the same work by repeated

orders for other augmentations, batch after batch. Clearly

Cromwell had resolved that there should be a systematic in-

crease of the salaries of the parochial clergy all over England,

beginning with those who needed it most. The details of the

business were managed by that body of " Trustees for main-

tenance of ministers
"
which had been appointed by Ordinance

in Sept. 1654 (Vol. IV. p. 564) ;
but the final Orders for

Augmentations came from the Protector and Council, and

there was no part of his work in which the Protector seemed

to have more pleasure.
1

But what of that Toleration of Dissent from the Estab-

lished Church which he professed to be equally dear to him ?

That Cromwell was faithful still to the principle of Liberty of

Conscience, to the fullest extent of his past professions, there

can be no doubt. It may be more doubtful whether his

past professions pledged him to a theory of Toleration as

absolute as that which had been advocated eleven or twelve

years before by Roger Williams and John Goodwin, and then

adopted by the Army Independents generally, and which was

still upheld by the main body of the Anabaptists. The

evidence, however, rather favours the idea that he had al-

ready been in sympathy even with this extreme theory of

Toleration, and so that now, though he had bitterly disap-

pointed his old Anabaptist associates by declaring himself

for the Civil Magistrate's Authority in matters of Religion,

he still cherished the extreme theory of Toleration as it might
be applied round about his Established Church. In his heart,

1
Baxter, 96 97 and 180188

; Accuser Cast Down, published in July
Wood's Ath. III. 1063 ; Council Order 1657. The information about Crom-
Books of dates

; Neal, IV. Chap. 3
; well's practice in his patronage of

Marchamont Needham's Book against livings is from the last. The book was
John Goodwin, entitled The Great dedicated to Cromwell.
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F believe, lie w&s for persecuting nobody whatsoever, troubling
DC l>ody vrhatf06TOr, for men' religions In-rosy, even of the kinds

he hiiiisell' most abhorred. Hut, though this mi^ht be his

private ideal, his difficulties publicly and practically were

cin.rmi.us. The other unlimited Tolerationists in England
were Anabaptists and the like, detesting his Established

Church as incompatible with true Toleration, and in league
lor battering it down. Through the rest of the community
there was but little voice for Toleration. The frantic and

idiotic stringency of the Presbyterians of 1644-6 was now,

indeed, nither out of fashion, and a certain mild babble about

a Limited Toleration was common in the public mouth. But
the old leaven was at work in many quarters; occasional

pamphlets from the Presbyterian camp still wailed lamentably
about " the effects of the present Toleration, especially as to

the increase of Blasphemy and Damnable Errors;" and some

Plteebyterian booksellers had recently published A Second

Ben ', in which they insidiously tried to work upon the

I. ..id Protector's m w Conservative and State-Church instincts,

by denouncing the books of sonic leading Anabaptists and

other heretics, hostile to his (iovernmcnt, and humbly ad-

juring him to "do what might be expected from Christian

magistrate-" in such flagrant cases. In the late Parliament

there had been much of this Presbyterian spirit, and it had

been proved abundantly that the Protector's idea of Toleration

would have been voted down by the national representatives.

Then what a harassing definition of proper Christian Tole-

ration had come even from Cromwell's favourite Independents,
Owen and the rest, with their twenty fundamentals!

Add the diflieulties arising from the nature of some of the

current heresies themselves, as tending directly to the defa-

mation of his government, the subversion of laws and insti-

tutions. and the disturbance of the peace.
1

Thomason I'amphl.-ts ,.f fn.lerhill, had published fr Milton in

I-:.". I Itk'iti. Th9 Second Bfaeon Fired former days. The
\\:i^ i>uMisli,.,l in o,t. ir,;,i l, v M \ BOOnoed :ir.- P.;.l'ilf. Dt-ll. Kaniwerth,
Liinilnn booksellers I,uk<- Fawnci.Johi
Hothwi'll. llHminil. Th-miaa 1 the
I'lKlt-rhili. ;

:..n,aii.| Nathanit-l l.....k-i-llT* in .1 F/..-/, IHtcorfry of t^
: them, Rothwdl an.l I/i;i</'restyterianSiriri(,orUuQ*emd*
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A very fair amount of Liberty of the Press, though not

to newspapers, nor to publications clearly immoral, seems to

have been allowed by Cromwell. Through 1655 and 1656

there were books and pamphlets of the most various kinds,

and advocating the most various opinions. There were Epis-

copalian books and Anabaptist books, arguments for Tithes

and arguments against Tithes, Fifth Monarchy tracts,

Quaker Tracts and Anti-Quaker Tracts, in extraordinary pro-

fusion. Prynne would publish one day The Quakers unmasked

and clearly detected to be but the spawn of Romishfrogs, Jesuits

and Franciscan Friars, sent from Rome to seduce the intoxicated

giddy-headed English nation, and George Fox would print the

next day The Unmasking and Discovery of Antichrist, with all

the False Prophets, by the true light which comes from Christ

Jesus. Nor, of course, was there any interference with the

religious meetings of any of the ordinary Puritan sects,

Baptists or whatever else, that chose to form separatist con-

gregations. Even those who so far passed the bounds that

they were called Ranters or Fanatics were quite safe in their

own conventicles; and altogether one has to conclude that

much that went by the still worse names of Blasphemy,

Atheism, Infidelity, and Anti-Christianism, had as quiet a

life under the Protectorate as in any later time. Practically,

all that is of interest in the enquiry as to the amount of

Religious Toleration under Cromwell's Government lies in

what is known of his dealings with five denominations of

Dissenters from his Established Church the Papists, the

Episcopalians, the Socinians or Anti-Trinitarians, the Quakers,

and the Jews.

(1) The Papists. Papists might be Papists under Cromwell's

government in the sense that there was no positive compulsion
on them to abjure their creed and profess another. The

question, however, is as to open liberty of Roman Catholic

worship. This question had passed through Cromwell's mind,

and the results of his ruminations upon it appear most suc-

ing of
" The Second Beacon Fired," a reply called An Apology for the Six

published in Jan. 1654 5, and so found Booksellers.

himself in a new qjuarrel. There was
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cinetly in out- of lii^ letters to Mazarin. After the Treaty
made with I'Yanee. the C:inlin:il very naturallv pressed the

subject of a toleration for Catholics in England, the rather

as Cromwell was always so energetic for a toleration of Pro-

mts in Catholic countries. "Although I have this set

home to my spirit," Cromwell wrote in repl\ ,

"
I may not

"
(shall I tell you / cannot ?) at this juncture of time, and as

" the face of my ail'airs now stands, answer v,.ur call for Tolera-
"

tion. I say / munot, as to a public declaration of my sense
"
in that point ; although I believe that under my govern-

" ment your Eminency, in behalf of Catholics, has less reason
"

for complaint. as t<> rigour on men's consciences, than under

the Parliament. For I have of some, and those very many,
" had compassion ; making a difference. Truly I have (and
"I may speak it with cheerfulness in the presence of God,
who is a witness within me to the truth of what I affirm)

made a difference ; and, as Jude speaks,
'

plucked many out

"of the lire,' the raging fire of persecution, which did

"tyrannise over their consciences, and encroached by an
" arbitrariness of power upon their estates. And herein it

"is my purpose, as soon as I can remove impediments, and

"some weights that press me down, to make a farther pro-
"
gress, and discharge my promise to your Eminency in rela-

tion to that."
1

(2) The Episcopalian*. The question under this heading
is not about those moderate Episcopalian divines who had

i ont'ormod so far as to retain their rectories and vicarages in

the Kstablishcd Church, but about those Episcopalians of

stronger principle, whether High Church and Arminian or

not. \\ho had been ejected from their former livings, or were

trying to maintain themselves by some kind of private prac-

tice of their clerical profession in various parts of England.

Against these, just at the time when the Major-Generalcies
were e..min^ into full operation, there did i>sue one fell

Ordinance. It was published Nov. x!l. 1 ().">."). under tin- title

of An ' >

''for Securing the P>'<ice <>f the Commonwea

and it ordered that after Jan. 1, 1655-6 no persons should

Carlyle, 1 1 1. -J.
.-

_>ij3. The letter is dated Dec. 26, 1656.
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keep in their houses as chaplains or tutors any of the ejected

clergy, and also that none of the ejected should teach in

schools, preach publicly or privately, celebrate baptism or

marriage, or use the Book of Common Prayer, under pain of

being prosecuted, The Ordinance seems to have been issued

merely as part and parcel of that almost ostentatious menace

of severities against the Royalists by which Cromwell sought

at that particular time to terrify them into submission and

prevent farther plottings. At all events, it was announced in

the Ordinance itself that there would be great delicacy in the

application of it, so as to favour such of the ejected as de-

served tender treatment
; and, in fact, it was never applied or

executed at all. No one was prosecuted under it ; and, though
it was not recalled, it was understood that it was suspended

by the pleasure of his Highness, and that chaplains, teachers,

and preachers, of the Episcopal persuasion might go on as

before, and reckon on all the toleration accorded to other

Dissenters. On this footing they did go on, ex-Bishops and

future Bishops among them, with increasing security; and

gradually the notion got abroad that the Protector began to

have even a kindly feeling for the "
good old Church/' Many

Royalist authorities concur to that effect.
" The Protector,"

says one,
"
indulged the use of the Common-Prayer in fami-

"
lies and in private conventicles ; and, though the condition

" of the Church of England was but melancholy, yet it can-
" not be denied that they had a great deal more favour and
"
indulgence than under the Parliament." Burnet, on the

authority of Dr. Wilkins, afterwards Bishop Wilkins, who
was the second husband of Cromwell's youngest sister, adds a

more startling statement. "Dr. Wilkins told me," says

Burnet, "he (Cromwell) often said to him (Wilkins) no
"
temporal government could have a sure support without a

" national church that adhered to it, and he thought England
" was capable of no constitution but Episcopacy; to which he
" told me he did not doubt but Cromwell would have turned."

Wilkins probably liked to think this after he himself had

turned ; but it is hardly credible in the form in which Burnet

has expressed it. Yet Cromwell, in that temper of conser-
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vat ism. or drnre of a settled <,nler in all things, which more
mid more OT( .\V upon him after he had assumed the Protectorate,
had imdoubtedly the old Kpiscopalian clergy in view as a

body to be conciliated, and employed as a counterpoise to the

Anabaptist-. He cannot but have been aware, too, of the

spontaneous movements in some of the quasi-Presbyterian
Associations of the clergy for a reunion as far as possible with

tin- more moderate Episcopalians, as distinct from the High-
Chun h Prelatists or Laudians. Among others, Baxter was

extremely x.ealous for such a project; and his accounts of his

correspondence about it with ex-Bishop Brownrigg in 1655,
and his conversations about it at the same time with ex-

I'ninate 1 slier, are very curious and interesting. Baxter
an<l many more were quite willing that there should be a

'red Kpiscopacy after Usher's own celebrated model : i. e.

un Mpiseopaey not professing to be jure divino,\)nt only for

ecclesiastical conveniency, the Bishops to be permanent Pre-

sidents of clusters of the clergy, and to be fitted into an other-

wise Presbyterian s\ -teni of Classes and Provincial Synods.

They \\-ere \\ilIiiiLT. moreover, in the interest of such a scheme,
t<> reconsider the old questions of a Liturgy, kneeling at the

;mient. and other matters of Anglican ceremonial.

Knoiio-h all this to rouse the angry souls of Smectymnuvt,
Milton, and the other Root-and-Branch Anti-Prelutists who
had led the Kn<jlish Revolution. But, as times change, men
chanov, and it is not impossible that Cromwell, the first real

mover of the Root-and-Branch Bill of 1641, may now, fifteen

M later, have looked spirulatively sometimes at the old

trunk in the timbrryard. It is certain that he treated with

profound respect the man whose advice about any remodelling
of Episcopacy would have been the most authoritative gener-

ally. Kx- Primate I 'sher had lived in London through the

Commonwealth :nid the Protectorate with the highest honour,

pension,, 1 a t the rate of i'KX) a year, and holding also the

preachership to the Society of Lincoln's Inn. Cromwell had

shown him every attention, and had consulted him on several

occasions. He had retired to Heigate a short time before his

death, which happened on the ^Ist of March, 1655-6. II-
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was buried in Westminster Abbey, a sum of ^200 having

been voted for his funeral by the Protector and Council. Eight

months after his death there was published from his manu-

script, by his friend and former chaplain, Dr. Nicholas

Bernard, that famous Reduction of Episcopacy into the form of

Synodical Government which had got about surreptitiously

in 1641 (Vol. II. 229-230), and which was then regarded,

and has been regarded ever since, as the most feasible model

of a Low-Church Episcopacy adapted to Presbyterian forms.1

(3) Anti - Trinitarians. The crucial test of Cromwell's

Toleration policy as regarded this class of heretics, and indeed

as regarded all heresies of the higher order, was the case of

poor Mr. John Biddle. The dissolution of the late Parlia-

ment had been so far fortunate for him that the prosecution

begun against him by that Parliament under the old Blas-

phemy Ordinance of 1648 had been stopped and he had been

set at liberty (March 1655). But it was only to get into

fresh trouble. The orthodox in London were determined that

he should not be at large, and it was reported to the Council

on the 3rd of July that on the preceding Thursday, June 28,
" in the new meeting-house at Paul's, commonly called Captain
"
Chillingdon's church meeting-place, John Biddle did then

" and there, in presence of about 500 persons, maintain, some
" hours together, in a dispute, that Jesus Christ was not the
"
Almighty or most High God, and hath undertaken to

"
proceed in the same dispute the next Thursday." Cromwell

himself was present at this meeting of the Council, with

Lawrence, Lambert, the Earl of Mulgrave, Skippon, Kous,

Sydenham, Pickering, Montague, Fiennes, Viscount Lisle,

Wolseley, and Strickland. What were they to do ? They
ordered the Lord Mayor to stop the intended meeting,
and all such meetings in future, and to arrest Biddle if

necessary; and they referred the affair for farther enquiry
to Skippon and Rous. The affair, it seems, could not possibly

be hushed up ; Biddle was committed to Poultry Compter,
and then to Newgate, and his trial came on at the Old Bailey,

1
Neal, IV. 135137 and 1012

; Nov. 25, 1656 (date of publication of
Burnet (ed. 1823) 1. 110

; Baxter, 172 Usher's Reduction) ;
Wood's Fasti, I.

178 and 206; Thomason Catalogue, 446.
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sixain under the Mlasphemy Ordinance of 1(5 IS. I laving, with

difficulty, been allowed counsel, he put in le^al obje.-t ions,

ami the trial was adjourned till next term. Meanwhile

London was greatly agitated. The Pn-U t.-rians and the

orth--d"\ -vn. rally wen- ca^cr for Middle's conviction ; but

a very considerable number of persons, including n>t only

Middle'- ..un followers and free-thinkers of other sorts, but also

some Independent and Haptist ministers, whose orthodoxy

was beyond suspicion, bestirred themselves in his behalf.

Pamph'. Mvd in that intere-t. one entitled The Sjiirit

of Persecution again broken loote against, Mr. John Kiddle, and

a numerously signed petition was addressed to Cromwell,

requesting his merciful interference. The Petition, as we

learn from M<-r<'i'rin* /V/Y/Viw, was very badly managed.
" The persons who presented a petition some few days since to

"
his I Harness on the behalf of Biddle," says that jwiper under

date Sept. ^8, "canu- this day in expectation of an ams\\

They bad access, and divers godly ministers were present.
" And. the Petition beinjr read in the hearing of divers of those

'under whose counteuanee it was presented, many of them
" disowned it. as b-ino- altered both in the matter ami title of

it sine.- they signed it. and so looked upon it as a forged thin^.

"\\hereinboth his 1 1 i^hness and they were greatly abused, and

tle-ired that the original which they signed mi^ht he pn..
>% dueed ; which Mr. lve<and some others of the contrivers a nd
"

pr.'M nters of it \\ere not al>le to do, nor had they anything
" to say in excuse of so foul a miscarriage. AV hereupon they
"

\\eiv dismis-ed. his Highness having opened to them the

"evil i.t' : -iieh a practice
|
tampering with jn-titions after they

" had licen sio-n. d|. a> also how inconsistent it was for //

who professed to be members of the Churches of Chri>t and

rship him with the wor.-hip due to God, to give any
untenaiice to one \\lio repr- -ached theniM-lves and all the

"
Christian Churches in the world as be in;-; guilty - f idola'

"showing that, if it U> true which Mr. Diddle holds, to

"\\it that our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ is but a

"creature, then all those who worship him \\ith the worship

"due to God an- idolater-. Hi- Highness >l;owed morc-->\r

Vl'l F
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" that the maintainers of this opinion ofMr. Biddle's are guilty
" of great blasphemy against Christ, who is God equal with
" the Father

;
and he referred it to them to consider whether

"
any who loved the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity could

"
give any countenance to such a person as he is." But,

while the petitioners were thus dismissed with a severe lecture,

Cromwell had made up his mind to save Mr. Biddle. On the

5th of October it was resolved by the Council that he should

be removed to the Isle of Scilly and there shut up ;
and

Cromwell's warrant to that effect was at once issued. In no

other way could the trial have been quashed, and it was the

kindest thing that could have been done for Biddle in the

circumstances. He lived comfortably enough in his seclusion

in the distant island for the next two years and a half, receiv-

ing an allowance of a hundred crowns per annum from

Cromwell, and employing his leisure in the deep study of

the Apocalypse and the preparation of a treatise against the

Doctrine of the Fifth Monarchy.
1

(4) The Quakers. There was immense difficulty with this new

sect from the fact, as has been already explained, that they

had not settled down into mere local groups of individuals,

asking toleration for themselves, but were still in open war

with all other sects, all other forms of ministry, and prose-

cuting the war everywhere by itinerant propagandism.

George Fox himself and the best of his followers seem by
this time indeed to have given up the method of actually

interrupting the regular service in the steeple -houses in

order to preach Quakerism
; but they were constantly tend-

ing to the steeple-houses for the purpose of prophesying*

there, as was the custom in country-places, after the regular

service was over. Thus, as well as by their conflicts with

parsons of every sect wherever they met them, and their re-

bukings of iniquity on highways and in market-places, not

to speak of their obstinate refusals to pay tithes in their own

parishes, they were continually getting into the hands of

justices of the peace and the assize-judges. Take as one

1 Council Order Books, July 3 and Thomason Catalogue (Tracts for and
Oct. 5, 1655 ; Merc. Pol. Sept. 27 Oct. against Biddle).
4, 1655 ; Wood's Ath. III. 599601

;
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of their treatment in superior courts the appearance
I' \Villi:iin Dew-bury and other Quakers before Judge Atkins

at Northampton after they had been half a year in North-

jail.- Seeing them at the bar with their hats on, the

told the jailor he had a good mind to fine him ten

pounds for bringing prisoners into the Court in that fashion,

and ordered the hats to be removed by the jailor's man. Then,

after some preliminary parley, "What is thy name ?" said

the Judge. to Dewsbury, who had made himself spokesman
for all.

" Unknown to the World," said Dewsbury.
" Let

us hear what that name is that the World knows not," said the

Judge goodhmnooredly. "It is," quoth Dewsbury, "known
in the light, and none can know it but he that hath it; but

the name the world knows me by is William Dewsbury."
Then to the question of the Judge, "What countryman art

thou ?
"
the reply was,

" Of the Land of Canaan." The Judge
remarked that Canaan was far off.

"
Nay," answered Dews-

bury, "for all that duell in (md are in the holy city, the

neu Jerusalem, \\hieh comes doun from Heaven, where the

soul is in rest, and enjoys the love of (!od in Jesus Christ, in

\\hom the union is with the Father of Light." The Judge
admitted that to lie very true, but asked Dewsbury whether.

bt -in"; an Knglishman, he was ashamed of that more prosaic

faet.
"
Nay," said Dewsbury,

"
I am free to declare that my

natural birth was in Yorkshire. nine miles from York towards

Hull/' The Judge then said,
" You pretend to be extra-

ordinary men, and to have an extraordinary knowledge of

(Ji'd." Dewsbury replied.
" \Ve witness the work of regenera-

tion to be an extraordinary work, wrought in us by the

Spirit of (id." The conversation then turned on their

preaching itinerancy, and abstinence from all ordinary eall-

the Judge remarking that even the Apostles had

worked with their hands. Dewsbury admitted that some of

\postles had been fishermen, and Paul a tent-maker, but

averted that,
" when they were called to the ministry of

Christ, they left their callings to follow Christ whither 1.

them by bis Spirit." and that he and his fellow-pr;.-. nc;> had

but done the same. The end of the colloquy was that the

F2
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Judge, with every wish to be lenient, could not make up his

mind to discharge the prisoners.
" I see by your carriage/'

he said,
" that what my brother Hale did at the last assizes,

in requiring bond for your good behaviour, he might justly

do it, for you are against magistrates and ministers
"

;
and

they were remitted to Northampton jail accordingly. If

judges like Hale and Atkins had to act thus, one may imagine

how the poor Quakers fared in the hands of inferior and

rougher functionaries. Fines and imprisonment for vagrancy,

contempt of court, or non-payment of tithes, were the ordinary

discipline for all ; but there were cases here and there of

whipping by the hangman, and other more ferocious cruelties.

For among the Quakers themselves there were varieties of

milder and wilder, less provoking and more provoking. The

Quakerism of men like Fox and Dewsbury was, at worst, but

an obdurate and irritating eccentricity, in comparison, for

example, with the Quakerism run mad of James Nayler.

This enthusiast, once quarter-master in a horse troop under

Lambert, and regarded as " a man of excellent natural parts,"

had for three or four years kept himself within bounds, and

been known only as one of the most eminent preachers of the

ordinary Gospel of the Quakers and a prolific writer of Quaker

tracts. But, having come to London in 1655, he had been

unbalanced by the adulation of some Quaker women, with a

Martha Simmons for their chief.
" Fear and doubting then

" entered him," say the Quaker records,
" so that he came to

" be clouded in his understanding, bewildered, and at a loss in
c: his judgment, and became estranged from his best friends,
" because they did not approve his conduct." In other words,

he became stark mad, and set up for himself, as " The Ever-

lasting Son, the Prince of Peace, the Fairest among Ten

Thousand, the Altogether Lovely." In this capacity he went

into the West of England early in 1656, the admiring women

following him, and chaunting his praises with every variety
of epithet from the Song of Solomon, till he was clapped up
in Exeter jail. Nor was Nayler the only madman among
the Quakers about this time. A kind of epidemic of madness

seems to have broken out in the sect, or among those reputed
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t<> belong to i'.
'

Out- while," says Baxter,
-
divers of them

went naked through divers chief towns and cities of the

"land, us a prophi -tical act: some of them have famished

"and drowned themselves in melancholy;" and he adds,

more e-pecially. as his own experience in Kidderminster.

Idiim preach, d a lecture, hut going and coming I was

railed at by a Quaker in the market-place in the way, and

"frequently in the coiiLri'c^ation hawled at by the nanu>-

Hireling. 1 >< !al-e Prophet, Dog, and such like

laii!4-u:i Th- I' -tor's own chapel in Whitehall was

n..t .-afc. On April 13, 1656, "being the Lord's day," says

the /'/////'/ Ini'-nigeneer for that week, "a certain Quaker came

into the chapel in sermon time, and in a very audacious

manner disturbed the preacher, so that he was fain to be

"silent a while, till the fellow was taken away. His Highnew,
ht in- present, did after sermon give order for the sending

him to a justice of peace, to be dealt with according to

law." Naturally, the whole sect suffered for these in-

deecneics and extravagances of some of its members, and the

\t-rv name ' <m became a synonym f<>r all that was

intolerable. The belief had got abroad, moreover, that " subtle

and dangerous heads," Jesuits and others, had begun to

"creep in among them." to turn Quakerism to political

unt, and "drive on designs of disturbance." Altogether

the Protector and Council \\ere sorely tried. Their policy

-.cms. on the whole, to have been to let Quakerism run its

course of public oblo(|tiy, and jet into jail, or even to the

whipping-pott
</</ /////Y//wt, for offences against the peace, but

at the -ame time to instruct the Major-Generals privately to

be as discreet as possible, making (Inferences bet ween the sorts

of Quaker-, ami c-pecially letting none of them conn- to harm

for their men- beliefs. Making a difference," as by the in-

junction in Jude's epistle, was, as we know, Cromwell's own

iMvat rule in all eases when- complete toleration \\as im-

possible, and he does not seem to have been able to do more

for the Quakers. He had not, 1 . forgotten h

view with their chief, and may 1: 1 in kn<

ing- ally what had become of him.-
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much wandering
1 in the West without serious mishap, had

fallen among Philistines in Cornwall early in 1656, and had

been arrested, with two companions, for spreading papers and

for general vagrancy and contumacy. He had been in

Launceston prison for some weeks, when Chief Justice Glynne
came to hold the assizes in those parts. There had been the

usual encounter between the Judge and the Quakers on the

eternal question of the hats.
" Where had they hats at all,

from Moses to Daniel ?
"
said the Chief Justice, rather rashly,

meaning to laugh at the notion that Scripture could be

brought to bear on the question in any way whatever.
" Thou mayest read in the third of Daniel,

"
said Fox,

" that
" the three children were cast into the fiery furnace, by Nebu-
" chadnezzar's command, with their coats, their hose, and
" their hats on" Glynne, though he had lost his joke, and

though Fox put him further out of temper by distributing

among the jurymen a paper against swearing, did not behave

badly on the whole, and the issue was the simple recommit-

ment of Fox and his friends to Launceston prison. There,

however, as they would not any longer pay the jailor the

seven shillings a week he demanded for the board of each, they
were put into the most horrible hole in the place and treated

abominably. They were in this predicament when Cromwell

heard of them. " While G. Fox was still in prison, one
" of his friends went to Oliver Cromwell, and offered himself,
"
body for body, to lie in prison in his stead, if he would take

" him and let G. Fox go at liberty. But Cromwell said
" he could not do it, for it was contrary to law

; and, turning
" to those of his Council,

' Which of you,' quoth he,
' would

" do as much for me if I were in the same condition ?
' " An

order was sent by Cromwell to the Governor of Pendennis

Castle to enquire meantime into the treatment of the Laun-
ceston prisoners, and their release followed after a little while.

It was noted also, in proof of his personal kindness towards
the Quakers, that, though he received letters from some of

them violently abusive of himself and his government, he

never showed any anger on that account. 1

1 Sewel's History of the Oualcers (ed. Public fntelligencer of April 14 21 1656'
1831) 1. 137173; Baxter, 77 and 180

; Council Order Book, Feb. 6, 16556.
'
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(5) Tin- -Avr.v. \ very interesting incident of Cromwell's

Protectorate \v;is his attempt to obtain an open tolerat inn 1'..r

tin- Jews in Midland. Since the year 1 .',".)(), when thev had

been banished in a body out of the kingdom under F.dward I.,

there had been only isolated and furtive instances ,,(' visits to

Kni^-land ( >r residence in Kuglaiid liy |>ersons of tin- proscribed

race. Of late, however, a certain Manasseh Ben Israel, an

able an earnest Portuguese Jew, settled in Amsterdam as a

phxsiciaii, had conceived the idea that, in the new age of

liberty and other "Teat things in Kngland, there might be a

permission for the Jews to return and live and trade freely.

He had opened negotiations by letter, first with the Rump
and then with the Barebones Parliament, but had at length
eoiue ,, v . r to London to deal directly with the Protector.

/ - /lift linjluK'** the Lord Protector, fyc. ike Humble Addresses

of Manaxxeh lien Israel, Divine and Doctor of Physic, in behalf

of the Jewish Nation," were in print on the 5th of Novemi

1655; and they were formally before the Council on the 13th,

his Highness present in person. The petition was for a

general protection of Mich .Jens as mi^ht conn- to reside in

Kn^land, with liberty of trade, freedom for their worship,

the ii of a .Jewish synao-o^-iie and a Jewish cemetery in

London, and a revocation of all statutes contrary to such

privileov-. Cromwell was thoroughly in favour of the

proposal and let the fact be known: but, as it was necessary

to proceed with caution, the matter was referred to a con-

ference between the Council and t wcnty-ei^ht persons outside

of it, fourteen of whom were clergymen (Owen, Thomas

Goodwin, Nye, Cudworth, Ilu^h Peters. Sterr and the

r,>t la\\\ers (St. John, Glynne, Steele, &c.), or city merch;i

-d Mayor iVthieke, Aldermen Pack and Tichbourne, \

'There were four meetings of this Conference at Whitehall in

December, Cromwell himself taking part. "I never heard a

man speak so well," says an auditor of his speech at on,

the meeting!. On the whole, however, the Conference could

not agree with his Ili^-hnes-. Some of the city-men objected,

on commercial grounds, to the admission of the .lews : and

the elerijx I tinst it almost to a man. partly on the
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authority of Scripture texts, partly from fear of the effects of

the importation into London of the new sect of Judaism.

The Conference was discontinued
; and, though the good

Rabbi lingered on in London till April 1656, nothing could

be done. Prejudice in the religious world was too strong.

Nevertheless the Protector found means of giving effect to

his own views. Not only did he mark his respect for

Manasseh Ben Israel by a pension of ^100 a year, to be paid

him in Amsterdam ; he admitted so many Jews, one by one, by

private dispensation, that there was soon a little colony of them

in London, with a synagogue to suit, and a piece of ground at

Stepney leased for a cemetery. In effect, the readmission of

the Jews into England dates from Cromwell's Protectorate. 1

Although making no great pretensions to learning himself,

Cromwell seems to have taken especial pleasure in that part

of his powers and privileges which gave him an influence on

the literature and education of the country. Here, in fact, he

but carried out in a special department that general notion of

the Civil Magistrate's powers and duties which had led him

to declare himself so strongly for the preservation and

extension of an Established Church. The more thorough-O

going champions of Voluntaryism in that day, Anabaptists
and others, had begun, as we have seen, to agitate not only
for the abolition of a national Church or State-paid clergy of

any kind, but also for the abolition of the Universities, the

public schools, and all endowments for science or learning.

But, if Cromwell had so signally disowned and condemned

the system of sheer Voluntaryism in Religion, it was not to

be expected that the more peculiar and exceptional Volun-

taryism which challenged even State Endowments for educa-

tion should find any countenance from his Protectorate. Nor
did it.

1 Merc. Pol. Nov. 1 8, 1655 ; Council Conscience : whether it be lawful to

Order Book, Nov. 18
; Godwin, IV. admit Jews into a Christian Common-

243-251; Carlyle, III. 136, note. wealth (June 27, 1656). I have not seen

Prynne opposed the Readmission of Durie's letter ; but Mr. Crossley ( Wor-
the Jews in a pamphlet, in two parts, thington's Diary, I. 83, note) reports it

called A Short Demurrer to the Jews' as moderately favourable to the Jewish
long discontinued Remitter (March claim. The letter is dated, he says,
1656) ;

and Durie published, in the from Cassel, Jan. 8, 1655 6.

form of a letter to Hartlib, A Case of
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Tin- t\\ ;ish l"i - had been sufficiently

Puritani/.ed long hrfon- Cr- m well's accession to the supreme

Cambridge in HH--.". under thr Chancellor-hip of

ill. Burl of MandNrta . 1 1 1 . 92-6), and Oxford in 1647-8,

under the Chancellorship of the Earl of Pembroke <1\

f> 1 ."">'
. The Karl of Manchester, who luul been living in

complete retirement from public affairs sinee the establishment

!' the Commonwealth, still ivJainr'1 the nominal dignity of

the Cambridge ('liaiiecllursliip ;
but Cromwell had already

lor live years hern Chancellor of the I'liivi-rsity of Oxford

If, having been elected to the ofliee in January l'50-l,

aftrrthe Marl ..f 1'ciiil.rokc's death. His interest in I 'nivcr-it \

matters had I>TJI naturally sustained by this official connexion

with Oxford, and had sh>\vn it-elf in various ways before his

Protectorate ; l)tit his Protectorate added fresh powers to tlu..-e

..f his in. -re Chancrllnivhip for Oxford, and brought his native

1'niversity >f Canihrid^e al.-o within his grasp. He availed

Ifnfhis powers largely and punctually in the affairs of

Ix.th, and -lauded in both as the steady defender of

their honours and privileges. ] v what ini^ht -till be

in them, or too much after the i;

standard of 1'uritanism. he had appointed, by ordinance of

September .',',
U'."> 1. (\'<1.

I\ . p. 565), a new body of Visitors

lor each, to in. pure into abuses, determine disputes, &C. The

result \\as that the two Universities were now in better and

quieter working order than they had been since the first

stormy interruption of their old routine by the Civil War.

Kaeh reckoned a number of really able and eflicient men among
its heads of eollc-o. and in it- stall' of professors and tutors. In

Oxford there v\a- l>r. John Owen, head of Christ Church,

and all but permanently Yiee-Chaneellor of the Turnr-ity.
with l>r. Thomas (loodwin, l>r. John \Vilkins, Dr. Robert

Harris, Dr. Thankful Owen, Dr. John Conant, Dr. Jonathan

(ioddard, and other-, as heads of other ('. lieges, and Dr.

Henry "Wilkinson. l . I. wis Du Moulin, Dr. Pocock, and

the mathematicians Dr. Seth Ward and Dr. John \Vallis

among the Professors. Cambridge boasted of >u.-h men as

Dr. Ralph Cud\\orth. Dr. lU-ujamin Whicheote, Dr.
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Worthington, Dr. John Lightfoot, Dr. Lazarus Seaman, Dr.

John Arrowsmith, Dr. Anthony Tuckney, Dr. Henry More,

and others now less remembered. And under the discipline

and teaching- of such chiefs there was growing up in both

Universities a generation of young men as well grounded in

all the older sorts of learning as any generation of their

predecessors, with the benefit also of newer lights, as was to

be proved by the names and appearances of many of them in

English history to the end of the century. Even Clarendon

admits as much. It was a wonder to him to find, in the

subsequent days of his own Chancellorship of the University

of Oxford, that the " several tyrannical governments mutually

succeeding each other
"
through so many previous years had

not so affected the place but that it still
"
yielded a harvest of

extraordinary good and sound knowledge in all parts of

learning." He attributed this to the inherent virtues of the

academic soil itself, which could choke bad seeds, cherish the

good, and even defy barrenness by finding its own seeds ;

but it may be more reasonable to suppose that the super-

intendence of the Universities under the "
tyrannical govern-

ments," and especially under Cromwell's as the latest of them,

had not been barbaric. The University Commissioners, it

may be added, had authority to inspect Westminster School,

Eton, Winchester, and Merchant Taylors'. But, indeed, there

seems hardly to have been a foundation for learning anywhere
in England that was not, in one way or another, brought under

Cromwell's eye. In his inquiries after moneys that might
still be recoverable out of the wreck of the old ecclesiastical

revenues one can see that, next to the increase and better

sustenance of his Established Ministry, additions to the

endowed scholastic machinery of the country were always in

his mind. It is clear indeed that one of those characteristics

of conservatism by which Cromwell intended that his govern-

ment should be distinguished from the preceding Governments

of the Revolution was greater care of the surviving educational

institutions of England and Wales, with the resuscitation of

some that had fallen into decay. The money-difficulties were

great, and less could be accomplished than he desired ; but,
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apart from what may have been done lor tin- refreshment of

tin- older Inundations, it \s memorable that Cromwell was

able to i-ivr cll'cct to at least one very considerable design of

K'n^lish University extension. A College in Durham, expressly

lor the benefit of the North of England, \vitb a I'rovostship,

four IVofe^or-hips, and tutorships and fellowships to match.

was one of the creations of the Protectorate.1

\\hile it was chiefly through the orirani/.ed means afforded

by the Universities and Colleges that Cromwell did what he

could for the encouragement of learning, his relations to the

learned men individually that were living in the time of

his Protectorate were always at least courteous, and in some

instances peculiarly friendly.

Usher heing dead (March 21, 1655-6), and also the great

Selden (Nov. 20, 1654) and the venerable and learned

Gataker (July 27, 1654), the following were the Englishmen
of greatest literary celebrity already, or of - coming
note in Kn^lUh literary history, who were alive at the mid-

point of Oliver's Protectorate, and could and did then range

themselves (for we exclude those of insufficient age) as his

adherent- on the whole, his subjects by mere compulsion, or

his implacable and exiled enemies. We divide the list into

"Ton ps according to that classification, as calculated for the

year 1 (>.'('>; but the names within each group are arranged in

the order of seniority:-'

ADHERENTS MORE OR LESS CORDIAL.

Wither
(<it<it (>8). James Harrington (atat 45).

.John (m.-dwin ("f"t r>3). Hi'iin More (utaf
Kihnuiul Cal.-iiny (trtat 56). John'Wilkins (cctat 41

'I'lituna^ (iooihvin (<rf<it

'

.Joliu Owen (cttat 40).

John I.i-lnt.. .lohn \Vullis (cetat 40).

Edmund \Valln- (,it,n B llalj.h ('ud\v..rth (*tat 39).

.John Kushworth
(<i't>tt 49). Algernon Si. I; I 39).

Milt (8). Maivhainont Needham (ate/ 36).

Henjjunin Whiclic- !'>). Andrew Marvell i '>tat 36).

i Wool's Fasti Oxon. from 1 '..", | "ii- Diat] hy Crossley, an.': ' le'

: .Inhii <i

17."' A in. s There may be errors ami
IV. li'-j ;

. IV. l-_'l in tip '. having Uken some
\'l'.} ; with v.-t'iTi-iu'ca toNVor:'-

,
I iil risk 11 us it stands.
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Roger Boyle, Lord Broghill (cetat

35).
William Petty (cetat 33).

Thomas Stanley (cetat 31).

John Aubrey (cetat 30).

Robert Boyle (cetat 29).

John Bunyan (cetat 28).

Sir William Temple (cetat 27).

John Tillotson (cetat 26).

SUBJECTS BY

Ex-Bishop Hall (died Sept. 8,

1656, cetat 82).

John Hales (died May 19, 1656,
cetat 72).

Robert Sanderson (cetat 69).
Thomas Hobbes (cetat 68).

Robert Herrick (cetat 65).
John Racket (cetat 64).
Izaak Walton (cetat 63).

James Shirley (cetat 62).

James Howell (cetat 62).
Gilbert Sheldon (cetat 58).

William Prynne (cetat 56).

Brian Walton (cetat 56).
Peter Heylin (cetat 56).

Jasper Mayne (cetat 52).
Thomas Fuller (cetat 52).
Edward Pocock (cetat 52).

Sir William Davenant (cetat 51).

John Howe (cetat 26).
Edward Phillips (cetat 26).

John Phillips (cetat 25).
John Dryden (cetat 25).

-

Henry Stubbe (cetat 25).
John Locke (cetat 24).
Samuel Pepys (cetat 24).

Edward Stillingfleet (cetat 21).

COMPULSION.

Thomas Browne of Norwich

(cetat 51).
William Dugdale (cetat 51).

Henry Hammond (cetat 51).

Richard Fanshawe (cetat 48).

Aston Cockayne (cetat 48).
Samuel Butler (cetat 44).

Jeremy Taylor (ceia< 43).
John Cleveland (cetat 43).
John Pearson (cetat 43).

John Birkenhead (cetat 41).

John Denham (cetat 41).
Richard Baxter

(cetatf 41).

Roger L'Estrange (cetat 40).
Abraham Cowley (cetat 38).

John Evelyn (cetat 36).
Isaac Barrow (cetat 26).

Anthony Wood (<eta 25).
Robert South (cetat 23).

ACTIVE ENEMIES IN EXILE.

John Bramhall (cetat 63).

George Morley (cetat 58).
John Earle (cetat 55).
Sir Kenelm Digby (cetat 53).

Sir Edward Hyde (cetat 48).

Thomas Killigrew (cetat 45).

George Villiers, Duke of Buck-

ingham (cetat 29).

The relations of Cromwell to such persons varied, of course,

with their attitudes towards himself and his government.
The theologian among his adherents to whom he seems to

have been drawn by the strongest elective affinity was Dr.

John Owen. "
Sir, you are a person I must be acquainted

with," he had said to Owen in Fairfax's garden, laying his

hand on his shoulder, one day in April 1649, just after he had

first heard Owen preach ;

l and so, from being merely minister

1 Orme's Life of Owen (1320), p. 113.
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.-hall in Ks- -\ had become ('MUD well's friend

and chaplain in Ireland, and had still, through his imbseqn.

promotions, ending ^v < tn the IVanery of Christ Church and

the Vic. '-Chancellor-hip of Oxford, been much about Cromwell

and much trusted by him. Perhaps the only dili'ctvnee no\v

U't \vccn them was that ( )\\cn'- theory of Toleration was legs

broad than Cromwell's. Next to Owen among the divines of

the Commonwealth, the Protector seems to have retained his

liking for Dr. Thomas Goodwin, and for such other fervid or

Evangelical Independents as Caryl, Sterry, Hu^-h Peters, and

Nicholas Loekyer, with a gradual tendency to John Howe,
the \oui.M-e ! (1 f his chaplain-. For the veteran free-lance and

Arminian John Goodwin, a keen critic now of Cromwell'*

Commi.-sion of Triers and of other parts of his Church-poli
his liking must have l>eeii less; but Goodwin's merits were

fairly appreciated, and he had at least liberty to

conduct his OOB u as he pleased and to publish his

pamphlets. So, on the other hand, eminent Presbyterian

divines like Calamy, accommodated amply in Cromwell's

Established Church, had all freed. mi and respect. As to his

dealings with non-clerical men of letters friendly to his

government, we know a good deal already. Milton, of whose

relations to the Protectorate we shall have to speak more at

lar^e, \\ as his Latin Secivta: ham was his journalist ;

Marvell \\as in his private employment and was looking for

something more public. Still younger men were -Touino- up,

in the l'ni\. r ju-t out i.f them, re^ardim,' the Protec-

torate a> now the settled order of things, in which they mu>:

pass their future lives. Cudworth. recently promoted from the

mastership of Clare College, Cambridge, to that of Milton's

old College of Christ's, had been asked by the Protector

to recommend to him any very promising young Cambridge
men he mi^ht discover;

1
and, doubtless, there had been a

similar n>|Ui>t to Owen of Oxford. Drydcn. st ill at Cambr:

though now twenty-five years of age. and already, by his

lather's death, a small Northamptonshire squire of .^40 a year,

wa- ; t'or\\ard, we shall find, as his family connexions with

1 Life ol Cudworth, as ciu-.l l.y C.^win, IV. 596.
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the Parliamentarians and the Commonwealth made natural,

to a life in London under the great Protector's shadow.

All that could be expected by divines and scholars ranking

in our second category, i. e. as subjects of the Protectorate by
mere compulsion, and known to be strongly disaffected to it,

was protection and safety on condition of remaining quiet.

This they did receive. For a month or two, indeed, after the

terrible ordinance of Nov. 24, 1655, threatening the expulsion

of the ejected Anglican clergy from the family-chaplaincies,

schoolmasterships, and tutorships, in which so many of them

had found refuge, and forbidding them to preach anywhere or

use the Book of Common Prayer, there had been a flutter

of consternation among the poor dispersed clerics. That

Ordinance, however, as we saw, had merely been in terrorem

at a particular moment, and had remained a dead letter. The

admirable John Hales, it is true, did resign a chaplaincy

which he held near Eton rather than bring the good lady who

sheltered him into trouble
;
and by his death soon afterwards

England lost a man of whom the Protector must have had as

kindly thoughts as of any of the old Anglicans. That case

was exceptional. Ex-Bishop Hall, in the end of his much-

battered life, lived quietly near Norwich, remembering his

past losses and sequestrations under the Long Parliament

rather than suffering anything more of the kind. Peter

Heylin was in similar circumstances in Oxfordshire, and by
no means bashful. Jeremy Taylor alternated between the

Earl of Carbery's seat, called "the Golden Grove," in

Caernarvonshire, near which he taught a school, and the

society of his friend John Evelyn, in London or at Sayes
Court in Surrey, tending on the whole to London, where he

resumed preaching, and, after a brief arrest and some little

questioning, was left unmolested. Hammond was mainly at

Sir John Packington's in Worcestershire; Sanderson and
Fuller were actually in parochial livings, the one in Lincoln-

shire, the other in Essex
;
and Pocock was in a Professorship.

Sorely vexed as such men were, and poorer in the world's goods
than they had been, this was the time of the greatest literary

productiveness of some of them. Old Bishop Hall had not
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..I t.. write, liul was to leave trifles ofhis la>t days to be

published after the Restoration as "Shakings of the Olive

Tree"; and \\..rks. or tracts and sermons, by Sanderson,

lleylin. MMIMIM. .nd. Fuller, and Jeremy Taylor, some of them

of a highly Fpi.-copal tenor, were among the publications of

the 1'rote. -t..rate. Fuller's C/u<r<-/t History of lirildin, one of

the Lot and most lightsome books in our language, was

published iii 1 <>.").">(>. Brian Walton's great Polyglott had not

yet I.e. ii <an led i art her than the third volume; but the

Protector had continued to that scholar the material

t'urt heranee iii his arduous work which had been yielded first

ly the Hump Government, apparently on some solicitation by
Milton (Vol. IV. pp. 446, 447); and the work, when it did

appear complete in six volumes folio, in 1657, was to contain

handsome acknowledgment ly Walton of this generosity. Of
the incessant literary activity of the I'iv-l.\ terian Baxter

through the Protectorate we need say nothing. It is more

remarkable that there was no interruption of William Prynne's
iiiterminalil. of pamphlets on all sorts of public

<|iiestions. and often violently against the Government. For

the rest, where \\viv the llerrieks. the Shirleys. the Clevdands,
and the other old Royalist wits and satirists of the lighter

sort? Keepi no- schools, most of them, or living with friends

in the country, and now and then sending out, as before, some

li^-lit thing in print. Samuel Butler, a secretary or the like

in private families, was yet unknown to fame, but was taking
notes and sure to print them some day; and the two most

placid and imperturbable men in all England were Browne of

Norwich and I/aak Walton. Browne, all his best known

writings published long ago, but appearing in new editions,

was contented now with attending his patients; and, when
l/.aak Walton was not in his house in (Merkenwell (to which

neighbourhood he seems to have removed after giving up his

shop in Chancery Lane . he was away on some fishing ramble.

Hi-' A/-, or The Co>itt'>}>fut M
'

/,' '/on had

appeared in May 1()53, and a second edition of it was ju-t out. 1

1 Detail* in this
paragraph are from F.i-ti and Walker's Sufferings of the

various sources : e. g.
\

. ami Clergy under the several namea, Catter.
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The number of wits and men of letters still hostile to the

Protectorate to such a degree that they would undergo the

hardships of exile rather than live in England was, it will

have been observed, comparatively small. This arose from

the fact that some who had been in exile at the death of

Charles I., or even afterwards in the train of Charles II., had

reluctantly lost faith in the possibility of a restoration of the

Stuarts, and had returned to England, to join themselves

with those whom we have classed generally as Cromwell's
"
subjects by compulsion." Leading cases were those of

Hobbes, Sir William Davenant, and Abraham Cowley ;
with

which, for convenience, may be associated that of the satirist

Cleveland, though he had never gone into exile, but had re-

mained in England, taking the risks. HOBBES, who had been

in Paris since 1641, to be out of the bustle of the English

confusions, but who had come into central connexion with

the Stuart cause there by his appointment in 1646 to be

tutor to young Charles, had been obliged to leave that con-

nexion, ostensibly at least, in 1651 or 165.2. The occasion is

said to have been the publication of his Leviathan. That

famous book of 1651, like its two predecessors of 1650,

Human Nature and De Corpore Politico, he had found it con-

venient to publish in London, where the Commonwealth
authorities do not seem to have made the least objection.

But by this time Hobbes 's infidelity, or Atheism, or Hobbism,
or whatever it was, had become a dreadful notoriety in the

world
; and, when Hobbes presented a fine copy of his great

book to Charles IJ., that pious young prince had been in-

structed by the Royalist divines about him that it would

not do to countenance either Mr. Hobbes or his books any

longer. Charles retained privately all his own real regard
for his old tutor, and Hobbes perfectly understood that

;
but

the hint had been taken. Back in England at last, and

mole's Literature of the Church of Cromwell's ordinance for suppressing
England, Lowndes's Bibliographer's preaching and schoolmastering by the
Manual by Bohn, and the Thomason Anglican clergy, and about its probable
Catalogue of Pamphlets. See also, for results for Taylor in particular. See

Jeremy Taylor, Evelyn's Diary and one of his letters to Taylor (pp. 5934,
Correspondence, about date 1655 6. ed. 1870).
Evelyn was greatly concerned about
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pcnmtt. d to live in the house ..f his old pupil and patron,
the Marl of Devon-hire, uhere his only annoyance was the

society of the Earl's chaplain, Jasper Mayne, he had found

tin- Protectorate comfortable enough for all his purposes, ami

had been publishing new books under it, including his pun-
gent disputations with ex-BUhop Hranihall on Liberty and

isity and with Wallis of Oxford on Mathematics. 1

Ilohbes's friend D\\i:\\\r had for some time been le~-

lucky. ///.v return t( Mnirland had been involuntary. He
had been captured at sea in 1650 on his way to Virginia

(Vol. IV. p. 193). had born a prisoner in the Isle of Wight
and in the T..\\er and in danger of trial for his life, and had
lieen relea-ed only by strong intercession in his favour, in

which Milton is thought to have helped. Tlu> n-Milt, how-

ever, had reconciled him. and Davenant too had become one

of the subjects of the Protectorate. Nay he had Mruek ..ut an

ingenious mode of livelihood for himself under Cromwell,

somewhat in his old line of business.
" At that time," says

\\ i.
"
tragedies and comedies being esteemed very scan-

daloiis hy the lYohyterians. and therefore by them silenced,

"he contrived a \\ ay to set up an Italian Opera, to be p
"formed by declamations and music; and, that they might
"he performed with all decency, socmline-s, and without

rudeness and profaneness, John Maynard, serjeant-at-law,

and several siillieient eit ix.ens, were engagers. This Italian

"Opera be^an in Rutland Il..u>o in Charter-house vard. Mav
'.. 1 ().")(), and was afterwards transferred to the Cockpit

"in Hrury Lane." Cromwell's own fondness for music may
have prompted him to this relaxation, in Davena- .>ur,

of the old theatre-clo>iii.,r Ordinance of Sejiteml.er HUJ.
At all events, money \\as coming in for Davenant. and he
was not very unhappy.- The Satirist Jon\ Ci.i-:\ i i \\n, as

we have said, had never gone into exile. This was the more

I's Ath. III. 1-J.ir -i-jl-j. :l ii.l ,< and Mtuick. aft*''- tk manner f ii I >trik>a
\"i. 111. n.". *>; la one as ver\

l.nt it may have been a godmd t<> the
edition of 1673) will be found, bj those I

who :ir.' -tinou~.
: theatrical .

I

iy Laww.

Vol.. V.
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remarkable because, through the Civil War, he had adhered

to the King's cause most tenaciously, not only in official

employment for it, but also serving- it by the circulation

of squibs and satires very offensive to the Parliamentarians,

and to the Scots in particular. Through the Commonwealth,

however, and also into the Protectorate, he had lived on in

England, in obscurity and with risks, latterly somewhere in

or about Norfolk, as tutor or quasi-tutor to a gentleman, on

^30 a year. By ill luck, in Nov. 1655, just when the police

of the Major-Generals was coming into operation, he had

been apprehended, on his way to Newark, by the vigilance

of Major-General Haynes, and committed to prison in Yar-

mouth. There seems to have been no definite charge, other

than that he was " the poet Cleveland
"
and was a ques-

tionable kind of vagrant. He had been in prison for some

months when it occurred to him to address a letter to the

Protector himself. "
May it please your Highness," it be-

gan,
" Rulers within the circle of their government have a

" claim to that which is said of the Deity : they have their

" centre everywhere and their circumference nowhere. It is

" in this confidence that I address your Highness, as know-
"
ing no place in the nation is so remote as not to share in

" the ubiquity of your care, no prison so close as to shut
" me up from the partaking of your influence." After ex-

plaining that he had been and still was a Royalist, but that

he had taken no active part in affairs for about ten years,

he concludes, in a clever vein of compliment, thus :

" If you
"
graciously please to extend indulgence to your suppliant

" in taking me out of this withering durance, you will find

"
mercy will establish you more than power, though all the

"
days of your life were as pregnant with victories as your

"
twice-auspicious Third of September." The appeal to Crom-

well's magnanimity was successful. Cleveland was released,

came to London, and lived by his wits there till his death

in May 1658.1 A much later returner from among the

1
Cromwelliana, 154 ;

Wood's Fasti, among the Thomason large quartos. It

I. 499 ; Godwin, IV. 240241. There is dated "
Oct. 1657;" but that, I im-

is a MS. copy of Cleveland's letter agine, is an error.
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Irs than either llobbes or Davenant was the

iWLBT, Hi^ return was late in 1055 or early in 1656,

:in<l seems to have been attended with some mystery. He
had been for years at Paris or St. Germains, in the house-

hold of Li.nl Jennyn, acting as secretary to his Lordship and

t(. Uueen Henrietta Maria. deciphering the secret litters that

came to them, and therefore at the very heart of the in-

trigues lor Charles II. Yet, after a temporary imprisonment,

security in .i'KKM) had been accepted in his behalf, and he had

been allowed to remain in London. The story afterwards by
his Royalist friends was that he had come over, by under-

standing with Jenny n ami the ex-Queen, to watch affairs in

their interest and send them intelligence, and that, the better

the design, he pretended compliance with the

existing powers, meaning to obtain the decree of M.D. from

Oxford, and set up cautiously as a medieal practitioner. It

is very unlikely that such a dangerous game could have been

y tried under eyes like Thurloe's; and the fact seems

to be that (Wley \\as honestly tired of exile and willing to

ply, in a manly way, for the sake of life once more at

home. One of his first acts after his return was to publish
his Collected Poems in a volume of four parts. They ap-

peared, on or about April 1P>5(>. from the shop of Humphrey
Hanky, the puMisher of Milton's Poems ten years before,

and still always dealing. : , s then, in the finer literature. In

a preface to the book Cowley distinctly avowed his intention

to aeeept the inevitable, treat the controversy as at length
determined against the Stuarts by the unaccountable will of

I,
and no longer persist in the ridiculous business of weav-

ing laurels for the conquered. He announced at the same

time that he had not only excluded from the volume all his

pieces of this last kind, but had even burnt the manuscripts.
In a copy of the I k presented by him to the Bodleian

Library at Oxford there is a "
Pindarique Ode " in his own

hand, dated June X.M5, 1 <'>.")<'>. breathing the same sentiment.

The book is supposed to be addressing the irreat Libra'

after congratulating it.-elf on being admitted into such a

o2
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glorious company without deserts of its own, but by mere

predestination, it is made to say :

" Ah ! that my author had been tied, like me,
To such a place and such a company,
Instead of several countries, several men,

And business which the Muses hate !

" l

As the Muses were returning- to England in full number,

and ceasing to be so Stuartist as they had been, it was

natural that there should be express celebrations of the Pro-

tectorate in their name. There had been dedications of books

to Cromwell, and applauses of him in prose and verse, from

the time of his first great successes as a Parliamentary General ;

and such things had been increasing since, till they defied

enumeration. In the Protectorate they swarmed. Matchless

still among the tributes in verse was Milton's single Sonnet

of May 1652,
"
Cromwell, our chief ofmen" and Milton had

written no more to or about Cromwell in the metrical form

since the Protectorate had begun, but had contented himself

with adding to his former prose tributes in various pamphlets
that most splendid and subtle one of all which flames through
several pages of his Defensio Secunda. It is Milton now,
almost alone, that we remember as Cromwell's Jaureate

;
but

among the sub-laureates there were some by no means in-

significant. Old George Wither, though his marvellous

metrical fluency had now lapsed into doggrel and senility,

had done his best by sending forth, in 1654-5, from some

kind of military superintendentship he held in the county of

Sui rey (Wood calls it distinctly a Major-Generalship at last,

but that is surely an exaggeration), two Oliverian poems,
one called The Protector: A Poem briefly illustrating the

Supereminency of that Dignity, the other A Hapture occasioned

by the late miraculous Deliverance of his Highness the Lord

Protector from a desperate danger? In stronger and more

1 Wood's Fasti, II. 209213; John- Protectorate; and, though the Royalists
son's Lives of the Poets, with Cunning- welcomed him back after Cromwell's
ham's Notes (1854), I. 7 12. Cowley death, his compliance was to be re-
did receive the M.D. degree at Ox- mernbered against him.
ford, Dec. 2, 1657, and did remain in 2 Wood's Ath. III. 762771.
England through the rest of Cromwell's
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1.. though still rather n>u^h, Andrew Marvel],

in the same year, had added t<> \\\^ former praises of Crom-

well a
|
"Tin of 400 lines, published in a broad-sheet, with

tin; title The First Anniversary of the Government under In*

11iy ft ness the Lord Protector. It began :

Like th- vain curlings of the watery maze
Which in sin<>th -i reams a sinking weight does raise,

111:111. dcclinini,' alwav-, disappears
In tin- weak cir<-]. ; easing years,
And his short tumults <>f tlicmsrlves compose,
Wliilc f]owin'_r Time alwve his head does close.

Cromwell alone with greater vigour runs,
Sim lilo, the stages of succeeding suns;
And still tin- day which he doth next restore

Is the ju-t wonder of the day hefore.

Cromwell .-done doth with new lustre spring,
And shines the jewel of the yearly ring;
'Tis he the force red Time contracts,
And iu one year the work of ages acts." 1

But the most far-blazoned eulogy at the time, and the

>ino.it In -st t<> read im\v. was one in forty-seven stanzas, which

Appeared May 31. 1 (>r>r>. with tho title A Panegyric to my
I Protector of the present greatness and joint interest of

/i ix H'lijhm'xx <tn<l Ihis Xution, by .. //'., /,Vy. The author was

Kdmnnd Waller, still under a cloud for his old transgres-

-i.m. lnit recovering himself gradually by his wealth, his

plausibility and tine manners, and his powers of versifying.

Here are four of the stanzas :

"Your drooping country, torn by civil hate,

Restored l>y \on. i- made a glorious state,

The >eat of Kmpire. whore the Iri-di come,
And the unwilling Scots, to fetch their doom.

The sea 's our own; and now all nations yreet,
\\'ith heiidiiiL,' sail-, each vessel of our fleet

;

Your power extends as far as winds can blow,
Or swelling sails upon the ^lulu- may go.

ll:i\eii. that hath ]>lacel this Island to Lfive law
To balauee l-'.urope and its states to awe.
In this roiijunction doth on I'.ritain smile,
The greatest Leader and the -_q lt4 I-lo ....

5 M ks, wlitt-il by Dr. Grosart, I. 169170.
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Had you some ages past this race of glory

Run, with amazement we should read your story;
But living virtue, all achievements past,

Meets envy still to grapple with at last."
l

Waller's verses, if nothing
1

else, would suggest that we

ought to know something more, at this point, of the state

of Scotland, Ireland, and even the Colonies, under Cromwell's

Protectorate.

SCOTLAND.

After August 1654, when the Glencairn-Middleton insur-

rection had been suppressed (Vol. IV. p. 552), the adminis-

tration of Scotland had been again for some time wholly in

the hands of Monk, as the Commander-in-chief there, with

assistance from the four resident English Judges and minor

officials. Cromwell and his Council in London, however,

had been thinking of a more regular method for the Govern-

ment of Scotland; and, at length, in the end of July 1655,

the following was the arrangement :

I. CIVIL ESTABLISHMENT.

COUNCIL, SITTING IN EDINBURGH.

President of Council (2000 a year) : Roger Boyle, Lord Broghill.

General Monk. afterwards Sir William, and

Major-General Charles Howard. Ambassador to France).
Colonel Adrian Scroope. John Swinton, Laird of Swin-
Colonel Cooper. ton (afterwards Sir John).
Colonel Nathaniel Whetham. Samuel Desborough,Esq.(brother
Colonel William Lockharfc (soon of the Regicide).

Chief Clerk to the Council (<300 a year) : Emanuel Downing.

SUPREME COMMISSIONERS OF JUSTICE (in lieu of the Old Scotch
Court of Session) : This was a body of Seven Judges ;

four of

whom were English George Smith, Edward Moseley, William

Lawrence, and Henry Goodyere (the last two in the places of two
of the original four of 1652), but three of them native Scots,
accustomed to Scottish law and practice. These native Judges
had been added for some time already, and there had been, and
were to be, changes of the persons ; but one hears most of Lock-

hart, Swinton, Sir James Learmont, Alexander Pearson, and Andrew

1 Waller's Poems : date of this from Thomason's Catalogue.
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Kri'. At hand, Mini helping miicli. though m> longer nn\v the

a iiiiiii h- had heeii in Scotland, wu- Sir Arehihald John-'

i-f \\arri-tmi.

Six 1 1. OFFICERS: M -t of the state-offices of the old Scottish

constitution were still kept up. hut were In-Ill, of course. l>y tin- in-\v

('iiiicillnix and .Indies. Tin- l\>
f-yr.v///y, nf the Great Seal was

-i\i-n in Di-sliunm^li ; tin- Si>/net or P .
with the fees of

tin- i. id 6 -/iij>,
to Lockhart

; tin- Clerk Registership to Judge
Smith : &c.

TitrsTBBS OF I ; n \M> SKQUKSTRATIH IVi \ 1 1
-

: Under
tliis name. 1'V tin- Onliuiinri- <>f April 12, 1(554 (Vol. IV. pp. ;">;!-

.'iiiL'), tin 1 1 was a body of seven persons, about half of tin-in

Kn-lMi, loiikinu' after the rents ami revenues of those mime;

ti^li nuliles and lairds tho pinii>hin
i nt of wlnnii. for past de-

liniineiicy, liy total <>r partial -ei/in^ nf their estates, had been

'f t
;

iry iiiriileiits of the (
'uinjiiest (Vol. IV. pp. 559-5G1).

II. Mil.: MU.IHIV

( 'nMM \M>I.I: is i iiir.K. (iiiuTal (J.ofL'e Monk (hoad-ipiartrr-

Dalkeitli), with .Majnr-( ieneral Howard, ( 'oloin-U Cooper, Scroope,
and Whet ham, and other Colonels and inferior ofiiret>. under him.

The total ton-, uf horse and foot in Smtland nia\ have Ix-en almnt

7000 or 8000. It wa> distriluited over the eoiintry in forts ami

. bom, the ehief l.eint,' those i.f Kdinliuix'h, Leith,

Stirlin-, hnnd.-e, I \-rth. Alierdeen. Dumiottar. Uiirnti-land. Lin-

lithirow, Diiml.arton, A\ r, 1 >iinrtafl'iiau'e. and Inverne-N. i;\

\\h. nirlish soldiers neted as a police, and tht-ir officers

.-uper-eded. or were conjoined with, the native magistrates and

sheritl's in the local OOOl

I'nder this ^ovenuiH-nt Scotland was now very tranquil

and tnlrruMv |irospcroiis. True, almost all the old poppy-

lu-ads or tliistle-hcaiU. tin- native unities ami notables, were

o-oiic. Tlmsf i.f them who had ln-eii taken at Worcester, or

had I't-cn sent out of Scotland as prisoners about the same

time by Monk, were still, for the most part, in durance in

Kiio-laml ; ethers were in f-n-io;ii exile; the few that remained

in Scotland, such as Aro-\ If. Linidoun, Lothian, the Marquis of

. and his son Ano-us. \\cn- ..ut i.fsi^-lit in their count ry-

^, utterlv broken ly ])fi\at
> del)ts or lines and forfeitures,

and in very low esteem. Then, aimm^ many Scots < ! tus

1 Counoil Order Books of the English Londoners, umli-r il:t' July 27, the

C.niiK-il .1 : nanifs nf h.

fn>in"Oli Konk, announcing f->r s. .>tl:in.l : !'. MI.

tin- 11. -250; Godwin, IV. 4'.

if, No. 307, publishing tW tli-
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throughout the community, there were complaints and

grumblings on account of the taxes for the support of the

English Army, or on account of loss of posts and chances by

the admission of Englishmen to the same, or by the promo-

tion of such other Scots as the English saw fit to favour.

Incidents of this kind, much noted at the time, had been the

ejection of some Professors from the Universities by the

English Visitors in 1653, and the appointments by the same

visitors of men of their own choice to University posts e. g.

Mr. Robert Leighton, minister of Newbattle, to the Principal-

ship of Edinburgh University, and Mr. Patrick Gillespie to

that of the University of Glasgow. But even Baillie, whose

complaints on such grounds had been bitter in 1654, and to

whom the appointment of Gillespie to the Glasgow Principal-

ship had been a particular private grievance, was in better

spirits before 1656. Glasgow, he then reports, was flourish-

ing.
"
Through God's mercy, our town, in its proportion,

" thrives above all the land. The Word of God is well loved

" and regarded ;
albeit not as it ought and we desire, yet in

" no town of our land better. Our people has much more
" trade in comparison than any other : their buildings increase

"
strangely both for number and fairness." Burnet's account

is that the whole country partook of this growing prosperity,

which he attributes to the excellent police of the English, the

trading they introduced, and the money they put in circula-

tion.
" A man may ride over all Scotland with a switch in

" his hand and a hundred pounds in his pocket, which he
" could not have done these five hundred years," was Mr.

Samuel Desborough's summary account afterwards of the

state of the country which he had helped to administer under

the Protectorate ; and Cromwell's own reference to the subject

is even more interesting and precise. Acknowledging that the

Scots had suffered much, and were in fact "a very ruined

nation," yet what had befallen them had introduced, he

hinted, a very desirable change in the constitution of Scottish

society. It had enfranchised and encouraged the middle and

lower classes.
" The meaner sort in Scotland," he said,

" love
" us well, and are likely to come into as thriving a condition
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\\hen they were under their own great lords, who made

.in \\>rk for their living in* better than the peasants of

I'Yance ;" and "The middle sort of people," he added. "dogTOW
"

iiji
there into such a substance as makes their lives comfort-

able, if ni.t Letter than they were before." Of course, in

neither of these classes, any more than from among the dis-

possessed nobles and lairds, can the sentiment of Scottish

nationality and the pain of its abolition have been extinct.

Yet Miic notices, towards the end of 1656, a soothing even in

that respect. The Scots, all but universally, by that time,

had acquired the habit of speaking deferentially of " His

Highness," or " His Highness the Lord Protector"; corre-

spondence with Charles II. had entirely ceased; the Edinburgh
banisters had returned to the bar; and the Scottish clergy,

pretty generally, left off praying for Charles publicly. Lord

Hroghill's admirable management had helped much to this

Mediation. "If men of my Lord Broghill's parts and
"
temper be long among u-." \\n>te Baillic,

u
they will make

" the present ( io\ eminent more beloved than f*ome men wish.

l-'rom our public praving for the K 11114 BroghlD'l c>urte-

" more than his threats, brought off our leading men." Baillie

him>elf had yielded that point at last.
1

IJaging yet among the Scottish clergy, and dividing the

Scottish comniunit v so far as the clergy had intluenee, was the

controversy b.-t \\een the Resolution' f* and the Remotutranfa or

Proffers (Vol. IV. pp. :201-214, 281-284, 288-289, and 361).

l>\ a law of political life, every community, at every time,

must have ^ ',, ,

pola ri/ing controversy ;
ami this was Scotland's

through the whole period of her absorption in the English Com-

monwealth and Protectorate. The Pi the \Yhigs,

and the Ke<o hit ioiiers the Tories, of Scotland through that time;

and the strife between the parties was all the fiercer because.

Scottish autonomy being lost, it was the only native strife

left for Scotsmen, and they were battened down to it, as an

indulgence among themselves, by a larger and unconcerned

1 Haillio. III. 236321 (iii.-lu.ling \nnals of Scotland, II. 249;
l.'tt.

-
: l, f:n lyl,', ill. :U'J ; ; (Cromwell's Speech

XVII.).
I. 1"| i, . i.ers'8 Do-
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rule overhead. General Assemblies of the Kirk being no

longer allowed, it had to be conducted in Provincial Synods
and Presbyteries only, or in sermons and pamphlets of mutual

reproach. The exasperation was great ;
Church-censures and

threats of such passed and repassed ;
all attempts at agree-

ment failed
;
the best friends were parted. Leaders among the

majority, or Resolutioner clergy, were Mr. Robert Douglas
of Edinburgh, who had preached the coronation sermon of

Charles II. at Scone, Mr. James Sharp of Crail (these two

back for some time from the imprisonment in London to which

Monk had sent them in 1651 : Vol. IV. 296), Mr. James

Wood of St. Andrews, old Mr. David Dickson, now Professor

of Divinity in Edinburgh, and our perpetual friend Baillie.

The minority, or Protesters, were led by such ministers as Mr.

James Guthrie of Stirling, their first oracle, Mr. Patrick

Gillespie of Glasgow University, Mr. John Livingston of

Ancram, Mr. Samuel Rutherford of St. Andrews, and Mr.

Andrew Cant of Aberdeen
;

with whom, as their best lay

head, was Johnstone of Warriston. Peace-makers, such as

Mr. Robert Blair of St. Andrews and Mr. James Durham of

Glasgow, negociated between the two sides
;
and Mr. Robert

Leighton, in his Edinburgh Principalship, looked on with

saintly and philosophic indifference. He hoped that, while

so many brethren "
preached to the times," one brother might

be allowed " to preach on eternity," and that the differences

on earth would " make heaven the sweeter." In fact, how-

ever, the controversy was not merely a theoretical one. Not

only was it involved whether the two last General Assemblies,

of 1651 and 1652, swayed as they had been by the Resolu-

tioners, should be recognised and their acts held valid, and

what should be the spirit and constitution of the Kirk in

future : present interests were also involved. It had been

to the Protesters that Cromwell had turned with greatest

liking and hope, both on political grounds and from spiritual

sympathy, when he was fighting in Scotland
; and, since the

beginning of his Protectorate, they had been most in favour.

Early in 1654 three of their number, Mr. Patrick Gillespie, Mr.

John Livingston, and Mr. John Menzies, had been summoned
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idvise tin- Protector; they had been then

or three months; :tn<l the etl'ects of tlieir advice had been

visible in an ordinance about vacant Kirk-livings very favour-

able tn tin- Prototers. and Lrenerally in a continued incli-

n;itiin towards the Protesters in the proceedings of the

Knu-lMi (mvernment in Scotland. The ministers and others

ejected by Cromwell's visitors had been mostly of the Resolu-

t inner species; and one of Baillie's complaints is that IV -

. \\hether tit in- n<.t, were put into vacant livings by
the Knij-lish. and that only Scotsmen of that colour were

conjoined with the Knglish in the executive and the judi-

catories. Till 1656 all this had been very natural. The

of Stuartism, and consequent antipathy to the Pi

tectorate, had persisted till then most visibly among; the

lutioners. 1

Tli -\\x\\ the Protesters w< nally what we have called

super-ultra-lVe>l.\ terian>, it was not surprisi 1114- that KM

them had moved into Independency. There certainly \\ en-

some Independents anioti^ the Scottish parish ci.-r^x at this

time, e-peeially al-oiit Al-erdcfn; and the Independents apart

from the National Church had become numerous. But mere

Independency now, or even Analmptism, was nothing very

shocking in Scotland; it was the increase of newer sectaries

that alarmtd the clergy. Quakerism had found its way into

Scotland ; so that there were now, we are told by a coi>

porary.
M

irn-at numbers of that damnable sect of the Quakers,
" who. l.rinii deluded by Satan, drew away many to their

proti>si.n, l.oth men and women." As in England, Quaker

preacher- went aliout disturljing the regular service in chui

or denouncing every form of ministry luit their own to open-

air congregations, and often with physical convulsions and

tit- of in>ane phren/y. The Church-courts and the

authorities \\eiv much exercised \<y the innovation, and had

I'e^-un action a^ain^t the sei-t. the rather because many of the

common people, in their weariness of the strife among their

tring tht Common-
IMuir. Ill

ti.iti ;
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own clergy,
" resetted

"
the Quaker preachers and said they

"
got as much good of them as of anybody else." 1

Not an importation like Quakerism, but of ineradicable

native growth, was the crime of witchcraft ; and, though that

crime was known in England too, and occupied English law-

courts, Scotland maintained her fearful superiority in witch-

trials and witch-burnings.
" There is much witchery up and

down our land," wrote Baillie :

" the English be but too

sparing to try it, but some they execute." Against crimes of

other orders the English judges were willing enough to act ;

and nothing is more startling to one who is new to such facts

than to find how much of their business, in pious and Pres-

byterian Scotland, consisted in trials of cases of hideous and

abnormal sexualism. But, indeed, very strange isms of quite

another sort, and of which mere modern theory would have

pronounced the Scotland of that time incapable, lurked under-

neath all the piety, all the preaching, all the exercise of

Presbyterian discipline, all the seeming distribution of the

population universally into Resolutioners and Protesters, with

interspersed Independents, Baptists, Quakers, and other vehe-

ment Christians. Read, from the Scottish correspondence of

Needham's Mercurius Politicus, in the number for June 26

July 3, 1656, the following account of one of the cases that

had come before Judge Smith and Judge Lawrence in their

Dumfriesshire circuit of the previous May :

" Alexander Agnew, commonly called Jock of Broad Scotland,"

[apparently an itinerant beggar, or Edie Ochiltree, of Dumfriesshire]
was tried on this indictment. "

First, the said Alexander, being
desired to go to church, answered '

Hang God : God was hanged
long since

;
what had he to do with God ? he had nothing to do

with God.' Secondly, He answered he was nothing in God's

common
;
God gave him nothing, and he was no more obliged to

God than to the Devil
;

and God was very greedy. Thirdly,
When he was desired to seek anything in God's name, he said he

would never seek anything for God's sake, and that it was neither

God nor the Devil that gave the fruits of the land : the wives of

the country gave him his meat. Fourthly, Being asked how many
persons were in the Godhead, answered there was only one person
in the Godhead, who made all

; but, for Christ, he was not God,

1 The quotations are from Chambers's Dom. Annals of Scotland, II. 232 234.
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was made, ami came into tin- world after it was made,
and died as other men, beini; nothing but a lucre man. ,

s

!! declared that In- knew not whether (Jixl ur tin- Devil had
I. ut In- thought tin- Devil had the greatest;

\\'!M-H 1 die,' -aid he. l.-t ( Jod and the Devil -trive for my
.-nil, and let him that i- -tron^'e-t take it.' Stventldy, He denied

there was a Holy Ghost, or knew there was a Spirit, and denied he

was a sinner or nee.led ineivv. /.'///<//<///, II i he was a

sinner, and [said] that he scorned i iod'> mercy. A"//M/y,
He ordinarily mocked all exercise of God's worship and convocation

in Hi- name, in deii i.-n >av ing
'

Pray you to your God, and I will

pray to mine when 1 think time.' And, when he was desired by
some to give thanks for his meat, he said,

' Take a sackful of

i- to the mill, and shill them, and i;rind them, and take your
lircakfa-t oil' tin -in.' To others he said, 'I will give you a twopence,
and

[if ye] pray until a boll of meal and one stone of butter fall

down from heaven through the house-rigging to you.' Toother-,
when lut ad and cheese WES given him, and was laid on the ground
by him, lie -iid.

'

It 1 leave this, I will
[.-hall] long cry to God

he -jive it me again.' Toothers he said, 'Tuke a bannock

break it in two. and lay down one halt' thereof, and ye will \\i^

pray to (Jod before he put tne other half to it again.' T>

1'x-iiiL: p"-ed whether or not he knew (Jod or Chn.-t, h>

he had never had any pr'fe--ion, nor n. \er would he had

had any religion, nor never would: also that there was DO God
nor Chri.-t. and that he never received anything from God, but

tiom Nature, which he said ever reigned and ever would, ami that

to >peak ofGocUftod their pei>ons was an idle tiling, and that he

would never name such names, for he had shaken his cap <>'

thini!> 1' nu' since. And he denied that a man has a soul, or that

there i> a H< a\i n or a Hell, or that the Scripture- are the Word of

Ciod. ronceinin^ Chii.-t, he said that he heard of such a man
; but,

for the second per.-uii of the Trinity. /<' had been the second ]>ersou

of the Trinity if the minister- had not put him in pri-on. and that he

was no more obliged to (Jod nor the I>e\il. And these aforesaid

blasphemie.- arc not rarely or seldom uttered by him. hut fre<r

and ordinarily in >e\cial places when he resorted, to the entangling,

deluding, and M'tliicin-,' of the common people. Through the

c<imniittiiii,
r of whi.-h Masphemies. he hath contravened th<

of the law- and acts of Parliament, and incurred the pain of death

mentioned therein ; which oiiirht to be inflicted upon him with all

: . in manner ,-pecitied in the indictment. Which indictment

liciiii,' put to the knowledge of an assize, the said Alexander A
.ailed .lock of Broad Scotland, wa- by the said a.-si/e, all in one

by the mouth of William Carlyle, late bailie of Dumfiies.

P,
found guilty ;d crimes of Maspl..my men-

tioned in his indictment
;

for which the commission. ;r~ rdained

him, upon W,, _1 May. lt'.;.i'., betwixt two and four hours
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in the afternoon, to be taken to the ordinary place of execution for

the Burgh of Dumfries, and there to be hanged on a gibbet while

[till]
he be dead, and all his moveable goods to be escheat."

The intercourse between Scotland and London, both by
letters and by journeys to and fro, was now very brisk.1 Not

only were Lauderdale, Eglinton, Marischal, David Leslie, and

a number of the other distinguished Scottish prisoners of 1651,

still detained in London, in more or less strict custody, with

their wives and retainers near them ; but many Scots whose

proper residence was in Scotland were coming
1 to London, on

visits of some length, for their own or for public business.

Among these, late in 1655, was Lockhart, to be converted,

as we know, into the Protector's ambassador to the Court of

France. The eccentric ex-Judge Scot of Scotstarvet had

alreadv been in London, petitioning for the remission or

reduction of his fine of 1500 for former delinquency, and

succeeding completely at last,
" in consideration of the pains he

hath taken and the service he hath done to the Commonwealth."

The Earl of Lothian was in London, painfully prosecuting

petitions for the recovery of certain lost family-properties.

But the most remarkable apparition was that of the Marquis
of Argyle. He came to London in September, 1655, and he

seems to have remained there for a long while. What had

brought Mm up was also a suit with the Protector and the

Council for reparation of some portions of his lost fortunes

and for favour generally ;
but he seems to have gone about

a good deal, visiting various people.
" Came to visit me,"

says Evelyn, the naturalist and virtuoso of Sayes Court, in his

diary, under date May 28, 1656, "the old Marquis of Argyle,
" Lord Lothian, and some other Scotch noblemen, all strangers

"to me. Note: The Marquis took the turtle-doves in the
"
aviary for owls." It had been his characteristic mistake

through life .

2

1 In the London Public Intelligencer Something of the sort may have been
for April 12 19, 1658, among other running already.
advertisements of stage-coaches start- 2 Council Order Books of the Pro-

ing from " the George Inn, without tectorate through 1655 and 1656 ;
Merc.

Aldersgate," is one of a fortnightly Pol. for Sept. 27 Oct. 4, 1655 ; Evelyn's
stage-coach for Edinburgh, the fare 4. Jjiary (ed. 1870), p. 248. In the Council
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Anv influence which tin- Marquis could no\v have with the

r in matters of Soottuh GoftRUMnt must have been

;11; hut it was understood that, guch as it was, it would

he on the side of the Kirk party of the Protesters. And
this had liecome of some consequence. In and through 1656,

if not earlier, it had become obvious that the inclinations of

the Protector to that party had been considerably shaken.

The change u;;> attributed partly to Lord President Broghill.

Aliii"-t fn.ni hi- tirst coming to Scotland, this nobleman had

i'ound it desirable to win over the Resolutioners. "The

President Broghill," says Haillic, "ii reported by all to be

"a man exceeding ui-e and moderate, and by profession a
"
Pre.-byteHan : he has gained more on the affections of the

>ple than all the English that ever were among us. 1I

' has been \ery eivil to Mr. Douglas and Mr. Dickson, and is

"
very intime \\ith Mr. James Sharp. By this means we [the

"
Resolntioners] have ane equal hearing in all we have

"ado with tin- Council. Vet their wa\ is exceeding longsome,

"and all in :ie first at London." So far as Broghill's

.munieations with London might serve, the Resolutioners,

therefore, might eount on him as their friend. And

time he had reasons to show. Had he not -

the stern Monk had failed, in inducing the Resolutioner eh

to gi\e up publie praying for King Charles and otherwise to

.form; and was it not on this ground that Monk was

believed still to befriend the Protesters? But perhaps it

hardly needed Broghill's representations to induce Cromwell

to reconsider his Scottish policy in regard to the Kirk. That

same Cou-ervatism whieh had been gaining on him in the

1 Jish depart mt nt of his Protectorate, leading him rather to

\treme men while tolerating them, had begun to

a Meet hi- vieu s of Kirk parties in Scotland. The Hesolutioners

were numerically the larger party : if they would be reconciled,

order Hooks, under date S.-j.t. 11, 1656, waters in Scotland, hut not xreading
is minuti-d an urdi-r that, in torn year, until he

tland of of a ilebt of 145,400 Scots
Maivh a Marquis him by Scotland on public
shall, from and gruunds.
have hall tl:> and strong
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might they not be his most massive support in North Britain ?

It is possible that the institution of the new Scottish Council

under Broghill's Presidency may have been the result of such

thoughts, and that Broghill thus only took a course indicated

for him by Cromwell. At all events, various relaxations of

former orders, about admission to vacant livings and the like,

had already been made in favour of the Resolutioners ; and, in

and from 1656, it was noted that extreme men in Scotland

too were not to his Highness's taste, and that, contrary to

what might have been expected from his former relations to

Scottish Pfesbyterianism, his aim now was to rebuild a good
and solid Established Church in Scotland mainly on the

native Presbyterian principle, though under control, and to

leave extravagant spirits, including even those too forward

for Independency among the Scots, to the mere benefits of an

outside toleration. It was not his way to proceed hurriedly,

however; and, as the Protesters were religiously the men
most to his liking, and must by all means be kept within the

Kirk, an agreement between them and the Resolutioners was

a political necessity. To this end he had again, more than

once recently, requested some of the leaders of both parties to

come to London for consultation, as Gillespie, Livingston,

and Menzies, for the Protesters, had done before. Appeals to

the Civil Power in ecclesiastical matters being against the

Presbyterian theory which the parties professed in common,
that suggestion had not been taken, notwithstanding the

precedent, and the parties had persisted in their war of

mutual invective in Scotland, each getting what it could by

private dealings with the Council there, the Resolutioners

through Broghill and the Protesters through Monk. But

that could not last for ever
; and, in August 1656, strict

Presbyterian theory had been so far waived by both parties

that both had resolved on direct appeal to his Highness in

London. The Resolutioners had the start. They had picked

out as their fittest single emissary Mr. James Sharp of Crail,

then forty-three years of age, already well acquainted with

London by his former compulsory stay there, and with the

advantage now of intimacy with Broghill. His Instructions,
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.I l.y
three of the leading Kesolutioners. were ready on

lli,- .'J.'Jrd nl' . XuLfiivt. They were substantially that he should

clear the Beflolationen with the Protector from the misrej

sentations of the Protesters, paint the Protesters in return as

mainly hot youn^ spirits and disturbers, and obtain from his

Highness a restoration of Presbyterian use and wont through
the whole Kirk, with preponderance to the Resolutioners,

though not with a General Assembly till times wore more

quiet. Per confi\i, the Protesters had drawn out certain

propositions to be submitted to Cromwell. They asked for a

Commission for the plantation of kirks, to be appointed by
his authority and to consist of those he might think lit, to

administer the revenues of the Kirk according to the Acts of

ml. lies and the laws of the land prior to 1651, the fatal

year of the " Resolutions." They asked also for a Commission

of Visitation, one half to be elected by the Resolutioners and

one half by the Protesters, to have the power of "
planting

and purging" in parishes and of composing differences in

Synods and Presbyteries. For urging these propositions a

deputation to Cromwell had been thought of, and actually

appointed. As it was postponed, however, Sharp was to be

in London first by himself. Hence some importance for the

Protesters in any eounterweight there might be in Argyle's

presence there already.
1

No one was more anxious for the success of Mr. Sharp's

mis-inn than the good Baillie of Glasgow University, now in

his lifty-lifth year, a widower for three years, but about to

marry aijain. and known as one of the stoutest Resolutioners

and Anti-Protesters since that controversy had begun. He
had had his discomforts and losses in the University under

the new Prineipalship of Mr. Patrick (Jille.-pie; but had

1-cen Imsy with his lectures and books, and the correspondence
of which he was so fond. Among his letters of 1654-5,

1'onles those to Spang, arc two hearty ones to his old friend

Laudcrdalo in his London captivity, one or two to London

:h- IYoteters; Life of

III. llobtrt Blair, 3'J5-

668. ructions to Sharp and

VOL. \ . H
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Presbyterian ministers, and an interesting one to Thomas

Fuller, regretting that they had not been sooner acquainted,

and saying- he had "
fallen in love

"
with Fuller's books and

was longing- for his Church History. This was not the only

sign of Baillie's mellower temper by this time towards the

Anglicans. He was inquiring much about Brian Walton,

whose name had not been so much as heard of when Baillie

was in London, and whose Polyglott seemed now to him the

book of the age. Baxter, on the other hand, was an Ish-

maelite, a man to be put down. All these matters, however,

had been absorbed at length in Baillie's interest in Mr. Sharp's

mission. He was to write to his old London friends, Rous,

Calamy, and Ashe, urging them to help Mr. Sharp to the

utmost, and he was to correspond with Sharp himself. "I
"
pray God help you and guide you ; you had need of a long

"
spoon [in supping with a certain personage] : trust no words

"nor faces, for all men are liars," is the memorable ending
of the first letter that Sharp in London was to receive from

Baillie. 1

IRELAND.

There had been little of novelty in Ireland for some time

after the proclamation of the Protectorate (Vol. IV. p. 551).

Fleetwood, with the full title of " Lord Deputy
"
since Sept.

1654, had conducted the Government, as well as he could,

with a Council of assessors, consisting, after that date, of

Miles Corbet, Robert Goodwin, Colonel Matthew Tomlinson,
and Colonel Robert Hammond. This last, so brought into

the Protector's service after long retirement, died at Dublin

in July 1655. Ludlow still kept aloof, disowning the Pro-

tectorate, though remaining in Ireland with his old military

commission. Left very much to themselves, Fleetwood and

his Council had carried out, as far as possible, the Acts for

the Settlement of the country passed or proposed by the

Rump in 1652, but not pushing too severely the great busi-

ness which the Rump had schemed out, of a general and

gradual cooping up of the Roman Catholics within the single

1
Baillie, III. 234335; with Mr. Laing's Life of Baillie.
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province of fonnaiiLrht. Tn tin- nature of tilings, that busi-

indeed any actual prevention of the exercise of the

Catholic Religion \vheivver Roman Catholics abounded, was

impraeiir.iMe. It was enough, in the Lord Protector's

view, tliat tin- land lay quiet, the Roman Catholics and

their faithful priests not stirring
1 too publicly, the English

soldiery keeping all under sufficient pressure, and English

and Scottish colonization shooting in here and there, with

Protestant preaching and Protestant farming in its track.

On the whole. Fleet wood's Lord-Deputyship, if not eventful,

wa- far from unpopular.
1

It had oeeurred to Cromwell, however, that more could be

done in Ireland, and that his son-in-law Fleetwood was per-

haps not sufficiently energetic, or sufficiently Oliverian, for

the purpose. Accordingly, about the same time that Fit-

wood had been raised to the Lord- IVputy ship, Cromwell's

second son, Henry, had been appointed Major-General of the

Iri-h Army. The good impres-ion he had made in his former

mission to Ireland (Vol. IV. p. 551) justified the appointment.
Not till the middle of 1655, however, did he arrive in Ireland.

\\\^ reception then was enthusiastic, and was followed by the

sudden recall of Fleetwood to London, professedly for a visit

only, but really not to return. The title of Lord-Deputy of

Ireland was still to bo Floetwood's for the full term of his

original appointment ;
but he was to be occupied by the duties

of his English Ifcgor-Genenlahip and his membership of

Oliver's Council at home, and the actual government of Ire-

land was thenceforth in the hands of Henry Cromwell. The

young (lovernor. \\hose wife had accompanied him, held a

kind of Court in Dublin, with Fleet wood's Councillors about

him, or others in their stead, ami a number of new Judges.
The diverse tempers of these advisers, among whom were

\ual>apti>ts or Anti-Olivcrians, and his own doubts as

to i the instructions that reached him from his father,

made his position a very dillicult one: but. though very
anxious and sensitive, he managed admirably. In particular,

it \\as observed that, in matters of religion, he had all his

> Godwin, IV. 447449.

H2
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father's liberality. It was "
against his conscience," he said,

"to bear hard upon any merely on account of a different

"judgment." He conciliated the Presbyterian clergy in a re-

markable manner
;
the Royalists liked him

;
he would not

quarrel with the Anabaptists; and he was as moderate as

possible towards the Roman Catholics.1

One of Henry Cromwell's difficulties would have been

Ludlow, had that uncompromising Republican remained in

Ireland. From that he was relieved. In January 1655

Fleetwood had been ordered by the Protector to make Ludlow

give up his commission; and, as Ludlow questioned the

legality of the demand, he had arranged, with Fleetwood to

go and settle the matter with the Protector himself. The

Protector seeming to prefer that Ludlow should stay where

he was, and having sent orders to that effect, Fleetwood was

himself in England, and Henry Cromwell was in his place

in Dublin, and still there seemed no chance of leave for

Ludlow to cross the Channel. At length, without distinct

leave, but trusting to a written engagement Fleetwood had

given him, he ventured on the passage; and on Dec. 12,

1655, after the experience of a most stormy sea, he had that

of a more stormy interview with the Protector and some of

his Council at Whitehall. Cromwell rated him roundly for

his past behaviour generally and for his return without leave,

and demanded his parole of submission to the established

Government for the future. Some kind of parole Ludlow

was willing to give, declaring that he saw no immediate

chance of a subversion of the Government and knew of no

design for that end, but refusing to tie his hands "if Pro-

vidence should offer an occasion." With that Cromwell, who
had begun to "

carry himself more calmly
"
towards the end

of the interview, was obliged to be content. He became

quite civil to Ludlow, saying he " wished him as well as he

did any of his Council/' and desiring him to make " choice

of some place to live in where he might have good air."

Ludlow retired into Essex 2
.

1 Godwin, IV. 449 458
; Milton from Cromwell to his son Harry).

Papers by Nickolls, 137138 ; Carlyle,
'- Ludlow's Memoirs. 481557 ;

Car-
Ill. 108109, and 133140 (Letters lyle, III. 136.
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With tin- exception of a factory >f the London East Iml ia

Company, which had been estaMi.-hed at >'.</// on the west

I Mindo-tan in 1612, and a settlement on the Hambia

on the we-tern ooad -f Africa, dating from 1631, nil the

considerable Colonial of Kn^-land in L656 were American :

I N i \\ |'.M,I.\\I). The li'iir chief New England Colonies

Plymouth, Mo*iaek*ittt9t Connecticut, and New Haven, con-

federated nnoe 1648, together with tin- outlying Plantations

.md ll/i-nl,-- Ixfiuul, &c., still belonged politically

to the mother-country; and through Cromwell's Protecto-

rate, a- liefore. the connexion had been signified by references

of various subjects to the 1 Ioinc-( Jovernment, discussions of

liy that Government, and orders and advices trans-

mitted in return. In the main, however, the Colonies re-

mained independent, each with its annually elected Governor,

and the Confederacy with its annually elected Board of Com-

ners lie-ides; and, while professing high admiration of

Cromwell and approval generally of his rule, they were not

troubled with questions of rule seriously affecting their own

intctv-N. The war with the Dutch did for some time in-

volve them in inconveniences with their Dutch neighbours;

but their dissensions were chiefly with each other, or domes-

ticallv within each colony. The harsh proceedings in Massa-

eluiM'tts and elsewhere again-t Baptists and other Sectaries

M-ave som 'lour to Roger Williams's assertion that, in the

matter of religious toleration, New England was becoming
old while Old Kiio-land was becoming new; and, as soon as

Quakerism had Woken out in New England and Quakers had

appeared there (16.~>(>), it became evident that there would

he even LeM mercy for that sect in New England than on

the other side of the Atlantic. Nevertheless, with their

/ealous Vnritani-m. their energy and indn-try. and the abili-

ties of their Bradfords. Brad-treets. Win-lows, AVinthrops,

Standishes. Kndieotts, Hayiie-es. I Io|.kinses, Newmans, \\\\-

lianiM-s. and other prominent governors or assistant-governors,

the Confederacy and the Plantations went on prosperously

touards their ultimate, though yet unforeseen, de.-tiny in the
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formation of the United States. Cromwell, indeed, had a scheme

which would have stopped that issue. He had a scheme for

fetching- all the Puritans of New England back and planting

them splendidly in Ireland. Communications on the subject

had passed as early as 1651, when Ireland had been just re-

conquered ;
but naturally without effect. The New Englanders

were not then too numerous perhaps to have been trans-

ported to Ireland bodily ; but, as one of their historians says,

"they had taken root." Their increase, however, for more

than a century thenceforward was to be mainly within them-

selves, for new arrivals from England had become scarce. 1

II. OTHER COLONIES AND SETTLEMENTS IN NORTH AMERICA.

These too went on very much at their own will, though
not quite unnoticed. Virginia, dating from 1608, and Mary-

land, dating from 1634, continued to be the favourite colo-

nies for Royalist settlers, Anglican or Roman Catholic
;
but

there had been recent additions of English Puritans, and of

transported Scottish prisoners of war, to the population of

Virginia, and the connexions with the mother-country had

remained unbroken. There were commercial regulations about

both Colonies by the English Council, and grants of passes

to them. Canada and the other regions about the St. Lawrence,

the possession of which had been contested by the English
and the French in the reign of Charles I., had lapsed long

ago into the hands of the French
;
but Major Sedgvvick had

wrested back for Cromwell, in 1654, the peninsula then called

Acadie, but now Nova Scotia, being part of the territory that

had been granted under that name by Charles to his Scottish

Secretary, the Earl of Stirling, and had been colonised by
Scots, to some extent, from 1625 onwards. Off the main-

land, Newfoundland, which had contained an English fishing

population for at least twenty years, was not neglected ; and,

beyond the bounds of any of the North-American Colonies

or Plantations that were definitely named and recognised,
there may have been stragglers knowing themselves to be

subjects of the Protectorate.2
III. THE WEST INDIES. The

1
Palfrey's Hist, of New England, II. Books from 1649 onwards

; Carlyle, III.

304415, and especially 388390. Appendix, 442443.
2 Various minutes in Council Order
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v had been En^li^h >inee 16TJ.

and had now a considerable population of opulent settlers,

attracted by their beauty and the salubrity of the climate;

ll,i, -i.
. l.n-lish since 1605, and with a population of more

than 50,000, had been a refuge of Royalists, but had been

taken for the Commonwealth in 1652, and had been much

used of late tor the reception of banished prisoners; such

other Islands of the Lesser Antilles as Antigua, Nevis, Mont-

terrat, and the l'ir>i<n Inlands, together with The Bahamas, to

the north of Cuba, had been colonised in the late reign; and

/ had been ( Y<>;m\ ell's own conquest from the Spaniard ?-.

by Penn's blunder, in 16.")."*. The war with Spain had given

new importance to those \\ . -t India possessions of the Pro-

tectorate. They had become war-stations for ships, with

considerable armed forces on some of them ; and some of

Cromwell's best officers had been sent out, or were to be

sent out, to command in them. Of them all Jamaica was

Cromwell's pet island, lie had resolved to keej. it and do

his be>t with it. The charge of it had been ^iven to a

commission consisting of Admiral Goodson, Major-General

Forte>ciie. Major-General Scd^wick (the recaptor of Nova

Sc.itia from the French), and Daniel Serle, Governor of Bar-

badoes ; and Fortescue and Sedgwiek, and others in succes-

sion, wen- to die at their posts there. To have the rich

island colonised at once with the right material was the Pro-

tector'> meat anxiety; and his first thoughts on that subject,

as soon as he had learnt that the Island was his, had issued

in a most serious modification of his former offer to the New

En^-landers. As they had refused to come back and coloni-c

Ireland, would they not accept Jamaica? " He did appre-
' hend the people of New England had as clear a call to

"transport themselves thence to Jamaica as they had had

from Filmland to New England, in order to the bettering

'of their outward condition;" besides which, their removal

thither would have :v
"
tendency to the overthrow of the Man

"of Sin/' They should be transported free of cost; t

should have lands rent-free for seven years, and after that

at a penny an acre; they should be fret- from customs, excise,
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or any tax for four years ; they should have the most

liberal constitution that could be framed : only his High-
ness would keep the right of appointing the successive

Governors and their Assistants. The answer of the Massa-

chusetts people, when it did arrive, was evasive. They spoke
of the reported unhealthiness of Jamaica, and they assured

his Highness of their admiration, their gratitude, and their

prayers. The answer had not been received at the date we
have reached (Sept. 1656), and the Protector still cherished

his idea. As it proved, the New Englanders were to remain

New Englanders, and Jamaica was to be colonised slowly and

with less select material.1

1 Mills'sCdonial Constitutions (1856), 124133; Palfrey's New England II
Jntrod. XXXIV. et seq. ; Carlyle, III. 390393.
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PROTECTOR, JUNE 9 : VOTES FOR THE SPANISH WAR.

TREATY OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE WITH FRANCE

AGAINST SPAIN : DISPATCH OF ENGLISH AUXILIARY

ARMY, UNDER REYNOLDS, FOR SERVICE IN FLANDERS :

BLAKE'S ACTION IN SANTA CRUZ BAY. "KILLING NO

MURDER": ADDITIONAL AND EXPLANATORY PETITION

AND ADVICE : ABSTRACT OF THE ARTICLES OF THE NEW
CONSTITUTION AS ARRANGED BY THE TWO DOCUMENTS :

CROMWELL'S COMPLETED ASSENT TO THE NEW CONSTI-

TUTION, AND HIS ASSENT TO OTHER BILLS, JUNE 26,

1657 : INAUGURATION OF THE SECOND PROTECTORATE

THAT DAY : CLOSE OF THE FIRST SESSION OF THE SECOND

PARLIAMENT.

WILLING to relieve his government, if possible, from the

character of " arbitrariness
"

it had so long- borne, Cromwell

had at last resolved on calling another Parliament. The

matter had been secretly deliberated in Council in May and

June 1656, and the writs were out on July 10. There had

ensued, throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland, a great

bustle of elections, the Major-Generals in England and the

Councils in Scotland and Ireland exerting themselves to

secure the return of Oliverians, and the Protector and his

Council by no means easy as to the result. Two recent

Republican pamphlets had caused agitation. One, which

had been called forth by a Proclamation of a General Fast

a month or two before, was by Sir Henry Vane, and was

entitled A Healing Question Propounded and Resolved. It

was temperate enough, approving of the government in some

respects, and even suggesting the continuance of some kind

of sovereignty in a single person, but containing censures

of the "
great interruption

"
of popular liberties, and appeals

to the people to do their part. The other and later pamphlet

(Aug. 1), directly intended to bear on the Elections, was
called England's Remembrancer, and was virtually a call on

all to use their votes so as to return a Parliament that should

unseat Oliver. The author of this second pamphlet evaded

detection ; but Vane was brought to task for his. He was
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summoned to London from his scut of Belleau in Lincolnshire,

.luK :2
(
.) ; by an order of Aug. 21 he was required to give

;rity in ,'5(XM) that he would do nothing "to prejudice

the pre.-ent government "; and, on his refu-al. there issued

a warrant, signed by Henry Lawrence, as President of the

1 :ncil, for lu's committal to King Charles's old prison,

Carisbrooke Castle in the Isle of Wight. About the same

time. precautions were taken with Bradshaw, Harrison,

Lmllow, Lawson, Rich, Okey, Alured, and others. Brad-

shaw was suspended for a week or two from his Chief-

Justieeship of Chester; Harrison was sent to Pendennis

Castle in Cornwall ; Rich to \\ imlsor; security in .5^5000

was exacted from Ludlow, or rather arranged for him by
Cromwell ; and the others were variously under guard. Nor
tlil leading royalists escape. Just before the meeting of

the Parliament, a dozen of them. ineludiiiLT Lord Willoughly
of J'arham and Sir John Ashlmrnham, were sent to the

Tower. The Kepublieaii Overton was still there. All this

new "
arl.it rarine>s

''

for the moment was for the puri>ose of

Millieiently tuniiii,' the Parliament. 1

It met on Wednesday, Sept. 17. when the first bus;

ua> attendance, with the Protector, in the Abbey Church,
to hear a sermon from Dr. Owen. Among the 400 members
returned fnun Midland ami Wales were the Protector's

eldest son, Kiehard Cromwell (for Cambridge Univ
Lonl President Lauivnee and at least t welve other members
of the Council > Meetwood, Lambert, De.-horou^-h. Ski|>]K)n,

.It-lies. Montague, Sydenham, Pickering, Wolselev, Rons,

Strickland, and Nathaniel Fienncs), with Mr. Secretary
Thurloe, Admiral l>lake, and most of the Major-Generals
not of the Council (Howard. Merry. Whalley, Ilavnes, Butler,

Harkstead. (iotl'c. 1\. Uey, and Lillmrne). Other members,
of miscellaneous note and \ariou- antecedent-, wen- \Vhitlocke.

In^olil-l.y, Scott, Dennis Bond. Maynard. Prideaux, (ilyi:

Sir Harl'ottle (Jrim.-ton, the Marl of Salisbury, Sir Arthur

lla>ilri--. Sir Anthony Irhy, Alderman Sir Christopher Pack,

1 i't-i .-li July, 277; Lutilow, 568 578; Catalogue of

Aug. an. I > J61 Thomason Pamphlet*.
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Lord Claypole, Sir Thomas Widdrington, Ex-Speaker Lenthall,

Richard Norton, Pride (now Sir Thomas), and Sir Anthony

Ashley Cooper, this last long an absentee from the Council.

Of the thirty members returned from the shires, burghs,

o'r groups of such, in Scotland, about half were Englishmen :

e.g. President Lord Broghill for Edinburgh, SamuelDesborough
for Midlothian, Judge Smith for Dumfriesshire, the physician

Dr. Thomas Clarges (Monk's brother-in-law) for Ross,

Sutherland, and Cromarty, Colonel Nathaniel Whetham for

St. Andrews, &c. ;
while among the native Scots returned

were Ambassador Lockhart, Swinton, the Earl of Tweeddale,

and Colonel David Barclay. Ireland had returned, among
her thirty (who were nearly all Englishmen), Sir Hardress

Waller, Major-General Jephson, Sir Charles Coote, and

several Colonels.1 Not a few of the chief members had been

returned by more than one constituency : e. g. Lord Broghill,
for Cork as well as for Edinburgh. Several of those returned

cannot have been expected to give attendance, at least at

first. Thus, Admirals Blake and Montague were away with

their fleets, off Spain and Portugal. But Broghill did come

up from Scotland to attend, and Swinton and most of the

other members of the Scottish Council with him, leaving
Monk once more in his familiar charge. Ambassador Lock-

hart also had come over, or was coming.
There were two rather important interventions between

Dr. Owen's opening sermon to the Parliament and their

settling down to business.

One was the Lord Protector's opening speech in the

Painted Chamber, now numbered as Speech V. of the Cromwell

series. It was very long, of extremely gnarled structure,

but full of matter. The pervading topic was the war with

Spain. This was justified, with approving references to the

published Latin Declaration of Oct. 1655 on the subject,

entitled Scriptum Domini Protectoris, fyc. (Milton's?), and

with vehement expressions of his Highness's personal
abhorrence of Spain and her policy. He represented her

1 List of the members returned for the Second Parliament of the Protectorate in
Parl. Hist. III. 14791484.
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and her allies and dependents as the ant i- Finnish and

anti-Christian ll\dra of the \M>rld. while Fr.nu e, though

l!man Catholic too, stood apart from all the other Catliol it-

p'.uers in not being- under the Pope's lash and so able to be

fair and reasonable. He ur^ed the most energetic prosecution

of the war that had l>een begun. But with the Spanish

war lie connected the dangers to England from the Royalist

p and conspiracies of the last two years, announcing

moreover that he had now full intelligence of a compact

between Spain and Charles II., a force of 7000 or 8000

Spaniards ready at Bruges in consequence, and other forces

promised by Popi>h princes, clients of Spain. There were

Kngli>h agents of the alliance at work, he said, and one

mUcreant in particular who had been an Anabaptist Colonel ;

and. net essarily, all schemes and conspiracies against the

present government would drift into the llispano-Stuartist

interest. He acquitted some of the opponents of his govern-

ment, calling themselves" Commonwealth's men" and " Fifth

Monarchy men," from any intention of that conjunction;

but so it would happen. His anots of some such had

been n.v.-ssary for the public safety. He knew his system

of Maj.>r-(;eneialships was much criticised, and thought

arbitrary; but that had been necessary too, and a most useful

i mention. He had called this Parliament with a hope of

united constitutional action with them for the future, and

would recommend, in the domestic programme, under the

general head of "
Reformation," certain great matters to

their tare. There was the Sustentation of the Church and

the Cimer-itics ; there was Reformation of Manners; and

there \\as the still needed Reformation of the Laws. On
the Church-question he avowed, more strongly than ever

before, his desire to uphold and perpetuate an Established

Church. "For my part.'' he said, "I should think I were

yen- treacherous it' I took away Tithes, till I see the

I.c--i>lative Power settle maintenance to Ministers another

way." He knew that some of the ministers then;

would prefer some other form of State-pn>\-ision ; but, on

the whole, bclieying that sonic- distinct State-maintenance
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of the Clergy, whether by tithes or otherwise, was "the

root of visible profession," he adjured the Parliament not

to swerve from that. He expounded also his principle of

comprehending
1

Presbyterians, Independents, Baptists, and all

earnest Evangelical men, amicably in the Established Church,

with small concern about their differences from each other,

and expressed his especial satisfaction that the Presbyterians

had at length come round to this view, and given up much

of their old Anti-Toleration tenet. " I confess I look at

"that as the blessedest thing which hath been since the

"adventuring upon this government." Towards the end of

the speech there was just a hint that he stood on his Protector-

ship for life, and regarded that as a fundamental, not to be

called in question.
" I say, Look up to God : have peace

"among yourselves. Know assuredly that, if I have an

"interest, I am by the voice of the People the Supreme
"
Magistrate, and, it may be, do know somewhat that might

"
satisfy my conscience, if I stood in doubt. But it is a

"
union, really it is a union, between you and me

; and, both
" of us united in faith and love to Jesus Christ, and to His
"
peculiar Interest in the world, that must ground this

" work. And in that, if I have any peculiar interest which

"is personal to myself, which is not subservient to the

"public end, it were not an extravagant thing for me to

" curse myself, because I know God will curse me if I have."

After quoting the 85th Psalm, he dismissed them to choose

their Speaker.
1

Then, however, there was the second intervention. It was

in the lobby of the House. Some persons, acting for the

Clerk of the Commonwealth in Chancery, stood there, with

tickets certifying that such and such members had been

duly returned and also "
approved by his Highness 's Council

"
;

the doors of the House were guarded by soldiers
;
and none

but those for whom the tickets had been made out were

allowed to enter. About ninety-three found themselves thus

excluded; among whom were Hasilrig, Scott, Irby, Sir

Harbottle Grimston, the Earl of Salisbury, Maynard, four

1
Speech V.

; Carlyle, III. 159196.
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of the >ix members for the city of London, and Sir Anthonv

Ashley Cooper. The residue, who had

proceeded to constitute tin- House, and ununim<>u-ly
Sir Thomas \Viddrin^to:i, Sergeant at Law and one of the

Commiionere of the Treasury, for their Speaker. Almost

the only other Im.-iness that day was to thank Dr. Owen for

his sermon, and order it to be printed.
1

The next day there was read in the House a letter to

i >caker, signed by a number of the excluded, informing
him of the fact and desiring

1 to be admitted. Through
that and the two following sittings an inquiry into the

circumstances of the exclusion formed part of the proceedings.
The Clerk of the Commonwealth in Chancery, being required
to attend, did at last present himself, and explained that he

had but obeyed orders. He had received a letter from Mr.

Jessop, the Clerk of the Council, ordering him to deliver

liekets only to such of the persons elected as should be

certified to him as approved by the Council; and he had

acted accordingly. With some reluctance, he produced the

letter; and the House then resolved to ask the Council for

their reasons fm- excluding so many members. The-e \\ero

given, on the ^Oth, \>y 1'iennes tor the Council. They were

to the effect that Article XXI. of the constituting Instru-

ment of the Protectorate, called T/n- (inn'rnment of the Com-

'ith (Vol. IV. pp. 542-544), required the Clerk of the

Commonwealth in Chancery, for the first three Parliaments of

the Proteetorate. to report to the Council what persons had

been returned, and empowered the Council to admit those

duly qualified and to exclude others, and also that, by another

clause in the same Instrument (Art. XVII.), it was required
that the persons elected should be "of known integrity, tearing
(iod. and of 14-00.1 conversation." All which being undeniable,

was rcM.lved by the House, after debate, Sept. 22, by a

majority of }'*:> to twenty-nine, to refer the excluded t> the

Council itself for any farther satisfaction they wanted, and

meamvhile "to proceed with the great affairs of the nation."

The House, wit/ioul the excluded, it will be seen, was decidedly

(iimons Journals, Sept. 17, 1656 ;
and Farl. Hist. III. 1484 1487.
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Oliverian in the main. The excluded, or some of them, took

their revenge by printing and distributing a Protest or

Remonstrance addressed to the Nation, with the names of

all the ninety-three attached, those of Hasilrig and Scott

first. It was a document of extreme vehemence, denouncing
the Protector as an armed tyrant and all who had abetted

him in his last act as capital enemies to the Commonwealth,
and disowning beforehand, as null and void, all that the

truncated Parliament might do. Cromwell took no notice

whatever of this Remonstrance. By one more stroke of
"
arbitrariness," bolder than any before, but allowed, he might

plead, by the Instrument of his Protectorate, he had fashioned

for himself a Second Parliament, likely to be more to his

mind than his First.1

So it proved. Some of the excluded having been admitted

after all, and new elections having been made in cases where

members had been returned by two or more constituencies, the

House went on for the first five months (Sept. 1656 Feb.

1656-7) with a pretty steady working attendance of about

220 at the maximum which implies that, besides the ex-

cluded, there must have been a large number of absentees

or very lax attenders. During these five months a large

amount of miscellaneous business was done, with occasional

divisions, but no vital disagreement within the House, or

between it and the Protector. There was an Act for re-

nouncing and disavowing Charles II. over again, and an Act

for the safety of the Lord Protector's person and government,
both made law, by Cromwell's assent, Oct. 27. There was a

vote of approbation of the war with Spain, with votes of

means for carrying it on. There were Bills, more formal

than before, for adjusting and completing the incorporation of

Scotland and Ireland with the Commonwealth. There were

Committees of all sorts for maturing these and other Bills.

Among the grand Committees was one for Religion. There

were votes of reward to various persons for past services.

The better observance of the Lord's Day was one of the

1 Commons Journals, Sept. 18 22, the Eemonstrance of the Excluded is

1656
; Whitlocke, IV. 274280 (where given in full) ; Ludlow, 579580.
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tfl of
(Ji.-cii--i.-u.

Amid the minor or more pi

business one notes a "real many //<///'/<///-/'////* of forei

resident in I'.no-land. or of persons of English descent born

1 or otherwise requiring to be naturali/ed. Theodore

llaak and his family. l>r. Lewis Du Moulin, a nuni'

Laurences and (
1

aiv\vs, and a daughter of the poet Waller,
are amnnir tlio scores included in such Naturali/ation Hills.

Through all this, hardly a week, of course, without an order

to Dr. Owen, Dr. Thomas (iomlwin. Caryl, Nye, Sterry,
Man ton, or some other leading divine, to preach a special

sermon, with thanks after for his
"
great pains," and generally

a request that the sermon should le printed. On the whole.

Speaker \V iddrin^ton had no \\^\\\ post. Indeed, in January

1656-7, the Iloii ivin^ him to be very ill and weak.

insi-ted on his taking leave of absence, and appointed
Whitlocke as his substitute. \Vhitlocke acted as pro-Speaker,

s us. from January M7 to Leh. IS. \\ith great a

and rapid de-patch of business. On the last of these days,
ho\ve\ er. Widdrin^ton. though at the risk of his life, reap]

and re.-umed duty. A fee of j5, it seems, was due to the

Speaker from every person naturali/.i d l.y lull, and all such

fee- would have gone to Whitloeke had Widdrinrton remained

al>-.nt. The !.. to \\ hitlocke was made up handsomely by
the lloii-e in a vote of j'2000. ln->ides re]ayment of i.">()0 he

had expi-nded over his allowance in his Swedish embassy, and

thanks for his many eminent servi<

Aliout a fortnight after the Parliament had met (Oct. 2),

there had come splendid news from Blake and Mon:

A Spanish fleet from the West Indies, with the ex-Vi

f I'ern and his fainily on hoard, and a va-t treasure of silver,

had been attacked in Tadix. hay by six Bngillh frigates under

the command of Captain Stayner. Two of the ships had been

taken, two burnt and sunk ^the e\-\ iceroy. his wife, and

elde.-t daughter, perishing most tragically iu the (lame-), and

there had been a "Teat capture of silver. The rejoicing in

London was great, and it was renewed a month alterwar

.tnoDs Journals over period and for dates named ;
Whitlock

vol.. v. I
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the actual arrival of the silver from Portsmouth, a long

train of waggon-loads through the open streets, on its

way to the Mint. Admiral Montague himself had come

with it. He was in the House Nov. 4, welcomed with

thanks and applauses to his place for a while among the

legislators.
1

Legislative work being back in the hands of a Parliament,

the Protector and his Council had confined themselves mean-

while to matters of administration, war, and diplomacy.

Vane had been released from his imprisonment in the Isle

of Wight by order of Council, Dec. 11, and permitted to

return to Lincolnshire
;
and there had been other relaxations

of the severities attending the opening of the Parliament.

There had been an order of Council (Oct. 2) for the release

of imprisoned Quakers at Exeter, Dorchester, Colchester, and

other places, with instructions to the Major-Generals in the

respective districts to see the order carried out and the fines of

the poor people discharged. The business of the Piedmontese

Protestants still occupied the Council, and there were letters

to various foreign powers. Of new diplomatic arrangements

of the Protector about this time, and through the whole

session of the Parliament, account will be more conveniently

taken hereafter ;
but Ambassador Lockhart's temporary pre-

sence in London, and his frequent colloquies with the Pro-

tector over French affairs, Spanish affairs, the movements of

Charles II. abroad, a rumoured dissension between Charles II.

and his brother the Duke of York, and Mazarin's astute

intimacy with all, are worthy of remark even now. It was

on Dec. 10, 1656, that Lockhart received from his Highness

the honour of knighthood at Whitehall ;
and on Feb. 3,

1656-7, it was settled by his Highness and the Council that

Lockhart's allowance thenceforward in his Embassy should be

jg'lOO a week, i.e. about ^18,000 a year in present value.

Lockhart's real post being in Paris, his attendance in Par-

liament can have been but brief. His fellow-Scotsman,

Swinton of Swinton, also gave but brief attendance. The

Protector had taken the opportunity of Swinton's visit to

1 Commons Journals of dates given, and Godwin, IV. 300 303.
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London to show him special attention, and to promote in the

('< uncil certain very substantial recognitions of his adhesion

to the Commonwealth when other Scots abhorred it, and of

his good serviivs in Scotland to it and the Protectorate since.

Hut, as his proper place was in Edinburgh, it was ordered,

Dec. ^T), 1 (>.")(>, that he, and his fellow-members of the Scottish

Council, Major-General Charles Howard and Colonel Adrian

Scroope, should return thither. This was the more necessary
because Lord Broghill did not mean to return to Scotland, the

air of which did not suit him, but preferred employment
for the future either in England or in his native Ireland.

Mr.>";h ill's Presidency in Scotland had now, indeed, virtually

i. and the administration there, with the difficult steering

bet \\een the Resolutioners and the Protesters of the Kirk,

had been left to Monk and the rest. Nay, as we know, the

hearing ..I' that vital Scottish ^notion had been transferred to

London. Sharp, who had come to London in BroghilPs

train as a^ent for the Resolutioners,
"
presently got access to

the Protector" and -was well liked of and accepted." But

'lar.juis of Argyle had weight enough yet to stop any
concession to him till the other party had been heard.

Accordingly, in October, 1656, a Mr. James Simson, minister

of Airth, had been sent up by the Protesters, to be followed,

more die. lively, in January, by Mr. James Guthrie himself,

Principal (Jillespie of Glasgow, and three elders, of whom one

was \-Varriston. There had been a conference and debate

between Sharp and these Protesters before Cromwell, three of

his Coun.il being present, and Owen, Lockyer, Manton, and

Ashe attending as representative Kngli^h divines; but his

Highness had not yet made up his mind. The rumour in

Scotland was that Sharp was likely to succeed, and that he

had driven \Varriston and (Jillespie very haul in the Conference,

and contrived, in particular, to make \VarrUton, in self-defence,

betray some awkward secrets. One finds, however, that

Principal (Jillespie was invited to preach twice before the

Parliament, and thanked lor his .-ermons, and that he had

inllucnee enough to move in the Council asuit in the interests

of the I'nivcrMty of (ila-^-w. Though Sharp, as Baillie

i2
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advised him, was "
supping with a long spoon/' Cromwell had

probably taken estimate of him 1
.

One matter in which there had been an approach to dis-

agreement between the Parliament and the Protector was

the famous Case of James Nayler: Quakerism and its

extravagancies were irritating the sober part of the nation

unspeakably, and this maddest of all the Quakers, on account

of the outrageous
"
blasphemies

"
of his recent Song-of-

Solomon procession through the west of England repeated

at Bristol after his release from Exeter jail had been

selected by Parliament for an example. On the 31st of

October, 1656, a large committee was appointed on his case
;

and on the 5th of December, Nayler and others having been

brought prisoners to London meanwhile, the report of the

Committee was made, and there began a debate on the case,

which was protracted through ten sittings, Nayler himself

brought once or twice to the bar. It was easily resolved that

he had been "
guilty of horrid blasphemy

" and was a "
grand

impostor and great seducer of the people
"

;
the difficult

question was as to his punishment. On the 16th of

December it was carried but by ninety-six votes to eighty-
two that it should not be death, and, after some faint farther

argument on the side of mercy, this was the sentence :

" That
" James Nayler be set on the pillory, with his head in the
"
pillory, in the New Palace, Westminster, during the space

" of two hours, on Thursday next, and shall be whipped by
" the hangman through the streets from Westminster to the
" Old Exchange, London, there likewise to be set on the
"
pillory, with his head in the pillory, for the space of two

"hours, between the hours of eleven and one on Saturday
" next in each of the said places wearing a paper containing
" an inscription of his crimes

;
and that at the Old Exchange

"
his tongue shall be bored through with a hot iron

;
and that

" he be there also stigmatized in the forehead with the letter

" B : And that he be afterwards sent to Bristol, and conveyed

1 Council Order Books of dates given, Merc. Pol. No. 340 (Dec. 11 18, 1656) ;

and of others (e. g. Nov. 4 and Dec. 2, Life of Robert Blair. 329331 ; Baillie,

1656, and Jan. 12 and Feb. 12, 16567) ;
III. 328341.
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into and through th,. gaid city on a horse bare-ridged, with

his fact- backward-, and there also publicly whipped the

next market-day aft4>r he comes thither: And that fr.in

thence he be committed t) prison in Bridewell, London,
'and thcrr restrained from the society of all people, and kepi
'

t<> hard labour, till he be released by Parliament, and during
"thai time he debarred from the use of j>en, ink, and paper,
and have no relief hut what he earns by his daily labour."

Though petitions for clemency had already been presented t<>

1'arlianieut by some very orthodox people, the first part of

thi> atrocious -entenee was duly executed Dec. 18. Then

came more earnest petitions both to Parliament and the

Protector, with the e fleet of a respite of the next part from the

2()th to the 27th i between which dates this letter from the

Protector was read in the House :

" O. P. Right Trusty and
" Wcll-beli. ved, We greet you well. Having taken notice of

"a judgment lately given by yourselves against one James

"Nayler, Although we detest and abhor the giving or

.-ionin^ the least countenance to persons of such

"opinions and practices ur who are guilty of the crimes

"commonly imputed to the said person: Yet, We, being
"intrusted in the present Government on behalf of the

Pe.. pie of these Nations, and not knowing how far nick

ng, entered into wholly without Us, may extend in the

"
consequence of it, Do desire that the House will let Us

"know the grounds and reasons whereupon they have pro-
( -ceded.'' Two things are here to be perceived. One is

that rriii\\ell did not approve of the course taken with

Nayler. The other, and more important, is that he re-

garded this action of the House, without his consent, as an

lutrenehment on that part of his prerogative which concerned

Toleration. He thought himself, by the constitution of his

Protectorate, entrusted with a certain guardianship of this

principle, even against Parliament; and he did not know how
far Nayicr's case miyht be made a precedent for reliirious

ut ions. \Vhat may have been the exact reply to

Cromwell from the House we do not know; but the House

was not in a mood to spare Nayler. He had not satisfied the
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clergymen sent to confer with him. Accordingly, on the 27th,

a motion to respite him for another week having been lost by
113 to 59, the second part of his punishment was inflicted to

the letter ; after which he was removed to Bristol to receive

the rest. All that one can say is that, though Cromwell was

far from pleased with the business, and even thought it

a horrible one, he did not feel that he could at that time

make it the occasion of an actual quarrel with the Par-

liament.1

Another matter in which a disagreement might have been

feared between Cromwell and his Parliament was that of The

Major- Generalships. This " invention
"

of Cromwell's for the

police of England and Wales generally, and specially for the

collection of the Decimation or Militia Tax from the Royalists,

had been so successful that he had congratulated himself on

it in his opening speech to the Parliament. He, doubtless,

desired that Parliament should adopt and continue it. On
the 7th of January, 1656-7, accordingly, there was read for

the first time " a Bill for the continuing and assessing of a

Tax for the paying and maintaining of the Militia forces in

England and Wales," i. e. for prolonging Cromwell's Decima-

tion Tax of 1655, and virtually the whole machinery of the

Major-Generalships. That there would be serious opposition

in the House had been foreseen since Dec. 25, when there

had been two divisions on the question of leave to bring in

the Bill, and leave had been obtained only by eighty-eight
votes to sixty-three. Among the opponents were Whitlocke

and the other lawyers, all those indeed who wanted to

terminate the time of "
arbitrariness/' and objected to a tax

now on old political delinquents as contrary to the Parlia-

mentary Act of Oblivion of Feb. 1651-2. On the other hand,
the Bill was strongly supported by Lambert, Fiennes, Lisle,

Pickering, Sydenham, other members of Council, and the

Major-Generals themselves. It was, in fact, a Government

Bill. Nevertheless, after a protracted debate of six days,

the second reading of the Bill was negatived Jan. 29 by 121

1 Commons Journals of dates ; Car- the People called Quakers (ed. 1834) I.

lyle, III. 213215 ;
Sewel's History of 17& 207.
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to 78, and (he Hill absolutely rejected by 124 to 88. Cromwell

hiin.-elf had helped t<> bririLT about this result. Much as he

liked his invention," he had perceived, in the course of the

del.ate, that it must l>e -iven up; and he had given hints

to that Hl'eH. The House, in short, had understood that they
left to their own free will. And so the Major-General-

ships disappeared, the police of the country reverted to the

ordinary magistracy, and Cromwell was to trust to Parlia-

ment lor necessary supplies in more regular ways.
1

\\hat drew the Parliament and the Protector more closely

together aliout this time was the explosion of a new plot

against the Protector's life. At the centre of the plot

was that " wretched creature, an apostate from religion and

all honesty," of whom Cromwell had spoken in his opening

speech as goini; between Charles II. and the King of Spain,

and negotiating for a S| ani>h inva>ion of England. In other

words, he was Kdward Sexby, once a stout trooper and agitator

in the Parliamentarian army (Vol. III. p. 534), afterwards

Captain and even Colonel in the same, but since then one

of the liereot Anabapti>t malcontent-. He had been in the

\\ ildinan plot of Fel'. !().") -t-5, but had then escaped abroad ;

and since then his occupation had been as described by Crom-

well. now in Flanders, now in Madrid, shuttling alliance

Let \\een Spain and the Stuarts. But, though a Spanish
invasion of England to restore the Stuarts was his great

game, an assassination of Cromwell anyhow, whether without

a Spanish invasion or in anticipation of it, was nearest to his

heart. Actually he had l>een in London just before the meet-

ing of the Parliament, trying to arrange for such "fiddling

things" so Cromwell had called them as shooting him in

the Park or blowing him up in his chamber at AN lutehall.

lie fore Thurloc had traces of him. he had a ira in decamped to

Flanders; but he had left a substitute in Miles Sindercombe,

an old leveller and mutineer of 1647, but since then a

quarter-ma.-ter in Monk's Army in Scotland, and dismissed

for his complicity in the Overton project. Sexby had left

Sindercombe J^l600 j and with this money Sindercombe had

aimona Journals of datw ; Godwin, IV. 327331.
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been again tampering with Cromwell's guard, taking a house

at Hammersmith convenient for shots at Cromwell's coach

when he drove to Hampton Court, and buying gunpowder and

combustibles for a nearer attempt in Whitehall. He had been

seen in the Chapel at Whitehall on the evening of January 8,

and that night the sentinel on duty smelt fire just in time to

extinguish a slow-match that was to explode a mass of blazing

chemicals at midnight. All Whitehall having been roused,

the Protector with the rest, information led at once to Sinder-

combe. He was arrested in his lodging, and sent to the

Tower
; and, his trial having followed, Feb. 9, he was convicted

on evidence given by accomplices, and doomed to execution

on the 14th. In the night preceding he was found dead in

his bed, having poisoned himself. He had left intimation

that he was under no concern about his immortal soul, having

passed out of any form of religion recognising such an entity,

and become a Materialist or Soul-sleeper. Meanwhile his

plot had raised a ferment of new loyalty round the Protector.

On the 19th of January, when Thurloe made a formal disclosure

to the House of all the particulars of the plot, a general

thanksgiving throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland, was

ordered, and it was resolved that the whole House should wait

upon his Highness
" to congratulate with his Highness on

this great mercy and deliverance." The interview was on

January the 23rd, in the Banqueting House in Whitehall,

when Speaker Widdrington made the address for the House,
and Cromwell replied in a most affectionate speech (Speech VI.).
The thanksgiving was on Feb. 20

; on which day Principal

Gillespie of Glasgow and Mr. Warren had the honour of

preaching the special sermons before the House in St.

Margaret's, Westminster. The day was wound up by a

noble dinner in Whitehall, to which the whole House had

been invited by the Protector, followed by a concert, vocal

and instrumental, in the part of the Palace called the Cock-

pit.
1

i Commons Journals of dates given, 349 (Feb. 1219, 16567) ; Whitlocke,
and of Feb. 18 ; Carlyle, III. 204211 ; IV. 286

; Parl. Hist. III. 1490.

Godwin, IV. 331333 ; Merc. Pd. No.
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Three days after the great dinner in Whitehall, i.e. on

Monday, Feb. 23, 1656-7, there was an inciilent in the !

which turned nil the 1'utiire pn>.
- of this Second Parlia-

inent of the Protectorate into a new channel. It is thus

entered in the Journals :

. Sir Chri-topher Pack
[ Ex-Mayor of London, knighted

by Cromwell, Sept. _'.'>. 1 (>;>;>, nnd now one of the members lor the

uted a l'a|H-r to the I ng it was somewhat

U) his hand tending to the Settlement of the Nation and of

Liberty and Property, and pravcd it nii^lit he received and read;

and. it liein;,' much controverted whether the same should be rend

without farther opening | preliminary explanation] thereof, the

(.jhie-tinn heini; propounded Tlmt //</
/'-/yxfr, offered by

/"//A,/- /'< i /,-.
/, ,/ him before it is read, and the

One-tinn Kciir.: pnt Tlml tlii* Question be ii"H' ]>"(, it pa-.-ed in the
: \e. 'I'll. lopoillided T/niKt, fff-Ttd.

Chri*io2>l<'
i J\ick, ! / and the (Question heing put

That tlmt Question be now put. the House waa divided The Noes
\\.-nt forth: Colonel Syd.-uham, Mr. llol.in.son. Tellers for the

Noee with the Noes 54 : Sir Charle- \V< 1 '.iiiel Kit /james,
'fellers for the Yeas with the Yi-as 144. So it passed in the

AHirniative. And, the main (.,Mie>tion heiiiLT put, it was Resolved

That thin t '.; be now read. The
N;id

I'.I|H
r waa read accordingly, and was entitled 'The Hinnhle

'Address ;md Remonstrance of tin- K ni-ht-. Cit i/ens. and KnrgMMB,
' now assembled in the Parliament of this Commonwealth.'

The debate on the Paper was protracted to the evening "a

candle'' having been ordered in for the purpose; ami it was then

adjourned to the next day. In fact, for the next four months,

or through the \vhole remainder of the session, the House

was to continue tli . or questions arising out of it. and

to do little else. For, on the :,' 1th of 1-Vhruary, it was resolved

by a majority of 100 to 44 (Lambert and Strickland tellers

f.r the Minority] that the paper should be taken up and

di-eu-M'd in its successive parts,
"
be^inninu: at the first

Article after the Preamble;'' and. though an attempt was

made next day to throw the subject into ( i rand Committee,

that \\as defeated by 118 to 63. In evidence of the momen-
t"usne-s ,,f the occasion, a whole Parliamentary day was set

apart for "seeking the Lord" upon it, with prayers and >ermons

1 Commons Journals of date.
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by Dr. Owen and others
; and, when the House met again

after that ceremonial (Feb. 28), it was resolved that no vote

passed on any part of the Paper should be binding till all

should be completed.
1

Sir Christopher Pack's paper of Feb. 23, 1656-7, entitled

The Humble Address and Remonstrance, &c., was nothing less

than a proposed address by Parliament to the Protector,

asking him to concur with the Parliament in a total recast

of the existing Constitution. It had been privately con-

sidered and prepared by several persons, and Whitlocke had

been requested to introduce it.
" Not liking several things

in it/' he had declined to do so ; but, Sir Christopher having

volunteered, Whitlocke, Broghill, Glynne and others, were to

back him. Indeed, all the Oliverians were to back him.

Or, rather, there was to grow out of the business, according
as the Oliverians were more hearty or less hearty in their

cooperation, a new distinction of that body into Thorough

Oliverians and Distressed Oliverians or Contrariants. Why
this should have been the case will appear if we quote the

First Article of the proposed Address after the Preamble. It

ran thus :

" That your Highness will be pleased to assume
" the name, style, title, dignity, and office of KING of England,
"
Scotland, and Ireland, and the respective Dominions and

"Territories thereunto belonging, and exercise thereof, to

" hold and enjoy the same, with the rights and privileges
" and prerogatives justly, legally, and rightfully, belonging
" thereunto : That your Highness will be pleased, during
"
your life-time, to appoint and declare the person who shall,

"
immediately after your death, succeed you in the Govern-

" ment of these Nations." The rest of the Address was to

correspond. Thus Article II. proposed a return to the

system of two Houses of Parliament, and generally the tenor

was towards royal institutions. On the other hand, the

regality proposed was to be strictly constitutional. There was

to be an end to all arbitrary power. There were to be free and

full Parliaments once in three years at farthest
; there was

to be no violent interference in future with the process of

1 Commons Journals of dates.
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Parliament, no exclusion of any persons that had been duly

returned by the const it uencies
;
and his Highness and Council

\\erenot to make ordinances by their own authority, but all

laws, and changes or abrogations of laws, were to be by Act

of Parliament. Oliver was to be Kin;,', if ho rh<e, and a

King with very large powers; but he was to keep within

Statute. 1

On March 2 and 3 the First Article of the Address \\a>

d. 'baled, with the result that it wa< agreed to postpone any
vote on the first and mo>t important part of the Article,

ollering Oliver the Kingship, but with the passing of tin-

second part, ollering him. whether it should be as King or

not, the po \\er of nominating his successor. A motion for

postponing the vote on this part also was lost by 120 to G3.

Then, on the 5th, Article II., proposing Parliaments of two

/A///.w v. \\as di-eu->ed. and adopted \\ithout a division ;
after

which there \\ere diseus.-ions and adopt ions of the remaining

propo>als, ilay after day. \\ith occaMonal divi.-ions about the

wording, till March 24. On that day, the House, their

.survey of the document being tolerably complete, unit back

on the postjjoncil clause of the First Article, involving the all-

important tjue.-tion of the offer of the Kingship. Through two

sittings that day, and a^ain on M.ireh 2") (New Year's Day,

1(').")7).
there was a very anxious and earnest debate with

closed doors, tin- opposition trying to stave off the final vote

by two motions for adjournment. These having failed, the

final vote \\as taken (March ~D); when, by a majority of

\'!'\ to (VJ. the Kinship clause was carried in this amend- d

form: "That your Highness \\ill be pleased to assume the

name, style, title, dignity, and office of King of Kn^land,

"Scotland, and Ireland, and the ropeetive l)ominions and

"Territories thereunto belonging, and to exercise the same

"according to the laws of these Nations." Then, it seemed,

all was over, except verbal revision of the entire add 1

Next day March 20) it was referred to a Committee, with

1 NVhitWkr. IV. 286 mi. 1 >: ; Cmn- I }... I tin- original wording
HI-HI* -I"ur

"
:! 'j}, t Aiti'-le I. of the Addraw).

16567, an.l Mu 7 (whence
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Chief Justice Glynne for Chairman, to perform this i. e. to

" consider of the title, preamble, and conclusion, and read
" over the whole, and consider the coherence, and make it

"
perfect." All which having- been done that same day, and

the House having- given some last touches, the document was

ready to be engrossed for presentation to Cromwell. By
recommendation of the Committee, the title had been changed
from Address and Remonstrance into Petition and Advice}-

Of course, the great proposal in Parliament had been

rumoured through the land, notwithstanding the instructed

reticence or mysterious vagueness of the London newspapers ;

and, in the interval between the introduction of Sir Chris-

topher Pack's paper and the conversion of the same into the

Petition and Advice, with the distinct offer of Kingship in its

forefront, there had been wide discussion of the affair, with

much division of opinion. Against the Kingship, even horrified

by the proposal of it, were most of those Army-men who had

hitherto been Oliverians, and had helped to found the Pro-

tectorate. Lambert, Fleetwood, and Desborough, were at the

head of this military opposition, which included nearly all the

other ex-Major-Generals, and the bulk of the Colonels and

inferior officers. One of their motives was dread of the

consequences to themselves from a subversion of the system
under which they had been acting and a return to a Constitu-

tional and Royal system in which Cromwell and they might
have to part company. This, and a theoretical Republicanism
still lingering in their minds, tended, in the present emer-

gency, almost to a reunion between them and the old or

Anti-Oliverian Republicans. It had been some of the Oli-

verian Army-men in Parliament, at all events, that had first

resisted Pack's motion. Ludlow's story is that they very

nearly laid violent hands on Pack when he produced his

paper ;
and the divisions in the Commons Journals exhibit

Lambert and various Colonels, with Strickland, as amon^7
" o

the chief obstructors of the Petition and Advice in its passage

through the House. Strickland, it will be remembered, was

1 Commons Journals of dates, and between March 5 and March 25.
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an eminent member of the Pr-.t. .'tor's own Council
; and, as

l-ir as i>nc can gather, several ethers of that body. 1

Lambert. Flectwood, Desborough, and Strickland perhaps

half of the whole nuinher of those now habitually attending

the Council were opposed to the Kingship. On the other

hand, the more enthu>iastic Oliverians of the Council, those

most attached to Cromwell personally, e.g. Sir Charles

\Vol-elcv. appear to have been acquiescent, or even zealous

for the Kinship; and then- \u-re at least some military

Oliverians, out of the Council, of the same mind. In the

final vote of March 25, carrying the offer of Kingship, the

tellers for the majority were Sir John Reynolds (Tip;

ami \Yaterford), and Maj>r-( leiieral Charles Howard (Cumber-

land), while those for the minority were Major-General

Butler (Northamptonshire), and Colonel Salmon (lUimlYics

liur^hs). Undoubtedly, however, the chief managers of the

PetitIon and Advice in the House from the iirst had been

\\hitlorke, Clynne, and others of the lawyers, with Lord

Hroo-hill. The lawyers had been long anxious for a on>titu-

tioiial Kin-ship: nothing else, they thought, could restore

the proper machinery of Law and State, and make things

sale. Accordingly, out of doors, in the whole civilian

and largely also among the more conservative citi/ens, the

idea of Oliver's kingship was far from unwelcome. The

I 'rob vterians generally, it is believed, were very favourable

to it, their dispositions towards Cromwell having changed

ij really of late ; nor of the old Presbyterian Royalists were all

. There \\.rc 1 now who were not Stua;

who wanted a king on grounds of general principle and ex-

pediency, but were not resolute that he should be Char!

only. The real combination of elements against Oliver's

Kinship consisted, therefore, of the unyielding old Royal i.-ts

of the Stuart adhesion, regarding the elevation of the usurp-

ing "brewer" to the throne as abomination upon abomina-

tion, the Army Oliverians or Lambert and Fleetwood men,

interested in the proervation of the exi-tin^ Protectorate,

and the passional*' Republicans and Levellers, who had not

'iidoucd even the Protect*. rate, aud whom the prospect
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of King and House of Lords over again, with all their belong-

ings, made positively frantic.

How far Cromwell had been aware beforehand of such a

project as that of Sir Christopher Pack's paper may be a

question. That he had let it be known for some time that he

was not disinclined to a revision and enlargement of the con-

stitution of the original Protectorate may be fairly assumed
;

but that he had concocted Pack's project and arranged for

bringing it on (which is Ludlow's representation, and, of

course, that of all the Histories) is very unlikely. The project,

as in Pack's paper, and as agreed upon by Whitlocke, Glynne,

and other lawyers and Parliament men, was by no means, in

all its parts, such a project as Cromwell himself would have

originated. To the Kingship he may have had no objection,

and we have his own word afterwards that he favoured the

idea of a Second House of Parliament
;
but there were accom-

panying provisions not so satisfactory. What he had hitherto

valued in his Protectorate was the place and scope given to

his own supreme personality, his power to judge what was

best and to carry it through as he could, unhampered by
those popular suffrages and Parliamentary checks and privi-

leges which he held to be mere euphemisms for ruin and mutual

throat-cutting all through the British Islands in their then

state of distraction
;
and it must therefore have been a serious

consideration with him how far, in the public interests, or for

his own comfort, he could put himself in new shackles for the

mere name of King. What, for example, of the proposed
restitution of the ninety-and-odd excluded members to the

present Parliament ? How could he get on after that ? In

short, there was so much in Pack's paper suggestive of new
and difficult questions as to the futurity of Cromwell, his real

influence in affairs, if he exchanged the Protectorship for

Kingship, that the paper, or the exact project it embodied,

cannot have been of Cromwell's devising. There are subse-

quent events in proof of the fact.

On the 27th of February, the fourth day after the intro-

duction of Pack's paper, and the very day of the Fast ap-

pointed by the House prior to consideration of it in detail,
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Cri.mwell had heen \\aited ( .n l>v a h u in livd officers, headed by
\irmed Maj<>r-( ienerals. imploring him not to allow the

tiling to ^11 farther. IIi> reply was that, though Ju . then

-peeilieally htanl of tin- \\hole project for the first time, he

could l.v n<> means share their instantaneous alarm. Kini;-

shi]> was nothing in itself, at best "a mere feather in a man's

hat" ;
hut it need he no bugbear, and at least ought to be no

new thing to them. Had they not offered it to him at the

institution of the Protectorate, though the title of Protector

had been then preferred? Under that title he had been often

a in. re drudge of the Army, constrained to things not to his

o\\n liking. For the rest, were there not reasons for amend-

ing, in other respects, -the constitution of the Protectorate?

Had it not broken down in several matters, and were there

not deficiencies in it ? If there had been a Second House of

Parliament, for example, would there have been that indiscreet

deei>ion in the case of James Nayler, a dec i> ion that might
extend farther than Nayler, and leave no man safe? Thus,

\\itli the distinct information that Cromwell would not inter-

fere with Pack's project in its course through the House, had

the Officers been dismissed. It was probably in consequence
of their remonstrance with Cromwell, however, that the vote

on the Kingship clause of the First Article had been post-

poned from the 2nd of March to the Mfith. The delay had

been useful. Though Lambert. Fleet wood, Desborough, and

the mass <if the military men, still remained " contrariant>."

not a few of them had been shaken by Cromwell's arguments.

or at least by his judgment. If he, whom it was their habit

to trust, was prepared to take the Kingship, and saw reasons

for it, why should they stand out? So, before the vote did

come on, Major-General- M.-rry. (loil'e. and "Whalley, with

others, had ceased to oppose, and the Kingship clause, reserved

to tho last, as the keystone of the otherwise completed arch,

had been carried, as we have seen, by two-thirds of the

House.1

It was on Tuesday. March 31, in the Banqueting House

1
Godwin, IV. 349553 ; Carlyle, III. 217.
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in Whitehall, that Speaker Widdrington, attended by the

whole House, and by all the high State-officers, formally pre-

sented to Cromwell, after a long speech, the Petition and

Advice, engrossed on vellum. The understanding, by vote

of the House, was that his Highness must accept the

whole, and that otherwise no part would be binding. Crom-

well's answer, in language very calm and somewhat sad

(Speech VII.), was one of thanks, with a request for time to

consider. On the 3rd of April, a Committee of the House,

appointed by his request, waited on him for farther answer.

It was still one of thanks : e. g.
" I should be very brutish did

" I not acknowledge the exceeding high honour and respect
"
you have had for me in this Paper

"
;
but it was in effect a

refusal, on the ground that, being shut up to accept all or

none, he could not see his way to accept (Speech VIII.).

Notwithstanding this answer, which could hardly be con-

strued as final, the House next day resolved, after two divi-

sions, to adhere to their Petition and Advice, and to make new

application to the Protector. On the previous question the

division was seventy-seven to sixty-five, Major-Generals

Howard and Jephson telling for the majority, and Major-
General Whalley and Colonel Talbot for the minority; on the

main question there was a majority of seventy-eight, with

Admiral Montague and Sir John Hobart for tellers, against

sixty-five, told by General Desborough and Colonel Hewson.

A Committee having then prepared a brief paper representing
to his Highness the serious obligation he was under in such

a matter, there was a second Conference of the whole House

with his Highness (April 8). His reply to Widdrington then

(Speech IX.) did not withdraw his former refusal, but signified

willingness to receive farther information and counsel. To

give such information and counsel, and in fact to reason out

the matter thoroughly with Cromwell, the House then ap-

pointed a large Committee of ninety-nine, composed in the

main, one must fancy, of members who were now eager for

the Kingship, or at least had ceased to object. Whitlocke,

Broghill, Glynne, Fiennes, Lenthall, Lord Commissioner

Lisle, Sir Charles Wolseley, and Thurloe, were to be the most
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acti\.- members of this Committee; but it included also

Admiral Montague. ( Jciu-rals 11" \\ard. .leph.-on, \\halley.

I'a-k, (ioll'e, and Merry, with Sydcnham, Kous, the Scotch

Karl of T \\ccddair. tin- Lord Provost of Edinburgh, the poet

\\'allcr, and even Strickland. The Committee was appointed

April 9. and the House was to await the issue.
1

It seemed as if it would n. \vr lie reached. The Con-

nces of the Committee with Cnm\vell between April 11

to May 8, their reasonings with him to induce him to accept

the Kingship, his reasonings in reply in the four speeches

now numlicivd \. Mil. of the Cromwell series, his doubts,

del; lances of several meetings, and constant adjourn-

ments of his final answer, make a story of great interest in

the study of Cromwell's character, not without remarkable

flashes of light on past transact ions, and on Cromwell's theory
of his Protectorship and of (government in general. Speech
Mil., in particular, which is by far the longest, and which

\\a- addre.-M-d t> the Committ.e ..n April '.'I, is full of in-

struction. Having in \t\> previous speeches dealt chiefly with

the subject of the kinship, and stated such various objections

to the kindly title as the bad associations with it, the blast-

ing as if ibr ever which it had received from God's Providence

in Kn-'Iand. and the antipathy to it of many good men, he

here took up the n-t of the Petition </ tf. Approvi:

on the whole, of the spirit and contents of the document, and

especially of the apparent rejection in it of that notion of

perpetually-sitting Single-House Parliaments which he con-

sidered the mo>t fatal fallacy in polities, and persistence in

which by the Rump had left him no option but to dissolve

that bodv forcibly and assume the Dictatorship, he yet found

serious defects in some of the Art iclcs. and want of precision

on this point and that. His criticisms of this kind were

masterly examples of his breadth of thought, his foresight,

and his practical sagacity, and made an immediate impression.

For. at this stage of the proceedings, the belief being that

he would ultimately accept the King-hip, the House, whose

'

Carlyl,., III. -J1S-223 (with Cromwell' Spttchn VII., VIII., au.l IX.) ; Com-
mous Journals of dates.

vol.. v. K
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sittings had been little more than nominal during the great

Whitehall Conferences, applied itself vigorously, by delibera-

tions in Committee and exchanges of papers with the Pro-

tector, to such amendments of the Petition and Advice as he

had indicated. On April 30 sufficient intimation of such

amendments was ready, and the former Committee of Ninety-
nine were required to let his Highness know the same and ask

him to appoint a time for his positive answer. For another

week, notwithstanding two appointments for the purpose, all

was still in suspense. During that week we are to suppose

Cromwell either in perplexed solitary meditation, or shut up
in those confidential meetings with a few of the most zealous

promoters of the Kingship which Whitlocke describes.
" The

"
Protector," says Whitlocke,

" often advised about this and
" other great businesses with the Lord Broghill, Pierrepoint,
"
myself, Sir Charles Wolseley and Thurloe, and would be

" shut up three or four hours together in private discourse,
" and none were admitted to come in to him. He would
" sometimes be very cheerful with us, and, laying aside his

"
greatness, he would be exceeding familiar with us, and by

"
way of diversion would make verses with us, and every one

" must try his fancy. He commonly called for tobacco, pipes,
" and a candle, and would now and then take tobacco him-

"self: then he would fall again to his serious and great
" business." At length, on Friday, May 8, the Parliament,

assembled once more in the Banqueting House, did receive

their positive answer. It was in a brief speech (Speech XIF.},

ending
" I cannot undertake this Government with the title

" of King ;
and that is mine Answer to this great and

"
weighty business." l

The story in Ludlow is that to the last moment Cromwell

had meant to accept, and that his sudden and unexpected
refusal was occasioned by a bold stroke of the Army-men.

Having invited himself to dine at Desborough's, says Ludlow,
he had taken Fleetwood with him, and had begun

" to droll

with them about monarchy," and ask them why sensible

1
Carlyle, III. 230301 (with Speeches X. XIV.) : Commons Journals of dates :

Whitlocke, IV. 289290.
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men like tlicin should make so much of the affair, ami refuse

to please the children by permitting them to have " their

rattle." Fleet wood and Desborough still remaining grave, he

hail e.dl.d them "a couple of scrupulous fellows," and left

them. Next day (May 6) he had sent a message to the

House to meet him in the Painted Chamber next morning ;

and. casually encountering Desborough again, he had told

iWborough \\hat he intended. That same day Desborough
had told Pride, \\heivnpon that resolute colonel had surpri.-. d

l)e>borough by .siying he \\ould prevent it still. Going to

Dr. ()\ven on the instant, Pride had made him draft an

Ollieers' Petition to the House. It was to the eil'ect that the

petitioners, having "hazarded their lives against monarchy,"
and being "still ready to do 60," observed with pain the

it endeavours to bring the nation again under their old

servitude." and begged the House not to allow a title to be

pressed upon their (ieneral \\hieh would be destructive to

himself and the Commonwealth. To this petition Pride had

obtained the signatures of two Colonels, seven Lieutenant-

Colonels, eight Majors, and sixteen Captains, not members of

the I! .d Cromwell, learning \\hat was in progress had

sent for Fleet wood, and scolded him for allowing such a thing,

the rath.r as Fleet wood must know "his resolution not to

: the crown without the consent of the Army." The

appointment with the House in the Painted Chamber for the

7th was changed, however, into that in the Banqueting
House <>n the Sth, the latter place, as the more familiar, b. ing

fitter for the negative answer he now meant to give. Lud-

story, though he cites 1 >. >l>orough as his chief in-

formant, is not perfectly credible in all its details; but the

Commons Journals do show that the meeting originally

appointed by Cromwell on the P>th for the Painted Chamber
on the 7th was put otf rh. and then held in the

Banqueting House, and also that there was an Officers'

Petition in the interim. It was brought to the doors of

the House, by "divers ollieers of the Army." on the Sth,

just as the House \\as adjourning to the Ban<|U< t ing II

and the Journals only record that the oilicers \\ere admitted,

K -J
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and that, a Colonel Mason having presented the Petition in

their name and his own, they withdrew. The rest is guess;

but two main facts cannot be doubted. One is that Crom-

welPs great, if not sole, reason at last for refusing the Crown

was his knowledge of the persistent opposition of a great

number of the Army men. The other is that he remembered

afterwards who had been the chief Contrariants}-

While the great question of the Kingship had been in pro-

gress there had been a detection of a conspiracy of the Fifth-

Monarchy Men.

Ever since the abortive ending of the Barebones Parliament

these enthusiasts had been recognisable as a class of enemies

of the Protectorate distinct from the ordinary and cooler

Republicans. While Vane and Bradshaw might represent

the Republicans or Commonwealth's men generally, the

head of the Fifth-Monarchy Republicans was Harrison. The

Harrisonian Republic, the impassioned dream of this really

great-hearted soldier, was the coming Reign of Christ on

Earth, and the trampling down, in anticipation of that reign,

of all dignities, institutions, ministries, and magistracies, that

might be inconsistent with it. In the Barebones Parliament,

where the Fifth-Monarchy Men had been numerous, and

where Harrison had led them, they had gone far, as we know,
in conjunction with the Anabaptists, in a practical attempt to

convert Cromwell's interim Dictatorship, with Cromwell's

assent or acquiescence, into a beginning of the great new era.

They had voted down Tithes, Church-Establishments, and all

their connexions, and only the steadiness of Rous, Sydenham,
and the other sober spirits, in making that vote the occasion

of a resurrender of all power into Cromwell's hands, had pre-

vented the consequences. And so, Cromwell's Protectorate

having come in where Harrison wanted to keep a vacuum for

the Fifth Monarchy, and that Protectorate having not only

conserved Tithes and an Established Church, but professed

them to be parts of its very basis, Harrison had abjured

1
Ludlow, 586 591 ; Commons Jour- the Parliament, and called

" Reasons
nals of dates. There had been public against choosing the Protector to be

pamphlets against the Kingship: e.g. King."
one by Samuel Chidley, addressed to
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Cromwell f e \\ho had been to me as the

"
apple risen afterwards, "when they had

" turned aside, said to me, Sit thou on my right hand : l>ut

I lathed it." Through the Protectorate, accordingly, Har-

rison, dismissed from the Army, had ITCH living as a suspected

person, with i^n a! powers of harm; and. three or four times,

when there were Republican risings, or threatening* of such,

it had been thought necessary to question him, or put him

under temporary arn-t. The last occasion had been just before

the opening <>f the present Parliament, when he was am
with Vane, Rich, and others, and had the distinction of being

sent, as far off as Pendennis Castle in Cornwall, while Vane
i

..iily
to the Isle of Wight, and Rieh only to Windsor.

The imprisonments, however, being mercl\ precautionary, had

M but short
; and, at the time of the proposal of the King-

ship to Cromwell, Harrison, as well as the others, was again

at liberty .

That Harrison had ever practically implicated himself in

any attempt to upset the Protectorate by force hardly appears
from tlu- evidence. He was an < .! soldier, and, with

all his fervid notions of a Fifth Monarchy, too massive a man

to stir without calculation. All that can be said is that he

\\.is an avoued enemy of Cromwell's rule, that he was looked

up to by all the Fifth-Monarchy Republicans, and that he

held himself free to act should there be fit opportunity. But

there \\etv 1 larrisoniaus of a lower grade than Harrison.

F.>peci.dly in London, since the winter of 10.")."), there had

been a kind of society of Fifth-Monarchy Men, holding small

me.-tin^s in live places, only one man in each meeting know-

ing who belonged to the others, but the five connecting links

forming a central Committee for management and propa-

o-amlism. It must have been from this Committee, I suppose,

that there emanated, in Sept. 1 (>.">(). a pamphlet called "The

Hi ''ly't, "I" " Testimonyfor C/trixt and against

Antichrist :
fjcitiy the nuhxdinre << ' consultation* holden

ami feejit ly a ccrl.iin //
' in* who are traiting

f<>r
//< > of C/irixf'x Kinijilo.,1 in and <

the IJ'ortil. and residing in and about (he City of Lond<
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Probably as yet these humble Fifth-Monarchy Men had not

gone beyond private aspirations. At all events, Thurloe, though
aware of their existence, had not thought them worth notice.

But Sindercombe's Plot of Feb. 1656-7, and the subsequent

proposal of the Kingship for Cromwell, had excited them

prodigiously, and they had been longing for action, and

looking about for leaders. Harrison was their chief hope, and

they had applied to him, but also to other Republicans who

were not specially Fifth-Monarchy Men, such as Rich, Law-

son, and Okey. What encouragement they had or thought

they had from such men one does not know
;
but they had

fixed Thursday, April 9, the very day of the appointment of

the great Committee of Ninety-nine to deal with Cromwell

about the Kingship, for an experimental rendezvous and

standard-raising on Mile-End-Green. This being known to

Thurloe, a horse-troop or two finished the affair by the

capture of about twenty of them at Shoreditch, ready to ride

to Mile-End-Green, and also by the capture at Mile-End-

Green itself of their intended standard, some arms, and a

quantity of Fifth-Monarchy books and manifestos. Five or

six of the captured, among whom was Thomas Venner, a

wine-cooper, the real soul of the conspiracy, were imprisoned
in the Tower, and the rest elsewhere

; but, in accordance with

Cromwell's lenient custom in such cases, there was no trial,

or other public notice of the affair, beyond a report about it

by Thurloe to the House (April 11). Harrison, however, was

again arrested, with Rich, Lawson, and Major Danvers
;
and

amongst those taken was a Mr. Arthur Squib, who had been in

the Barebones Parliament, and one of Harrison's chief fol-

lowers there. Squib's connexion with Venner in the present
wretched conspiracy seems to have been much closer than

Harrison's.1

Cromwell had used the Venner outbreak to point a moral

in one or two of his speeches on the Kingship Question.

The standard taken at Mile-End-Green bore a Red Lion

couchant, with the motto Who shall rouse him up? ; and

1 Godwin, IV. 372 375 ; Carlyle, Pamphlets ; Commons Journals. April
III. 228229 ;

Thomason Catalogue of 11, 1657 ; Thurloe, I. 289.
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the traeN (.r manifestos taken was one called A
.v'V

////,
H- hi- rf a it t<> I/it- true Seed and Saints of the I/

linjh may be gathered together for //if Lm/il, arjainxt (he Jieatt

ami Hi' I /'/<>/>///. It was a fierce diatribe against Crom-

well, with a scheme tor the government of the Commonwealth

nil 1 i fill-Monarchy principles after his overthrew. The

supreme authority was to be the Lord Jesus Christ; but

then- was to be an annually elected Sanhedrim or Supreme
Council to represent Him, and to administer Biblical

and rid other, with inferior elected judges for towns and

counties. The Bible bcin^ the sole Law, a formal Legislature

would be unnecessary; and all other magistracy besides the

Sanhedrim and the Judgeships was to be abolished, and also,

of course, all State ministry of Religion. Now, to Cromwell,

who had read the Tract, all this furnished excellent illustration

of the kind lie wanted. Always frankly admitting that it

mi^ht he said he had "griped at the government of the

nations without a leo-al assent/' he had never ceased to

declare that this had been a sheer neees>ity for the nations

themselves. But the .V,ifi<lard set up of the Fifth-Monarchy

insurgents of Mile-End-Green had enabled him to return

to the topic with reference specifically to the Barebones

Parliament and the transition thence to the Protectorate.

That wild pamphlet, he had told his auditors, in Speech XII.

(April .'JO), was by one who had been "a leading person"
in the Ban-bones Parliament illani-ou or Squib?); and in

Sp.vch XIII. (April 21) he had dwelt on the fact again
more at large. revealing a story, as he said, of his "own
weakness and folly." The Ban-bones Parliament had been

one of his own choosing: he had tilled it with "men of our

own judgment, who had fought in the wars, and were all

of a piece upon that account." This he had done in his

simplicity," expecting the best results. But, as it had

happened, there \\as a band of men in that Parliament

driving even then for nothing hut the principles of this

wretched Fifth-Monarchy manifesto, the abolition of Church

and Mai^i-tracy. and a trial of a fantastic government by
the Law of M Maj-'i-lJem-ral Harri>oii and Mr. E
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had been the leaders of this band, with the Anabaptist

minister Mr. Feak as their confidant out of doors ;
and what

they did from day to day in the Parliament had been

concocted in private meetings in Mr. Squib's house.
" This

was so de facto : I know it to be true." Had he not done

well in accepting the Protectorate at such a moment, and

so saving the Commonwealth from the delirium of which

they had just seen a new spurt at Mile-End-Green ?
l

After the Protector's refusal of the Kingship the House

proceeded to adjust the new constitution they had prepared

in the Petition and Advice to that unavoidable fact. Not

much was necessary. It was only necessary to re-shape the

key-stone, by removing the word "
King

"
from the first

clause of the First Article and retaining the word "Pro-

tector
"

: all the rest would hold good. Accordingly, after

some days of debate, it was finally agreed, May 22, that the

former first clause of the First Article should be cancelled,

and this substituted :

" That your Highness will be pleased,
"
by and under the name and style of Lord Protector of the

" Commonwealth of England, Scotland, and Ireland, and the

" Dominions and Territories thereunto belonging, to hold and
" exercise the office of Chief Magistrate of these Nations, and
"
to govern according to this Petition and Advice in all things

" therein contained, and in all other things according to the
" Laws of these Nations, and not otherwise." The remaining
clause of the First Article, empowering Cromwell to appoint
his immediate successor, was left untouched, as well as all

the subsequent Articles. To the whole of the Petition and

Advice, so arranged, Cromwell solemnly gave his assent in

the Painted Chamber, May 25, addressing the House in a

short speech, in which he expressed his thorough confidence

in them in respect to those explanations or modifications of

the document which they had promised in order to meet the

objections he had taken the liberty of making. He did not

doubt there would be " a perfecting of those things."
2

1 I have taken the account of the referring to it will be found in Carlyle,
Standard Set Up from Godwin, IV. III. 260, and 276277.
375378, not having seen it myself.

2 Commons Journals of dates. The
The passages in Cromwell's speeches speech of Cromwell in assenting to the
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linjr of those tilings'* occupied a good deal

of time. What \vas necessary was to cast the resolutions

already r.'ine to in sii|ij>lMiii'nl to tin- l'>-t',/inn and

or those that midit yet surest themselves, into a valid

le^al f<>rm ; and it was agreed, June 4, that, except in as

far as it might be well to pass express Bills on specific

matters, the best way would be to frame and submit to his

Highness a llmnhlf AilJifmnnl and Explanatory Petition

inn! //A/-. The due framing of this, and the preparation

of the in eessary Bills, were to be work for three we

more. 1

Meanwhile, in evidence that the Session of the Parliament

up to this point, notwithstanding the great business of the

Petiti'> innl Ailri,-,' and the Kin- -hip question, had by no

means been barren in legi>lation, the Hoii-e had gathered up
all the Bills already passed, but not yet assented to, for

presentation to his Highness in a body. On the <>th of June

thirty-ei^ht sueh Bills, "some of the public, and the others

of a more priva
1 .! t<. hi- Ili^h-

- by the whole House, assembled in the Painted ('ham 1

the 5 . "after a short and pithy s]>eech," offering them

as some --rapes preceding the full vintage, and his Highness

ratifying all by his assent. Amon^ these was one very com-

pivhi-n-:\r A"t \\ith this preamble :

"
\Vhereas, sine the 20th

"of April, 1653, in the great exigences and necessities of

the.-e nation^, divers Acts and Ordinances have been made

without the consent of the People assembled in Parliament
" whi.-h is not according to the fundamental laws of the

"nations and the rights of the People, and is not for the

future to be drawn into example yet. the actings thereupon

"tending to the settlement of the estates of several persons

"and families and the peace and quiet of the nations: Be

"it enacted by his Highness the L<>rd Protector and this

"present Parliament." \e. \Vhat is enacted is that about a

M I'
1

..'-:, lia.l ofl 1

?:,;. 1 1 may standM Speech XIV*.

M:il!y iiiuittf.1 iii the c;irliT in tin* numlx
i Carlylc'* ( 'n,mir. U : luit it < -I >urnals of date, and

-

A]'p<-ii.lix t.> the i'iliti<n ntt-r\vnnls.
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hundred Acts and Ordinances, all duly enumerated, out of

those made by the Barebones Parliament in 1653 or by
Oliver and his Council after the establishment of the Pro-

tectorate in Dec. 1653, together with all acts and ordinances

of the same touching customs and excise, shall by this Act

be confirmed and made good, either wholly and absolutely

(which is the case with nearly all)
or with specified modifi-

cations "all other Acts and Ordinances, and every branch
" and clause therein contained, not confirmed by these pre-
"
sents, which have been made or passed between the 20th

"day of April 1653 and the 17th day of September 1656"

to be absolutely null and void. In other words, the House

had been revising long and carefully the Acts of the Bare-

bones Parliament and the arbitrary Ordinances of Oliver and

his Council from Dec. 1653 onwards, with a view to adopt
all that might stand and to give them new constitutional

sanction. Among the Acts of the Barebones Parliament so

confirmed and continued was their famous Act for the forms

and ceremonial of Marriage and for the Registration of

Births and Burials (Vol. IV. p. 511), except only the clause

therein declaring any other marriages than as these pre-

scribed to be illegal. Of Cromwell's own Ordinances from

Dec. 1653 onwards all were preserved that, I suppose, he

really cared for. Thus, of his eiglity-two first public Ordinances,

passed between Dec. 1653 and the meeting of his First Par-

liament Sept. 3, 1654, thirty-six were expressly confirmed;

which, as most of the rest were Excise or Customs Ordinances

or Orders for temporary occasion, means that substantially

all his legislation on his entering on the Protectorate was

to remain in force. More particularly, I may note that Nos.

7, 16, 24, 30, 31, 32, 33, 50, 54, 58, 60, 66, 67, 69, 71, 81,

and 82, in our List of his first eighty-two Public Ordinances

(Vol. IV. pp. 558-565) were among those confirmed. These

included his Ordinances against Cockfights and Duels, his

Ordinance for Reform of the Court of Chancery, his various

Ordinances for the incorporation and management of Scotland,

and his various Church-Establishment Ordinances for Eng-
land and Wales, with his two commissions of Triers and
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I ''(-tors. Amoim- contemporary ordinances of his also c<>ri-

li'im.i. over and above tlmse in tin- main list of Eighty-two,
\\ere that lor -rttin^ nj. Lectures in Scotland, that in favour

of (ilasgow University, and that for the better support of

the rni\frsities of Scotland this last, however. limited to

tin- Universities alone l.y the omission of what related to

"the encouragement of public preachers" (Vol. IV. p. 565 :

footnote). The most noticeable Ordinances of Cromwell's

not confirmed are those relating to Treasons No. 8 in

Hie List of Eighty-two, and its appendages Nos. 12 and

1!). Altogether, the Parliament had handsomely cleared

Cromwell in respect of his Interim Dictatorship and what

was past of his Protectorate, and he had every reason to be

satisfied. Hut, besides this all-comprehensive Act of retro-

spection, several of the other Acts presented for his assent

at the same time mu-t have been very much to his mind.

Tin-re was an Act for settling lands in Scotland upon (ieneral

Monk, with similar Acts for settling lands in Ireland on

Fleet wood. I>r. Owen, Sir Hardress Waller, and other persons

of desert : there were several Naturalization Hills in favour

of a great number of foreigners and Kngli>h aliens; there

was "An Act for limiting and settling the prices of \Yines";

and tin-re was "An Act against Vagrant-, and wandering,

idle, dissolute Persons." Most welcome to Cromwell, and

drawing from him a few words of special acknowledgment
afler his assent to all the Bills (Speech XF.\ were "Two
Hills for an A--ement towards the defraying of the charge

of the Spani-h war and other occasions of the Common-
wealth." One was for ^60,000 a month from England for

the three months ending June 24; the other for an assess-

ment of i :J0,000 from Ireland for the same three months.

These were instalments of a lump sum of ^J

400,000, which

the llou>e had voted as long ago as Jan. 30, 1656-7, for

the carrying on of the Spanish war, and the remainder of

which was to l.e rai-cd in other ways. The House had

already In-fore it a general Hill for the continue.! nt

of England, Scotland, and Ireland, lor Army and N
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purposes, beyond the period specified ; but that Bill had not

yet passed.
1

Army and Navy purposes, and the carrying on of the

Spanish War : these, through all the bustle of the Kingship

question, had still been the deepest things in Cromwell's

mind. His alliance with France, settled so far by the Treaty

of Peace and Commerce dated Oct. 24, 1655, but much

imperilled since by Mazarin's dexterity in evasion and

his occasional oscillations towards Spain, had at length, by
Lockhart's exertions, been converted into a great Treaty
" offensive and defensive," signed at Paris, March 23rd,

1656-7, and ratified by Louis XIV. April 30, and by
Cromwell himself May 4, 1657. By this treaty it was

provided that there should be joint action against Spain, by
sea and land, for the reduction and capture of Gravelines,

Mardyke, and Dunkirk, the three coast-towns of Spanish

Flanders adjoining the French territories on the north-east.

Gravelines, if taken, was to belong to France ultimately, but,

if taken first, was to be held by the English till Mardyke and

Dunkirk were taken which two towns were to belong

permanently to England, only with stipulation of inviolability

of Roman Catholic worship for the inhabitants, and of no

further English encroachments on Flanders. For the joint-

enterprise France was to supply 20,000 men, and Cromwell an

auxiliary army of 6000 foot (half at the expense of France),

besides a fleet for coast-service. A secret article of the Treaty
was that neither power should make separate peace with the

Spanish Crown for the space of one year from the date of the

Treaty.
2 Cromwell had lost no time in fulfilling his part of

the engagement. To command the auxiliary English army
in Flanders he had selected Sir John Reynolds, who had

served ably heretofore in Ireland, and was now, as we have seen,

member for Tipperary and Waterford in the present Parliament,

and a strong Oliverian. His commission was dated April 25
;

1 Commons Journals of dates
;
Sco- Guizot's Cromwell and the English Com-

bell's Acts and Ordinances of 1656, given monwealth, II. 377 (Engl. Transl. 1854),
in mass in his book, Part II. p. 371 et with Latin Text of the Treaty itself in

seq. See especially there, pp. 389 395. Appendix to same volume.
2
Godwin, IV. 540542. But see
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and 1>\ May 14 he and his f,(M)() Knglish foot had all been

landed at Boulogne. They \\ere thought the most splendid

hodv <>f - 'Idii-rs in Kurope, and were admind and com-

plimented by Louis XIV., who went purposely, with

Lockhart, tn review them. The promised fleet of co-

operation was to In- under the command of young- Admiral

Montague, win' ill, however, detained i: ml. 1

Meanwhile ll'.ak. , in hi.- \\ider command off the coasts of

Spain itself, i.r wherever in the Atlantic- there could be a da.-h

at the Spaniard, had added one more to the seiies of his naval

exploits. To inlereept a rieh Spanish fleet from Mexico, he

had gone to the Canary Isles; he had found the fleet i\\<

sixteen .ships in all, impregnably ensconced, as it was thought,

in the fortilied hay of Santa Cruz in Teneriffe
; and, after a

council of war, in whieh it was agreed that, though the

ships could not be taken, they might In- destroyed, he had

ventured that treniend : April 20, with the most

extraordinary success. He had emerged from Santa Cruz

l'.a\. after eli-ven hours of connonading and fighting, all but

undamaged hinisrlt'. but leaving not a ship of the Spanish fleet

::it, and rt in ruins. Not till May ^8 did the

news r.-aeh London
;

but on that day Thurloe procnted
a narrative of the glorious action to the House, who forthwith

ordered a >p< eial thanksgiving, and a jewel worth i.">()() to

Illake. On the 10th of June the jewel was sent, with a

letter of honour from the Protector, and instructions to lc

fourteen of his ships off Cadiz, and return home himself with

the re-t of his tl

A .7////y no Murder: briefly discoursed, in Three Questions,

hi/ in//t,nH AU<'n:"
>

such \\as the title of a pamphlet in

vt circulation in London in June. 1<).">7. and still of some

celebrity. It began with a letter "To His Highiuvs, Oliver

Cromwell," in this strain :

" To your Highness justly belongs

the honour of living for the people; and it cannot choose

"but be an unspeakable consolation to you in the last

'Godwin. IV. Commons i mmons Jonni.iK May 28and 29,

Journals ..| M:iv 5, I- -420 ; Carljle,
iiol.U to - on tl.. 111. -J04 aiul ^04 JOi.
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l( moments of your life to consider with how much benefit

"to the world you are likely to leave it. ... To hasten this great

"good is the chief end ofmy writing this paper." There follows,

accordingly, a letter to those officers and soldiers of the army
who remember their engagements, urging them to assassinate

Cromwell. "We wish we had rather endured thee, O Charles/'

it says,
" than have been condemned to this mean tyrant, not

" that we desire any kind of slavery, but that the quality of

"the master sometimes graces the condition of the slave."

Sindercombe is spoken of as " a brave man," of as "
great

a mind "
as any of the old Romans. At the end there is this

postscript :

" Courteous reader, expect another sheet or two

"of paper on this subject, if I escape the Tyrant's hands,
"
although he gets in the interim the crown upon his head,

" which he hath underhand put his confederates on to petition
" his acceptance thereof." This would imply that, though not

in circulation till June, the pamphlet had been written while

the Kingship question was in suspense, i. e. before May 8.

The name " William Allen
" on the title-page was, of course,

assumed. The pamphlet, hardly any one now doubts, was by
Edward Sexby, the Stuartist arch-conspirator, then moving
between England and the continent, and known to have been

the real principal of Sindercombe's plot. Actually, when the

pamphlet appeared, the desperate man was again in England,

despite Thurloe's police. The pamphlet was greedily sought

after, and much talked of. The sale was, of course, dangerous.
A copy could not be had under five shillings.

1

People were still talking of Killing no Murder when the First

Protectorate came to a close. We have now only to take

account of the circumstances of that event, and of the differ-

ences there were to be, constitutionally, between the First

Protectorate and the Second.

On the 25th of June, 1657, all the details of the Humble

1 Copy of Killing no Murder (first lyle, III. 67. After the Restoration,
edition, much rarer than a second and Sexby being then dead, the pamphlet
enlarged edition of 1659) among the was claimed by another. An answer to
Thomason Pamphlets, with the date Killing no Murder, nnder the title

"June 1657" marked on it; Wood's Killing is Murder, appeared Sept. 21,
Ath. IV. 6245 ; Godwin, IV. 388 1657. It was by a Michael Hawke, of
390 (where the pamphlet is assumed to the Middle Temple,
have been out "

early in May ") ; Car-
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having I" <-n at

length settled liy the House, that supplement to the original
'

Ail<'(,; was also ready lor his II i^h ness's assent.

The two documents too-,. t] 1(T . to l-e known comprehensively as

Tin- I'l/ifimi <///<>' to supersede the more military

Instrument, called The Gorcrnnit-nf <>f the Commonwealth, to

which Cromwell had sworn in I >ee. 1653, at his first installa-

tion, and \\cre to be the charter of his new and eonstitutional-

i/cd Protectorate. The Articles of this new Constitution were

ntcen in all, and deserve some attention: Article I., as

we know, confirmed Cromwell's Protectorship and empowered
him to choose his successor. Article II. provided for the

calling of Parliaments of Two Houses once in three years at

furthest . Article III. stipulated for all Parliamentary privi-

leges and the non-exclusion of any of the duly elected

meml'crs except ly judgment of the House of which they

might lie monitors. Art:. !,- l\ .. which was much the longest,

determined the classes of persons who should be disqualified

from hein^- elected or voting in lections. I n \ rentalIy, all

ll.'inan Catholic- he excluded, and all who had alx-t

the Iri>h Ueliellion. Farther, in
A';////*///*/,

wore to be ex-

cluded all who had 1 1 in any war aur:iinst Parlia-

ment vine,. .Ian. 1, 1641-2, unless they had afterwards given

"signal testimony" of their good affections, and all who,

since the establishment of the Protectorate, had Keen engaged
in any plot or in>urroction against it. In > were to

he excluded all who had been in arms against the Parliament

of Midland or against that of Scotland before April 1, 1648

(old I/ t>i/s and Montrosixts), except such as had afterwards

riven "H-nal test imony," &c
,
and also all who. since April

1, lf> IS. had lieeii in arms against the English Parliament or

the C.-mmonwealth (the llttniilfon'mn* of 1648, and the Scottish

i/ixf.t of all rariffifJi who h.ad f night for Charles II. in

1650-51 . except such a< had since March 1. 1 (*>:> !-:,', "lived

al-ly "but with the supplementary proviso, required by
his Highness, that, while "having lived

j c:iccaltly
"

since

\Vi>rcestei- would sntlice for the miseellane'Us Il.-yali^U of

1650-51, who were indeed nearlv the whole population of
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Scotland, the less pardonable Hamiltonians of 1648 would

have to pass much stricter tests. In Ireland, though Protes-

tants generally were to be qualified, there was to be like

caution in admitting such as, though faithful before March

1, 1649-50, had afterwards opposed the Commonwealth or

the Protector. These disqualifications affected both voting

and eligibility ;
but eligibility was restricted still farther.

Ineligible were to be all atheistic persons, scoffers at Religion,

unbelievers in the divine authority of the Bible, or other

execrable heretics, all profaners of the Lord's Day, all habitual

drunkards or swearers, and all who had married Roman
Catholics or allowed their children to marry such. For the

rest, all persons of the voting sex, over the age of twenty-one,

and "of known integrity, fearing God, and of good conversa-

tion," were to be eligible. One farther exception had been

made in the original Petition and Advice : to wit, all in holy

orders, all ministers or public preachers. "There may be
" some of us, it may be, who have been a little guilty of that,
" who would be loath to be excluded from sitting in Parlia-

"
ment," Cromwell had said laughingly while commenting on

this clause ; and it had accordingly been defined as excluding

only regular pastors of congregations. He had procured
an important modification of another clause of the same

Article. It had been proposed that the business of examin-

ing who had been duly elected, and the power of suspend-

ing members till the House itself should decide, should be

vested in a body of forty-one commissioners to be appointed

by Parliament
; but, Cromwell having pointed out that this

would be a clumsy process, and that the commissioners them-

selves might be " uncertain persons," and might
"
keep out

good men," it was agreed that the judgment of the House

itself, with a fine of a6
J
1000 on every unqualified person

that might take his seat, would fully answer the purpose.

Article V. related to the Second House of Parliament, called

simply "the other House." It was to consist of not more

than seventy nor fewer than forty persons, qualified as by the

last Article, to be nominated by the Protector and approved

by the Commons House, twenty-one to be a quorum, and
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no proxies allowed. Yaeancies were to be filled up 1>\

nunaiiM> by the Protector, approved l.y the II. .use itself.

The powers of tlie II. .use were also defined. Thev were to

try no criminal cases whatsoever, unless on an impeachment
snt uj) tV..iii the CemmOM, and onlv eertain specified kindsof

civil ca>cs. All their final determinations were to l>e
l.y the

llu>e it>elf. mid not by delegates or Coniinit tees. Article \ I.

ruled that all other particulars eoMeprniii"; "the calling and

holding of Parliaments" should he by law and statute, and

that there should l.e MO le^islat ion, or suspension, or abroo

of law. hut hy Act of Parliament. Article VII. "MiaraMteed

a yearly revenue of i 1 ,",1 MI. (>()(), whereof^J

1,00().()<M) to be for

\riny and Navy, and the remain in:: .^300,000 for the

support of the Government, the sums not to be altered with-

out the e..nM'nt of Parliament, and no part of them to be

raised
l.y a land-tax. There mi^ht also be "temporary sup-

plies" over and al>..ve. t. he voted by the Commons; 1>

no account \\a-hi- Highness to impose anv tax, or require anv

contrihution. l.y his own authority. Hy Cromwell's reque-t it

\\as added that his expenditure of the Army and Navy i:

should he with the advice of his Council, and that accounts

should l.e rendered to Parliament. Article VIII. settled that

hi> Ili^-liMos's Privy Council should consist of not more than

twenty-one persons, seven a quorum, to lie approved by both

Houses, and to be irremovable but by the con-en* of Parlia-

ment, though in the intervals of Parliament any of them

illicit he suspended In the Protector. It was asked that the

Government should always he with the advice of the Council,

and stipulated that, after Cromwell's death, all appointments
to the CmmaMdership-iM-chief. or to ( ieiieralships at land .r

ihould l>e by the future Prot< '
-i - u ith consent of the

Couneil. Article IX. required that the Lord Chancellor, or

Lord Keeper, or LordsC(.mmissioMcrsot'thc( ' tleL'.rd

Treasurer or I j( .rd- Commissioners of the Tr a>urv. t! t .ludLr < ^.

and all th. ^;ate-otiicer> in Lntrland. Seotland. or Ireland,

should, in cases of future appointment by the I

1

. .r and

his (''..UMi'il. be
:i|. proved by Parliament ArticL- \

gratulatcd the Protector on his K>tablishLd Church, and

vol.. \. L
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begged him to punish, according to law, all open revilers of

the same. Article XI. related to Religion and Toleration.

The Protestant Faith, as contained in the Old and New Testa-

ments, and as yet to be formulated in a Confession of Faith to

be agreed upon between his Highness and the Parliament, was

to be the professed public Religion, and to be universally

respected as such
;

but all believers in the Trinity and in

the divine authority of the Scriptures, though they might
dissent otherwise in doctrine, worship, or discipline from the

Established Church, were to be protected in the exercise of

their own religion and worship, this liberty not to extend to

Popery, Prelacy, or the countenancing of blasphemous publica-

tions. Ministers and Preachers agreeing in " matters of faith
"

with " the public profession," though differing in " matters

of worship and discipline," were not to be excluded from the

Established Church by that difference, but might have " the

public maintenance appointed for the ministry
" and promo-

tion and employment in the Church according to their abili-

ties. None but those whose difference extended to matters

of faith need remain outside the Established Church. Dis-

senters from the Established Church, if sufficiently right in

the faith, were to have equal admission with others to all

civil trusts and appointments, subject only to any disquali-

fication for civil office attached to the ministerial profession.

His Highness was requested to agree to the repeal of all laws

inconsistent with these provisions. Article XII. required that

all past Acts for disestablishing or disendowing the old Pre-

latic Church, and appropriating the revenues of the same,

should hold good. Article XIII. required that Old Malig-

nants, and other such classes of persons as those disqualified

for Parliament in Article IV., should be excluded also from

other public trusts. Article XIV. stipulated that nothing in

the Petition and Advice should be construed as implying the

dissolution of the present Parliament before such time as his

Highness should independently think fit. Article XV. pro-

vided that the Petition and Advice should not be construed as

repealing or annulling any Laws or Ordinances already in

force, not distinctly incompatible with itself. Article XVI.
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protected in a similar way all writs, commissions, grants, law-

sses, &c., i-siicd ;md in operation already, even though
tin- \vordino- should M-.-IM a little past date. Article XVII.

and La-f requeued his Highness to be pleased to take an

oath !' i>fli< (. A form of such oath appeared in the Atlill-

f inn,if r,-titi<>n ,nnl .///// v. witli another form of oath for his

Highness*! Councillors in England, Scotland, and Ireland,

and a third for the members of either House of Parliament.

This la-t. besides a promise to uphold and promote the true

Protestant Religion, contained a special promise of fidelity to

the Lord Protector and his Government. Farther, by the

satin- .t'/lifin/nif Petition and Advice, the Lord Protector waa

requested and empowered to issue writs calling qualified

persons to the other House in convenient time before the next

n "I Parliament, and such persons were empowered to

meet and constitute the other House at the time and place

appointed without requiring farther approbation from the

piv-ent Single House. 1

Friday, .lune 26, 1657, was the last day of the present

Singh- Il"ti-e, ;md a day fhi^li ceremonial in London. The

House, having met as usual in the morning, and transacted

some overstanding business, rose about two o'clock to meet

hi- Highness in the Painted Chamber. There, with the

\\onls '-The Lord Protector doth consent," the Additional

Petition ami .li/r/ce, and therefore the whole new Constitution

of the Protectorate, as just di--eril>rd, became law, and assent

was given al-o to a number of Hills that had passed the House

sinee the Dili. Amon^ these was an "Act for convicting,

discovering. and repressing of Popish Recusants," an "Act

for the Better Observation of the Lord's Day," and an "Act

tor punishing such persons as live at high rates and have

no visible e-tate. proles-ion, or calling, answerable thereto."

Then- were also two Money Hills for temporary supplies:

viz. one for raising jl 5,000 from Scotland, to go along with

i The crL'inal V mid \\liitlocke, IV. 30631'
piv.-n in full in ScoU-ll ('M^ :',-<*), tee also Cromwell's SpMch XIH. vttk
Whitl i), ati.l in Purl. Mr. Carlyl.-'s elucidations (Carlyle.IlI.

ill 1502
1611);

\\. .7'.et8q.)
'<.!! 450

L 2
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the jl80,000 from England, and the ^20,000 from Ireland,

voted for the three months just ended, and another general
and prospective one, assessing England at .^35,000 a month,
Scotland at j^GOOO a month, and Ireland at <^

J
9000 a month,

for the next three years. All these assents having been

received, there was an adjournment to Westminster Hall for

the solemn installation of his Highness in his Second Pro-

tectorate. The Hall had been magnificently prepared, and

contained a vast assemblage. The members of the House,
the Judges in their robes, the Lord Mayor and Aldermen in

their robes, and other dignitaries, were ranged in the midst

round a canopied chair of state. It was the royal chair of

Scotland, with the mystic coronation-stone underneath it,

brought for the purpose from the Abbey. In front of the

chair was a table, covered with pink-coloured Geneva velvet

fringed with gold; and on the table lay a large Bible, a

sword, the sceptre, and a robe of purple velvet, lined with

ermine. His Highness, having entered, attended by his

Council, the great state officers, his son Richard, the French

Ambassador, the Dutch Ambassador, and " divers of the

nobility and other persons of great quality
"

stood beside

the chair under the canopy. The Speaker, assisted by the

Earl of Warwick, Whitlocke, and others, then attired his

Highness in the purple velvet robe
;
after which he delivered

to him the richly-gilt Bible, girt him with the sword, and

put the gold sceptre into his hand. His Highness then swore

the oath of office, administered to him by the Speaker. After

that, the Speaker addressed him in a well-turned speech.
" You

have no new name," he said,
" but a new date now added to the

"old name : the 16th of December is now changed into the
" 26th of June." He explained that the robe, the Bible, the

sword, and the sceptre were presents to his Highness from

the Parliament, and dwelt poetically on the significance of

each. " What a comely and glorious sight," he concluded,
"

it is to behold a Lord Protector in a purple robe, with a
"
sceptre in his hand, a sword of justice girt about him, and

" his eyes fixed upon the Bible ! Long may you prosperously
"
enjoy them all, to your own comfort, and the comfort of the
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pple of time thv MS!" 1 1 Highness still stand-

! r. Manton oHe red up a prayer. Then, the assemblage

giving several great shouts, and the trumpets sounding, his

Highness -at down in the chair, still holding the sceptre.

Then a In-mid stood up aloft, and signalled for three trumpet
-

Masts, at the end of which, l>y authority of Parliament, he

proclaimed the Protector. There were new trumpet-blasts,

loud hurrahs through the Hall, and cries of " God save the

Lord Protector." Once more there was proclamation, and

once more a l>ur>t of applauses. Then, all being ended, his

Highness, with his robe borne up by several young persons

of rank, passed with his retinue from the Hall by the great

gate, where hi< couch was in waiting. And so, with the

Karl of Warwick seated opposite to him in the conch, his son

Richard and Whitl- -eke on one side, and Viscount Lisle and

Admiral Montague on the other, he was driven through the

crowd to Whitehall, surrounded by his life-guards, and

loll,,wed l>y the Lord Mas or and other dignitaries in their

roaches. There was a l>rief sitting of the House after the

Installation. It was agreed to recommend to his Highness

to "encourage Christian endeavours for uniting the Protest-

ant Churches abroad," and also to recommend to him to

take sonic effectual course " for reforming the government of

the Inns of Court, and likewise for placing of godly and able

ministers there
"

;
and it was ordered that the Acts passed by

the II >use should he printed collectively, and that .

member should have a copy. Then, according to one of the

to which his Highness had that day assented, the House

adjourned itself for seven months, i. e. to Jan. 20, 1657-8. 1

Whitl.x-k.'. IV. 308305 ; Guizofs
III. 1514 1518 (Re- Cromwell, II. 337339 (where some of

t' tin- an!
1

:. iiijxirary tin- particulars <>t' tin- Installation seem

'i..iiy, to be from French eye-witneaaes).
which hail a frontispiece by Hollar) ;



CHAPTER II.

MILTON'S LIFE AND SECRETARYSHIP THROUGH THE FIRST PRO-

TECTORATE CONTINUED: SEPTEMBER 1654 JUNE 1657.

FOR more than reasons of mere mechanical symmetry, it

will be well to divide this Chapter of Milton's Biography
into Sections corresponding- with those of Oliver's Continued

Protectorate in the preceding Chapter.

SECTION I: FROM SEPTEMBER 1654 TO JANUARY 1654-5, OR

THROUGH OLIVER'S FIRST PARLIAMENT.

ULAC'S HAGUE EDITION OF MILTON'S DEFENSIO SECUNDA,
WITH THE FIDES PUBLICA OF MORUS ANNEXED : PREFACE

BY DR. CRANTZIUS TO THE REPRINT : ULAC'S OWN PRE-

FACE OF SELF-DEFENCE : ACCOUNT OF MORUS'S FIDES

PUBLICA, WITH EXTRACTS : HIS CITATION OF TESTIMONIES

TO HIS CHARACTER : TESTIMONY OF DIODATI OF GENEVA :

ABRUPT ENDING OF THE BOOK AT THIS POINT, WITH
ULAC'S EXPLANATION OF THE CAUSE. PARTICULARS OF

THE ARREST AND IMPRISONMENT OF MILTON'S FRIEND

OVERTON. THREE MORE LATIN STATE - LETTERS BY

MILTON FOR OLIVER (NOS. XLIX. LI.) : NO STATE-

LETTERS BY MILTON FOR THE NEXT THREE MONTHS :

MILTON THEN BUSY ON A REPLY TO THE FIDES PUBLICA

OF MORUS.

IN October 1654 there was out at the Hague, from Ulac's

press, a volume in two parts, with this title :

" Joannis

Miltoni Defensio Secunda pro Pojpulo Anglicano contra infa-
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I. :'<!//urn cujus titulu*
l

Jfeyii Sanyuinu Clamor adversu*

/W</</.Y .-l//<//icanos.' Acccsnit Alexandra Mri, fr-rlesiagfa,

intiiKjiK' l,itf>'mrum Profettoris, Hde* Publica contra >- titnm-

I ,///* Ml/font. Si-nn-<r. II: !< -Comitum, ex Typographia

.lilr'nini Ulac, MDCLIV." ("John Milton's Second I

ti>r (In- Kn^-li>h People in n-ply to an infamous Book entitled

'Cry of tin- King's Blood against the English 1'arricides.'

To which is added A Public Testimony of Alexander Morus,

Churchman, and Professor of Sacred Literal uiv. in reply

tothr Calumnies of.Iohn Milton, Buffoon. Printed at the

lla-.u- I
.y Adrian Ulac, 1654.") The reprint of Milton's

// ''.iixio Secunda iills 1^8 pages of the volume; More's ap-

pended //'A'.v I'litjlii-ti, or Public Testimony, in reply, is in

larger typf and Iills 129 pages separately numbered. Morus,

alt. r all, it will be seen, had been obliged to acquiesce in

Ulac's arrangement ^Yol. IV. p. r.34). Instead of trying

\ainly any longer to sup] Milton's book on the Continent,

he had exerted himself to the utmost in preparing a Reply to

it, to go forth with that reprint of it for t lie foreign market

whirh Ulac had been pushing through the press ami would

not keep Lack.

Although Milton complains that Ulac's edition of his book

for the foreign market was not only a piracy, but also slovenly

in itself, with printer's errors vitiating the sense and arrai

in. 'lit in some cases,
1

it was substantially a reprint of the

original. It> interest for us, therefore, lies \vh <\\\ in the

preliminary matter. This consists of a short Preface headed

/.<'<//'' ("To the Reader") and signed
"

( ii;.i:<;ii s ( 'I:\M-

7.\\ s, A'. S. Theol. Z).," and a l.m^er statement headed "
Typo-

iji-dji/iH* pso" ("The Printer in his own behalf") and

signed
" A. ULACQ."

The K.'v. Dr. Crantzius, who does not give his exact

addnss, writes in an authoritative clerical manner. Though
in had health, he say-, he cannot refrain iV.'m penning a tew

lines, in -ay Imw much he is shocked at the length to which

personalities in controversy are going. He really thinks

\ernments ought to interfere to put such things down.

1 1'ro tii- Di-f. (i
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Readers will find in the following book of Milton's a lament-

able specimen. He knows nothing- of Milton himself; but

Milton's writings show him to be a man of a most damnable

disposition, and Salmasius had orfce shown him (Dr. Crantzius)

an English book of Milton's propounding the blasphemy
" that

the doctrine of the Gospel, and of our Lord Jesus Christ,

concerning Divorce is devilish." Dr. Crantzius had known

Salmasius very well
;
and O what a man Tie was ! Nothing

amiss in him, except perhaps a hasty temper, and too great

subjection to a peculiar connubial fate ! There was a posthu-

mous book of Salmasius against Milton
; and, should it ever

appear, Milton would feel that even the dead could bite. Dr.

Crantzius had seen a portion of it
; and,

" Good Heavens ! what

a blackguard is Milton, if Salmasius may be trusted." Dr.

Crantzius had known Morus both at Geneva and in Holland.

He was certainly a man often at feud with enemies and rivals,

and giving them too great opportunities by his irascibility

and freedom of speech. But he was a man of high aspira-

tions
;
and the late Rev. Dr. Spanheim had once told Dr.

Crantzius that Morus's only fault was that he was altier, as

the French say, i. e. haughty. As for Milton's special accu-

sations against Morus, Dr. Crantzius knew them for a certainty

to be false. Even after the Bontia scandal had got abroad

and the lawsuit of Morus with the Salmasian household was

running its course, Dr. Crantzius had heard Salmasius, who
was not in the habit of praising people, speak highly of

Morus. Salmasius had admitted at the same time that his

wife had injured Morus, though he could not afford to destroy
his " domestic peace

"
by opposing her in the matter. On

the Bontia affair specifically, Salmasius's express words, not

only to Dr. Crantzius, but to others whom he names, had

been,
" If Morus is guilty, then I am the pimp, and my wife

the procuress." As to the sequel of the case Dr. Crantzius

is ignorant ;
and he furnishes Ulac with this preface to the

Book only in the interests of truth. But what a quarrelsome
fellow Milton must be, who had not kept his hands off even

the " innocent printer
"

!

The " innocent printer's
" own preface to the Reprint shows
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him to have been :i MTV -hr.-wd person ind >

I, I!
'

ps his

t.-mper better than any of them. Two year s had elapsed, ho

-inc.- he printed the
I!<-<j'>t S.tnynini* C/,niir. Who the

mthor of the book \vas he <lil \\>\ even yet know. All

h knew was that some one, who wanted to be anony-
iiioii-. II.-M! sent the ninnux'rijit to Salmasius, and that, after

some delay anil hesitation, lie had obliged Salma-iu> by put-

ting tlie 1 k to press. Ulae then relates the eircumst:i

already known to us, of his correspondence with Hartlib about

the h..ok. and his oll'ers to Milton, through Hartlib. to publish

anv reply Milton ini^ht make. He had been surprised at

the lon^ delay of this reply, and also at the extraordinary

ignorance of business shown by Milton and hi- friends in

their resentment of ///'* part in the matter. It was for a

tradesman to lie neutral in his dealings; he had relations

\\ith Loth the Parliamentarians and the Royalists, and would

publish for either side; and. as to his lending his name to

the iVdieatory Preface to Charle< II.. everybody knew that

printers did -ueh thii v day. However, hen- now is

Mr. Milton's lh
:
t',-,ixin

^ lition for tl:

market, printed with the same good will as if Milton had

himself given the eommis.-ion. It contains, he finds, a mo-t

unju<ti(ial)le atta- k <>n M. Moms, with abuse also of Salmasius,

who is now in his grave; luit that is other people's business,

not I'lae's. Me cannot pa-s. however, the defamation of him-

self inserted in Milton's book. Ulae then quotes the sub-

of Milton'< aeeount of him a,s once a swindler and bankrupt

in London, then the same in Paris, &c. (Vol. IV. p. 588).

This information. I'lae has little doubt. Milton has received

from a particular London bookseller, whom 1'lac believes also

to have been the real publisher of Milton's book, though New-

'| name ap]>ear> on it. It is all a tissue of lies, ho

and riac will meet it by a sketch of his o\\n lite since he first

dealt in b okfl. This takes him twenty-six years hack. It

was at that time that, bein^r in Holland, which is his native

count r\. and having till then not been in ti: .ill, he

. --d from KiiL,
r'and a copy of the ./''//,,,'. /. tr.'/nnira

of the famous mathematician Henry Hri-^s [publishe 1 1
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Greatly enamoured with this work and with the whole new

science of Logarithms, and observing that Briggs had given
the Logarithms for numbers only from 1 to 20,000, and

then from 90,000 to 100,000, he had set himself to fill

up -the gap by finding the Logarithms for numbers from

20,000 to 90,000, and had had the satisfaction, in an in-

credibly short space of time, of bringing out the result [in

an extended edition of Briggs's book published at Gouda,

1628]. Briggs and the English mathematicians were highly

gratified, and Ulac was asked to publish also Briggs's Trigono-

metria Brilannica. This also he had done [at Gouda in 1633,

Briggs having died in 1630, and left the work in charge of

his friend Henry Gellibrand] ;
after which he had engaged

in the heavy labour of converting into Logarithms the Sines

and Tangents to a Radius of 10,000,000,000 given in the Opus

Palatinum, and had issued the same under the title Trigono-

metria Artificialis. These labours of Ulac's were not unknown

to the mathematical world ; and it was somewhat surprising

that Milton had not heard of them, especially as, in his sketch

of his own life in the Defensio Secunda, he professed his interest

in Mathematics, and spoke of his visits to London from

Horton for the purpose of picking up any novelties in that

science. At any rate, it was zeal for the dissemination of the

mathematical books above-mentioned that had turned Ulac

into a printer and bookseller. In that capacity he certainly

had been in London, trading in books generally, and he had

been in difficulties there, though not of a kind discreditable

to himself. After he had been some years in London, trad-

ing peaceably, some London booksellers, jealous for their

monopoly, had conspired against him, and tried to obtain

an order from Archbishop Laud for the confiscation of his

whole stock in trade. Through the kind offices of Dr. Juxon,

Bishop of London, this had been prevented, and he had been

empowered to sell off his existing stock. Nay, a little

while afterwards, he had had a prospect, through the Royal

Printers, of a full trading licence from the Archbishop, on

condition of his buying from them copies of two heavy works

they had printed by the Archbishop's desire viz. Theophylact
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V.v and the <',i('-na <>f the Greek Father* on

Jnlj. He had actually obtained such a licence i'<r two years,

and had IK-JM-S
<d' its ivm-wal, \\hrn the Civil \Yarhrokeout.

On that account only, and not in any disgrace, as Milton said,

he had, alter having lerii about ten years in all in London,

transit-Fred himself t> Paris.
1 Jk- had been there about six

1
Ixmg ago. foreseeing the interest I

should li.-i I .ule notes in

tli' - otlice of some docu-
ments appertaining to him when he was

i.s.-il.-r in |

quite conv.p I with I'lac 's account of

isons lor le.-iving London. The
document-. . .1 in what seems
to In- tlirir chronological older, are as

follows: (]) IVtiti. in nl I'la'
1

. ululated,
to Sir John Lunhe. Mean of the Ai

in- won hi intercede with 1-aud in

H-. His two years' 1:

fur impoitin.; 1 k^ is now aim.

j'ircd
; lnit many of the Greek books he

Md bought from tin- KoMil Printers

are Htill on his h:iinls unsold, Ix-aides

tin- whole
impression

of ;i \'il<i Chriiti

whi'-h In- had also bought I'rom thriii

nlti-r tin- l/.ndo:. would not

It woiilil he u i:n-:it tiling

lor linn t
]

:<! t'"r a tiim- ; atnl. if this Invoiir

is clitaincd fro i n his (liai-i-, hi-
|'i

to .|.. all In- .-an lor the ini]>ortation of
IcariK-d (Jn-i-k and Latin hooks of the
kin<l \n^ Cia i- likt-s. (IM HiuiiMi'

hard Wliittaker,

lliini|.hn-y Ifoliii Thomason,
nnd otlu-r I.oii'i' B

Aj>ril l:'i, hi Jo, iv present inn to histJrace
; \ to, 1, ..rc, -nht-r,

. Hollander, hath
How lately iinjhuted and landed at the

ii House divers dales or Jiacks of
. printed i

. with jmr-

pose to vent them in this kingdom."
nnd j>rayin.i: I'm- the attachim-nt
said the a|i|>reheii-ion of

II to the I.

join him in an order, to attach the

:iLTly.

(0 Hum!..

llishop of I^mdon. of date April into,

explaining the transaction for which he
is in tronM,. He had Lrmie t--

; had
s of

. the

Hl-ho]' M

same time huying a number of books

to be imported into England. Alt

these last had been sent oil from Paris

January,
"
yet, by want of ships

and winds, they could come no sooner
"

i.e. not till "after the i:th of April,
when his two years' ll'-eli

importing had expired. He humbly
beseeches Juxon that he may be allowed

and dis]xisf oi the raid book*
so sent freely without any trouble."

(5) A note of Laud's, written by his

secretary, but - 'nmself, as

follows :
"

1. 1 in a hi.'h matter against the

"State in transporting bullion of the
I n willing

.1

.ither

iii a* he shall find to I just
'and tilting, unless he tind that the

r ( 'lumber hath
'led him. \\ CAJTI

'

'1640." (6) Humble IVtition. tin

of Ulac, now
-

jiris i in t

ner "
was,

the -JJth ;

t of Star-

ChambT in HHMi t,, i,j. Majesty and

imprisonment." I great

straits, owing above ,500 to his Ma-
ters for books,

" much bin-

by the deadness of trading," and

by the return of ninny books on his

hand- >
i hout any

friends." and unl- "f 1000 is

to a very low rate," he will

in- in
"
utter niin" and m:-

ys Lambe's good word with

kind. My only doubt is whether
the document I have put here as No. 6,

,i,il> the
. r I'lac's offen.e in the ma"
liullion," with )iis tine and im-

prisMiimeiit, was not nn affair of older

date than his importation of liooks after

time in April It. Hi, tl...u.'h :

ben-d against him. All the d.-<::

T in the -ame l.iiinlle in the

I examined then

the pul.li-hed Calendars have not ye*
overtaken them.
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years, dealing- honestly, and publishing- important theological

and other books, the titles of some of which he gives ;
but

here also he had been the victim of trade jealousy. He had

found it impossible to get on in Paris, though it was utterly

false that he dared not now show his face there. He had

shown his face there, since he had returned to his native

Holland and made the Hague his head-quarters ; and he could

show his face there again without any inconvenience. Mean-

while he was in the Hague, comfortable enough ;
and his

character there might easily be ascertained. To return to

Milton's present book. Though Ulac had reprinted it, he

had done so in doubt whether, now that there was peace

between the United Provices and the Protector, such irritating

books between the two nations ought not to be mutually

suppressed. His own leanings had always been rather to the

English Parliamentarians than to the Royalists, and hence he

had been disposed to think well of Milton. Though he can-

not think so well of him now, he will not retaliate by any
abuse of Milton. " If Milton is acknowledged in his own
"
country to be a good man, let him be glad of it

;
but I hear

" that many Englishmen who know him are of another
"
opinion. I would decide nothing on mere rumour ; nay, if

" I had ascertained anything scandalous about him with
"
positive certainty, I should think it better to hold my

"
tongue than to blazon it about publicly." How strange,

however, that Milton had fallen foul of Morus at such a

violent rate ! Had he not been told two years ago, through

Hartlib, that Morus was not the author of the book for which

he made him suffer ? It was the more inexcusable inasmuch

as in the Joannis P/tilippi, Angli, Responsio ad Apologia**

Anonymi Cujusdam which work Milton had superintended,

if he had not written it there had been the same mistake of

attributing a work to the wrong person. It would be for

Morus himself, however, to take cognisance of that.

And now for More's own Fides Publica or Public Testimony for

Himself. It is a most painful book on the whole. Gradually

it impresses you with considerable respect for the ability of

the author, and especially for his skill both in logical and
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ic pleading; and t lirou^liout \ m cannot hut pity luni.

and remember th:it In- was plaeed in about the most terrible

portion tli:it a human be i no-, and especially a elero-\ man of

\\iili- celebrity, c'-uld occupy placed there too hy what would

now he called an act of literary savagery, outraging all the

modem proprieties of personal controversy. IStill tin- im-

u Kit linally is not satisfactory. It is but fair, how-

ever. that he should speak for himself. The book opens
thus :

" If I could acknowledge as true of me any of those things which

you, by a wild and unbridled licence, have not only attributed to

nif. hut have even, to your eternal dared to publish, I

should l>e angry with you to a greater degree than I am, you most
fuoli-h .Milton: for let that In- your not unfittim:, though mild,

ition in the outset, hih- that of liar and others will fashion

themselves out of the sequel. But, as the eharges are such that

there is no one of those to whom I am a little more closely known.

however unfavourable to me, hut could convirt them of falsehood

from beginning to end, I might afiWd. .strong in the sole conscious-

ness of my rectitude, to despise them, ami perha] this is what
I ou^'ht to do. Still, with a mind as calm as a sense of the in-

dignity of the oc.asjon will permit. I have resolved to expostulate
with you. Yet 1 eonte.-s m\-elf to ! .-o in what moved; not by
an-vr, hut hy another feelii. i -orry, let me tell you. 1m

your own ease, and shall he .-orry until you prove penitent, and

this whether it i- from ^\I,-<T mental derangement that you have

as-ailed with mail and impotent fury a man who had done you no

harm, and who was. as you cannot deny, entirely unknown to \ou.

or whether you have let out the empty house of your ears, as those

good masters of yours say, to foul whisperings going about, and,

with your ears, put your hand and JK-U too, for 1 know not what

, hut certainly little honourable, at the disposal of other

's malicious humour. Choose which you please. I pray God

Almighty to he merciful to you, and 1 U-g Him also in my o*n
hehalf that, as I proceed to the ju-t defence of my reputation, He

-t to me a true and modest oration, utterly free from

all lying and ohsc. nity, that is, very unlike yours."

On the point of the authorship of the Regii Sangulnit Clamor

Morns is emphatic enough, lie declares over and over again

that if \\as not the author, and lie declares that Milton knew

this perfectly well. mii^ht have known it for t\\<> y. ars, but

had beyond all doubt known it before he had published the
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Defensio Secunda. We shall bring together the passages that

refer to this subject :

I neither wrote it, nor ever pretended to have done so, this

I here solemnly declare, and make God my witness, nor did I

contribute anything to the writing of it ... The real author is alive

and well, unknown to me by face, but very well known to several

good men, on the strength of whose joint knowledge of the fact I

challenge with righteous detestation the public lie which wriggles

everywhere through your whole book . . . Let the author answer for

himself: I neither take up his quarrel, nor thrust my sickle into

his corn . . . But I wish the anonymous author would come forth

some time or other openly in his own name . . . What then would

Milton think ? He might have reason to fume and detest the light

of life, being manifestly convicted of lying before the world. He
might say, indeed,

" I had not thought of it : I have been under a

mistake "... But what if I prove by clear evidence that you knew
well enough already that the author of this book was another

person, not 1 1 . . [Morus then goes on to say that Milton might
have learnt the fact in various ways, even from a comparison of the

style of the book with that of Morus's acknowledged writings ; but

he lays stress chiefly on the information actually sent to Milton

in 1652 by Ulac, and on the subsequent communications to him,

through Durie and the Dutch Ambassador Nieuport, before the

Defensio Secunda had left the press] . . . Will you hear a word
of truth ] You had certainly learnt the fact, and cannot for two
whole years have been ignorant of it. But, as you perceived it

would not suit your convenience to vent your spleen against an

anonymous opponent, that is a nobody, and some definite person
must be pitched upon as an adversary to hear your rage expressly,
no one else seemed to you more opportune than I as an object of

calumny, whether because you heard that I had many enemies,

though (what proves their savageness) without any cause, who
would hold xip both thumbs in applause of your jocosities, or

because you knew that, by the arts of a Juno, I was involved in

a lawsuit, more troublesome in reality than dangerous, and you did

not believe that I should be, as I have been, the winner before all

the tribunals . . . Your book once written, Morus must of necessity
stand for your opponent, or Milton, the Defender of the People,
would have done nothing in two years ! He would have lost all

the laborious compilation of his days and nights, all his punnings

upon my name, all his sarcasms on my sacred office and profession
. . . For, if you had taken out of your book all the reproaches
thrown at me, how little would there have been, certainly not

more than a few pages, remaining for your
"
People

"
! What fine

things would have perished, what flowery, I had almost said

Floralian, expressions ! What would have become of your
"
gardens

of Alcinous and Adonis," of your little story about " Hortensius
"

;
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what of tin- hut of "Pyramns iiiid ThM.e," what of

tin- Mulberry tin- "( [All these are phrases in Milton's U>ok,
introduced whenever li- n-fiTs circumstantially to the naughty
particulars <T tin- sramlals against .Mi.ru-. uh.ther in Geneva or

in Ijeyden. Tin- mime Morus, which means "
mulberry tree

"
and

1" in Latin aii'l < I reek, ami may be taken also for "Moor" or

Fthiop," ami in still other meanings, hail yielded to the Dutch
wit-, a- well as to Hilton, no end of metaphors and punning
et\nn'l."_'ie, in tlii-ir

so,
nibs against tin- poor man

]

. . . Tin- real

author of tin- /';/?'/ S-tn<jni ,ii* < 'himor neither lives among the

Ilutch. is not "stabled" among thrin, to n-e your own expression
nor ha- In-. 1 believe, anything in common with tlu-ni . . . Vehe-

nirntly and almost tragically you i-oinplain that 1 have uphraidi d

y.ni \\itli y.mr lilindness. I can positively affirm that I did not
know ti'.l 1 read it in your own hook that you had lost your <

>i'Jit. For. if anything occurred to me that might seem to look

that way. 1 refern-d to the mind [Note this the Latin is
'

Xnin. s>
-j

'

te dabit ad
nuiiinnii

referebam"]
. . . (\uild I then nphraid you with Miudness

who did not knou tliat you were blind, with personal deformity
who believed yen even good- look in-.,'. I'hietly in consequence of

having -em the rather neat lik< .. .1 to yi-ur I'oems

[.
Marshall's ludicrous hotch of 1 li !.'> which Milton had" disowned]

. . . Nor did I know any more that you had written on hivorce.

I have ne\.r read that Imok of yours; I have never seen it . . .

1 will ha\e done with this .-nhject. That hook is not mine. I

have published, and >hall yet p;ilili-h. other books, not one letter

of which -hall you, while 1 am alive ami aware of it, attack with

impunity. Some Sernums of mine are in men's hand- ; my books
II '/// are to be had; there are in print my

,-<-it I'iiinx <>n the Holy .SV/-/^/^/v, or on the Cause of God, which
I know have pacd into Kngland. M> that you have no excuse,

well a- my .{/><! "/.'/ f<>r Culrin, dedicated to the illustrious

I'-li. r of Arma^li. your countryman, my very great friend, whose

highly lioiioinaMc opinion of me, if tin; u''lden old man would

permit, 1 would put against a thousand Miltoiis. With ( Jod's

help other- will appear, smne of which, as hut partly finished, I am
keeping liaek. while other.- are ready for is-ne. [A list of some of

these, including th-<iti>ii-.t Ar</ni>'nti Xacri, cum Poematiis : the

li.-t dosed \\ith a statement that he has mentioned only his Latin

works-, and not his French Sermons].

I '. \ei-y MM\\- and then then- is ;i pa-sa^r of retaliation on

Milton. Here an- t\\o specimens:

> OWN CUAI: \ i TATION :

" Do not think,

oltsenrely though yoi live, that, l.ecau-e you have hal the tir.-t

innings in this game in the art of slander, you therefore stand aloft
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beyond the reach of darts. You have not the ring of Gryges to

make you invisible. Your virtues are taken note of. You are not

such a person, my friend, that Fame should fear to tell lies even

about you; and, unless Fame lies, there is not a meaner or more

worthless man going, and nothing is clearer than that you estimate

by your own morals the characters of other people. But I hope
Fame lies in this. For who could hear without the greatest pain
what I for my part hardly, nay not to the extent of hardly, bring

my mind to credit that there is a man living among Christians

who, being himself a concrete of every form of outrageous iniquity,

could so censure others 1
"

MILTON'S PEODIGIOUS SELF-ESTEEM :

" All which has so elated

you that you would be reckoned next after the very first man in

England, and sometimes put yourself higher than the supreme
Cromwell himself; whom you name familiarly, without giving him

any title of rank, whom you lecture under the guise of praising him,
to whom you dictate laws, assign boundaries to his rights, prescribe

duties, suggest counsels, and even hold out threats if he shall not

behave accordingly. You grant him arms and rule
; you claim

genius and the gown for yourself. 'He only is to be called great,'

you say,
' who has eitJier done great things' Cromwell, to wit !

' or teaches great things' Milton on Divorce, to wit !

' or writes

of them worthily' the same twice-great Milton, I suppose, in his

Defence of the English People !

"

How does Morus proceed in the main business of clearing"

his own character from Milton's charges ? His plan was to

produce a dated and authenticated series of testimonials from

others, extending- over the period of his life which had been

attacked, and to interweave these with explanations and an

autobiographic memoir. He has reached the eightieth page
of his book before lie properly begins this enterprise. He

gives first a testimonial from the Genevan Church, dated

Jan. 25, 1648, and signed by seventeen ministers, of whom
Diodati is one

;
then another from the Genevan Senate or

Town Council, dated Jan. 26, 1648
;
then two more, one from

the Church again, and one from the Senate again, both

dated April 1648
; then, among others, a special testimonial

from Diodati, in the form of a long letter to Salmasius, dated
"
Geneva, 9th May, 1648." Diodati's testimonial, which is

given both in French and in Latin, is the most interesting in

itself, and will represent the others. "As to his morals/'

says Diodati, writing of Morus to Salmasius,
" I can speak
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from i nt i mute knowledge, and do so with strict con-

"
scientiotisness. His natural disposition is good and without

deceit or reservation, frank and noble, such as ought to put

him in very harmonious relations with all persons of honour

and virtue, of whatsoever condition, quick and very sen-

'

sible to indignities, l>ut easily coming to himself again:

not one to provoke others, but yet one who has terrible

spurs for his own defence. I have hardly seen any who

have dune themselves credit by attacking him. Conseia

'i'.t. and you may add what belongs to the
//<

////.* irritabilc

'inn, make him well armed against his assailants. For

the rest, piety, honesty, temperance, freedom from all

" avarice or meanness, are found in him in a degree suitable

to his profession."

Suddenly, just when we have read this, and seen Morns

self-described as far as to the year lf>48, when he was about

to leave Geneva for Holland, the book comes to a dead stop.

Diodati's letter ends on page 129 ; and when we turn over

the leaf we find a Latin note from Ulac, headed " The Printer

to (fie Reader? and expressed as follows :

Our labours towards finishing this Treatise had come to this

point, when lo ! M. Morns, who had been staying for some time

hen at the Hurtle with tin- intention of completing it, called away
by I know not what occasion to France, and with a favourable

wind hastening his journey, was prevented from brinirin^ all to an

end, and so ^ratifun^ with every possible speed the desire of many
curious persons to read hoth Treatises at once, Milton's and More's.

AY hat to do I was for some days uncertain; but some gentlemen,
not of small condition, at length persuaded me tliat I should not

defer longer the publication of what of hi- I had already in print,

Alleging thai the remaining and still wanting testimonies of < minent

men, and of the Senates and Churches of iCiddUVTff, Am-terdam,
&c.. L'iven for the vindication of M. Morns, and which were hereto
have hi-cn Mil-joined. mi-lit he afterward* printed separately when

they reached me. AYishin^ to comply with tin-; . and my
own inclination too, I now therefore do publish, Reader, what I

am confident will please your curio-it v. if not in full measure, at

lea-it a L'ood deal. Let \\ | 866 the Se<JUcl

it as soon as pos>i

si;.-h an unfortunate as Morus ? I.

everywhere seems to go wrong with him. Here.

VOL. \. M
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at the Hague, having- absented himself from Amsterdam for

the purpose, he has been writing his Defence of Himself

against Milton, doing it cleverly and in a way likely to make

some impression, when, suddenly, for some reason unknown
even to his printer, he is obliged to break off for a journey
into France, just as he was approaching the heart of his

subject. Had he absconded? This seems actually to have

been the construction abroad. " Morus is gone into France,"

writes a Hague correspondent of Thurloe, Nov. 3, 1654
;

"
it is believed that he has a calling, et quidem a Castris, and

" that he will not return to Amsterdam. They love well his
" renown and learning, but not his conversation

;
for they do

" not desire that he should come to visit the daughters of
"
condition as he was used to do. He promised Ulac to finish

" his Apology; but he went away without taking his leave
" of him : so that you see that Ulac hath finished abrupt."

Morus, as we shall find, did finish the book ; but the Fides

Pwblica, as it was first circulated in Holland towards the end

of 1654, and as it first reached Milton, was the book abruptly
broken off as above, at page 130, with the testimonials and

the autobiography coming no farther down than the year

1648, when Morus had not yet left Geneva.

In January, 1654-5, when Milton had read Morus's Fides

Publica in its imperfect state, and was considering in what

form he should reply to it, his thoughts on the subject must

have been interrupted by the new misfortune of his friend

Overton. What that was has already been explained gene-

rally (ante pp. 32-33) ;
but the details of the incident belong

to Milton's biography.
Overton's former misunderstanding with the Protector

having been made up, he had been sent back to Scotland, as

we saw, in September, 1654, to be Major-General there under

Monk, and pledged to be faithful in his trust until he should

himself give the Protector notice of his desire to withdraw

from it. For a month or two, accordingly, all had gone well,

Monk in the main charge of Scotland, with his head-quarters
at Dalkeith, near Edinburgh, and Overton in special charge
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"I" tli.' North of Scotland, with his head-i|uarlers :it Aberdeen.

Mc;iri\\hile, as Oliver's |-'ir~t Parliament had 1> 'en incessantly

oppoMii"; him <pi,>tioniiig hi* Protectorship, ami labourin.

-ul. veil it. the anti-Oliveriau temper had again been strongly
nmscd throughout the country, and not least among- the

< -flicrrs .md soldiers of the army in Scotland. There had been

meetings and consultations among them, and secret corre-

spondence with scattered Kcpul 'licans in Knglaud and with

some of the Parliamentary Oppositionists, till at length, if

Thurloe's informations were true, the de>igu was nothing less

than to depose Monk, put Overtoil in supremo command, and

march into Midland under an :mt i-Oliverian banner. The

Levellers, on the one side, and the Royalists, on the other,

were to I.e drawn into the movement, if indeed there had not

heen actual communications already with agents of Charles II.

It may be a question how fur Overton himself was a party to

the de-i^-n ; lut it is certain that he had relapsed into his

former anti-Oliverian humour, and was very uneasy in his

at Aberdeen. " I bless the Lord," he writes mysteriously
from that town . in an-wcr to a let ter of condolence

from some friend "
I bless the L-rd I do remember you and

u rs . bv whom I am much remembered) so far as I am
" able in even-thing. I know right well you and others do it

" much for me ; and. pray, dear Sir, do it still. Heave me
"
up upon the wings of your prayers to Him who is a God

11

hearing pravers and ^rantin^ requests. Kntreat Him to

enable me to stand to his Truth
;
which 1 shall not do if I !

"
deject or forsake me." This letter, as well as several letters

A- Overtoil, had been intercepted by Monk's vigilance; and

hardly had it been written when Overton was arrested by
Monk's orders, and brought to I.cith. At Leith his papers
were searched, and there was found in his letter-case this

eopy ,,f vetoes in his own hand :

A l'-..t rl "\Vliat
1

.- that ? Tis a stately thing
That cinit'er-scth itself but the ape of a King;
A tra^'i'-al C;es.ir ;ut.d by a i-'own,

Or a brass farthing stamped with a kind of crown ;

A l-iiuhle that shines, a loud cry without wool;
Not IVrillus iior 1'halaris, but the hull

;

M2
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The echo of Monarchy till it come
;

The butt-end of a barrel in the shape of a drum ;

A counterfeit piece that woodenly shows ;

A golden effigies with a copper nose
;

The fantastic shadow of a sovereign head
;

The arms-royal reversed, and disloyal instead :

In fine, he is one we may Protector call,

From whom the King of Kings protect us all !

"

With this piece of doggrel, the intercepted letters, and the

other informations, Overton was shipped off by Monk from

Leith to London on the 4th of January, 1654-5 ;
and on the

16th of that month he was committed to the Tower. Thence

the next day he wrote a long- letter to a private friend, in

which he enumerates the charges against him, and replies to

them one by one. He denies that he has broken trust with

the Protector
;

he denies that he is a Leveller ; and, what

pleases us best of all, he denies the authorship of the doggrel
lines just quoted. His exact words about these may be given.
"
But, say some, you made a copy of scandalous verses upon

" the Lord Protector, whereby his Highness and divers others
" were offended and displeased ... I must acknowledge I
"
copied a paper of verses called The Character of a Protector ;

" but I did neither compose them, nor (to the best of my
"
remembrance) show them to any after I had writ them

"
forth. They were taken out of my letter-case at Leith,

" where they had been a long time by me, neglected and
"
forgotten. I bad them from a friend, who wished my Lord

"
[Cromwell] well, and who told me that his Lordship had

" seen them, and, I believe, laughed at them, as, to my know-
"
ledge, he hath done at papers and pamphlets of more per-

" sonal and particular import and abuse." It is really a relief

to know that Overton, who is still credited with these lines by

Godwin, Guizot, and others, was not the author of them, and

this not because of their peculiar political import, but because

of their utter vulgarity. How else could we have retained

our faith in Milton's character of Overton "
you, Overton,

bound to me these many years past in a friendship of more

than brotherly closeness and affection, both by the similarity

of our tastes, and the sweetness of your manners
"
? Still to
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have eopied mid kept sucli linos implied somt1

sympathy with

their political meaning; :ni(l. Thurloe's investigations having

made it eredihle otherwise that Overtoil was implicated, n

than he \\.-uld admit, in the doi^n of a general rising against
the Protector's ( io\ eminent, there was an end to the pro-

mi-iiiL,'- career of Milton's friend under the Protectorate. He
remained IVoin that time a close prisoner while Oliver lived.

On tin- .'Jrd of July, 1656, I find, his wife,
" Mrs. Anne Over-

t. >n,"had lil.erty from the Council " to abide with her husband

in the Tower, if she shall so think fit."
1

At the date of Overton's imprisonment the Protector was

making up his mind to dismiss his troul>le>ome 1 irst Par-

liament alter his four months and a half of experience of its

temper; and six days after that date he did dismiss it, to its

own surprise, before it had sent him up a single Bill. How

many Latin letters had Overton's friend Milton written for

the Protector in his official capacity during the four months

and :i half of that troublesome Parliament ? So far as the

ids show, only three. They were as follows:

(\IJ\.) "To THE Mosi ! i:mrs I.. - MENDEZ
DK HAKO," ,sVy^. J, ir..11:

a The Spanish Prime Minister, I.uis

de H;in>. had recently. in th-- I ':<' -tor's apparent indecision

lirt\vcen tlie Spanish alliance and the I'Yenrh alliance, resolved to

try to s-t-eiire him fur Spain by sending over a new Ambassador, to

' Thnrl..-. III. ::>-77..ind 110 112; "aflWtinn that 1u> .loe not doubt it,

('mm. 'ii < ii.i. r Mi>k..Iiily :i, 1656. God- "and In-lii-vt-s tli.it he abhors those who,
win, \vh.-.- kCCun >

i an VWJ ->M>i:i attiT all ti ^* for the public,
!

iiiij.r u -lu-d, li.i.l "not tnnie.l to the '
<\ now manifest tliatithoy have wholly

tf.l ]>.IL:.-S
n( ThurW ; ami lirm-o

"
intfinltnl t<> satisfy tlu-ir own nmbitin.

h.- bavw ilif dnir^vcl liiif.s as imhibit- "
11. hxs it in his power to redeem

'i Hum- "what he has heretofore done amis* ;

Qotei and .>tlu-rs "and the King ia very willing to receive

simply follow Coihvin in this, a.s in
"

sn.-li a s-rvico as may make him a
most thingl rlso. That (>\ ]>rinri|ial instnum-nt <>f his restora-

i.>u< in.lot'd, and
'
tin, for which whatsoover he or hi*

vi 11 hail had good reason for "family shall wish they shall receive,
i "and what he shall promise to any of

occa- :u the fact that " his friends who may concur with nim
nin.'- .'.ii.l.-n Pa|n-r* in the "shall be made good." If this !

in Ily.li-'ii was among those found among Overton's

h-in.l, of a 1,'tt.T. .lati-d \\>r.\ at L-'ith (whi.-h is n..t

either actually to be likely), little wonder that Cromwell
.vnt, I'.v Charlei II. to <tv.-rt.in. The would not trust him at large * second
sul

r as in Mr. t;

>f it for the Calendar 'JO in Skinner Transcript (where
of the Clarendon I'.ijx-rs ( 1 1. :;<,(,. i- a> r\:i. t .i.i:.- i^ _i\.- .

N" 1" in Printed

foil. . Collection and in Phillips (when mooth
1 such infurnintion "t his only is given),
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supersede Cardenas, or to co-operate with him. He had announced
the same in letters to Cromwell

;
who now thanks him, professes

his desire to be in friendship with Spain, and promises every
attention to the new Ambassador when he may arrive. Cromwell

pays a compliment to the minister himself.
" To have your affection

" and approbation," he says, "who by your worth and prudence have
"
acquired such authority with the King of Spain that you preside,

" with a mind to match, over the greatest affairs of that kingdom,
"
ought truly to be a pleasure to me corresponding with my appre-

" hension of the honour I shall have from the good opinion of
" a man of excellence." Milton is dexterous in wording his

documents.

(L.) To THE CONSULS AND SENATE OF THE CITY OF BREMEN,
Oct. 25, 1654: There has come to be a conflict between the City
of Bremen and the new King of Sweden, arising from military

designs of that King on the southern shores of the North Sea and
the Baltic. Bremen is in great straits; and the authorities have

represented this to Cromwell through their agent, Milton's friend,

Henry Oldenburg, and have requested Cromwell's good offices with

the Swedish King. Cromwell answers that he has done what they
want. He has great respect for Bremen as a thoroughly Protestant

city, and he regrets that there should be a quarrel between it and
the powerful Protestant Kingdom of Sweden, having no stronger
desire than that " the whole Protestant denomination should at
"
length coalesce in one by fraternal agreement and concord."

(LI.) To CHARLES X., KING OF SWEDEN, Oct. 26, 1654:
As announced to the Bremeners in the last letter, Cromwell did

write on their behalf to the Swedish King. He had hoped that

the great Peace of Munster or Westphalia (1648) had left all

continental Protestants united, and he regrets to hear that a dispute
between Sweden and the Bremeners has arisen out of that Treaty.
How dreadful that Protestant Swedes and Protestant Bremeners,
once in league against the common foe, should now be slaughtering
each other ! Can nothing be done 1 Could not advantage be taken
of the present truce 1 He will himself do anything in his power to

bring about a permanent reconciliation.

These three letters, it will be observed, belong- to the first

two months of that cramped and exasperated condition in

which Oliver found himself when he had his First Parliament

by his side; and there is not a single preserved letter of

Milton for Oliver between Oct. 26, 1654, the date of the

last of the three, and Jan. 22, 1654-5, the date of the sudden

dissolution of the Parliament. The reason of this idleness of

Milton in his Secretaryship during- those three months, leav-

ing all the work to Meadows, must have been, I believe, that
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lie \va> then engaged on a Keply to More's Fides Publica in

tli.- imperfect stair in which it had just come forth. All

alon^. a s \\-c have seen, the Literary Defence of the Common-
uealth on every oeca>ioii of importance had been regarded as

thr special charge of Milton in his Secretaryship, to which

routinr duty must give way; and, as his Defentio Secumlii in

reply to the Regii Sanguinis Clamor had hern, like several of

his preceding writings, a ta^k jM-rl'-nned l.y him on actual

commission from the Kump ( lovernnirnt. thoui;-h not finished

till the Protectorate had begun, Oliver and his Council may
have thought it but fair that another pamphlet of the same

srrie- in rrply to the /V/A-.v 1'i'fJica of Morus should count also

to the credit of Milton's official services, even though it must

necessarily be more a pamphlet of mere personal concern than

any of its predecessors. But, indeed, by this time, Mr. Milton

was a privileged man, who might regulate matters very much

for himself, and drop in on Thurloe and Meadows at the ofike

unly \\hen he liked.
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SECTION II: FROM JANUARY 1654-5 TO SEPTEMBER 1656, OR

THROUGH THE PERIOD OF ARBITRARINESS.

LETTER TO MILTON FROM LEO DE AITZEMA : MILTON'S

REPLY : LETTER TO EZEKIEL SPANHEIM AT GENEVA :

MILTON'S GENEVESE RECOLLECTIONS AND ACQUAINT-

ANCES : TWO MORE OF MILTON'S LATIN STATE-LETTERS

(NOS. LII., LIII.) : SMALL AMOUNT OF MILTON'S DESPATCH-

WRITING FOR CROMWELL HITHERTO. REDUCTION OF

OFFICIAL SALARIES, AND PROPOSAL TO REDUCE MILTON\S

TO J^ISO A YEAR : ACTUAL COMMUTATION OF HIS ^288
A YEAR AT PLEASURE INTO ^200 FOR LIFE : ORDERS OF

THE PROTECTOR AND COUNCIL RELATING TO THE PIED-

MONTESE MASSACRE, MAY 1655 : SUDDEN DEMAND ON

MILTON'S PEN IN THAT BUSINESS: HIS LETTER OF RE-

MONSTRANCE FROM THE PROTECTOR TO THE DUKE OF

SAVOY, WITH TEN OTHER LETTERS TO FOREIGN STATES

AND PRINCES ON THE SAME SUBJECT (NOS. LIV. LXIV.) :

HIS SONNET ON THE SUBJECT. PUBLICATION OF THE

SUPPLEMENTUM TO MORE's FIDES PUBLICA : ACCOUNT OF

THE SUPPLEMENTUM, WITH EXTRACTS : MILTON'S ANSWER
TO THE FIDES PUBLICA AND THE SUPPLEMENTUM TO-

GETHER IN HIS PRO SE DEFENSIO, AUG. 1655 : ACCOUNT

OF THAT BOOK, WITH SPECIMENS : MILTON'S DISBELIEF

IN MORUS'S DENIALS OF THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE EEGII

SANGUIN1S CLAMOR: HIS REASONS, AND HIS REASSER-

TIONS OF THE CHARGE IN A MODIFIED FORM : HIS NO-

TICES OF DR. CRANTZIUS AND ULAC : HIS RENEWED ON-

SLAUGHTS ON MORUS : HIS REPETITION OF THE BONTIA

ACCUSATION AND OTHERS : HIS EXAMINATION OF MORUS's

PRINTED TESTIMONIALS : FEROCITY OF THE BOOK TO THE
LAST : ITS EFFECTS ON MORUS. QUESTION OF THE REAL
AUTHORSHIP OF THE REGII SANGUINIS CLAMOR AND OF

THE AMOUNT OF MORUS's CONCERN IN IT: THE DU
MOULIN FAMILY : DR. PETER DU MOULIN THE YOUNGER
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Til AITHoK OK THK I;! > LAMOR,

I IT MORU8 THE ACTIVE EDITOR AND THK WKIITR OP

THK DKDD'.vToUY F.I'Isri.K : DU MOULIN's OWN ACCOUNT

01' THK \VHol.E AFFAIK: HIS CLOSE CONTACT WITH

HILTON ALL THK WHILE, AND DREAD OF HI M
OUT. CALM IN MILTON'S LIFE AIn i; TIM: <T.S> \TION OF

Till. MORU8-SALMA8IU8 CO\ HoMK-LIFE IN

H'.TTY FRANCE: BABBLINGS OF THE TWO XLI'HF.WS IN

l.MT.KVn 'UK : JOHN I'll I I.I.I I's's > mi* AtJAI X*T HYPO-

r/,vn-:s: FKIv>rKNT VISITORS AT PETTY I: MAR-

DHAM. CYKIACK SKI &C. : THK VI*-

COUNTE8S RANELAOH, MR. RICHARD JONES, AND THK

BOY I I 1 U DU MOULIN IN THAT

\|ON: MM.TI\'S PKIVATE SONNET ON HIS P.LINDNE88,

HIS TWO SONNETS To CYRIACK SKINNER, AND HIS SONNET

TO YOUNG LAWRENCE: EXPLANATION OF THESE FOUR

SONNETS. .^i'i;n-TUM 00J//.V/ /'/,'"/'/V /'<

///>/M v.->: Tiuurr.r.N MOKE LATIN STVTK-I.I Tn:i;s OF

MILTON FOK Till: I! U (NOS. L.\\. 1 \\VII.V WITH

SI'l.riAL ACCOUNT OF Col'N T I: -WKDI8H

I\II;\>>Y IN LOVDON : OOOXT r.rsi'T AND MK. MILTON.

IN. Kl'VSE OF LIGHT LITK1; VITUK IN LOHDOHl I.UOTIC

PUBLICATIONS: JOHN PHILLIPS IN TKolI.l.E FOR SUCH :

KDWAKD rilll.LIPS's LONDON EDITION OF THE POEMS OF

DUTMMoND OF II A WTHoKM '!A : M I I.TON'S COON ISA v

or THE SAME. HENRY OLDENBURG AND MK. KI- HARD

.ION:-; vr "\FOKD: I.KTTKKS UF MILTON TO JONES AND

ol.l'KNI'l K ;. THIKTKKN MoKE STATE-LETTERS OF THK

Ml. KIF.S (NOS. LXXVIII. XC.) : IMPORTANCE OF

SOME 01

OI.IVKK li:nl ju>t cutcn .1 on his period of Arbitrariness, or

miH-nt without ;i I'arlianirnt . when Milton received the

following let t'T in Latin \'rm Leo de Ait/.cnia, or Lieuwe van

Ait/cina, tnrnu'rly known to him as a^-vnt tor Hamburg Mid

thr Han>r 'I'-wn- in Loinloii, l.tit now rt'silini^ at the Hague
in the same rapacity IV. 37K-37D . Ait/.ema. \\e may now

mention, was a Frieslamlrr l.y birth, ei^-ht \rars nhk-r than
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Milton, and is remembered still, it is said, for a voluminous

and valuable History of the United Provinces, consisting of

a great collection of documents, with commentaries by himself

in Dutch. 1 This had not yet been published.

" To the honourable and highly esteemed Mr. John Milton,

Secretary to the Council of State, London.

Partly because Morus, in his book, has made some aspersions
on you for your English Book on Divorce, partly because many
have been inquiring eagerly about the arguments with which you
support your opinion, I have, most honoured and esteemed Sir,

given your little work entire to a friend of mine to be translated

into Dutch, with a desire to have it printed soon. Not knowing,
however, whether you would like anything corrected therein or

added, I take the liberty to give you this notice, and to request you
to let rne know your mind on the subject. Best wishes and

greetings from

Your very obedient

LEO AlTZEMA. 2

Hague : Jan. 29, 1654-5."

Milton's answer, rather unusually for him, was immediate.

TO LEO VAN AITZEMA.

It is very gratifying to me that you retain the same amount of

recollection of me as you very politely showed of good will by once

and again visiting me while you resided among us. As regards

the Book on Divorce which you tell me you have given to some

one to be turned into Dutch, I would rather you had given it to be

turned into Latin. For my experience in those books of mine

has now been that the vulgar still receive according to their

wont opinions not already common. I wrote a good while ago, I

may mention, three treatises on the subject : the first, in two

books, in which T/te Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce (for that

is the title of the book) is contained at large ;
a second, which

is called Tetrachordon, and in which the four chief passages

of Scripture concerning that doctrine are explicated ;
the third

called Colasterion, in which answer is made to a certain sciolist.

[The Bucer Tract omitted in the enumeration.] Which of these

Treatises you have given to be translated, or what edition, I do

1 See Article Aitzema in Bayle's and published by the late Rev. John
Dictionary. Mitford in Appendix to Life of Milton

2 Communicated by the late Mr. prefixed to Pickering's Edition of Mil-
Thomas Watts of the British Museum, ton's Works (1851).
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imt know: tin- lii-t of tin-in was twice issued, ami waa much

enlarged in tin- second edition. Sln.iilil you not liave been made

c f this already, or should I uiuli-rstaml that \\i dr-irr any-

thing else on my part, such as sending you the more correct edition

or the re-t ni tin . 1 shidl attend to the matter carefully

and with ph -a-uie. For there is not anything at present that I

should \N ish changed in tin-in or added. Then-fore, should you

keep to your intention, I earnestly hope for myself a faithful

translator, and for you all prosperity.

Westminster: Feb. 5, L6M-6.1

The next letter, written in the following month, also con-

nects itself, but still more closely, with the Morus controversy.

It is addressed to Iv/.ekiel Spanheim, the eldot son of that

lerick Spanhcim. by 1'irth a (iennaii, of whom we have

heard as Professor of Theology su.ce~-i\cl\ at (ieneva (1631

1642) and at Leyden (1642-1640). This elder Spanh.-im, it

will lie remembered, had been implicated in the opposition to

Morn- in lioth places the story bring that he bad contracted

a bad opinion of Morus during his collcaguesbip with him in

Geneva, and that, when Salinasins. partly to spite Spanheim,

of uho>e popularity at Leyden he was jealous, had ne_

for bringing Morus to Holland, Spaiiheim "moved heav. n

and earth to prevent his coming." It is added that Spanheim's

death (Mav 1649) was caused by the ne\\s that Morus was

<>ii his \\av. and that he had said on his death-bed that

" Salmasius had killed him and Morus had been the

da_ On the other hand, we have had recently the

assurance of Dr. ('rant x.ius that Spanheim had once told him

that the onlv fault in .Morus was that he was aU\er
y
or self-

confident. That the stronger story is the truer one sub-

stantially, if not to its last detail, appears from the fact

that an antipathy to Morus was hereditary in the Spanheim

family, or at least in the eldest son, K/.ekiel. As a scholar,

an antiquarian, and a diplomat ist. this F./.ekiel Spanheim was

to attain to even greater celebrity than his father, and his

varied career in dillerent parts of Kurope was not to close till

s
Baylo, both in Article >j>anJuim and in Article 3fria.
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1710. At present he was only in his twenty-fifth year, and

was living- at Geneva, where he had been born, and whither

he had retiirned from Leyden in 1651, to accept a kind of

honorary Professorship that had been offered him, in compli-

ment partly to his father's memory, partly to his own extra-

ordinarv promise. As one who had lived the first thirteen

years of his age in Geneva, and the next nine in Leyden

(1642-1651), and who was now back in Geneva, he had been

amply and closely on the track of Moms ; and how little he

liked him will now appear :

TO EZEKIEL SPANHEIM OF GENEVA.

I know not by what accident it has happened that your letter

has reached me little less than three months after date. There

is clearly extreme need of a speedier conveyance of mine to you ; for,

though from day to day I was resolving to write it, I now perceive

that, hindered by some constant occupations, I have put it off nearly

another three months. I would not have you understand from

this my tardiness in replying that my grateful sense of your kind-

ness to me has cooled, but rather that the remembrance has sunk

deeper from my longer and more frequent daily thinking of my
duty to you in return. Late performance of duty has at least this

excuse for itself, that there is a clearer confession of obligation to

do a thing when it is done so long after than if it had been done

immediately.

You are not wrong, in the first place, in the opinion of me

expressed in the beginning of your letter to wit, that I am not

likely to be surprised at being addressed by a foreigner ;
nor could

you, indeed, have a more correct impression of me than precisely by

thinking that I regard no good man in the character of a foreigner

or a stranger. That you are such I am readily persuaded by your

being the son of a most learned and most saintly father, also by

your being well esteemed by good men, and also finally by the fact

that you hate the bad. "With which kind of cattle as I too happen
to have a warfare, Calandrini has but acted with his usual courtesy,

and in accordance with my own sentiment, in signifying to you
that it would be very gratifying to me if you lent me your help

against a common adversary. This you have most obligingly done

in this very letter, part of which, with the author's name not

mentioned, I have not hesitated, trusting in your regard for me, to
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rt by way of evidence in my forthcoming Deffnsio [in reply to

More's /'/</<.< Pnl>ltc(i\. This book, as soon as it is puMi.-ht'd, I

will direct to be sent to yon, if there is any one to whose care I

may li-htly entrust it. Ar.y letters you may intend for me, mean-

while, you will not, I tliink, he nm-al'c if you send under cov<

Tiirn-tin of Geneva, now staying in London, who - brother in

<i. iieva you know
; through whom as this of mine will reach you

conveniently, so will yours reach me. For the rest I would

assure you that you have won a high place in my esteem, and

that I particularly wish to be loved 1>\ you yet more.

Westminster : March 24, I

In writing this letter Milton must have had brought back to

Ins recollection his vi-it t> (Jeneva fifteen years before (June
1

(').">'.))
on his way home from Italy. The venerable Diodati,

the uncle of his friend Charles, was the person in Geneva of

whom he had seen most, and who dwelt most in his memory;
but the elder S|>:mheim had then been in the same c

and Morus too, and the ,ul Spanheim, as a boy
in his truth \car. and others, still alive, who hail then known

Morus. and had MIICC that time had him in view. Milton

had certainly not then himself seen Morus, though he must

'have heard of him ; but it is possible he may have se< n the

elder S]iaiiheim. and may now. in writing to Spanheim's son,

have remembered the tact. In any case there were links of

ae([iiaintaiK e-hip still connecting Milton with Geneva and its

iji.
The ''

Calandrini," for example, who is mentioned in

Milton's l.tter, and who may be identified with a Genevese

merchant named "Jean Louis Calandrin," heard of in

Tluuloc's correspondence, must in some way have been known

to Milton personally, and interested in serving him.* It had

been in in consequence of a suggestion of this Calandrini,

I :nn. 17. -1, during th Rectorship of Dr.

I Calan- I'n.l.-aux .Ml'.' 1641), and who WM
driii.' n hant.sct Lftt.-i-s :i .1 Puritanical Theologut,"
U'twci-n PU and Tharloe in r.i.i.//<i'r.< intim..' in KSML

1 -d tinally inini-ttT nl tin- i*rih of

I'oor in London, where he died
ifctli:> inriiti. .11 ot'inni by Milton. ni 1666, leaving ,

- named J

\ liim as aGerman (Wood,
of a "Cnsar ( : Ath. HI. 269, a 3S 4) ;

t'v \N ignen bat tbe name U evidently Italian. ln-

who had studied at Exeter College, deed 1 tiiid that there had been an
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"
acting

1 with his usual courtesy," that young Spanheim had,

in October 1654, when Morus's fragmentary Fides Pullica

was just out or nearly so, addressed a polite letter to Milton,

sending him some additional information about the Genevese

portion of Morus's career. The letter had not reached Milton

till the end of December or the beginning of January 1654-5 ;

and for nearly three months after that he had left it unac-

knowledged. That he had been moved to acknowledge it at

last was, doubtless, as his letter itself suggests, and as we shall

see yet more precisely, because he had then nearly ready his

Reply to the Fides Publica, and had used Spanheim's informa-

tion there, only suppressing the name of his informant. But

that Milton had already had no lack of private informants

about Morus's career, whether in Geneva or in Holland, has

appeared abundantly. The Hartlib-Durie-Haak-Oldenburg
connexion about him in London was a perfect sponge for all

kinds of gossip from abroad. We hear now, however, of

another person in particular who may have supplied Milton

with his earlier information as to the Genevese part of Morus's

life. A family long of note in Geneva had been that of the

Turretins, originally from Italy, and indeed from Lucca,

whence they had been driven, as the Diodatis had been, by
their Protestantism. One of this family, Benedict Tur-

retin, born in Geneva, had been a distinguished Theology
Professor there, and at his death in 1631 had left at least

two sons. One of these, Francis Turretin, born at Geneva

in 1623, had, after the usual wanderings of Continental

scholars in those days, just returned to Geneva (1653),

and settled there in what may be called the family-

business, i. e. the profession of Theology. In this he was to

intermarriage in Italy between the named Caesar Calandrini of St. Peter le

Diodati family and a family of Calan- Poor, London. It is dated Aug. 4, 1665,

drinis, bringing some of the Calandrinis when he was " three score and ten," and
also to Geneva about the year 1575. mentions two sons, Lewis and John,
(Keprint, for private circulation, of a two daughters living, one of them mar-

Paper on the Italian ancestry of Mr. ried to a Giles Archer, and grandchildren
William Diodate of New Haven, U.S., by these children, besides nephews and
read before the New Haven Colony nieces of the names of Papillon and
Historical Society, June 28, 1875, by Burlamachi. The son " John "

in this

Edward E. Salisbury, p. 13). By the will proved it in October 1665, and
kindness of Colonel Chester, whose cannot have been the Calandrini of

genealogical researches are all-inclusive, Milton's letter
;
but that Calandrini may

I have a copy of the will of the above- have been of the same connexion.
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attain extraordinary celebrity, his Iiuiiftttio Tlteoloi/' I -

rticf t ,;r ranking to this day amon:; Calvinistic Theologians as

a master-work of its kind. Well, this Francis Turret in, rising

into fame at Geneva, ju>t as K/ekirl Spanhcim was, and see-

ing Spanheim daily, had, it seems from Milton's letter, a

In-other in London, on intimate terms \\ith Milton; and

Milton's proposition to young Spanheim was that they should

correspond in future through the two Turn-tins. Who would

have thought to find the future author of the Inx/i/utio Theo-

loijitr r.lfnrticte used by Milton for postal purposes ? Is it not

clear too that the London Turretin mu-t have been one of

Milton's informants about Morus's reasons for leaving (ien<

II
poc-tahility everywhere, at our present date at least, seems

adverse to Morus.1

Busy over his reply to the File* PuWi>-t. Milton had

stntehed his dispensation from routine duty in his Secretary-

ship not only through November and December 1654 and

January H'>54-5, as was noted in last section, but as far as to

April !(>.").") in the present section. Through these five months

then- i-, so far as the records show, a total blank, at all events,

in his ofiirial letter-writ in:;. In April 1655, however, as if

his reply to the / //A 1

.? Puhlica were then ofT his mind, and

lyino; in the house in Petty France complete or nearly com-

plete in manuscript, we do come upon two more of his Latin

State-letters, as follows :

(MI.) To Tin. I'KIM r. OF TARENTE, April 4, 1655*: This

IVmce, one of the chiefs of the Freiieh nohility. hut connected with

(iermany by marriage, was a Protestant by edueatimi. had I

mixed up with the wars of the Fronde, and was altogether a ^

stilling man abroad. He had written to Cromwell invoking his

interest in hehalf of foreign, and r-prrially of 1'n-iR-li, 1 ism.

iiw.-ll i-\pr-ses his satisfactinii in havini; had sueh an uddress

from so emim-nt a representative of the Reformed faith in a king-
d->m iuwhicli >o many have lapsed from it, and derlaivr- that nothing
would please liim more than "

to be able to promote the enlarge-
-
ment, tlie safety, or. what is most important, the p-ace. of the

'

!.'< '"" in.-d Cluin-h." Meanwhile he exhorts the Trine.' to he himself

firm and faithful to his creed to the verv la-t. The Prince of

Tarente. it may he mentioned, had interested him-. -If much in the

-

T'i,-r.tin. gives the exact date) ; also in Printed
s N" .'trwhich Collection and in PhillilM.
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lawsuit between Morus and Salmasius. He had tried to act as

mediator and induce Morus to withdraw his action a condescension

which Morus acknowledges, though he felt himself obliged, he says,

to go on.

(LIII.) To ARCHDUKE LEOPOLD OF AUSTRIA, GOVERNOR OP
THE SPANISH NETHERLANDS (undated] : Sir Charles Harbord, an

Englishman, has had certain goods and household stuff violently

seized at Bruges by Sir Richard Grenville. The goods had originally
been sent from England to Holland in 1643 by the then Earl of Suf-

folk, in pledge for a debt owing to Harbord
;
and Grenville's pretext

was that he also was a creditor of the Earl, and had obtained a decree

of the English Chancery in his favour. Now, by the English law,

neither was the present Earl of Suffolk bound by that decree nor

could the goods be distrained under it. The decision of the Court

to that effect is herewith transmitted
;
and His Serenity is re-

quested to cause Grenville to restore the goods, inasmuch as it is

against the comity of nations that any one should be allowed an

action in foreign jurisdiction which he would not be allowed in the

country where the cause of the action first arose. " The justice of
' the case itself and the universal reputation of your Serenity for
'

fair dealing have moved us to commend the matter to your atten-
' tion

; and, if at any time there shall be occasion to discuss the

'rights or convenience of your subjects with us, I promise that you
' shall find our diligence in the same not remiss, but at all times
' most ready."

1

In April 1655, when these two letters were written, Oliver

was in the sixteenth month of his Protectorship. His first

nine months of personal sovereignty without a Parliament,

and his next four months and a half of unsatisfactory ex-

perience with his First Parliament, were left behind, and

he had advanced two months and more into his period of

compulsory Arbitrariness, when he had to govern, with the

help of his Council only, by any means he could. Count all

the Latin State-Letters registered by Milton himself as having
been written by him for Cromwell during those first fifteen

months and more of the Protectorate, and they number only
nine (Nos. XLV.-XLVIII in Vol. IV. pp. 635-636, and

Nos. XLIX.-LIII. in the present volume). These nine

Letters, with the completion and publication of his Defensio

Secunda, and now the preparation of a Reply to More's

1 Undated in Printed Collection and been sent to the Archduke after Oct.

in Phillips ;
dated "

Aug. 1658 "
in the 1655, when the war with Spain broke

Skinner Transcript, but surely by mis- out. I have inserted it at this point by
take. Such a letter can hardly have conjecture only, and may be wrong.
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/, and also perhaps occasional calls at Thurloe's

ollict- and occasional presences at interviews with ambassadors

and envoys in "Whitehall, were all he had been doing for

lil'teen months for his salary of jf288 a year. The fact

cannot have escaped notice. He had himself called attention

to it, as it' by anticipation, in that passage of his Defeiisio

til, i in which he spoke of the kind indulgence of the

State-authoritii s in retaining him honourably in full office,

ami not abrido-ino; his emoluments on account of his dis-

ability by blindness. The passage may have touched Crom-

well and some of the Councillors, and there was doubtless a

general feeling among them of the worth, beyond estimate in

money, of Milton's name to the Commonwealth, and of his

past acts of literary championship for her. Economy, how-

ever, is a virtue easily recommended to statesmen by any

pinch of necessity, and it so chanced that at the very time

we have now reached, April 1G55, the Protector and his

Council, being in money straits, were in a very economical

mood (see ante p. 35). Here, accordingly, is what we find

in the Council Order Books under date April 17, 1655.

.l/T/7 1 7, 1655 : Present the Lord President Lawrence,
Lord Lamliert (styled M. in the minute). Colonel Montague, Colonel

Sydenhani. Sir Charles Wolselcv, Sir (Jilhert Pickering, Major-
mi >ki|ipon.

"The Council resumed the debate upon the Report made from

"the Committee of the Council to whom it was referred to con-

sider of the Fstahlishment of the Council's Contingencies.
' :

" Thut the salary of 400 per annum granted to MR. OUALTEB
Fi;i^r as Treasurer for the Council's Contingencies be reduced to

"300 per (in/i in, and he continued to be paid after that pro-
"
portion till further order.

"That the fonn.-r yearly salary of MB. JOHN MILTON*, of 288,
"
&c., formerly charged on the Council's ( 'outing ncies, be reduced to

"150 jfr tinman, and paid to him duriug his life out of his

"Hiichi iiequer.
"That the yearly salaries hereafter mentioned, l>ein: formerly

'

paid out of the Council^ C< utility -i;ries, that is to -;i\ .L \Z 12*. (kf.

"prr <i,,,,nm to Mr. Henry UitVard, Mr. C.ualter Frost's assistant,

"/// t<> Mr. John Hall, per annum to Mr. Marchan

N.-edham, j-
' the house .

Whitehall, i>er annum for the rent of Sir Abraham Williams's

VOL. f, N
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" house [for the entertainment of Ambassadors], and per annum
" to M. Ren6 Augier, be for the future retrenched and taken away.

"That some convenient rooms at Somerset House be set apart
" for the entertainment of Foreign Ambassadors upon their address
" to his Highness.

" That it be referred to Mr. Secretary Thurloe to put that part
" of the Intelligence [from abroad] which is managed by M. Ren6

"Augier into the common charge of Intelligence, and to order it

" for the future by M. Augier or otherwise, as he shall see most for
" the Commonwealth's service.

* * * *

" That it be offered to his Highness as the advice of the Council
" that several warrants be issued under the great seal for authorizing
" and requiring the Commissioners of his Highness's Treasury to

"pay, by quarterly payments, at the receipt of his Highness's
"
Exchequer, to the several officers, clerks, and other persons after-

"
named, according to the proportions allowed them for their salary

" in respect of their several respective offices and employments
"
during their continuance or till his Highness or the Council shall

"
give other order : that is to say :

" To JOHN THUBLOE, ESQ., Secretary of State : For
" his own office, after the proportion of 800 per
" annum ; for the office of MB. PHILIP MEADOWS,
"
Secretary for the Latin Tongue, after the rate of

' 200 per annum ; for the salaries of clerks
'

attending his [Thurloe's] office at 6s. Sd.per diem,
'a piece (which together amount to ); for
' the salaries of eleven messengers at 5s. per diem

'apiece (which together amount to 1003 15s.) :

1

amounting in the whole to . . .

" To MB. HENRY SCOBELL and Mr. WILLIAM JESSOP,
" Clerks to the Council, or to either of them : For
"
their own offices, viz. MB. SCOBELL 500 per

"annum, MB. JESSOP 500 per annum; for the

"salaries of clerks attending their office at
"
6s. 3d. per diem (which together amount to

"
)

: amounting in the whole to .

" To MB. EDWABD DENDT, Serjeant at Arms attend-
"
ing the Council : For his own office after the

"proportion of 365 per annum ; for the salaries

"of his ten deputies at 3s. 4<Z. per diem a piece
"
(which together amount to 608 6s. Sd.) :

"
amounting in the whole to . . . .97368

" To Richard Scutt, Usher of the Council Chamber:
" For himself and his assistants at 1 3s. per diem
"
(being 237 5s. per annum) ;

for Thomas Ben-

"nett's salary, keeper of the back-door of the
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"Council riiamlier, at 4*. per tlinn (heiiii; .73

i "in) : for the s;il..'
| '.bin,

"lire-maker to the clerks, at 2. per diem (being
"36 10s. per annum}: Htnumitiii',' in tin- whole to 346 15

Tin- lii -t payment of the said several and respective
"sums before-mentioned to commence from the
"

l-l 'f April instant.

"To Richanl N'utt, master >f his Highness's barge :

r hi- own office after 80 per annum; for
" Thomas Washborne, his assistant, for his salary,
"

ufter 20 per annum; for the salaries of 25
" watermen to attend his Highness's barge, at 4
'

prr iiHii'nn to eaeh (amounting together to l'l<><)

iiinii/n): amounting in tin- whole to . . . 200
<perann.

same to eoiiiineiiee fnun -J")th March, 1655."

Clearly the Council were in a mood of economy. Not only

\\riv certain salaries to be reduced, but a good many outlays

were to bo stopp.-il altoovth.-r. including' Needham's subsidy

<>r pension lor his jotirnali.-tic services. But more appears from

the (locuiucnt. In spite of thf general tendency to retrench-

nifiit. the salaries of Scobell and Jessop, tli- two clerks of the

Council, are to be raised froi a year to J^SOO a year.

Tliis alone would suggest that not retrenchment only, but an

improvement al-n in the system of the Council's business,

\\a> intended. The document as a whole confirms that idea.

It maps out the service of the Council more definitely than

hitherto into departments. Thurloe, of course, is general

head, styled now "Secretary of State"; but it will be ob-

s.-rved that the department of Foreign Affairs, including the

management of Intelligence fnun abroad, is spoken of as

now wholly and especially his, and that Meadows, with the

.rnation of "Secretary for the Latin Tongue," rank-;

distinctly under him in that department. Scobell and

Jessop, as "Clerks to the Council," though under Thurloe

too. are now important enough, to be jointly at the head

of a separate stall'; the Bailitl' or Constable department is

separate from theirs, and under the charge of Mr. Sergeant-
at-Arms IVndy ; and minor divisions of service, nameable as

IVherr-hip and Har^e-at tendance, are under the charge of

Messrs. Scutt and Nutt respectively. The payments of
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salaries are henceforward not to be vaguely through Mr.

Gualter Frost, as Treasurer for the Council's Contingencies,

but by warrants to the Treasury to pay regularly to the

several heads the definite sums-total in their departments,

their own salaries included.

Milton's case was evidently treated as a peculiar one. It

was certainly proposed that his allowance should be reduced

from ^288 18*. 6d. a year, which had hitherto been its rate,

to <^?150 a year i. e. by nearly one half. Most of us perhaps

are disappointed by this, and would have preferred to hear

that Milton's allowance had been doubled or tripled under the

Protectorate, made equal, say, to Thurloe's. Records must

stand as they are, however, and must be construed coolly.

Milton's .^288 a year for. his lighter and more occasional

duties had doubtless been all along in fair proportion to the

elder Frost's j
J
600 a year, or Thurloe's j

J

800, for their more

vast and miscellaneous drudgery. Nor, if Milton had ceased

to be able to perform the duties, and another salaried officer

had been required in consequence, was there anything extra-

ordinary, in a time of general revision of salaries, that the

fact should come into consideration. The question was

precisely as if now a high official under government, who

had been in receipt of a salary of over j^lOOO a year, was

struggling on in blindness after six years of service, and an

extra officer at ^700 a year had been for some time employed
for his relief. In such a case, the official being a man of

great public celebrity and having rendered extraordinary

services in his post, would not superannuation on a pension

or retiring-allowance be considered the proper course? But

this was exactly the course proposed in Milton's case. The

reduction from a^288 to ^150 a year was, it ought to be

noted, only part of the proposition ; for, whereas the ^"288

a year had been at the Council's pleasure, it was now pro-

posed that the ^150 a year should be for life. In short,

what was proposed was the conversion of a terminable salary

of ^"288 a year, payable out of the Council's contingencies,

into a life-pension of <^?150 a year, payable out of the Pro-

tector's Exchequer : which was as if in a corresponding
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mi <lern oas<> a terminable salary of over j^lOOO a year wore con-

! into a life-pension of between ^500 and j^GOO. On

stinking the document, I have n< <l<>ul>t that the intention was

to relieve Milton from that moment from all duty whatsoever,

putting an end to that anomalous Latin Secretaryship Extra-

nriliniirt/ into which his connexion with the Council had

shaped itself since his blindness, and remitting him, as

rrt.irt/ Milton, a perfectly free and highly-honoured

man. to pensioned leisure in his house in IVtty I-'ranee. For

it is impossible that the Council could have intended to retain

Milton in any way in the working Secretaryship at a reduced

salary of j^lSO a year while Meadows, his former

ha-! th> title of "Secretary for the Latin Tongue/' with a

higher salary of j^200 a year. Perhaps one may detect

Thurloc's notions of official symmetry in the proposed change.

Milton's Latin Secretaryship Extraordinary or Foreign Secretary-

thip Extraordinary may ha\e l^-un to seem to Thurloe an

excrescence up<m his own ireneral StertturytUf of State, and

he may have ilesired that Milton should retire altogether, and

leave the Latin Secretaryship e.'inplete to Meadows as his own

;il subordinate in the foreign depart ment.

The document, however, we have to add farther, though it

purj orts to be an Order of Council, did not actually or fully

take eliett. I find, for example, that Needham's pension

or sulidy ot'.^lOO a year, which is one of the outlays the

document proposed to "retrench and take away," did not

sutler a whit, lie nent on drawing his salary, sometimes

quarterly and sometimes half-yearly, just as before, and

precisely in the same form. viz. by warrant from Prt-

Lawrence and six others of the Council to Mr. Frost to pay

Mr. Neeilham so much out of the Council's Cont

Thus on May '.' I, 1655, or five weeks after the date of the

nt Onler. there was a warrant to Frost to pay Needham

i.M). "Leiu^ for half a year's salary due unto him from

the Kith of N,, v . la^t to the 15th of this instant May"; and

|uent series of warrants in Needham's favour is

complete t<> the end of the Protectorate. 1
Ai^iiu. Mr. (Jeorge

1 My lii-ti-s from tli. nuit Books of the CounciL
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Vaux, whom our present order seems to discharge from his

house-keepership of Whitehall, is found alive in that post and

in receipt of his salary of <^150 a year for it to as late as Oct.

1659. 1 There must, therefore, have been a reconsideration of

the Order by the Council, or between the Council and the

Protector, with modifications of the several proposals. The

proposal to raise the salaries of Scobell and Jessop from ^J
365

a year to ^500 a year each must, indeed, have been made

good, for Scobell and Jessop's successor in the colleagueship

to Scobell are found afterwards in receipt of ^500 a year.
2

But, on the same evidence, we have to conclude that the

reductions proposed in the cases of Mr. Gualter Frost and

Milton were not confirmed, or were confirmed only partially.

Frost is found afterwards distinctly in receipt of^365 a year.
3

The actual reduction in his case, therefore, was not from ^400
to a

J

300, as had been proposed, but only from ^400 to ^J

365, or

back to what his salary had been formerly (Vol. IV. 575-578).
Milton again is found at the end of the Protectorate in receipt

of .^200 a year, and not of <^?150 only, as had been proposed
in the Order.4 The inference must be, therefore, that there

had been a reconsideration and modification of the Order in

his case also, ratifying the proposal of a reduction, but

diminishing considerably the proposed amount of the reduction.

One would like to know to what influence the modification

was owing, and how far Cromwell himself may have interfered

in the matter. On the whole, while one infers that the

reconsideration of the Order generally may have been owing
to direct remonstrances from those whom it affected injuriously,

such as Frost, Vaux, and Needham, there is little difficulty in

seeing what must have happened in Milton's particular. My
belief is that he signified, or caused it to be signified, that he

had no desire to retire on a life-pension, that it would be

much more agreeable to him to continue in active employment
for the State, that for certain kinds of such employment he

found his blindness less and less a disqualification, that the

1 Money Warrants of Feb. 15, 1658 8 Ibid.

9 and Oct. 25, 1659. * Ibid.
2 Money Warrant of Oct. 25, 1659.
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arrangement as to salary might be as the Council pleased, but

that his own suo-ovstioii would he that his s:ilnrv should be

reduced to J^200, so that he and Mr. Meadows should hencc-

i'orth he mi an equality in that respect. Such, at all events,

\\a-the arranovmrnt adopted; and we may now dismiss this

whole incident in Milton's biography by saying that, though
in April 1655 there was a proposal to superannuate him

entirely on a life-pension of j^lSO a year, the proposal did

not take effect, hut he went on from that date, just as before,

in the Latin Secretaryship Extraordinary, though at the

reduced salary of j^200 a year instead of his original ^288.

As if to prove that the arrangement was a perfectly suit-

able one. and that Milton's retirement into ex-Secretaryship

would have been a loss, there came from him, immediately

after the arrangement had been made, that hurst of Latin

State-letters which is now the most famous of his official

performances for Cromwell. It was in the second week of

Ma\. ir>.">5, that the news of the Massacre of the I'iedmontese

Protestants reached England ; and from the 17th of th:;t

month, onwards for weeks and weeks, the attention of the

IV. .tcrtor and the Council was all l>ut engrossed, as we h

seen (ante pp. 3H-44), by that dreadful topic. Here are a few

of the first Minutes of Council relating to it :

77;>//W'p/. Mny 17, 1655: Pn-vnt : Hi- HH:HM>S TIM: LORD

PBOTKCTOR, Lord President Lawrence, tlio Earl of Mulgrave,
Colonel Fiennes, Lord Lambert, Mr. Ron-. M ij. i -General Skippon,
Lord Yi-count Lisle, Sir Gilbert Pickering. Colonel Montague.

Colonel Junes, (Jcneral Desborough, Colour! Sydenhain, Sir Cha

Wobeley, Mi Strickland. Ordered, "That it be referred to the Earl
" of Mill-rave, Sir Gilbert Pickering, Mr. Rous, and Colonel Jones,

'or any of tliein to consider of the Petition [a Petition from
1 London minsters and others], and also of the papers of intel-

1

licence already roine touching the Protestants under the Duke of

<.i\-iiy, and Mich otiu-r intelligence as shall come to Mr. Secretary
'Tlmrloe, and to otVer to the Council what they shall think fit, as

'well tom-ltin'j writii' n, eolleetions, or otherwise, in order

'to their relief. . . '['hat it he n-fcrred to Colonel Kimn.-;. Mr.
' Strickland. Sir (iilhrrt I'ick.'riin:. and Mr. S. , n t iry Thurlo.

jn-ejiare
the draft of a l.tt.r to the Fren.-li Kinu' upon this day's

deltato touching the IVote-tant- sntV.-riiiLj in the Dukedom of
'

Savoy, and to hrinuj in the same to-niurrow morning."
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Friday, May 1 8 : At a second, or afternoon sitting (present :

Lord President Lawrence, Lord Lambert, General Desborough, the

Earl of Mulgrave, Colonel Fiennes, Colonel Jones, Colonel Syden-
ham, Colonel Montague),

" Colonel Fiennes reports from the Com-
' mittee of the Council to whom the same was referred the draft of
' a Letter to be sent from his Highness to the King of France con-
'

cerning the Protestants in the Dukedom of Savoy; which, after
' some amendments, was approved and ordered to be offered to his
'

Highness as the advice of the Council."

T'uesday, May 22: Present: Lord President Lawrence, Colonel

Sydenham, Mr. Rous, Colonel Montague, Colonel Jones, General

Desborough, Mr. Strickland, Colonel Fiennes, Lord Viscount Lisle,

Sir Gilbert Pickering, Lord Lambert. " The Latin draft of a
" Letter to the Duke of Savoy in behalf of the Protestants in his
"
Territory was this day read. Ordered, That it be offered to his

"
Highness as the advice of the Council that his Highness will

"please to sign the said Letter and cause it to be sent to the said
" Duke."

Wednesday, May 23 :

" Colonel Fiennes reports from the Com-
" mittee of the Council the draft of two letters in reference to the
"
sufferings of the Protestants in the territories of the Duke of

"
Savoy, the one to the States-General of the United Provinces, the

" other to the Cantons of the Swisses professing the Protestant
"
Religion ;

which were read, and, after several amendments,
"
agreed. Ordered, That it be offered to his Highness the Lord

" Protector as the advice of the Council that he will please to send
" the said letters in his Highness's name to the said States-General
" and the Cantons respectively."

Though Milton's name is not mentioned in these minutes,

it was he, and no other, that penned, or at least turned into

Latin, for the Committee, and so for the Council and the

Protector, the particular letters minuted, and indeed all the

other documents required by the occasion. The following- is

a list of them :

(LIY.) To THE DUKE OF SAVOY, May 25, 1 655 :* This

Letter may be translated entire. It is superscribed
"
OLIVEB,

" Protector of the Commonwealth of England, &c., to the Most
" Serene Prince, EMANUEL, Duke of Savoy, Prince of Piedmont,
''

Greeting"; and it is worded as follows :

" Most Serene Prince,

1 So dated in the official copy pre- Skinner Transcript, however, the dating
served in the Record Office (Hamilton's is

"
Westmonasterio, May 10, 1655 ;

"

Milton Papers, p. 15), and in the copy which again is changed into "Alba
actually delivered to the Duke (Mor- A ula, May 1655," i.e. "Whitehall, May
land, pp. 572 574) the phrase in both 1655

"
(month only given) in the Printed

being
" Dabantur ex aula nostra West- Collection and in Phillips.

monasterii, 25 Maii, anno 1654." In the
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Let; reached u^ from Geneva, and also fn>ni the Pnuphi-
and many i.tlu-r places borderin-.,' upon your dominion, by

!i we air informed that tin- subjects of your Royal Highness
"
professing the Reformed Religion were recently commanded l.y

"
your r.li. t ;unl authority, within three days after the promul-

"
Cation of tin- said edict, to depart from thrir habitations and

"
propertii

's under pain of death ai.d fort'riture of all their rstates,

"unless tiny should give security that, abandoning their own
"

ivli^i.m, they would within twmty days embrace the Roman
" Catholic our, and that, though they nj>]>lird as suppliants to your

d Highness, begging that the nlirt mi'jht l>e revoketl, and
"

that they might le taken into thrir ancient favour and restored

"to thr liherty gnintr.l them by your Most Serene ancestors, yet

"part of your army attacked them, butchered many most cruelly,
" threw- otliers into chains, and drove the rest into the desert* and
"snow-covered mountains, where some hundreds of families are
" reduced to such extremities that it is to be feared that all will
" HOOD perish miserably by cold and hunger. When such news was
"
brought us, we could not possibly, in hearing of so great a

"calamity to that sorely nlHieted people, hut be moved with

"extreme -jrief and compassion. Rut, confessing ourselves Ixmiid

up with them not by common humanity only, hut also by com-
'

miinity of Religion, and so by an altogether hrotherly relation-
4

ship, we have thought that we should not be discharging suf-

liciently either our du' or the ohli -Cations of hrotherly
'love and the profession of the same religion, if we were merely
'

affected with feelings of L'rief over this disaster and misery of our

'brethren, and did not exert ourselves to the very utmost of our

strength and ability for their re-cue from so many unexpected
" misfoi tunes. \\'hen-tore the more we moat earnestly beseech and

"adjure your Royal Hi-jlm. that \ oil will bethink yourself again
"of the maxims of your Mo r ancestors and of the lilnrty

"granted and confirmed by them time after time to their Vaudois
"

Mibjret-. In e/raiitini,' and confirming whieh. as they ]>erformed
" what in itself was doubt le.-s nio.-t uirreealile to God, who has

plea-ed to reserve the inviolable jui -i.-dictioil and power over

ienee for Himself alone, so there is no doubt either that
"
they had a due regard for their subjects, whom they found hardy
and faithful in war and obedient always in peace. And, as your

il Serenity imt laudably treads in the footsteps of your
forefathers in all their other kindly and glorious actions, so it is

our pr.i\er to you a^ain and ujjain not to depart from them iu

this ma't'-r either, but to repeal this edict, and any other measure

"that may have been passed for the molestation, of your subjects of

"the Reformed Religion, restoring them to their habitations and

.itityinir the rights and liberty anciently granted them,
K and ordering their IOMM t be n-paire.l and

"their troubles. If your Royal Hi-line.-- shall do thi.-, you will
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" have done a deed most acceptable to God, you will have raised
"
up and comforted those miserable and distressed sufferers, and

"
you will have highly obliged all your neighbours that profess the

" Reformed Religion, ourselves most of all, who shall then regard
"
your kindness and clemency to those poor people as the fruit of

" our solicitation. Which will moreover tie us to the performance
"
of all good offices in return, and lay the firmest foundations not

"
only for the establishment but even for" the increase of the

"
relationship and friendship between this Commonwealth and your

" Dominion. Nor do we less promise this to ourselves from your

"justice and moderation. We beg Almighty God to bend your
" mind and thoughts in this direction, and we heartily pray for you
" and for your people peace and truth and prosperity in all your
"

affairs."
1 The bearer of this letter to the Duke, as we know,

was Mr. Samuel Morland, who had been selected as the Protector's

special Commissioner for the purpose. He left London on the

26th of May. He took with him, also, a copy of the Latin speech
which he was to deliver to the Duke in presenting the letter. As
there is much probability that this Latin speech is also in part of

Milton's composition, and as it is in even a bolder and more indig-
nant strain than the letter, it may be well to translate it too:
" Your Serene and Royal Highnesses [the Duke and his mother
" both addressed

]],
The Most Serene Lord, Oliver, Protector of

" the Commonwealth of England, Scotland, and Ireland, has sent
" me to your Royal Highnesses ;

whom he salutes very heartily,
" and to whom, with a very high affection and peculiar regard for
"
your Serenities, he wishes a long life and reign, and a prosperous

"
issue of all your affairs, amid the applauses and respect of your

"
people. And this is due to you, whether in consideration of the

"
excellent character and royal descent of your Highnesses, and the

"
great expectation of the world from so many eminent good

"
qualities, or in recollection, after reference to records, of the

" ancient friendship of our Kings with the Royal house of Savoy.
"
Though I am, I confess, but a young man, and not very ripe in

"
experience of affairs, yet it has pleased my Most Serene and

" Gracious Master to send me, as one much devoted to your Royal
"
Highnesses and ardently attached to all bearing the Italian name,

" on what is really a great mission. The ancient legend is that the
" son of Croesus was completely dumb from his birth. When,
"
however, he saw a soldier aiming a wound at his father, straight-

"
way he had the use of his tongue. No other is my predicament,

"
feeling as I do my tongue loosened by those very recent and

"
bloody wounds of Mother Church. A great mission surely that

1 There are one or two slight verbal sunt nobis e Geneva, necnon ex Delphi-
differences between Milton's original natu aliisque multis ex locis ditioni

draft, here translated, and the official vestrce finitimis,literce," the official copy
copy as actually delivered to the Duke, has simply

" Redditoe sunt nobis multis

and as printed by Morland. Thus, in ex locis ditioni vestrce finitimis literce."

the first sentence, instead of
" Redditoe
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is t-i be called wherein all tlie safety and hope of many poor
"
people is comprehended -their sole hope lyinu' in tin- chance tluit

"
they shall he allr, liy all their lo\alty. oh< dienc--. ami most

"
liiiinlili- pra\ers, to iimllify ami appease the minds of your l!"\al

"
Highnesses. IIIP\V irritated against them. In behalf of these poor

"
people, who-e canst- pity it-. -If may seem to make its own, the- Most

" Serene Protector of England al-o < -"inrs as an intercessor, and
"most earnestly requests and beseeches your Royal Highnesses to
"
deign to extend yum im-rcy to these your very poor and most

"outcast subjects -those, I mean, who, inhabiting the roots of
'

tin- Alps and certain valleys in your dominion, have professed
"
nominally the Religion of the Protestants. For he has heard

"(what no I.IH- .-an say has been done liy the will of your I

"
ffighlM H6t) that thi^r wretched creatures have been partly killed

"
by \oiir forces, partly expelled l>y violence and driven from their

"
In. mi- and country, so that they are now wandering, with their

" wives and children, houseless, roofless, poor, and destitute of all
"
resource, through rugged and inhospitable spots and over snow-

" covered mountains. And, through the days of this transaction, if

"
only the tiling- an- true that fame at present reports everywhere

(would that Fame were prov.-d a liar '. what was not dareil and

attempted airain-t them.' Houses smoking everywhere, torn
"

limlis, the Around bloody! Ay, and virgins. 1.1 \ished and
"
hideously abused. I. n-ai hed their last miserably; and old men and

"
j" i-s.ins labouring under illin -- were committed to the flames;

' and .-ome infants were dashed against the rocks, and the brains of
" others were cooked and eaten. Atrocity horrible and before
' unheard of, savagery such that, good God, were all the Neros

"of all times and ages to come to life again, what a shame they
" would feel at having contrived nothing equally inhuman ! Verily,

"verily, Angels arc horrors! ruck, men are amazed; heaven

I.e astounded by these cries, and the earth itself to blush
" with the shed blood of so many innocent men. Do not, great
"(Jod, do not seek the revenge due to this iniquity. -May thy
"
blood. Christ, wash away this stain ! But it is not for me to

"
relate thoe things in mder as tln-y happened, or to dwell longer

"
up. Hi them; and what my Most Serene Master requests from your

d Highnesses yOU WU] undei>tand better from his own letter.
" Which letter I am ordered to deliver to your Royal Highnesses
-with all observance and due respect; and, should your Royal
Highnesses, as we ^n-atly hope, grant a favourable and speedy

rer, you will both do an act most ^ratifyiiiiT to the Lord Pro-

r, who has tnken this business deeply to heart, and to the

"whole Commonwealth of Kn^land, and also restore, by an < \

"of mercy very worthy of your K.>\.d lli_

"spirit, country, and estates to many thousands of most atii

-
people wh" depend on your pleasure ; and me you will send back

"
to my native country as the happy messenger of your conspicuous
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"
clemency, with great joy and report of your exalted virtues, the

"
deeply obliged servant of your Royal Highnesses for evermore." l

(LV.) To THE EVANGELICAL Swiss CANTONS, May 25, 1655: 2

His Highness in this letter recapitulates the facts at some length,
and expresses his conviction that the Cantons, so much nearer the

scene of the horrors, are already duly roused. He informs them
that he has written to the Duke of Savoy and hopes the interces-

sion may have effect
;
but adds,

"
If, however, he should determine

"
otherwise, we are prepared to exchange counsels with you on the

"
subject of the means by which we may be able most effectively to

"
relieve, re-establish, and save from certain and undeserved ruin,

" an innocent people oppressed and tormented by so many injuries,
"
they being also our dearest brothers in Christ." 3

1 I have translated the speech from
the official Latin draft, as preserved in

the Kecord Office, and as printed by Mr.
Hamilton, Milton Papers, pp. 18 20.

Mr. Hamilton has no doubt that the

composition is Milton's. He founds his

opinion partly on the style, and partly
on the fact that the draft is

" written in

the same hand as the other official copies
of Milton's letters." I agree with Mr.

Hamilton, though the matter does not
seem to be absolutely beyond contro-

versy. The style is generally like

Milton's ; there are phrases repeated
from Milton's Latin elsewhere e.g."
montesque nimbus coopertos," repeated

from the Letter to the Duke of Savoy,
and "totius nominis Italici studiosissi-

mum," which almost repeats the "
totius

Greed nominis . . . cultor" of the second
Letter to Philaras

;
and there are also

phrases identical with some used in

Milton's other letters on the subject of

the Massacre which have yet to be noted
in this list. On the other hand, there
are passages and expressions in the

Speech that strike one as hardly Mil-

tonic, while the purport in some places
would favour the idea that Morland
wrote the speech himself. What seems
to negative this idea most strongly, and
therefore to point most distinctly to

Milton as the author, is the existence
of the MS. official copy in the Record
Office. The speech, that copy proves,
must have been prepared before Mor-
laud left London, and must have been
taken with him. For that it cannot
have been merely deposited in the State

Paper Office afterwards, as a record of

what he did say at Turin, is proved by
the fact that his actual speech at Turin,
as printed by himself in his book, with
an English Translation (pp. 558 561),

though in substance identical with the

draft-copy, differs in some particulars.
In the actual speech the plural,

" Your

Royal Highnesses," is changed into the

singular, "Your Royal Highness," for

address to the Duke only, though the
Duchess-mother was present ;

the paren-
thetical comparison of Morland to the
Son of Croesus is entirely omitted

;
and

there are other verbal changes, appa-
rently suggested by Morland's closer

information as he approached Turin, or

by his sense of fitness at the moment
in illustration of which the reader may
compare the very strong passage about
" the Neros of all times and ages

"
as

we have just rendered it from the draft

with the same passage as we have pre-

viously rendered it from Morland's
actual speech (ante p. 42) . But, if Mor-
land took the speech with him, unless

he wrote it himself and had it approved
before his departure, who so likely to

have furnished it as Milton ? All in all,

that is the most probable conclusion
;

and anything un-Miltonic in the speech
may be accounted for by supposing that,

though the Latin was Milton's, the sub-
stance was not entirely his. Morland,
though he does not say in his book that

the speech was furnished him, does not

positively claim it as his own. He, at

all events, used the liberty of deviating
from the original draft.

2 So dated in the official copy as dis-

patched, and as printed in Morland's

book, pp. 561562; but draft dated
"

Westmonasterio, May 19, 1655
"
in the

Skinner Transcript, the Printed Collec-

tion, and Phillips.
3 One of the phrases in this letter

about the poor Piedmontese Protestants
is

" nune sine lare, sine tecto, . . . per
monies desertos atque nives, cum con-

juyibus ac liberis, miserrime vagantur."
The phrase occurs almost verbatim in

Morland's speech to the Duke of Savoy
"sine lare, sine tecto . . , cum suis

coiijugibus ac liberis vagari."
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T.)
To CHARLES GUSTAVVS, KIM; OF SWEDEN, Ma

'I'.) tin- same tl'.-ct ii- tin- l.i-t. mutatis iH'it'in<H*.
'

so\ .T i'^ii ( an IM- more ready to stir in -neli a cause than his S

'>
, the successor of those who have lieen champions of the Pro-

te-taiiti-m i.f Kurope I (Madly will the 1 form league
with him ami with other p.iw.-rs to do whatever may be necessary.

<l. VII.) To -inn KINO OF DENMARK, J/.i// 'Jo. ir,:,.l:
' An

appeal in th.- .-am.- stiain to his Danish Majesty: phraseology
I a little, Lin in. itt. -r the same.

(LVIII.)To Loun \l\". Kix.i OF FRANCE, May 25, 1655:

The story recapitulated for the I.enetit of hi.- French Majesty, with

the addition that it i.- reported that Rome troops of his Majesty had

i thr |-if.lni..iit.^.- sol.li.-ry in the attack on the Vuiuh.is.

Thi> tin- 1'n.t, -ctur can hanlly Iwlii-v.- : it wnihl IK- so much against
that jx.li.-y ..f Toleration whi.-h tin- Kings of France have found

-.-.-iitial for the peace of th-ir own ilmiiiiiions. The Protector

QUinot doulit, at all rvriit*. tluit his Muj.-hty will use his jxtu

intlu. n. < with the Duke of Savoy to induce him at once, as far as

ma\ IM-
) nible, to ivpair tin- outrageous wrong already done.

(LJX.) 'I'., -uii: M<-r KMIM I
iDO M I

-,, ir.-j;, :

s Not cont.-nt with writing to Louis \\\ .. (Y..m-

w. -11 a<l.ln^.-.d also tin- ^r.-at Kn-n.-h Minister. After !ii-iiti.ning

tin- .hva.lful nn-i^iMii.th.- l.tt.T proceeds "There is clearly imihing
"

whirli has nlitaim-d for th- Fn-m-h nation greater est..iu with

"all thrir lu-i^hhoinx j.rotV^im; tin- lu-fonnnl K.'li.L'ioii than the
"
lih.Tty and privilr-'

-
].

imitt. .1 and granted to Protestants by
'e.li.ts ami juililic acts. It is for this reason i-hi.-Hy. though for

" others as well, that this ( 'omiiionwt-alth has sought for the !

"ship and allianee of the French to a greater
"

K..I- the srttlement of this there have now for a .">".! while been

"dealing here with the Kin.n's Ainl-as-ador, and his Ti'
"
almost lin.ii.fht to a conclusion. Moreover, the singular !< i

"and moderation of your Eminence, always manifest hitherto in

"the movt important 'transactions of the Kingdom relating to the
"
V'reneh Protestant-, c.m-es nie to hope much from your own

"
prudence and magnanimity."
IX To ; NKKAL OF TIIK UK1TED PROVINCES,

'--To the same t tVe, t as the letters to the Swiss

' This an.l tin- l:t b.>th so ,lit.-.l in Uttt-rly xin.latc<l in Printed Collec-

otli.-ial :-int-l in M.>rl:ui.r.s tion ami in Phillip*. ami |uitr inisploed
l,,,,,k.

i
..l.Milv M:i\- in tx'th : i'r..j-rlyl:itd ''May 25,1666

1 ;;.;." in skim.. ,

pt, Printed In Skinner Trmicript
O.ll.-.-ti.m. aii.l I'liillips. So dated in official copy, aa printed

Tlr intt.-.liiil! in MorUnd's book, pp. 658 WO; but

Coll.-.-ti<ui an.l in I'liillips ; l.ut it it un.late<l in IVint.-.! OoUectkn and to

SM'ii

in the Skinn.-r Trans, ript (N-. :s Phillip*,aadd*1
unii 1066

iiilt.ui has iirintnl it in Skinn.-r Transcript ^N". 41 there),

in li 2). It had This la>t i> :\ mi-t.ik.> : f.-r Thurl

aln-a.lv h.-.-n printed in Morlaud'a book six-aks of the l-tt-r as already written

May 26 iThurloe to Pell,
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Cantons and the Kings of Sweden and Denmark, but with emphatic

expression of his Highness's peculiar confidence in the Dutch

Republic in such a crisis. He offers in the close to act in concert

with the States-General and other Protestant powers for any inter-

ference that may be necessary.

(LXI.) To THE PRINCE OF TRANSYLVANIA, May, 1655: 1

Transylvania, now included in the Austrian Empire, was then an

independent Principality of Eastern Europe, in precarious and

variable relations with Austria, Poland, Russia, and the Ottoman

Empire. The population, a mixture of Wallachs, Magyars, Ger-

mans, and Slavs, was largely Protestant
;
and the present Prince,

George Ragotzki, was an energetic supporter of the Protestant

interest in that part of Europe, and a man generally of much

political and military activity. He had written, it appears, to

Cromwell on the 16th of November, 1654, and had sent an Envoy
to England with the letter. It had expressed his earnest desire for

friendship and alliance with the Protector, and for co-operation
with him in the defence of the Reformed Religion. Cromwell
now acknowledges the letter and embassy, with high compliments
to the Prince personally, of whose merits and labours there had
been so much fame. This leads him at once to the Piedmontese

business. Is not that an opportunity for the co-operation his

Serenity had mentioned 1 At any rate, it behoves all Protestant

princes to be on the alert
;
for who knows how far the Duke of

Savoy's example may spread 1

(LXII.) To THE CITY OF GENEVA, June 8, 1655: This letter

announces the collection in progress in England for the relief of

the Piedmontese Protestants. It will take some time to complete
the collection

; but meanwhile the first instalment of 2000

[Cromwell's personal contribution] is remitted for immediate use.

His Highness is quite sure that the City authorities of Geneva will

cheerfully take charge of the money, and see it distributed among
those most in need. A postscript bids the Genevese expect 1500
of the sum through Gerard Hensch of Paris, and the remaining
500 through Mr. Stoupe, a well known travelling agent of Crom-

well and Thurloe.

(LXIII.) To THE KING OF FRANCE, July 29, 1655 : The Pro-

tector here acknowledges an answer received to his previous letter

of May 25. [The answer had been delivered to Morland early in

June, when he was on his way through Paris, and transmitted by

Protectorate, I. 185). The official copy, the official copy, possibly as too strong,
as given in Morland, differs somewhat These may be among the amendments
from Milton's draft. "Ego" for Crom- made in Council, May 23.

well, in one sentence, is changed into a Dated so in Skinner Transcript,
" NOB;" and the closing words of the Printed Collection, and Phillips with

draft,
"
et is demum sentiet orthodox- the addition '' Westminster "

in the first,

orum injurias atque miserias tarn graves and " Whitehall "
in the two last : no

non posse nos negligere" are omitted in copy given in Morland's book.
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him to tha Protector. A.truislAtfanaf ititgim in MoHand's book,

pp. 5<;(j-f><>7.] He is glad t<> ! continued in his belief that the

r'renrh otii.-. r- \\lni li-nt their troops to assist the Piedmontese

soldiery in that Moody business did so without his Majesty's order

andaL'ain-t his will ^lad also to learn that these officers have been

rebuked, and that hi- Maj.-ty has, of his own accord, remonstrated

with tin- I 'nki- ul Savoy, and advised him to stop his persecution of

the Vaudois. As mi effect has yet been produced however, [Mnrland
has by this time delivered his speech at Turin, and reported the

dulii'His answer given by the Duke of Savoy : ante pp. 4243], the

tor is now despatching a special envoy [i.e. Mr. George

Downing] to Turin, to make farther n monstrances. This envoy will

pass through Paris, and his mission will have the greater chance of

success if his Majesty will take the opportunity of again impressing
his \i.-w> upon the Duke. By so doing, by punkhiagthoM IV. in-h

oll'u-i T> wlio employed hi- oops BO disgracefully, nnd hy

sheltering such of the poor Vaudois as may have sought refuge in

Frame, his Majesty will earn the respect of other Powers, and will

strengthen the loyalty of his own Protestant subjects.

(LXIV.) To CARDINAL MAZARIN, July 29, 165.') : This is a

d note, accompanying the fore^oin^ letter, and introducing
and recommending Mr. Downing to his Kminence.

Besides those official documents for Cromwell on the

Piedinontcse business, there came from Milton his memorable

Sonnet on the same, expressing his own feeling, and Crom-

well's too. with less restraint. It may have been in private

eireiilation at the Protector's Court at the date of the last two

of tin- ten letters:

ON THE LATE MAS8ACKK IN I>IKHM<

Avenge, O Lord, thy slaughtered saints, whose bones

Lie scattered on the Alpine mountains cold;

>i them who kept thy truth so pure of old,

When all our fathers worshipped stocks and stones,

r.'fL'et not : in thy \took record their groans
Who \\ere thy sheep, and in their ancient fold

Slain hy the bloody Piedmontese, that rolled

Mother with infant down the rocks. Their moans

The vales redoubled to the hills, and they
To heaven. Their martyred blood and ashes SOW

all the Italian fields, win-re >till doth sway
The triple Tyraut; that from these may
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A hundredfold, who, having learnt thy way,

Early may fly the Babylonian woe. 1

From the Piedmontese Massacre we have now to revert to

Morus. His Fides Publica, in reply to Milton's Defensio

Secunda, had been published in an incomplete state, as we

have seen, by Ulac at the Hague in August or September
1654

;
and Milton had a rejoinder to this publication ready or

nearly ready, as we have also seen, by the end ofMarch 1655.

The reason why this Rejoinder had not already appeared has

now to be stated.

One of Morus's reasons for hurrying into France so unexpec-

tedly, and leaving his unfinished book in Ulac's hands, seems to

have been the chance of a professorship or pastorship there that

would enable him to quit Holland permanently, and settle at

length in his own country.
" Some speak of calling Morus,

"
against whom Mr. Milton writes so sharply, to be Professor

" of Divinity at Nismes
;
but most men say it will ruin that

"
church/' is a piece of Parisian news sent by Pell to Thurloe

in a letter from Zurich dated Oct. 28, 1654
;

2
and, with that

prospect, or some other, Morus seems to have remained in

France for some time after that date. When copies of his

incomplete Fides Publica reached him there, he may not have

thanked Ulac for issuing the book in such a state without

leave given. All the more, however, he must have felt

himself obliged to complete the book. Accordingly he did,

from France, forward the rest of the MS. to Ulac, with the

result of the appearance at last from Ulac's press of a supple-

mentary volume with this title :

" Alexandri Mori, Ecclesiastee

et Sacrarum Litterarum Professoris, Sujoplementum Fidei Publics

contra calumnias Joannis Miltoni. Hagte-Comitum, Typis
Adriani Ulacq, 1655." (" Supplement to the Public Testi-

mony of Alexander Morus, Churchman and Professor of

Sacred Literature, in reply to the Calumnies of John Milton.

1 If Morland's speech at Turin was of iniquity," says the Speech ;

"
Avenge,

Milton's composition, as we have found Lord, thy slaughtered saints," says
probable, the contrast between one the Sonnet.

phrase in that speech and the opening of 2 Vaughan's Protectorate, 1. 73 ; where
this Sonnet is curious. "Do not, great "Mr. Milton "appears as" Mr. Hultou."

God, do not seek the revenge due to this
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Printed by Adrian Ulac, 1655.") Ulac prefixes,

under llic heading ''/'/// Pftftfer / ffn- /iV./'Av," a brief ex-

planatory Pivlaee. "You have here, good Reader," he says,
"

tin- mis-ino- remainder of the edition of a Treatise which we

lately printed and published under the title .llfxandri Mori
I' <l>* I'l/U'n,! mi,/,-,, <;i/ttmniaiiJo<i - I/ ''/. Tli is remainder

" that IIe\.-iend "-entleman has sent me from France. Of the

whole matter judge as may sec in lair and just to you. Let

it sulliee for me to have satisfied your curiosity. Farewell."

It must have been this Xi'/t/,/ement*m of Morus, reaching
Inn p-Thaps in April 1655, or perhaps during the first

busy eonvspondeiiee about the Piedmontese massacre, that

delayed the appearance of Milton's already written Rejoinder
to the imperl'eet / '/'/A-.* Publica. He would notice this "

Supple-
ment "

as well as the volume already published, and so have

done with Morus altogether.

Morus's Supplemenlum consists of 105 pages, added to the

original /'/./<* /V,//<-,/, but nuinb-red onwards from the last

]>aL,
r t' there, so as to admit of the binding of the t\vo volumes

into one volume consecutively paged, though with t\\> title-

pages, differently dated. The matter also proceeds cent inu-

ou-ly from the jtoint at which the fide* Publica broke off*.

lu'tening to the testimony borne to his character in the

venerable Diodati's Letter from Geneva t< Salmasius, dated

!. H')18, and connecting it with Milton's mention of his

-onal ae.juaintaiuv with Piolati formed in his visit to

(iene\a in 1639, Morus addresses Milton thus:

i-i i> that .lohn Ditxlati ujion whom you cast no small

by your piai-c, and who truly, it" lie were alive, would pn-Vr to be
in the nmiiher ..!' tlne who aiv vitupi-rated ly you. \Vcm!

were ali\.
'

11. -w he would In'at back your pri<le, n<.t indeed with
other pride, hut with the t;ra\est >liiile of eontelllpt ! How he would

despise iii i. mina your thoughts, Bayings, acts, all in one I

How he would anticipate your fine satire, and. moved with holy
loatliiiiir. ^pit upon it ! H"///< him' you say, '/// >citty at

Go I'.ut what ilid you learn fioin him 1 What of

eoiit.iL'ion did you carry away from hi> nei|Uaintance ? Often

we heard him enumerating those fii.mis he had in your r< untry
whom In- eommended on the seore .t either K ai'iiin^ or goodness.

1 a syllable from him."

voi . \ . O
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Then, after telling of his affectionate parting
1 with Diodati

at Geneva, when both were in tears and the old man blessed

him, he proceeds to quote other Testimonials, either in

French or in Latin. Four more are still from former Swiss

friends : viz. an extract from another letter of Diodati,

addressed to M. L'Empereur ;
a letter from M. Sartoris to

Salmasius, dated Geneva, April 5, 1648; a testimonial from

the lawyer Gothofridius, dated Geneva, May 24, 1648
;
and a

subsequent letter from the same, dated Basel, April 23, 1651.

All are very complimentary. Passing then to his life in Hol-

land after leaving Switzerland, Morus continues the series

of his testimonials. We have first, in French or Latin, or

both, a letter from the Church at Middleburg to the Church

at Geneva, dated Nov. 2, 1649, an extract from a letter of the

Synod of the Walloon Churches of the United Provinces to the

Pastors and Professors of Geneva, dated May 6, 1650, and

a testimonial from the Church of Middleburg on the occasion

of sending M. Morus as deputy to the said Synod, dated April

19, 1650. More documents of the same kind follow, chiefly

for the purpose of disproving the assertion that M. Morus had

been condemned and ejected by the Middleburg Church.

They include an extract from the Acts of the Consistory of

the Walloon Church of Middleburg, dated July 10, 1652, a

testimonial from the Middleburg Church of the same date,

and an extract from the Articles of the Synod of the Walloon

Churches held at Groede, Aug. 21-23, 1652. Having thus

brought himself, with ample testimonials of character, to the

date of his removal from the Middleburg Church to the Pro-

fessorship in Amsterdam, he takes up more expressly the

Accusatio de Bontid or Bontia scandal. He gives what he

calls the true and exact version of that story, with those

details about Madame de Saumaise and her quarrel with him

on Bontia's account which have already appeared in our

narrative. He lays stress on the fact that it was himself that

had instituted the law-process, and persevered in it to the

end ; and he dwells at some length on the successful issue of

the case both in the Walloon Synod and in the Supreme
Court of Holland. He has evidence, he says, that Salmasius,
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to his d\ in"; day, spoke in high terms of him, and admitted

Uial Madame de Saumaise was in the wrong. "This state-

" ment has been made," he says, "not solely in reply to your

'nire, but also out of regard for the weakness and
' io-noranee of those at a distance who have imbibed the
'

vein. in "I tin- e;ilumny and heard of the spiteful revenge to

"which I was subject, but not of the unusual sequel of its

"judicial discomfiture. All of whom, but especially my
friends and countrymen, amid whom there has happened to

" me the same that happened to Basil among his neighbours,
"

I request and beseech by all that is sacred not rashly to

"credit mere report, much less the letters which my adver-
"

saries have sent hither and thither through all nations,
"
especially after they perceived that they were driven from

'all their defences at home, judging that they would more
"
easily invest their lie with belief and authority in distant

"
parts. Fair critics, I doubt not, will at least suspend their

'judgment, and not incline to either side, until there shall

"have reached them a ju-t narr.itive of the facts, truly and

freely written by a friend, the publication of which has
" hitherto boon kept Lark at my de-ire." Three additional

testimonials are then appended to show that his reputation

had not sutl'eied in Amsterdam on account of the Saumaise-

llontia scandal, and especially that the rumour that he had

been su-pemh d from mini>teri;il functions there was utterly

untrue. TlicM- Amsterdam testimonials, as being the latest in

date, and the most important in Morus's favour, may be given
in abstract :

littmtes ofAmsterdam, Jufi/ 11, 1654 : ""Whereas
"the llcvemid and very learned Mr. Alexander Morns, Professor
" of Saered History in our illustrious S h. ..]. has complained to U3
"

that one John Milton, in a lately published hook. M
"his reputation with atrocious < alnni'.i. >. and has added moreover
"
that the Ma-i>tr..t.s ot' Am-t. nlam have interdicted him the pulpit,

"and that only hi.- Prof. s-oi>hip of (i reck remains, .... "We, &C.,
"

tr-tit'\
"

\Vliat they r Morns had come to

Amsteidum. "not only had lie done nothing which could afford

"ground for such calumnies, or was nn wort hv of a Christian and
M
Theologian," bat h< 'discharged the !'; 1'iofcMor

ship with extraordinary learning, clotjutuce and acceptance.
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far, therefore, were the Magistrates from censuring M. Morus that,

on the contrary, they were ready still, on any occasion, to afford

him all the protection and show him all the good will in their

power. The certificate is sealed with the City seal, and signed by
" K Nicolai," the City clerk.

From the Amsterdam Church (about same date) : Three

Pastors of this Church Gothofrid Hotton, Henry Blanche-Tete,

and Nicolas de la Bassecour certify,
" in the name of the whole

convocation of the Gallo-Belgic Church of Amsterdam," that Morus

discharges his Professorship with high credit
;
also

"
that, as regards

'
his life and conversation, they are so far from knowing or ac-

'

knowledging him to be guilty of those things of which he is

' accused by one Milton, an Englishman, in his lately published

'book, that, on the contrary, they have frequently requested
' sermons from him, and he has delivered such in the church, excel-
' lent in quality and perfectly orthodox, which could not have
' occurred if anything of the alleged kind had been known to his
' brethren (quod haudfactum fuisset si hujusmodi quicquam nobis
'

innotuisset)."
From the Curators of the Amsterdam School, July 29, 1654 :

To the same effect, with the story of the circumstances of the

appointment of Morus to the Professorship. They had been very
anxious to get him, and he had justified their choice.

" We think
" the calumnies with which he is undeservedly loaded arise from
"
nothing else than the ill-will which is the inseparable accompani-

" ment of especially distinguished virtue." Signed, for the Curators,

by
" C. de Graef

"
and " Simon van Hoorne."

After asking Milton how he can face these flat contradictions

of his charges, not from mere individuals, but from important

public bodies, and saying that " one favourable nod from any-

one of the persons concerned would be worth more than the

vociferations of a thousand Miltons to all eternity," Morus

corrects Milton's mistake as to the nature of his Professorship.

It is not a Professorship of Greek, but of Sacred History,

involving Greek only in so far as one might refer in one's

lectures to Josephus or the Greek Fathers. But he had been

a Professor of Greek in Geneva, to wit, when little over

twenty years of age. Nor, in spite of all Milton's facetiousness

on the subject of Greek, and his puns on Morus in Greek,

was he ashamed of the fact.
" For all learning whatever is

"
Greek, so that whoever despises Greek Literature, or pro-

"fessors of the same, must necessarily be a sciolist." And

here he detects the reason of Milton's incessant onslaughts
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on Salniasius. Milton was evidently most ambitious of the

:

olarship, as appeared from his anticipations of

immortality in his Latin poems ; and, though he might be

ii fair Latinist not immaculate in Latin either, as he mijht

hear some time or other from Salmasius himself, though that

was a secret \et -he knew that he could never snatch away
Jroin Salmasius the ]>alm of the highest, i.e. of (ii

larship. Morus does not claim for himself the title

rfecfr classic; he is content with his present posit

and its duties. Admirable lessons in life are to be obtained

from the study of Church History. Of these not the least

is the verification of the words in the Gospel, "Woe unto

you \vheu all men shall speak well of you.'' What calumnies

had IH-OII l>>rnely .Jerome, Na/.ian/eii, Chrysostom, Athanasius,

and others of the best of men I With such examples before

one, why should an insignificant person, like the writer,

conscious too of many faults and weaknesses, take calumny
too much to heart? This path. n. attained towards

the cl-.se <>f the book, is maintained most skilfully in the

peroration.

"
But, if on-ill --n to my own solemn affirmation,

IKT to this 1'uhlie Testimony, Thee, Lord God, I make finally my
witness, who explorest the inmost recesses of the spirit, who trieat

the rein-;, and knowcst the secret motives of the breast, a Searcher

of hearts to whom, as if by thorough dissection, all things are bare.

Thee, (Jed, Thee I call as my witness, who shalt one day be my
.Tudu'e and the .) udire of all, whether it is not the ease that men 866

in this heart of mine what Thou seest not. Would that Thou
didst not ;d>o see in the same heart what they do not see! But
nh in ! 1 am far IKI-.T in reality than they feign. Snppliantly I

adore the will of Thy Providence that permits me to be falsely
areusril ainoni; men on account of so many hidden faults of which
I am truly guilty in Thy si'Jit. Thou, Lord, saidst to Shinn-i,
"
Cm--.- David." (Jlory l>e to Thy name that hast chosen to

piv-erve in.-, exeivi.-cd with so many grid's, that I may serve

Thy-. -If. There is one -jreat sin di-cernihle in my soul, which I

confess hcfore the whole world. I have i; \ed Thee in

proportion to my strength ;
that little talent of Thy grace wliieli

Thou \\-.\- ,\ to UM-ant me 1 have not yet turned to full

nut whethei 1 have followed too murh the pleasures
of mere study, or whether 1 have consumed ton much time and
labour in refuting the invectives of the evil-di.snood, to
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such has been Thy pleasure, I have been constantly an object of

attack. Cover the past for me, regulate the future. Cleared

before men, before Thee I shall be cleared never, unless Thy
mercy shall be my succour. I confess I have sinned against

Thee, nor shall I do so more. Thou seest how this paper on which

I write is now all wet with my tears : pardon me, Redeemer

mine, and grant that the vow I now take to Thee I may sacredly

perform. Let a thousand dogs bark at me, a thousand bulls of

Bashan rush upon me, as many lions war against my soul, and

threaten me with destruction, I will reply no more, defended

enough if only I feel Thee propitious. I will no more waste the

time due to Thee, sacred to Thee, in mere trifles, or lose it in

beating off the importunity of moths. Whatever extent of life

it shall please Thee to appoint me still, I vow, I dedicate, all

to Thee, all to Thy Church. So shall we be revenged on our

enemies. Convert us all, Thou who only canst. Forgive us,

forgive them also; nor to us, nor to them, but to Thy name, be

the glory !

"

Milton read this, but was not moved. On the 8th of

August, 1655, there was published his Rejoinder to the

original Fides Ptiblica, with his notice of the Supplementum

appended. It is a small volume of 204 pages, entitled

Joannis Miltoni, Angli, Pro Se Defensio contra Alexandrum

Mornm, Ecclesiasten, Lilettifamosi, cui titulus
'

Regii Sangidnis

Clamor ad Ccelum adversus Parricidas Anglicanosf authorem

recte dictum. Londini, Typis Newcomianis, 1655 (" The English
John Milton's Defence for Himself, in reply to Alexander

Morus, Churchman, rightly called the author of the notorious

book entitled
'

Cry of the King's Blood to Heaven against the

English Parricides.' London, from Newcome's Press, 1655 ").

This is perhaps the least known now of all Milton's writings.

It has never been translated, even in the wretched fashion

in which his Defensio Prlma and Defensio Secunda have been
;

and it is omitted altogether in some professed editions of

Milton's whole works.1

After a brief Introduction, in which Milton remarks that

the quarrel, which was originally for Liberty and the English

People, has now dwindled into a poor personal one, he

discusses afresh, as the first real point in dispute, the question
of the authorship of the Regii Sanguiuis Clamor. Morus's

1 The date of publication is from the Thomason copy in the British Museum.
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denials, <.r seeming denials, go for nothing. Any man may
dfii) anything: there arc various ways of denial ; and he still

maintains tli.-ii Morus is, to all legal intents and purposes,

responsible for the book. "Unless I show this," he says,

unlrss I make it plain cither that you are the author of that

most notorious book against us, or that you have given

"suflirii'Mt occasion for justly regarding you as the author,

I do not object to the conclusion that I have been beaten

by you in this controversy, and come out of it ignominiously,

with di -grace and shame." How is this strong statement

supported? In the first place, then- is reproduced the evidence

of original, universal, and per>i.stent rumour. "This I say
"
religiously, that through two whole years I met no one,

-whether a countryman of my own or a foreigner, with
" whom there could be talk about that book, but they all

"agreed unanimously that you were called its author, and
"
they named no one for the author but you." To Morus's

assert ion that he had openly, loudly, and n ned

the book, when- suspected of the authorship, Milton returns a

complex an-wer. Partly he does not believe the assertion,

on the ground that there were many who had heard Morus

coni'e HILT to the book and boasting of it. Partly he a

\vhv such energetic repudiations wen- necessary, and why,
in spite of them, intimate friends of Morus retained tln-ir

former opinion. Partly he admits that there may latterly

have been such repudiations, but not till there was danger
in lieiiiiif thought the author. Any criminal will deny his

crime iu si^ht of the axe; and, apart from the punishment
which Moms had reason to expect when be knew that

Milton's reply to the A ^inffuinu Clamor was forthcoming,

what had not the author of that book to dread after the

Peace between the Dutch and the Commonwealth had been

concluded'.-' By articles IV. V. ;md XI. of the Peace it was

provided that no public enemy of the Commonwealth should

have residence, shelter, living, or commerce, within the bounds

of the I'nited Pr<>\ m<-es ; and who more a public enemy of

the Commonwealth than the author of the Regii SaMffuinit

Clamor? No wonder that, after that Peace. Morus had
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trembled for the consequences of his handiwork. The loss

of his Amsterdam Professorship, instant ejection from Holland,

and prohibition of return under pain of death, were what

he had to fear. Were not these powerful enough motives

for denial to a man like Morus? Had not Milton, when

he learnt by letters from Durie in May 1654 that Morus

was disowning the book, been entitled to remember these

motives ? For what other evidence had been produced besides

Morus's own word ? His friend Hotton's only ; and that was

no independent testimony, but only Morus's at second hand.

And even now, after Morus's repeated and studiously-worded
denials in his Fides Publica, how did the case stand ?

" That book [the Regii Sanguinis Clamor] consists of various

procemia and epilogues [in addition to the central text] to wit, An

Epistle to Charles, another To the Reader, and two sets of verses at

the close, one eulogistic of Salmasius, the other in defamation of

me. Now, if I find that you wrote or contributed any page of this

whole book, even a single verse, or that you published it, or

procured it, or advised it, or superintended the publishing, or even

lent the smallest particle of aid therein, you alone, since no one else

is to the fore, shall be to me responsible for the whole, the author,

the '

Crier.' Nor can you call this merely my severity or

vehemence
;

for this is the procedure established among almost all

nations by right and laws of equity. I will adduce, as universally

accepted, the Imperial Civil Law. Head Institut. Justiniani I. IV.

De Injuriis, Tit. 4 : "If any one shall write, compose, or publish,

or with evil design cause the writing, composing, or publishing, of

a book or poem (or story) for the defamation of any one," &c.

Other laws add " Even should he publish in the name of another,

or without name
;

"
and all decree that the person is to be taken

for the author and punished as such. I ask you now, not whether

you wrote the text of the Regii Sanguinis Clamor, but whether

you made, wrote, published, or caused to be published, the Epistle

Dedicatory to Charles prefixed to the Clamor, or any particle

thereof; I ask whether you composed or caused to be published

the other Epistle to the Reader, or finally that Defamatory Poem.

You have replied nothing yet to these precise questions. By

merely disowning the Glamor itself and strenuously swearing that

you wrote no portion of it, you thought to escape with safe credit,
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ami make game of n-, inasmuch as ; !e to Charles the Son,

or that to tin- Header, or the set of Iambic verses, is not the Kegii

Sanyuinit Clamor. Take now this in brief, tli. ''.at you
not he ;illr so to wheel about or prevaricate in future, or hope

tor any eM-.ipe or concealment, ami that all may know how far from

mendaei.,11-, Imw veritable on the contrary, or at least not unfounded,

that report whirh arose about you : take, I say, this in brief,

that 1 have ascertained, not by report alone, but by testimony than

which none can be surer, that you managed the bringing out of the

whole book entitled Renjii
'

'famor, and corrected the

printer's proofs, ami composed, either alone, or in association with

one or two others, the Kpistle to Charles II. which bears Ulac's

name. Of this your own name ' ALEXANDER MORUS,' subscribed

to some copies of that Kpistle, has been too clear and ocular proof

to many witnesses of the fact for you to be able to deny the charge

or to ^-t rid of it There are several who have heard yourself

cither admit, on interrogation, that that i

i-s, or declare

the fact spontaneously If you ask on what e\idence I, at such

a distance, make these nts, and how they can have become

o certain to m\sclf, 1 reply that it is not on the evidence of rumour

merely, but partly on that of most scrupulous witnesses who have

most solemnly made the assertions to myself personally, partly on

that of letters written either to myself or to others. I will quote

the very words of the letter*, but will not give the names of the

writers, considering that unnecessary in matters of such notoi

independently. Here you have first an extract from a letter to

me from the Hague, the writer of which is a man of probity and

hail no common means of investigating this affair: 'I have

'ascertained beyond doubt
(, .rjdoratiarimwn mt'At e*t) that Morus

'himself offered the copy of the Clamor Rfgii Sanyuinis to some

'other printers before Ulac received it, that he superintended the

'

correction of the errors of the press, and that, as soon as the book

'was finished. 00] Ljiven and distributed by him to not a
1

feu '.lowing, which a highly honourable

and intelligent man in Amsterdam writes as certainly known to

himself and as abundantly witnessed there: 'It is most certain

that almost all through these parts ha\e reiranleil Morus as the

'author of the book called .
for he

.1 the sheets as they came from the press, and some copies

'lorethe name of Morus subscribed to the I>eti: ;-t!e, of
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' which also he was the author. He himself told a certain friend

' of mine that he was the author of that Epistle : nay there is

'

nothing more certain than that Morus either assumed or acknow-
'

ledged the authorship of the same.' ... I add yet a third extract.

It is from another letter from the Hague :

' A man of the first

' rank in the Hague has told me that he has in his possession a
'

copy of the Regii Sanguinis Glamor with Morus's own letter.'
"

Farther on Milton re-adverts to the same topic, in a

passage which it is also well to quote :

"You say you 'will produce not rumours merely, not con-

versations merely, but letters, in proof that I had been warned

not to assail an innocent man/ Let us then inspect the letter you

publish, which was written to you by
'
that highly distinguished

man, Lord Nieuport, ambassador of the Dutch Confederation,'

a letter, it is evident, which you bring forward to be read, not for

any force of proof in it, for it has none, but merely in ostentation.

He and it shows the singular kindliness of ' the highly distinguished

man '

(for what but goodness in him should make him take so

much trouble on your most unworthy account 1) goes to Mr.

Secretary Thurloe. He communicates your letter to Mr. Secretary.

When he saw that he had no success, he sends to me two honourable

persons, friends of mine, with that same letter of yours. What do

they do 1 They read me that letter of Morus, and they request, and

say that Ambassador Nieuport also requests, that I will trust to

your letter in which you deny being the author of the Clamor

Regii Sanguinis. I answered that what they asked was not fair

that neither was Morus's word worth so much, nor was it customary
to believe, in contradiction to common report and other ascertained

evidence, the mere letter of an accused person and an adversary

denying what was alleged against him. They, having nothing
more to say on the other side, give up the debate. . . . When
afterwards the Ambassador wanted to persuade Mr. Secretary

Thurloe, he had still no argument to produce but the same copy of

your letter
;
whence it is quite clear that those ' reasons

'

brought
to me '

for which he desired
' me to be so good as not to publish

my book had nothing to do with reasons of State. Do not then

corrupt the Ambassador's letter. Nothing there of '
hostile spirit,'

nothing of the 'inopportune time;' all he writes is that he 'is

sorry I had chosen, notwithstanding his request, to show so little
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mode-ration
'

sorry, that is, that I had not chosen, at his private

reijii.
i 1,1 oblige you, a public adversary, and to recall and

mnipletely rewrite a work already printed and all but out. Let
' the highly distinguished man.' ly as an Ambassador, hold

me excused if I would not, and really could not, condone public

injuries on private iuteives.-ions."

Before Milton passes to the review of Morus's vindication

of his character and past career, he disposes of Dr. Crantzius

and 1 lac, as objects intervening between him and that main

task. For the //-A.v Publica, it will be remembered, had been

bound up with that Hague edition of Milton's Defensio Secunda

to which the Rev. Dr. Crantzius had prefixed a preface in

rebuke of Milton and in defence of Morus, and to which Ulac

hal also prefixed a statement replying to Milton's charges

against him of dishonesty and bankruptcy. Several pages are

given to Dr. Crantzius. who is called "a certain I know not

what sort of a bed-ridden little 1
> hen taxed with igno-

rance, i4-arrulity, and general imbecility, and at last kicked out

of the way \\itli the phrase "But I do marvellously delight

in Doctors." Ulac, as having been reckoned with before,

ivei 1 'liefer notice. "You are a swindler, Ulac, said I;

/ nm a good Arithmetician, says Ulac :

"
so the notice begins ;

and then follow some sentences to the effect that Ulac's

creditors had been verv ill satisfied with his counting, that the

rule of probitv is not the Logarithmic canon, that correct

nits an- ditlen-nt things from Tables of Sines or Tables of

Tanyfu/x ami Xr,/;/Av, and that acting on the square is not

ni.cssarily taught by Trigonometry. After which Milton

revert- to Ulac's double-dealings with himself, first in his

fathering the alm-ive Dedication of the Regii Sanguinis Clamor

while he was corresponding with Milton's friends in London

and making kind inquiries about Milton's health, and next

in bringing out a pirated edition of the Defensio Secti,

printing the same inaccurately, and actually binding it up

with th, i'tiMicn of Morus so as to compel a united >ale

of the two books for his o\\u profit. How a man could have

published so coolly u book in which he was him.-elf held up
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as a rogue and swindler passes Milton's comprehension; but

Ulac, he seems to admit, was no ordinary tradesman.

For poor Morus himself there is not an atom of mercy yet.

All his dexterous pleading-, all his declarations of innocence,

all his pathetic appeals, all his citations of the decisions in his

favour in the Bontia case by the Walloon Synod and the

Supreme Court of Holland, are simply trampled under foot, and

the charges formerly made against him are ruthlessly reiterated

as true nevertheless. There are even additional details, and

fresh charges of the same kind, derived from more recent

information. The plan adopted by Milton is to go over the

Fides Publica, extracting phrases and sentences from it, and

commenting on each extract
;
but the general effect of the

book is that of the ruthless chasing round and round of the

poor ecclesiastic in a biographical ellipse, the two foci of

which are Geneva and Leyden.
Distinct evidence is produced that both at Geneva and in

Holland tlnefama against Morus was still as strong as ever.

The evidence takes the form of extracts from two letters

received by Milton since the Fides PuUica had appeared :

From a Letterfrom Geneva, dated Oct. 14, 1654 (i. e. from that

letter of Ezekiel Spanheim of which Milton had told Spanheim that

lie meant to avail himself, though without mentioning the writer's

name : see ante pp. 172-173).
" Our people here cannot sufficiently

'

express their wonder that you are so thoroughly acquainted with
' the private history of a man unknown to you personally, and that
'

you have painted him so in his native colours that not even by
' those with whom he has been on the most familiar terms could
' the whole play-acting career of the man (tota hominis histrionia)
' have been more accurately or happily set forth

;
whence they are

' at a loss, and I with them, to understand with what face, shame-
'
less though he is and impudent-mouthed, he is on the point of

'daring again to appear in the public theatre. For it is the con-
' summation and completeness of your success in this part of the

'business that you have not brought forward either imagined or
' otherwise unknown charges against the man, but charges of
' common repetition in the mouths of all his greatest friends even,
' and which can be clearly corroborated by the authority and vote
' of the whole assembly, and even by the accession of farther crimina-
' tions to the same effect ... I would assure you that hardly any
' one can now longer be found here, where for many years he dis-
'

charged a public-office, but greatly to the disgrace of this Church,
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bo would dare or undertake longer to lend his countenance to
" the 111:111'.- pro.-tituted diameter."

m Durie at llanel, Oct. 3, 1654 :
" As regards

Monism \iees and profligacy, II>tton does not seem to ;

"
that opinion of him ; I know. however, that others 8peak very ill

" of him, that his hands are against nearly everybody and every-
hands ii^ainst him, and that many ministers even of the

" Walloon Synod an- doiiiLr their l>est to have him deprived ot the

d office. Nor here in Hasel do I find men's opinion of him
"different from that in Holland of those who like him least."

The fresh particulars of information that Milton had re-

ceived about Morns and his alleged misdeeds are unsparingly

brought out. The name of the woman of bad character at

(inicva with whom Morus was said to have been implicated

there, and the scandal about whom had driven him from

(leiicva, has now been ascertained by Milton. It was Claudia

IVllotta ; and of her name, and all the topographical details

of Morus's alleged meetings with her, there is eii.niLrh and

nmre than enough. Claudia 1'elletta at (Jeneva, and Bontia

at Leyden, pull "Morus between them page after not

that they only have claims for in one sentence we hear of an

insulted widow somewhere in Holland, and in another of a

dubious female figure seen one rainy nijht with Morus in a

street in Amsterdam. But B-.ntia is still Milton's favourite.

He repeats the Latin epigram about her and Morus; he

apoloo-i/rs lor havino- hitherto called her Pontia, attributes

the error to a misreading of the MS. of that epigram when

it first came from Holland, but says he still thinks Pontia

the prettier name; and. ii>in<r information that had recently

reached him, though we have been in prior possession of some-

thing equivalent (Vol. IN", p. 465), he thus reminds Morus

of his most memorable meetino; with that brave damsel :

Y..U irinemher perhaps that day, nay I am sure you remember

the day. and the hour and the place too, when, as I think, you and

Pontia(he .-till keeps to the form' 1'ontia'j hist met in the house of

Salmasiu- -you to renounce the marriage-bond, she to make you
name the day for the nupri.i!-. When she saw, on the contrary,

that it \\a> your intention to di.-solve the marriage-engagement

made in the s.-duetion. then lo ! your unmarried I. ride, for I will

not call her TisiphoiH', not aide to bear such a wrong, flew furiously
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at your face and eyes with uncut nails. You who, on the testimony

of Crantzius (for it is right that so great a contest should not begin

without quotation from your own Fides Publica) you who, on the

testimony of Crantzius, were altier in French, orfiercish in Latin,

and on the testimony of Diodati had terrible spurs for self-defence,

prepare to do your manly utmost in this feminine kind of fight.

Madame de Saumaise stands by as Juno, arbiter of the contest.

Salmasius himself, lying in the next room ill with the gout, when

he heard the battle begun, almost dies with laughing. But alas !

and fie ! our unwarlike Alexander, no match for his Amazon,

falls down vanquished. She, getting her man underneath, then

first, from her position of vantage, goes at his forehead, his eye-

brows, his nose; with wonderful arabesques, and in a Phrygian

style of execution, she runs her finger-points over the whole counte-

nance of her prostrate subject : never were you less pleased, Morus,

with Pontia's lines of beauty. At last, with difficulty, either margin
of his cheeks fully written on, but the chin not yet finished, up he

rises, a man, by your leave, absolutely nail-perfect, no mere Pro-

fessor now but a Pontifical Doctor, for you might have inscribed

upon him, as on a painting, Pontia fecit. [We see now the reason

for keeping to the form '

Pontia.'] Doctor ? Nay rather a codex in

which his vengeful critic had scraped her adverse comments with a

new stilus. You felt then, I think, Ulac's Tables of Tangents and

Secants, to a radius of I know not how many painful ciphers,

printed on your skin."

How does Milton meet Morus's protestations of his inno-

cence both at Geneva and in Leyden, and the evidence he

adduces in his behalf? Respecting- the protestations, he notes

that they are merely general, and that, like his denials of the

authorship of the Regii Sanguinis Clamor, they are worded

equivocally or indistinctly. Why does he not deny the

Pelletta charge and the Bontia charge, and the other charges,

one by one specifically, and in a downright manner ? Why
does he not go back to Geneva, face the living witnesses

and the documentary evidence there waiting him, and abide

the issue? As for the decisions in his favour in the Bontia

case by the Walloon Synod and the Supreme Court of Holland,

of what worth are they ? One could see, one had even been

informed, that there had been influences at work with both
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tribunals to procure tlic result, such as it was. Many good,

but eujr, men li:ul thought it best, for tin- reputation of the

Christian ministry, not to rake to deeply into such an un-

ple;i-ant business. Kspecially in the Synod the proceedings

had been a farce. When Riverius, the moderator of the Synod,

at the close of the proceedings, had said to Morus,
" Never wot

a Moor so whitewashed as you have been to-day" could not every-

body, with any sense of humour, perceive that the Reverend

^i-nt It-man had been joking? Then, what had been the formal

decision of the Synod ? " That nothing had been found in the

papers of weight to take away from the Churches their wonted

lifjt-rty (f inviting M. Morus to preach when there was occasion."

Was that a whitewashing with which to be content? No
wonder that Morus had taken refuse among his paper testi-

monials. About the whole system of Testimonials Milton is

CMM-ideralily dubious. He does not deny that a publie tc.-ti-

monial may be an honour, and that there may be proper occa-

sion for such things; but, real discernment of merit being

rare, and those \\lio Lpve and those who seek testimonials

being but a jumble of the good and the bad together, the

abuses of the system brin^ it into di.-civdit. "The man of
"
highest quality needs another's testimonial the least ; nor

" does any yood man ever do anything merely to make him-

"self known." Waiving that general question, however, one

may ' Morus's testimonials.

This examination of the testimonials is begun in the first

or main part of Milton's Pro Se Defensio ; but, as Morus had

only entered on his testimonials in the Fides Publica as

originally published, and presented most of them in his

Sujijifriih'.ifi'Hi to that bonk. >o Milton prolongs this branch of

his criticism into an appendix entitled separately Authoris ad

Alexiimlri .]f<>ri AgplflMftJiMi Responsio (" The Author's Answer

to A'exander M ore's Supplement.") From the first sentences

of this Appendix we learn that the preceding part of Milton's

book had been written two months before the Suj>]>le.mentum

had come into his hands.

Morus's published Testimonials divide themselves chrono-

logically . it may have been observed, into three sets (1)
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those given him at Geneva early in the year 1648, and

brought by him into Holland on his removal thither, (2) those

given him at Middleburg between Nov. 1649 and Aug. 1652,

and (3) the three given him at Amsterdam in July 1654,

after Milton's Defensio Secunda had appeared, and in con-

tradiction of statements made in that book. On the Genevese

set of Testimonials, including that from the venerable Diodati,

Milton's criticism, in substance, is that they were vitiated by
their date. They had been given, or obtained by hard

begging, not perhaps before the Pelletta scandal had been

heard of, but before it had been sufficiently notorious, and

while it still seemed credible to many that Morus was

innocent, and others were good-naturedly willing to stop

the investigation by speeding him off to another scene.

Theodore Tronchin, pastor and Professor of Theology, and

Mermilliod and Pittet, two other pastors, had been the first

movers, among the Genevese clergy, for an inquiry into

Morus's conduct
;
the elder Spanheim had, as Milton believed,

been one of those that even then would have nothing to

do with the Testimonials
;

the aged Diodati had then for

some time ceased to attend the meetings of his brethren,

and might not know all. But, in any case, nearly a year

had elapsed between the date of the last of those Genevese

Testimonials which Morus had published and Morus's actual

departure from Geneva. During that interval there had

been a progress of Genevese opinion on the subject of his

character and conduct, and he had been furnished with fresh

papers in the nature of farewell Testimonials. Morus had

suppressed those. Would he venture to produce them?

On the Middleburg Testimonials the criticism is that they
do not matter much one way or another, but that they show

Morus on the whole to have soon been found a troublesome

person in Holland also, some business about whom was

always coming up in the Walloon Synods. In Middleburg
too there had been a progress of opinion about him with

farther experience. His co-pastor there, M. Jean Long, who

had been his firm friend for a while, and had signed some

of the testimonials, was now understood to speak of him
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with absolute d. -testation. Morus having produced some of

these testimonials to disprove Milton's assertion that he

had been ejected by the Middleburg church, Milton explains

that he had not said ejected, but only turned adrift, and that

this was substantially the fact. Now, however, if Dune's

report is correct, not only would the single Middleburg church,

1'iit nearly the whole Walloon Synod also, willingly eject

him. M ilt oil's greatest difficulty is with the three Amsterdam

iinonials of .Inly 1 <).")4. He has to admit that they prove
him to have been misinformed when he said that the Amster-

dam authorities had interdicted Morus from the pulpit, just

as he had been wrong in calling Morus's Amsterdam pro-

fessorship that of Greek. That admission made (and it was

hard for Milton ever to admit he was wrong, even in a

trifle),
he contents himself with quoting sentences from the

Am.-terdam testimonials to show how merely formal they

were, how little hearty, and with this characteristic ob*.

about the Amsterdam dignitaries, tossing their t<>timony

aside in any case :
" Et id nescio, ipurriv^v an v\ovTCv^rjvt

" virtule an cent*, mayi*traturn ilium in civitate *ud ottint >

"Ami I know not, moreover, whether it is by merit or by
"wealth that the -entlemen hold that magistracy in their

"city." This i>. doubtless, Milton's return for the slighting

mention of himself in the Amsterdam testimonials.
1

While \\e have thus given, with tolerable completeness,

an al.-tract of Milton's extraordinary Pro Se Defentio contra

randrum Morum, we have by no means noticed everything

in it that might be of interest in the study of Milton's

character. There is, for example, one very curious passage

in which Milton, in reply to a eriticUm of Morus, defends

his use of very gr<s \\<.rds (verba nuda et pratextata) in

speaking of very gross things. He makes two daring

1 A Himue com "allowed her], and where there U pajr-

roiniuentinx' on the appearance of the " ment of charges that u to aay that the

M ..-a and " action of 1'outia U good, but that the

i.rui.t .-i.-ii' :s fail ... The attestations of

1654. tin .if. at Amateniam an.l at Uie

e "
Hague, he .-"ul.l n<'t get them to hia

"jiuli.-iul tiiiiliiig] a. i

u
fancy (Thurloe, II. 708).

"
tii.' chargea are noompcnsed [costs

VOL. V. P
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quotations, one from Piso's Annals and the other from

Sallust, to show that he had good precedent ;
and he cites

Herodotus, Seneca, Suetonius, Plutarch, Erasmus, Thomas

More, Clement of Alexandria, Arnobius, Lactantius, Eusebius,

and the Bible itself, as examples occasionally of the very

reverse of a squeamish euphemism. Of even greater interest

is a passage in which he foresees the charges of cruelty,

ruthlessness, and breach of literary etiquette, likely to be

brought against him on account of his treatment of Morus,

and expounds his theory on that subject. The passage may
fitly conclude our account of the Pro Se Defensio :

" To defame the bad and to praise the good, the one on the

principle of severe punishment and the other on that of high

reward, are equally just, and make up together almost the sum

of justice ; and we see in fact that the two are of nearly equal

efficacy for the right management of life. The two things, in

short, are so interrelated, and so involved in one and the same act,

that the vituperation of the bad may in a sense be called the

praising of the good. But, though right, reason, and use are

equal on both sides, the acceptability is not the same likewise ;

for whoever vituperates another bears the burden and imputation
of two very heavy things at once, accusing another, and thinking

well of himself. Accordingly, all are ready enough with praise,

good and bad alike, and the objects of their praise worthy and

unworthy together ;
but no one either dares or is able to accuse

freely and intrepidly but the man of integrity alone. Accustomed

in our youth, under so many masters, to make laborious displays

of imaginary eloquence, and taught to think that the demonstrative

force of the same lies no less in invective than in praise, we

certainly do at the desk hack to pieces bravely the traditional

tyrants of antiquity. Mezentius, if such is the chance, we slay

over again with unsavoury antitheta
;

or we roast to perfection

Phalaris of Agrigentum, as in his own bull, with lamentable

bellowing of enthymemes. In the debating room or lecture-room,

I mean
;

for in the State for the most part we rather adore and

worship such, and call them most powerful, most great, most

august. The proper thing would be either not to have spent our

first years in sport as imaginary declaimers, or else, when our

country or the State needs, to leave our mere fencing-foils, and
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venture Miiiu tinifs into the sun, and dust, and field of battle

exert real brawn, shake real arms, seek a real foe. The SuffVni

and Sophi-ts of the past, on the one hand, the Pharisees and

Simons ami 1 1 \ menoei and Alexanders of the past on the other,

jo at with many a weapon: those of the present day, and

come to life a^ain in the (.'huivh, \vo praise with studied eulogies,

\\e honour with professorships, and stipends, and chairs, the

incomparable men that they are, the highly-learned and saintly.

If it oontM to the censuring of one of them, if the mask and

iooi skin of one of them are dragged off, if he is shown to

le base within, or even publiely and openly criminal, there are

some who, for what purpose or through what timidity I know

not, would have him publiely defended by testimonies in his

fa\our ratluT than marked with due animadversion. My principle,

I con IV- s, and a- the fart has several times proved, is far enough

apart from theirs, inasmuch as, if I have made any profit when

you ni; in tin- literary leisure I then had, whether by the instructions

of Irarned men or by my own lucubrations, I would employ the

who],, of it to tin- advantage of life and of the human race, could

! far, to the nt mo-it f my weak ability. And, if some-

times even out of private enmities publie delinquencies come to

!> exposed and eonveted, and I have now, impelled by all possible

uted with most ju-t iuv.Ttive. n< r yt without prop, r

It, not an adversary of my own merely, but one who is the

eontmon adversary of almost all, a nefarious man, a disgrace to

tin- It form. (1 Keli-ion and to the sacred order especially, a dis-

honour to learning, a most pernicious teacher of youth, an mi*

tic. it will be seen, I hope, by those who are chiefly

in making an example of him (for why should I not

so trust
(),

that herein I have performed an action neither displeasing

to Clod, nor unwholesome to the Church, nor unuseful to the

What a blast this to pursue )wK>r Morus over the Contin

It \\ould seem as if, in ition of it. he had put him-

self as far as he could out of bearing. When Milton's Pro

Se Defend" appear, d. Morus was no longer in France, but

in Italy: and it was not till May, 1656, or nine months after,

that lie reappeared in Holland. Then, as he had outrun

by more than a year his formal leave of absence from his

P 2
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Amsterdam professorship, granted Dec. 20, 1654, there seem

to have been strict inquiries as to the causes of his long-

absence. It was explained that he had fallen ill at Florence
;

it also came out that he had had a very distinguished recep-

tion from the Grand Duke of Tuscany, and that the Venetian

Senate had presented him with a chain of gold for a Latin

poem he had written on a recent defeat of the Turks at sea by
the Venetian navy; and, what was most to the point, it

appeared, by addresses of his own at Amsterdam, and at a

meeting of the Walloon Synod at Leyden, that he had found

in Italy great opportunities
" for advancing the glory of God

by the preaching of the Gospel." We know independently

that, while in Italy, he had made acquaintance with some of

those wits and scholars among whom Milton had moved so

delightfully in his visit of 1638-9, and among whom Hein-

sius had been back in 1652-3, to find that they still re-

membered Milton, and could talk about him (Vol. IV. pp.

475-476) ;
and it is even startling to have evidence from

Morus himself that he exchanged especial compliments at

Rome with Milton's old friend Holstenius, the Vatican

librarian, and became so very intimate at Florence with

Milton's beloved Carlo Dati as to receive from Dati the most

affectionate attention and nursing through his illness. And

so, all seeming fully satisfied at Amsterdam, he resumed his

duties in the Amsterdam School. Not to be long at peace,

however. Hardly had he returned when, either on the old

charges, now so terrifically reblazoned through Holland by
Milton's perseverance for his ruin, or on new charges arising

from new incidents, he and the Walloon church-authorities

were again at feud. In this uncomfortable state we must

leave him for the present.
1

1
Bayle 's Diet,, Art. Morus,andBmee's nearly all that time. He was a worthy

Life of Morus, pp. 142 145 and 204 and learned man, for whom Dr. McCrie,
205. This last book is a curiosity. One the author of the Life of John Knox,
hardly sees why the life and character and of the same Presbyterian denomi-
of Morus should have so fascinated the nation, entertained a more "

profound
Rev. Archibald Bruce, who was minister veneration

"
than for any other man on.

of the Associate Congregation at Whit- earth (see Life of McCrie by his son,

burn, in Linlithgowshire, from 1768 to edit. 1840, pp. 52 57). He was " a

1816, and Professor of Theology there Whig of the Old School," with liberal

for the Associate Presbyterian Synod for political opinions in the main, but
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-h time. li.i\v.-\er. t> answer a question \\

nm-t 1m posted itself agnin and again in the course of

>iir narrative of the Milton and Morus controversy. Who WM
the real author of the book for which Morus had been so

I read fully punished, and what was the real amount of Moras's

ility in it?

t Milton's original 1-elief on tlii.- subject had been shaken

been already evident, lie had written \\isDefeiuioSecunda
in firm reliance on the universal report that Morus was the one

;

-er author of the Jfoffii Satiffvmi* Clamor, or that it had been

'octed between him and Salmasius
; and, though Moras's

drnial of the authorship had been formally conveyed to him

lv ..j.pnse,! t.- Roman Catholic
' hir -h brought him into

ith I/onl ( Jeorp' '

the "No I'operv KioU" of L780. II.

many books and pamphlets, and

kept a printer at Whithtirn for liis own
use. He may have been drawn to
M ;i by hU interest in the hiat<

Presbyterianism abroad, especially M
vre.st in the proceedings of Pres-

in such cases of
i. At any rate,

he <! i --us thioiiK'hout most
resolut. 1\, .in.l with a Rood deal of

scholarly painstaking. Milton, on the
.ithi-r haiul, he thumuchly dislikes, and

represents as a most malicious and un-
lan man, consciously untruthful,

an.l of ni't lax theology to boot

was the author of Paradue
:n had

- t..->
' There is

something actually refreshing in the

..mi-am- i ttl which the
. ssor of the Associate Synod

\vn ilissi-nt I'rmn the
c. 'linn. HI Milton-worship. The autho-

rity 'a acquaintanceship in

Italy uith Dati is the
.olli-cti..i) of' hi- MIS, a thin

iiuarto. |>iit)lisheil at I'aris in 1 '*$'.,

the t .in</ri Mori I'-rotata.

lH>ni, a
'

in Hexameters, on the
the Venetians over the Turks; also
verst-^ -id Duke of Tuscany ;

\, and sereral pieces to or on
One piece, in elegiacs, is

a.Llr-
riuitt,

rr<nr imma spet jurenem."
This Francis Turretin (so addressed.

I ftuppoae, long ago, when be and Morns
were in Geneva together) was, if I

take not, the famous Turn
.

. M I
-

heiui (ante pp. 174 1, .* the

pieces are one to Holatenius and
one to Carlo Dati. In the tint Moms,
peaking of his introduction to II .i-

stenius and to the Vatican library to-

r, says he does not know which
seemed to him the greater librarr.

The poem to Dati is of considerable

.meters, and entitled

iSomniitm.- ad prtrstanUm rimu*
I nvaliil's Dream :

To the excellent Carlo Dati "). It re-

presents Morns as very ill

and thinking himself dying. Should be
i lie in Florence and be buried there, be
would have a poetic inscription over his

grave to the effect that while alive he
also bad cultivated the Muses, and

the asser-by to remember his
"

morimu utftrnmto"). How kind Dati
had been to him Dati, "than whom
"
there is not a better man, the beloved

" of all the sister Muses, the ornament
" of his country, having the reputation" of being all hut unique in Florence for
"
learning in the vanished arts, siren at

"once in Tuscan, Latin, and Greek
" This Dati soothed my fever-fits with

"the music of his liquid singing, and sat

"by my bed-side, and spoke words of

"sweetness, which inhere yet in my
marrow." And so Miltons

Italian friend of friends (V 1 !

651 dM and 80-8S) bad been charit-

able to poor Morns, whom he knew to

be a fugitive from Milton's wrath, and

:;, if at all, only
with tears and cursing.
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before the Defensio Secunda left the press, he had let it go forth

as it was, in the conviction that he was still not wrong- in the

main. The more express and reiterated denials of Moms in

the Fides Pullica, however, with the references there to another

person as the real author, though Morus was not at liberty

to divulge his name, had produced an effect. The authorship

of the Regii Sanguinis Clamor was then indeed a secondary

question, inasmuch as in the Fides Publica Morus had inter-

posed himself personally, not only in self-defence, but also

for counter-attack on Milton. Still, as the Fides Publica

would never have been written had not Milton assumed Morus

to be the author of the Regii Sanguinis Clamor and dragged
him before the world solely on that account, Milton had

necessarily, in replying to the Fides Publica, adverted to the

secondary question. His assertion now, i. e. in the Pro Se

Defensio, was a modified one. It was that, whatever facts had

yet to be revealed respecting the authorship of the four or

five parts of the compound book severally, he yet knew for

certain that Morus had been the editor of the whole book,

the corrector of the press for the whole, the busy and osten-

tatious agent in the circulation of early copies, and the writer

at least of the Dedicatory Preface to Charles II., put forth in

Ulac's name. The question for us now is how far this modi-

fied assertion of Milton was correct.

Almost to a tittle, it was. That Morus was the editor of

the book, the corrector of the press, and the active agent in

the circulation of early copies, may be taken as established by
the documentary proofs furnished by Milton, and is corrobo-

rated by independent evidence known to ourselves long ago

(Vol. IV. pp. 459-465). But was he also partially the author ?

Here too Milton's evidence may be taken as conclusive, so

far as respects the Dedicatory Epistle to Charles II. That

Epistle, with its enormous praises ofSalmasius, and its extremely

malignant notice of Milton, was undoubtedly by Morus, for

copies of it signed by himself were still extant. So far, there-

fore, Milton was right in saying that Morus's denial of the

authorship of the Regii Sanguinis Clamor was an equivocation,

resting on a tacit distinction between the body of the book
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and the additional or editorial matter. In several passages
MO-MIS himself had betrayed this equivocation, but in none so

remarkably as in a sentence to the peculiar phrasing of which

we called attention in quoting it (ante p. 159). Protect in-

that he had not so much as known the fact of Milton's

blindness at the time of the publication of the Regii Sanguini*

('tumor, and therefore could not have been guilty of the

heartless allusion to it in the Dedicatory Epistle, he there

said.
"
If anything occurred to me that might teem to look that

way, I referred to the mind? a phrase which it is difficult to

eori>tnic otherwise than as an admission that he had written

the Dedicatory F.pist le, but had employed the familiar quota-
tion there ("monstrum horrendum, iiiforme, ingens, cut lumen

ademptitm"} only metaphorically. All in all, then, the

author>hip of the Dedicatory Epistle, as well as the editorship

and adoption of the whole anonymous book, is fastened upon
Morus. 'With this amount of responsibility fastened upon
him, however. Morns must be dismissed, and another person

brought to the bar. He was the Rev. DR. PETER Du Moi i IN

the younger.

The Du Moulins were a French family, well known in

En-land. The lather. Dr. 'u Moulin the elder (called

Mn/i/urus in Latin), was a French Protestant the.. Ionian of

o-reat <( -lehrity. lie had resided for a good while in England
in the reign of James I., offieiatin- as French mini--

London, and in much credit with the Kin- anil others; but,

on the death of James, lie had returned to France. At our

it date lie was still alive at the age of eighty-seven, and

still not so much out of the world but that people in diflcrcnt

countries continued to think of him as a contemporary and

to quote his writin-s. There are i I to him, far from

i'ectt'ul. in one i.f Milt.-nV Ant i-F.pi-copal Pamphlets in

reply to Hishop Hall. 1 Two of hi- cons, both born in France, had

1 permanently in Kn-land, and had become passional, ly

interested in F.n-lish public allairs. though in very dir

directions. sn-er of thoc. LKWIS Du M'i UN,

born !(>()(). having taken the of Doctor of Physic

1 See close of Anlmadventtmt on thr RtmoiutratU'f l>*ft*M.
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at Leyden, had come to England when but a young- man, and,

after having been incorporated in the same degree at Cam-

bridge (1634), had been in medical practice in London. At

the beginning of the Long Parliament, he had taken the

Parliamentarian side, and had written, under the name of

" Irenseus Philalethes," two Latin pamphlets against Bishop
Hall's Episcopacy by Divine Right pamphlets very much in the

same vein of root-and-branch Church Reform as those of the

Smectymnuans and Milton at the same time. Since then,

still adhering to the Parliament through the Civil War, he

had become well known as an Independent much, it is said,

to the chagrin of his old father, who was a Presbyterian, with

leanings to moderate Episcopacy; and in 1647, in the Parlia-

mentary visitation of the University of Oxford, he had been

rewarded with the Camden Professorship of History in that

University. He had been made M.D. of Oxford in 1649.

At least three publications had come from his pen since his

appointment to the Professorship, one of them a Translation

into Latin (1650) of the first chapter of Milton's Eikonoklastes.

From this we should infer, what is independently likely, that

he was acquainted with Milton personally.
1

Very different

from the Independent and Commonwealth's man Lewis Du
Moulin, M.D. and History Professor of Oxford, was his elder

brother PETEE Du MOULIN, D.D. Born in 1600, he had been

educated, like his brother, at Leyden, and had taken his D.D.

degree there. He is first heard of in England in 1 640, when
he was incorporated in the same degree at Cambridge; and

at the beginning of the Civil War he was so far a naturalised

Englishman as to be Rector of Wheldrake, near York. From
that time, though a zealous Calvinist theologically, he was as

intensely Royalist and Episcopalian as his brother was Parlia-

mentarian and Independent. So we learn most distinctly

from a brief MS. sketch of his life through the Civil Wars
and the Commonwealth, written by himself after the Restora-

tion, for insertion into a copy of the second edition of one of

1 Wood's Fasti, II. 125 126
;
Whit- known to me only by the titles and

locke, II. 220. The writings of Lewis descriptions given by Wood and his
Du Moulin I have here mentioned are annotator Dr. Bliss.
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]]}> Looks, of date lf.00. presented by him to the library of

Canterhury Cathedral. " Our gra* .ml now glorious

Marie- the First," he there says,
"
finding that his

l.ellious subjects, not content to make war against him in

"his kininlom. a-saulted him with another war out of his
'

kingdom with their tongues and pens, he set outa Declara-

t ion to invite all his loving subjects and friends that

"could use the tongues of the neighbouring states to repn
-

nt with their pens the justice of his cause, especially to

1'rotcstant Churches abroad. That Declaration smote my
"
heart, as ]>artieularly addressed to me; and I took it as a

nimand laid u)>..u me by God himself. Whereupon I

made a solemn vow to God that, as far as Latin and French

uld j in the world, I would make the justice of the

"
Kind's and the Church's cause to be known, especially to the

' Protestants of France and the Low Countries, whom the

" KniLr> enemies did chietly labour to seduce and misinform.
" To pay my vow, I first made this book

"
[entitled originally

"
Apologie de la Keliy'nm Keform^e^ et de la Monarchic et de

ifjleterre, contre let Calumnies de la Lig*e Rebelle dt

Anylois et ftcossois" ; but in an imperfect English

translation the title was afterwards changed into "History <f

tin I

'

i/i.i." and in the second French edition, on a copy
of which I>u Moulin was now writing, it became " Hittoire

tks Nouveanx Presbyt^rieiu^ Anglois ei co*soi"] which was

in
"
at York, during the siege [i.e.

June 1644, just before

M:u>ton Moor], in a room whose chimney was beaten down
'

1'v the cannon while I was at my work
; and, after the siege

"and ntv expulsion from my Rectory at Wheldrako. it WM
"
finished in an underground cellar, \\here I lay hid to avoid

"
\\arrants that were out against me from committees to appre-

"hond me and carry me prisoner to Hull. Having finished

" the Look. I sent it to l.c printed in Holland by the means of

an ..Ulcer of the Ma-t.-r of the Posts at London, Mr. Pompeo
Calandrini. who was doing great and good services to the

Kino; in that plaee. Hut, the KiiiLT Lcingdead, and the face

"
ofpuhlie businesses altcrc.1. 1 M .iit for my MS. out ot Holland.

and reformed it for the new KJIILT 's >erviec. And it was
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"
printed, but very negligently, by Samuel Browne at the

"
Hague [1649?] . . . Much about the same time I set out

"
my Latin Poem, Ecclesite Gemitus

('
Groans ofthe Church '),

" with a long Epistle to all Christians in the defence of the

"
King and the Church of England ; and, two years after

"
[1652], Clamor Regii Sanguinis ad Codnm. God blessed

" these books, and gave them the intended effect, the dis-

"
abusing of many misinformed persons. And it was so well

" resented by his Majesty, then at Breda, that, being showed
" my sister Mary among a great company of ladies, he brake
" the crowd to salute her, and tell her that he was very
" sensible of his obligations to her brother, and that, if ever
" God settled him in his kingdom, he would make him know
" that he was a grateful prince." Here, then, in Dr. Peter

Du Moulin's own hand, though not till after the Restoration,

we have the Regii Sanguinis Clamor claimed as his, with the

information that it was one of a series of books written by
him with the special design of maintaining the cause of

Charles II. and discrediting the Commonwealth among Con-

tinental Protestants.1

Yet farther proof on the subject, also from Dr. Peter's own

hand. In the Library of Canterbury Cathedral there is, or

was, his own copy of the original edition of the Regii Sanguinis

Clamor ; and in that copy the preliminary Dedicatory Epistle

in UJac's name to Charles II. is marked for deletion, and has

these words prefixed to it in Du Moulin's hand: "
Epistola

quam aiunt esse Alexandri Mori, qua mihi valde non prolatur
"

(" Epistle which they say is by Alexander Morus, and which

is not greatly to my taste ").
2 All the rest, therefore, was his

1 Wood's Fasti, II. 195
;
and Gentle- seven

;
and Peter the younger, of the

man's Magazine for 1773, pp. 369 370. Regii Sanguinis Clamor, died in 1684 at

In the last is given the autobiographic the age of eighty-four. The reader will

sketch of Du Moulin, transcribed from have noted the Pompeo Calandrini
the copy of his Histoire des Nouveaux mentioned as an official in the London
Presbyteriem (edit. 1660) in the Canter- Post Office in the time of the Civil War,
bury Library. The Mary du Moulin, and as secretly aiding Charles I. in his

the sister of Peter and Lewis, mentioned correspondence. He was, doubtless, of

in the autobiographic sketch, died at the Italian-Genevese family of Calan-
the Hague in Feb. 1699, having, like drinis already mentioned, ante pp. 172
most of the Du Moulins, attained a 173 and footnote,

great age. The father, Dr. Peter the 2 Gentleman's Magazine for 1773, as

elder, died in 1658 at the age of ninety; in last note.

Lewis died in 1683 at the age of seventy-
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o-.vn. Hut, to remove all possible doubt, we have tin

mop- complete and exact information fanusbtd I'.v
him in

!<'.;<), Milton then still alive and in the first fame of his

/'-//V////.Y,' Lost. In that year there appeared from the Cam-

bridge rniver>itv l're>s a volume entitled Pctri Molinai P. F.

ya -. Poematum l.ilji'lli Tres. It was a collection of Dr.

Du Moulin's Latin Poems, written at various times

of his life, and now arranged by him in three divisions,

separately title-paged, entitled respectively "Hymns to the

ApoMl.-s' Creed," "Groans of the Church "
(Ecclesue Gemiltw),

and "Varieties." In the second division were reprinted the

t\\o Latin Poems that had originally formed part of the

x inin Clamor, with their full titles as at first: to wit. the

iaristic Ode," to the great Salmasius for his Lcfe**io

Jlegia, and the set of scurrilous Iambics " To the Bestial Black -

guard John Milton, Parricide and Advocate of the Parricide."

\Viih rel'erence to the last there are several explanations for

ader in L.itin jirose at ditlerent points in the volume.

At one place the reader is asMiivd that, though the Iambics

against Milton, and >oine other things in the volume, may
Mvm savage, zeal li>r Religion and the Church, in their hour

of sore trial, had l.ccn a sutlicient motive for writing them,

and they must not he taken as indicating the private character

of the author, as known well enough to his friends. At

another place (pp. 1 H-2 of the volume) there is, by way of

afterthought or extension, a larger and more express statement

ahoiit the Ianil>ies again.-t Milton, which mu>t here be trans-

lated in full :' Into what danger I was thrown.'' says Da
Moulin, l.y the !ir>t appearance of this Poem in the Clamor

^
itHjiiini* would not seem to me worthy of public

in. t ice jj..w, were it not that the miracle of divine prot.

1\- which I was kept safe is most worthy of the common ad-

miration of the good and the prai-e of the Supreme 1 >el:

1 had -cut my manuscript sheets to the gnat Sain

who entrusted them to the care of that most learned man,

del Morns. This Morns delivered them to the

11

printer, and prefixed to th -in an I'.pistle
to the King, in the

l> Printer's name, exceedingly eloijueiit
and full of good
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"matter. When that care of Moras over the business of

"
printing the book had become known to Milton through

" the spies of the Regicides in Holland, Milton held it as an
" ascertained fact that Moms was the author of the Clamor ;

" whence that most virulent book of Milton's against Morus,
" entitled Defensio Secunda pro Populo Anglicano. It had the
"

effect, moreover, of making enemies for Morus in Holland ;

" for at that time the English Tyrants were very much feared

" in foreign parts. Meanwhile I looked on in silence, and
" not without a soft chuckle, at seeing my bantling laid at

" another man's door, and the blind and furious Milton
"
fighting and slashing the air, like the hoodwinked horse-

" combatants in the old circus, not knowing by whom he was
" struck and whom he struck in return. But Morus, unable
" to stand out against so much ill-will, began to cool in the
"
King's cause, and gave Milton to know who the author of

" the Clamor really was (Clamorls autkorem Miltono indicavif).
"
For, in fact, in his Reply to Milton's attack he produced two

"
witnesses, of the highest credit among the rebels, who might

" have well known the author, and could divulge him on
"
being asked. Thus over me and my head there hung the

" most certain destruction. But that great Guardian of

"
Justice, to whom I had willingly devoted both my labour

" and my life, wrought out my safety through Milton's own

"pride, as it is customary with His Wisdom to bring good
" out of evil, and light out of darkness. For Milton, who
" had gone full tilt at Morus with his canine eloquence, and
" who had made it almost the sole object of his Defensio
" Secunda to cut up the life and reputation of Morus, never
" could be brought to confess that he had been so grossly
" mistaken : fearing, I suppose, that the public would make
" fun of his blindness, and that grammar-school boys would
"
compare him to that blind Catullus in Juvenal who, mean-

"
ing to praise the fish presented to Domitian,

' Made a long speech,

Facing the left, while on his right there lay
The actual turbot.'

" And so, Milton persisting in his blundering charge against
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"Morns fur that dangerous service to the K -

K I U eould in.t
, without great damage to their good patron,

list any other than Morus as guilty of BO great
" a crime. And, as Milton preferred my getting off scatheless

to tiring iiiuiid in a ridiculous position him.-elf, 1 had this

" reward lor my pains, tliat Milton, whom I had treated 00

muchly, turned out my patron and sedulous body-guard.
I >ou't laugh, reader

; but give best thanks, with me, to God,
the most good, the most great, and the most wise,

"
deliver.

This final version of the story of Du Moulin (in 1670,

NBMfnber) seems to have become current among those who,
after the Restoration, retained any interest in the su

Thin. Aubrey, in his notes for Milton's life, written about

1680, has a memorandum to this effect, giving
" Mr. Abr.

Hill "as his authority:
" His [Milton's] sharp writ ing against

" Alexander More of Holland, upon a mistake, notwithstanding
"he [Morus] had given him [Milton], by the ambassador,

"all satisfaetion to the contra <>ok called
" Clamor was writ 1>\ IVter l>u Moulin. Well, that was all

"one [said Milton] ;
he having writ it [the Defetuio Sccttnda],

hould go into the world : one of them was as bad as the
"
other.'

1 '

Itentrovato; luit there is at least one vital particular

in \\hieh neither Du Moulin's amusing statement in 1670

nor Aubrey's suWquent anecdote seems to be consistent with

.act truth as already hefore us in the documents. The

<>f the real authorship of the Reyii Sanguinia Clamor had

l>een letter and longer kept than Du Moulin's statement

would lead us to suppose. Kveii Ulac in 1654, as we have

>een, while declaring that Morus was not the author, could

11 who else he was. Morus himself did then know, having
l>eeii admitted into the secret, pndiaUy from the first; and

>1 others then knew, having l>een told in contiden<

Salmai-ius, Moru>. or Du Moulin. Charlfs II. himself seems

to have l.een infoniu-d. But that Morus had retrained from

divul^inu' the enerally, or communit at ing it in a pre-

ei>e inaiinerto Mil' : at tlie inomnit \\hcn he wa> franti-

cally trying to avert Milton's wrath and stop the publie
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of the Defensio Secunrla, seems evident, and must go to his

credit. In the remonstrance with Thurloe, in May 1654,

through the Dutch ambassador Nieuport, intended to stop the

publication when it was just leaving the press, we hear only

of the denial of Morus that he was the author nothing of

any information from him that Du Moulin was the real

author
; and, though Durie had about the same time informed

Milton in a letter from the Hague that he had heard the book

attributed, on private authority from Morus, to " a certain

French minister,", no name was given. Farther, in the Fides

Publica, published some months afterwards, Morus was still

almost chivalrously reticent. While declaring that the real

author was " alive and well," and while describing him

negatively so far as to say that he was not in Holland, nor

within the circle of Morus's own acquaintances, he still avoids

naming him, and only appeals to himself to come forward

and own his performance. And so, as late as August 1655, when

Milton replied to Morus in his Pro Se Defensio, the evidence

still is that, though he had more correct ideas by that time as

to the amount and nature of Morus's responsibility for the book,

and was aware of some other author at the back of Morus, he

had not yet ascertained who this other author was, and still

thought that the defamatory Iambics against himself, as well

as the Dedicatory Epistle to Charles II., might be Morus's

own. It seems to me possible that not till after the Restora-

tion did Milton know that the alleged "French Minister" at

the back of Morus in the Regii Sanguinis Clamor was Dr.

Peter Du Moulin, or at all events that not till then did he

know that the defamatory Iambics, as well as the main text,

were that gentleman's. The only person who could have put
an end to the mystery completely was Du Moulin himself,

and not till after the Restoration, as we have seen, was it con-

venient, er even safe, for Du Moulin to avow his handiwork.

Yet all the while, as Du Moulin himself hints in his con-

fession of 1670, he had been, if we may so express it, close at

Milton's elbow. In 1652, when the Regii Sanguinis Clamor

appeared, Du Moulin, then fifty-two years of age, and known
as a semi-naturalized Frenchman, the brother of Professor
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Pii Moulin of Oxford, had been ijoing about in England
1 par>on from Yorkshire, the very opposite of his

brother in politics. Hr had necessarily known something of

Milton alr.aoly ; and. inderd, in the book itself there is closer

kiio\\|,..|ov of Milton's portion and antecedents than would

have been easy for Salmasius, or Morns, or any other absolute

foreigner. Tin- author had evidently read Milton's Tenure of

Kings and Magittrabt and his Eikonoklaatct, as well as his

//.Y/M Pi Ima ; he was aware of the significance given to the

first of these In ati-es by the coincidence of its date with the

Kind's Trial, and could repre^-nt it as actually a cause of the

I.' --icide; he had gone back also upon Milton's Divorce

Pamphlets and Ant i- Episcopal Pamphlets, and had collected

hints to Milton's detriment out of the attacks made upon him hy

Hi.-hop Hall and others during the Smectymnuan controversy.
All this acquaintance with Milton, the phrasing being k

sufficiently indefinite, Du Moulin could show in the book

without betraying himself. That, as he lias told us, would

have heen hi- ruin. The book, though shorter than the

Ih-ffjixt- \ Salma-iu>, was even a more impressive and

successful vilification of the Commonwealth than that big

performance ;
and not even to the son of the respet

'

European fcheologUU) Molina-ns. and the brother of such a

fa von rite of the Commonwealth as Dr. Lewis Du Moulin,

could Parliament or the Council of State have shown mercy
after Mich an olfence. A> for Milton, the attack on whom ran

through the more general invective, not for
"
forty thousand

brothers" would he have kept his hands off Dr. Peter had he

known. Providentially, however. Dr. Peter remained mcOfl
and it was Morus that was murdered, Dr. Peter looking on

and '

softly chuckling." Rather, I should say, getting more

and nior,- alarmed, and almost wUhinjj: that the book had

never hern written, or at all events praying more and more

earnestly that he mijjht not be found out, and that Morus,
murdered irretrievably at any rate, \\ould take his murdering

quietly and hold his tongue. For the Commonwealth had

firmly e-tahli^ied itself meanwhile, and had passed into the Pro-

: orate; and all rational men in Europe had -.jiven up the CM
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of the Stuarts, and come to regard pamphlets in their behalf

as so much waste paper; and was it not within the British

Islands after all, ruled over though they were by Lord Pro-

tector Cromwell, that a poor French divine of talent, tied to

England already by various connexions, had the best chances

and outlooks for the future ? So, it appears, Du Moulin had

reasoned with himself, and so he had acted. " After Ireland
" was reduced by the Parliamentary forces," we are informed

by Wood, " he lived there, some time at Lismore, Youghal,
" and Dublin, under the patronage of Richard, Earl of Cork.
"
Afterward, going into England, he settled in Oxon (where

" he was tutor or governor to Charles, Viscount Dungarvan,
" and Mr. Richard Boyle his brother) ;

lived there two or
" more years, and preached constantly for a considerable time
" in the church of St. Peter in the East." 1 His settlement

at Oxford, near his brother Dr. Lewis, dates itself, as I

calculate, about 1654; and it must have been chiefly thence,

accordingly, that he had watched Milton's misdirected atten-

tions to poor Morus, knowing himself to be " the actual

turbot." There is proof, however, as we shall find, that he

was, from that date onwards, a good deal in London, and, what

is almost startlingly strange, in a select family society there

which must have brought him into relations with Milton,

and perhaps now and then into his company. Du Moulin

could believe in 1670 that Milton even then knew his secret,

and that he owed his escape to Milton's pride and unwillingness
to retract his blunder about Morus. We have seen reason to

doubt that
; and, indeed, Milton had, in his second Morus pub-

lication, put himself substantially right with the public about

the extent of Morus's concern in the Eegii Sanguinis Clamor,

and had scarcely anything to retract. What he could do in

addition was Du Moulin's danger. He could drag a new

culprit to light and immolate a second victim. That he re-

frained may have been owing, as we have supposed most

likely, to his continued ignorance that the Dr. Du Moulin

now going about in Oxford and in London, so near himself,

was the original and principal culprit ; or, if he did have

1 Wood's Fasti, II. 195.
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any su-].iei,,ns r.flli.- tact. tlinv may have been other reasons,
in and alter 1655, for a di^tii ice.

[a proceeding from tin- MX.nth ..f August 1655, when Milton

published his Pro Se Defenrio, to his lit'.- through the rest of

Oli\ !eet..rati'. it is as it' we were leaving a cluster of

laixre islands that hail detained us long by their size and by
the storms on their coasts, and were sailing on into a tract

of calmer sea, whore the islands, though numerous, are but

k- in eompari-on. The reasnii of this is that we are now out

of the main entanglement of the Salmasins and Moras contro-

VtnjT, Milton hail taken leave of that subject, and indeed of

contro\.-r-y altogether tor a good while.

In the original memoirs of Milton du taken of this

calm in his lite after his second cast igat ion of Morns. "
Heing

n.>\\- quiet from state adversaries and public contests,'* says

Phillips, "he had leisure again for his own studies and private

designs"; nnd Wood's phrase is all but identical: "About
the time that he had lini-hed these things, he had more
leisure and time at command." Hoth add that, in this new
lei-ure, he turned again at once to those three labours which

had Keen ..ceupying him. at intervals, for so many years, and

which \\ere. in fact, always in reserve as his favourite haek-

emj'lovments when he had nothing else to do his compila-
tions for hi< intended TAetaurvs Linyiue Latina, his Hittwy of

mi, and his Body of
'

HiU'irnl Thtology. The mere mention

of sueh works as again in progress in the house in IVttv

France in the third or fourth year of Milton's blindness con-

firms conclusively the other evidences that he had 1 v this

tim- :ne in a remarkable manner the worst ditlicnlties

of bis condition. One tees him in hi- room, daily for hours

together, with his readers and amanuenses, directing them to

this or that ho..k on the shelves, li.-tenin^ as they read the

passages wanted. intemptiBg and requiring another 1"

listening ai^ain. interrupt in^r a^ain. and so at length dictat-

ing his note-, and Lrivin^- cautions as to the keeping of tln-m.

Hi- ditlerent svts of j-aj-er-. with the volumes most in use, are

familiar now c\ en to his o\\n touch in their places on thetalde

VOL. \. Q
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or the floor
; and, when his amanuenses are gone, he can sit on

by himself, revising the day's work mentally, and projecting

the sequel. And so from day to day, with the variation of

his afternoon exercise in the garden, or the walk beyond it in

some one's company into the park or farther, or an occasional

message from Thurloe on office-business, or calls from friendsO '

singly or two or three together, and always, of course, at

intervals through the day, the pleased contact of the blind

hands with the stops of the organ.

Among the inmates of the house in Petty France in the

latter part of 1655, besides the blind widower himself, were

his three little orphan girls, the eldest, Anne, but nine years

of age, the second, Mary, but seven, and the youngest,

Deborah, only three. How they were tended no one knows
;

but one fancies them seeing little of their father, and left

very much to the charge of servants. Two wornen-servants,

with perhaps a man or boy to wait on Milton personally, may
have completed the household, unless. Milton's two nephews
are to be reckoned as also belonging to it.

That the nephews still hovered about Milton, and resided

with him occasionally, together or by turns, giving him

their services as amanuenses, appears to be certain. Edward

Phillips was now twenty-five years of age, and John Phillips

twenty-four ;
but neither of them had taken to any profession,

or had any other means of subsistence than private pedagogy,

with such work for the booksellers as could be obtained by
their own ability or through their uncle's interest. The

younger, as we know, had made some name for himself by
his Joannis Philippi, Angli, Eesponsio of 1652, written in behalf

of his uncle, and under his uncle's superintendence ;
and it is

probable that both the brothers had in the interval been doing

odds and ends of literary work. There are verses by both

among the commendatory poems prefixed to the first two

parts of Henry Lawes's Ayres and Dialogues for one, two, or

three Voices, published in 1653, as a sequel to that previous

publication of 1648, entitled Choice Psalmes put into musick

for three Voices, which had contained Milton's own sonnet to

Lawes ; and in the Divine Poems of Thomas Washbourne, a
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(ilourestendi ire clergyman, published i:i 1054, tliere are "Verses

to hi> friend Th<>mas Washbourne "
by Edward Phillips. In

this latter year, 1 find. .John Phillips must have been away
for some tiini' in Scotland, for in a letter to Thurloe dated

\\oud Street, Compter, llth April, 1654, the writer no

other than Milton's interesting friend Andrew Sumlelands.

MO\V Lack from Scotland himself mentions Phillips as there

instead. Sandelamls had not ceased, under the Protectorate,

to try to make himself useful to the Government, and so get
re-t.>red to his Rectory; and, as nothing had come of his grand

proposal about the woods of Scotland, he had interested him-

self in a new business : viz.
" the prosecution of that informa-

tion man-ruing the Crown Lands in Scotland which his

Hio-hn.>s and the late Council of State did refer to the

Comim-loners at Leith." Assuring Thurloe that he had

I), (ii diligent in the aflair, he pays,
" I have employed Mr.

" John Phillips, Mr. Milton's kinsman, to solicit the business,
" botli \\itli the Judges at Edinburgh and with the Commis-

sioners at Leith; who by ki but letter promiseth to give

"me a very good account very speedily." Whether this

means that Sandchuuls had himself vent Phillips from London

to Scotland on the business, or only that, knowing Phillips to

he already in Scotland, he had put the business into his hands,

in either case one discerns an attempt on Milton's part to find

some public employment, other than clerkship under him-

self, for the unsteady Phillips. The attempt, however, must

ha\e failed . fr in H>.~>.~> Phillips was back in London, still a

Bohemian, and apparently in a mood that boded ill for his

ever l>ein^ anything else.
1

769 an<l 212 ; Committee of the Admiralty ; hat San-
Lawea'a Avrrtuml ]n'aliyin-f: Tlmrloe, delands hope* it may be revived, and
II. 229227. At t mraends a beginning Mint summer
letter to Thurloe (April 11, I '." |x>ur in tin* wood of Qtannornton about Looh
Saii'li'lamls was - N . are to

.ui>l was be plentiful at any rate.
"
Sir." he adds,

thru in j-ri-.'ti. Hi- rt-miinU Tliurl i winter jo>,
~ ntl.ind toilo

iijitn t< lx> useful lor tli> la^t
"

tlu- State si-rvj. <-, 'and my long attend-

vc.ir '-r HUT' . .i-t, "ance here, hath not deaenred a umall

In tin* wnit< i nber and "reward, or at leant the tnkmg off of

tar fn-ni ti -
l'li.

"
th MD from my parsonage

"stirs in S.-otlan.l 'iin-, I ho|>c ere long I hII
ni.-tc.l tli i nt a far greater, when

been lodged, through Milton, with tlic hueu'a revenue* shall be in-

Q 2
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On the 17th of August, 1655, or just nine days after

the publication of Milton's Pro Se Defensio, there appeared

anonymously in London, in the form of a small quarto

pamphlet of twenty-two pages, a poem in rhyming heroics,

entitled A Satyr against Hypocrites. In evidence that it was

the work of a scholar, there were two mottoes from Juvenal

on the title-page, one of them the well known " Si natura

negat, facit indignatio versum." Of the performance itself

there can be no more exact description than that of Godwin.
" It is certainly written," he says,

" with considerable talent ;

" and the scenes which the author brings before us are painted
" in a very lively manner. He describes successively a Sun-
"
day, as it appeared in the time of Cromwell, a christening,

" a Wednesday, which agreeably to the custom of that period
" was a weekly fast, and the profuse and extravagant supper
" with which, according to him, the fast-day concluded. The
"
christening, the bringing home the child to its mother, who

"
is still in confinement, and the talk of the gossips, have a

" considerable resemblance to the broadest manner of Chaucer."

This last remark Godwin at once qualifies. Whereas in

Chaucer, he says, we have sheer natural humour, with no

ulterior end, the The Satyr against Hypocrites "is an undis-
"
guised attack upon the National Religion, upon every-

"
thing that was then visible in this country and metropolis

' ; under the name of Religion." In other words, it is in a

vein of anti-Puritanism, or even anti-Cromwellianism, quite as

bitter as that of any of the contemporary Royalist writers,

or as that of Butler and the post-Restoration wits, with a

decided tendency also to indecency in ideas and expression.

Of the more serious parts this is a specimen :

"
Oh, what will men not dare, if thus they dare

Be impudent to Heaven, and play with prayer,

Play with that fear, with that religious awe,
Which keeps men free, and yet is man's great law !

"What can they but the worst of Atheists be

Who, while they word it 'gainst impiety,

"creased." Milton, I may mention, pamphlets, Gilbert Mabbot. I find

had, about this time, several old ac- him, in June 1653, in some official con-

quaintauces in the Protector's service in nexion with Leith (Council Order Book,
Scotland. One was the ex-liceucer of June 3).
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.int tlu- throne of God with tln-ir false deeds?

Ala-
'

thi- \von<]rr in the Atheist breeds.

A iv tli.-e tin- men that would the age reform,
t /;../,( iritl,

Siif-r.tfifi-.rt <-ry.
:unl swarm

This paint. '1 -.'lass, that sculpture, to deface,

-h'|> pi id.- and avarice in their placet
th. y bawl out. y t know not what

Krli'_'ion is, unless it IKJ to prate!"

That siieh "a smart thing," as Wood calls it, should have

appeared in the middle of Cromwell's Protectorate, and that,

its anti-Croinwellianism being implied in its general anti-

Puritu.ni-m rather than explicitly avowed, it should have had

a considerable circulation, need not surprise us. What is

surprising is that the author should have been Milton's

younger nephew, who had been brought up from his very

childhood under his uncle's roof, and educated wholly and

solely 1>\ hi- uncle's own care. It would add to the sur-

prise if the thing had been actually written in Milton's

house; and even for that there is, as we shall find, some-

thing like evidence. Altogether, I should say, Mr. John

IMi i Hips had. of late, got quite beyond his uncle's control,

and had taken t> courses of his own. not in very good com -

panv. Am on ir new acquaintances he had forsworn his uncle's

politics, and was no longer perfectly at ease with him. 1

During the whole time of Milton's residence in Petty

France, his elder nephew tells us, "he was frequently visited

l.y persons of quality, particularly my lady Ranelagh

"(whose son for sonic time he instructed), all learned

'

foreigners of note (who could not part out of this city

"without unvinir a \isit to a person so eminent), and lastly

1
I Sdyr again* ffypocriU*, 1855 plain this; but .John Phillips was cer-

(Tli"iiM ae of public*- Uinly the null. W : alone would
f ihf Phillip**, be good authority ; but it appear* from

one of Blurt note* to Wood that the
f was afterwards claimed '

.ok-catal'ogues t I iul Phillip*, and in Edward
Phillip;'*

.itnun Poetorvm, published in 1075,
.11. tlu- piece it ascribed by name to his

tli.- tun.- :is K-lwanl l-r-.tlii-r John, in evidence of his "win
Phillips's Menu pnrrtd bythorutr. Inirleaoue and facetious iwUy
it in K-v'i>t<TH uiulT ((5<xlwin. Lit** o/lA* /'AiWipr*.p. 158).

date llar.-h 14. i It waa a rnther popular piece when first

i >>y K<ltoard I'h Mipt, publ ishe.1, aii<l was twice reprinted after

a the Restoration.
I
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"
by particular friends that had a high esteem for him : viz.

" Mr. Andrew Marvell, young Lawrence (the son of him that

" was President of Oliver's Council), . . . Mr. Marchamont
"
Needham, the writer of Politicus, but above all Mr. Cyriack

" Skinner." To these may be added Hartlib, Durie (when he

was not abroad), Henry Oldenburg, and others of the Hartlib-

Durie connexion. Altogether, the group is an interesting

one, and it is precisely in and about 1655 that we have the

means of seeing all the individuals of it in closest proximity to

Milton and to each other. As one's curiosity is keenest, at this

point, about Lady Ranelagh, she may have the precedence.

On her own account she deserves it. We have already

seen (ante Vol. III. 658-660) who she was, by marriage the

Viscountess Ranelagh, wife of Arthur Jones, second Viscount

E/anelagh in the Irish Peerage, but by birth Catharine Boyle,

daughter of the great Richard Boyle, first Earl of Cork, with

the four surviving sons of that Earl for her brothers, and his

five other surviving daughters for her sisters. Of her four

brothers, the eldest, Richard Boyle, second Earl of Cork, lived

generally in Ireland, looking after his great estates there
;

and indeed it was in Ireland that most of the family had their

chief properties. But the second brother, Roger Boyle, Lord

Broghill, already known to us for his services in Ireland

under Cromwell, and for his conspicuous fidelity to Cromwell

ever since, was now in Scotland, as President of Cromwell's

Council there. He may be called the literary brother
; for,

though his chief activity hitherto had been in war and politics,

he had found time to write and publish his long romance or

novel called Parthenissa, and so to begin a literary reputation

which was to be increased by poems, tragedies, comedies, &c.,

in no small profusion, in coming years. His age, at our present

date, was about thirty-four. Two years younger was Francis

Boyle, the third brother, afterwards Lord Shannon, and four

years younger still was the philosophical and scientific brother,

Mr. Boyle, or " the Honourable Mr. Robert Boyle." When we

last saw this extraordinary young man, after his return from his

travels, i. e. in 164548, he was in retirement at Stalbridge in

Dorsetshire, absorbed in studies and in chemical experiments,
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but corresponding eagerly with Hart lib and others in London,
ami -omet imcs coming ti> town himself, when he would attend

tho>e meetings of the Invisible College, the germ of the future

ty, about tlu- delights of which Hartlib was n

tin ] f writing- to him. This mode of life he had continued,

with the interruption of a journey or two abroad, till 1652.
" Nor am I here altogether idle," he says in one of his latest

letters to Hartlib from Stalbridge ;
"for I can sometimes

make a shift to snatch from the importunity of my affairs

leisure to trace such plans, and frame such models, as, if my
" Irish fortune will aflbrd me quarries and woods to draw

mpetent materials from to construct after them, will fit

" me to build a pretty house in Athens, where I may live to
"
Philosophy and Mr. Hartlib." The necessity of looking

alter tin- In-h fortune of \\liich he here speaks had since then

taken him to Ireland and kept him there for the greater part

of two years. He found it, he says, "a barbarous country.

where ehemieal spirits were so misunderstood, and chemical

instruments so unprocurable, that it was hard to have any
Hermetic thoughts in it ;" and he had betaken himself to

"anatomical dissections
"
as the only kind of scientific pas-

time that Irish conditions favoured. On ret urnim,' to Midland,

in 1654, he had settled in Oxford, to be in the society of

Wilkins Wallis, Goddard, Ward, Petty, Bathurst, Willis, and

other kindred scientific spirits, most of them recently trans-

ferred from London to posts in the University, and so forming

the Oxford oli'shoot of the l/irixiM? College, as distinct from

the London original. Hut still from Oxford, as formerly

from Stalbridgc, the VOUIILT philo>o| her made occasional visits

to London ; and always, \\hen there, he was to be found at

the house of his si-ter. Lady llandagh. What property be-

longed to Lady Kanela^-h herself, or to her husband, lay also

mainly in Ireland : l>ut for many years, in consequence of

the distracted state of that country, her residence had been in

London. ' In the Pall Mall, in the suburbs of West min

is the n t designation. Her Irish property se.

the present, to have yielded her but a dubious r. -venn-' ; and

though she had a Government pension of ^'4 a week on
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some account or other, she seems to have been dependent
in some degree on subsidies from her wealthier relatives. It

also appears, though hazily, that there was some deep-rooted

disagreement between her and her husband, and that, if he

was not generally away in Ireland, he was at least now seldom

with her in London. She had her children with her, however.

One of these was her only son, styled then simply Mr. Richard

Jones, though modern custom would style him Lord Navan.

In 1655 he was a boy of fifteen years of age, Lady Ranelagh
herself being then just forty. The education of this boy, and of

her two or three girls, was her main anxiety; but she took a

deep interest as well in the affairs of all the members of the

Boyle family, not one ofwhom would take any step of impor-
tance without consulting her. She corresponded with them

all, but especially with Lord Broghill and the philosophical

young Robert, both of them her juniors, and Robert peculiarly

her protege. In his letters to her, all written carefully and in

a strain of stately and respectful affection, we see the most

absolute confidence in her judgment; and it is from her letters

to him, full of solicitude about his health, and of interest in his

experiments and speculations, that we obtain perhaps the best

idea of that combination of intellectual and moral excellencies

to which her contemporaries felt they could not do justice

except by calling her " the incomparable Lady Ranelagh."
For that name, which was to be hers through an entire

generation more, was already as common in talk about her

beyond the circle of her own family as the affectionate one of
" Sister Ranelagh

" was within that circle. Partly it was

because she was one of the best-educated women of her time,

with the widest tastes and sympathies in matters literary

and philosophical, and with much of that genius of the

Boyles, though in feminine form, which was represented by
Lord Broghill and Robert Boyle among her brothers. Just

before our present date we find her taking lessons in Hebrew

from a Scotch teacher of that language then in London, who
afterwards dedicated his Gate to the Holy Tongue to her, with

much respect for her "
proficiency in so short a time," and

" amidst so many abstractions as she was surrounded with."
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And > in tiling "f theater ijrasp. In writing t<> her Brother

Robert her yati-factioii with tin- new I Aperimeiital Philosophy

which he and other- an- trying to institute can express itself

as a belief that it will help the considering part of mankind

to a clearer prospect into this great frame of tin- visible

"world. and therein of tin- power and wisdom of its great

Maker, than the rough draft wherein it has hitherto 1 -

1 in tin- ignorant and \\holesule philosophy that
" has so Ion-*, by the power of an implicit faith in the doctrine
" of Aristotle and the Schools, gone current in the world has

ver been able to assist them towards." But it was not

merely by variety of intellectual culture that Lady Ranelagh
was distinguished. One cannot read her letters without

dixeeniiiig in them a deep foundation of piety in the best

lense, real ui.-dom, a serious determination with herself to

make her own life a.s actively useful as possible, and a dis-

positiou always to relate herself to what was sterling around

her. u
Though tome particular opinions might shut her up

in a divided communion," said Burnet of her long ai:

ward-. yet her soul \\a> never of a party. She divided h r

charities and friendships, her esteem as well as her bounty,

\\ith the truest regard to merit and her own obligations,

without any difference made upon the account of opinion."

This was true even at our present date, when she was an

Oliverian in politics, like her brother Bro*h ill, though perhaps

more moderately so, and in religious matters what maybe
called a very liberal Puritan. 1

llo\v Ion^ Lady Kanela^-h had known Milton is uncertain ;

but, as her nephew, the voim-.;- Marl of Harrimore. had been

one of Milton's pupils in his house in the Barbican, and as

we had - information that he had been sent there

his aunt, the acquaintance must have begun as early as

Hitfior HH7. And now. it appears, through all the in-

mediate ei-ht years of Milton's changes of residence and

1 Bin -h'- I .ifi> of RoK-rt Boylr, pre- Crossley to his (xliti^n f

\\ k.s, ! p. / rfjpondentt
f>r the

1*4 186, and

lagh and to B . !. in 366. Mrs. Onwo's Calen.lw of SUUs-
his Works ; Notes b\
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fortune, including his six in the Latin Secretaryship, the ac-

quaintanceship has been kept up, and has been growing more

intimate, till, in 1655, in his widowerhood and blindness in his

house in Petty France, there is no one, and certainly no lady,

that more frequently calls upon him, or whose voice, on the

staircase, announcing who the visitor is, he is more pleased

to hear. They were close neighbours, only St. James's Park

between their houses
;
and his having taught her nephew,

the young Earl of Barrimore, was not now the only link of

that kind between themselves. She had not been satisfied

till she had contrived that her own son should, to some extent,

be Milton's pupil too. " My Lady Ranelagh, whose son for

some time he instructed
"

are Phillips's words on this point ;

and, though we included Lady Ranelagh's son, Mr. Richard

Jones, afterwards third Viscount and first Earl of Ranelagh,
in our general enumeration of Milton's pupils, given under the

year 1647, when the Barbican establishment was complete,
it was with the intimation that this particular pupil, then but

seven years old, could hardly have been one of the Barbican

boys, but must have had the benefit of lessons from Milton

in some exceptional way afterwards. The fact, on the likeliest

construction of the evidence, seems to have been that Milton,

to oblige Lady Ranelagh, had quite recently allowed the boy to

come daily, or every other day, from his mother's house in

Pall Mall to Petty France, to sit with him for an hour or two,
and read Greek and Latin. To the end of his life Milton

found this easy kind of pedagogy a pleasant amusement in

his blindness, and made it indeed one of his devices for help
to himself in his readings and references to books

;
and Lady

Ranelagh's son may have been his first experiment in the

method. That he retained an interest in this young Rane-

lagh of a semi-tutorial kind, as well as on his mother's

account, the sequel will prove.

Strange things do happen in real life
;
and actually it was

possible that, on the day of one of Lady Ranelagh's visits to

Milton, she might have had a call in her own house from

Dr. Peter Du Moulin. For her ladyship's circle of acquain-

tance did include this gentleman. He had been tutor in
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Ireland t> her tun nephews, Viscount Dungarvan and M-.

Kiehard Movie, sons of her eldest brother, the Karl of Cork,

ami he had conn- with them, still in that capacity, to Oxford

(ante p. ^4), and so had been introduced into the whole

Movie connexion. 1 What amount of awkwardness there may
have l.een in a possible meeting between Du Moulin and

Milton themselves through this common social connexion of

theirs in London has been already discussed. The Rnnelagh
circle, for the rest, included all those, or most of them,

that were Milton's friends independently, and could converse

about him in her ladyship's own spirit. The family of Lord

President Lawrence, for example, were in high esteem with

Lady Ranela^h ; and the President's son, Mr Henry Law-

rence, Milton's young friend, and presumably one of his former

pupils of the Barbican days, seems to have been about this

time much in the emu puny of her ladyship's nephew, the

Earl of Barrimore. That young nobleman, we may in-"

had become a married man, shortly after he had ceased to be

Milton's pupil in the Hurbican, and was now leading a gallant

and rather idle life about London, but not quite astray from

his aunt's soeicty, or perhaps from Milton's either. 2 Then

there were Hartlih, Dnrie. Haak, and other lights of the

London liraneh of the Itici* : fiends of Robert Boyle
for \ears past, and corresponding with him and the other

luminaries of the Oxford colony of the Colleye. Hartlil.. in

particular, who now lived at Charing Cross, and who had

Da Moulin was one of V. (pp. 591-596). In three

Robert I uid correspond- letters, all written after the Restoration,
fiits both i., ter the Reatora- u presents his respectful s*r-

uit vices to "My Honourable Lady Rane-
D M 1 in lajjh" in terms implying long-esUb-
1658 a little iMM.k culled Th- < -I acquaintanceship. But there are

other scattered proofs of Du Moulin'*

m<l tin- !.>.,k l"-i_- intimacy with the whole Boyle
'i to Boyle, fa

..:i I I'. ;t.-,| an intr>Mlii he young Earl had man
'

MT. it \v.i and against his mother's will, in 1649,
M .,ui in 1-.7

rtly
after he had been M

n..,,,.. > See a Utter of condolence on the subject
! Itoyle to his sister, the

which
I;iiiil>i<-s against Milton ntiinacy between
Sanmina < ! i t- r. s.>. Earl of Barrimore and young

iwrence see a letter of Hart.

111.'* to B.\le (Ibi.L V. 279).
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found a new theme of interest in the wonderful abilities and

wonderful experiments of Mr. Clodius, a German chemist, who
had recently become his son-in-law, was still in constant

correspondence with Boyle, and was often at Lady Ranelagh's
on some occasion or other.

1 Nor must Milton's new German

friend, Henry Oldenburg-, the agent for Bremen, be forgotten.

He also, as we shall find, had been drawn, in a special manner,
into the Boyle and Ranelagh connexion, and was, in fact,

entering, by means of this connexion, on that part of his

interesting- career for which he is remembered in the annals

of English science. He was to marry Durie's only daughter,

and be retained by that tie, as well as by others, in the

Hartlib-Durie cluster of Milton's friends.

Marvell, Needham, and Cyriack Skinner are not certainly

known to have been among Lady Ranelagh's acquaintances.

Their visits to Milton, therefore, have to be imagined

apart. MarvelFs, if he were still domiciled at Eton, can have

been but occasional, but must have been always welcome.

Needham's cannot have been, as formerly, on business con-

nected with the Mercurius PolUicus ; for Milton had ceased

for sonie years to have anything to do with the editorship

of that journal. The duty of licensing it and its weekly

double, The Public Intelligencer, also edited by Needham and

published by Newcome, was now performed regularly by the

omnipotent Thurloe. Both journals would come to Milton's

house, to be read to him ; and Needham, in his visits, would

bring other gossip of the town, and be altogether a very

chatty companion.
" Above all, Mr. Cyriack Skinner "

is,

however, Phillips's phrase in his enumeration of those of his

uncle's friends who were most frequently with him about this

time. The words imply that, since June 1654, when this

old pupil of Milton's had again
"
got near

" him (Vol. IV.

pp. 621-623), his attention to Milton had been unremitting,

so that Milton had come to depend upon it and to expect him

almost daily. On that understanding it is that we may read

most luminously four private Sonnets of Milton, all of the

i Letters of Hartlib to Boyle in Vol. V. of Boyle's Works.
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year If >.">.". tuo oi'tliein addres-ed toCyriack Skinner. ami

i nt; Lav. Tin ivmaining sonnet, standing first

four in the printed editions, is addressed to no one in

particular: Uit the four will be read best in connexion. In

reading them Cyriack Skinner is to be pictured as about

twenty-eight years of age, and Lawrence as a youth of t\\<>

and twenty :

(I)

\Vii.-n I consider how my light is spent

half my ilays in this dark world and wide,

Ami that one talent which is death to hide

Lodged with me useless, though my wnil more bent

To serve therewith my Maker. and present

My true account, lest He, returning, chide,

"Doth Qod exact day-labour, light denied?"

I fondly ask. lint Patience, to prevent

Thut murmur, soon replies :
" God doth not need

Hither man's work or his own gifts. Who best

Bear his mild yoke, they serve him best His state

1- kniL-K : thousands at his bidding speed,

And jM.st
o'er laud and ocean without rest:

Tla v also serve who only stand and wait."

(2)

Qjymek, this three years' day these eyes, though clear,

To outward view, of blemish or of spot,

Bereft of liu'ht. their seeing have fbiy-

Nor to their idle orbs doth sL-ht appear

in, or moon, or star, throughout the year,

<>i man, or woman. Vet I argue not

Against H.avi n's hand or will, nor bate a jot

heart or hope. but .-till hear up and steer

Iliu'lit onward. What support* me. do.-t thou ask I

Tin toi liend. to have lost them overplied

In I.ii my nohle task,

Of whieli all Kurope talks from siilr t. side.

Thi- thought mi^'lit h:t<l me through the world's vain masque

Content, though blind, had I no better guide.
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(3)

Lawrence, of virtuous father virtuous son,

Now that the fields are dank, and ways are mire,

Where shall we sometimes meet, and by the fire

Help waste a sullen day, what may be won

From the hard season gaining 1 Time will run

On smoother, till Favonius reinspire

The frozen earth, and clothe in fresh attire

The lily and rose, that neither sowed nor spun.

"What neat repast shall feast us, light and choice,

Of Attic taste, with wine, whence we may rise

To hear the lute well touched, or artful voice

"Warble immortal notes and Tuscan air ?

He who of those delights can judge, and spare

To interpose them oft, is not unwise.

(4)

Cyriack, whose grandsire on the royal bench

Of British Themis, with no mean applause,

Pronounced, and in his volumes taught, our laws,

Which others at their bar so often wrench,

To-day deep thoughts resolve with me to drench

In mirth that after no repenting draws;

Let Euclid rest, and Archimedes pause,

And what the Swede intend, and what the French.

To measure life learn thou betimes, and know
Toward solid good what leads the nearest way;
For other things mild Heaven a time ordains,

And disapproves that care, though wise in show,

That with superfluous burden loads the day,

And, when God sends a cheerful hour, refrains.

It has been argued that the last two of these Sonnets must

be out of their proper chronological places in the printed

editions. They must have been written, it is said, before

Milton lost bis sight ;
for how are such invitations to mirth

and festivity reconcileable with Milton's circumstances in

the third or fourth year of his blindness? There is no

mistake in the matter, however. In Milton's own second
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or 1073 edition of his Minor Poems the sonnets, in the

order in which we have printed them. with the except

of No. 2, which had then to be omitted on account of its

political point. come immediately after the sonnet on the

I'i. .In ion t CM Massacre; and there are other reasons of external

ienee which assign Nos. 1, 3, and 4, distinctly to about

the same date as No. 2, the opening words of which date

>' nc. u- the middle of 1655. But, indeed, we should miss

much of the biographic interest of the last two sonnets by
detaching them from the two first. In No. 1 we have a

plaintive soliloquy of Milton on his blind and disabled

condition, ending with that beautiful expression of his resig-

nation to God's will in which, under the image of the

varieties of service that may be required by some great

monarch, he contrasts his own stationariness and inactivity

\\ith the energy and bustle of so many of his contemporaries.
In No. 2, addressed to Cyriack Skinner, he treats of the

game topic, only reverting with pride, as he had done several

times in prose, to the literary labour that had brought on

his calamity. In both the intimation is that he has disciplined

himself to live on as cheerfully as possible, taking daily duties,

and little pleasures too, as they come. What more natural,

therefore, than that, some little while after those two affecting

sonnets on his blindness had been written, there should be

two others, in which not a word should be said of his blindness,

lut youn^- Lawrence and (\\riack Skinner should find them-

selvcs invited, in a more express manner than usual, to a

dav in Milton's company? For that is the proper construction

of the Sonnets. They are cards of invitation to little parties,

perhaps to one and the same little party, in Milton's house

in the winter of 10.") 3-6. It is dull, cold, weather; the

Parks are \\.-t. and the count ry-roads all mire; and for some

days Milton lias heen baulked of his customary walk out

of doors, tended by x.-uiii; Lawrence or Cyriack. To make
amends, there shall he a little dinner in the warm room at

home -"a neat repast
"

says Milton temptingly, adding
" with

wine." that there may be no doubt in that particular to

be followed by a long talk and some choi- So young
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Lawrence is informed in the metrical missive to him; and

the same day (unless, as we may hope, the little dinner be-

came a periodical institution in Milton's house), Cyriack is told

to come too. Altogether they are model cards of invitation.1

We are now in the winter of 1655-6, and we have seen

no Secretarial work from Milton since his letters and other

documents in the business of the Piedmontese Protestants

in May, June, and July, 1655. Officially, therefore, he had

had another relapse into idleness. Not, however, into total

idleness. "Scutum Dom. Protectoris Reipublica Anglice,

Scotia, Hibernice, 8fc., ex Consensu atque Sententia Concilii

Sui Editum, in quo Hujus Reipublica Causa contra Hispanos

justa esse demonstratur, 1655 "
(" Manifesto of the Lord Pro-

tector of the Commonwealth of England, Scotland, Ireland, &c.,

put forth by the consent and advice of his Council, in which

the justice of the cause of this Commonwealth against the

Spaniards is demonstrated, 1655
"),

is the title of a Latin

document, of the length of about twenty such pages as the

present, now always included in editions of Milton's prose-

writings, on the probability, though not quite the certainty,

that it was Milton's performance. If so, it was the third

great document in the nature of a Declaration of War furnished

by Milton for the Commonwealth, the two former having
been his Latin version of the Declaration of the Causes of

War against the Scots in June 1650 (IV. 228) and his

similar version of the Declaration against the Dutch in

July 1652 (IV. 482-483). The present manifesto was perhaps
a more difficult document to draft than either of those had

been, inasmuch as Cromwell had to justify in it his recent

attack upon the Spanish possessions in the West Indies.

1 More detailed reasons for the dating end of his memoir of Milton
;
but that

of Sonnets 1, 3, and 4 (for Sonnet 2 dates copy is corrupt in several places. The
itself) will be found in the Introductions original dictated draft of the Sonnet
to those Sonnets in the Cambridge among the Milton MSS. at Cambridge
Edition of Milton. In line 12 of No. 2 is to be taken as the true text

; and
I have substituted the word "talks" there the word is

"
talks." Phillips had

for the word "rings," now always doubtless the echo of "
rings

"
in his ear

printed in that place.
" Of which all from the Sonnet to Fairfax. The more

Europe rings from side to side," is the sonorous reading, however, has found

reading in the copy of the Sonnet as such general acceptance that an editor

first printed by Phillips in 1694 at the hardly dares to revert to
" talks."
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Accordingly, the manifesto had been prepared with some

pain.- It passed the ('..iincil finally on the ~' 6th of October,

H\~>7>, four days after the Spanish ambassador Cardenas had

Iclt England, and two days ai'U'r the Treaty between Cromudl
and France had been signed;

1 and the Latin copies of it

"lit in London on the 9th of November. 51 Unlike

the prcvioii.N Declarations against the Scots and the Dutch,

which had hccn printed in several languages, it appears to

ha\c hccn printed in Latin only.

A general notion of the document will be obtained from

an c\t ra<t or two in translation. The opening is as follows :

"That the causes that induced us to our recent attack on certain

Islands in the \\.-t Indies, now for som- time past i 1 1 1 1 u> possession
of the Spaniards, are just and in the highest degree reasonable,
there is no one but will easily understand if only lie will reflect in

what manner that Kin<r and his subjects have always conducted
th'-m-clvcs towards the Kurdish nation in that tract of America . . .

Whcne\er they have opportunity, though without the least reason

of justice, and with no provocation of injnr\. they are incessantly

killing, murderiiiL', nay buu-hei in^' in cold blood, our count'

.'.ink tit, sei/iiiLT their u'o.xls and f. rtunes, destr

their plantations and houses, capturing any of their vessels they

may meet n those seas, and treating their crews as enemies and
even pirate-;. For they call by that opprobrious name all of any
nation, themselves alone exccpted, who dare to navigate-

Nor do they profess to have any othei r ri^'ht tor

this than i chance on some ridiculous donation of the Pope, and the

fact that they were the first discoverers of some parts of that

it region . . . Certainly it would have been di-L'iaceful and

unwortln in us. in possession a y God's bounty, of

so many ship-*, furnished, equipped, and ready for every use of

maritime waifare. to have ch. s. n to let them rot idly at .home,
rather than employ them in those parts in avenging the blood

of the Knglish, so unjustly, so inhumanly, and so often, shed by the

Spaniards there, nay. the blood too of the Indians, ina-muchas
Hod 'hath made of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all

the face of the earth, and hath determined the times before ap-

pointed, ami the bounds of their habitation' [Acts xvii. 26] . . .

Our purp- \cr. is to sho\v the ri'_
f ht ami equity 'f the

transaction itself, rather than to Mate all our several reasons for it.

And. that ue may do this the nu.re clearly, and explain general
assertions by particulars, it will be proper to cast our eye*

r Book of date.
1 Dated copy among the Thomason Pamphlet*.

VOL. \ . R
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a little into the past, and to run strictly over the transactions

between the English and the Spaniards, observing the state of

affairs on both sides, as far as mutual relations were concerned,

from the time of the first discovery of the West Indies and of the

Reformation of Religion. For those two great events, as they were

nearly contemporary, occasioned everywhere in theworld vast changes,
but especially as between the English and the Spaniards ;

which two

nations have from that time followed diverse and almost opposite
methods and principles in the management of their affairs."

The manifesto, accordingly, then reviews the history of the

relations between Spain and England from the time of Henry

VIII., appending at last a long list of more recent outrages by
the Spaniards on English ships and settlements in the West

Indies, the dates all duly given, with the names ofthe ships and

their captains, and the values of the cargoes. After which, re-

turning to more general considerations, it discusses the two

pretexts of the Spaniards for their sole sovereignty in the West

Indies, the Papal donation, and the right of first discovery.

Both are dismissed as absurd
;
and the document ends with

an appeal to the common interests of Protestantism throughout

Europe. Even the recent massacre of the Vaudois Protestants

is brought into the plea. Thus :

" If meanwhile we suffer such grievous injuries to be done to our

countrymen in the West Indies without any satisfaction or vengeance;
if we consent to be all excluded from that so important part of the

world
;
if we permit our bitter and inveterate enemy (especially now

that peace has been made with the Dutch) to carry home un-

molested those huge treasures from the West Indies, by which

he can repair his present losses, and restore his affairs to such a

condition that he shall be able again to betake himself to that

deliberation of his in 1588 'whether it would be more prudent
to begin with England for the recovery of the United Provinces

of Holland, or to begin with them for the subjugation of England';

beyond a doubt he will find for himself not fewer, but even

more reasons, why the beginning should now be made with Eng-
land. And, should God permit him ever to carry out these

designs, then we should have good grounds for expecting that

on us first, but eventually on all Protestants wheresoever, there

would be wreaked the residue of that most brutal massacre suffered

lately by our brothers in the Alpine valleys : which massacre, if

credit is to be given to the published complaints of those poor
orthodox Christians, was originally schemed and appointed in the

secret councils of the Spanish Court, through the agency of those
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juiltry friars win. in they rail missionaries (/'r iHoa fraterculog
">f

//i<]>tini'-<r (tufas con ifornuUa
'ic deniynata erat)."

II-.w far Milton's hand helped in this important document

of tin- Protectorate may fairly he a question. The substance

\\a- prohablv drafted l.\ the Council and Thurloe, and only

handed to Milton for re-expression and translation; nay. it

is possible that even in the work of translation, to save time,

Mill on ami Meadows may have been partners. All in all,

however, as the proof- arc all lut certain that Milton's hand

was to some extent employed in tin- document, it may mark

his return to ordinary official work in Oct. Nov. 1655, after

tluve months of renewed exemption from such work, f>l-

l.'wing his batch of state-letters on the subject of the

in Piedmont. 1

\Vhat adds to the probability that Cromwell's Manifesto

a^ain>t Spain, dated Oct. 26, 1655, .and published Nov. 9,

was partly of Milton's composition, is the fact, to which we
have now to request attention, that he did about this time

resume ordinary ofliee-work to an extent beyond expectation.

The following is a list of Letters to Foreign States and

Princes \\ritten by him for Cromwell from Dec. 1655 to

May 1656 inclusively. T\\o or three of them are important

Cromwellian documents, and require elucidation :

I \ V.) To TII K DOGE OF VFN "5 : His Highness
tian- upon their recent naval victory over

the Turks. I, ut 1. vine's to their m.ticc the fact that among the ships
tin \ hail taken in that victory there was an Kn^'lUli one. called

belonging to William and Daniel Williams and

Kduaid I 'MM!. Ki, U'lNi merchants. She had been pressed by th-

Turk- at Ci.n-tantinnple,, and einphiyed as a transport for Turkish

soldiers and pn>vi>ii>n~ t<> Crete. The crew had been helpless in

the afl'air. and the i.wn.-rs hlaineli-s ; and his Hi-_dine88 does not

douht that the !),,_',- a: B will ininiediately u'ive him a token

of their IViemUhip hy cau>ii!.L' the ship to be restored. The naval

victory of t! ins was, doubtless, that which Morus had

' The Srri>!um Donii n.< ami all racceeding editors of Milton

have agreed in reganliujr it hi*.

(?OMMO-
v> ,,Hh

,
I V. 217219, footnote), njgrt

;
:tnt

; aiull5iri,h iluu
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celebrated in the Latin poem for which he received his gold chain

(ante pp. 212-213).

(LXVI.) To Louis XIV. OF FRANCE, Dec. 1655 : Samuel

Mico, William Cockain, George Poyner, and other English mer-

chants have petitioned his Highness about a ship of theirs, called

The Unicorn, which had been seized in the Mediterranean as long

ago as 1650 by the Admiral and Vice-Admiral of the French fleet,

with a cargo worth 34,000. The capture was originally unfair,

as there was then peace between England and France, and express

promises had been recently given by Cardinal Mazarin and the

French Ambassador, M. de Bordeaux, that amends would be made
as soon as the Treaty with France was complete. That happily

being now the case, his Highness expects from his Majesty the in-

demnification of the said merchants as " the first-fruits of the

renewed friendship and recently formed alliance."

(LXVII.) To Louis XIV. OF FRANCE, Jan. 1655-56 :
l His

Highness has been informed of very extraordinary conduct on the

part of the French Governor of Belleisle in the Bay of Biscay. On
the 10th of December last, or thereabouts, he not only admitted into

his port one Dillon, a piratic enemy of the English Commonwealth,
and assisted him with supplies, but also prevented the recapture of

a merchant ship from the said Dillon by Captain Robert Vessey of

the Nightingale war- ship, and further secured Dillon's escape when

Vessey had fought him and had him at his mercy. All this is, of

course, utterly against the recent Treaty; and his Majesty will

doubtless take due notice of the Governor's conduct and give satis-

faction.

(LXVIII.) To THE EVANGELICAL Swiss CANTONS, Jan. 1655-6.

To understand this important letter it is necessary to remember
that in 1653 there had broken out, for the second or third time,

a Civil War of Religion among the Swiss. The Popish Cantons of

Schwytz,Uri, Zug, LTnter\valden, Luzern, &c., had quarrelled with the

Protestant or Evangelical Cantons of Zurich, Basel, Schaffhausen,

Bern, Glarus, Appenzell, &c.
; and, as the Popish Cantons trusted to

help from surrounding Catholic powers, the Confederation and Swiss

Protestantism were in peril. It had been to watch events and

proceedings in this struggle that Cromwell had sent into Switzer-

land, early in 1654, Mr. John Pell and Mr. John Durie, as his

agents (ante p. 41). Durie had remained only about a year;
but Pell was still there, reinforced now by Morland, who, after

his special mission to the Duke of Savoy on the business of the

Piedmontese Massacre of April 1655, had taken up his abode in

Geneva to superintend the distributing of the money collected for

the Piedmontese Protestants. That massacre had been ominous to

the Swiss, and had complicated the strife between the Popish and

1 Not in the Printed Collection nor script (No. 46 there), and printed thence
in Phillips ;

but in the Skinner Tran- in Hamilton's Milton Papers (p. 4).
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tin ! os. In the Popish Cantons, especially that

then li.nl he.-n .- \' ! }"!>(' -in ions of Protestant Dis-

the union ot iitonn among themselves ami their

Anti IYoti>tant temper luid become stronger; and altogether the

in Suii/erlaiid was bud. Application luul been mnde by
lli.-

' al C;int.ns, throiiL'h 1V11, for help from Cromwell,
similar

ii]>|i]ic.itii>n
In ing made lit the same time to the Dutch

;
and

the lollo\viiiLr is ( Yoniv, -" IJoth from your public act*
11 transmitted to us by our < 'ommissioners at Geneva [Pell and
" M. Miami], ..I,. 1 fn.ni your letter dated at /uiich, Dec. 27, w<

"stand abundantly in \\liat condition your affairs are. too abun-

simv it ia none of the best. Wherein, though we grieve
tind \oiir peace at an end and so lasting a Confederacy nip

"
tnn-il. M t. as it appears that tliis has hap|M-ned by no fault on

"your part, we tru-t that houce, from the very iniquity and

-tinacy of your adversaries, there is again being furnished

"you only so much new occasion for displaying yon r courage and

iir IOIILT known constancy in the- FvaiiL'elical Faith. For wli it

"
tin- >rii\\ \tz Cantonera are driving at in tlu-ir resolution to make
it a capital oficnce in any one to embrace our Religion, and who

"
they arc that have instigated them to proceedings of such a lios-

"tih- -pint t<> th.- Orthu.d.x Faith, no one can avoid knowing who
"has n"t \et t'..ru

r"tteii that foul .-laiiL-litrr of our brethren in Pied-

'niont. \\'l .\.-ll-lH-!m. 1 1ways have been,
" he still, l.y (Jod's help, brave; do not yieM Jits and fede-

tr pii\ii.L
rcs. nay, Lil.erty >f Conscience and Religion itself, to

iiph.l on by worshippers of idols; and so prepare y
"who that vou may not only appear the champion* of your own
"

lilH-rty and safety, but may be able also to succour and stand by
ur iieiL'hbonrini,' bn-thren by all means in \mir power, espe-

illv thoM- mo-t s. iiionte-e : tit inly persuaded
I tliis, that the intention was to have opened a passage to \

'peix.ns over their l.o.li.-s and .leatlis. For my part, be assured

'[the e\pr --! !! in the singular: de me set tote] that your safety

<1 ]irosperity are no less my care and anxiety than if this fire

"hail broken out in this ..nr own ( 'oinmonwi'alth. or than if those

iiwyt/ Cantoners ha.l been sharpened, and their

\n ^as they veritably are, for all the Reformed are

nrriiir.lt, for our own necks. No sooner, therefore, have we
' been informed of the state of your affairs, and the obdurate

"temper of your enemies, than, taking counsel with some very
honnurahl. i s of the Church of highest

"esteem for their piety, on the subject of the assistance it might
'be possible to -.-istently with our own present re-

"
ijuirements. we have come to those n-Miluti' -us which our agent
1'ell will communicate to you. For the rest, we cease not

mmend to the fa\our of Alnrtrhtv <;."! all your plans, and the

'protection uf thi> nnt righteous cause of yours, whether in peace
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" or in war." From a private letter of Thurloe's to Pell, of the same
date as this official one, we learn that the persons consulted by
Cromwell on the occasion were the Committee for the Piedmontese

Collection (ante pp. 40-41), his Highness regarding the Piedmontese

business and the Swiss business as radically identical, and desiring
to prepare the public mind for exertions, if necessary, in behalf of

Swiss Protestantism as extraordinary as those that had been made
for the Piedmoutese. The conferences on the subject were very

earnest, with the result that his Highness instructed Pell to offer

the Cantons of Zurich and Bern a subsidy of 20,000, at the rate

of 5000 a month, on security for repayment the first 5000,

however, to be sent immediately, without waiting for such secu-

rity.
1

(LXIX.) To CHARLES X., KING OP SWEDEN, Feb. 1655-6 :

2

This letter also is very important, though less in itself than in its

circumstances
;
and it requires introduction. Charles X., or Charles

Gustavus (Karl Gustav), the successor of Queen Christina on the

Swedish throne, was proving himself a man of energy. Chancellor

Oxenstiern, so long the leading statesman of Sweden, had died in

Aug. 1654, just after the accession of Charles; and under the new

King, with the younger Oxenstiern for his Chancellor, Sweden
had entered on a career of war, which was to continue through his

whole reign, and the aim of which was little less than the exten-

sion of Sweden into an Empire across the Baltic. He had begun
with Poland, between which and Sweden there was an old feud,
and the King of which then was John Casimir. Other powers,

however, had been immediately stirred by the war. Denmark,
Russia, and the German empire generally, were interested in saving

Poland, and therefore tended to an alliance against Karl Gustav;
while, on the other hand, the Great Elector of Brandenburg, Fried-

rich-Wilhelm, found it convenient for the present, in the interests

of his Prussian possessions, to be on the side of Sweden. Cromwell
had not been likely at first to interfere directly in such a compli-
cated continental quarrel ; and, indeed, as we have seen from a

previous letter of his to the Swedish King (ante p. 166), his first

feeling on hearing of the Swedish movements on the Continent

had been that of regret at the disturbance of the Peace of West-

phalia. Still Sweden was a power which commanded Cromwell's

respect. Nor was Charles X., on his side, less anxious to retain

the friendship of the great English Protector. On succeeding
Christina he had accepted and ratified her Treaty with Cromwell

" Whitlocke's Treaty," as it may be called
;
he had sent a Mr.

PETER COYET to be Swedish Resident in London
; and, after he had

begun his Polish war, there was nothing he desired more than some yet
closer partnership between himself and Cromwell, that might unite

Sweden and England in a common European policy. Accordingly,

1 See Thurloe's Letter in Vaughan's
2 So dated in Printed Collection,

Protectorate, I. 334 337. Phillips, and Skinner Transcript.
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in .lulv It'.."-"', Charles \. l.,.iiH_r then in camp in Poland, tin-re had
i in London a splendid Swedish embassy extraordinary, con-

s P.rxiiT, and other noblemen

gentlemen, with attendants, to the numlier of two hundred persons
in all, "generally proper handsome men ami fair-haired." Wliit-

who was natiinilly railed in by the Protector on this occasion,

di'.-erihes with unusual ifntto tin- reception of the Embassy. Tin-re

was a magnificent torchlight procession of coaches, most of them

with si\ bonef, to convey the Ambassador ami his suite from

\Vharf, when- they landed, to Sir Abrahu-n Williams's house

in Westminster ; tin-re were feastings and other entertainments,
at the Lord Protector's charge, for three days; and at length on the

third day Count Hundt had audience in the llanqiie
: :._ II >use at

Whitehall, in the mid-t of a great assembly, with ladies in the

galleries. It was difficult to say wh'-tln-r in this an lienee the

Ambassador or the Protector acquitted himself best. "The Am-
"ha.ssaeleir's people." says \\'hit lo,-ke-.

" wre all admitted into the

. and made a lane within the rails in the midst of the room.

"At the npp.-r end. upon a footpace and carpet, stood the Pro-

"tector, with a ehai' IM hind him, ami divers of his ('

"and .servant* al.ont him. The Master of the Ceremonies
[still

>ir

"Oliver Fleming] went U-fore the Ambassador on the h-lt side;

"the Amlia^ador, in th<- middle, Iwtwixt me and Strickland, went
"
up in the open lane of the room. As soon as they [the Ambas-

i and his immediate suite] came within the room, at the

lower end of the lane, they put off their hats, the Ambassador

a little while after the rest; and, when he was uncovered, thu

Pr..t. ,

put otV hi- hat, and answered the Ambassador's

'three salutations in his eoming up to him
;
and on the foot

'they saluted each other as friends usually do; and, when the Pro-

put on his hat, the Ambassador put on his as soon as the

other. A't'ter a lif the AmLa>sador put off his hat

i to speak, and then put it on again ; and. whensoever in his

h he named the King his ui

or KiiL'land. he m-vd hi- hat: especially if he ment'oned any-

tiling of ( ;,,d. or the U'ood oi ,dnm. he put off his hat very
low

; and the Protector still answered him iii the like postures of

civility." The speech, which wa- in Swedish, but imme.i

ted into Latin l.y the Ambassador's secretary, was to the

etVcct that the King of Sweden desired to propound to His Highness
some matter- for additional treaty. Cromwell's re-ply, delivered in

Knglish, which the Ambassador understood, was to the effect that

he Was verv v\ illin^ to enter into "a nearer and more strict al-

!i the Kill- ;" Swe-deu ami would nominate some persons
to hear Count Humlt's proposals. All this had been in the

last days of .Inly 1G ').: hut. though there had been sub*

audiences of the Ambassador, and ham|iiets .^iv.-ii to him .u

other chief Swedes l.y the Protector himself at ll.mipton Court,
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August had passed, and September, and October, and November,
and still the actual Treaty had been avoided. Other things en-

grossed the Protector the Treaty with France, the West-India

Expedition, the beginning of the War with Spain, &c. But in Count
Bundt there had been sent to Cromwell perhaps the most high-

tempered ambassador lie had ever seen. Immediately after the

first audience, Dorset House, in Fleet Street, taken and furnished

at the Ambassador's own expense, had become the head-quarters of

the Embassy; and here, as month after month had passed without

approach to real business, his impatience had flashed into fierceness.

It broke out in his talk to Wliitlocke, who took every opportunity
of being with him, the rather because other "

grandees
"
held aloof.

" No Commissioners being yet come to the Swedish Ambassador,"
writes Whitlocke, under date Dec. 1655, "he grew into some high
"
expressions of his sense of the neglect to his master by this delay;

"which I did endeavour to excuse, and acquainted the Protector
" with it, who thereupon promised to have it mended." In truth,

the warlike Swedish King had become by this time a man whose

embassy compelled attention. " Letters of the success of the Swedes
in Poland and Lithuania," "Letters of the Swedes' victory against
the Muscovites" " The Swedes had good success in Poland and

Moscovia," "An Agreement made between the King of Sweden and
the Elector of Brandenburg :

"
such had been pieces of foreign

news recently coming in. Accordingly, in January 1655-6, Whit-

locke, Fiennes, Strickland, and Sir Gilbert Pickering, had been

empowered, on the Protector's part, to treat with Count Bundt,
and the Treaty had begun. There were preliminary difficulties,

however. Cromwell wanted a Treaty that should include the Dutch
and the King of Denmark, and be, in fact, a League of the chief

Protestant Powers of Europe in behalf of general Protestant inte-

rests
;
Count Bundt, on the other hand, pressed that special League

between England and Sweden which he had come to propound,

arguing that, while it would be more advantageous to both coun-

tries in the meantime, it might be extended afterwards. Fora while

there was danger of wreck on this preliminary difference
;
and

Cromwell even talked of transferring the Treaty to Stockholm and

sending Whitlocke thither for the second time as Ambassador-

Plenipotentiary greatly to Whitlocke's horror, who had no desire

for another such journey, and a good deal to Count Bundt's dis-

pleasure, who thought himself and his mission slighted. At length,
the Ambassador having signified that he had received new instruc-

tions from his master, which would enable him to meet Cromwell's

views in some points, he was allowed to have his own way in the

main
;
and in February 1655-6 the Treaty was on foot, both in the

Council meetings at Whitehall, and in meetings of Whitlocke and
the other English Commissioners with the Ambassador at Dorset

House. " A long debate touching levies of soldiers and hiring of

ships in one another's dominions
;

" "
long debates touching contra-
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in which list were inserted by the Council corn, hemp,
pitch Mr, money, ;unl other things:" such arc NVhitlocke's descrip-
tion^ of tli.- h..r-et II. ii .- The Treaty, in fact, was

eoniinen ial ;in<l partly political, pointing t< in-w advantages
i<>r I i.Jand. but also to new responsibilities, all round tin

ami through. ut (l.-rmany. In the debates no one more resolute,
ii" '"" i no one more contemptuous when he

pleMed, than Count liundt ; ami hi- h:ul, it appears, a \ery able

Kceond in hi, .subordinate, the .^wedi-h Resident in ordinary, Mr.

Co\et. In tin- midst of these laliorious debates over the Treaty
i .id arri\.-.l ,,f the birth at Stockholm of a SOD and heir to

-h King. The birth of this Prince, afterwards Charles
XI. of Sweden, OOOMMNMd a m-aml display of loyalty at the Swedish
>:mba--\ in London. "Feb. 20," writes Whit'locke, "the Swedish
" Ambassador kept a solemnity this .-veiiintr fr the birth of the

"yoiiii^ 1'ii,,,.,. ,,f Sw,den. All the glass of the windows of his
"
house, which were very large, being new-built, were taken off, and

"
instead tli r.-.if painted papers were fitted to the places, with the

" anus u f Sweden upon them, and inscriptions in great letters testi-

"f\iii'_r the r.
| .iriiiLT for the birth of the yoiini,' 1'iiuce: on the

in-idc of the i the rooms were set close to them a very
t number of lighted nindh ML' through the

|

"papers: the arms and colours and writings were plainly to In-

"
dis.-erncd. and >h..wed ylorioii.-.. in the street: the like was in

''the staircase, which had the form of a tower. In the Iwl
'

'"ii ..icii i,;, ,,f the house were trum|)et8, which sounded

"seven or eight of them together. The comp I'I
M 'r were

"the hutch Amba-sador. the I'oHugal and Brandenburg Resi-

"<1. ut- Mvnlurr Covet. Resident for Sweden, the Earls of !?

"and l'e\..n. the Lords St. .John, Ossory, Bruce, Ogilvie, and two
"or three other \OUIIL; lords, the Count of 1 1 olac (a German), the

d, and a great many kniglits and gentle-
"111.11. i- i.l.-, the Ambassador's company. It was a very great

M'ven courses. The Swedish Ambassador was very cour-
"
teous t.. me: but the Dutch and others were reserved towards

"me, and I as much to them."-- Milton - to the Swedish

Kiiiir in Cro:n\veH's name relates itself to this kat incident. The
KIIIL; had written specially to Cromwell announcinu' the

of the birth of his son and heir; and Cromwell replies in

this fashion ; "As it is universally understood that all concerns of
'

friends, whether adverse or prosperous, ought to be of mutual
"and common inten-t amnni,' them, the performance by your
1

\Iajestv of the most agreeable duty of friendship, by vouchsafing
"to impart to us your j..y

b\ letters from yourself, cannot

"blithe extremely trratif\iiiLr to _ ,rd that i

1

is a sign of
"
singular and truly kindly civility in you. indisposed as you are to

"
live merely f to be indisposed even to keep a

"yourself, without feeling that your friends and allies participate
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in the same. We duly rejoice, therefore, in the birth of a Prince,
'

to be the son of so excellent a King, and the heir, we hope, of

'his father's valour and glory; and we congratulate you on the
' same happy coincidence of domestic good fortune and success in
' the field with which of old that King of renowned fortitude,
'

Philip of Macedon, was congratulated the birth of whose son
' Alexander and his conquest of the powerful nation of the Illy-

rians are said to have been simultaneous. For we make no
'

question but the wresting of the Kingdom of Poland by your arms

'from the Papal Empire, as it were a horn from the head of
' the Beast, and your Peace made with the Duke of Branden-
'

burg, to the great satisfaction of all the pious, though with
'

growls from your adversaries, will be of very great consequence
'for the peace and profit of the Church. May God grant an end
'

worthy of such signal beginnings ; may He grant you a son like
'
his father in virtue, piety, and achievements ! All which we

'

truly expect and heartily pray of God Almighty, already so pro-

'pitious to your affairs." It is clear that Cromwell desired to

be all the more polite to the Swedish monarch because of the long

delay of the Treaty with Count Bundt. That Treaty was going on

slowly ;
and we shall hear more of Milton in connexion with it.

1

(LXX.) To FREDERICK III., KING OF DENMARK, Feb.

1 655-6
(?)

2
: John Freeman, Philip Travis, and other London

merchants, have represented to his Highness that a ship of theirs

was seized and detained by the Danish authorities in March 1653
because the Captain tried to slip past Elsinore without paying the

toll. He was a Dutchman and had done this dishonestly on his

own account, that he might pocket the money. There had been

negotiations on the subject with the Danish Ambassador when there

had been one in London, and redress had been promised ; but,

though the merchants had since sent an agent to Copenhagen, the

only effect had been to add expense to their loss. By the Danish

law it is the master of a ship that is punishable for the offence of

evading toll, and the ship may be condemned, but not the goods.
The offender in this case is now dead, but left a confession

;
the

sum evaded was small
;
the cargo detained was worth 3000 : will

his Majesty see that the goods are restored, with reparation 1

(LXXI.) To THE STATES-GENERAL OF THE UNITED PROVINCES,

April 1, 1656 : A complaint in behalf of Thomas Bussel, Richard

Beare, and other English merchants. A ship of theirs, called

The Edmund and John, on her voyage from Brazil to Lisbon,
was seized long ago by a privateer of Flushing, commanded by
a Lambert Bartelson. The ship itself and the personal property
of the sailors had been restored

;
but not the goods of tlie merchants.

The Judges in Holland had not done justice in their case
;
and

1
Whitlocke, IV. 208 227 : i.e. from tion, Phillips, and Skinner Transcript,

July 1655 to Feb. 20, 16556. but conjecturally of about this date.
2 Quite undated in Printed Collec-
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lon^ litigation, an appeal is made to the chief uutho-

\II.) To Lor is XIV. OP FRANCE, April 9, 1656(1):
This i- tlicCiv.lfiiti.il Letter of LI>< KHAKI, -,'0:11;,' on IMH embassy
t<> the I'Yeiich Kin<;. As Lockhart was by far the nm-t eminent
of tin Protector's envoys, it m.i\ I.e trail-dated ntiiv: --" NVn I.IAM

I, in KHAUT, to wlioin We have L,MM-II \\\[^ letter to be carried
M |0 \oiir Majr-t\, is a Scot liy nation, of an bOBOUntbh house,

d I'v it-, known t>.r hi- MTV great fidelity, valour, and

rity of character. He, that In; may reside in I'r.mce, and
I'f with y<>u, BO as to be able assiduously to signify to you
m\ nngnLur respect for y..ur Maje-ty. and my desire not only

"for the preservation of peace between us but aUo for the pr-
"
petiiation ,,f friendship, has received from us the amplest in-

'

struct ion.s. We request, therefore, that you will rrceivr him
"kiii(ll\, ami ^iv<- him jrrarious audiriicc as often as there may
"be occasion, and place absolutely the same trust in whatsoever

"may be said and Mettled by him in <>ur name as if tin

"things had Ix-en .-aid and settled l>\ Oonelvti in p'l-on. We
'shall hhl them all as ratified. Me.mwhilr we pray all peace
"and pr.-penty for your M I \oiir kingdom."

(i. xxu'i.i Tto OABODUI .M 1656 (?): A
Letter aeeoiiipau\iiii; the above, uml int rodueiiiLT 1

ly to the Cardinal. It i* al-o w-rth 1 1 an>latii:-_r -ntire:

"SeeiiiLj tlie affairs i>f Krance m- -t happil\ admini-tered |,\

"counsels, and daily inn easing in i >uch a degree
"that \oiir hiu'h popularity ami hivh authority in ^ovennnt-nt
"are justly increa-.il and i-n larked acconlin-ly. I have th-

"it tit, wlien seiidiiiLT an amhas^ador to your Kin-; with I

"and in>truetions, to recommend him also most expres-sly to your
' Kminence : to wit. WILLIAM LUCKIIAIIT, a man of honourable
"
family, cloM-l\ n-lated to u-. and r.'>p.,-ted li\ u- l>e-ide- for his

.!ar truxtwoithiin-^. Wheref..ie your lunim :

"as our own \vhaN.ever shall IK- communicated l.y him in our

"name, and may ;d>o freely commit and entiu-t to him in my
" confidence \vl i .-hall think tit to communicate in return.

i him too you \\ill learn mure at large, what 1 now again

profess, a* more than once already, how hij;h i> my feeling of

"your nee, KM what a well-wisher I am to

your reputation und di.^nit .

liiT of those Ix-ttors al>out Tnin>-riiit Lockhart WM nominti
I..-kliart is in the Print.,! C,.|lf. ila-sy in I

<T in l'hilli|s ; Imt Hth arf in th- " t.k >hii> at H'V '

'

111 ItUni. ,.n hin w.iy.

rhurliH-'- t

>
. M "

.1 I have ran*

(pp.
ft 1" 11, .I:iU'N th.-in H.th. :i> in tnr.-.l t.. ..tlix t i ..- , \ . data

'
Aj-nl ,

learly
a mistake,

are out of their {>ru(.>r placea in the j'artun ,.11 his embassy definitely settled
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(LXXIV.) To CHARLES X., KING OF SWEDEN, April 17,

1656: Another extremely polite letter of the Protector to his

Swedish Majesty, marking a farther stage in the proceedings of

the Swedish Treaty. That Treaty had been going on at Dorset

House, the Swedish Ambassador and the Swedish Resident, con-

tinuing their colloquies with Whitlocke, Fiennes, and Strickland,
about pitch, tar, hemp, mutual privileges of trade between England
and Sweden, trade also with Prussia, Poland, and Russia, and all

the otlier items of the Treaty, and the Ambassador always pushing
on the business and chafing at the slow progress made. Again and

again he had taken serious offence at something. Once it was

because, waiting on the Protector at Whitehall, he had been kept
half-an-hour before the Protector appeared. It was with difficulty
he was prevented from going away without seeing his Highness ;

" he durst not for his head," he said,
" admit of such dishonour

to his master
"

;
he had to be pacified by an apology. Then, when

he did see the Protector, he had fresh cause for dissatisfaction.

The propositions of the Treaty, as agreed upon so far between the

Commissioners and the Ambassador, having been reported to the

Council, and there having been a discussion on them there, Thurloe

taking a chief part, new hesitations and difficulties had arisen,

BO that, when Cromwell conversed with Count Bundt, the Count
was amazed to find his Highness cooler about the Treaty altogether
than he had expected, and again harping on Protestant interests

and the necessity of including the Dutch. The Count seems then

to have broken bounds in his talk about the Protector to Whitlocke
and others. In his own country, Sweden, he said, "when a man

professed sincerity, they understood it to be plain and clear dealing";
if a man meant Yea he said Yea, and if he meant No he said No ;

but in England it seemed to be different. The explanations and

soft words of Whitlocke and the rest having calmed him down

again, the Treaty proceeded. One of the most important meetings
at Dorset House, by Whitlocke's account, was on the 8th of April.
Mr. Jessop, as one of the Clerks of the Council, was there by
appointment, and read " the new Articles in English as they were
di'awn up according to the last resolves of the Council." A long
debate on the Articles followed. The Ambassador begged

" to be
" excused if he should mistake anything of the sense of them, they
"
being in English, which he could not so well understand as if they

" had been in Latin, which they must be put into in conclusion ;

"but he did observe," &c. In fact, he restated his objections to

making pitch, tar, hemp, flax, and sails, contraband, as they were

the staple produce of Sweden. Lord Fiennes, in reply, premised
" that the Articles were brought in English for the saving of time,

"and they should be put in Latin when his Excellency should

in the Council Order Books. Before for more than two years and needed no

"Aug. 1658" Lockhart had known introduction.

Louis XIV. and the Cardinal intimately
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de-i,--," and then di-cussed the main sul'ject WhitloeK.

lowed Mud tin- Ambassador again, and Fiennes again, all in English;
and "

Myni t then spake in Latin, that pitch, tar, ami lump
,<it in tln-ir own nature, nr l.v tin- law of nations, esteemed

contraband &c. Strickland said a few words in reply,
ami then Woitlocke made a longer and more lawyer-like answer
to Mynheer Coyet, also, as he takes care to tell us, speaking in

Latin. The discussion, which wan hmg protracted, and extended

ti> iihcr topics, was closed by the Ambassador ; who raid "he
(1 a copy of these Articles now debated, and, if they pleased,

"that he iiii^ht have it in Latin, which he would consider of."

This w.i> pi. .mised. The meeting so described was nearly the last

in which the Swedish K< ndeiit, M. Coyet, took part. He was
on the eve of his d.-paiture from England, leaving his principal,
Count r.undt, to finish the Treaty; and the present brief letter

of Milton for Cromwell to his Swedish Majesty has reference to

that fact.
" Peter Julius Coyet," it begins, "having performed bis

"mission to us, and so performed it that he ought not to be

"dismissed by us without the distinction of justly earned praise,
"is on the point of returning to your Majes- 1 in three

sentences more very handsome testimony is borne to Coyet's ability

and fidelity in the discharge of his duty, and his Swedish Majesty
is again asMind of the Protector's high regard for himself. "A
constant course of victories against all enemies of the Chun h

"

is the Protector's wish for him. Kvidently, again, Cromwell, what*

e\er illicit I).- the i.-suc of tin .is anxious to stand well with

the Scandinavian ; in corroboration of which we have this s;

paragraph in Whitlocke under date May 3: "This day the Pro-

se the honour of knighthood to MYNHEER CoTl
"

KiliL.' "t Sweden's Resident here, who Was now SlR PETKR (

"and gave him a fair jewel, with his Highness'* picture, and a

"rich uold chain: it eor-t aliout JC400." Coyet, therefore, had

remained in London a fortnight after the date of Milton's 1<

Indeed he remained H few days longer, assisting iii the Treaty to

the l.i-t.

(IAXV.) To Louis XIV. OP FRANCE, May 14, 1656:'
John Dethicke. Merchant, at present Lord Mayor of the City of

London, and another merchant, named William "Wakefield, have

reiuv-. n'ed to his Highness that, as long ago as October 1649, a

ship of th.iis. called is vf London, was taken at the mouth
of the Thames by one White of Harking, acting under a com-

n from the son of the late K inland taken into I Minkirk. then

governed for the Kn-nch Kim; liy M. L'Estrades. They had applied
for satisfaction at the time. l>ut had received a harsh aiwwei

i.e. from Phillipei, or Skinner Transcript ; bo
:. 6. to M.i dated by reference to it ui a uUeqoent

* Not dated in Printed Collection, lettt-r.
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the governor. Perhaps his French Majesty, on receipt of this

letter, will direct justice to be done.

(LXXVI.) To THE STATES-GENERAL OF THE UNITED PROVINCES,

May 1656: Also about a ship, but this time for the recovery of

insurance on one. She was TJie Good Hope of London, belonging
to John Brown, Nicholas Williams, and others

; she had been insured

in Amsterdam
;
she had been taken by a ship of the Dutch East

India Company on her way to the East Indies
;

the insurers had

refused to pay the sum insured for
;
and for six years the poor

owners had been hopelessly fighting the case in the Dutch courts.

It is a case of real hardship.

(LXXVII.) To THE SAME, May 1656: Three times before

letters have been written to the States-General in the interest of

Thomas and William Lower, who had been left property in Holland

by their father's will, but have been unjustly kept out of the same

by powerful persons there, and tossed from law-court to law-court.

This fourth application, it is hoped, may be more successful.

These thirteen State Letters, were there nothing- else, would

prove that in and after the winter of 1655-6 Milton's services

were again in request for ordinary office-work. But they do

not represent the whole of his renewed industry in that

employment.
The tremendous Swedish ambassador, Count Bundt, whose

energy in his master's interests had swept through Whitehall

like a storm, searching
1 out flaws, waking up Thurloe and the

Council, and obliging Cromwell himself to be more circum-

spect, had made his influence felt, it seems, even in the house

of the blind Secretary-Extraordinary. It was on the 8th of

April, 1656, as we have just learnt from Whitlocke, that

the Ambassador, in one of his conferences with Whitlocke,

Fiennes, and Strickland, in Dorset House, M. Coyet also

being present, had rather objected to the fact that the new
Articles of the Treaty, drafted for his consideration by the

Council, and brought to the conference by Mr. Jessop, had

been brought in English, and not in Latin, as would have

been business-like. Latin or English, as the Commissioners

knew, it would have been all the same to Count Bundt, inas-

much as it was the matter of the Articles that displeased him ;

but they had promised that he should have them in Latin,

and Whitlocke had judiciously taken the opportunity of speak-

ing in Latin, in reply to some of M. Coyet's observations in
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the same tonkin-, as if to show the Ambassador that 1

\\;i- liv no mi an- M' r-earer a commodity as he -eenied to sup-

.-ibout tin- Protector's Court. There had been delay,

however, in furnishing the promised Latin translation; and

Count Hundt. ulad of that new occasion for halt-finding, lid

n-.t let it escape him. Tin- Swedish Ambassador," relates

M'hitlneke under date May 6, 1656, "again complained of the

"delays in his business, and that, when he had desired to have
k> the Artieles of this Treaty put into Latin, according to the

"custom in Treaties, it was fourteen days they made him stay
" for that translation, and sent it to one Mi. M . : >-. a Mind
- man. to j.ut them into Latin, who, he said, must use an

"amanu. UHS to read it to him, and that amanuensis might
"
publish the matter of the Artieles as he pleased; and that

"
it seemed strange to him there should be none but a blind

" man eapable of putting a few Articles into Latin : that the

u Chancellor [the late Oxenstiern] with his own hand penned

'the Artieles made at I'psal [in XVhitlocke's Treaty], and so

"he heard t he Ambassador \Vhitloeke did fr those on his

'

part. The employment of M MILTON was excused to him,

" because several other servants of the Council, tit for that

"rniploNinent, wen- then aK-ent." 1 If this is exact, ('

Bundt, having heen proini>ed the Latin translation on the 8th

ot April, did not it till about the 22nd, and he had

Keen IIUI-MIIL;- hi> wrath on the subject for a fortnight more

before it exploded. Iii the delay itself he had certainly good

ground for complaint. There uas reason also in the com-

plaint that important secret documents had gone to a blind

man, who must employ an amanuensis, unless the Commis-

sioners could have replied that the Protector and the

Council had thoroughly seen to that matter, and that Milton's

amanuensis on such occa>i"ns was always a sworn clerk from

the Whitehall otliee. On the whole, the Commissioners seem

to have taken more ea>ily than became their places, Of

than the Protector \\.-nld have liked, the insinuation of the

imperious Count that the Protector's official retinue must be

a ragged and undisciplined rout, not to be compared with

1 NVhitkx,
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Karl Gustav's. May not Whitlocke himself, however, thinking
at that moment of his own Latin sufficiency, have sharpened
the point of the insinuation ?

1

The excuse of the Commissioners to Count Bundt for having
sent the Articles to Milton for translation was that " several

other servants of the Council, fit for that employment, were

then absent." They must have referred, in particular, to Mr.

Philip Meadows, the Latin Secretary in Ordinary. He had,

we find, taken some part in the negotiation in its earlier

stage ;

2
but, before it had proceeded far, he had been selected

for a service which took him out of England. In December
1655 it had been resolved to send a special agent to Portugal ;

and on the 19th of February, 1655-6, at a Council meeting
at which Cromwell himself was present, Meadows, thought of

from the first, was formally nominated as the fit person. It

was a great promotion for Meadows
; for, whereas his salary

hitherto in the Latin Secretaryship had been ^SOO a year,

his allowance for the Portuguese agency was to be ^P800 a

year or more. On the 21st of February he had j

J
300

advanced to him for his outfit
;
on the 28th he was voted

j^lOO, being for two quarters of his Secretarial salary due to

him, with ^50 more for the quarter then current but not

completed ; and within a few days afterwards he was on his way
to Lisbon.3 His departure, I should say preceded perhaps

by a week or two of cessation from office duty in preparation
for it was the real cause of the re-employment of Milton at

this time in such routine work as we have seen him engaged
in. All or most of his former letters for the Protector, it

1
Whitlocke, from his interest in 3 Council Order Books of dates. It

Swedish affairs, had taken ample notes is curious that Whitlocke, noting the
of the negotiations with Count Bundt

; new appointment of Meadows, under
and his story of them is unusually March 16556, enters it thus :

" Mr.
minute. One observes that more than Meadows was going for Denmark, agent
once in the course of it he dwells on the for the Protector.

1 ' Meadows did go to
fact that, though employed by the Pro- Denmark, but not till a good while
tector in this business, and taking the afterwards; and the blunder of Denmark
lead in it, he was still not one of the at this date for Portugal is one of the
Council. many proofs that Whitlocke's memorials

2
Whitlocke, IV. 218; where it is are not all strictly contemporary, but

mentioned that in Dec. 1655 Meadows often combinations of reminiscences
communicated with Whitlocke on the and afterthoughts with the materials of

subject of the Treaty by Thurloe's an actual diary.
orders.
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ma\ have l>een noticed. e. "-. those on the Pie.lmontese business,

had'l.een .n important occasions, such as might justify resort

t<> tin- Latin Secretary L\t raordinary ;
but in the batch

written nnoe Dec. 1655, when Meadows's Portuguese mission

had been iv-olved on, the ordinary and tin- extraordinary

runic together, and Milton, in writing letters about ships,

a- \\> 11 as in translating draft article-, does work that would

have been done by Meadows. And this arrangement, we may
add. was to continue henceforth. For, de-pite tin- Mirers of

Count Hundt as to the poverty of the Protector's official staff,

the I 'rotcctor and Council, we shall find, were in no hurry to till

up the place left vacant by Meadows, but were piitc sat

that Mr. Milton should go on doing his best alone, \\ith

Thurloe to instruct him, and with the help of such und--r-

lin-- in Latin as Thurloe could put at hi- di-p---:tl. My
belief i~ that Milton was pleased at this trust in hi

al-ility for ordinary business.

the matters that weupied the attention of the

nment about this time was the state of

Popular Literati

It if a fact, ca-ily explained by the laws of human

nature, and capable of being proved stati-tically. that >ine

the vtr.-n-- -. verniucnt of Cromwell had come in, and some-

thing like ealm and leisure had become possible, there had

Keen a return of people's fancies to the lighter Muses. No-

thing-strikes one more, in turning over t he Registers of the

old London Ho..k-trade. than the steady increase through the

Protectorate of the proportion of books of secular and general

intcie-t t-> those of controversy and theology. One

one-elf -till in the age of Puritanism, it is true, but as if past

the ii .md most -trin^vnt years of Puritanism and

coming once more into a freer and merrier air. Poems,

romances, books of humour, ballads and songs, reprints of

Elizabethan tragedies and comedies, reprints of such piece*

as Shake-]" a: llections of face'

e\tra< -t - from the wits and poets of the reigns of James and

Charlc- I., are now not uncommon. Humphrey Mo.->

\<>L. \.
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Milton's publisher of 1645, faithful to his old trade-instinct

for poetry and the finer literature generally, was still at the

head of the publishers in that line
;

but Henry Herringman,
who had published Lord Broghill's Parthenissa, had begun
to rival Moseley, and there were other caterers of amusing
and humorous books. Publishers imply authors

;
and so in

the London of the Protectorate, apart from stray survivors

from among the wits of King Charles's reign, there were men

of a younger sort, bred amid the more recent Puritan condi-

tions, but with literary zests that were Bohemian rather than

Puritan. Among these, as we have hinted, and as we may
now state more distinctly, were Milton's nephews, Edward

and John Phillips.
1

Such Popular Literature as we have described had been left

perfectly free. Indeed Censorship or Licensing of books

generally, as distinct from newspapers, had all but ceased.

Since Bradshaw's Press-Act of 1649, it had been rather rare

for an author or bookseller to take the trouble, in the case of

a non-political book, to procure the imprimatur of any official

licenser in addition to the ordinary trade-registration ;
and

in this, as an established custom, Cromwell's Government

had acquiesced. Only in one particular, apart from politics,

was there any disposition to interfere with the liberty of

printing. This was where popular wit, humour, or poetry

might pass into the ribald, profane, or indecent. Vigilance

against open immorality had from the first appeared to

Cromwell one of the chief duties of his Government
;

and

he seems to have been unusually attentive to this duty in

1655-6, when he had just put the country under the military

police of his Major-Generals and their subordinates. Then it

is that we hear most of the suppressing of horse-races and the

like, and that we are least surprised at encountering such a

piece of information as that "
players were taken in Newcastle

and whipped for rogues." Now, though by this time there

had already, by previous care on the part of Government,
been a considerable cleansing of the Popular Literature of

London, yet something or other in the state of the book-

1 My notes from the Stationers' Registers, from 1652 to 1656.
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world .'ilout 1055-6 seems to have occasioned new and
ni"p sperial intri-r.'ivnee. I believe it to have been the

incrca.-rd t'rcipien.-y ol'ballads, facet ia-, and reprints, of higher

literary character than the coarse pamphlets that had been

siippre.-sed. but olijtvtioiial.il' on tin- same moral grounds.
At all event.-, all hit simultaneously with the Order of the

Protector and his Council, of Sept. 5, 1655, concentrating-
the whole newspaper press in the hands of Needhum and

Thnrloe (see ante pp. 51-52), there had been a new p,

Ordinance "against Scandalous Books and Pamphlet- and f..r

the I!. '-ulation of Printing" (Aug. 18, 1655), and it was not

loii^- l.elorc this Onlinanee was put in operation in one or two

eases ol the kind indicated. Here are some extracts from the

Order Hooks of the Council in April and May 1656:

lay, April 1656 :" That it red to tin- Karl .f

"Multfrave, Colonel .l..i i Strickland, or any two of
"them, to examine tin- Im-iiie** touching tin- lx>.k entitled .SywftVtf
'

H'/V './ the Afuses' Affrrimtnt, and to st-nd fur the author and
"
printer, and report the same to the Council."

1656 : Present : the Lord Pre-Metit Law
rl of Mu' ,rd Lain!

S\delihalli. .lol.e-.. tile I.f.nl I>e|HltV of Irel;)

"1 Vixrtuint I.i-1.-. Air. lious, Miij
-

n, and
I^onl Strickland.

" Colon. 1 .lom>
i-epoi-t- fn-in the Committee of

"the Council to whom was referred the consideration of a book
"
entitled >'/-,

-

t)i* Mn*f* Mem t the said book
"contains in it mm h .-candalou-. la^ci\ilU-. s. -iirrilouH, and p'

"mat- ,;;l
|,y hi^ Highlit s>

" with the atlvice of the Council. That the Lonl Mayor of the City
ii-l.-n and the rest of the Committee for the regulation of

"
iVintiiiLT do cause all such

[ copies]
of Uie said book at are not

"already M-i/.d to he forthwith cei/.etl on. where\er they .-hull be
"
fouml. and taiiM- the sam.-, t. LTrtln r with those already seized, to

"
l>e ileliven-d to the SheritVs of London and Middlesex, who are to

forthwith puhlicly htirnt. He furth -r

>t- tliat Nathaniel
'

.1 in Corn-
"

hill. caiKetl the sai.l hook to he pi int. -.1 ; 'liat the printers thereof
.lohn Crisniond, living in Ivy Lane, and .JamtH Cottrrill,

"liviiiL' in Laml.i'th Hill; and that JOHN 1'iui.i.irs. of \V-.-t minster,
"was the author of tin- Kpi^tle I Dedicatory. Ordered, That it 1*

i -loliu Rirkj-t.ad. Kni-l.t. i.i.'utetiant ot the Tower
"
[and Major-general for We-tm ; i^tcr anl Middlesex], t"

"
tin.- to l,e levi.-d on the sai.l persons iicci rdin^ to law: [alfo] that

"the -ns do attend the Council ou Tu. i.i .
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Milton's younger nephew, therefore, had been the editor of the

offending volume. Of the eleven members of Council present when
this fact came out, six were among those friends of Milton whom he

had specially mentioned in his Defensio Secunda: viz. Fleetwood,

Lambert, Lawrence, Pickering, Sydenham, and Strickland.

Saturday, April 26, 1656 : His Highness the Lord Protector

approves of a great many recent Orders of Council presented to him
all at once by Mr. Scobell, the Clerk of the Council. Among them
is the order " for burning the book called Sportive Wit."

Friday, May 9, 1656: His Highness the Lord Protector

present in person, with Lord President Lawrence, Lambert, Fleet-

wood, Sir Gilbert Pickering, Strickland, Sydenham, and Jones :

Ordered, &c. " That the Lord Mayor of the City of London and the
'
rest of the Committee for regulating Printing do cause all the

' books entitled Choice Drollery, Songs and Sonnets (being stuffed
' with profane and obscene matter, tending to the corruption of
'

manners), to be seized wherever the same shall be found, and
' cause the same to be delivered to the Sheriffs of London and
'

Middlesex, who are required to give order that the same be

burnt."

Copies of the second of the two books thus condemned by
Cromwell and his Council have, I believe, survived the burn-

ing. The publisher was a John Sweeting, who had duly

registered the book on the 9th of February 1655-6, shortly

after which date it had appeared with this full title, Choice

Drollery', Songs and Sonnets : being a Collection of Divers Emi-

nent Pieces of Poetry of several Eminent Authors, never before

printed. I have not seen any copy of the other book bearing
the precise title Sportive Wit, or the Muses' Merriment; but

there are surviving copies of what may be the same with an

alternative title, viz. Wit and Drollery : Jovial Poems, never

before printed, by Sir J. M., Jas. S., Sir W. D., J. D., and other

admirable wits. It had been out in London since Jan. 18,

1655-6, had been registered on the 30th of that month, and is

a respectably printed little book of 160 pages, with the motto
" Ut nectar ingen'mm

"
under the title, and with the imprint

London, Printed for Nath. Brook, at the Angel in Cornhill,

1656. It contains moreover a Dedication " To the truly noble

Edward Pepes, Esq.," and an Epistle
" To the Courteous

Header," both signed with the initials /. P. Either, therefore,

this is the same book as the Sportive Wit or the Muses' Merri-
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' uhich figures in the Orders of the Council, or John

Phillips had edited simultaneously for Nathaniel Brooke (\vh<>

hail been the publisher of his >'///// tfO/UUi //////<-/-/'/V.
in the

preceding August) two books of the same general character.

Kven on the Utter supposition, ////<///</ l)n>/l>rt/, in the absence

''/, may serve as a representative of that produc-

tioti of tin- same editor and the same publisher. The substance

of Phillips
1

! llj-istle to the Reader in II it <///</ /W/rjr is as

follows :

"
Reader, To give thee a broad i-ide <>f plain dealing, tliis Wit 1

nt tin i- with is such as can only M in fashion, invented

purp,.M ly to keep oil' tin- violent assaults of UK Ian. -holy, assisted 1\

OIIH of sack and good company . . .

Wliat liatli n< \tant of Sir J. M . of .la. 8., of Sir \V. I'

.1. !>., :in.| otl.i-r inirariilouB inusos of th- times, are here at tliy

er\-if- ; and, as \\'rl.stiT. at tlif t-nd of lii- play called The White

ii>-.ril..^ that tin- action of Perkins crowned the whole

jil.i\, M, win n thou viewest tlu> tit'. nli^t tin- si^n of' Iten

.lnn>, MI'S Head, in tlu- lacksid- of tln> Kxclmnge, and the Angol in

( '..thin I, \\ li.-iv they are sold, rn<|iiire who could better furnish thee

with such >jiarklin^' ropirs of \vit.
'

Among the included pieces are the yun";er Alexander (Jill's

lampoon on Hin Jonson for his Maga / and lien

.lon-on's reply to the same (ante Vol. I. pp. 528-529) ;
tl

several pieces <!' Suckling: hut, for the rest, as the

title-pa. the volume consists chiefly of specimens of

/. M." (Sir John Mennes),
" Jo*. 8." (James Smith),

. /)." (Sir William J. D" (Dr. Donne),

pr.>le HILT not to have hecn before in print. \Vhether this

was SO, and whether the
|

;ill authentically by
these ports, need not here concern us. It is enough to say
that many of the pieces are decidedly, and some very grossly,

of the improper kind. The reader will not expect to have

this proved 1' : hut of the more innocent -'drollery''

the following stan/as from a poem entitled " Nonseiue" may
be a .sample :

> that my hint's muld hloat like buttered pease!
Hut ..(' my hums hath caught the iteh.

And ari- as inan^y as tin- Ir;-li -eas,

Th.it dotli en-, ndi-r windmills in a hit
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I grant that rainbows, being lulled asleep,

Snort like a woodknife in a lady's eyes :

Which makes her grieve to see a pudding creep ;

For creeping puddings only please the wise.

Not that a hard-roed herring should presume
To swing a tithe-pig in a catskin purse,
For fear the hailstones which did fall at Eome

By lessening of the fault should make it worse.

For 'tis most certain winter woolsacks gro\v,

Till that the sheepshorn planets give the hint,

From geese to swans, if men could keep them so,

And pickle pancakes in Geneva print.

At worst, the volume was but a catchpenny collection of

pieces of a kind of which there was plenty already dispersed

in print under the names of the same authors, or of others as

classical ; and, if this was the same book as the Sjwrtive Wit,

or at all like that book, it may have been some mere acci-

dent of the moment that brought Government censure upon

Phillips's volume, while others, as bad, escaped. But how

annoying
1 the whole occurrence to Milton !

l

Less unsatisfactory to Milton must have been the literary

appearances about the same time of his elder nephew, Edward

Phillips. On the same day on which the stationer Nathaniel

1 Thomason copy of Wit and Drollery Wit and Drollery, had been dead
in the British Museum, dated Jan. 18, twenty-five years, but was accessible in

1655 6. I failed to find a book with various editions and reprints of his

the title The Sportive Wit in the Tho- Poems. The other three poets named
mason Collection, and hence my hypo- in the title-page as the chief authors of

thesis that there was but one book, with the pieces Sir John Mennes, James
alternative titles. I am rather inclined Smith, and Davenant were still alive

to believe, however, that there were two, and publishing for themselves. Indeed
and have a vague recollection of having the Musarum Delitice, or Muses' Recrea-
seen two books, one with one of the tion, consisting of pieces by Mennes and
titles and the other with the other, Smith, had been published by Herring-
advertised in a contemporary news- man only the year before (1655), and

paper list of books on sale by the pub- was in its second edition in 1656
;
and

lisher Brooke. In Lowndes's Bibliog. it may have been the success of this

Manual by Bohn, sub voce "Wit," the book that led to Phillips's publication
two books are given as distinct

; but and to the use of the names of Mennes
then Sportive Wit or the Muses' Merri- and Smith in it. Mennes, a stout

merit is there dated 1656, while there is Koyalist sea-captain, who had served
no notice of an edition of Wit and with Prince Eupert, and was in exile at

Drollery, JovialPoems, till 1661. Though our present date, became Chief Comp-
I leave the matter in doubt, some col- troller of the Navy after the Restora-

lector of Facetise may know all about tion and lived to 1670. Smith was a

it. In any case, if Wit and Drollery Devonshire clergyman, of Royalist an-

was not the identical book condemned, tecedents, who had complied with the

it is of interest to us as being one of existing powers and retained his living.

Phillips's editing at the same moment. After the Restoration he had promotion
Donne, who figures so strangely in in the Church

;
and he died in 1667.
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,,ke had and Drollery edited by John

Phill
]>-.

i.e. on Jan. 30, 1655-6, he had registered two tales

or small novel-, called u
'/'/// /////.v/r/W* Shepherde9

"
and "

7!4<f

'rtoiw Brother" both "written originally in Spanish ami

now Kn-lished by Edward Phillips, Gent." 1 The first of

these translations, both from the Spanish of Juan Perez de

Montalxan iir.n-j- 1638), is dedicated by Phillips to the

Marchioness of Dorchester, in what Godwin calls "an extra-

ordinary >tyle of t'u-t ian and bombast." 8 With the exception

of Mich affectation in style, which Phillips afterwards threw

oil, then- is nothing ill to report of these early performances

of his; ami two translations from the Spanish were a credit-

able proof of aooomplishmmti Hut still more interesting was

another literary performance of Edward Phillips's of the same

date. This wa< his rditiun !' tin- Poems of Drummocd of

I [awthomden.

Drnmmond had died in Ifil nff in manuscript, at

Ila\vlhirud-n <>r in Edinburi:h. mt only his Umlory of

*i ml from 1428 to 1542, or tkrongk the Reign* of ike I

Jinnee-*, but also various other prose-writings, and a good deal

of verse in addition to what he had published in his life-timr.

DniiMiuond's son and heir bein; under age, the care of the

MSS. had devolved chiefly on Prmnmond's brother-in-law,

Sir .John Scot of Scotstarvet, a well-known Seotti>h .judge,

ant ii
|

uar\
,
and eccentric. Hitherto the troubles in Scotland

bad prevented the publication by Sir John of these remains

of his celebrated relative, the only real Scottish poet of his

ircncration. With th- other Scottish dignitaries and officials

who had re-isted the Kn^lish invasion, Sir John himself had

1'fi-n turned out of his public posts, heavily fined, and remitted

into private life .Vol. IV. p. 561). Gradually, however, as

Scotland had become acm-tonied t> her union with Kn^laiid.

things had come round a^ain for the old ex-Judge, as well

as for others. Th. ison to believe that he was in

London for some time in H'.:, l itini: the Prot-ctor

and the Council for favour in the matter of his tine, if not

138 .w the translation* OBly
Lwins Z.MVJ of tJtt J'Aitti/wM, from Ocxlwin's account of tham.
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for restoration to one of his former offices, the Directorship

of the Scottish Chancery. The case of Scot of Scotstarvet,

at all events, was then under discussion in the Council, with

the result that his fine, which had been originally ^1500]
but had been reduced to ^J

500, was first reduced farther to

.^300, and next, apparently by Cromwell's own interposition,

altogether
"
discharged and taken off, in consideration of the

pains he hath taken and the service he hath done to the

Commonwealth." l If Scotstarvet himself, then seventy years

of age, had come to London on the business, he must have

brought Drummond's MSS., or copies of them, with him.

On the 16th of January 1654-5 there had been registered

at Stationers' Hall, as forthcoming, Drummond's History of

Scotland through the Reigns of the Five Jameses, with a selection

of other prose-writings of his, chiefly of a political kind
;

and the volume did appear immediately, as a handsome small

folio, bearing date 1655, and "
printed by Henry Hills for

Hich. Tomlins and himself." As Henry Hills was one of the

printers to his Highness and the Council, the appearance from

his press of a volume so full of conservative doctrine, incul-

cating so strongly the duty of submission to kingly prerogative
and to constituted authority, may not be without significance.

Another interesting circumstance about it is that it had ap-

peared under the charge of a London editor,
" Mr. Hall of

Gray's Inn," i. e., unless I am mistaken, that Mr. John Hall

whom we saw brought in, at ^100 a year, to do pieces of

literary hackwork for the Council under Milton as long ago
as May 1649, and who had been in some such employment
for the Council, at least occasionally, ever since (ante p. 177).
Accidental or not, the fact that the editor of Drummond's
Prose Writings, selected by Scotstarvet or by the printer

Hills, should have been a servant of the Council of State,

and a kind of underling of Milton in that capacity, is at least

curious. But it becomes more curious when taken in con-

nexion with the fact that the editor of the companion volume,

containing the first professedly complete edition of Drummond's

Poems, was Milton's elder nephew. This volume, though
1 Council Order Books, March 9 and March 19, 16545.
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ann-.une.'d l.y Mr. Hall in his Introduction to the Prose

Voh.mc. did nut appear till about a year after \\ar.l-. and then

ae an octavo of 224 pages, with this title, "Poem* iy thtd mott

fitwon* II
'

.
II Uiam hruiinnxnd of llawthonulen . . . London,

li'il for I! i, /*. i r>l Tomlins, at the Sun and JiiMc, neare Pye-

'/-, Ki.lG." The volume is dedicated to Sir John Scot

of Seot>t;irvct. and includes about sixty small pieces of Drum-

nc\cr bcf'.re puhlishcd, which Sir John had supplied

the llawtliurndeii MSS. Apart from revision of the

pn.ul's. 1'hillips's editorship consisted in a prose preface, signed
K. I'.," and a set of commendatory verses, signed in full

IMuard Phillips."

Drummond's Poetry had long been known to Milton in the

fragmentary state in which alone it had been till then accessible.

in th.- successive instalments of it published by l>rummond

himself in I'.dinhurgh between 1613 and 163S. There mi^ht
be proof also that hruininond was one of Milton's favourr

and regarded by him as one of the sweetest and truest poets

that there had been in Great Uritain through that a,'.

miscellaneous metrical effort, much of it miscalled Poc

which included the whole of the laiireateship of Hen Jonson

and the bco-j nmill r of that of Davenant. Accordingly, it is

not dillicult to suppose that phrases about Drummond from Mil-

ton's own mouth were worked by Phillips into his prose preface

to the London edition of the Poems of Drummond. Thci

a little h\ perbolJHu in that preface; but the opening delin

of Drummund s jetjiu- is exact, and the fitness of some of the

phrases quite admirable. Tims:

Miv that tin-so Poems are the effects of a genius the most

polite and \enlant that ever the S.'..ttirh n.ition pi"due.-d, although
it In- a i-iiiniiieniiati<ni n>t to he rejected (for it i~ well kn->\vn that

that onintry hath atloided many rare and a'huirable I

not the hi^he-t that may be L.'i\-n him ; tor, >hou'nl 1 atlirin that

n.i ". nor (Miami!, nor any of the nn^t neat mid refined

spirits of Italy, nor even the choicest of our Kn-iish Poets, can

i -lialleii'.'e to themselves any advantage aho\e him. it could not be

jii-i ttii!>tite superior to what he deserves . . . And, though
he hath not had the L,'OM| fortune to l>e so generally famed abroad

ES many otheis peiliap> of less este.-in

that cannot diminish, but rather iwlva nee. hi- credit ;
toi, by breaking
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forth of obscurity, he will attract the higher admiration, and, like

the sun emerging from a cloud, appear at length with so much the

more forcible rays ..."

Milton's interesting
1 German friend, Henry Oldenburg-, had

recently removed from London to Oxford. " In the beginning
"of this year," says Wood in his Fasti for 1656, "studied in

"
Oxon, in the condition of a sojourner, HENRY OLDENBURG,

" who wrote himself sometimes GRUBENDOL [anagram of

"
OLDENBURG] ;

and in the month of June he was entered a
" student by the name of ' Henricus Oldenburg, Bremensis,
" Nobilis Saxo

'

: at which time he was tutor to a young Irish

"nobleman, called Henry O' Bryen [son of Heniy, Earl of
"
Thomond], then also a student there." * As we construe

the case, Oldenburg, having been for some years in England
as agent for Bremen, had begun to see that he was likely

to remain in England permanently; and he had gone to

Oxford for the benefit of a year of study there, with readings

in the Bodleian, and the society more especially of Robert

Boyle, Wilkins, Wallis, Petty, and the rest of the Oxford

colony or offshoot from the Invisible College of London.

Desirable on its own account, this migration to Oxford had

been made easier to him financially, if it had not been

occasioned, by the arrangement that he should be tutor

there to the young Irish nobleman whom Wood names.

But this young nobleman was not to be Oldenburg's only

pupil at Oxford. Though Wood does not mention the fact,

there went with him thither, or there speedily followed him

thither, to be also under his charge, another young Irish

nobleman. This was no other than our own Richard Jones,

son of Viscount and Lady Ranelagh, the Benjamin among
Milton's pupils. Whatever had been the nature of Milton's

recent instructions of the youth, they had now ceased, and

Oldenburg was to be thenceforward the youth's more regular

tutor. It does not seem to have been intended that young

Ranelagh should formally enter a college, so as to receive

the usual education at the University, but only that he should

obtain some acquaintance with Oxford and its ways, and be

i Wood's Fasti, II. 197.
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tor a wliilc in tin- society of his uncle IWle, and of his two

e.uivJMs Vi-eourit hun^rvan and Mr. Ki.-lianl Boyle. If

the-e two sons of the Earl of Cork were still under the

tutorship of l>r. IVter Du Moulin, OkUabvg and Jones

at Oxford must have come necessarily also into constant

int. ir,,m- with that very secret admirer of Milton. Oxford,
\\e do gather, was still I hi Moulin's head-quarters; but he

was so much on the wing thence that Oldenburg might

e\pe.-t to -ueeeed him in tin- tutor-hip of at least one of

the young Boyles. Oldenburg was then thirty years of age,
and young Kunelagh about sixteen.

AMIOII^ four letters to young Jones or Ranelagh included

in Milton's Latin Familiar F
pi.sties one is undated. It is

put second of tin- lour in the printed collection, but it ought
to have been put first. It is Milton's first letter to the youth
in his neu po.-ition at Oxford under Henry Oldenburg's

charge. The date may be in or about May 1656:

"To the Noble Youth, RICHARD Jox.
"I receive.! your letter much after its date, not till it had lain,

1 think, fifteen days, put away somewhere, at y<>nr m..tli. !'. Most

ij.'dly at last I recognised in it yur continued atVeetimi fur me and

of gratitude. In truth my goodwill to you, and readiness to

you the mo.-t faithful admonition-, have never hut ju-titu-d. I

hop.-. l>o;li your exrellent mother'- opinion of me and confidence in

me, and your own disposition. Then- is, indeed, as you write,

plenty f amenity and saluhrity in the place where you uow are ;

then- are hooks enough for the needs of a University : it only the

anii-nity of the spot conti ihuted a-* mueh to the genius of the in-

hul'itants as it does to pleasant living, nothing would seem want:

to the happiness of the plaee. The Lihrary there, too, is splendidly

rieh ; hut, unless the minds .,f th.- indents are made more instructed

liy
means of it in the he-t kinds of study, you might more projN-rly

than 11 Liluury. Moat ju-
- ac-

knowledge that to all these helps there must be added a spirit

for le.irninu' and hahits of indu-try. Tuke care, and Bteatly care,

that I in find YOU in adill-i-nt stiite of

mind; and thii you will uio-t easily avoid if \ou diligently obey

the v. i-.d fiieu.i > of the highly aecom pi ished Henry
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Oldenburg beside you. Farewell, my well-beloved Richard; and

allow me to exhort and incite you to virtue and piety, like another

Timothy, by the example of that most exemplary woman, your mother.

" Westminster."

In this letter one observes the rather strict tone of Mentor-

ship assumed towards young Ranelagh, as if Milton was aware

of something in the youth that needed checking, or as if

Lady Ranelagh, with her motherly knowledge, had given
Milton a hint that the strict tone with him would be generally

the best. The tendency to a depreciation of Oxford, which

is also visible in the letter, is no surprise from Milton.

The Anti-Oxonian feeling, if that is not too strong a name

for it after all, is even more apparent in Milton's next letter,

addressed not to young Ranelagh, but to his tutor. Young
Ranelagh, it appears, not long after the receipt of the fore-

going, had run up to London on a brief visit to his mother,

and had brought Milton a letter from Oldenburg. To this

Milton replies as follows :

" To HENKY OLDENBURG, Agent for Bremen with the English

Government.

Your letter, brought by young Ranelagh, has found me rather

busy; and so I am forced to be briefer than I should wish.

You have certainly kept your departing promise of writing to

me, and that with a punctuality surpassed, I believe, by no one

hitherto in the payment of a debt. I congratulate you on your

present retirement, to my loss though it be, since it gives pleasure

to you ;
I congratulate you also on that happy state of mind which

enables you so easily to set aside at once the ambition and the ease

of city-life, and to lift your thoughts to higher matters of con-

templation. What advantage that retirement affords, however, be-

sides plenty of books, I know not; and those persons you have

found there as fit associates in your studies I should suppose to

be such rather from their own natural constitution than from the

discipline of the place, unless perchance, from missing you here,

I do less justice to the place for keeping you away. Meanwhile

you yourself rightly remark that there are too many there whose

occupation it is to spoil divine and human things alike by their
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fi ivolous ijiiiliMin^s, that they may not seem to be doing absolutely

nothing fur those many endowments by which they are supported
UK -li to tin- pulilic detriment. All this you will undent

better fi.r your-elf. Those ancient annals of the Chinese from the

Flood down wiiplt whidi you say are promised by the Jesuit

\l n tini
'

are doubtless very eagerly expected on account of the

no\elty of the tiling; but I do not see what authority or con-

tiiiii:iii..ii they can add to the Mosaic books. Our Cyriack, whom
M>II bade me salute, returns the salutation. Farewell.

"Westminster: June 25, 1656."

Th:it Count Bundt's remonstrance on the employment of

a blind man in the Protector's diplomatic business had had no

Hied, will be proved by the following list of state-letters

written by Milton immediately after that remonstrance. We
briii"; the list down to Sept. 1656, the month in which the

Second Parliament of the Protectorate met :

(LXXVIII.) To RINGS AND FOREIGN STATES OBNEBAII/..

June 1656:* This is a Passport by the Protector in favour of

i'i TKR GEORGE ROMSWINCKEL, Doctor of Laws. lie li.nl 1,,,-n horn

ami hi-ed in the Roman ('atholic < 'hnivli, and had held hiidi offices

in that Church at Cologne, but had become an ardei, ,nt,

and had been for some time in Kn^huid. He Was now on his way
back to (iermaiiy, to atsunir the post of Councillor to the widowed

Ihichess of Symmereu (I); and the Protector desires all Kii.ulisli

otlieers, consuls, agents, &c., and also all foreign Governm- -\\\-. to

him free passage and handsome ti The tone of the

r it, -veil haughtily Protestant On the ground that "most people
"think in Helicon \\ it h ea-y ae|uiescenc> Mey have

I from their forefathers, and not what they themselves,
< T implorin.i,' divine help, have learnt to be true by their own

"
penvptii.n and knowledge," the case of Romt,\iuckrl is n|

M-iiteil at p.-culiarly interettiiiLT : and such phrases as "the Papal

superstition
'

ai, not spared. The passport was probably expected
'ne only into I'roti-^tant hand-.

(LXXDL) To CMAKI.KS X . KIM; OP SWEDEN, June 1656:'-
! n-commemlation of the above Romswinckel to the Swedish

Kin'_r. in the same hi^'h i'rotestant tone.

LXXX.) T.I Tin KIN.; ..K POBTUOAL, ./"'// 1656: The

PortognCM flMnhaofti of the Hra/.il ( '"inpaiiy owe certain Engli.-h

in Martini, .Ii-suit Missionary 1>-"H print.-.! !y Mr. Hamilton in his

t.. riiinii, wa-i I Mini 1H4 ami d

i in tlic

PrinU-tl t'nll.M-tiim <-r in I'lullips ; hut \)tit in -
.n.vript, anil printed

it i- in Uu- Skinner Transcript, and has by liumiltou (Milton Paper*, i'>
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merchants a considerable sum of money on shipping accounts since

1649 and 1650. The English merchants, understanding that, by
recent orders of his Portuguese Majesty, they are likely to lose the

principal of the debt, and be put off with the bare interest, have

applied to the Protector. He thinks it a hard case, and begs the

King to let the debt be paid in full, principal and five years of

interest.

(LXXXI.) To CHARLES X., KING OF SWEDEN, July 1656 :

After more than two months of farther debating between Count
Bundt and the English Commissioners, in the course of which there

had been frequent new displays of the Count's high temper, the

Treaty between the Protector and Charles Gustavus had at last

been happily finished on the 1 7th of July. On that day, "Whit-

locke tells us, he and Lords Fiennes and Strickland had their long
final meeting over the Treaty with the Ambassador, ending in

formal signing and sealing on both sides. The main difficulty had
been got over thus :

"
Concerning the carrying of pitch, tar, &c. to

"
Spain, during our war with them [the Spaniards], there was a

"
single Article, that the King of Sweden should be moved to give

" order for the prohibiting of it, and a kind of undertaking that

"it should be done." On the whole, the Protector was satisfied;

and, as he had contracted some admiration and liking for the

Ambassador, precisely on account of his unusual spirit and stubborn-

ness, he marked the conclusion of the Treaty by special compliments
and favours. "The Swedish Ambassador," says Whitlocke under
date July 25, "having taken his leave of the Protector, received
"
great civilities and respects from him, and afterwards dined with

"him at Hampton Court, and hunted with him. The Protector
" bestowed the dignity of knighthood upon one of his [the Am-
"
bassador's] gentlemen, Sir Gustavus Duval, the mareschal." The

present Latin letter by Milton, accordingly, was the letter of

honourable dismissal which the Swede was to take back to his

master. Perhaps the Swede knew that even this was written by
the Protector's blind Latinist.

"
Oliver, Protector of the Com-

' monwealth of England, Scotland, Ireland, &c., to the most Serene
'

Prince, Charles Gustavus, King of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals,
' &c." is the heading of the letter

;
which proceeds thus :

" Most
' Serene King, As we have justly a very high regard for the
'

friendship of so great a Prince as your Majesty, one so famous for
'
his achievements, so necessarily should that most illustrious Lord,

' CHBISTIEKN BUNDT, your Ambassador Extraordinary, by whose
' endeavours a Treaty of the closest alliance has just been ratified

'between us, have been to us, were it but on this pre-eminent
'

account, an object of favour and good report. We have accord-
'

ingly judged it fit that he should be sent back to you after his
' most praiseworthy performance of this Embassy : but not without
' the highest acknowledgment at the same time of his other excel-
'

lent merits, to the end that one who has been heretofore in esteem
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"and hi. IK. iir with \u may in.w ('.! tlint IK- is ind.
"

i. ur commeiidati' i.iindant fruits of hi* assiduitv

.in.,
(iriuli -nee. As for the transactions that tin, we have

ohed -hoitlv t.. -.ml to your Majesty a special Kml>as-\

"tin..-.'; ami meanwhile may God preserve your Mai . to
'

he a pillar in His ( 'linn h's defence nml in the affairs of Sweden !

" In in iin Palace of Westminster, .Inly 1' ur Majesty's
" mo*t affe. tionat <r &c." Count I'.undt, we may
add, remainrd in Midland a month more after all, reo

and not till Aug. 23 dul lie finally

art, taking with him not only Milton's I/tter. I. ut aK.. .1

from th- I'n.teetor of 1200 worth of " white cloth
"
and a mapni-

ti<< ht jrwi 1. It was because this j.
\\.-l could not }* t't i-

at once that he had -laid on
;
and it was worth waiting for.

" The

"jewrl \\.i- hi- Hi-h ness's picture in a case of gold, alnmt the

"bi^'iioN of a five-shillintr ' round the case with

ttoeo fair diamonds, each diamond \alued at i'b'O : in all Worth

"al.out 1000." The Count wore the jewel tied with a blue

ril.l.on to his breast so long as he was in sight, barging down the

Thin.

(1. \\XII.) To TIIK Ki:*o or PORTUGAL, Aw). 1656 : Mr.

1'hilip Meadows has lieeii in l.i-h.n -in. c March, husy in the d'

of hi- iui--i..n, and sendii. was

still an agent for the Kn-li-h Common-
wealth in a Roman Catholic ct,untr\ ; and Meadows had nearly
shaivd thf fate of I >orislaii.- and A-ehaiu. On the llth of May,
as he was returning at ni^ht to his l.,d-ini:s in Lisbon, carried

in a litter, he was attacked \>\ two hor.-emen. who discliaiyed two

]>i>ti'l-
into the litter and shot him throiiL'h the left hand." 1

I

wound was not serious; but the King of Portugal was naturally
in LM'-at concern. He otl'ered a lirije reward for th-

the criminals
; and, in a Latin 1 omwell, dated "Alcantara,

-I In- desire to have them punished,
whether the\ -.^'li-li refu^ee^ or native Portuguese.

1 The

present Letter hv .Milton is the 1'nitector's reply. Though ti

has hull Nome interval >ince the receipt of his Majesty's let

his yet h.-aid that the criminals have been

appn-ln -lid. d ; and he in-i>ts that there sliftll be a vigorous pro-
.'iou of the search and recommends that it should he put into

the hands of -ome persons of honesty and sincerity, well-wishers

to Loth i

L\ \\lll.i T.. I... i i- XIV. I.K KISA.N-CE, Aug. 1656: Again
ulx.ut a

sl.ip, hut this time in a p.
strain. Richard

Jlaker and Co. of London have complained to the I'n.t.-etor that

a ship of theirs, culled Tlv Endeavour. \\ i.li.uu .lopp master, laden at

' Whitlo,- -27*. Frot'ctml', I. 481
3 Thurioe to Pell, June 26, Vaaghan's SM Letter iUelf in Tkurloe, V. 28.
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Teneriffe with 300 pipes of rich Canary wine, had, in November last,

been seized by four French privateer vessels under command of

a Giles de la Roche, who had carried ship, cargo, and most of

the crew away to the East Indies, after landing fourteen of the

crew on the Guinea coast. For this daring act he had pleaded
no excuse, except that his own fleet wanted provisions and that

he believed the owners of his fleet would make good the loss. The
Protector now demands that 16,000 be paid to Messrs. Baker
and Co., and also that Giles de la Roche be punished. It concerns

his French Majesty's honour to see to this, after that recent League
with the English Commonwealth to which his royal oath is pledged.
Otherwise all faith in Leagues will be at an end.

(LXXXIV.) To CARDINAL MAZAKIN, Aug. 1656 : On the

same subject as the last. "While writing to the King about such

an outrage, the Protector cannot refrain from imparting the matter

also to his Eminence, as
" the sole and only person whose singular

"
prudence governs the most important affairs of the French and

" the chief business of the kingdom, with equal fidelity, counsel, and
"
vigilance."

(LXXXV.) To THE STATES-GENERAL OF THE UNITED PRO-

VINCES, Aug. 1656. A Letter of some length, and very important.
' We doubt not," it begins,

" but all will bear us this testimony
' that no considerations have ever been stronger with us in con-
'

tracting foreign alliances than the duty of defending the Truth

'of Religion, and that we have never accounted anything more
sacred than the union and reconciliation of those who are either

the friends and defenders of Protestants, or at least not their

enemies." With what grief, then, does his Highness hear of new
dissensions breaking out among Protestant powers, and especially of

signs of a rupture between the United Provinces and Sweden !

Should there be war between those two great Protestant powers,
how the common enemy will rejoice !

" To the Spaniard the
"
prospect has already brought such an access of spirit and con-

" fidence that he has not hesitated, through his Ambassador residing
"with you, to obtrude most audaciously his counsels upon you, and
" that about the chief concerns of your Republic : daring even
"
partly to terrify you by throwing in threats of a renewal of

"
war, partly to solicit you by setting forth a false show of ex-

"
pediency, to the end that, abandoning by his advice your old

"and most faithful friends, the French, the English, and the
"
Swedes, you would be pleased to form a close alliance with your

" former enemy and tyrant, pacified now forsooth, and, what is

" most to be feared, quite fawning." The Protector earnestly adjures
their High Mightinesses the States to be on their guard.

" We
"are not ignorant that you, in your wisdom, often revolve in
"
your minds the question of the present state of Europe in

"
general, and especially the condition of the Protestants : how the

" Cantons of the Swiss following the orthodox faith are kept in
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"su "ii fn-in day to day of new commotions
"to be ^tiin-d up liy their o.iiiitr\men following tin- faith of the

Pope, and this while they have hardly emerged from that war
"which, plainly on account of K ligion, was blown and kindled by
"the Spaniard, \\ their enemies leaders and supplied the

money ;
how for the inhabitants of the Alpine Valleys the designs

<>f the Spaniards are again contriving the same slaughter and
destruction which they most cruelly inflicted on them last year;

"how the Herman Protestants are most grievously troubled under

"the rule of the Kaiser, and retain their paternal homes with

"difficulty ; how the King of Sweden, whom God, as we hope, has
"
raided up as a valiant champion of the Orthodox Religion, ia

"carrying on with the whole strength of his kingdom a doubtful

"and most severe war with the most powerful enemies of the
Hi tunned Faith ; how your own Provinces are threatened by the

"ominous league lately stunk up among your Papist neighbours,
"of whom a Spaniard is the I'rince; how we here, finally, are

"engaged in a war declared against the Spani-h Kin<_r.' What
an aggravation of this condition of things if there should be an
actual contliet between their High Mightinesses and Su \Vill

not th.ir Ili-h Mightinesses lay all this to heart, and come to a

friendly arrangement with ( 'harlcs Gustavus? The Protector hardly
understands the causes of the disagreement; but, if he can 1

any use between the two powers, he will Fpare no exertion. He
is aliout to send an embassy to the Swedish Kiii'_r. and will convey
to him al-o the sentiments of this letter. That the preparation
of thi- I..-tter to the States-General had l>een very careful appears
from the following minute relating to it in the Council Older-

El i< i Tuesday Aug. 19: "Mr. Secretary [ThurloeJ reports
"the draft of a letter to the States-General of the United Provinces ;

"
\\hicii w.i> read, and committed to Sir Charles Wolseley, with the

"assistance of tlio Secretary, to amend the same, in pursuance of

"the present debate, and report it again to the Council." Crom-
well was himself piv-eiit at this meeting of the Council, with

Lawrence, Lambert, V Strickland, Rous, Jones, Skippon,
and Pickering. The draft read was most probably the English
that was to l>e turned into Latin by Milton : but thi- <Ves not

pn. hide the idea that the document itself was substantially Milton's.

Thurloe can hardly have drafted such a document. He may have

gone to Milton fu>t.

1 \\\\ 1 .) To mi Kivo OF PORTUGAL, Aug. 1656: The
Protector lias received his Portuguese Majesty's Ratification of the

Pi-ace negotiated in London by his Extraordinary Ambassador Count
Sa in lt>.~> 1, and also of the secret and preliminary articles of the

same : and he has received letters from Philip Meadows, his agent
at Li-bon. iniormini: him that the counterpart Katitication on the.

Kn^li.-h Mile hail been duly delivered to hU Maj. -ty. There being
now therefore a firm and settled Peace between the two nations,

vol.. v. T
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dating formally from June 1656, the Protector salutes his Majesty
with all cordiality. As to his Majesty's letters of June 24th,

mentioning some clauses of the League a slight alteration of which
would be convenient for Portugal, the Protector is willing to have

these carefully considered, but suggests that the whole Treaty

may be perilled by tampering with any part of it.

(LXXXVII.) To THE COUNT or ODEMIEA, Aug. 1656: This

is a letter to the Prime Minister of Portugal, to accompany the

foregoing to the King. The Protector acknowledges the Count's

zeal and diligence in promoting the Peace now concluded, and takes

the opportunity of pressing upon him, rather than again upon
the King, relentless inquiry into the late attempt to assassinate

Meadows.

(LXXXVIH.) To CHARLES X., KING or SWEDEN, Aug. 1656 :

A letter very much in the sti-ain of that just sent to the States-

General of the United Provinces. Although, knowing what a

champion the Protestant Faith has in his Swedish Majesty, the

Protector cannot but rejoice in the news of his successes, there is

one drawback. It is the accompanying news of the misunderstanding
between his Majesty and the Dutch, now come to such a pass, he

hears, that open conflict is likely, especially in the Baltic. The
Protector is in the dark as to the causes, but ventures to press on

his Majesty the views he had been pressing, but a few days ago,

upon the Dutch. Let him think of the perils of Protestantism ;

let him think of Piedmont, of Austria, of Switzerland !

" Who is

'ignorant that the counsels of the Spaniards and of the Roman
' Pontiff have, for two years past, filled all those places with con-
'

flagrations, slaughters, and troubles to the orthodox ] If to these
'

evils, ?o many already, there shall be added an outbreak of bad
'

feeling among Protestant brethren themselves, and especially be-
' tween two powers in whose valour, resources, and constancy lies

' the greatest safeguard of the Reformed Churches, so far as human
'means avail, the Reformed Religion itself must be endangered
' and brought to an extreme crisis. On the other hand, were all

'of the Protestant name to cultivate perpetual peace with that
'

brotherly unanimity which becomes them, there will be no reason
'
at all to be very much afraid of inconvenience to us from all that

'the arts or force of our enemies can do." that his Majesty

may see his way to a pacific settlement of his differences with the

Dutch ! The Protector will gladly do anything to secure that

result.

(LXXXIX.) To THE STATES OF HOLLAND, Sept. 1656 :

William Cooper, a London minister, has represented to the Protector

that his father-in-law, John le Maire of Amsterdam, invented, about

thirty-three years ago, a certain device by which much revenue was

brought in to the States of Holland, without any burden to the

people. It was the settling of a certain small seal or stamp to

be used in the Provinces (" id autem erat parvi sigilli in Provinciis
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1-Vr f . U'Tkin'_' this invention he liwl taken
:

i|.
inn- John vim ilt-n Brook ; and ' of Holland

had promised the partners 3000 guilders yearly, emia! to about
'i Knjish. 1'nr tin- u-- .,f tin- t him,'. Not a farthing, how.

hail tin -\ ivcd, though tin- Stat8 had benefited so inin h
;

inn! now. as they an- ln>th tired out, they have transferred their

ri-hi to William Cooper, wlm lui-.ms t.
|
n>:-ee.ute the claim. The

Stat.s ;,,-.. pi;,\,d t<> look into the matter, ami to pay Cooper the

ii-'d animal pension, with arrears.

,)
Tu Lin is \|\'. ,.) Fi:\s,

, .v.y,/.
!, Hi9 Highness

!T\ to troultle his Majesty H I'Ut the i/rii-vanei s of Kng-
li.-h suhjects \]][\>\ he attemleil to. Now a London merchant, railed

I.' n. who hail Imnu'lit |nno hides, jnui of the cargo of a

Dieppe ship, legally taken ln-ton- the League between Krnure and
Hi Main, hail so|.| ahout 200 of them to a furrier in hii-pix'. buU
iiisti-,,,1 of re.-i-ivin^' the money, had found it attaehed and sto|,|,,-d

in his tartor's hands. II.- could ha\e no redress from the French
court of law to which the suit had lu-i-n i and the I'rot-

How di - i' .
I in M -ty to In in'/ the matter In-fore his o\vn Council.

is done In -fore the League are to I"- called in |iiestion. Leagues
will l>e meaningless ; and it would be well to make an example or

two of persons causing trouble of this kind

Six of tlir.-e thirtivn St.r ou^lit \ lie ..1-.

lieloiii; to the siiio-1,. ini'iith <,f Anoii-t l('."f. >rm

.Milton's largest i-oiitril-utioii <f work of this kind in any
one month simv tin- v.-r\ lie^mmn^ of his Sn-n-taryship,

with the exieptioti of his burst of letters on the news of

the Piedmont.---.- Ma>-a.-re in May 1655. Nor ought it to

escajx' notice that some of the letters of AIIJ. 1656 are

particularly important, and that two of them are manifestos

of that 'i-m of the Protector which had

prompti-d his bold stand in the matter of tin- Piedrnonteee

I ;'ion, ami which had matured itself politically since

then into the scheme of an express League or Union of all

the Protistant 1' of Humpr. It cannot be by mere

accident that, when Croinuell wanted letters written in the

highest strain of his most characteristic passion, they should

have ah n suppli,.,! 1,\ Milton. Whatever ini^ht be

done by the oilier people that Thurloe had about him

must have 1 -ren understood that, for thing's of this sort,

there was always to be recourse to the Latin Secretary
I

'

raordinary.
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A little item of recent Council-business of which Milton

may have heard with some interest appears as follows in the

Council Order-Books under date Aug. 7, 1656 :

"
Upon

"consideration of the humble petition of Peter Du Moulin,

"the son, Doctor of Divinity, and a certificate thereunto

"subscribed, being presented to his Highness, and by his

"Highness referred to the Council, Ordered . . . That the
" said Dr. Peter Du Moulin, the petitioner, be permitted to

"exercise his ministerial abilities, the late Proclamation [of
" Nov. 24, 1655 : see ante pp. 61-62], or any orders or in-

" structions given to the Major-Generals and Commissioners
" in the several counties, notwithstanding." And so even the

author of the Regii Sanguinis Clamor was now an indulged

man, and might look forward to being a Vicar or a Rector,

or something higher still, in Cromwell's Established Church.

Can his secret have possibly been then known ? Can the Council

have known that the man who petitioned the Protector for

indulgence, and to whom they now advised the Protector to

grant it, was the author of the most vehement and bitter

book that had ever been written on the Royalist side, the

man who had abused the Commonwealth men as "
robbers,

traitors, parricides" and "plebeian scoundrels/' who had

written of Cromwell "
Verily an egg is not liker an egg than

Cromwell is like Mahomet," and who had capped all his

other politenesses about Milton by calling him "more vile

than Cromwell, damned than Ravaillac
"
? 1

1 Dr. Peter Du Moulin did become 1657, but quitted it in a few days, ap-
a Vicar in Cromwell's Established parently for something better (Wood's
Church. He was inducted into the Fasti, II. 195 : Note by Cole).

Vicarage of Bradwell, in Bucks, Oct. 24,
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TION III : FROM SEPTEMBER 1656 TO JT7XE 1657, OB THRfH

riUST SESSION OF OLIVER'S SECOND PARLIAMENT.

LVOTHEB I 1 111 i; FROM MILTON TO MB. RICHARD JOM

PABTUB1 OK I..MIY i; \NF.I. \.,n FOR IRKI.\\I>: LETTER
I IIOM MILTON TO IT/ITU KKIMRACH: MILTON^S SECOND

MARRIAGE: ms SECOND win:. KMHM iDOO K:

I.I:TTI:U T<> KMKRIC BIGOT : MILTON'S LIP.RARY AXD THK

BTZANTDTl IMS r.'UiANS : M. STOUTE : TEX MOKI

Bfl ! V MILTON FOR Till. H;oTKTOR (XOS. XCI.-C.) :

MOKI AM >. MEADO\\ I OCKHAKT, AXI> OT1III;

IMi'I.oM \TIST8 OF T FOB, BACK IX I.oXI-

MORE EMBASSIES AND DISPATCHES o FD AVD I

MILTON STANDING AM' \V \ IT I N. ; : Ills TlloUlHTS ABOUT

TIIK I'KoTKCTORATE GKM.KMI

NOT inucli altogether is r ille of Milton's life through

that s.-i-tii'ti <>f the Protectorate which coincides with th-

first Sr<>i..n of the Second Parliament (Sept. 17, 1656 June

ir>;>7V What is recoverable \\ill connect itself with (1)

Three Private Kpistles of his dated in these nine months,

and (2) The series of his State-letters in the same period.

I Ki( hard Jones, alias young Ranelagh, still at Oxford

with Oldenburg, ^filton, four days after the meeting of the

Parliament, addressed another letter in that tone of Mentor-

shij) which he seems to have thought most suitable for the

youth :

tin- Xoble youth, RlCHARD JOKES.

"
Proparing again and again to nply to your l:t l.tter, I wu

first ]>rf\mtrd. as you k; -udden pieces of business,

of Mieh u kind as are apt to be mine; then I heard you were

off on an excursion to some places in your neighbourhood j
and

now your most excellent nmthcr, ou h.-r way to Ireland whose
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departure ought to be a matter of no ordinary regret to both of

us (for to me also she has stood in the place of all kith and kin :

nam et mihi omnium necessitudinum loco fuit) carries you this

letter herself. That you feel assured of my affection for you, right

and well
;
and I would have you feel daily more and more assured

of it, the more of good disposition and of good use of your ad-

vantages you give me to see in you. Which result, by God's grace,

I see you not only engage for personally, but, as if I had provoked

you by a wager on the subject, give solemn pledge and put in bail

that you will accomplish, not refusing, as it were, to abide judg-

ment, and to pay the penalty of failure if judgment should be given

against you. I am truly delighted with this so good hope you have of

yourself ;
which you cannot now be wanting to, without appearing at

the same time not only to have been faithless to your own promises
but also to have run away from your bail. As to what you write

to the effect that you do not dislike Oxford, you adduce nothing to

make me believe that you have got any good there or been made

any wiser : you will have to shew me that by very different proofs.

Victories of Princes, which you extol with praises, and matters

of that sort in which force is of most avail, I would not have

you admire too much, now that you are listening to Philosophers

[Robert Boyle and his set
?].

For what should be the great wonder

if in the native land of wethers there are born strong horns, able

to ram down most powerfully cities and towns 1 [Quid enim

magnopere mirandum est si vervecum in patria valida nascantur

cornua quce urbes et oppida arietare valentissime possint ? Besides

the pun, there is some geographical allusion, or allusion of military

history, which it is difficult to make out.] Learn you, already
from your early age, to weigh and discern great characters not

by force and animal strength, but by justice and temperance.

Farewell
;
and please to give best salutations in my name to the

highly accomplished Henry Oldenburg, your chamber-fellow.

"Westminster: Sept. 21, 1656."

If the date of this letter, as published by Milton himself, is

correct, it was written on a Sunday. Yet there can have been

no particular haste ; for Lady Ranelagh, who was to carry the

letter to her son at Oxford on her way to Ireland, did not

leave London for at least another fortnight. The pass for
"
Lady Catharine, Viscountess of Ranelagh, and her two
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daughter-." witli their servants, ei^ht horses, &c., to go
into Ireland. \sas ".Tinted. 1 find, by the Protector's Council,

Oct. 7, 1
('>.")(), on the motion of Lord President L.i\\ i. nee.1

She \\as to he ;iua\ in Irchind for some years, occupied with

family Juiciness of various kinds; and Milton was thinking*

\\ith regret of the blank in his life that would be caused

by her ;i For she had been to him, he says, "in the

place nf all kith and kin.'' I low much that phrase involves!

Though \vc have no letters from Milton to Lady Kanelug-h,

or from Lady Kanela^h to Milton, and though the fact of

their friend-hip has 1'cen l.-ft by Milton unrecorded in that

poetical form, whether of sonnet or of idyll, which has

piv>cr\ed I'm- us so finely other incidents and intimacies of

his lite, this one phra.-e. duly interpreted, ouyht to make

up for all. Perhaps in no part of any eminent man's life.

especially if he is bereft domestically, is there wanting
'

benefit of some Mipivme u.-maidv intere-t \\akened in his

behalf. Twice in Milton's life, so unfortunate domesticallv

hitherto, we have seen something of the kind. Twelve years

ajjo, in the old Aldersgate days of his desertion by his \\

it seemed to be the Lady Margaret Ley that was paramount.

More recent Iv. through the Westminster years of blindness

and widowerhood, the real ministri-iny an'_rd. if there had

been anv -ndi. had been that Lady Ranelagh whom English
HI>:M]-\ remembTs at any rate as the incomparable sister

of Lord Hrojjhill and of Robert Boyle. Let there be restored

to her henceforth the honour also of having been Milton's

friend,

The next extant Kpistle of Milton, written when the

ml Parliament of the Protectorate had sat nearly two

months, is also
<|iiitc

of a private nature. Of the German

or 1 hitch youth to whom it is addressed, Peter Heimbach. I

have ascertained only that he had been roidiug for some :

in London, perhaps originally brought thither in the train of

some embassy ( >r agency, ami that he had recently published

in London a Latin letter of eulogy on Cromwell,
2
extremely

i Council Or 1. pages of smill
s The Letter, which is iu thirty-live
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enthusiastic and somewhat juvenile. Milton's letter suggests
farther that he had been much about Milton, as amanuensis or

what not, but was now on a visit to Holland.

" To the very accomplished youth, PETER HEIMBACH.

"Most amply, my Heimbach, have you fulfilled your promises
and all the other expectations one would have of your goodness,

with the exception that I have still to long for your return. You

promised that it would be within two months at farthest
;
and now,

unless my desire to have you back makes me misreckon the time,

you have been absent nearly three. In the matter of the Atlas you
have abundantly performed all I requested of you ;

which was not

that you should procure me one, but only that you would find out

the lowest price of the book. You write that they ask 130 florins:

it must be the Mauritanian mountain Atlas, I think, and not a

book, that you tell me is to be bought at so huge a price. Such is

now the luxury of Typographers in printing books that the furnish-

ing of a library seems to have become as costly as the furnishing

of a villa. Since to me at least, on account of my blindness, painted

maps can hardly be of use, vainly surveying as I do with blind eyes

the actual globe of the earth, I am afraid that the bigger the price

at which I should buy that book the greater would seem to be my
grief over my deprivation. Be good enough, pray, to take so much
farther trouble for me as to be able to inform me, when you return,

how many volumes there are in the complete work, and which of

the two issues, that of Blaeu or that of Jansen, is the larger and

more correct. This I hope to hear from yourself personally, on

your speedy return, rather than by another letter. Meanwhile

farewell, and come back to us as soon as you can.

"Westminster: Nov. 8, 1656."

One guesses from this letter that Heimbach was then in

Amsterdam. It was there, at all events, that the two Atlases

about which Milton enquired had been published or were in

course of publication. That of John Jansen, called Novus Atlas,

when completed in 1658, consisted of six folio volumes; the

Potentissimumque Principem Olivarium, 1656." The praise of Cromwell is bound-
D. G. MagnoB Britannice Protectorem, less

;
and his conduct in the Piedmontese

verce Fidei Defensorem, Pium, Felicem, business, and his care of learning and
fnvictum, Adlocutio Gratulatoria : Lon- the Universities, are especially noticed.

dim, Ex Tijpographia Jacobi Cottrellii,
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niorr ma'_rnifieent Geogr teviaita, or Atlas of the

^rapher and printer John Blacu, was not
]

il 1662,

and then consisted of eleven volumes of very large folio.

Hut various Atlases, or collections of maps in anticipation of

the complete Atlas, had been on sale by Blaeu for ten or

twelve \e;u-s previously : e.g., from his own trade-catalogue

in 1650, "Atlas, four volumes illuminated, bound after the

liest fashion, will cost 150 guldens," and "
Belgia Fosderata

and Belgia He^ia. two vols., white [uncoloured], 70 guldens,

or illuminated 140 guldens." The gulden or Dutch florin

was rijual to 1*. Sfl. English, so that the price of Blaeu's four

volume Atlas of 1650 was ^12 10*. To Milton in 1656 the

price ..f the same, or of whatever other Atlas he had in view,

was to be twenty florins less, i.e. about j
J

ll. It was much

as if one were asked to give jt"38 for a book now
;
and no

wonder that Milton heHtated. 1

Just lour days after the date of the letter to Heimbach,

i.e. on the l:Jtli of November, 1656, there took place an

event of no less consequence to the household in P<

France than Milton's second marriage, after four years of

wid"\\erho<>d. It was performed, as the Marriage Act then

in i'oive required, not by a clergyman, but by a justice of

the peace, and is registered thus in the books of the parish of

St. Maty Aldermanhnry, London, under the year 1656: "The

"agreement and intent ion of marriage between JOHN Mi I/TON,

I

-q.. of the Parish of Margaret's in Westminster, and MRS.

K MII \KINK WOODCOCKE, of the Parish of Mary's in Alder-

nianliury, was published three several market-days in three
" several weeks, vi/. on Wednesday the 22nd and Monday the

7th of Oct. -her. ami on Monday the 3rd of November ; and,

no exceptions hein^r made against their intention, they were,

"according to the Act of Parliament, married the 12th of

"November by Sir .I.hn IVthieke, Knight and Alderman,

"one of the of Peace for this City of London." 8 Of

1 The information alv.iit the prices Ancram ami Lothian, el
'

.n<l his M M 1875, by Mr.
I . II..,'.

.ir is from a ctr 'ItmatCt ifagatit*
in t ulence qf tht Eurlt of June, 1810 ;

but I owe my copy to the
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this KATHARINE WOODCOCK (the "Mrs." before whose name does

not mean that she had been married before) we learn farther,

from Phillips, that she was " the daughter of Captain Woodcock
of Hackney

"
;
and that is nearly all that we know of her family.

A Captain John Woodcock, who is found giving- a receipt for

<^]3 8s. to the Treasurer-at-War on Oct. 6, 1653, on the

disbanding of his troop, may possibly have been her father,

as no other Captain Woodcock of the time has been dis-

covered. 1 There is reason to believe that Milton had not been

acquainted with the lady before his blindness, and so that,

literally, he had never seen her. Not the less, for the brief

space of her life allotted to their union, she was to be a

light and blessing in his dark household.

The household better ordered
;

the three young orphan

girls of the first marriage better tended ; more of lightsome-
ness and cheerfulness for Milton himself among his books;

contimjance, under new management, of the little hospi-

talities to the learned foreigners who occasionally call, and

to the habitual visitors : so, we are to imagine, pass away
at home those winter months of 1656-7 during which the

great topics of interest outside were the war with Spain,

Sindercombe's plot against the Protector's life, the debates in

Parliament over the case of James Nayler, and the proceedings
there for amending the system of the Protectorate, whether by

converting it into Kingship or otherwise. Not, however, till the

last day of March 1656-7, or three months and a half after the

kindness of Colonel Chester, who took that, although Katharine Woodcock is

it direct from the Register of St. Mary, described in the Register as " of the

Aldermanbury ; and who supplies me parish of Mary's in Aldermanbury," he
with the following information in con- found no trace of her family in that
nexioii with it: "It is generally said parish at the time. " There were Wood-
" that the marriage took place in that
" church

;
but this, I think, may be

' doubted. I noticed, in several in-
'

stances, that, when the religious cere-
'

niony was performed after the civil
'

one, the fact was recorded
;
but it is

' cocks there at a much earlier period
'

(say 100 years before) ;
but about this

' time I found only one burial, that of
' Michael Woodcock, whose will I have
'since looked at, but which does not
'mention her." The conjecture that

' not so in this case. I think that the Mr. Francis Woodcock, minister of St.
'

City marriages at that period usually Olave's, Southwark, was a relative, re-
' took place in the Guildhall, where a ceives no support from what is known
"magistrate sat daily ; though I believe of his principles (see Vol. III. 184). A
"
they were sometimes solemnized at the contemporary Puritan divine, Thomas

"residence of one of the parties." Woodcock, for sometime minister of St.
1
Phillips ;

Hunter's Milton Glean- Andrew Undershaft, is found living at

ings, p. 35. Colonel Chester tells me Hackney after the Restoration.
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marriage with Katharine \Vm.de. .ek. h:ivo we another distinct

0,-limi-e <>(' Milton in hi* private life. On that day he dictated,

in Latin, the t'ullnu in^r letter:

the most accompli>hed EMKICI. MIOOT.

"That nn \,,in- coming intu KiiL'land I had tin- honour of

thought !> \on more worth visiting and saluting tlmn others was

truly ami naturally gratifying to me; and that now you renew

your salutation hy letter, even at such an interval, is somewhat

mi. IT ^ratit'x in- .-till. For in the tirt instance you mi^'ht have

Come to tin- perhaps on the indue, m.-nt .if other peopled opinion ;

hut yon eonld hardly return to me by letter save at the prompting
of \oiir own judgment, or, at least, good will. On this Mirely 1

have ground to congratulate m\s, If. For many have made a figure

l'\ their publi>hed writings whose living voice and tlaily ronvei>atioii

h.ivr pre-.-nt.-.l m-\t t.i nothing that was not low and conunon :

if, then, I can attain the di>tinetion of seeming m\-elf e.jnal in

miml and manners to any writings of mine that have been toh-rahly

to the purp..-c. thrre will !. the donhlc effeet that I shall SO have

added \\ei-ht personally to my writings, and shall receive back hy

way of retl. i-tion from them er.-dit, how small soever it may be,

\.t LMTat.-r in proportion. For. in that case, what and

laudahle in them, that same I shall seem not more to have d.-riv.-d

from authors of hi-h excellence than to have fetehed forth pure and

sine.-!-.- from the inmost feelings of my own mind and soul. I am

glad, therefore, to know that you are assured of my tranquillity of

spirit in this ^reat aHlietion of loss of sight, and also of the pleasure

1 have in hein- civil and attentive in the reception of visitors from

ahroad. Why, in truth, should 1 not bear gently th : ion

of siirht, \\hrn I may hope that it is not so much lost as revoked

and r.-tracted inward-, for the sharpening rather than the blunting of

my mental edije 1 Whence it i- that I neither think of \too\iB with

aiiLfer. nor .piite intermit the study of them, grievously though

they have mulcted me, -were it only that 1 am instructed against

such moii'seiH-ss hy the example of Kin^ Telephn- of the M \ iaUS,

who refn-ed not t.. he cured in the end hy the weapon that had

wounded him. A> to that hook yon poaoooi, On the J/anner of

//. //.'-/,/ /''irli<im>'ntit. I ha i the marked passages of i*

he either amended, or, if they were doubtful, continued, hy reference
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to the MS. in the possession of the illustrious Lord Bradshaw, and

also to the Cotton MS., as you will see from your little paper

returned herewith. In compliance with your desire to know

whether also the autograph of this book is extant in the Tower

of London, I sent one to inquire of the Herald who has the custody

of the Deeds, and with whom I am on familiar terms. His answer

is that no copy of that book is extant among those records. For

the help you offer me in return in procuring literary material I

am very much obliged. I want, of the Byzantine Historians,

Theophanis Chronographia (folio : Greek and Latin), Constantini

Manassis Breviarium Historicum, with Codini Excerpta de Anti-

quitatibus Constantinopolitanis (folio: Greek and Latin), Anastasii

Bibliothecarii Historia el Vitce Romanorum Pontificum (folio) ;
to

which be so good as to add, from the same press, Michael Glycas,

and Joannes Cinnamus, the continuator of Anna Comnena, if they

are now out. I do not ask you to get them as cheap as you

can, both because there is no need to put a very frugal man like

yourself in mind of that, and because they tell me the price of

these books is fixed and known to all. ME. STOUPE has under-

taken the charge of the money for you in cash, and also to see

about the most convenient mode of carriage. That you may have

all you wish, and all you aspire after, is my sincere desire. Fare-

well.

"Westminster: March 24, 1656-7."

Of the French scholar to whom this letter was addressed

there is an excellent notice in Bayle.
" EMERIC BIGOT," says

Bayle,
" one of the most learned and most honest men of the

" seventeenth century, was a native of Rouen, and of a family
"
very distinguished in the legal profession. He was born in

" 1626. The love of letters drew him aside from public
"
employments ;

his only occupation was in books and the

"acquisition of knowledge; he augmented marvellously the
"
library which had been left him by his father. Once every

" week there was a meeting at his house for talk on matters
" of erudition. He kept up literary intercourse with a great
" number of learned men ; his advices and information were
" useful to many authors

;
and he laboured all he could for

" the good and advantage of the Republic of Letters. He
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puMUhed hut one book [a Life of St. fhrysostom] ; but

"apparently he would have published others had he lived to

"complete them. M. Manage in France, and Nicolas Heinsius

amotiir foreigner-. \\ere his two most intimate friends. II.

had none of the faults that accompany learning: he was

modest and an enemy to disputes. In general, one may
"
say he was the best heart in the world. He died at Roin-n

" iVe. is. lfi>). a^-ed about sixty-four years." How exactly
this description of Bigot for his whole life tallies with the

ration we should have of him, at the age of thirty-two, from

Milton's letter! He had been in England some time ago,
it appears, and had there, like other foreigners, paid his

re-pects to Milton. And now, either from Rouen, or more

probably from Paris, he had reoi>ened the communication,

quite in the style of a man such as Bayle paints him. The

immediate object of his letter seems to have been to ask

Milton to have some doubtful passages in a book "On the

.Manner of Holding Parliaments" compared \\ith MS. autho-

rities in London; but he had taken occasion to express also

Ins vivid recollection of Milton, his interest in Milton's pre-

sent condition, and his desire to be of use to him in the ([uest

or purchase of foreign books.

Milton, who had evidently performed very punctually

Bigot's immediate commission,
1

did, it will be observed,

send him a commission in return. It deserves a little expla-

nation : Then- was then in course of publication at Paris,

under the auspices and at the expense of Louis XIV., the

first splendid collective edition of the Byzantine Historians,

i.e. of that >eri,. s of Historians, Chroniclers, Antiquarians,

1 It seems to me possible, though I plete than itself, may well have been
wmiM not l>e too sun-, tlmt the book extant in each places as (the Cotton
about wlm-h HL'ot wrote to Milton was Library or Bradshaw's. Actually Kl-

Mil\u ttntmi< synge's autograph of the book, dated
-.. ii/iim a/<u _.;. iraj extant in London at the date

1 i.Tk of th. though not in the

was To\\ \

< nitons in the l."!i,' rit hed with a large addition from the
Parliament (\\^i. Ath. Ill original MS.," was published
Tin- 1 k. \\hi.h had I..TII s.-nt f.>rth in 1 lie MS. itaelf is now in

un.l.T I :y authority in '. h Museum (Bonn's
was a standard one ; ami tnantiM rij>t Article

"
Elsynge ").

copies of it, or drafts for it, more coiu-
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and Memoir-writers of the Eastern or Greek Empire from

the 6th century to the 15th in whose works lies imbedded

all our information as to the History of the East through

the Middle Ages. The publication, which was to attain to

the vast size of thirty-six volumes folio, containing
1 the Greek

Texts with Latin Translations and Notes, was not to be

completed till 1711 ;
but it had been begun in 1645. Now,

in Milton's library, it appears, the Byzantine Historians

were already pretty well represented, either in the shape

of the earlier volumes of this Parisian collection, or in that

of separate prior editions of particular writers. There were

some gaps, however, which he wanted to fill up. He wanted

the Chronographia of Theophanes Isaacius, a chronicle of

events from A. D. 277 to A. D. 811; also the Breviarium

Historicum of Constantino Manasses, a metrical chronicle

of the world from the Creation to A. D. 1081 ; also the book

of Georgius Codinus, the compiler of the fifteenth century,

entitled Excerpta de Originibus Constantinopolitanis ; also that

of Anastasius Bibliothecarius on the Lives of the Popes. The

Parisian editions of these, or of the first three, were now

out (all in 1655). At the same time there might be sent

him the Parisian editions, if they had appeared, of the Annals

of Michael Glycas^ bringing the History of the World from

the Creation to A. D. 1118, and the valuable Lives of John

and Manuel Comnenus by Joannes Cinnamus, the imperial

notary of the 12th century. As the Parisian edition of

Michael Glycas (by Labbe) did not appear till 1660, and

that of Joannes Cinnamus (by Du Cange) not till 1670,

Bigot can have forwarded to Milton only the first-mentioned

Byzantine books. One may imagine the arrival of the parcel

of learned folios in the neat new tenement which Milton in-

habited in Petty France
;
and it gives one a stronger idea

than we have yet had of Milton's passion for books, and of

his indomitable perseverance and ingenuity in the use of them

in his blind state, that he should have taken such pains, at

our present date, to supply himself with copies of some of the

rare Byzantine Historians. Connecting this purchase, through

Bigot, with the recent inquiry, through Heimbach, about the
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price of HI, .it Atlas, may we not also discern some

increased attention to tin- furnishing of the house occasion "1

b\ t l.e H cond mama.
The Herald in charge of the Records in the Tower, men-

tioned in Milton's letter as one of his acquaintances, was,

1 believe. WILLIAM liMiv. Norroy King-at-arms. He had

rk nl the Records, under tin- Master of the Rolls.

a ix and was to continue in the post till alter the

ration. A moraintereatiiigpenosj WMtla M Mi.8|KH n.
v

who to,-!,, charge of the cash to Higut for the By/antine
volumes, and was to see to their convex anee to London. He

wax no eonunon eliaraeter. A (lri-c>n by birth, he had settled

in London as minister of the I r, h Church in tin- Savoy;
hut he had left that post to be one of Thurloe's travelling.

nls anil political intelligencers or s].ie>. I'W two yean
or more he had heeii employed in secret missions to France

and Swit/erland, ehielly for negotiation in the intrn-xt-

the eoiitineiital Pro' and his success in thi> kind of

einplovmeiit. often at eon-iderahle per.xonal ri>k. and his ta!

(brooileeting information in London it -elf by means of corre-

s|'ondeiiec from alifoad. had ^ra<lually recommended him to

the IVoteetor. Uuniet. u ho knew him well in after life, when

he \\as -more a frantic lVi>t than cither a Protestant or

-('lm>tian,
v
had more anecdotes about Cromwell from him

than from any other man. The aim-dotes In- liked best to

tell were those in which his own intri^uin^ ability figured.

Tims it q.e. according to his own account, that knew

of Cromwell's design on the Spani-h \\Vst Indies before all

the re<t of the world. One day, late in 1 (i.Vl-. having been

called into the Protector's room on business, he had noticed

him verv intent upon a map and measuring distances on

it. Information heinij Stonpe's trade, he contrived to 866

that the map was one of the lay of M >. and drew his

inference. Accordingly, when the tleet -f Pcnn and \'enahles

. !v to Kiil, but nobody knew its de-t ination,
"
Stoupe

"happened to siiy in a company he believed the design was

"on the West Indies. The Spanish Am hassador. hearing tl

"sent for him very privately, to ask him upon what
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" he said it
;
and he offered to lay down ^10,000 if he could

" make any discovery of that. Stoupe owned to me that he

"had a great mind to the money, and fancied he betrayed
"
nothing if he did discover the grounds of these conjectures,

" since nothing had been trusted to him
;
but he expected

"greater matters from Cromwell, and said only that in a

"
diversity of conjectures that seemed to him more probable

" than any others." Another of Stoupe's stories to Burnet

was even more curious. Having learnt by a letter from

Brussels that a certain refugee had come over to assassinate

Cromwell, and was lodged in King Street, Westminster, he

had hurried to Whitehall, and sent in a note to Cromwell,

then in Council, saying he had something to communicate.

Cromwell, supposing it might be one of Stoupe's ordinary

pieces of intelligence, had sent out Thurloe to him. Though
" troubled at this," Stoupe had no option but to show Thurloe

the letter. To his surprise, Thurloe had made light of the

matter, saying that they had rumours of that kind by the

score, and it was not for a great man like the Protector to

trouble himself about them. Stoupe, who had hoped his

fortune would be made, went away
" much cast down," to

write to Brussels for surer evidence. He mentioned the

matter, however, to Lord Lisle; and so, when Sexby's or

Sindercombe's Plot was discovered a while afterwards, Lisle,

talking of it with the Protector, and not doubting that the

Protector knew all about Stoupe's previous revelation, said

that must be the man Stoupe had spoken of.
" Cromwell seemed

" amazed at this, and sent for Stoupe, and in great wrath
"
reproached him for his ingratitude in concealing a matter

" of such consequence to him. Stoupe upon this shewed him
" the letters he had received, and put him in mind of the note
" he had sent in to him, which was immediately after he had
" the first letter, and that he had sent out Thurloe to him.

"At that Cromwell seemed yet more amazed, and sent for

"
Thurloe, to whose face Stoupe affirmed the matter

;
nor did

" he deny any part of it, but only said that he had many such
" advertisements sent him, in which till this time he had never
" found any truth. Cromwell replied sternly that he ought
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I

tain'- 1 /' ' with it. and left kirn to judge of the
"
importance of it. Tlmrloe desired to speak in private i

"Cromwell, S Stoupe was dismissed, and went awa\ .

douhtiiiLr hut Thurloe would he disgraced." \Vhat was his

surprise. however, t. tind not only that Thurloe was not

,-raee.l. hut that he himself was th h less in favour!'

Tlmrloe, iii justir\inu
p
him.-elf, had told Cromwell more about

ipe than he previously knew, and "possessed Cromwell
"with Mieh an ill (.pinion of him that after that he never

"treated him \\ith any confidence." 1 If the st me,

ipe'sloss of fa\.iir dates from Jan. 1656-7, or two months

helore Milton's letter to Bigot. It would seem, however, that

he was still employed in some way as one ofThurloe's agents;
and hen.-e Milton's use of him to convey the cash to Prance.*

That Milton knew Stoupe would have been certain without

this evidence; hut the eviilenee is interesting.
3

Of the following State-Letters of Milton, all belonging
to our pre-ent M-e'ion of his life, five bear date before

"second marriage, and five after. Those after the marriage
come at longer intervals than those before:

'!'. Tin. Kiv.. .T PORTUGAL, Oct. 1656: Peace with

r.ntiiL'.d 1
fin'.,' happily ratified, the Protector is despatching

TII D to he his consul in that country. Thi-

to introduer him ami bespeak access for him to his Majesty.
II.) To Tin KIN., o T,56: A soldierly

knight. Sir William Ya\aM>ur, who has been in England, is now
ivtmiiiiii: to his military duty under the Swedish King. The Pro-

! ii. 'd hardly rn-i.mmii.il back to his Majesty a servant so

distinguished, l>ut venture^ to do so, and to suggest that he should
id his arrears.

ll> 1 Tin KINU or POKTUOAJ^ Oct. 1656: An
i;di ship-ma.-t.-r. calli-d Thomas :> gointf to Lisbon to

prosttute his .aim for 7000 against t Company, being
damap-s MMained hy tin- M i/ure of his ship, tin-

Seisin.
-i\ y.-aTS

re, l>y the 1'oitii^u. M < !o\en UK lit, \shilc lie was in the (.'<

s i \ io '1 y provides for such claims ; and, though
1 Bui-net's IIiit. of kit Own Time*

I

I

Geneva in .1 He wu to be "a brij?dier-
tew WK'rnl i:

ProtiwUnta (Oomwell'a own tubs. AV| not what eUt, before Bonet
1 been sent through nude his acquaintance,

. Seeantp.l9a
?OL, \. U
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the Protector has written before on the subject generally, he cannot

but write specially in this case.

(XCIV.) To THE SENATE OF HAMBURG, Oct. 16, 1656 : Long
ago, in the time of King Charles, two brothers, James and Patrick

Hays, being the lawful heirs of their brother Alexander, who had

died intestate in Hamburg, had obtained a decree in their favour in

the Hamburg Court, assigning them all the said Alexander's pro-

perty, except dower for his widow. From that day to this, how-

ever, chiefly by the influence of Albert van Eizen, a man of conse-

quence in Hamburg, they have been kept out of their rights.

They are in extreme poverty and have applied to the Protector.

As he considers it the first duty of his Protectorate to look after

such cases, he writes this letter. It is to request the Hamburg
Senate to see that the two brothers have the full benefit of the old

decision of the Court. Further delay has been threatened, he

hears, in the form of an appeal to the Chamber of Spires. That
such an appeal is illegal will appear by the signed opinions of

English lawyers which he forwards. "But, if entreaty is of no
"

avail, it will be necessary, and that by the common right of na-
"
tions, to resort to measures of retaliation." His Highness hopes

this may be avoided by the prudence of the Senate.

(XCV.) To. Louis XIV. OP FRANCE, Nov. 1656 : No answer

has yet been received to his Highness's former letter, of May 14, on

the subject of the claim of Sir John Dethicke, then Lord Mayor of

London, and his partner William "Wakefield, on account of the

capture of a ship of theirs in 1649 by a pirate acting for Charles

Stuart, and the insolent detention of the same by M. L'Estrades, the

French Governor of Dunkirk (see the Letter, ante p. 253). Perhaps
the delay had arisen from the fact that M. L'Estrades was then away
with the army in Flanders

;
but " now he is living in Paris itself,

" or rather fluttering about with impunity in city and court en-
" riclied with the spoils of our people." His Highness now im-

peratively demands immediate and strict attention to the matter.

It is one of positive obligation by the Treaty; and the honour and

good faith of His French Majesty are directly concerned. It is a

curious coincidence that within a day or two of the writing of this

strong letter by Milton in behalf of Sir John Dethicke, that knight
should have solemnised Milton's marriage with Katharine Wood-
cock. Nov. 12 was the date of the marriage; and, as Dethicke is

spoken of in this letter as no longer in his Mayoralty, it must have

been written after Lord Mayor's day, i. e. after Nov. 9, 1656.

(XCVI.) To FREDERICK III., KING or DENMARK, Dec. 1656 :

This is another of Cromwell's fervid Protestant letters, very much
in the strain of those four months before to the States-General of

the United Provinces and Charles Gustavus of Sweden, and indeed

with identical expressions. First he acknowledges letters from his

Danish Majesty, of date Feb. 16, received through the worthy
Simon de Pitkum, his Majesty's agent. They have been so gratify-
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iiiLT. and tin- matter of them is <... important, tliat his Highness has
I.e. -n l"o).in<_' ahout for u suitable person to be sent as confidential

ininii-t. i- t.. Copenhagen. Such a person he hopes to send >

:, while a letter may cum ey some thoughts about the state of

Kin-ope that an- much occupying his HiirhnesH. The dissensions

amoiej lYote-tant State- are caii-iii^ him pi ofotind L'rief. K.-pecully
he is ._'iie\ed hy the jealoii-ie- and misunderstandiiiL's that separate
two MII -h important Protestant States as Denmark and Sweden.

they imt he removed? Sweden and the 1'nited Provinces, with

hoth of \vhieh his Ili^lmeAS had taken tin- liU-rty of remon strati m_'

t- tin ,-ame effect, have been coming to a happy accommodate

why should iVnmark keep aloof? Let his Danish Majesty lay this

to heart, l.et him think of the persecution.- of Prutootants in Pied

mont. in Au-tria. ami in Swit/.erland ; ami let him imagine the

al mm hinations of tin- Spaniard In-hind all. These surely are

inducements sufficient to a reconciliation with Sweden, if it can he

hiu Jit alxmt. The Protector's good offices towards that end shall

not 1>< \\.intiiiLr if re<|iiired.
I highest esteem for the

.d would cultivate yet closer alliance with

him. Relating to th. ifl a minute of Council of the date

Tucsdny, Dec. 2: "The draft of a letter from his Highness t..

"the King of Denmark was this day read, and after read by parts;
"and the several d i uses thereof, lx'iie_' put to the question, were,
"with some amendments, agreed; and, the whole being so passed,
"it was nffered to hi- Highness as t e of the Council that

hU Highness will please to send the same." The letter, there-

fore, was deemed important. Was the draft read in English or

in Latin? On the tir-t supposition it may still have come from

Milton, though it hail to <,'o hack to him.

VII.) Ti. \VII.I.I\M. I.AMM.KAVK or Hun, J/arcA 1656-7:
After an apology to the Landgrave for not having s<"

.'d a Ictt.r . t liis received nearly twelve months ai;o, the Pro-

T her.- also jilnnu'es into the suhject of Union among Protestants.

Hi- j'ad that the Landgrave appreciates the in thi.-

hehalf that have been made in liritain and elsew! \Ve have
"
particularly desin-d the satno ]>eaec for the Churches of all GeTO)

' \\here dissension ha> heen too sharp and of too long continuance ;
and

"throiiirh our I 'run:, lahourini; "t 'I' 1
' s-anie fruitlessly now for

"
many y. ai-. \\ ,- li;,\c !,arfil\ -tiered any possible service of ours

"that mii;ht contrihute thereto. We remain still in the same
"mind; \ve desire to see the ,-ame hroth.-rly love to each other

amonij those Churches: hut how hard a business this is of settling
tend themselves,

*we under:-; ;'. only too ahundantly. For it

"i- hardly to he hoped that those of the Reformed and those of

"the Augustan i into the commu
"of one Church; they cannot without force he piw. nvd from

!y. hy word and writings, defending their owu beliefs;
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" and force cannot consist with ecclesiastical tranquillity. This,
"
at least, however, they might allow one to entreat that, as they

"do differ, they would differ more humanely and moderately, and

"love each other nevertheless." It is a great pleasure to the

Protector to exchange sentiments on this subject with a Prince of

such distinguished Protestant ancestry.

(XCVIII.) To THE DUKE OF COURLAXD, March 1657 : After

thanking this potentate of the Baltic for his hospitality, some time

ago, to an English agent passing through to Muscovy, the Protector

brings to his notice the case of one John Jamesone, a Scotchman,
master of one of the Duke's ships. The ship had been wrecked

going into port, but not by Jamesone's fault. The pilot, to whom
he had intrusted it, according to rule and custom, had been alone

to blame. Jamesone has been a faithful servant of the Duke for

seven years ; he is in great distress ;
and his Highness Lopes the

Duke will not stop his pay.

(XCIX.)
- To THE CONSULS AND SENATE OF DANTZIC, April

1657 : The Dantzigers, for whom the Protector has a great respect,

have unfortunately sided with the Poles against the King of

Sweden. Would that, for the sake of Religion, and in the spirit

of their old commercial amity with England, they had chosen

otherwise, or would yet change their views ! That, however, is

rather beyond the immediate business of this letter
;
which is to

request them either to release the noble Swede, Count Konigsmarck,
who has become their prisoner by treachery, or at least make his

captivity easier.

(C.) To THE EMPEROK or RUSSIA, April 1657 : On the throne

of this vast, chaotic, semi -Asiatic Empire at this time was Alexis,

the son and successor of Michael Romanoff, the founder of that new

dynasty under which Russia was to enter on her era of greatness.
He had come to the throne, as a young man, in 1645, and had since

then, in the despotic Czarish way, continued his father's policy for

the civilization of his subjects by cultivating commerce with the

neighbouring European states, and bringing in foreigners for service

in his armies or otherwise. On the execution of Charles I., how-

ever, he had broken utterly with the Regicide Island, and had

ordered out of his dominions all English adherents of the Parlia-

ment. He alone of European Sovereigns had at once taken this

high stand against the English Republic. But events, Russian

interests, and communications from the Protector, had gradually

brought him round. Since 1654, when a certain WILLIAM PEIDEAUX
had been sent to Russia as agent for the Protector, the trade with

Russia, through Archangel, had resumed its former dimensions,

under rules permitting English merchants to sell and buy goods at

Archangel, and have a factory there, but " not to go up in the

country for Moscow or any other city in Russia." 1 The envoy

himself, however, had visited Moscow
;
and his long letters thence,

i
Thurloe, II. 562.
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or fn>m Aivli;uiLr '-l, had thrown much litjht on the internal coi

of tit.- issia was then generally
culled, alxiut which tin re had been hitherto more of cariosity than

knowh-d'ji'. Tin- immense wealth of the KmpTor, his vast military
tin- l.arlorir -pi- ji.l.nirs <f his Court, the i >ri.-ntal sub-

mi ivcnrs- of tin- p-i.ple and their dditiee of dress and manners,
tbe peculiarities of the Greek i the great resources of Russia,
and the ol..-tj-ii,-tions yet r\Min^ in tlie way of trade with her, had
all hrcoiiM- topie-i of Kn^lMi .HOSMJI. JJut, in fact, Alexis had be-

' i' a considerable personage in general European politics. By
\\ith I

1

.. l.i nd. and otln r populations about him, he had greatly
his t* rM;"i-i. s adopting new titles of sovereignty to signify

the xmie
;
and in the generd iml.ro^Iio of North-Eastern Europe,

involving Swrd.-n. Di-nmaik. Poland, the United Province}*, and

many, h-- hud e.une to be a power whose movements and
emliassies coninuiuded attention. It had been resolved, therefore,

liy tin Protector and In- Council to send a more special envn

"the Great DukeoOl : ami. i.u the rjth ..f M
I.':. M \i ; I'/; VIWHAW, EsyM so long Resident for the Commonwealth
at ll.imi.iir^, was recommended by the Council to his Highness at

th.
pi-.. p.

r person.
1 The jre.-.

of Milton, accordingly, is

the f Credence which Bradshaw was to take with him.

The l.rtt.r is addressed to his Russian Majesty, as punctually as

M. , l.y all his chaos of title*, thus: M Oli\-r. I'mtector of the

mil. Ireland, &c., to the Most
"Sen-Hi- and most powerful Prince IUK! Lord, the Emperor and

at Dukr of all Russia, Lord of \ Moscow, and

\u'<"-Ml, KiiJir "f Kazan, Afltracan, and silx-ria, Ix>rd of Vobscow,
I 'uke of Smolensk, Tuencow, and other places, Lord and

-it Duke. .f Xovograda, and of tlie lower countries of Czernigow,
L..nl of all tin- Northern Clime, and also 1.

1 many other lands."* After refer-

riiiL.' to the old e..mm.Tcial int.-ieourse between Russia and Eng-
land, the I'r..t.-. tor says he is mo\.-d to seek eloser -..inmunication

with hi> most august Jmjicriul Majesty li raordinary worth,

h of .Into. itka. Bulgaria, Lord and Grand-
xs with that " Duke of Noragrada and the low laadfl

hi ,f Zenigow, KCMH, Polotzko, Roctof,

tiy tl\.- SUtea-

in hi-

M6 " Laad of I versky, Caur of (.'urtaliimky

TliiirltK', I. 196) : M
.

jx.t-nt RT.

v Father and Grand'
and Sovereign of

'

-

K somewhat
1

1, au.l uaw Ret for Cmr.
Jugonia, Permia,
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far outshining that of all his ancestors, by which he has won him-
self so good an opinion among all neighbouring Princes. Then he

introduces and highly recommends BBADSHAW, who will duly reveal

his instructions.

The mission of BRADSHAW to Russia was not the only

incident in the Protector's diplomatic service about this time

in which Milton, as Foreign Secretary Extraordinary, may
have felt an interest. MoELAND, after having- been in Swit-

zerland for about a year and a half on the business that had

grown out of his original Piedmontese mission, had been at

length recalled, leaving the Swiss agency, as before, in the

hands of PELL by himself. He had been back in London

since Dec. 1656, had attended the Council several times to

give full and formal report of his proceedings, and had also

appeared before the great Committee for the Collection for the

Piedmontese Protestants, and presented his accounts of the

moneys received and expended. All that he had done met

with high approbation ; and, by way of reward in kind, it

was voted by the Council, May 5, 1657, that he should have

j
J
700 for ' the charge of paper, printing, and cutting of the

maps, for 2000 copies of his History,' and the whole of the

profits of that book. Morland's History of the Evangelical

Churches of Piemont, which appeared in the following year,

was therefore a State publication the copyright of which was

made over to the author. More munificent still was the

reward of the services of MEADOWS in Portugal. His special

mission having been successfully accomplished, and ordinary

consular duty in Lisbon having been put into good hands, he

too had returned to London, but only to be designated at once

(Feb. 24, 1656-7) for another mission of importance. This

was that mission to the King of Denmark which Cromwell

had promised in his letter to the King of Dee. 1656, but for

which a suitable person had not then been found. To Meadows,
fresh from Portugal, the appointment to Denmark was in

itself a high, compliment ;
but there were very substantial

accompaniments. His allowance in his new mission was to

be ^1000 a year ;
a special sum of ^400 was voted for the

expense of his journey; and it was ordered that, for his able
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h.u-r of his Portuguese mission, j^lOO a year should be

settled on liitn and his for ninety-nine years a vote parti v

.muted a few days afterwards (March 19) into a present
nione\ -pa\ in. 'iit <if i 1()<)<). For DURIK, who was also now back

in Fn^land. and indeed close to Milton in Westminster, a;

another of his roving missions, first through Swit/.erland. and

thru in other parts, there was to be no employment so dis-

tin^iiMi.-d as that found for Meadows. It was enough that

he should l.e at hand for any farther service of propagandism
in 1'. half of his life-long' idea of a Pan-Protestant Union.

Of two new diplomat^- appointments that were soon to be

made, both above Durio's mark, we shall hear in time. The
mo>t splendid diplomatic appointment of all in the Protector's

nee had, as we already know (ante p. 114), just received

an increase of dignity. The Se..tti>h CoLONKi \\ni.iAM

F'M K ii MIT. the hu-band of Cromwell's niece, and his Ambas-

i at the Court of France since April 1656, had been back

on a vi>it in the end of the year to attend Parliament and to

roiiMilt with Cromwell
;
and now, knighted by Cromwell, he

had returned to France as Sli: \Vlll.IAM LOCKHART, With his

i;n at allowance of jf100 a week, or j^5200 a year.
1

At no time, ind. the beginning of the Protectorate,

ha 1 there been such activity in that foreign and diploma

department of the Protector's service to which Milton be-

longed. Cromwell's alliance offensive and defensive with

M e against Spain (March 23, 1656-7), leading inn

diatcly to the tran>port of an Knglish auxiliary army under

:;u I;, \nolds to co-operate with the r'rench in Flanders

(ante pp. 1 ml
il), \\ould in itself have caused an increase of

Mich activity; but. in addition to this, and inextricably in-

volved \\ith this in ('rom\\eli'> general Ant i-Spani.-h policy,

\\a> that idea of a League or Union of the Protestant States

of Kurope which had tir>; [>erhaj s IM.H roii-ed in his mind by
the Piedniontese massacre of H'>'>7}. but had gradually, as so

many of Milton's sub.-e.pient V tore prove, assumed

ites Jan. Durie. dated " WwtroiMter, Hay 28,
1. v, iughan'3 Protaetotstc U

and May 5, HJJ.7 ; Utt.-r .-i 173).
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firmer form and wider dimensions. The Dutch, the Pro-

testant Swiss, the Protestant German princes and cities, the

Danes, the Swedes, the Protestants of Transylvania and other

eastern parts, perhaps even the Russians, all, so far as

Cromwell's influence could go, were to be brought to a

common understanding for the promotion of Protestant in-

terests throughout the world and the defiance of all to the

contrary. It was Durie's old dream of Pan-Protestantism

redreamt by a man whose state was kingly, and who had

the means of turning his dreams into realities. Now, con-

sequently, in the service of that dream, as in his service

generally,
" Thousands at his bidding speed,

And post o'er land and ocean without rest."

While so many were thus coming and going, at ^800 a

year, ^1000 a year, or ^5000 a year, blind Milton, with his

^200 a year, could only
" stand and wait," the stationary

Latin drudge. The return of his old assistant Meadows from

Portugal may again have relieved him of somewhat of the

drudgery ; for, though Meadowr
s was designated for the new

mission to Denmark Feb. 24, 1656-7, he did not actually set

out for Denmark till the following August, and there is some-

thing like proof that in the interval, envoy though he now was,

he resumed secretarial duty at Whitehall under Thurloe.

His renewed presence in London may account for the com-

parative rarity of Milton's State-Letters from Dec. 1656 to

April 1657, and also for the fact that then there follows a

total blank of four months in the series, bringing us precisely

to August, when Meadows was preparing to go away again.

What passed during these months we already know. The

great question of Kingship or continued Protectorship, which

had been in suspense during those months of March and April

in which Milton had written his last four letters, had been

brought to a close May 8, when Cromwell at last decisively

refused the Crown
;
and the First Session of his Second Par-

liament had accordingly ended, June 26, not in his corona-

tion, as had been expected, but in his inauguration in that
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Second Protector-hip tin- constitution of winch had 1>.

tranitd
l>y tlic Parliamt nt in their so-called /''////<//

/,//;,-, \Vli:it may have been Milton's thoughts on the

Kingship (jiiotii.n \\c can pretty easily conjecture. Almost

1" a certainty, he was one <>f the private "( '*," one

<>!' tli...-.' Olivcrians who. with Lambert. Fleet wood, and most

of the Army-men, objected theoretically to a return to King-

shi|), feared it would he fatal, and were glad the: iien

iiiwell declined it and accepted the ronstitutimialized

Protectorship instead. Hut. indeed, by this time, it is po-
sihle that Milton, though still Oliverian in the main. >\\\\ a

bclie\er in ('roiiiwell's greatness and goodness, was not so

de\vt.-d!y an Oliverian as he had been \\hen he had written

his paneg\ ric on the Protector and the Protectorate in his

H9io Sea . \'.\- ii th. n he h.id made his reserves, and

had \enturcd to express them in advices and cautions to

Crom\\ell himself. He can hardly have professed that in

those virtues of the avoidance of arbitrariness and self-will,

the avoidance of over-legislation and over-rot fiction, which

he had especially recommended to Cromwell, the rule of the

Protector through the last three years had quite satisfied his

ideal. Many of the so-called "arbitr asures, and BYB
the temporary device of the Major-( ieiieralship-. In- ii::i\ have

ii-ed, as Croni\\ell himself did. on the plea of absolute

necessity; all the measures d r repression of

1!. '\alist risings and conspiracie.- must have had his ti

approbation; and. in tl of liberty of sj
.

hit ion and speech. Cromwell had certainly shown more

sympathy with the spirit
of .Milton'- than most

of his Councillors or t-ithrr of his Parliaments. Nor, as

we have sutliciently seen, did Milton's notions of Public

Liberty, any more than ' ll's. f.-imulate themsdve- in

mere oidinary e.-nst itnt i,.nali>m. or the doctrine of the right-

ful suprem.i .rliameji 1

i by a wide or universal

sutl'niLre. and a demand that such should be -ittinir always.

11. had more faith perhaps, as Cromwell had. in a good,

broad, and pr t'\ permanent Council, a-i ii'- ;d priu-

eiples. and led by some sin,r lc mind. Hut there haul been
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disappointments. What, for example, of the frequent ques-

tioning's and arrests of Bradshaw, Vane, and other high-
minded Republicans whom Milton admired, and what es-

pecially of the prolonged disgrace and imprisonment of his

dear friend Overton? Or, even if the plea of necessity or

supposed necessity should cover such cases too (for Cromwell's

informations through Thurloe might reach farther than the

public knew, and the good Overton, at all events, had gone
into devious and dangerous courses), what about the Pro-

tector's grand infatuation on the subject of an Established

Church ? He had preserved the abomination of a State-paid

ministry ;
he had made that institution the very pride of his

Protectorate
;
he was actually fattening up over again a mis-

cellaneous State-clergy, in place of the old Anglicans, by
studied encouragements and augmentations of stipend. So

Milton thought, and very much in that language ;
and here,

above all, must have been his dissatisfaction with Cromwell's

Government. But what could be done ? What other Go-

vernment could there be ? What would the Commonwealth

have been without Cromwell, and in what condition would it

be if he were removed ? On the whole, what could a blind

private thinker do but, in his occasional interviews with the

great Protector on business, or his rarer presences perhaps in

a retired place at one of the Protector's musical entertain-

ments at Whitehall, keep all such thoughts to himself, re-

serving frank expression of them for his intimates, and

meanwhile behaving as a loyal Oliverian and performing his

duty ? In such a state of mind, as I believe, did Milton pass
from the First Protectorate into the Second.
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THREATENED SPANISH INVASION FROM FLANDERS, AND

RAMIFICATIONS OF THE ROYALIST CONSPIRACY AT HOME :

ARRESTS OF ROYALISTS, AND EXECUTION OF SLINGSBY

AND HEWIT : THE CONSPIRACY CRUSHED : DEATH OF

ROBERT RICH : THE EARL OF WARWICK'S LETTER TO

ROMWELL, AND HIS DEATH : MORE SUCCESSES IN FLAN-

DERS : SIEGE AND CAPTURE OF DUNKIRK : SPLENDID

EXCHANGES OF COMPLIMENTS BETWEEN CROMWELL AND

LOUIS XIV. : NEW INTERFERENCE IN BEHALF OF THE

PIEDMONTESE PROTESTANTS, AND PROJECT OF A PROTES-

TANT COUNCIL DE PROPAGANDA FIDE : PROSPECTS OF THE

CHURCH ESTABLISHMENT : DESIRE OF THE INDEPENDENTS

FOR A CONFESSION OF FAITH : ATTENDANT DIFFICULTIES :

CROMWELL'S POLICY IN THE AFFAIRS OF THE SCOTTISH

KIRK : HIS DESIGN FOR THE EVANGELIZATION AND CIVIL-

IZATION OF THE HIGHLANDS : HIS GRANTS TO THE UNI-

VERSITIES OF EDINBURGH AND GLASGOW : HIS COUNCIL

IN SCOTLAND : MONK AT DALKEITH : CROMWELL'S IN-

TENTIONS IN THE CASES OF BIDDLE AND JAMES NAYLER :

PROPOSED .NEW ACT FOR RESTRICTION OF THE PRESS :

FIRMNESS AND GRANDEUR OF THE PROTECTORATE IN

JULY 1658 : CROMWELL'S BARONETCIES AND KNIGHT-

HOODS : WILLINGNESS TO CALL ANOTHER PARLIAMENT :

DEATH OF LADY CLAYPOLE : CROMWELL'S ILLNESS AND

LAST DAYS, WITH THE LAST ACTS AND INCIDENTS OF HIS

PROTECTORSHIP.

WHETHER Cromwell's Second and Constitutionalized Pro-

tectorship was as agreeable to himself as his First had been

may be doubted. He had accepted it, however, and meant to

try it in all good faith. If, on the one hand, it was more

limited, on the other it was attended with more of

grandeur and dignity. Inasmuch as the actual Kingship had

been offered him, and the new constitution was exactly that

which would have gone with the Kingship, his Protectorship

now, in the eyes of all the world, was equivalent to Kingship.

When inducted into his First Protectorship, stately though the

ceremonial had been, he had worn but a black velvet suit,
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with a tn.ld hand round his hat. and tin- chief symbol
iture hail I'l-cii tin- removal of his own military sword

mid snlistitution of the civil sword presented to him by
Lamhert. He had come intx) this Second Protectorship robed

in purple, and holding a sceptre of massy gold. In heraldry.

as well as in reality, he had taken his place among the

Sovereigns of Kurope.

Round al.out Cromwell. even through the I tectorate,

there had heen. as \\ ihundantly seen, much of the

spl. ndour and equipage of sovereignty. The phrases -His

Hin'hness's Court'' and "11 I Ih-hness's Household" had

become quite familiar. On all public occasions he was attended

and addressed most ceremoniously; when he rode out in state

it was with life-^uanU about him, outriders in front, and

eo;iehes following: and the Order- Hooks of the Council prove

that his relations to the Council were regulated by <M

etiquette, and that his personal attendance at any of their

meetings was regarded us a di>tincti<>n. One observes also,

as with Cromwell's approval, and in videnee of the conser-

vatism that had been growing upon himself, a retention or

even multiplication of aristocratic forms in his court and

iinienl. He had conferred knighthoods less sparingly

than at first, though still rathe: -'.y ;
' in mentions of any

of the old nobility, whether those that had become OHverian

and wen to be seen at Whitehall, or those who lived in

retirement, their old titles \\ere -erupulouBly preserved, e.g.

-The Marquis of Hertford." "The Karl ot \\ -'The

Karl of Mill-' Die Lord Viscount Lisle," "The Right

Honourable the Lord Broghill
"

; and not only were

or court. s\ titles >\\\\ rec..^ni-ed, as by calliiiLT I'lcetwood

1 BmkftlMafQMI hU 1M) : HU-har.1 Combe (Aog. 16) ;

of tlu tornto, 8<> Lonl Mayor I>

have Moertn 1 Mayor wood, Eiq. of Buclu (both Sept. 15,

165d); Ambassador Lockbmrt, Lord

Coplenton (
.1 I hn M.-iy.r Robert Tichbouni*, Sbwiff

James Calthorpe. and Lulebone.

Eaq., Recorder of London (all D*c. 10,

lonel Jarae* WhitJocke, ft MM
M,.bnt> .l:m. 17 .c(Jaii.6,l5-7);

ii Harkiten.1, Lieutenant of Thonua Dickaon, of York (March 3,

,rd Stajmer (Jane 11,

of the S
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" My Lord Deputy/' Whitlocke " Lord Commissioner Whit-

locke," Fiennes " Lord Commissioner Fiennes," and Lawrence
" Lord President Lawrence," but there had been a curious

extension of usage in this last particular. The Protector's

sons had become respectively
" The Lord Richard Cromwell "

and " The Lord Henry Cromwell
"
in the newspapers and in

public correspondence ; and, for some reason or other, probably
on account of places held in his Highness's Household or

Ministry apart from the Council, at least two of the Coun-

cillors had of late received similar courtesy-promotion. From
the beginning of 1655 Lambert had ceased to be called
"
Major-General Lambert," and had become " Lord Lambert,"

and from the beginning of 1656 " Mr. Strickland
" had passed

into "Lord Strickland." They are so named both in the

Council Order-Books and in the Journals of the First Session

of the Second Parliament.

If there had been so much of sovereign and aristocratic

form in the First Protectorate, there was a natural increase of

such in the Second. In the first place, the family of the

Protector now lived in the reflection of that dignity of the

purple which had been formally thrown round himself. The
Protector's very aged Mother having died in honour and peace
at Whitehall, Nov. 16, 1654, blessing him with her last

words 1
,
the family, in the Second Protectorate, was as fol-

lows :

HIS HIGHNESS, OLIVER, LORD PROTECTOR: cetat. 58.

HEK HIGHNESS, ELIZABETH, LADY PKOTECTKESS.

Children and Children-in-Law.

1. THE LADY BBIDGET : cetat. 33: Ireton's widow, married to

Fleetwood since 1652. FLEETWOOD, though he had been re-

called from Ireland in the middle of 1655, and had been in

London since then, retained his nominal Lord-Deputyship till

Nov. 1657.

1 At "
ninety-four years of age

"
ac- minster Abbey Registers, 521, Note) sees

cording to a letter of Thurloe's the day reason for believing she had been bap-
after her death (Thurloe to Pell, Nov. tized at Ely, Oct. 28, 1565, and was
17, 1654, in Vaughan's Protectorate, I. therefore only in her ninetieth year at

7981); but Colonel Chester (West- her death.
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1 LOBD BlOBABD GMKWBI 31 : iimrri,d MM.-C 1649
iv MAYOR, daughter of Kiehaid Mayor, Esq., of

Ilur-l.-y, Hants, who had been memU-r in tli.- Ixmg
Parliament, a fellow-Colon,-! with Cromwell in tin- I 'ivil War,
and afterwards in some of the Councils of tlie Commonwealth,
in the Little Parliament. and in the Council of tin- Protectorate.

Th..iiLrh Lord Hi, haul's tastes were all for a quiet eotr

lit.', with "
hawking, hunting, and horse-racing," he had been

in both the Parliaments of the Protectorate, and had tak.-n

some little part in the Second. His father now brought him
in, r, f,,r\\:ird. On the 3rd of July, 1657, when tin- Se.

I' 1 was but a week old, the Lord Protector resign. d
his Chancellorship of tin- rniversity of Oxford

; and on the
18th Lord Kichaid was elected in his stead. He was installed

at Whit, hall, July 29. He was also made a Colonel, and at

length he was brought into the Council. 'I'he faet is r

minuted in the Council's Books under date EVc. 31, 1657 :

"The Lord Ki. hard Cromwell did this day take the oath of a
"
Councillor, the same being administered unto him by th<

I ail ..f Mulgrave and General Desborough, in virti
'

Hi^hness's Commission under the Great Seal.*
1 He was

immediately put on all Committees of the Council
;
and p>

rally after that, when he did attend, his name wag put next
after the President's in the tcdc*

o Tn K LORD II OMWELL: cctat. 29 : in the Army since his

boyhood; Colonel since 1649; Mn;
nder in lielaiid sinee the middle of ]'

of the Seeoiiil 1 'mt. etorate he was still in the Goven
Ireland with his military title only; but on the 'JJth of

November 1657 he was sworn into the full I,.,rd I >.
[.utyshij.

in suece-ii,,n to Heetwood. He had been married since 1653
to a daughter (.f Sir Francis Russell, of Chij'i

( 'am-

hrid^eshire.
1. Tin: I.AI^ I'.i i/\i;i MI : tetat. 28 : married in her seventeenth

year to JOHN Ci |-^Q., of a North;impt.n.sl,ire family.
He had been made the Lord hot rne,"
and had therefore been known for some time by the courtesy-
title of "hrd Cla\|...I.-." He had been in the Seeond Par-
liament of the IV : and, as Master of Hot>-.

.red prominently in the r. reinoiiial of the late Instullati

le were established in tli. 1,, u.-ehold of
the Lord lV..teet..r. at Whitehall, or at llam]itn!i Court; and

Lady Clayp.'! , Jt,. d-.m-

5. Tin: I.M.Y U j -,-cond

I'roti-i-t.
ii, though Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper is said

to have sought her hand, ami to have turned up
1'rote. tor on bei: it ; but on the 1 .! r

lt>.")7 she became t; f TlIOMAS BKLLASIS,
VOL. V. \
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VISCOUNT FALCONBRIDGE, one of the old nobility. He was

about thirty years of age, had been abroad, had been sounded

by Lockhart in Parik as to his inclinations to the Protectorate,

hud given every satisfaction in that matter, and had been cer-

tified by Lockhart to the Protector as " a person of extra-

ordinary parts." On his own account, and also because he

was of an old Royalist family, his marriage with Lady Mary
was thought an excellent match.

6. THE LADY FRANCES: cetat. 19. This, the youngest of Crom-
well's children, was also unmarried at the beginning of the

Second Protectorate. The fond dream of the wealthy old

Gloucestershire squire, Mr. John Button, that his nephew and

Cromwell's ward, Mr. William Button, Andrew Marvell's pupil
at Eton with the Oxenbridges, might become the husband

of the Lady Frances, as had been arranged between him and

Cromwell (vol. IV. pp. 616-619), had not been fulfilled
; and,

the old squire himself being now dead, young Button was left

to find another wife for himself in due time. 1 For the Lady
Frances, his Highness's youngest daughter, there might well

be greater destinies. There had been vague whispers, indeed,

of a suggestion in certain quarters that Charles II. himself

should propose for her and negotiate for a restoration, or a

succession to Cromwell, accordingly; but for more than a year
there had been more authentic talk of her marriage with MB.

ROBERT RICH, the only son of Lord Rich, and grandson
and (after his father) heir-apparent of the Earl of Warwick.
That this great and popular old Parliamentarian and Presby-
terian Earl had been won round at last to the Protectorate,

and that he had graced the late Installation conspicuously by
his presence, were no unimportant facts

;
and the projected

family-alliance was by no means indifferent to Cromwell.

There were difficulties, not on the part of the young people ;

but at length, Nov. 11, 1657, just a week before the marriage
of the elder sister to Lord Falconbridge, Lady Frances did

become the wife of Mr. Rich. In the fourth month of the

marriage, however, Feb. 16, 1657-8, the husband died, leaving
the Lady Frances, not yet twenty years of age, a widow. She

married again, and did not die till Jan. 1720-1.

OTHER RELATIVES
Worth noting among the Relatives of Cromwell alive in the Second

Protectorate, were the following : (1) The Protector's eldest sur-

viving sifter, ELIZABETH CROMWELL, cetat. 64, living at Ely, un-

married, and receiving occasional presents from her brother. She

1 The will of John Button, Esq., of a widow eventually
"
Mary, daughter

Sherborne, Gloucestershire, was proved "ofJohn,Viscount Scudamore, and relict

June 30, 1657, just four days after the " of Thomas Russell of Worcestershire,

beginning of the Second Protectorate
;

"
Esq." (Noble's Cromwell, I. pp 153

and young Mr. William Button married 154).
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lived ,,, ir,72. (2) Tli.- IV'.tector'B sister CATHERIXE, atat.
' married to a Roger Whetstone, a rarlianii ntarian officer, and

iftenmrdl to COLOVBI .I.-HN .I..M >, in. ml-rr of thf Long Par 1 in-

nient for Monmouthshire. uud one of the Regicides. He had been
a m.-mhrr dt tin- h'r-t and second Councils of the Commonwealth.
had been for some time in Ireland as one of Fleet wood'* ('..iin.-il.

i was now a member of the Protector's Second- Pm
(3) The Protector's Noun^e-t si-t.-r K..HIXA. formerly tin- wit.- of a

ttoh, D.I)., hut now the wit'.- f !IH. .l.'.nx Wi
Warden of Wadl.am College. Oxford. Wilkins held the Ward, ..

ship by dUpi-nsition from Cromwell, his marring in the office }..

insl Statute. The only child of Mrs. Wilkins, by her first

marriage, became afterwards the wife of Archbishop Tillotson.

(4) 'I'hr I'n.t.vt.ir's niece, ROBINA, daughter of his deceased sister

Mr-. Anna Sewster, and now wife of Sin WILLIAM !.<< KIIAHT.

(5) The IWrctor's brother in law COLONEL VALKNTI
\\lio had been mt'iiil>i-r for lIuiitiiiLrd ( .iis|,in. in the I lia-

""nt. i. in- i.ftli.- i; . and a member of all the ('ouncils of the
iinonwealth. His first wife, Oliver's si-t.-r Margaret, b<

1. he had married a second, and had for some time been less

active |.olitk-ally and less Oliverian. (6) The l*rotector's l.n.t

in law .inns DESBOROUGH, known as an officer of horse through
the Civil Wars, and latterly as one of Cromwell's stoutest adh-r-

through his Interim I

\]>
and Protectorate, a member of

l-i.tli his hirliaiix ! meillors, and one of his Major-
(J.-nerals. though ojijiMM-d to the Kinship. 1 1. was now a wide >

by the recent death of hi> \\ife, ( lomwell's sister Jane. (7) The
Proteetor's nunin. or father's sister's SOU, EDWABD WHALLET,
Colonel in the ( 'ivil Wars, one of the Regicides, and latterly member
of 1'oth Parliaments of the l'i . and one of the Major-
( Jeiierals. (8) The Protector's aunt. .i lather'-, si>ter, MRS. ELIZA-
HKTii HAMIM>KX, mother of the lammi- Hampden, and now a \>

aged widow, living aliont Whitehall, with another son alive, besides
K-hildreii l.y ln-r famous dead sou, the eldest of whom, Richard

mpden, was a member of tin 1'arli.iment. (9) The Pro-

ii. Ki< HARD INGOLDSBT, a Recruiter in

the 1 iiament, one of the signers of Charles's death-warrant,
and one of the ni-ml..-r* for r.urkiiiL'hamshire in both Parliament-t
"f the i kindred of the Protector
were the hivm.- of P.erkshire. and ti \M8 of Essex, th-

i of whom. Sir William Ma-ham. Mart., had been ineini.er for

that county in the Loii._' I'.u; nul a memler of all the

Councils of the ('..mnionwealth and of the first Parliament of the

Pr>
' The ]K>ei \\ > Miccted with the Protector

l>y his consulship with the

i Am- mi; authorities for the fact* in Book* nd the whole Mmtto hmto-
this coiui'ilation, beaides Council Order fore, arc (..'arlyle'a three geMalogical

\ J
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The Protector's new Privy Council for his Second Protec-

torate was not constituted till Monday, July 13, 1657, more

than a fortnight after his installation. Then, his Highness

being present, there, were sworn in, according to the new oath

of fidelity provided by the Petition and Advice, Lord President

Lawrence, General Desboroug-h, Lord Commissioner Fiennes,

the Earl of Mulgrave, Lord Viscount Lisle, Mr. Rous, Lord

Deputy Fleetwood, Lord Strickland, and Mr. Secretary

Thurloe. This last took his seat at the board as full Coun-

cillor by special nomination of his Highness. In the course

of the next few meetings there came in Colonel Sydenham,

Major-General Skippou, Sir Gilbert Pickering, and Sir Charles

Wolseley, raising the number to thirteen; which completed

the Council for some time, though Colonel Philip Jones and

Admiral Montague afterwards took their seats, and Lord

Richard Cromwell, as we have seen, was added Dec. 31.

On comparing the total list with that of the Council of the

First Protectorate (Vol. IV. p. 545), it will be seen that Crom-

well retained all that were alive of his former Council, except

Lambert, Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper, and Mr. Richard

Mayor. Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper had been a deserter

from the former Council as early as Dec. 165.4, and had since

then been so conspicuous in the opposition that he had been

one of the ninety-three excluded from the House at the

opening of the Second Parliament. Mr. Mayor, Richard

Cromwell's father-in-law, though still nominally in the

Council, seems to have been now in poor health and in

retirement. The one extraordinary omission was that of

Lambert. He had taken all but the chief part in the founda-

tion of the First. Protectorate
; why was he absent from the

Government of the Second? His Oliverianism, it appears,

had evaporated in the late debates about the Kingship and the

new constitution. ; Certain it is that he did not present him-

self at the first meeting of the new Council, and that, after

an interview with Cromwell in consequence, he surrendered

his two regimental colonelcies, his major-generalship, and

Notes (I. 16, 2021, and 54 55), sages in Godwin, and two " Narratives
"

Wood's Fasti, II. 1556, various pas- in Hart. Misc. III. 429468.
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a day which he had for the last, ami withdrew into

life. Still called "Lord Lambert," and with a pension
of jf2000 a year granted him by Cromwell, he retired to

\Viinli led on, when- his chief amusement was the cultivation

of tulip*.
1

The new Council having been constituted, and having

begun to hold its meetings twice or thrice a week, the

administration ..f affairs, home and foreign, was free to go on,

in his I harness's hands and the Council's, without farther

Parliamentary interruption till Jan. 20, 1657-8. Foreign
all'airs may here have the pn cedence.

Blake's grand blow at the Spaniard in Santa Cruz Bay
was still in all people's minds, and they were looking for the

return of that hero, recalled as he had been, June 10, either for

honourable rep,.*- in his battered and enfeebled state after

three years at sea, or for further employment nearer home
in e ( .nnr\i..n with the French -Knglish alliance and the

Flanders expedition. He was never, alas! to set foot in

Kn^land. Oil' Plymouth, as his fleet was touching the shores,

he died, utterly worn out with scurvy and dropsy, Aug.
!<)." 7, aged fifty-ei^ht. As the news spread, there was great
s'irn>\v ; and on the 18th of August it was ordered by
the Council, "That the Commissioners fbr the Admiralty and

Navy do forthwith give order for the interment of General

Blake in the Abbey Church at Westminster, and for all

"things requisite to be prepared for the funeral of (ieneral

Blake in such sort as was done for the funeral of General

"Deane. and that they give direction for the preparing of

(inenwich House for the reception of the body of General

Blake, in order to his funeral." The body, having been

emhalmed. lay at (ireenwieh till Sept. 4, when it was brought

up the Thames with all funereal pomp, mourning hangings
on the barges and the wherries all the way, and so buried in

Henry the Seventh'- chapel, the Council, the great Army
officers, the Lord Mayor and Aldermen, and other dignitaries

standing round, while a multitude thronged outside. It was

' Hooks of July 13, 1657, ami thenceforward ; Ludlow, 593694 ;

:., IV. 446 447.
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observed that Lord Lambert had made a point of being-

present, as if to signify that the great sailor and he had

always understood each other. How Blake would have

farther comported himself had he lived no one really knows.

At sea he had made it a principle to abstain from party-

politics.
" When news was brought him of a metamorphosis

" in the State at home, he would then encourage the seamen
"
to be most vigilant abroad

; for, said he, 'tis not, our duty to

" mind State-affairs, but to keep foreigners from fooling us."

The idea among the ultra-Kepublicans of using Blake's popu-

larity to undermine Cromwell had long come to nothing.
1

Blake gone, the naval hope of England now was Admiral

Montague. Since August 11 he had been cruising up and

down the Channel with his fleet under general orders.

The interest of the war with Spain now lay chiefly in

Flanders, where the Protector's army of 6000 foot under

General Reynolds was co-operatiiig with the larger French

army of Louis XIV. commanded by Turenne. Here Cromwell

had again to complain of Mazarin's wily policy. By the

Treaty the great object of the expedition was to be the

reduction of the coast-towns, Gravelines, Mardike, and Dun-

kirk
;
but these sieges had been postponed, and Turenne had

been campaigning in the interior, the English troops obliged
to attend him hither and thither, and complaining much of

their bad accommodation and bad feeding. Mazarin, in fact,

was studying French interests only. A peremptory com-

.munieation from Cromwell through Ambassador Lockhart,

Aug. 31, changed the state of matters. " I pray you tell the

"Cardinal from me," he said, "that I think, if France desires

"to maintain its ground, much more to get ground, upon the
"
Spaniard, the performance of his Treaty with us will better

" do it than anything appears yet to me of any design he
" hath." He offered 2000 more men from England, if neces-

sary ;
but he added in a postscript,

" If indeed the French be
" so false to us as that they would not have us have any
"
footing on that side the water, then I desire . . . that all

1 Council Order Books. Aug. 13, 1657 ; Godwin. IV. 420421 ; Wood's Fasti, I.

371.
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'tilings may l>e done in order to the giving us satisfaction,

"ami to tin- tlrauin^-off of our men. And truly. Sir, I desire

u to take boldness and freedom to yourself in your dealing
\\ith tin- French on these accounts." The Cardinal at once

succumbed, and the siege of Manlike by land and sea was

bc-un Sept. 21. The place was taken in a few days, and, in

terms of the Treaty, given into the possession of General

nnlds for tlu> English. A little while afterwards, a large

ui>h force under Don John of Austria, the Duke of York

>.r\in'_r in it with four regiments of English and Irish

refugees, attempted a recapture of the place ; but, by the

desperate fighting of the garrison and Montague's assisting

lire IV. -in his ships, the attempt was foiled. The Protector

had thus ohtained at least one place of footing on the Con-

tinent . and, with Kn^lish valour to assist the military genius

of Turenne, there was prospect, late in 1657, of still more

success in the Spanish Netherlands. Lockhart was again in

l,on,l. ,11 i; r consultation with Cromwell Oct. 15, and Montague
was back Oct. 24, on whieh day he took his oath and place in

the Council. 1

Variou> other matters of foreign concern occupied the Pro-

tor and his Council in the first months of the new Protec-

torate. There is an order in the Council Books, July 28,

1<'.:>7. lor the despatch of jflOOO more to the Piedmontese

IYtcMant>, and for certain sums to be paid to Genevese and

other ministers for trouble they had taken in that matter;

and, as late as Nov. XT), there is an order for another despatch

of ^ 15(X). There were, indeed, to be farther collections

for the I'iedmontese suilerers. and new interpositi"ii in their

behalf with the Duke of Savoy. Nay, by this time, the

^eneroMty of his Highness in the Piedmontese business had

led to applications from distressed Protestants in other parts

of Europe. Tin. t, his Highness being himself pre-cnt

in the Council, and having communieated "a petition from

the pastors of several churches of : > in

'

rnrlyl.-, III. 306315 (including S7P 381 ; CromweUiaM, 168 ; Council

Books, Oct 24, 1<

Godwin, IV. M3 M4 ; Guizot, II
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"
Higher Poland, Bohemia, &c.j now scattered abroad through

"persecution in those parts, desiring some relief, and also

" a petition from Adam Samuel Hartmann and Paul Cyril,
"
delegates from these exiles, together with a narrative of

" their condition and sufferings," it was ordered that the

matter should be referred to the Committee for the Piedmontese

Protestants and preparations made for another collection of

money. All the while, of course, there had been the more

usual and regular diplomatic business between the Protector

and the various agencies of foreign powers in London. One

hears especially of the arrival, Aug. 1657, of a new Ambas-

sador-Extraordinary from Portugal, Don Francisco de Mello,

of entertainments to him, and of audiences granted to him
;

also of much intercourse between his Highness and the Dutch

Ambassador Lord Nieuport, now so long resident in England
and so much regarded there. But the latter half of 1657 is

also remarkable for the despatch by his Highness of three

special Envoys of his own to the northern Protestant Powers.

ME. PHILIP MEADOWS, appointed Envoy to Denmark as long

ago as Feb. 24, 1656-7 (ante p. 294), but detained mean-

while in London, set out on his mission at last, Aug. 31; and

at the same time MAJOR-GENERAL WILLIAM JEPHSON, dis-

tinguished for his services in Ireland, and returned as member

for Cork and Youghal to both Parliaments of the Protectorate,

set out as Envoy to his Swedish Majesty. He had been

chosen for the important post Aug. 4. Finally, on the 18th of

December, partly in consequence of the departure of the Dutch

Ambassador Nieuport in the preceding month, for some tempo-

rary stay at home on private affairs, GEORGE DOWNING, ESQ.

(ante pp. 43 and 191) was appointed to follow him in the

capacity of Resident for his Highness in the United Provinces.1

The general purport of these three missions of Cromwell in

1657 requires explanation. Not commercial interests merely,

but also zeal for union among the Protestant Powers, had all

along moved his diplomacy; and now the state of things in

the north of Europe was so extraordinary that, on the one

1 Council Orc!er Books of dates ; Whitlocke, IV. 311 313 ;
and Cromwelliana,

168169.
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hand, tin- cause ..(' Protestant union seemed in fatal peril, but.

on the other hand, if it c..ulil !>. retrieved, it might IK- retrieved

perh:ips in :i definite :md magnificent form. The prime age*

in bringing about this state of things had been the vast

energy of the JOimgSwedish King, Charles X. or Karl-Gustav.

Cronuvell had by this time contracted an especial admiration

of this prince, and had begun to regard him as a kindred

spirit and the armed champion of Continental Protestantism.

T" see him succeed to the last in his Polish enterprise, and

then turn himself against Austria and her Roman Catholic

clientage in the Kmpire, had come to be Cromwell's desire

and the de-ire in (iivat Britain gem-rally. For a time that

had seemed probable. In the great Battle of Warsaw, fought

July 28-30, 1656, Charles-Oustavus and his ally the Elector

of Brandenburg routed the Poles disastrously, and. Kagotski,

Prince of Transylvania, also abetting and assisting the Swede,

'um jam videlatur de Polonia" as an old annalist says:

it seemed then all over \vith Poland." Hut a medley of

powers, for diverse reasons and interests, had been combining
themselves lor the sal vat ion of Poland, or at least for driving

hack the Swede to his own side of the Baltic. Not merely
the Aust nans and the German Catholic princes were in

this combination, hut also the Muscovites or Russians, and,

most unnatural of all, the l>anes. with countenance even from

the more distant Hutch. Nay, the prudent Elector of Bran-

denburg, hitherto the ally of the Swede, was drawn off from

that alliance. This was done by a treaty, dated NOV. 10, 1656,

by which the 1'olish King, John Casimir, yielded to the

Mleetor the full :iity of Ducal Prussia or East Prussia,

till then held l>y the Mleetor onlv by a tenure of homage to

the Polish Crown. All beino; ready, the Panish King,
Frederick III., nave the signal by declaring war against

Sweden and invading part of the Swedish territories, \\hen

the news reached Cromwell, which it did Aug. 13, 1657

alleoted him profoundly. He had previously l>cen remon-

siratinir, as we have seen, both with the Danes and the

Hutch, by letters of Milton's composition (ante pi
and

'i, trying to avert such an unseemly Prote-tant int< :
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in arrest of the Swedish King's career. And now, having- his

two envoys, MEADOWS and JEPHSON, ready for the emergency,
he despatched them at once to the scene of that new Swedish-

Danish war in which what had hitherto been the Swedish-

Polish war was to be at once engulphed. For Karl-Gustav

had turned back out of Poland to deal directly with the

Danes, and the interest was now concentrated on the struggle

between these two powers the Poles, the German Catholics,

the Muscovites, the Elector of Brandenburg, the Dutch, and

other powers, looking on more or less in sympathy with the

Danes, and some of them ready to strike in. To end the war,

if possible, by reconciling Charles X. and Frederick III. was

Cromwell's first object ; and, with that aim in view, Jephson
was to attach himself more particularly to Charles X., whatever

might be his war-track, and Meadows more particularly to

Frederick III. But they might cross each other's routes,

deal with other States along these routes, and work into

each other's hands. RICHARD BRADSHAW, likewise, who
had been sent as Envoy to the Czar of Muscovy in the

beginning of the year (ante pp. 292-294), would be moving
about usefully on the east of the Baltic. And, if a reconcili-

ation between Sweden and Denmark should by any means be

brought about, what then should be aimed at but a repair of

the rupture between the Elector of Brandenburg and the

Swedish King, so as to save the Elector from the threatened

vengeance of the Swede, and then farther the aggregation of

other Protestant German States, and of the Dutch, round this

nucleus of a Swedish-Danish-Brandenburg alliance, for com-

mon action against Poland, Austria, and German Catholicism ?

Even the Muscovites, as of the Greek Church, might be

brought in, or at least they might be rendered neutral. All

this was in contemplation, as a tissue of ideal possibilities,

when MEADOWS and JEPHSON were despatched in August, and

the mission of DOWNING four months later to the United

Provinces was partly in the same great interest. It may seem

matter for wonder that a man of Cromwell's practical sagacity,

already so deeply implicated on the Continent by his Flanders

enterprise and his alliance with France, should have had such
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a pa i-n for fart hrr interference as thus to insert his hands

into *.he apparently measureless entanglement in northern

ami eastern Kun-pe. Hut, in the first place, his practical

sagacity was not at fault. Precisely that it should not be an

inclement, but a marshalling of powers in two sets ac-

lini: to their true religious and political affinities, was the

essence nl his aspiration; there were deep tendencies towards

that result
; sagacity consisted in perceiving these, and prac-

ticality in promoting them. Cromwell's aspiration in,connexion

with the Swedish-Danish war was also, it could be prov

that of other thoughtful Protestants then contemplating
the war ami s|>eculatiii<^ on its chances. But, in the second

place, the business of the French alliance and the Flanders

enterprise \\as vitally inter-connected with the so called en-

tanglement in the north and east. The German Emperor
linand III. had died in April 1657; the Empire was

.nt ; Ma /a riu had set his heart on obtaining that central

Kuropean dignity for his young master, Louis XIV., and was

intriguing with the Electors for the purpose; it was still

uncertain whether, when the time came, a majority of the

Klectoral ('ollet^v would vote for I*>uis XIV. or would retain

the Imperial dignity in the House of Austria by choosing tin-

late Kmperor's son Leopold. The future of (Jennany and of

Protestantism in ( iermany was concerned deeply in that issue;

and. \\hat.-ver may have been ( "ga in the

;al pr.-spect of the election of his ally Louis XIV. to the

Km] -ire. he was bound to prefer that to the election of

another incarnation of Austrian Catholicism. 1

anwhile things went on smoothly. Cromwell

had
l.y this time Lmu^ht his Established Church into a

dition highly sa
1

. to himself. The machinery of

the fy,'t,rx and the Trim was still in full operation ; and, on

report > from the Tru.tfft- for the Maintenance of 3fini*teri, his

from scatter.. I .Ix-iiiiienta ila'M from the ocdlent abridged
:,url.- n.l fn.ni thos. . f.>nnimr the Supplement to th

11 that n;

tain t.. Sw^l.-n nn.l Denmark and the IVtaviu- I. WB &
\ very fr

'

Hi^org
lumiiioiM j>avigx^ in Bail:

'

Ill 870 371). and with facto and
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Highness and the Council still 1 had the pleasure, from time

to time, of ordering new augmentations of clerical stipends.

The Voluntaryism which still existed in wide diffusion through
the English mind had become comparatively silent; and in-

deed open reviling of the Established Church had been made

punishable by Article X. of the Petition and Advice. Perhaps
the plainest speaker now against the principle of an Es-

tablished^ Church, or at least against the constitution of

the present one, was the veteran John Goodwin of Coleman

Street.
" The Triers (or Tormentors} tried and cast by the Laws

of God and Men "
was the title of a pamphlet of Goodwin's,

which had been out since May 1657, assailing the Commission

of Triers. Goodwin was too eminent a Commonwealth's man,
and too fair a controversialist, to be treated as a mere reviler

;

and it was left to the Protector's journalist, Marchamont

Needham, to reply through the press.
" The Great Accuser

cast down, or a Public Trial of Mr, John Goodwin of Coleman

Street, London^ at the Bar of Religion and Right Reason" was

a pamphlet by Needham, published July 31. It was dedicated
" To His Most Serene Highness, Oliver, Lord Protector," &c.,

in such terms as these :

"
Sir? It is a custom in all countries,

" when any man hath taken a strange creature, immediately
" to present it to the Prince : whereupon I, having taken one

"of the strangest that (I think) any part of your High-
" ness's dominions hath these many years produced, do,
" with all submissiveness, make bold to present him, bound

"hand and foot with his own cords (as I ought to bring
"
him), to your Highness. He need not be sent to the Tower

" for his mischievousness : there is no danger in him now, nor
" like to be henceforth, as I have handled him." In a pre-

fixed Epistle to the Reader there is a good deal of scurrility

against Goodwin. He is described as "worse than a common
" nuisance." He is taxed also with inconsistency, inasmuch

as he had been one of those who, in Feb. 1651-2, had signed

the famous Proposals of Certain Ministers to the Committee for
the Propagation of the Gospel, in which the principle of an

Established Church had been assumed and asserted (ante,

IV. 392). In the body of the pamphlet Needham maintains
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that principle.
" Christ left no such rules and directions,"

In- :"f \sas it his intent ion to leave such, for pro-

pa-niiiiL,'- the (Jo-pd, as exclude the Magistrate from using

his wisdom :md endeavours in 0fdtrthemmto." !! ! t.-nds

tin- Commission of Triers and the Commission of Ejectors,

and more than one.- twits Goodwin with having taken up at

the extreme crotchets of Roger Williams the American.

l.-'frr "/' Aililress to the Protector occasioned by Mr.

///,////* li'ji(t/
f" Mr. Goodwin's Book agaiwt Trier** ap-

peared
.

; l.ut we need not follow the controversy

farther. It had come to be Mr. John Goodwin's fate to be

the severest public critic of Cromwell's Established Church ;

it had come to be Mr. Marchamont Needham's to be the

m-t prominent defender of that institution. 1

More likely than such men as John Goodwin to be classed *

open revilers of the Established Church were the Quakers. They
\\cre now very numerous, going about in England, Scotland,

Ireland, and everywhere else, as before, and mingling denuii'

tions of every form of the existing mini-try \sith their softer

and richer teachings. '1 re still liable, of course, to

varieties of penal treatment, according to the degrees of

their aggressiveness and the moods of the local authorities;

1-iit tin ion at head-quarters was decidedly towards

tleness with them. Hardly had the new Council of State

n constituted when. Cromwell himself thn f the

m.-; eminent London physicians, Dr. Wright, Dr. Cox, a

Hi en instructed "to visit James Nayler, prisoner
'

in Hrideuell. and ti consider of his condition as to the state

"both of his mind and body in point of health "; and, from

that date July If). Kr>; i. hi> farther detention seems to have

: his cure. George Fox, whose circuits of

preaehing took him as far as Kdinhurgh and the Seo-

Highland-, could never 1-c in London without addressing

a pi>us letter or luo t> Cromwell, or even going to see him ;

and another Quaker, Kdward Buriough. was so drawn to

Cromwell that he was continually penning letters to him and

leaving them at \Vhitehall. Purini: and after the Kingship

1 Thomuon Pamphlets, and Catalogue of the same Tor date*.
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question these letters were particularly frequent, the Quakers

being
1 all Contmriants on that point.

" O Protector, who

"hast tasted of the power of God, which many generations
" before thee have not so much since the days of apostasy
" from the Apostles, take heed that thou lose not thy power ;

" but keep Kingship off thy head, which the world would give
" to thee :

"
so had Fox written in one letter, ending,

" O
"
Oliver, take heed of undoing thyself by running into things

" that will fade, the things of this world that will change ;

"be subject and obedient to the Lord God." There was

something in all this that really reached Cromwell's heart,

while it amused him
; and, though he would begin by ban-

tering Fox at an interview, sitting on a table and talking in

" a light manner," as Fox himself tells us, he would end with

some serious words. Both to Fox personally, and to the

letters from him and other Quakers, his reply in substance

uniformly was that they were good people, and that, for

himself,
"
all persecution and cruelty was against his mind."

Cromwell was only at the centre, however, and could not

regulate the administration of the law everywhere.
1

John Lilburne once more, but now for the last time, and in

a totally new guise ! Committed to prison in 1653 by the

government of the Barebones Parliament, acting avowedly
not by law but simply

" for the peace of this nation
"

(ante,

IV. 508), he had been first in the Tower, then in a castle in

Jersey, and then in Dover Castle. In this last confinement,

which had been made tolerably easy, a Quaker had had access

to him, with very marked effects.
"
Here, in Dover Castle,"

Lilburne had written to his wife, Oct. 4, 1655,
"
through the

"loving-kindness of God, I have met with a more clear, plain,
" and evident knowledge of God, and myself, and His gracious
"
outgoings to my soul, than ever I had in all my lifetime, not

"
excepting my glorying and rejoicing condition under the

"
Bishops." Again, in a later letter :

" I particularly can,
" and do hereby, witness that I am already dead or crucified

" to the very occasions and real grounds of outward wars, and
" carnal sword-fightings, and fleshly bustlings and contests, and

1 Council Order Books of date
;
and Bevel's History of the Quakers, I. 210 233.
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"
tlia. therefore confidently I now believe that I shall never here-

after he a user of the temporal sword more, nor a joiner with

tho.-e th.it do. And this I do here solemnly declare, not in

"the least to avoid persecution, or for any politic ends of my
"
own, or in the leaat for the satisfaction of the fleshly wills of

"any of my great adversaries, or for satisfying the carnal will

" of my poor weak afllicted wife, but by the special movings
"ami compulsions of God now upon my soul . . . and that

thereby, if yet I must be an imprisoned sufferer, it may from

thi> day forward be for the truth as it is in Jesus, whieh

'truth I witness to be truly professed and practised by the
" savouriest of people, called Quakers." This had not at once

pn>< -urnl his release, for lie remained in Dover Castle through
at least part of 1656. At length, however, after some pro-

posal to let him go abroad again, or to send him and his

wile to the Plantations, security had been accepted for his

good behaviour, and he had been allowed to live as he liked

!
I thatn in Kent. Here, and elsewhere, he sometimes

preached, and was in much esteem among the Quakers ; and

here, on Sat unlay the 29th of August, 1657, he died. On

Allowing Monday his corpse was removed to London

ami e..n\e\e<l to the house called "The Bull and Mouth" at

Altlersi^ite, the ehiet' meet in^-place of the London Quakers.

"At this phuv, that aflernoon, assembled a medley of people,

"amonu: win-in the (Junkers were most eminent for nun

ami within the house a controversy was whether the cere-

"mony of a hearse-cloth should be cast over his coffin; but,
" the major part, beinj Quakers, not assenting, the coffin was

"al'oiit. live o'clock in the evening brought forth into the

t. At its coming out, there stood a man on purpose to

"cast a velvet hearse-cloth over the cdlin, and he endeavoured
" to do it ; but, the crowd of Quakers not permitting it and

having gotten the l*xly on their shoulders, they carried it

"away without further ceremony, and the \\hole company
into Moorfields, and thence into the new

"churehyard adjoining to Bedlam, where it lieth interred."

Lilbunie at his death u as l>ut thirtv-nine years of age. !!*

\\a> popular to the la.-t with the I.o:/;
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notices of him, comic and serio-comic, long- after his death.

By order of Council, Nov. 4, his Highness himself present,

payment, of- the arrears of an allowance he had of 40s. a week,

with continuation of the same allowance thenceforward, was

granted to his wife, Elizabeth.1

When the subdued Lilburne thus went to his grave among
the Quakers, his unsubdued successor in the trade of Anti-

Gromwellian conspiracy, the Anabaptist ex-Colonel Sexby,

was in the Tower, waiting his doom. He had been arrested,

July 24, in a mean disguise and with a great over-grown

beard, on board a ship that was to carry him back to Flanders

after one of his visits to London on his desperate design of

an assassination of Cromwell, to be followed by a Spanish-

Stuartist invasion. What would have been his doom can be

but guessed. He became insane in the Tower, and died

there in that state Jan. 13, 1657-8. He had previously

confessed to Barkstead, the Lieutenant of the Tower, that he

had been the real mover of the Sindercombe Plot, that he

had been in the pay of Spain, and also, apparently, that he

was the author of Killing no Murder.2

So quiet and even was the course of home-affairs through
the first seven months of the new Protectorate that such

glimpses and anecdotes of particular persons have to suggest

the general history. Yet one more of the sort.

In the parish register of Bolton Percy in Yorkshire there

is this entry :

"
George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, and

"Mary, the daughter of Thomas, Lord Fairfax, Baron of

"
Cameron, of Nunappleton within this Parish of Bolton

"
Percy, were married the 15th day of September anno Dom.

" 1657." This was, in fact, the marriage of the great Fairfax's

only child, MarvelFs former pupil, now nineteen years of age,

to the Royalist Duke of Buckingham, aged thirty. The poet

Cowley, who had known the Duke since their Cambridge

days together, acted as his -best man at the wedding, which

was celebrated with great festivities at Nunappleton, Cowley

1 Sewel's History of the Quakers, I. 168
; Council Order Books of Nov. 4,

160 163 (where, however, there is an 1657.
error as to the date of Lilburne's death) ;

2 Merc. Pol. of dates, as quoted in

Wood's Ath. III. 357
', Cromwelliana, CromivelKana, 167 170.
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contributing a poem. Hut surely it was a n :i.'tdinar\

and, though there h;.d l-eeii rumour- ;

M v. ral years, it was heard of with surprise.
Tin- only child and heiress of the great Parliamentarian

al. one <f the founders of the Commonwealth, married

t< thi.s K.. \ali.-t of loyalists, the handsome young- in-urgent

in the Second Civil \\ar of 1648, the boon-e

Charles II. for -<.nie time abroad, his boon-companion and

hulloon all through hi- divary year of Kingship among- t he

i^itive from the field of \\

nice, though less in Charles's company than 1

serving as a volunteer in the I'n m-h army, yet a main trumi>-
eard in Charles's lists! How had it happened? Easily enough.

fax. with ample wealth of his own, had made most
liom.ural'le :m d chivalrous use of the accessions to that wealth

that had .-nine in the shape urn ntary grants to him out

ffthc 's. Now, one such grant, in

lieu of a money pension of ^'4000 a year, had been a portion of

\itcd jtroperty of the youn.u
r 1'uke .-i .ham,

inelmling an estate in Yorkshire and York H..US*- in the

Strand. 'I n pp. d of his revenues of^25,000
. had been li\inur mcan\\hile -n tlie proceeds of a great

collection of picture-, Titians and what not, that had

made 1\ hi> father, and \\hich had been quietly conveyed
Hut Fairfax had not forgotten th

: man, and had every wish to retrieve his fortunes for

him. There had prol.al.ly been eoinni!. M to that

.Iv with Hiielv Ji-_rham himself, but even with Charh -II.:

atul the result l,.i,l l.r,-n the Puke's return to England ami ap-

ire. -arl\ in Hi,") 7. to \ . or to

ni|
! uld lesist him ? It mii^h?

1 in her g-ir!

:'i'' "i M. v she was Duchess of

Buckingham. York 1 id the estate in \ ..rk-hire haxl

<cr hu.-band 1-v ^nt. and Nurapp!
other 1'ai: , him and h<

their lives, and on their h

* Marklum Life of Fairfax, 364872.

fOI ^
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Naturally, the Protector might have something to say to

the arrangement. The great Fairfax was a man to whom

anything in reason would be granted ; and, though Cromwell

had no reason to believe that Fairfax favoured his Protec-

torate, and there had been even reports from Thurloe's foreign

agents of correspondence between Fairfax and Charles II.,
1 no

one could challenge Fairfax's honour or doubt his passive

allegiance. But a son-in-law like Buckingham about him

altered the case. Little wonder, therefore, that the marriage

at Nunappleton was discussed at the Council in London, On

the 9th of October, his Highness and eight more being

present, it was ordered that a warrant should issue for arrest-

ing, and confining in the Isle of Jersey, George, Duke of

Buckingham, who had been " in this nation for divers months

without licence or authority." This led, of course, to earnest

representations from Fairfax. Accordingly, Nov. 17,
" His

"
Highness having communicated to the Council that the

" Lord Fairfax hath made addresses to him, with some desires

" on behalf of the Duke ofBuckingham," it was ordered " That
" the Resolves and Act of Parliament in the case of the said

" Duke be communicated to the Lord Fairfax as the grounds
" of the Council's proceedings touching the said Duke, and
" that there be withal signified to the Lord Fairfax the

" Council's civil respects to his Lordship's own person." The

message was to be conveyed by the Earl of Mulgrave, Lord

Deputy Fleetwood, and Lord Strickland. Fairfax and the

young couple must have made farther appeal ; for, Dec. 1, his

Highness
" delivered in to the Council a paper containing an

offer of some reasons in reference to the Duke of Buckingham
his liberty," whereupon it was minuted " That the Council

" do declare it as their opinion that it is not consistent with
" their duty to advise his Highness to grant the Duke of

"
Buckingham his liberty as is desired, nor consistent with his

"
Highness's trust to do the same." Lord Strickland and Sir

Charles Wolseley were to communicate the minute to Fairfax.

1 As early as Nov. 1654 Charles II. such services to the Royal cause as he

had written to Fairfax, begging him to might yet render (Macray's Calendar of
"
wipe out all he had done amiss

"
by the Clarendon State Tapers, II. 426).
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I'n.haMy Fairfax had conic uj. to t<.\vn .n the business. 'I

younir r-.uplc \\,.uM > cm tn have remained in the count

nur il" I find that the order tor the arrest of the Duke \

actually cut'ci

What may have disposed Cromwell not to be too harsh

nhout the marriage was the fact that he had just celebrated

the marriages of his own two youngest daughters. Lady
tli, \..ungest, became Mrs. Rich on the llth of

r. and Lady Mary became Viscountess Falconbridge
on the 18th.

Tin- drift of public interest was now towards the reas-

s, inl.lin^ <>f the adjourned Parliament on the 20th of January
'7-8. Especially there was great curiosity as to the

>ns that would be called by his Highness to form the

nd or Upper House. That was satisfied in the course

ol 1 >, . , nil.cr 1'V the issue of his Hi i,'h ness's \vritsundcr the

great seal (,|iiite in re^al -t\le. \\nh the j,hr.iM-> We."

oui~.lt.' our great seal," &c.) to the following nxty-thrct
as. the asterisks to be explained presently :

;! Richard Cromwell (Coun- 'John, Lord (
'lny|iole (on-

citlor, & m and "Master of our
I.i.nl ll.-iiry (Yimnvell (Lord .;").

D?t
'

i-eland).

Of the Titular Nobility.
Greftt Arm

>'
*** Nav7 Ofi;

The Karl nf Warwick. itciiant - General Charlen

The K.nl ..I' Mum -heater. Klretwood (son-in-law <

The l!:nl of Mulgrave (C Councillor).
cii: *Admiral, or "General of our

Tli,- r.arl :

'

.^S-,,tchV Fleet," John De^!

William. \"isc..i:nt s ; ,\ ;n;,l 8 Utrother-in-taw and Covncil-

uhridge lor: made Admiral in succes-

sion to Blake).

'Philip. ViMMUut Li>K- (Peers 'Admiral, or "General of our

Edward Montague
HMU uncillor, and one of tke

(rui.M-il t,> this rank
l.y Crom- .-/ Commissioner* of the

well. .Inly 'JO. It.'

Philip, I.Mnl \Vliart.in. niniss.ir\ '

: torse,

'.ley (<"
1 Hu'Lrhtll (/'

( ^iniiiaixlcr-in-L'hi
^ -ot-

lan.l. ( ..-ii.-nil Gorge Munk.

1 Council Orxlcr Books of date*.
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Great State and Law Officers.

*Nathaniel Fiennes (Councillor},
Lord Commissioner of the

Great Seal.

*John Lisle, ditto.

*Bulstrode Whitlocke, one of the

Lords Commissioners of the

Treasury.
*William Sydenham(C'oM7c^or),

ditto.

*Henry Lawrence (Lord Presi-

dent of the Council).
Oliver St. John, Lord Chief

Justice of the Common Pleas.

*John Glynne, Lord Chief Jus-

tice of the Upper Bench.
* William Lenthall, Master of

the Rolls.

William Steele, Lord Chancellor

of Ireland.

Baronets.

Sir Gilbert Gerrard.

Sir Arthur Hasilrig.
*Sir John Hobart.

*Sir Gilbert Pickering (Coun-
cillor and Chamberlain to the

Household?).
*Sir Francis Russell (Henry

Cromwell's father-in-law).
*Sir William Strickland.

*Sir Charles Wolseley (Coun-
cillor).

Knights.

*Sir John Barkstead (knighted

by Cromwell Jan. 19, 1655-6).
Sir George Fleetwood (knighted

by Cromwell Sept. 15, 1656).
*Sir John Hewson (Colonel,

knighted by Cromwell Dec.

5, 1657).
*Sir Thomas Honeywood.
Sir Archibald Johnstone of War-

riston (Scotch).

1 In compiling the list I have used
the enumerations in Parl. Hist. III.

15181519, Whitlocke, IV. 313314,
and Godwin, IV. 469471 (the last

Sir William Lockhart (Ambas-
sador, knighted by Cromwell
Dec. 10, 1656).

*Sir Christopher Pack (Alder-

man, knighted by Cromwell

Sept. 20, 1655).
*Sir Richard Onslow.

*Sir Thomas Pride (Colonel

Pride, knighted by Cromwell

Jan. 17, 1655-6).
*Sir William Roberts.

*Sir Robert Tichbourne (Alder-

man, knighted by Cromwell

Dec. 10, 1656).
Sir Matthew Tomlinson (Colonel,

knighted in Dublin by Lord

Henry Cromwell, Nov. 25,

1657).
Others.

*James Berry (the Major-

GeneraT).
John Clerke (Colonel).
Thomas Cooper (Colonel).
John Crewe.

*John Fiennes.

*William Goffe (the Major-

General).
*Richard Ingoldsby (Cousin's

son and Colonet).
*John Jones (brother-in-law and

Colonel).

*Philip Jones (Councillor and

Colonel, and now
"
Comptroller

of our Household").
*Richard Hampden (son of the

great Hampden).
William Pierrepoint.
Alexander Popham.
*Francis Rous (Councillor and

Provost of E'ton).

*Philip Skippon (Councillor
and

Major-General) .

*Walter Strickland (Councillor).

*Edmund Thomas. 1

two not perfect) : also a Pamphlet of

April 1659 called A Second Narrative

of the Late Parliament.



Oliver's Poors or Lords," remembered by that

a no\\. and so called nt the time, not because they \v

I' Lords in tin- old sense, but because they were to be

members of that "Other 1 1..use" \\hich. by Article V. of the

'inn aW ./'///'//, was to exercise some of the functions of

the old 1 1 ou -e of Lords. Tin- > lection was various en oui^li.

and prohahly as good as could l.e made; but there nn.

ioubts as to the result. Would those of the old

Kn:_;-li>h hereditary nol.ility whom it had been deemed no!:

to -ummon coiide-ccnd to sit as foliow-poors with II

nee a shoemaker. Pride, once a brewer's drayman, and

Htirv. once a clerk in some iron works? What of Man-

ehe-tcr, recollecting his deadly <juarrel with Cromwell as

I 1 :>, and what of Say and Solo, who had

remained ,-ternly aloof from the Protectorato from the \

fust, the jii-oii-iineed OlivrrianiM; of his sons notwith-

standing? Then would Anti-Oliverian Commoners like

II
..-ilri_i: and Cerrard, hating the Protector with their whole

heart-, take it as a compliment to be removed from the

unions, where they eould have some power in opposition,

to a so-called I
j.p*

r Hmiso where they would be lost in amass

of Oliverians? Farther, of the Olivorians who would have

willingly taken their seats and hvn useful, several of the most

distin-riiishod, such as II. nry Cromwell, Muik, LK-khart, and

T.-ndinson. w.-re nt a distance, and could not appear imme-

ktely. l-'inally. if. alter all these :.>ns, a sullieu-nt

H..IIM- should he brought to<n-ther. it would be at the ex-

pense of a ilde weakening of the Government party

in the Commons l>v the withdrawal of nee,

and this at a time when such \\eakenini; was most dant^-rous.

. l,y the / .///,/ .l'ln.-,\ wen- ii"t the Anti-OHverians

.\.-luded irom last session, to the numbor of ninety or more,

to take their scats in the Common- n-.w. without farther

or hindi. tin- Protector ?

Cromwell had. douotless, foreseen that one of the :

of \\\< Second 1' 1 l.c ;';.

system of a now m:

a revived form of the method of Two HOUM-S. The experin
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however, had been of his own suggestion and was still to

his liking. Could the Second House take root, it might aid

him, on the one hand, in that steady and orderly domestic

policy which he desired in general, and it might increase his

power, on the other hand, to stand firmly on his own broad

notion of religious toleration. At all events, the time had

now come when the difficulty must be faced.

On Wednesday, Jan. 20, 1657-8, the members of the two

Houses, such of them at least as had appeared, were duly in

their places. Those of the new House were assembled in

what had formerly been the House of Lords. Of the sixty-

three that had been summoned forty-three had presented

themselves and had been sworn in by the form of oath

prescribed in the Petition and Advice. They were the forty-

three whose names are marked by asterisks in the preceding

list of those summoned. When it is considered that from

seven to ten of those not asterisked there
(e. g. Henry Crom-

well, Monk, Steele, Lockhart, and Tomlinson) would certainly

have taken their places but for necessary and distant absence,

and might take them yet, the House must be called, so far,

a very successful one. It had failed most conspicuously, as had

been expected, in one of its proposed ingredients. Of the old

English Peers there had come in only Viscount Falconbridge

and Lord Eure
; Warwick, Manchester, Say and Sele, Wharton,

even Mulgrave, were absent. More ominous still was the

absence of the Anti-Oliverian commoner Sir Arthur Hasilrig.

He had not yet come to town, and there was much speculation

what course he would take if he did come. Would he regard

himself as still member for Leicester in the Commons House,

though he had been excluded thence in September 1656, as he

had before been driven from the same seat in the First Parlia-

ment of the Protectorate ; and would he reclaim that seat now

rather than go into the Upper House ? Meanwhile for most

of those who had been excluded in Sept. 1656 along with

Hasilrig there was no such dilemma
; and, accordingly, they

had mustered, in pretty large number, to claim their seats in

the Commons. The only formality with which they had to

comply now was the prescribed oath of the Petition and Advice^



<N OK 'I

idi tli- -v, as \\vll as (he meml>.-rs of the I'pper House,

among other things,
" to be true and faithful

"
t<. the Lord I'ro'.e. -tin-.

"
\e., and not to "contrive, design, or

:npt anything against his person or lawful author-its . !

is evident that Cromwell trusted a good deal to the eli'ecte of

ith
;

fur he had taken care that there should be stately

eomin in the lobby !' tlie ('..inmong from a very early

hour in the morning to swear the members as they came in.

A> many as 150 or 180 members in all, the formerly excluded

and the old sitters together, seem to have !.< n in the House,
thn< sworn, about the time when the forty-three were

assembled in the adjacent Other Mouse. The Commons had

then re.-umed hii.-ine-s, on their oun account, as met after

aradjournmeiit. They had appointed a Mr. John Smy tin-

tin ir ( 'lerk, in lieu of Mr. Henry Scobcll, now made

general "('lerk of the Parliament
"
and transferred to the

Other House, and they had fixed that day week as a day of

r for tli vine assistance, when the I '.-her of the Black

K"d appeared to summon them to meet his Highness in the

Other House. Arranging that the Sergeant-at-Arms should

carry the mace with him, and stand by the Speaker with

the mace at his shoulder through the whole uith

his Highness, the House obeyed the summons. 1

( 'romwell's speech to the ises (Speech XVI.) opened

significantly with the words "
3fy Lord*, and Gentlemen of the

House of Commons." It was a very quiet speech, somewhat

slowly and heavily delivered, with "
peace

"
for the key-word.

He represented the nation as now in such a flourishing state,

.illy
in the possession of a settled an nt Public

Mini.-try of the (Jo-pel, and at the >:n\, of ample

religious liberty for all, that nothing more was needed than

oltliv; :Ierences. and a h< arty co-operation of the

!\\o Hoii-.-s with each other, and with him-e'.t'. \:

tor I.einu too ill to iliseourse i length, he asked Lord

Commi-.--. tl .-o f..r him. The speei

. 1667 8, pamj.hlet of 15 already cited, called

:.96 697 ; Lit of the , 4c.
43 who >at ill the I'pper HOUJC in
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Fiennes was essentially a continuation in the same strain,

but with a gorg-eousness and variety of metaphor, Biblical

and poetical, in description of the new era of peace and its

duties, utterly beyond the bounds of usual Parliamentary

oratory even then, and to which Cromwell and the rest,

with all their experience of metaphor from the pulpit, must

have listened with astonishment. "
Jacob, speaking- to his

" son Joseph, said I had not thought to have seen thyface, and
"

lo ! God hath showed me thy seed also : meaning his two sons,
"
Ephraim and Manasseh. And may not many amongst us

" well say some years hence We had not thought to have seen a

"
Chief Magistrate again among us, and lo ! God hath shown

" us a ChiefMagistrate in Ms Two Houses of Parliament ? Now
"
may the good God make them like Ephraim and Manasseh,

" that the Three Nations may be blessed in them, saying God
" made thee like these Two Houses of Parliament, which two, like

" Leah and Rachel, did build the House of God ! May you do
"
worthily in Ephrata, and be famous in Bethlehem !

"
There

was more of the same kind, including a comparison of the

new constitution of the Petition and Advice to the perfected

eduction of the orderly universe out of chaos. It was the

speech of a Puritan Jean Paul. 1

Which of the two Houses was Ephraim and which

Manasseh in Fiennes's own fancy does not appear ;
but the

Commons had already voted themselves to be Ephraim, and

the Other House to be the questionable Manasseh. The Anti-

Oliverians among them, now in the majority or nearly so, had

resolved that their best policy, bound as they were by oath

to the Protectorate and the new Constitution of the Petition

and Advice generally, would be to question the powers of the

new House as defined in the constituting document. The

definition had been rather vague. The meaning had certainly

been that the new House should be a legislative House, stand-

ing in very much the same relation to the Commons as the

old House of Lords had done, and not merely a Judicial High

1
Carlyle, III. 320 326

; Commons the last date, and must have been much
Journals Jan. 21 and Jan. 25, 16578. talked of. Whitlocke also prints it, IV.
Fiennes's speech is given in full under 315 329.
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Court f<>r certain classes of cases, with general powers of

advice to the Commons in the conduct of weighty affairs.

This, houiver. was what tin- Ant i-Oliverians in tin- Commons
contended: ami oil this contention, if pos-il>l .-re to

down the Other House and so make a pip in the new

Constitution. They had made a be^innin^ even in the small

matter ot'tlie relative claims of Mr. Stnythe, their own new

Clerk, and Mr. Scobell, as general
" Clerk of the Parliament,"

to the possession of certain docUMttti : but they found a

Letter opportunity when, at their third sitting (.Ian. ',".'. after-

tli. \ were informed that " some ^enllemen \\ere at the

with a message from the Lords." The message was

merely n re<|ust that the Commons would join tin-

an jiddre-s to his Highness asking him to appoint a day of

humiliation throughout the three nations; but, purjwu-tinjr

to be from "the Lords," it cut very deep. By a majority

j

-five to fifty-one it was resolved " That this I!

will send an answer by messengers of their own," i.e. that

would take time to eon>ider the sul
;

: . Two more days

passed, the 1! in-aetin-4- <>! llam-ous business,

but nursing its resolution for a split ; and, on Monday the

'j:)th. lo! Sir Arthur Hasilri^ amon: them, standing up

prominently and insisting on bein^ sworn and admitted to his

seat. He had disdained the summons to the Other House,

and his proper place was kert I With some ;

n. he was

dulv sworn, and so wa- added to the group of Anti-Olh

leaders already in the Ilou-e. 1 1 >. Thomas Scott, Sir Anthony

Ashley Cooper. .John \Veavcr, Sergeant Maynard, and one or

hencetorth to head the opposition within

here were in process of signature certain

the Commons House intended to widen the

dill'- i-( nee between it and the Protector.
1

V this point the Proteetor int-rrposed. On the afternoon

of the same day on which Ilasilrii,' had taken his seat (Ja-

the Common?, were summoned to the Bain|Uetinu' H"U88 in

\Yhitehall. to listen to another speech from his Highness

-Tials of dates ; Godwin. 1 V .

Ill .-
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(Speech XVII.), addressed to them and the Other House

together. It opened with the phrase
" My Lords and Gentlemen

"
of the Two Houses of Parliament," to obviate any objections

there might be to the form of opening in the speech of five

days before
;
and it was conceived in the same spirit of

respectfulness to both Houses and anxiety for their support.

But it expounded, more strongly and at more length than the

former speech, the pressing reasons for unanimity now. It

surveyed, first, the state of Europe generally, dwelling on

the ominous combination of Roman Catholic interests every-

where, and the perils to the Protestant Cause from the disputes

among the Protestant Powers, and especially from the hostility

of the Danes and the Dutch to the heroic King of Sweden,
who had " adventured his all against the Popish Interest in

Poland." It declared the vital concern of Great Britain in all

this, if only because an invasion of Great Britain in behalf of

the Stuarts was a settled part of the Anti-Protestant pro-

gramme. "You have accounted yourselves happy in being
" environed with a great Ditch from all the world beside.

"
Truly, you will not be able to keep your Ditch, nor your

"
shipping, unless you turn your ships and shipping into

"
troops of horse and companies of foot, and fight to defend

"
yourselves on terra firma" Then, turning to the state of

affairs at home, he insisted on the necessity of a general union

in defence of the existing settlement. One Civil War more,

he said, would throw the nation into a universal confusion,

with or without a restoration of the Stuarts, and, if with such

a restoration, then with consequences to some that they did

not now contemplate. He made no express reference to the

proceedings in the Commons of the last few days, but implored
both Houses to abstain from dissensions, stand on the basis

to which he and they had sworn, and join with him in real

work. 1

The appeal to the Commons was in vain. After three or

four more meetings, they resumed, Jan. 29, the subject of the

answer to be returned to the message of the 22nd from the

1
Carlyle, III. 329347.
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Othtr House. By a vote of eighty-four to seven they
. . d t> go into drand Committee on the subjert. This

having been done, they resolved. Jan. 30, "That tin- tir-t thim,'

"to I 1 1 shall he the Appellation to be given to the

11- to \\hom the answer shall be made." On this one

point then- \\as :i protracted debate of !'< ur days, tin- oppo-
sitioni.-ts in.-i-tiiiLr that the appellation should be simply
The Other II.. use," as in the Petition an , and the

Oliverians eontendinv; that th;it was no name at all, that it

had been emplo\,d in the V-'ltion and Advice only as a blank

to IT afterwards lillnl up. and that the proper name would be

"Tin- House of Lords." In one of two divisions on 1

the votes were ei^ht y-seven against eighty-six ; in the other

tiny were ninety-three against eighty-seven. These divisions,

ho\\e\vr. were merely incidental, and the debate wm*

going ..it Here, 1\ on Thm-xlay. K.-l. 4. Scott had spoken and

was trxingto speak njain in (U-ftance of nil-, \\ith II.,

ha.-king him, wlu-n " Mr. Speaker infonnnl the House that

the Usher of the llhek Rod was at the door \\ith a message
from his Hi^hnes<." II asitrig seems to have been still on his

feet when the Hlaek Kol, having been admitted, delivered his

ines.sain- : Mr. S;.. aL.T. Ill- Ili-hii.- i- in th.- L..i>I- H'.IIM-.

and desires to speak with you." Thither they adjourned, and

In- 1 1 inline-- l.rietly addressed the lluses once

a^aiu (Speech \\ III.). Or rat her he addressed both Houses

only through al.,>ut half of his speech; for, at a part

point, he turned deliberately to the Commons and proceeded
"

I do . these Gentlemen, or Lords, or

!:. you will eall them; I speak not this to them,

"but to \ u advised me to come into this place [the

-hip], to ln> in a eapaeity by your a '

.'. nin^ a thing, some must have I know not

what
; and you have not only di-jointed yourselves but the

whole Nation, which is in likelii mining into

u in th* ; have sat

'than it hath hern from the rising !' t!.e last session to this

da\ . Thi-o-.i^h the intention of devising a Commonwealth

"again, that -

pie might be the m. n that might rule
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"
all ! And they are endeavouring to engage the Army to

"
carry that thing. And hath that man been true to this

"
Nation, whosoever he be, especially that hath taken an oath,

" thus to prevaricate? These designs have been made among
"the Army, to break and divide us. I speak this in the

"presence of some of the Army: that these things have not
" been according to God, nor according to truth, pretend what
"
you will. These things tend to nothing else but the playing

" of the King of Scots' game (if I may so call him) ;
and I

" think myself bound before God to do what I can to prevent
"

it. That which I told you in the Banqueting House was
" true : that there are preparations of force to invade us.

" God is my witness, it bath been confirmed to me since, not

"a day ago, that the King of Scots hath an Army at the
"
water's side, ready to be shipped for England. I have it

" from those who have been eyewitnesses of it. And, while it

"
is doing, there are endeavours from some who are hot far

" from this place to stir up the people of this town into a

"
tumulting what if I said into a rebellion ? And I hope I

"
shall make it appear to be no better, if God assist me. It

" hath been not only your endeavour to pervert the Army
" while you have been sitting, and to draw them to state the

"
question about a Commonwealth

;
but some of you have been

"
listing of persons, by commission of Charles Stuart, to join

" with any insurrection that may be made. And what is like

"to come upon this, the enemy being ready to invade us, but

" even present blood and confusion ? And, if this be so, I do
"
assign it to this cause : your not assenting to what you did

"
invite me to by your Petition and Advice, as that which might

"
prove the Settlement of the Nation. And, if this be the end

" of your sitting, and this be your carriage, I think it high
" time that an end be put to your sitting. And I DO DISSOLVE

"THIS PARLIAMENT. And let God be judge between you

and me!" l

Thus, after a second session of only sixteen days, the

Second Parliament of the Protectorate was at an end.

1 Commons Journals of dates
;
and Carlyle, III. 348 353.
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ll'l explanation <f his reasons for dissolving it is

prrfe.-tly areuratr. Through the first session the Parliam.

as a Single H..U-.- Parliament, had, by the exclusion of about

ninetv !' those returned to it, been a thoroughly Oliverian

lin.lv, and its rlii. !' \\oik had hern a reconstitution of the

on a definite basis ; but through the second

session this Parliament, though nominally the -a , had been

>plit into two Houses, thr ll"ii-e of Lords wholly Oliverian,

hut thr House of Commons, by the loss of a number of its

former im-mhers ami the readniission of the excluded, turned

into an Ant i-()liverian concla\ 1 ... f.lio pages of the

Commons Journal* are the only remaining formal records of

tin- short ami unfortunate Session. Oliver's Lords can have

hail little more to do than meet and look at each other.

re was to be no Parliament more while Cromwell lived.

t seven months onwards ~7-8, he was to

govern, one may say, more alone than e\vr, more as a sove-

:i. anil \\ith all his energies in performance of the sove-

reignty morr i in.

There was still, of course, the Council, now essentially a

Privy Coum-il, im-ding twice or thrice a week, or sometimes

-pe.-ial Mimm.'Ms. ami with this novrlty in the public s'

ami title of the eoiineillors, that those of them who had

M in the l|i late Parliament retained the

name ..f Lords." Lord President Lawrence, Lord Richard

iinsell. Lord 11. it wood. Lord Montague, Lord Com-

mi- Lord Desbor u-h. Lord Viscount Li

the Marl of "M nl^uv. Lord Rons, Lord Skippon, Ix>rd

Chamberlain"), Lord md,

Lord \\ l.-nl Sydeidiam. Ix>rd Jones (alia* "Mr.

uptroll.-r"). ami Mr. S, .-retary '1'hurloe : sueh would have

been the minute of a eomph-te xtderunt of t:
'

it reMinu-d duty a Parhan

Tli. r \\as sueh a complete edtnt*l: ten out of the

ulanee. rising sometimes to

twelve. OeeaMonally ('mm well eame to one of their meetings;

but gem-rally they tnmsa. -iness among themselves
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to his order, and communicated with him privately. A
few of the Councillors were more closely in his confidence

than the rest
; Whitlocke, though not of the Council, was

often consulted ahout special affairs; and the man-of-all-

work, closeted with his Highness daily, was Mr. Secretary

Thurloe. His Highness had, moreover, a private secretary,

Mr. William Malyn, who had been with him already for

several years.
1

As Cromwell had intimated in his Dissolution Speech, his

first labour after the dissolution was to attack that vast

complication of dangers of which he had already sure know-

ledge, and which he declared to have been caused, or brought
to a head, by the wretched conduct of the Commons through
their sixteen days of session, and by the positive treason of

some of their number. He had described the dangers as

gathering from two quarters, though they were already inter-

related and would run together at last. There was " the

King of Scots' game," or the plot of a Royalist commotion

in conjunction with a threatened invasion of the Spanish-

Stuartist Army ;
and there was the design of a great insur-

rection of Old Commonwealth's men for a subversion of the

Protectorate and a return to the pure Single-House Republic.

Of the first danger he had said,
" I think myself bound before

God to do what I can to prevent it"; the second he had

denounced as rebellion, saying,
" I hope I shall make it

appear to be no better, if God assist me." For three or four

months he was to be engaged in making good these words
;

but he had begun already. On February 6, at a great meet-

ing of the Army-officers in the Banqueting House, he had

discoursed to them impressively for two hours, abashing two

or three that had been tampered with, and receiving from the

rest assurances of their eternal fidelity. Ludlow says that,

for several nights successively, before or after this meeting,
Cromwell himself took the inspection of the watch among
the soldiers at Whitehall.2

As always, Cromwell's tenderness towards the Republicans

1 Council Order Books from Feb. 2 Ludlow. 598600 ; Godwin, IV.
16578 onwards

; Thurloe, II. 224. 4967.
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or Old Commonwealth's men appeared now in his dealings
with tin- new commotion on that side. Colonel Packer and

Captain (Jlailman. tu> di-ali'ected officers in his own regiment
of horse, appear 1" have been merely di.-mi-srd from their

command-: and one hears besides of but a few arrest-, uitli

no farther consequences than examination before the Council

and temporary imprisonment. Harrison was again arrested,

ifth-Monarchy men having, of c :it themselves

to the agitation, and Harrison having this time. Win:

>a\ -. I'cen certainly
M
deep in it." Anion-^ the others arrested

Mr. John Carcw, the Regicide and Councillor under the

Commonwealth, John Portman, who had been secretary to

Hlakc in the Fleet, a Hugh Courtney, and John Rogers, a

preacher. There seems to have been no thought of any

proceedings against Hariri-,', Scott, Sir Anthony A-

Cooper, and the other Anti-Cromwellian leaders in the late

Parliament. This, hou.vi. is less remarkable than that,

with information in Cromwell's possession that some of the

meml'cr- of the Parliament, nominally Commonwealth's men,

had actually commissions from Charles II. and were culi-tin^

persons under such commissions for any possible insurr*

whatever, he had content^ himself with announcing the fact

in his hi- ^.lution Speech and so merely signifying to the

culprits that their lives were in his hands. 1

The 1! .yalist project and its ramifications were really very
i'ormidal !.-. A Spanish Army of about 8000 men, \\ith

Charles II. and hi- refugees among them, iras gathered about

BniLres, Hrussels, and Ostend, with vessels of transport

provided; and the 1-urst of a great Royalist Insurrection at

home, in 8 London, and cUe where, teat to coincide with

the invasion from ahroad. The huke of Ormond himself had

conn- ion in disguise, to observe matters and make

preparations. 11. ua- in London for three weeks, living in

the house of a IJoinan Catholic surgeon in Drun

Cromwell, who knew the : . rously sent Lord Hi

t<> him with a hint to be gone. This Ws early in March,

1

Ludlow, 599-000 ; Whitlocke, IV. 330 ; Godwin, IV. 502-603,
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some days after a proclamation
"
commanding- all Papists and

" other persons who have been of the late King's party or his
"
son's to depart out of the cities of London and Westminster,"

and another proclamation forbidding such persons living in

the country to stir more than five miles from their fixed

places of abode. On the 12th of that month the Lord

Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council of the City of

London met his Highness and the Army-officers by appoint-

ment at Whitehall, where his Highness explained to them at

length the nature of the crisis, informed them particularly of

the strength of the Flanders army of invasion, Ormond's

visit, &c., and solemnly committed to them the safety of the

City. The response of the City authorities was extremely

loyal.
1

On the principle that the country could not afford for

ever this periodical trouble of a Royalist Conspiracy, and

that some examples of severity might make the present

upheaving the last of the kind, Cromwell had resolved on a

few such examples. His information, through Thurloe and

otherwise, was unerring. He knew, and had known for some

time, who were the members of the so-called " Sealed Knot/'

i. e. that secret association of select E/oyalists resident in

England who were in closest correspondence with Hyde and

the other Councillors of Charles abroad, and were chiefly

trusted by them for the management of the cause at home.

Indeed, Sir Richard Willis, one of the chiefs of the " Sealed

Knot," had for some time been in understanding with Crom-

well, pledged to him by a peculiar compact, and revealing to

him all that passed among the Royalists. Hence, before

the end of April, some of the members of the " Sealed Knot,"

and a number of leading Royalists besides, had been lodged in

the Tower. Among them were Colonel John Russell (brother

of the Earl of Bedford), Colonel John White, Sir William

Compton, Sir William Clayton, Sir Henry Slingsby (a prisoner

1 Godwin, IV. 507508 ; Carlyle, that ordering such persons in the

III. 353 354
;
Merc. Pol. of March country to keep near home, are both

1118, 16578, quoted in Cromwel- dated Feb. 25, 16578. There are

liana, pp. 170 171. The Proclamation copies at the end of one of the volumes

ordering Papists and other Royalists of the Council's minutes,
out of London and Westminster, and
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in II. ill -inee ;!, |; -. -,li>t rising- of 1654-5, but ne^
then- (!-[ cratdy of late to secure the officers an<l tin- town

It' for Charles), Sir Humphrey Bennett, Mr. John Mor-

claiml In-other i.f tin- Karl of Peterborough), J)r. John Hewit

(a London Kpiseopal elergyman), Mr. Thomas Woodcock,
and a Henry Mallnry. It was part of the understand

with Willis that several of the prisoners, Willis's particular

iii. -nds, should In- ultimately released. For trial were selected

Slin">l.y. Clayton, Unmet t, Mordaunt, Woodcock, Mallory,
! \)\\ I lew-it. The trials were in Westminster Hall, in

M.iy and June, before a great High Court of Justice, con-

u^ of all the judges, some of the great state officers, and

a hundred and thirty commissioners besides, all in con-

formity with an Act of the late Parliament prescribing the

!. of trial for such prime offences. Five of the seven were

either ae.juitted or spared: only Slingsby and Dr. Hewit

1'ioiiLrht to the scaffold. They were beheaded on Tower

Hill. June H. Much influence was exerted in behalf of

II. v."
;

I. ut, besides that he had been deeply implica

ha<: ntmiKH i"U- in the Court, challenging its com-

petency, and refu-innp to plead. Prynne had stood by him,

and prepared his demurrer. From the evidence collected in

I)r. I le\\ n's case it a p] -eared that he, it' not Ormond, had

i ealeulatin^ on the co-operation of Fairfax, Lambert, Sir

William \Valler. and a great many other persons of name, up

and d<>\\ n the euntry, nt included among those whom
uwell 1: tit to arrest. As Thmloe distinctly says,

It's .ertain JSir William Waller \vas fully engaged." the

..mission of that veteran commander from the number must

have Wen an net of grace. About Lambert the speculation

seems to ha < al.-urd; and. though Cromwell most

have knoxvn that Fairfax was now inclining generally towards

a Restoration, he cannot have l>elie\id anything stronger at

present in his case. There was, no public reference to such

hii,'h perMn:ies; n..r. \\ith the il of 8O4i ily

i

l>y ti with a young-
M ' hn

Stapley of Sussex (son of Stapl.-y the Ke^iride and Councillor

of the Commonwealth), who ka<l been lureJ into the business,

\. /
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was any account taken of the other miscellaneous persons in

Hewit's list of reputable sympathisers. It was enough for

Cromwell to know who had swerved so far, and to have made

examples of Hewit himself and Slingsby. These two would

have been the only victims but for a wild sub-conspiracy in

the City of London while the trials of Hewit and Slingsby

were in progress. A few desperate cavaliers about town, the

chief of whom were a Sir William Leighton, a Colonel Deane,

and a Colonel Manley, holding commissions from Charles,

had met several times at the Mermaid Tavern and elsewhere,

and had arranged for a midnight tumult on Saturday the

15th of May. They were to attack the guard at St. Paul's,

seize the Lord Mayor, raise a conflagration near the Tower,

&c. The hour had come, and the conspirators were in the

Mermaid Tavern for their final arrangements, when lo ! the

trainbands on the alert all round them and Barkstead riding

through the streets with a train of five small cannon. A

good many were arrested, thirty of them London prentices.

Six of the principals were condemned July 2, of whom one

was hanged, two were hanged, drawn, and quartered, and

three were reprieved. For the prentices there was all

clemency.
1

Though the prosecutions of the Royalist plotters were not

concluded till the beginning of July, all real danger from the

plot itself had been over in March or April, when Ormond

was back in Bruges with the report that his mission had been

abortive and that Cromwell was too strong. We must go

back, therefore, for the other threads of our narrative.

The death of Mr. Robert Rich, Cromwell's son-in-law

since the preceding November, had occurred Feb. 16, 1657-8,

only twelve days after the dissolution of the Parliament.

Cromwell, saddened by the event himself, had found time even

then to write letters of condolence and comfort to the young
man's grandfather, the Earl of Warwick. The Earl's reply,

dated March 11, is extant. " My pen and my heart," it begins,

1
Clarendon, 869-870 ; Godwin, IV. 172 ; Thurloe, VII. 25, 6569, 88-90,

508527; Mere. Pol, May 13-20, 100, and 147 8
; Whitlocke, IV. 334.

1658, quoted iu Cromwelliana, 171



- TO CBOMWK1 I . .'VV.I

-were ever your L<>pUhip's servants; now they are bee<

your d.-lptor-.. This paper eannot enough confess my ob-
"
libation, ami iniicl) less discharge it, for your season:!

and lympathiring letters, which, besides the value t'

"deserve from so worthy a hand, express such faithful

ami administer such Christian advice, as ron
" thrin beyond measure welcome and dear to me." Then.

after pi ..us expression at once of his grief and of his

nation, he coneludes with words that have a historical

value. " My Lord," he says, "all this is but a broken echo

ur pious counsel, which gives such ease to my
.pressed mind that I can scarce forbid my pen beim;

tedious. Only it remembers your Lordship's many weighty
"and nohle employments, which, together with your prudent,

heroie, and honourable managery of them, I do here con-

"Lrratulate as well as my grid will give me leave. Others'

I ness is their own; yours is a whole country's, yea
%>

tine,- kingdoms' for which you justly possess interest and

renown with wise and good men: virtue is a thousand

e-euteheons. Go on, my Lord ; go on happily, to love

I! elision, to exemplify it. May your Lordship long con-
" tinue an instrument of use, a pattern of virtue, and a pn-

dent of glory I" On the l!)th of April 1668, or not six

ter the letter was written, the old Karl himself died.

M\ that time the louring appearances had rolled away, and

11 well's l%

prudent, heroic, and honourable managery" had

again l>em widely eonfessed.1

Through all the turmoil of the proceedings against the

plotter^ Cromwell had not abated his interest in his bold

enterprise in Flanders, or in his alliance with the French

-rally. That alliance having been renewed for another

\l 28, IC.r.Si, reinforcements were sent to the

Kiiirlish auxiliary army to tit it for farther work in the

N. therlands. Sir John Ke\ nolds, the first commander of that

army, having been unfortunately drowned in returning to

'and on a shoi; of absen >. H">7), the

War- but where hu dUh U pwtdated by
wick's beautiful letter is .|uoUtl in full. See Thnrioe, V1L 86.
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Governorship of Mardike had come into the hands of Major-

General Morgan, while the command in the field had been

assigned to Lockhart, hitherto the Protector's Ambassador

only, though soldiering had been formerly his more familiar

business. In conjunction with Turenne, Lockhart had been

pushing on the war, and at length (May 1658) the two

armies, and Montagu's fleet, were engaged in the exact

service which Cromwell most desired, and Lockhart had been

always urging. This was the siege of Dunkirk, with a view

to the possession of that town, as well as Mardike, by the

English. To be near the scene of such important operations,

Louis XIV. and Cardinal Maz-arin had taken up their quarters

f at Calais
; and, not to miss the opportunity of such near

approach of the French monarch to the shores of England,

Cromwell despatched his son-in-law Viscount Falconbridge

on a splendid embassy of compliment and congratulation.

He landed at Calais on the 29th of May, was received by

both King and Cardinal with such honours as they had never

accorded to an ambassador before, and returned on the

3rd of June to make his report. The very next day there

was a tremendous battle close to Dunkirk between the

French-English forces under Turenne and Lockhart and a

Spanish army which had come for the relief of the besieged

town under Don John of Austria and the Prince of Conde,

with the Dukes of York and Gloucester in their retinue.

Mainly by the bravery of Lockhart's " immortal six thousand,"

the victory of the French and English was complete ; and,

though the Marquis of Leyda, the Spanish Governor of

Dunkirk, maintained the defence valiantly, the town had to

surrender on the 14th of June, two days after the Marquis

had been mortally wounded in a sally. Next day, according

to the Treaty with Cromwell, the town was at once delivered

to Lockhart, Louis XIV. himself, who was on the spot,

handing him the keys. Already, while that event was un-

known, and merely to reciprocate the compliment of Falcon-

bridge's embassy to Calais, there had been sent across the

Channel, in the name of Louis XIV., the Duke de Crequi,

first Gentleman of his Bedchamber, and M. Mancini, the
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nephew of Cardinal Mazarin, "accompanied by divers of the

nol.ility of France and many gentlemen of qualit

I
' \er

l.y Fleet wood and an escort, they arrived in London
.him- ir>. ;ni<l remained (hen* till the lilst, having audiences

with his Ili^lin.-s>. delivering to him letters from Louis and

mlinal. ami entertained l.y him with all possible mag-
nificence. While they wen- there, a special envoy j

tlicin. announcing the rapture of Dunkirk ; and so the joy was

complete. There wns nothing the French King wouM n

to vlmu hi> r. -ml for the great Protector; and, but for his

illness at that moment from sm. ill-pox, the Cardinal

liiniM If \\ould have come over instead of sending his nephew.
An 1 why should there not be a renewal of the Treaty after

the expiry of the present term, to secure another year or

(that co-operation of the Fnsjlish Army and Fleet with

Tin nne which had led already to such excellent results?

What if (Mend, as well as Dunkirk and Manlike, were to be

made over to the Protector? These were suggestions for the

future, and meanwhile new successes were added to the capture-

of Dunkirk. Town after town in Flanders, including Grave-

at last, t<> Tii mine, or other generals, and

ch garrisons, and through the summer and

autumn the Spaniards were so beset in Flanders that an

xp.dition tin-nee for th invasion of I in the interest

of Charle- Stuart, or in any other interest, was no longer

--iliility.
1

\Vhile tluis turning to account th- alliance with the

Catholic j..\\cr with \\hich there could be safe dealing, the

tor clunLr firmly to his idea of a League among the
1 If Hurnet's information is

;t was about this time that he contemplated the

institution in London of "a Council for the Protestant

n to the CoiiLrrc^tion Ik Propaganda
It w;i~ ,-a C.lleye :

\ l-c seven Councill,,rg, with a Inrj^v yearly fu;

I -Ml ; whrrv. how- Jfrre. l',1. Juno 10-17 and Jane 17-24.
digest of facU do not Mflm

Compw
Tburl md 192-3, and
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disposal ; the world was to be mapped out into four great

regions ;
and for each region there was to be a Secretary at

j^SOO a year, maintaining a correspondence with that region,

ascertaining the state of Religion in it, and any exigency

requiring interference. That remained only a project; but

meanwhile there was the agency of Jephson with the King
of Sweden, of Meadows with the King of Denmark, of

Downing with the United Provinces, and of other Envoys
here and there, all working for peace among the Protestant

States and joint action against the common enemy. In the

Council Order Books for May 1658 one comes also upon
new considerations of the old subject of the Protestants of the

Piedmontese valleys, with a fresh remittance of ^3000 for

their relief, and an advance at the same time of <^P500 out of

the Piedmontese Fund for the kindred purpose of relieving

twenty distressed Bohemian families. Indeed in that month

his Highness was again at white heat on the subject of his

favourite Piedmontese. The Treaty of Pignerol, by which the

persecuting Edict of 1655 had been recalled and liberty of wor-

ship again yielded to the poor Vaudois (ante pp. 43-44), had

gradually been less and less regarded ;
there were new troubles

to the Vaudois from the House of Savoy; there were even

signs of a possible repetition in the valleys of all the former

horrors. How to prevent that was a serious thought with

Cromwell amid all his other affairs; and he made his most

effective stroke by an immediate appeal to the French King.

On the 26th of May there went to his Majesty one of

Milton's Latin State Letters in the Protector's name, adjuring

him, by his own honour and by the faith of their alliance, to

save the poor Piedmontese and secure the Treaty which had

been made in their behalf by former French intervention;

and on the same day there went a letter to Lockhart urging

him to his utmost diligence in the matter, and suggesting

that the French King should incorporate the Piedmontese

valleys with his own dominion, giving the Duke of Savoy

some bit of territory with a Catholic population in exchange.

Reaching Louis XIV. and Lockhart at the moment of the

great success before Dunkirk, these letters accomplished their
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The will .f France was si. at Turin, and the

>tants of the Valleys had another resp:

\\ ere one asked wha' of home i had the first

in well's attention through all the events and

MS that have hitherto been noticed, the answer most

btill ! the same for this as for all the previous portions of his

toratc. It was "The Propagation of the GOSJM 1.

'

with

nil that was then implied in that phrase as construed by
himself.

As regarded England and Wales, the phrase meant, all

I. ut exclusively, the sustenance, extension, and consolidation

of ('r.-iiiwell's Church Establishment. The Trustee* for tke

Maintenance of Mininler*, as well as the Trier* and

/ r*, were still at work ; and in the Council minutes of

the summer of 1658, just as formerly, there are orders for

augmentations of ministers' stipends, combinations of parishes

and chapelries, and the like. Sul>stantiali\ -t;iMi-hed

Church had been brought into a condition nearly approu
well's ideal; l>ut he had still notions be done

for it in one direction or another, and esp M the

fcfoa "f \\ider theological comprehension, lit- did not

despair of seeing his great principle of concurrent endowment

yet more generally accepted among those who were really and

ally Protestant. Much \\ould depend on the nature

..f that Confession i which Article XI. of the P<

id required or promised as a standard of what

should l>e con juulifying orthodoxy for the Church of

the Protectorate, i h n purpose the Westminster Con-

lesion of l:i,:h. \,n though its doctrinal portions might
stand much as they were, could hardly suffice as a whole.

That Confession was t ast, or a new one framed. So

the 1'ctil'um nnd Ailri<->' had provided or suggested; but it

may l>e douhted whether Cromwell was very anxious for any
such formal definition of the creed of his Established Ch

He preferred the 1 -leral understandm:,' ulii> h all men

had, with himself, as -ed sound Kvangelical

i Burnet (ed. 1828), I >nlr Books of date ; Ctfijfe,
of Downing, Ac, in Tbnrioe, VoL Vll. ; III
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Christianity, and he had more trust in administration in

detail through his Triers and Ejectors than in the application

of formulas of orthodoxy. Here, however, Owen and the

other Independent divines most in his confidence appear to

have differed from him. They felt the want of some such

confession and agreement for Association and Discipline as

might suit at least the Congregationalists of the Established

Church, and be to them what the Westminster Confession

was to the Presbyterians. "From the first, all or at least

" the generality of our churches," they said,
" have been in

" a manner like so many ships, though holding forth the same
"
general colours, yet launched singly, and sailing apart and

" alone on the vast ocean of these tumultuous times, and
"
exposed to every wind of doctrine, under no other conduct

" than that of the word and spirit, and their particular elders

" and principal brethren, without association among themselves,
" or so much as holding out common lights to others to know

"where they were." A petition to this effect, though not

in these terms, having been presented to his Highness, he

reluctantly yielded. He allowed a preliminary meeting of

representatives of the Congregational churches in and about

London to be held on June 21, 1658, and circular letters

to be sent out to all the Congregational churches in England
and Wales convoking a Synod at the Savoy on the 29th of

September. The Confession of Faith, if any, to be drawn up

by this Synod was not, of course, to be the comprehensive

State Confession foreshadowed in Article XI. of the Petition

and Advice, but only the voluntary agreement of the Con-

gregationalists or Independents for themselves. In fact, to

all appearance, if the harmonious comprehension of moderate

Anglicans, Presbyterians, Independents, and Baptists, within

one and the same Church, was to be signified by written symbols
as well as carried out practically, this could be done only

by a plan of concurrent confessions justifying the concurrent

endowments. Even for that, it would seem, Cromwell was

now prepared. Yet he was a little dubious about the policy

of the coming Synod, and certainly was as much resolved as

ever that Synods and other ecclesiastical assemblies should be
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<nly :i permitted machinery for the denominations severally,

and lM:it the Civil M:r_r i-t rate should determine what de-

nominations could he sold-Ted together to make a suitable

ireh, and should supervise and make fast the

jtmotion

There is very striking evidence of Cromwell's attention

at this time to tin- spiritual needs of Scotland in particular.

Karly in H:i7 we It-It Mr. James Sharp in London as agent

for the Scottish Ilesolutioner clergy, ami Principal Oillespie

of (JlasLT.)w, Mr. James Outhrie, Mr. James Simpson, and

.John-tone of WarrUton. with the Marquis of Argyle in the

liai-K. uTound, oj>po>iny thr clever Sharp, and soliciting his

Hi^liiu-ss's favour for the Scottish Protesters or Remonstrants

(ante \>\>.
115-1 1C). Hoth deputations had remained on

: ; 1,-ndon jirrsovt-ringly, Sharp making interest with th>

I'rotrrt.-r through Broghill. Thurloe, and the London

I'nv-ln trrian iuini>t'rs, while ()\ven, Lockyer, and the

.f th> IndejH-ndent minister.-., with Lambert and

F!e t wood, took i>art
rather with the agents of the Pro-

testers. Wearied \\ith li-tening to the dispute person illy,

Cromwell had 1 it to a mixed committee of twelve

Mn^lish IVe-l'N t rians and hid.
; cndents, and at length had

told lioth parties to ''go home and agree among them-

Sharj). Simpson, and Guthrie had, accordingly,

returneil to Scotland l.efore the autumn of 1657; and,

though (Jille>pie, \\'arri>ton, and Argyle were left \)>

it was ditlieult to say that either party had won the

ad\ani;i^v. Haillio, indeetl. writing from Glasgow after

Sharp's return, could report that the Protesters had, on

tln> whol,-. ilcd, and ehiefly by the instrumentality of

"that very worthy, piou- and diligent young man.

Mr. James Sharp." Hut, on the other hand, the Protester*

had .lUained some favours. As far as one can discern, Crom-

well's jud^in.-nt :>s 1.,-tween the two parties of S,-,,t t i-h Kirk-

men had . i>e that they were to be treated M a Tory

majority and a pu^naeious \Vhi;r minoritv, whose ditlerenoea

Books of May 1658 ; Seal's 1\iriun >. I V. 183 et eq. ; Onn
Life of Owen, 230 232.
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would do no harm if they were both kept under proper control,

and that both together formed such a Presbyterian body as

might suitably possess, and yet divide, the Church of Scotland.

For, as has been remarked already, Cromwell, in his con-

servatism, had come, on the whole, to be of opinion that

the national clergy of Scotland must be left massively

Presbyterian, and that it would not do to weld into the

Scottish Establishment, as into the English, Baptists, or

even ordinary professing Independents, in any considerable

number. This would be bad news for those Scottish

Independents and Baptists who had naturally expected

encouragement under Cromwell's rule, but had already

been disappointed. It would be the common policy of the

Resolutioners and Protesters to keep or drive such erratic

spirits out of the Kirk.1 Whether because the long stay of

the Scottish deputations in London had turned much of

Cromwell's thoughts towards Scotland, or simply because

his own anxiety for the "
Propagation of the Gospel

"

everywhere in his dominions had led his eyes at last to

that portion of (Great Britain, we have now to record one

of Cromwell's designs for Scotland worthy of strong mark

even in the total history of his Protectorate. On Thursday,

April 15, 1658, there being present in the Council the Lord

President Lawrence, Lord Richard Cromwell, the Earl of

Mulgrave, and Lords Fleetwood, Wolseley, Sydenham, Lisle,

Strickland and Jones, the following draft was agreed to:

1
Baillie, III. 336 374 and 577 582 ; given: e.g. Mr. John Row, Principal

Blair's Life, 333334 ; Council Order of the College of Old Aberdeen
;
Mr.

Books, Feb. 12 and March 5, 16567, Thomas Charters, Kilbride
;
Mr. John

and Sept. 18, 1657 ; and a pamphlet Menzies, Aberdeen
;

Mr. Seaton, Old

published in London in July 1659 with Aberdeen
;
Mr. Youngston, Durris

;
Mr.

the title
" The Hammer of Persecution, John Forbes, Kincardine. " As soon as

or the Mystery of Iniquity in the Per- " Oliver was lift up to the throne," says
secution of many good people in Scot- the writer,

" some of the Presbyterian
land under the Government of Oliver,

" faction were sent for
; and, to ingratiate

late Lord Protector, and continued by
" himself with them, intimating tacitly

others of the same spirit, disclosed, with " that it was his law no minister iu

the Remedies thereof, by Robt. Pitilloh,
" Scotland should have allowance of a

Advocate." The Persecution complained "livelihood but a National Presbyterian,
of by Mr. Pitilloh, a Scottish lawyer

" he ordered that none should have

who had left Presbyteriauism, was "
stipends as ministers . . . but such

simply the discouragement under the " as had certificates from some four of a

Protectorate of such Scottish ministers "select party, being thirty in
all^.

. .

as had turned Independents and Bap-
" of the honest Presbyterian party."

tists. The names of some such are
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Ky tin- Lrraee of God Lord Protector of the Common-
"

\vc;ilt!i of Kno;land. Seotland, and Ireland, :iiitl the Dominions

1 Territories tin 'ivunto belonging, To our well-beloved

uiiril in Seotland Lr'vet MIL: : Whereas for about

of -IK liun'lred years last past the Gospel, blessed

God I hath Keen plentifully preached in the Lowlands of

"the said nation, and eompetent muinfenanee provided for the
" miniver* th.-re, yet little or no care hath Kern taken f-r

numeroti- people inhabiting in the Highlands Ky the

taKIishing of a ministry or maintenance, where the

reatest part have scarce heanl \\hether then- Ke an Holy
host or not. though there be some in several parts, as We

'an- int'crni.-'!. that hunger and thirst after the means of

"salvation, and that tin-re is a concealed maintenance

-drtained in unrighteousness, and diverted from the right

ids to the sole benefit of particular persons; And I*

"also informed that then- hath l>een much revenue for many
ars togfth.-r in tin- late King's time and since concealed

"and detained from Us by such persons as have no right

title thereunto, and that some ministers that were ac-

({iiaintcd with the Highland language have in a late

"summer season visit* d those parts and been courteously
" usrd Ky many professing there Kreath ings after the Go*j
\Ve do 'I' 'i eon-ideration of their sad c<

"great h..nonr and ,i;lory of (Jod, and the good that may
dound to the s. any poor ignorant creatures, "Will

id Require you, with all an . industry and .

find out a way and means l'r the IMantiiiLT of the Gospel
'

in those {arts, and that, in j>ur>uai. f and the better

"
carry ino; on of so pious a work, our Barons of our Ex-

!ie.(\ierin Scot land d< search and find out jt'GQQ pera***mo{
ites and r> Lelon^ing to Us, or that may

"belonir to l'> and our Successors, and issue forth and pay
the same unto sueh JHTSOII or persons as by our said

(

'

OK '; ihSjU be nominated an I appointed,
''

'
-

: rents or any otli< uues whatso

"quarterly or half-yearly a >\\:i\\ Ke cause, by and
- with their assent and approbation, to the only use and
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"
aforesaid. For which so doing this shall be your and their

"warrant. Witness Ourself at our Palace at Westminster

"the day 1658." This does not seem to have

sufficed for his Highness ;
for on Tuesday, May 4, the Council

returned to the subject and prepared another draft, beginning,
" Forasmuch as We, taking into consideration the sad condition
" of our People in Scotland living in the Highlands, for want

"of the Preaching of the Gospel and Schools of Learning
"
for training up of youth in Learning and Civility, whereby

"the inhabitants of those places in their lives and whole

"demeanour are little different from the roost savage

"heathens," and ending with instructions that <^1200

a year, or double the sum formerly proposed, should be

set apart out of still recoverable rents and revenues of

alienated Chaplaincies, Deaneries, &c. of the old Popish and

Episcopal Church of Scotland, and applied to the purposes of

preaching and education in the Highlands. The sum, in the

Scotland of that time, might go as far as j7000 or 8000

a year now, though in England it would have been worth

only about ^4200 of present value. Spent on an effective

Gaelic mission of travelling pastors, and on a few well-

planted schools, it might have accomplished a good deal.1

Since the beginning of the Protectorate there had been some

care in finding new funds for the Scottish Universities as

well as for the English. Principal Gillespie of Glasgow had

procured a grant for the University of that city (Vol. IV.

p. 565), and something had been done for University-

reform in Aberdeen. Accordingly, that Edinburgh might
not complain, it was now agreed, at a meeting of Council,

July 15, 1658, his Highness himself present, to issue an order

beginning,
" Know ye that We, taking into our consideration

"the condition of the University of Edinburgh, and that
"
(being but of late foundation, viz. since the Reformation

" of Religion in Scotland) the rents thereof are exceedingly
'-
small," and concluding by putting ^

J
200 a year at the dis-

posal of the Town Council of Edinburgh,
"
being the founders

1 Council Order Books of dates.
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1 tindouhted patrons <if the said I'niversity," to be

applr-d lor l'niver>ity purposes with the advice and con-.

rs mill Regents. The gift, it appears, had been

pr..mi>.-d t<> Principal Leighton. \vh.-n he had been in

London, some time In-fore, on one of his yearly journ
for his cun bookish purposes, and certainly neither as

lutioner nor Protester. "Mr. Leighton does nought
t.. count of, but looks about him in his chamber," is

Haillie's characters ic fancy-sketch of Leighton when he

was back in K.linlmr^h and the j^OO a year had become

a certainty; l>ut he adds that the saint had shown more

temper than usual at finding that Mr. Sharp had contrived

that i KM) of the sum should go to Mr. Alexander I>ieK

(son of the lies,, lutioner David Pick-on) \\lu> had been recentlv

appointed to the Ilchrew Professorship, and who: ton

did not like. Indeed Baillie makes merry over the possibil

that the poor jf200 a year for Iviinl.urgh mig! be

foithcoming, any more than the richer "flim-flams" Mr.

(Jillopie h. :ied tor (iloj*gow, though in them he

eonfeed a more lively interest. 1 -Whether Scotland should

actually handle the new endowments tor her Universities,

or the more important L I'.MX) a year for the eivili/.ation of the

Highlands, di pendcd on the energy and ability of his Iligh-

fi Scottish Council in finding out ways and means. Broghill

still al'sent in i I. hut on the wing for I r. !.md, and

Lockhait and oti.i rs 1 < ing also absent, the most active of the

Councillors now lei't in Scotland, in association with Monk,
:u to have l.n ii I. -rd K< eperDesborouL ; on of Swin-

ion, and Col. nel \Vhetham. Since August 1656, by the

1 OM .n.l "ment in writing prMBted to the
<

.

y "of K.linl.urgh on behalf of that city
. hare a place

* ami rrea on behalf of the
!

"
HijniriMU of Scntlud. the an bdB

B<x Onitrtd, That it be offered

this inii <hne M the adrke of the
rt from ii that his HighneM will be

"ploMod to iarae hU wamuit for Mr.

rear General to prepare a Patent
i

.(unary 1. <saif Draft.*
1

t an agree-
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Protector's orders, three had been a sufficient quorum of

the Council. Monk, of course, was the real Vice-Protector.

Scotland had become his home. He had lived for some

years in the same house at Dalkeith, "pleasantly seated in

the midst of a park," occupying all his spare time " with

the pleasures of planting- and husbandry
"

;
he had buried his

second son, an infant, in a chapel near
;
and to all appearance

he might expect to spend the rest of his days where he was,

a wealthy English soldier-farmer naturalized among the Scots,

acquiring estates among them, and keeping them under quiet

command.1

Next to the Propagation of the Gospel by an Established

Ministry everywhere, the fixed idea of Cromwell for his

Home-Government, as we have had again and again to

explain, was toleration of all varieties of religious opinion.

Under this head little that is new presents itself in the part

of his Protectorate with which we are now concerned. The

Anti-Trinitarian Mr. John Biddle, who had been in custody

in the Isle of Scilly since Oct. 1655 (ante p. 66), had moved

for a writ of habeas corpus, and had been brought to London,

apparently with an intention on Cromwell's part to set him

at liberty. Nor had Cromwell lost sight of the poor demented

Quaker, James Nayler. There is extant a long and confi-

dential letter to his Highness from his private secretary Mr.

William Malyn, giving an account of a visit Malyn had paid

to Nayler in Bridewell expressly by his Highness's command.

It is to the effect that he had found Nayler well enough in

bodily health, but so mulishly obstinate or mad that he could

not be coaxed in a long interview to speak even a single

word, and that therefore, though Malyn did not like to

" dissuade
"

his Highness from " a work of tenderness and

mercy," he could hardly yet advise Nayler's release, but

would carefully apply the money he had received from his

Highness for Nayler's comfort. For the Quakers generally

there was, we fear, no more specific protection than Crom-

well's good-nature when a case of cruelty was distinctly

1 Council Order Books, Aug. 14, 1656.
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brought within his cognisance. What shall we say, however,
order or intention ..f Cromwell's Council in .June 1658,

ulni-li, if not against liberty of conscience in the general
-en-e, was decidedly retrograde in respect of the specific

liberty of the press? On the 22nd of that month, nine

members being present, though not his Highness, it was

agreed, on a report by Mr. Comptroller, i. e. by Lord Jones,

from ;i Committee that had been aj>j>ointed on the subject,

in mend to his Highness to issue a warrant with this

preamble. \Vhoreas there are divers good laws, statutes, acts,

"and ordinance- of Parliament in force, which were hereto-

made and I'liMish.-d against the printing- of unlirenaed,
"
seditious, and scandalous books and pamphlets, and for the

" better re^ulatini,' of printing, wherein several provisions are
"
contained, sufficient to prevent the designs of persons dis-

all. <ted to the State and Government of this Common-
"
wealth, who have assumed to themselves and do continually

" take upon them a licentious boldness to write, print, publish,

8 and di- perse many dangerous, seditious, blasphemous, Popish,
ami scandalous pamphlets, books, and papers, to the high
dishonour of (iod, the scorn and contempt of the Laws and

" of all good Order and (iovernment; and forasmuch as it

"nearly concern- I's. in respect of the public peace and

y. to take care for a due ex of the said laws."

What !.>l!..\\,d was a special charge to the Master and

Wardens of the Stall. -ner>' Company, together with 1:

Hills and John Field, his 1 1 1 ^hness's Printers, to see to the

strict enforcement in future of the restrictions of certain

Proas Acts, to wit. the ordinance of the Long Parliament of

.June 1 k UVi.'J (that ji-r:iin>t which Milton had written his

MX- Minilar ordinance of the same Parliament

I' date Sept. MS. U',|7. tl , the Hump Parliam.

^'pt ;il>haw
i

> 1'ress Act of the first year of the

Commonwealth), and the renewal of the same Jan. 7, K>

Had this been all, one mi^ht have inferred nothing more

than one of those occasional panics about Press licentioU8HM

from the recurrence of which even Milton's reasoning had

::iment with \\hieh he was
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connected. But at the same meeting
1

it was referred to Lord

Fleetwood, Lord Wolseley, Lord Pickering, Lord Jones, Lord

Desborough, Lord Viscount Lisle, and Lord Strickland, or to

any two of them,
" to consider of fit persons to be added for

"
licensing of books and to report the names of such persons

"to the Council." This was distinctly retrogressive; and the

regret of Milton must have been none the less because four of

the Committee that were to find the new licensers were men

he had named in his Defemio Secunda as' heroes of the Com-

monwealth, and because, as appears from a marginal jotting

to the minute as it stands in the Council Order Books, the

man thought of at once for one of the new licensers, or as

the person fittest to be first consulted in the business, was

Marchamont Needham. After all, it may have been, like

some of the previous movements for press-regulation, only

a push from Palernoster Row in defence of the legitimate

book-trade, and the main intention of the Council itself may
have been against pamphlets like Kitting no Murder or publica-

tions of the indecent order. 1

O how stable and grand seemed the Protectorate in the

month of July 1658 ! Rebellion at home in all its varieties

quashed once more, and now, as it might seem, for ever ; the

threatened invasion of the Spaniards and Charles Stuart dissi-

pated into ridicule
;
a footing acquired on the Continent, and

6000 Englishmen stationed there in arms ; Foreign Powers,

with Louis XIV. at their head, obeisant to the very ground
whenever they turned their gaze towards the British Islands,

and dreading the next bolt from -the Protector's hands ; those

hands evidently toying with several new bolts and poising

them towards the parts of Europe for which they were in-

tended ; great schemes, besides, for England, Scotland, Ireland,

and the Colonies, in that inventive brain ! All this, we say, in

July 1658, by which time also it was known that the Pro-

tector, so far from fearing to face a new Parliament, was

ready to call one and would take all the chances. His im-

1 Council Order Books of dates, and Nayler). For previous Press Acts re-

Nickolh's Milton State Papers, 143 144 ferred to by the Council, see ante Vol.

(the last for Malyn's Letter about III. 266271, and Vol. IV. 116118.
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mediate necessity, of coarse, was monc\ II second Parlia-

ment, at tin- doffl of its first uu<l loyal session in .him- 1657,
ha.l provided ordinary stipplio f..r three years ;

but there had
been MM MI -\\ revenue-arrangements in the short second session,

and tin- nirivnt expenses for the Flanders exp -dition. the

\ario 11- Kmbassies, tin- Court, and the whole conduct of the

imient, far outran the voted income. The pay of the

armies in Kntrland, Scotland, and Ireland was greatly in

arrears; on all hands the straits for money; and,

\\hate\er mi^ht be done by expedients and ingenuity mean-

while, tlu- ellectivc extrication could only be by a Parliament.

Not for subsidies only, however, was Cromwell willing to

iwort again to that agency, with ail its poriU. II

that, in con-c.|ncnee of what had passed since the Dissolution

in .January, any Parliament that should nou meet him would

be in a different m(xi towards himself from that he had

recently encountered. Then miijht there not be proposal-, in

which he and such a Parliament might agree, for con

tional changes in advance of the Articles of the Petition and

.It/'-K-f, though in the same direction of orderliness and H

and
v.tat.-ly rule? Was there not wide re-rn-t amonej the

civilians that he had not accepted th. l\ :. ~hi|> ;
had his

retu-al of it been really wise; might not that question be

"! - \\ith that tjucstion mi^ht I o-o the

I

nest ion of the succession, whether by nomination for one

nly as \\a> now lix.d, or by peqwtual nomination, or

by a return to the hereditary and dyna-tic principle \vhieh

the la\v\er< and the ci\ ilians thought the best'' Nor could

the Se.< .ml House of Parliament remain the vague thing it

had 1 It must be amended in the points
in which it- u.a'.ness had been proxed and a'. dence

hitherto was that it mu-t be made : ! formally a House
I- ''-- \\ith the rein>titution of a peerage as part

and parcel of the le-islati\ u. AVhether such a

-lionld be hereditary or for life only mi^ht l>e in

doubt ; but th ptoms t'

Ige should 1 nly f'r life, Cromwell had conviiu-cd him-

self ..f the utility, fur --em-nil j-urposea, of at least a Social

MM.. \. A a'
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Peerage with hereditary rank and titles. In his First Pro-

tectorate he had made knights only; in his Second he created

a few baronets. Nay, besides favouring the courtesy appel-

lation of "
lords," as applied to all who had sat in the late

Upper House and to the great officers of State, he had added

at least two peers of his own making to the hereditary peer-

age as it had come down from the late reign.
1

As early as April the new Parliament had been thought of,

and since June there had been a select committee of nine,

precognoscing the chances, considering the questions to be

brought up, and feeling in every way the public pulse. The

nine so employed were Lords Fleetwood, Fiennes, Desborough,

Pickering, Philip Jones, Whalley, Cooper, and Goffe, and Mr.

Secretary Thurloe. There are a few glimpses of their consulta-

tions in the Thurloe correspondence, where also there is a hint

of some hope of the compliance at last even of such old

Republicans as Vane and Ludlow. But July 1658 had come,

and no one yet knew when the Parliament would meet. It

could not be expected then before the end of the year.
2

.Before that time Oliver Cromwell was to be out of the

1 In continuation of a former note shire (March 5, 1657 8) ; Colonel

giving a list of the Knighthoods of Henry Ingoldsby, John Twistleton, Esq.,
Cromwell's First Protectorate so far as and Henry Wright, Esq., son of the

I have ascertained them (ante p. 303), physician Dr. Wright (all April 10,
here is a list of the Knighthoods of the 1658) ;

Griffith Williams, of Carnarvon-
Second : William Wheeler (Aug. 26, shire (May 28, 1658) ; Attorney General

1657} ;
Edward Ward, of Norfolk (Nov. Edmund Prideaux and Solicitor General

2, 1657) ; Alderman Thomas Andrews William Ellis (Aug. 13, 1658) ;
William

(Nov. 14, 1(557) ; Colonel Matthew Wyndham, Esq., co. Somerset (Aug. 28,
Tomlinson (Nov. 25, 1657, in Dublin, by 1658). The Baronetcies, being rare,

Lord Henry Cromwell as Lord Deputy seem to have been much prized ;
and that

for Ireland) ;
Alderman Thomas Foot, of Henry Ingoldsby raised jealousies

Alderman Thomas Atkins, and Colonel (see letter of Henry Cromwell in Thur-
John Hewson (all Dec. 5, 1657) ;

James loe, VII. 57). Peerages conferred by
Drax, Esq., a Barbadoes merchant (Dec. Cromwell were not likely, any more

31, 1657) ; Henry Pickering and Philip than his Knighthoods and Baronetcies,
Twistleton (Feb. 1, 1657 8) ; John to be paraded by their possessors alter

Lenthall, Esq., son of Speaker Lenthall the Restoration. But Cromwell's fa-

(March 9, 1657 8) ;
Alderman Chiver- vourite, Colonel Charles Howard, a

ton and Alderman John Ireton (March scion of the great Norfolk Howards,
22, 1657 8) ;

Colonel Henry Jones was raised to the dignity of Viscount

(July 17, 1658, for distinguished bravery Howard of Morpeth and Baron Gils-

at the siege of Dunkirk). Baronetcies land in Cumberland
;
Cromwell's rela-

conferred by Cromwell were the follow- tive, Edmund Dunch, of Little Witten-

ing: John Read, of Hertfordshire ham, Berks, was created Baron Burnell,

(June 25, 1657) ;
the Hon. John Clay- April 20, 1658

;
and Cromwell, just

pole, father of Lord Claypole (July 20, before his death, made, or wanted to

1657) ; Thomas Chamberlain (Oct. 6, make, Bulstrode Whitlocke a Viscount.

1657) ; Thomas Beaumont, of Leicester- 2
Thurloe, VII. 99, 151152, et seq.
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world. Though l.ut in his sixtieth year, ami with his pro-

di-iot;^ poucrs <.f will, intellect, heart, ami humour, unim-

! vi-ildy in tin- least atom, his frame had for some

1 n Lrivinj* way under the pressure of his ceaseless burden.

! jmr or t\\o his handwriting, though statelier ami more

deliherato than at lir>t, had been singularly tremulous, and to

those closest ahoiit liiin there had hem other si^n* f ph\ Heal

p. Not till late in July, however, or early in

t, \\as there any serious cause for alarm, and then in

,uenee of the terrihle eff.ets UJK.!! his II i^hness of his

attendance on the death-bed of his second daughter, the

much-lo\ed Lady Claypole. She had been lingeringly ill for

some time, of a most painful internal disease, aggravated by
the d.-.ith of her youngest boy, Oliv* r. Hampton Court had

<d lier as a dying invalid, tortured by
"
fntjuent and

I.'IIL;- convulsion-fits"; and here, thr.-u^h a great part of July,

the fond father had been hanging about her, broken-hearted

and unlit for husiness. For his convenience the Council had

1 its inert ings from Whitehall t> Hampton Court ;

hut, though he was present at one there on July 15, he a\

one on July MO. another on July 22, and a third on July 27.

On the ~MMh. which was the fifth meeting at Hampton Court,

he did look in again and take his place. Next day Lord and

Lady Faleonhrid^e arrived at I' ; ('..urt. where already,

lu>ides the Protector ami the Lady Protectress, there

i >mwrll. the widowed Lady Frances, and

others of the family, all round the dyin^ sud'erer. After that

:>L: of the Council of .Inly Ml) which he had managed to

attend, ami an intervening meeting at Whitehall without him.

il was again at Hampton Court on Thursday the

5th of Aniju-t. At this meeting one of the resolutions was
"
Th., iry le d.-ired t> make a .nofsuch

"
inji; iv.'.l hy the LiiL:li>h from the Outeh as have

come t> his eoo;ni^ane,^ and to offer the same to the Council

on this day seven-ni^ht." Thi- was a very important reso-

lution, si^nilieant of a dissa: D with the conduct of

the Pntch. and a desire to rail them to account ajja

had for some time Wn growing in Cromwell's mind; and

A a 2
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there can be no doubt that he had suggested the subject to

the Council. But his Highness did not appear in the meet-

ing himself, and next day Lady Claypole lay dead. Before

her death his grief had passed into an indefinite illness,

described as " of the gout and other distempers "; and, though
he was able to come to London on the 10th of August, on

which night Lady Claypole's remains were interred in a little

vault that had been prepared for them in Henry Vllth's

Chapel in Westminster Abbey, he returned to Hampton Court

greatly the worse. But, after four or five days of confinement,

attended by his physicians on one of which days (the 13th)

Attorney General Prideaux and Solicitor General Ellis were

made baronets he was out again for an hour on the 17th;

and thence till Friday the 20th he seemed so much better that

Thurloe and others thought the danger past. From the public

at large the fact of his illness had been hitherto concealed as

much as possible ; and hence it may have been that on two or

three of those days of convalescence he showed himself as

usual, riding with his life-guards in Hampton Court Park.

It was on one of them, most probably Friday the 20th, that

George Fox had that final meeting with him which he

describes in his Journal. The good but obtrusive Quaker

had been writing letters of condolence and mystical religious

advice to Lady Claypole in her illness, and had recently sent

one of mixed condolence and rebuke to Cromwell himself;

and now, not knowing of Cromwell's own illness, he had

come to have a talk with him about the sufferings of the

Friends. " Before I came to him, as he rode at the head of

" his life-guard," says Fox,
" I saw and felt a waft of death go

" forth against him ; and, when I came to him, he looked like

" a dead man." Fox, nevertheless, had his conversation with

the Protector, who told him to come again, but does not

seem to have mentioned the inquiry he had been making,

through his secretary Mr. Malyn, about the state of Fox's

fellow-Quaker, poor James Nayler. Next day, Saturday, Aug.

21, when Fox went to Hampton Court Palace to keep his

appointment, he could not be admitted. Harvey, the groom
of the bedchamber, told him that his Highness was very ill,
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with his physicians about him. ami must be k< ; . That

rniiiLT his <1: had dcVfloj>ed itself distinct Iv ;

: which a^-uc proved. within the next few dayv

!'. "f the kind called ly the physicians "a bastard tertia

with the cold and hot shivering fits recurring

moM violently every third day, but with the intervals also

t r.<u!>!' -!,. Yet it was on this first day of his ague that he

led a warrant for a patent to make Bulstrode Whitlocke a

->unt. YYhitlockc himself, though he afterwards declined

the honour as inconvenient, is precise as to the date. The

physicians thinking the London air hetter for the malady than

that ..f Hampton Court, his Highness was removed to Win
hall on Tuesday the 24th. That was one of the intervals of

his f< \, r. and he seems to have come up easily enough in hi>

h, and to have been ignite able to take an interest in what

he found going on at Whitehall. Six days before (Aug. 18) the

Puke ..;' Buckingham, who had been for some time in 1. mlon

undisturbed, living in his mans -< \\ith his

-recently wedded wife, and with Lord and Lady Fairfax in

their society, had been apprehended on the In-h-road some

miles from Cantcrl m ry ; and. whctlu r on the old grounds

from new sn , the Council. 1-y a warrant issued on the

19th. donl.tless with Cromwell's sanction intimated from

Hampton Court, had commit Ud him to the Tower. On the

day of Cromwell's return to Whitehall this business of

the Puke was again before the Council, in consequence of a

petition from the young Duchess that he might \<c permi:

\" remain at York House on sufficient security. Fairfax

himself had gone to Whitehall to urge his daugh nest

and urity. and Cromwell, though unable to be

in the Council-room, gave him a private interview. Accord;

to the vtniy in tin family, it must have been an

unpleasant one. Cromwell could !>< stern on such a subject

.ind to his old commander, and so Fairfax

turmd nhrujiTiy from him in the gallery at Whitehall,

king his hat, and tlm-wing his (1-ak tinder his arm, as

he used to do when he \\ as an^rv." Nor was this the last

-s of \\liich the Protector, though n
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more in the Council-room, must have been directly cognisant.

Whitlocke says he visited him and was kept to dine with

him on the 26th, and that he was then able to discourse on

business
; but, as Whitlocke makes Hampton Court the place,

there must be an error as to the day. The last baronetcy he

conferred was made good on Saturday the 28th, four days after

the interview with Fairfax
;
and even after that, between his

fever-fits, he kept some grasp of affairs, and received and sent

messages. But that Saturday of the last baronetcy was a

day of marked crisis. The ague had then changed into a

" double tertian," with two fits in the twenty-four hours, both

extremely weakening. So Sunday passed, with prayers in all

the churches
;
and then Beanie that extraordinary Monday

(Aug. 30, 1658) which lovers of coincidence have taken care

to remember as the day of most tremendous hurricane that

ever blew over London and England. From morning to

night the wind raged and howled, emptying the streets, un-

roofing houses, tearing up trees in the parks, foundering ships

at sea, and taking even Flanders and the coasts of France

within its angry whirl. The storm was felt, within England,
as far as Lincolnshire, where, in the vicinitj- of an old manor-

house, a boy of fifteen years of age, named Isaac Newton, was

turning it to account, as he afterwards remembered, by jump-

ing first with the wind, and then against it, and computing
its force by the difference of the distances. Through all this

storm, as it shuddered round Whitehall, shaking the doors

and windows, the sovereign patient had lain on, passing from

fit to fit, but talking in the intervals with the Lady Protectress

or with his physicians, while Owen, Thomas Goodwin, Sterry,

or some other of the preachers that were in attendance, went

and came between the chamber and an adjoining room. A
certain belief that he would recover, w7hich he had several

times before expressed to the Lady Protectress and others, had

not yet left him, and had communicated itself to the preachers

as an assurance that their prayers were heard. Writing to

Henry Cromwell at nine o'clock that night, Thurloe could say,
" The doctors are yet hopeful that he may struggle through it,

"
though their hopes are mingled with much fear." Even the
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'lay. Tuesday, Au,'. 31, Cromwell was still himself, still

eon-eiou.-ly the Lord IV Through the storm of the

pn <<; in^ dav Ludlow had made a journey to London from

x on ramily-l>u~ iten 1-aek in the morning by a

wind a-ain-1 which t\v.. horses could not make way, hut con-

triving late at night to push on as far as Epping.
"
By this

in. an-." he says,
" I arrived not at Westminster till Tuesday

"al.i.ut noon, when, passing l>y Whitehall, notice was immc-

diately given to Cromwell that I was come to town. \\\\<

"
upon he sent for Lieutenant General Fleetwood, and ordered

'' him to enquire concerning the reasons of ray coming at such

'haste and at such a time." If Cromwell could attend to

such a matter that day, he mn-t have been able also t >

prompt the resolution of his Council in Whitehall the same

day in the case of the Ihike of Buckingham. It was that

the Duke, on account of his health, might be removed from

the To\\rr to \\ indsor Castle, but must continue in eonline-

ment. At the end of the ...
'

wo.*!, writing to 1 lenry

Cromwell, reported, "The Lord is
j.
leased to give some little

reviving this evening: after few slumbering sleeps, his

"pulse is 1 As near as can be guessed, it was that

same night that Cromwell himself uttered the well-known

short prayer, the words of which, or as nearly aspossihle the

j

\\,.rd<. were preserved by the pious care of his chamber-

attendant Harvey. It is to the same authority that we owe

the nio>t authentic record of the religious demeanour of the

lector from the l.e^inniny: of his illness. Very beautifully

and simplv Harvey tells us of his "holy expressions," his

fervid references to Scripture texts, and his repetitions of some

texts in particular, such repetitions "usually being very

weighty and with ^rcat \v!; of spirit." One of them

was h i- a fearful thing- to fall into the hands of the living

Three times he repeated this ; hut the texts of promise

ami of Christian triumph had all alon^ been more frequently

on his lips. All in all. his single short prayer, which Hat

places
' two or thn < his end." ma\ he read as the

Minary of all that \\e mvd to know now of the d\

Puritan in these eternal respects.
"
Lord," he mutt.
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"
though I am a miserable and wretched creature, I am in

" covenant with Thee through grace, and I may, I will, come
" to Thee. For Thy people, Thou hast made me, though very
"
unworthy, a mean instrument to do them some good, and

" Thee service
;
and many of them have set too high a value

"
upon me, though others wish and would be glad of my

" death. But, Lord, however Thou dost dispose of me,
" continue and go on to do good for them. Give them con-

"
sistency of judgment, one heart, and mutual love

;
and go

"on to deliver them, and with the work of reformation ; and
" make the name of Christ glorious in the world. Teach
" those who look too much upon Thy instruments to depend
" more upon Thyself; pardon such as desire to trample upon
" the dust of a poor worm, for they are Thy people too

;
and

"
pardon the folly of this short prayer, even for Jesus Christ's

" sake
;
and give us a good night, if it be Thy pleasure."

Wednesday, Sept. 1, passes unmarked, unless it may be for

the delivery to the Lady Protectress, in her watch over Crom-

well, of a letter, dated that day, and addressed to her and her

children, from the Quaker Edward Burrough. It was long

and wordy, but substantially an assurance that the Lord had

sent this affliction upon the Protector's house on account of

the unjust sufferings of the Quakers. " Will not their suffer-

"
ings lie upon you ? For many hundreds have suffered cruel

" and great things, and some the loss of life (though not by,
"
yet in the name of, the Protector) ;

and about a hundred at

"
this present day lie in holes, and dungeons, and prisons, up

" and down the nation." The letter, we may suppose, was

not read to Cromwell, and the Wednesday went by. On

Thursday, Sept. 2, there was an unusually full Council-meet-

ing close to his chamber, at which order was given for the

removal of Lords Lauderdale and Sinclair from Windsor

Castle to Warwick Castle, to make more room at Windsor

for the Duke of Buckingham. That night Harvey sat up
with his Highness and again noted some of his sayings. One

was "
Truly, God is good ;

indeed He is
;
He will not

"

He did not complete the sentence. " His speech failed him,"

says Harvey ;

"
but, as I apprehended, it was ' He will not
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"
l-:i\f me.

1

This saving, that God was good, he freqi

all al..n._r. :md would speak it with much cheerfulness

and fervour of spirit in tin- midst of his pain. Again he
"

-aid, I would lie willing to live to be farther serviceable to

and His people; Lnt my work is done.' He was very
loss most part of the night, speaking often to himself.

"
And. there being something to drink oll'.-rvd him, he was
do-ired to take the same, and endeavour to sleep; unto

which In- an-wcred, 'It is not ray design to drink or to

.sleep, but my design is to make what haste I can to be

"gone.' Afterwards, towards morning, using divers holy
'

expressions, implying much inward consolation and peace,

in,' the rest he spake some exceeding self-debasing words,

"annihilating and judging himself." This is the last. The
ne\t daj , Pri iay, was his twice victorious Third of SeptctnlH-r.
the anniversary of Dunbur and Worcester. '1 hat morning he

was speechless . and, though the prayers in \Vhitehall, and in

all London and the suburbs, did not cease for him, people in

the houses and passers in the streets knew that hope was over

ami Oliver at the point of death. For several days there had
1'cen eaution> approaches to him on the subject of t he nomina-

tion of his successor, and either on the storn iy or later

that matter had been settled somehow. 1

Booki from July 8 ichu* (June 9, 1659," I>.n.J..n . Printed

ng roinutea of Nclling it

lilt' :.:." '.
' U '.

. : ; || . !'!.:. ,r II !. .
' -i

two linwi, 17< 17- aliri.li;

. July 15 meutof the U
tin- Mxtli. Kairfax,

I

W, 820, 828, 664- f.75; Carl vie, 1 1 1.867-37-
862-364, 866-367, may well be raui again ami again) ;

/<i*- 8e*.

metrni*? hit fafe Higkmem, y Sir Drld
">//, in (ht Time ,./ kit Brewiter (1860), I. 14.
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LTON*8 I.IMTION- OF KALXIOB1
!

-il'MITHiN (! Till: ill. I) 1>; /M/.M //>/: 1.-T \M>

TUAL COMMKN.-KMKNT i|- Tin: I-.II:M : QHATO1 KIIOM

Tin: M; \MATH- FMKM TO TIIK KI-IC: SONNET IN MEMORY
or ins lu-.rr.Asr.n \\ :

the Second Protectorate Milton remained in ofli. .

just as before. He was not, however, as had been custom
hei'o iv at the commencement of each new period of his

retaryship, iworn in afresh. Thurloe was sworn in, loth

as (Jem-nil Secretary and as full Councillor, and Scol>ell and
.1

-..], were sworn in as Clerks;
1 but \\v hear of no sueh

c t n
tiiMiiy in the case of Miltnn. His Latin Secretaryship

inter, was now regarded as an excrescence from tin- Whitehall

iMi-hment, ratlu-r than an integral part of it. An oath

may ha\v heeii atlininistt-iTtl to him
]>rivate1y, or his old

jvnrral rn^:iLr'in-nt may have sufficed.

Our lirst trace of Milton after the m \\ inau^uia'ion of

Cromwell is in one of his Latin 1'amiliar Kpistles, addressed

to tome young feragoti in London, ofwbon I know nothing
more than may bi- learnt IV..m the letter iUelf:

Y.iy hiMiiiL'uished MB. HKXRY DK BRASS.

I M6, Sir, that you, unlike most of our modern youth in tlicir

sin .

i.-i^'ii l.unU, travfl ri,L.'htly and \vi-t-ly, after the la.shi.in

<>t" the ..1.1 ]ihil.-,,j,hf]--. %
a,, t for in-tliuary youthful ijuests, but with

a \i \ to the acquisition of fuller eru.litio:

\'\ a- ot'tin as 1 look at what \<>t; "U appear to me to be

who has mini? among strangers not so much to receive know-

ledge as to impart it to others, to barter good merchandise rat!

than to huy it. I \vi>h imleed it were as ea> to assist I

promote in evrry way tho-e i-xei-lli-nt .stmlirs of yours as it is

pli-asant and irratifyinu' to : help a>ked by a person of your
uncoininon tal<

A- I.T tin' i. ^..hiti'.n yi.u >
iy y..u li.i\. t.ikeii to write to me and

n-.pie-t my; wards solvinir tho.M- <liHieulti.-- al<mt which

many ages wi i -com to have been in the dark,

Council Order Books, July 13 au.l 14, 1657.
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I have never assumed anything of the kind as within my powers,

nor should I dare now to do so. In the matter of Sallust, which

you refer to me, I will say freely, since you wish me to tell plainly

what I do think, that I prefer Sallust to any other Latin historian
;

which also was the almost uniform opinion of the Ancients. Your

favourite Tacitus has his merits
;
but the greatest of them, in my

judgment, is that he imitated Sallust with all his might. As far

as I can gather from what you write, it appears that the result of

my discourse with you personally on this subject has been that you

are now nearly of the same mind with me respecting that most

admirable writer
; and hence it is that you ask me, with reference

to what he has said, in the introduction to his Catilinarian War

as to the extreme difficulty of writing History, from the obligation

that the expressions should be proportional to the deeds by what

method I think a writer of History might attain that perfection.

This, then, is my view : that he who would write of worthy deeds

worthily must write with mental endowments and experience of

affairs not less than were in the doer of the same, so as to be able

with equal mind to comprehend and measure even the greatest of

them, and, when he has comprehended them, to relate them dis-

tinctly and gravely in pure and chaste speech. That he should do

so in ornate style, I do not much care about
;
for I want a Historian,

not an Orator. Nor yet would I have frequent maxims, or criticisms

on the transactions, prolixly thrown in, lest, by interrupting the

thread of events, the Historian should invade the office of the

Political Writer : for, if the Historian, in explicating counsels and

narrating facts, follows truth most of all, and not his own fancy or

conjecture, he fulfils his proper duty. I would add also that

characteristic of Sallust, in respect of which he himself chiefly

praised Cato, to be able to throw off a great deal in few words:

a thing which I think no one can do without the sharpest judgment
and a certain temperance at the same time. There are many in

whom you will not miss either elegance of style or abundance of

information
;
but for conjunction of brevity with abundance, i. e. for

the despatch of much in few words, the chief of the Latins, in my

judgment, is Sallust. Such are the qualities that I think should be

in the Historian that would hope to make his expressions propor-

tional to the facts he records.

But why all this to you, who are sufficient, with the talent you

have, to make it all out, and who, if you persevere in the road you
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will soon be able to consult no one more learned than

\uiirsrli'. That you tin (K-reevere, tliouu'li y>i require no one's

may not seem to have altogether failed

in : .IT- -p.'ii.liii-ly with tlio value you are pleased to put

upon my aiith..rit\ uith you. i, my earnest exhortation and >-

gestion. Farewell; ami all MICCCSS to your real worth, and your

Zeal for ;n ',1m in_' \vi dom.
- \\Y-t .luly i:.

Ileiin, Oltlciilnir^, ami his
j>uj>il

Kit-hard .I.mes. nl

\\ inrlairh, lia.l left Oxford in April or M.iy 1^7. after a!

a year's st*iy t
1

i had gone abroad on a tour which

I over more thai\ four years. It was nn arrange-

in. -ill l.ir tin- farther duration of young Ranclagh in the way
iim-t latisfi his iiK.t her, Lady Ranelagh, and perhaps

al>.i i.. hi- nude, Robert Boyle, neither of whom seems to

have carc.l much f..r the ordinary I'nivrrsity routine; and

particulars had 1 ween Oh!

Imrjf at Oxford and Lady Ranelagh in Ireland. 1

Young
nd, took with him as his servant a Da

\Vhitelaw, who had been servant to Durie in ki* foreign

travels: my man, Davi.l \Vhitelaw," as Durie calls him.2

Th. nveni.nt Hartlibwas to manage the conveyance

of letters to t r they might

Th.-y unit. tly. to Sauinur in the west of

a pleasant little town, with a college, a libra'

which the\ !,a.l *! rt.d tor their first place of residt-i.

rather than Paris. An Italian master was procured to teach

\oun :, Jam - something <! ry an.l fortiJics-

tion"; ai..l. f..r tl. < )hlenhurg himself continued to

superintend hi> >tu.li.>. direct HILT them a good deal in that

line of physical and economical ol.servati.-n which might be

sup uial to a nephew o! 1

'

\ '. and whirh had

liceomr intere.-' iiim-.lf. "As for u> 1. ;>te

Oldenl.ur- to ]' in Sauinur, Se;-t. S. we are,

tl ^o.xlness of God, in perfect health; and, your

II 174 sod 195).

'.Oenburg in Bo/te'
\v

1 Letters
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"nephew having spent these two or three months we have
" been here very well and in more than ordinary diligence,
" I cannot bat give him some relaxation in taking a view of

" this province of Anjou during this time of vintage ; which,
"
though it be a very tempting one to a young appetite, yet

"
shall, I hope, by a careful watchfulness, prove unprejudicial

" to his health." 1 A good while before Oldenburg wrote this

letter to Boyle both he and his pupil had written to Milton,

and Milton's replies had already been received. They are

dated on the same day, but we shall put that to young

Ranelagh first. It will be seen that Oldenburg must have

had a sight of it from his pupil before he wrote the above to

Boyle :

"To the noble youth, PIICHAKD JONES.

" That you made out so long a journey without inconvenience,

and that, spurning the allurements of Paris, you have so quickly

reached your present place of residence, where you can enjoy

literary leisure and the society of learned persons, I am both

heartily glad, and set down to the credit of your disposition.

There, so far as you keep yourself in bounds, you will be in

harbour; elsewhere you would have to beware the Syrtes, the

Eocks, and the songs of the Sirens. All the same I would not

have you thirst too much after the Saumur vintage, with which you
think to delight yourself, unless it be also your intention to dilute

that juice of Bacchus, more than a fifth part, with the freer cup of

the Muses. But to such a course, even if I were silent, you have

a first-rate adviser ; by listening to whom you will indeed consult

best for your own good, and cause great joy to your most excellent

mother, and a daily growth of her love for you. Which that you

may accomplish you ought every day to petition Almighty God.

Farewell ;
and see that you return to us as good as possible, and as

cultured as possible in good arts. That will be to me, beyond

others, a most delightful result.

"Westminster: Aug. 1, 1657."

The letter to Oldenburg contains matter of more interest:

"To HENRY OLDENBUKG.
" I am glad you have arrived safe at Saumur, the goal of your

1
Boyle's Works, V. 299.
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as I I., li, \r. Y.III :m> nut mixtaki-n in thinking the news

would I-- VTV a'.'rrrali!.- t ii. i-ular. who both love you for

\\n limit, and know the cause of your undertaking the

jourii. v to be so honourable and praiseworthy.

As to tii.- news you have heard, that so infamous a priest has

allrd to instruct so illustrious a church, I lm<l rather any one

else had h.aid it in Charon's boat than you in that of Charenton;

lor it U inijlitily to be feared that whoever thinks to get to heaven

mul. -r tin- auspices of so foul a guide will be a whole world awry in

his cnlml itioiH. Woe to that church (only God avert the omen
!)

-n. -h ministers please, mainly by tickling the ears, ministers

whom th.- Chuivh. if she would truly be called Reformed, would

fitly cast out than desire to brim,' in.

In not having iriv. n copies of my writings to any one that does

not ask for them, you have done well and discreetly, not in my

opinion alonr. l.iit nl-o in that of Horace:

Err not by *! for ut, nor on our books

Draw hatred by too vehement car*.

A Irani. ! man, a fri- -nd of mine, spent last summer at Saunmr.

H wrote to nu- that th.- book was in demand in those parts; I sent

only oin- ropy : h.- wrote back that some of the learned to whom he

h a.l li-nt it had been pleased with it hugely. Had I not thought

I should IK- .loin:,' u thing agreeable to them, I should have spared

you trouble and myself expense. But,

hanoe my load of paper gall* your back.

* ith it now. rather than in the end

Dwh down the panniers curving.

ur Lawrence, as you bade me, I have given greetings in

your MOM. l-'or thr n-t, tb-r. is iiothini; I should wish you to do

or can- for m.nv than see that yourself and your pupil get on in

good h.alth, and tl turn to us as soon as possible with all

\\

The books montionitl in thr third paragraph as having been

-mt by Milt. x ;inur in Oldenburg's t-harge must hve
,softh.- ^

: : he Pro & DefeHtio.

Tlu' person inriitionrd with >uch l..;ithin' in the second

paragraph was tin- h.ro of those performances, Morus. The

paragraph requires explanation.
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For Morus, uncomfortable at Amsterdam, and every day
under some fresh discredit there, a splendid escape had at

length presented itself. He had received an invitation to be

one of the ministers of the Protestant church of Charenton,

close to Paris. This church of Charenton was indeed the

main Protestant church of Paris itself and the most flourishing

representative of French Protestantism generally. For the

French law then obliged Protestants to have their places of

worship at some distance from the cities and towns in which

they resided, and the village of Charenton was the ecclesias-

tical rendezvous of the chief Protestant nobility and profes-

sional men of the capital, some of whom, in the capacity of

lay-elders, were associated in the consistory of the church

with the ministers or pastors. Of these, in the beginning of

1657, there had been five, all men of celebrity in the French

Protestant world viz. Mestrezat, Faucheur, Drelincourt,

Daille, and Gaelics ; but the deaths of the two first in April

and May of that year had occasioned vacancies, and it was to

fill up one of these vacancies that Morus had been invited

from Amsterdam. Oldenburg, as we understand, had heard

this piece of news, when passing through Paris on his way to

Saumur, probably in June. He had heard it, seemingly, on

board the Charenton boat i. e. as we guess, on board the boat

plying on the Marne between Paris and Charenton. Hence

the punning phraseology of Milton's reply. He would rather

that such a piece of news had been heard by anybody on

board Charon s boat than by Oldenburg on board the Charenton

wherry. Altogether the idea that Morus should be admitted

as one of the pastors of the most important Protestant church

in France was, we can see, horrible to him
;
and he hoped the

calamity might yet be averted. For the time it seemed likely

that it would be. There had been ample enough knowledge

in Paris of the coil of scandals about the character of Morus ;

and copies of Milton's two Anti-Morus pamphlets had been in

circulation there long before Oldenburg took with him into

France his new bundle of them for distribution. Accordingly,

though there was a strong party for Morus, disbelieving the

scandals, and anxious to have him for the Charenton church
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on at count >f as a preacher, thei u

ti aniMii- tin- congregation alu l t
. Vl . n j u tin- ,-.

it -i-li'. OIK- hear.- of Si. ur Papillon and Slcur Beai.

I'ari>:;.n advocates, ami .
, the church, as heading

on t<> the call. Tin- business of tin* translation of

Moms from Am-terdam was, t lien-tore, no easy one. la any
ive brought those Protestant church courts of

that had to sanction the admission of Morns at Cha-

renton into communication about him with those courts of the

\\ai;.'. D < ..nreh in Holland from u hose jurisdiction he was to

be : .

;
and one can imagine the peculiar complications

that \\ould ariso in a case o extraordinary ami involving go

much in.ji.irv an 1 discussion. In fact, for more than

m, the bi t the translation of Morus from Amsterdam.

to 1'a: is was to hung Dotariooflj between tl.e Ihiteh \Valloon

i to disgrace and depose him

i done \\ith him, and tl ,<-ial

S\no<ls, no in his behalf, and willing in the

him Lack into his native country as a man not without

his fault-, hut more -.niuxl against than sinning.
1 And >

the present (Aug. 1 !<irU8 was still in his Amsterdam
in France, but uncertain v. h. :h. r

his call thitliT would i i I low the ca>c ended we shall

aee in time. Meanuhilc it is quite apparent tha: was

not only willing, but anxious, that hi* influence should be

import* d into the allair, to turn the scale, if
j o.->il,!,-, against

the man lie detested. As he had not heard of the call

.Morns to C'han-nton till the ive.-ipt of Olden . his

in.'
1

finally for ilcspatchinv; a bundle of hi- -rus

pamphlets into Trance with Oldenl'iir^; can have b. .

ieral ; hut one ^atli.r- from his rejily t-

he thought the pamphlets mi^-lit now Le of use specifically in

the lui-mos of tin- proposed translation. . one can

i a tone of di.-appointment in Milt, n' \\itii

.. There i* a letter U>

.!.. i ,.( April 17. 16M, Mjring hi* aoa-attand-

wa. "much to hUprrjndioe"
rmys Cl. of CUrenJou I'j*r., II.

deoce, that h attcodeU the church at

VOL. f, B b
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Oldenburg's report of what he had been able to do with the

pamphlets hitherto. He might have spared himself the ex-

pense, he says, and Oldenburg the trouble. Oldenburg, as

we know (Vol. IV. pp. 626-627), had never been very enthu-

siastic over Milton's onslaughts on Morus. The distribution of

the Anti-Morus publications, therefore, may not have been to

his taste. Milton seems to hint as much.

In August 1657 Milton, after three months of total rest,

so far as the records show, from the business of writing

foreign Letters for the Protector, resumed that business.

We have attributed his release from it for so long to the fact

that his old assistant MEADOWS was again in town, and

available in the Whitehall office, in the interval between his

return from Portugal and his departure on his new mission

to Denmark; and the coincidence of Milton's resumption of

this kind of duty with the precise time of Meadows's pre-

parations for his new absence is at least curious. Though it

had been intended that he should set out for Denmark imme-

diately after his appointment to the mission in February, he

had been detained for various reasons
;
and now in August,

the great war between Denmark and Sweden having just

begun, he was to set out in company with another envoy:
viz. MAJOR-GENERAL WILLIAM JEPHSON, whom Cromwell had

selected as a suitable person for a contemporary mission to

the King of Sweden (ante p. 312). It will be observed that

eight of the following ten Letters of Milton, all written in

August or September 1657, and forming his first contribution

of letters for the Second Protectorate, relate to the missions

of Jephson and Meadows :

(CI.) To CHARLES X., KING OF SWEDEN, August 1657:
His Highness has heard with no ordinary concern that war has

broken out between Sweden and Denmark. [He had received the

news August 13 : see ante p. 313.] He anticipates great evils

to the Protestant cause in consequence. He sends, therefore, the

most Honourable WILLIAM JEPHSON, General, and member of his

Parliament, as Envoy-extraordinary to his Majesty for negotiation
in this and in other matters. He begs a favourable reception for

Jephson.

(OJI.) To THE COUXT OP OLDENBURG, August 1657: On his

way to the King of Sweden, then in camp near Lubeck, JEPHSON
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would ha\e ID
p.i.--, through several of the German states, and first

i tin- territorie- t' tliis old ami a.--). 1 of the
ish Commonwealth and of tin- Protector (see Vol. I V.

]

imwdl, tin -refore. introduc.

ami r<i|iii~t- all furtherance fur him.

(('111.) T.. mi ' -

i: OF BREMEN, Aw/utt
to intr. due.- and recommend .1

. who, on his

runt.- from Oldenhuix' eastwards, would pass through Bremen.

(CIV.) T.I i UK < g 01 HAMBURG, Augutt
ill rc.|ue>tiiu,' att.-ntiuu to JBPHSON on his tran-it.

i HE CONSULS AND SENATE OP LUBBCK, Anyutt
7: Still recommending .IKPIISON; who, at LuU-ck, would be

near hi- distillation, tin- ramp uf Charles Gostavus.

! Wii.u \M, M t BRANDESI
mit 1657: At lir-.t this I'lim known now as "The

Elector, Friedrich-Wflhebn uf I'lu-Ma," had Ix.n on the
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to play in the SwedUk-PolUt-Ckn li i-ntanuli-iin-nt. As

.li-ph-.-n had instructions with thi- ii nan
toe, as well as with th t Sweden, Cromwell W'-- h-ave

tn intrudiu-o him formally.
" T ar worth of y>nr li

th in peace and in war. and the Lrn atness and constancy of

:ir spirit o famed < \\h--le world :

"almost all :n_r 1'iinces are eager for your frien<lship.

1 no one rould d. -ir.- fur him ii ful and constant
" friend and ally, in order that you may understand that we also

in the immlier of those that have the hiu'he-t ;md -tn-ngest

'(pinion of arkal.le services to th ian Coramon-
u.

. m . Mot to J
u the most Honoural>l< \\ILI.IAM

M
Jepk and the rest is a mere request

that th I. phson has to say. The relations

I'etwerii th- .uid the Prof.

indefinite, if not cool; and hence perhap- ily complimentary
struin of this let!

II ^ To ' OF HAMBURG, Augutt
All the '

. for .lepliMin. mn.-t ha\e ] <i\ written

1'el 13, wh.-li tile ileus uf the
pi-'

'! Of W8T
1"

' and 1 >. ached London, and August 29,
wh out 'ii hi> mission. .M I..\IMI\\> 1. ft I.oml. n, on
his distinct mi-si. m. : was no-

lie ipiite the same as ,1. -ph>on's ; Liit he also was to pass through
H bug, He is th, mmcmled separately, l.y

this note,

.-. un.liT Aug. 1657.

1,

'
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to the authorities of that city. His letters of credence to the

King of Denmark had, doubtless, already been made out, possibly

by himself. They are not among Milton's State-letters.

(CVIII.) To M. DE BOEDEAUX, AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY
TOR THE FRENCH KING, August 1657: There has been presented
to the Lord Protector a petition from Samuel Dawson, John

Campsie, and John Niven, merchants of Londonderry, stating that,

shortly after the Treaty with France in 1655, a ship of theirs

called The Speedwell (" name of better omen than the event

proved"), the master of which was John Ker, had been seized,

on her return voyage from Bordeaux to Derry, by two armed

vessels of Brest, taken into Brest harbour, and sold there with

her cargo. The damages altogether are valued at 2,500. The

petitioners have not been able to obtain redress in France. The

matter has been referred by the Protector to his Council. They
find that the petitioners have a just right either to the restitution

of their ship and cargo or to compensation in money.
" I there-

"
fore request of your Excellency, and even request it in the name

" of the most Serene Lord Protector, that you will endeavour your
"
utmost, and join also the authority of your office to your endea-

"
vours, that as soon as possible one or other be done." The

wording shows that the letter was not signed by the Protector

himself, but only by Lawrence as President of the Council. It

was probably not in rule for the Protector personally to write to

an Ambassador in such a case.

(CIX.) To THE GRAND-DUKE OF TUSCANY, Sept. 1657 :

A letter of rather peculiar tenor. A William Ellis, master of a

ship called The Little Lewis, had been hired at Alexandria by the

Pasha of Memphis, to carry rice, sugar, and coffee, either to Con-

stantinople or Smyrna, for the use of the Sultan himself
;
instead of

which the rascal, giving the Turkish fleet the slip, had gone into

Leghorn, where he was living on his booty.
" The act is one of

"
very dangerous example, inasmuch as it throws discredit on the

" Christian name and exposes to the risk of robbery the fortunes
" of merchants living under the Turk." The Grand-Duke is

therefore requested to be so good as to arrest Ellis, keep him in

custody, and see to the safety of the ship and cargo till they are

restored to the Sultan.

(CX.) To THE DUKE or SAVOY (undated]
l

: This letter to the

prince on whom the Piedmontese massacre has conferred such dark

celebrity is on very innocent and ordinary business. The owners

of a London ship, called The Welcome, Henry Martin master, have

1 Not in Printed Collection nor in mere guess. The place where it occurs

Phillips ;
but in the Skinner Transcript in the Skinner Transcript suggests that

as No. 120 with the title Dud Subaudicv, it came rather late in the Protectorate,

and printed thence by Mr. Hamilton in perhaps even after the present point,
his Milton Papers (pp. 1112). No The years 1656 and 1657 seem the

date is given in the Skinner Transcript ; likeliest,

and the insertion of the letter here is a
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since 1655, and had lodged at Hartlib's house in the end of that

year.
1

Ten Latin -State-letters nearly all at once, implying as they

do consultations with Thurloe, if not also interviews with the

Protector and the Council, argue a pretty considerable demand

upon Milton at this date for help again in the Foreign Secre-

taryship.

It would seem, however, that it had occurred to the Pro-

tector and the Council that they were again troubling Mr.

Milton too much or left too dependent on him, and that, with

the increase of foreign business now in prospect in consequence

of the Swedo-Danish war and its complications, it would be

well to have an assistant to him, such as Meadows had been.

Accordingly, at a meeting of the Council on Tuesday Sept. 8,

1657, Cromwell himself present, with Lawrence, Fleetwood,

Lord Lisle, Strickland, Pickering, Sydenham, Wolseley, and

Thurloe, there was this minute :

" Ordered by his Highness
"the Lord Protector, by and with the advice of the Council,
" that Mil. STERRY do, in the absence of Mr. Philip Meadows,
u

officiate in the employment of Mr: Meadows under Mr.
"
Secretary [Thurloe], and that a salary of 200 merks per

" annum be allowed him for the same." 2 Whether this Mr.

S terry was the preacher Mr. Peter Sterry, already employed
and salaried as one of the Chaplains to the Council, or only a

relative of his, I have not ascertained
;
but it is of the less

consequence because the appointment did not take effect. The

person actually appointed was MR. ANDREW MARVELL at last.

We say
" at last," for had he not been recommended for the

precise post by Milton four years and a half before under

the Bump Government ? Milton may have helped now to

bring him in, or it may have been done by Oliver himself

in recognition of Marvell's merits in his tutorship of young
Dutton and of his Latin and English Oliverian verses. There

seems to be no record of Marvell's appointment in the Order

Books ;
but he tells us himself it was in the year 1657.

1 Letter of Hartlib's in Worthing- by Crossley (I. 66).
ton's Diary and Correspondence, edited 2 Council Order Books of date.
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to myself," he wrote in H',7-j, i

jmd any, not

"the remotest, relation to public matters, nor correspond-
ence uith tin- Arsons then predominant, until the year
ir>;.7, when ind 1 I rtikred into an employmt-nt

"
I \\a-i n't altogether improper." \Vhen Marvel 1 wrote this.

he was oblivious of some particulars; for, though it is true

that he was in no public employment under the Protectorate

till 1057, it can hardly be said that he had not " the remotest

relation
"

till thru t> public matters, nor any "correspondence

with the p.-rsons then predominant." Enough for us that,

i'rom the year he specifies, and precisely from September in

that year, he was Milton's colleague in th<- foreign or Latin

aryship.
"

('"llt-ague" we may call him, for his salary

was t.. b.- i -'(><) a jmi B04 -'<<> in, rU M had b n |>i] 1

for S'CITV). th<> same as Milton's was, and the same as

Meadows's had been; and yet not quite "colleague," inas-

much as Milton's j^200 a year was a life-pension, and also

inasmuch as. in stepping into Meadows's place, Ma
beranu- one of Thurloe's subordinates in the office, while

sonirthini; of tin- original honorary independence of the

Mryship still rin-in-l.-d Milton. Just as

veil had for some time been \\istful after a place in the

Council Ollice. vnitable for a scholar and Latiuist, BO there

was another j>erson now in the same condition of outside

waiting and occasional Iookin^-in. "Received then of the

Kii;ht hi-nl.le. Mr. Secretarj' Thurloe the sume of

Ioun.l- : ^50: by mee> JOHN DIMDKN," is a receipt, of date

1'.) Oetober H>")7," among Thurloe's papers in the Record

OHice -the words "by mcc> JOHN Dm n a neat slant

hand, ilitl. rent from the body of the receipt The poet
Pmlen. it may be ivmemliereil. \\as the cousin and client of

Sir < iilbert rickcrin^. one ,f the most important HMD in the

Council ami one of the nio^t strongly Oliverian. The poet

.imlirid^e. his bioirraphers tell us. without his M.A.

about the nii.l.; and it was a taunt

against him afterwards that he had be^un his London life

BlT Gilbert. As he cannot have L;-O the j*50

from Thurloe for nothing
1

, the probability is that he had been
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employed, through Sir Gilbert, to do some clerkly or literary

work for the Council. No harm, at all event?, in remember-

ing the affes at this date of the three men of letters thusO
linked to the Protectorate at its centre. Milton was in his

forty-ninth year, Marvell in his thirty-eighth, Dryden in his

twenty-seventh.
1

On the day on which Dryden received his fifty pounds

from Thurloe there was this entry in the birth-registers of

the parish of St. Margaret's, Westminster :

" October 19, 1657,

Katherin Milton, d. to John, Esq., lij Katherin" The entry

may be still read in the book, with these words appended in

an old hand some time afterwards: "This is Milton, Oliver's

Secretary." It is the record of the birth of a daughter to

Milton by his second wife, Katharine Woodcock, in the twelfth

month of their marriage. The little incident reminds us at

this point of the domestic life in Petty France
;
but it need not

delay us. We proceed with the Secretaryship.

Whatever share of the regular work of the Foreign Depart-

ment may have been now allotted to Marvell, an occasional

letter was still required from Milton. The following Latin

dispatches were written by him between September 1657 and

Jan. 1657-8, when the Protector's Second Parliament re-

assembled for its second session, as a Parliament of two

Houses :

(CXII.) To M. DE BORDEAUX, THE FRENCH AMBASSADOR, Oct.

1657 : This is not in the Protector's name, but in that of the

President of the Council. It is about the case of a Luke Lucy

(Lucas Lucius) a London merchant. A ship of his, called The

Mary, bound from Ireland to Bayonne, had been driven by tempest
into the port of St. Jean de Luz, seized there at the suit of one

Martin de Lazon, and only discharged on security given to abide

a trial at law of this person's claim. Now, his claim was pre-

posterous. It was founded on an alleged loss of money as far back

as 1642 by the seizure by the English Parliament of goods on

board a ship called The Santa Clara. He was not the owner of

the goods, but only agent, with a partner of his, called Antonio

1 Marvell's Rehearsal Transprosed veil was appointed Milton's colleague

(in Mr. Grosart's edition of Marvell's or assistant precisely in September
Prose Works), 1. 322

; Receipt in Record 1657 is proved by the fact that his first

Office as quoted ;
Christie's Memoir of quarter's salary appears in certain ac-

Dryden prefixed to Globe edition of counts as due in the following December

Dryden's Poetical Works. That Mar- (see Thurloe, VII. 487).
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had been,
" without deceit or dissimulation," to pi'eserve the peace

and friendship that had been established
; and, so long as he should

be Dutch Ambassador in London, his Highness did not see
" what

occasion of offence or scruple could rankle or sprout up
"
between

the two States. At the present juncture he should regret his

departure the more if he were not assured that no man would
better represent to their High Mightinesses the Protector's good-
will to them and the condition of things generally.

"
May God,

" for His own glory and the defence of the Orthodox Church, grant
"
prosperity to your affairs and perpetuity to our friendship !

"-

In writing this letter, Milton must have remembered Nieuport's
interference in behalf of Morus, for the suppression at the last

moment, if possible, of the Defensio Secunda. He had uot quite
relished that interference, or the manner of it. See Vol. IV. pp.

631-633, and ante p. 202-203.

(CXV.) To THEIB HIGH MIGHTINESSES THE STATES GENERAL
OF THE UNITED PEOVINCES, Dec. 1657: A fit sequel to the fore-

going, for it is the Letter Credential to GEORGE DOWNING, just
selected to be his Highness's Resident at the Hague, and so the

counterpart of Nieuport (ante p. 312).
" GEORGE DOWNING," it

begins,
" a gentleman of rank, has been for a long time now, by

"
experience of him in many and various transactions, recognised

"and known by Us as of the highest fidelity, probity, and ability."

He is, accordingly, recommended in the usual manner
;
and there

is intimation, though not in language so strong as that of Lock-

hart's credentials to France, that " communications
"
with him will

be the same as with his Highness personally.
" Communications

"

only this case, Downing not being a plenipotentiary like Lockhart. 1

(CXVI.) To THE PROVINCIAL STATES OF HOLLAND, Dec. 1657:

While recommending DOWNING to the States General, his

Highness cannot refrain from recommending him also specially
to the States of Holland, self-governed as they are internally, and
" so important a part of the United Provinces

"
besides.

(CXV1I.) To FERDINAND, GRAND DUKE OF TUSCANY, Dec.

1657 : The Protector's last letter to the Grand Duke (ante 372)
had produced immediate effect. The rascally Englishman Ellis,

who, to the discredit of English and Christian good faith, had run

1 Downing's father was Emanuel employments. He had been Scout-

Downing, a settler in Massachusetts, master-General to the Army in Scotland

and his mother was a sister of the (1653), but had been attached since

celebrated Governor John Winthrop. 1655 to Thurloe's office, and employed,
Though bom in this country (in or near as we have seen, in diplomatic missions.

Dublin in 1623), their son had grown up His appointment to be Cromwell's

in New England, much under the charge minister at the Hague was a great pro-
of Hugh Peters, who was related to him. motion. His salary in the post was to

He graduated at Harvard University in be 1100 a year, worth nearly 4000 a

1642. Thence he had come to England, year now. (Sibley's BiographicalSketches

and, from being a preacher in Okey's of Graduates of Harvard University, I.

regiment of dragoons in the New Model 28 53, with corrections at p. 583.)

(1645), had passed gradually into other
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oiF \vitu tli. ear:/o of rice, sugar, and coffee, belum !tan
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reeahly M>ui Highness's singular, conspicuous, and most accep-
Mc -,....l-will towards us that we should not refuse the brand of

"
in^ratituilr it w. .li<l not eagerly desire a speedy opportunity of

.itihin:/ you in i.tuin hy the like pn.mptitudf, by means

\\hieh we niiuht pmve to you in very deed our readiness
"
al>u in returning good offices. Y>ur Hi.; Imew's most affectionate

"Oi.r,

I the same month as the hist three of these Latin State-

I.. tiers belong two more of Milton's Latin Familiar Kpistlea.

Th.
|
ersons to \\hom they are addressed are already known

-
:

"To the very dUtiiiL'Ut-lied MR. HKNBY DE BRASS.

EftTiag been hi : red these days past by some occup..

illu meant. F.r I m. ant t. do SO

all the more speedily In-eaiise I saw that your present letter, full <>f

did not so nuuh Lave me room for suggesting

anything t.. you (a thiiiLf which you ask of me, I believe, out of

eoiuplimeiit t.) me, licit l'r y.uir i>wn need) as for simple congr.

lati.in. 1 c-.miri-atulate my. 'If especially on my good fortune in

h.iviii'_r. a- it appears, so suitably explained Sallust's meaning, and

\..u mi your so caretul perusal of that most wise author with so

much l.rnefit from the same. Respect im: him I would venture to

make the same a>sertion to you as Quintilian made respecting

ro, that a man may know himself no mean pr..tiei.-i.t
in the

l>u-in-s> of Hi>tory who t i >.-\llust. As for th.it precept of

Aii-totle'> in the Third 1',
ftp.

\\ M

\ou w.iuld like explained
1 Use is to be made of maxims both in

the nar: M and in the {.leading, for it has a moral

etVect '- -I see not what it has in it that much needs

only that tin- '< and the pl>:n>li,uj (which last is usually also

called t! . inlet-stood to be such as the Orator uses,
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not the Historian
;

for the parts of the Orator and the Historian

are different whether they narrate or prove, just as the Arts them-

selves are different. What is suitable for the Historian you will

have learnt more correctly from the ancient authors, Polybius,

the Halicarnassian, Diodorus, Cicero, Lucinn, and many others, who

have handed down certain stray precepts concerning that subject.

For me, I wish you heartily all happiness in your studies and

travels, and success worthy of the spirit and diligence which I see

you employ on everything of high excellence. Farewell.

""Westminster : December 16, 1657."

"To the highly accomplished PETEK HEIMBACH.

" I have received your letter dated the Hague, Dec. 1 8 [foreign

reckoning : the English would be Dec. 8], which, as I see it con-

cerns your interests, 1 have thought I ought to answer on the very

day it has reached me. After thanking me for I know not what

favours of mine, which, as one who desires everything good for

you, I would were really of any consideration at all, you ask me to

recommend you, through Lord Lawrence, to our Minister appointed

for Holland [DOWNING, whose credential letters Milton had drawn

up only a day or two before]. I really regret that this is not in my

power, both because of my very few intimacies with the men of

influence, almost shut up at home as I am, and as I prefer to be

(propter paucissimas familiaritates meas cum gratiosis, qui domi

fere, idque libenter, me contineo), and also because I believe the

gentleman is now embarking and on his way, and has with him in

his company the person he wishes to be his Secretary the very

office about him you seek. But the post is this instant going.

Farewell.

"Westminster: December 18, 1657."

Too much is not to be made of certain phrases in this note.

Milton was declining, in as civil terms as possible, a request

which might perhaps have been troublesome even if the

Secretaryship to Mr. Downing had been vacant; and, though
it would have been enough, as far as Heimbach's present

application was concerned, to tell him that Mr. Downing was

already provided, the other reason may have been thrown in

by way of discouragement of such applications in future. We



.8.]

II liked IIciml>acll ; l.llt Wf i!

knou \\lial estimate In- had formed >!' II-

Still, any by Milton uK.ut himself are always to

he taken ;i- in correspondence with fart ; and hence we are to

Hippos- that, at tin- time hr wn>te. lie did keep himself as

Hindi aloof a- po-.nl.le tV-.m the

. ininy the pieces k required of him in hi>

rather than making them ocvasic > isits and

colloquies. His oil and intimate :. atul his

friend L-rd 1'n -id. -nt Ijawreuce, with Desborou^h, 1

Strickland. Montague, and Sydenham, all of whom had been

mention, d l>y
him with more or less of personal ngard in

Secumla in 1654, Wire still Count-illors, and

1 inl.T<l more than half tlu> Council; but his ;

course with some of these individually may have been leas

Mindnesa. Then, of the n>t, Thurloe was the real

man (' influence, the real gratiotu* who could carry or set

; like lleimliach's; and, though Milton's com-

munii-atii 'tis with Thurloe must necessarily have been more

rie|uiMt than with any other person of the Council, one has

an indelinal.le imj:res>ion that Thurloe had taken cor-

dially to Milton to Thurloe. At the da

Milton's note to 11 too, gr l>ccomin

plentiful all romr! the Coir romwell's sixty-three writa

i,.r the n, -\\
l'|'i"-r HOUM- had gone out, or were going out,

and in a \\eek or two many more " lords
"
were to bt-

wulkinir in e..ii|de< in any street in Westminster. Milton, in

may have had -
: of all this in

h:s mind when h. M . 1 1

Tli, of the Parlianu-n- --difficult

[ the two Houses once more, and the I

dilute of the ( "Lords"

w. d to the i

louse, had come and gone

I.Ian i of Milton or hi- '.nand

doin.. Ji that

Ljlimpsr of him || .-r the D "' :''nij't

di .lutiou of the Parl

,.f j;r.ii'i'lJn'
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the double danger of anarchy within and a threatened invasion

from without. The glimpse is a very sad one.

"Feb. 10, 1657-8, Mrs. Katkerin Milton," and again "March
"
20, 1657-8, Mrs. Katherin Milton" are two entries, within

six wTeeks of each other, in the burial registers of St. Mar-

garet's, Westminster. They are the records of the deaths of

Milton's second wife and the little girl she had borne him

only in October last. Which entry designates the mother and

which the child we should not know from the entries them-

selves ; but a sentence in Phillips's memoir of his uncle settles

the point.
"
By his second wife, Katharine, the daughter of

"
Captain Woodcock of Hackney," says Phillips,

" he had only
" one daughter, of which the mother, the first year after her
"
marriage, died in childbed, and the child also within a month

"
after/' The first entry, therefore, is for the mother, and the

second for the child. The mother died exactly at the time of

the dissolution of the Parliament, and not in child-birth itself,

but nearly four months after child-birth
;
and the little orphan,

outliving the mother a short while, died at the age of five

months. And so Milton was again left a widower, with his

three daughters by the first marriage, the eldest in her twelfth

year. His private life, for eighteen years now, had certainly

not been a happy one
;
but this death of his second wife seems

to have been remembered by him ever afterwards with deep

and peculiar sorrow. She had been to him, during the short

fifteen months of their union, all that he had thought saintlike

and womanly, very sympathetic with himself, and maintaining
such peace and order in his household as had not been there

till she entered it. And now once more it was a dark void,

in which he must grope on, and in which things must happen
as they would.

Small comfort at this time can Milton have had from either

of his nephews. Not that they had openly separated them-

selves from him, or even ceased to be deferential to him and

proud of the relationship, but that they had more and more

gone into those courses of literary Bohemianism, those habits

of mere facetious hack-work and balderdash, which he must

have noted of late as an increasing and very ominous form of



1657-8.] Mil

protect amoMir tin- <! ug Londoners agai n- 1 Puritanism

and it- I ..!(. IILTIH ~. The v
'.'

-
'

ll'/pocrite* by

nephew in 1 ().")."> had been, in reality, an Anti-Pur

and Anti-Miltonie production; ami, since the cen^ -hat

r nephew by tlic Council in 1656 for his share in The

II ' or MuttS JU> i'/ '<' < '. he had naturally stumbled

I'artlirr and farther in the same direction. l?y the year H558,

I >hould say, John Phillips had enti; M nj) his uncle's

political principles, andWM known among hi> ta\i-rn-comra

as an Anti-Oliv.-rian. We have no express publications in his

naim ..f this date, but he seems to hn i scribbling
1

i !\. Of the 1 of his more sedate

and likeable eldvr br : \\ard, there i> air uce.

/ \f World of Word*, or a General Dictionary, c< (he

>loyie, Definition*, and Perfect Interpretation*, of
(1i<> proper Signification* of hard English trorJ-9 throughout the

: Mich i- the title of a folio volume published

i.im in H).")?. and for the purposes of whieh he was ait

wards accused of having plagiarized largely from the Glo**o-

yrnphia of one Thomas Hhumt. jmblish-d in the preceding

:. In this pireo of labour, which was doubtless a book-

.selh rVeoiiiinission. he must have had, the question ofplagiarism

t, his uncle's thorough good -will
;

but it cannot have

i the same with his Afy*(t
/." and Eloquence : or the

Wooing and Complimenting, a* they are managed in the

^
''irk, the New Exchange, and other

v. That pertorniane.-. \\hieh apix>ared in August
th a Preface "To the Youthful <

i \\hieh

must have been in progress at our present date, was much

more in the vein of his brother .lohn. and indeed was done to

the onl -lianiel Hrooke. the bookseller who had pub-

li>hed John' \ II 'jiocrite*, and also the more

|ue>tionalle Bperi
II 9f >'< Wtttet* Merriment. "The

Look/' says (!od\\in, "is
juit together with consj.ieuous

"
inirenuity and pn : t itled to no insignificant

rank awonjj the inultifar \\hn-h were at

that time iued from the press to debauch the manners of

the nation and brinij b.ick t!. I Consists of imaginary
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" conversations and forms of address for conversation, poems,
"models of letters, questions and answers, an Art of Logic
"with examples from the poets, and various instructions and
"
helps to the lover for the composition of his verses

; and, if

" we could overlook the gross provocations to libertinism and

"vice which everywhere occur in the book, it might be men-
" tioned as no unentertaining illustration of the manners of

" the men of wit and gallantry in the time when it was
"
published." To Godwin's description we may add that the

book includes a Rhyming Dictionary,
" useful for that pleasing

pastime called Crambo," also a collection of parlour-games,

and a number of other clever things. The poems and songs

interspersed with the prose were mostly old ones reprinted,

some of them chosen with fine taste
;
but one or two were

Phillips's own. Of the model phrases or set expressions which

form one of the prose parts of the volume, by way of instruc-

tion in the language of gallantry and courtship, specimens
are these,

" With your ambrosiac kisses bathe my lips ;

"

" You are a white enchantress, lady, and can enchain me with

a smile
;

" "
Midnight would blush at this

;

" " You walk in

artificial clouds and bathe your silken limbs in wanton dal-

liance." What could Milton do, so far as such a production
came within his knowledge, but shake his head and mingle
smiles with a frown ? Clearly the elder nephew too had

slipped the Miltonic restraints. He had not lapsed, however,

so decidedly as his brother; and we may partly retract in his

case the statement that Milton could have little comfort from

him. He still went and came about Milton very atten-

tively.
1

During the month immediately preceding his wife's death,

and the two months following it, there is a break in the series

of Milton's State-Letters for Cromwell. But he resumed the

familiar occupation on the 30th of March, 1658
;
and thence-

forward to the end of the Protectorate the series is again pretty

1 Godwin's Lives of the Phillipses mason copy of his Mysteries of Love

(1815), 4957, and 139140
;
Wood's and Eloquence, where the date of pub-

Ath. IV. 760 769. I have not myself licatiou is given. Perhaps Godwin is a

examined Phillips's New World of little too severe in his account of it.

Words; but I have looked at the Tho-
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.ontinuous. Indeed, of this peri.nl of Milton's life we know
little- iM-re than may be inferred from, or associated with.

tin- l<>ll<>\\iii.r morsels of his continued Secretaryship:

VIII.) To CHARLES \
,
K ixo orSwiDKN, March 30, 1658 :

Tin- occasion of this letter was the receipt of news at last of

'he Swedish-Danish war in a great triumph of the

Swedes. "In January 1658 Karl Gustav marches his army,
>t, and artillery, to the amount of twenty thousand,

S3 the Baltic ice, and takes an island without shipping,
1

I .-land ..'
l-'iinen, across the Little Belt

;
three miles of ice ; and

t < I tin* sea open, which has to be crossed on planks. Nay,
when he is once there, he achieves ten

" whole miles more of ice
;
and takes Zealand itself to the wonder

1 'of mankind" Such, in Mr. Carlylr's summary (I/ittory of
the Great, i. 223, edit. 1869), was the feat of the

s\se,li-h warrior against his Danish enemy. It was followed

Peace between the two Powers, called The
Peace of Roeskii'l>-, t-y which Sweden acquired certain territories

tm ni I >. n mark, but very generous terms on the whole were granted
to the Danes. Of all this there had been news to Cromwell, not

only i P. in his own correspondents, but also in an express letter

Charles Gustavus; and it is to this letter that Hilton

a in Cromwell's name: "Most serene and potent
"
King, most invincible r'ii.n.1 and Ally, The 1

sty, dated from the Camp in Zealand. !'
'

-I, has brought
" Us all at once many reasons why, both

privately
on our own

"account, and on account of the whole Christian Commonwealth,
44 we should U> affected by no ordinary joy. In the first place,
"because the Kins " f Denmark (made your enemy, I believe, not
"

1'v his own will or interests, but by the arts of the common foes)
"has been, by your suildrn advent into the heart of his kingdom,
"and without miii-h 1'loodphed, reduced to such a pass that he

'has at length, as was really the fact, judged peace more ad-

im than the war undertaken against you.
t, because, when he thought he could in no way s

..h a peace than by using Our help long ago offered

him for a coiicili n Majesty, on the prayer merely of

-the letters t .nied to show, by such an easy
:.t of peace, how much value you attached to Our friendship

" and interposed good-will, and chose that it should be My office

"in particular, in : i transaction, to be myself nearly the

"sole adviser and author ,,f a Peace which is speedily to be, as I
"
hope, so salutary to Protestant interests. For, whereas the

"enemies of Religion despaired of being able to break your
"combined strength ot: ^raging yon against each

"other, they will now have cause, as I hope, thoroughly to fear

"that this unlooked-for conjunction of your arms and hearts will

\oi. \.
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" turn into destruction for themselves, the kindlers of this war.

"Do you, meanwhile, most brave King, go on and prosper in

"your conspicuous valour, and bring it to pass that, such good
"fortune as the enemies of the Church have lately admired in
"
your exploits and course of victories against the King now your

"ally, the same they may feel once more, with God's help, in

" their own crushing overthrow." * From this letter it will he

seen that the missions of Meadows and Jephson, but especially

that of Meadows, had been of use. The immediate object of the

missions, a reconciliation of Sweden and Denmark, had been ac-

complished ; and what remained farther was, as Cromwell hints, the

association of the other Continental Protestant powers with these

two Scandinavian kingdoms in a league against Austria and Spain.

How exactly this idea accorded with reflective Protestant senti-

ment everywhere appears from a few sentences in one of Baillie's

letters, commenting on the very occurrences that occasioned

Cromwell's present despatch.
" I am glad," writes Baillie,

'' that
"
by a Peace, however extorted, the Swedes are free to take course

" with other enemies. I wish Brandenburg may return to his old
"
posture, and not draw on himself next the Swedish armies

;

" which the Lord forbid ! for, after Sweden, we love Brandenburg
" next best. . . . Our wish is that the Muscoviter, for reforming
" of his churches, civilizing of his people, and doing some good
"
upon the Turks and Tartars, were more straitly allied with

"
Sweden, Brandenburg, the Transylvanian, and other Protestant

"
princes. We should rejoice if, on this too good a quarrel

"against the Austrians, ... he [Charles GustavusJ would turn
"
his victorious army upon them and their associates, with the

" assistance of France and a good Dutch league. It seems no hard

"matter to get the Imperial Crown and turn the Ecclesiastic
" Princes into Secular Protestants." 2

Very much in the direction

of Baillie's hopes were Cromwell's envoys, Meadows, Jephson,

Bradshaw, and Downing, to labour for the next few months.

Of their journeys hither and thither, their expectations and dis-

appointments, there are glimpses in successive letters in Thurloe;

from which also it appears that Meadows and Downing gave most

satisfaction, and that, after a while, Jephson was relieved of the

main business of the Swedish mission, and that mission was

conjoined with the Danish in the hands of Meadows (Thurloe,

VII. 63-64).

(CXIX.) To THE GRAND-DUKE or TUSCANY, April 7, 1658 :

A John Hosier, master of a ship called TJie Lady, had been swin-

dled in April 1656 by an Italian named Giuseppe Armani, who

1 The translation of this letter by taken place, but only to be hoped for bj

Phillips is unusually careless. It Cromwell. In fact, Phillips's transla

jumbles the tenses in such a manner tion robs the letter of all its meaning
that the Peace between Sweden and and interest.

Denmark does not seem to have yet
2

Baillie, III. 371.
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'. > r possessed him-elf fraudulently of 6000 pieces of eight
l>clnLr IIL' t" mil- Thomas Clutterlniek. There is a suit against

; but Hosier, after going to great expenses, is

appearing there by threats of personal violence.

\\ iv request your Highness both to relieve this op-
sed man, and also to restrain the insolence of his adversary,

ML' t" \oiir accustomed just i

To Louis XIV. OF FRANCE, May 26, 1658 : 'This is

-. in.. in. 'lit. .11, !, tt.-r. It is Cromwell's appeal to the French
1 once more of the poor Piedmontese Protestants :

..Ml
j.-.t.

1.1 Kini:. most august Friend and Ally,
" Yntir Majesty may remember that, at the time when there was

"treaty between us for the renewing of our League [April 1656]
y au*pi -imis nature of which transaction is now testified

"
1>\ many resulting advantages to both nations and much damage

IIITM..I! enemy there fell out that miserable mnimcro
'of the I',.

,].!,
of tin- Valleys, whose cause, forsaken on all hands

Mircly In-set, we commended, with all ardour of heart and
mil. Nor do we think

your Maj. --ty, of yourself, was wanting in a iluty so pious,
-- human, in as far a*. l>y the respect

"due to your person, you could prevail with tin- l>uke of Savoy.
ainly. and many other Princes and States, were not

**wnnti'i'_'. in the ma' iiibassies, letters, interposed en-
"
treaties, on the subject. After a most bloody slaughter of both

" sexes and of every age, Peace was at last granted, or rather %
"kind of more guarded hostility clothed with the name of Peace:

itions of the Peace were settled in your town of Pignerol
.id conditions indeed, l>ut in which wretched and poor people

"that .red all that was dreadful and brutal might easily

..nly, hard and unjust as they are, they were to be

They are not stood t . promise of each and
"all f them is eluded and \i..]ated by false interpretation and

s : many are thrown out of their ancient abodes ;

B interdicted fr.-m their native religion ; new tri

1 is hunsj over their heads, whence

ivijnently break forth, plundering or murdering all they
'

: in addition t.> all which, new forces of late are *
'

IH ii ...linst them, and thoi>e among them who profits
the Homan I; warning orders to remove for n

now again seem to point to an exterminating
ares who were left over

" from that last hutchen How this to be done
1 In-seech and conjure -t OiriMian Kinu. by that right

1 Thr ox not AmbMMdor Lockbut on the i

( Carljlc, HI.
determined bj a letter of Cromwell's to

C
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" hand of yours which sealed alliance and friendship with Us, by
" that most sacred ornament of the title of Most Christian : that
"
you will not permit such a license of furious raging, I do not say

" to any prince (for such furious raging cannot possibly come upon
"
any prince, much less upon the tender age of that Prince, or into

" the womanly mind of his Mother), but to those most holy assassins,
"
who, while they profess themselves the servants and imitators of

" our Saviour Christ, Him who came into this world to save sinners,
" abuse His most meek name and institutes for savage slaughters of
" innocents. Snatch, thou who art able, and who in such a towering
" station art worthy to be able, so many suppliants of yours from the
" hands of homicides, who, drunk with gore recently, thirst for blood
"
again, and consider it most advisable for themselves to lay at the

" doors of princes the odium of their own cruelty. Do not thou, while
" thou reignest, suffer thy titles or the territories of thy realm, or
" the most merciful Gospel of Christ, to be defiled by that scandal.
" Remember that these very Vaudois submitted themselves to your
"
grandfather Henry, that great favourer of Protestants, when the

"victorious Lesdiguieres, through those parts where there is even
"
yet the most convenient passage into Italy, pursued the yielding

"
Savoyard across the Alps. The instrument of that Surrender is

"
yet extant among the Public Acts of your Kingdom ;

in which,

"among other things, it is expressly provided and precautioned
"that the Vaudois should thenceforth be handed over to no one
" unless with those same conditions on which, by that instrument,
"
your most invincible grandfather received them into his protection.

" This protection the suppliants now implore ;
as pledged by the

"
grandfather, they demand it from you, the grandson. They would

"
prefer and desire to be your subjects rather than his to whom

"they now belong, even by some exchange, if that could be
"
managed ; but, if that cannot be managed, to be yours at least

" in as far as your patronage, pity, and shelter can make them so.

" There are even reasons of state which might exhort you not to
"
drive back Vaudois fleeing to you for refuge ;

but I would not,
" such a great King as you are, think of you as moved to the defence
" of those lying under calamity by other considerations than the

"promise of your ancestors, piety, and kingly benignity and
"
greatness of soul. So the praise and glory of a most beautiful

" deed will be yours unalloyed and entire, and through all your life

"
you will find the Father of Mercy, and His Son, King Christ,

" whose name and doctrine you will have vindicated from a wicked
"
atrocity, more favouring and propitious to yourself. May God

"Almighty, for His own glory, the safeguard of so many inno-

"cent Christian human beings, and your true honour, dispose
"
your Majesty to this resolution !

" The letter was sent to

Ambassador Lockhart, then commanding the English auxiliaries

at Dunkirk, with very precise instructions to deliver it to his

French Majesty, and to follow it up energetically by his own
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It may have been delivered to Louis XIV. at or near
It luiil, as we hare seen, full effect All in all, it is one of

the most el.Hjuriit of the Milton series; and Milton must have
ted himself in the composition.

((
'X \ I. )

To TU K EVANGELICAL Swiss CANTONS, May 26, 1658: 1

< >n the same great business as the last.
" Illustrious and most

" honourable Lords, most dear Friends : Concerning the Vandois,
i most afflicted neighbours, what grievous and intolerable things

"tin y have suffered from their Prince for Religion's sake, besides
'

that tin- mind almost shrinks from remembering them because of
tli<- very atrocity of the facts, we have thought it superfluous to

"write to you what must be much better known to yourselves.
"

\\
"

have also seen copies of the letters which your Envoys, who
" a good while since were the advisers and witnesses of the Peace

'ignerol, have written to the Duke of Savoy and the President

"of his Council in Turin
;

in which they show and prove in detail

tli.it all tli.- conditions of the Peace have been broken, and have
i at her a snare for those miserable people than a security.

"\Vlii.-h violation of the conditions, continued from the very date
4 'of the Peace even to this day, and every day growing more

"grievous, unless they endure patiently, unless they prostrate
"themselves and lie down to be trampled on and pained
"mud, their Religion itself forsworn, there impends over then
" thf surne calamity, the same havoc, which harassed and desolated

'them, with their wives and children, in so miserable a manner
tlm-f years ago, and which, if it is to be undergone again, will

"wholly extirpate them. "\Vhat can the poor people do I They
"have no respite, no breathing-time, as yet no certain refuge.
'Th. \ have to deal with wild beasts or with furies, to whom the

"recollection of the former slaughters has brought no remorse, no

pity for their fellow-countrymen, no sense of humanity or satiety
in shedding blood. These things are clearly not to be borne,

" whether we have regard to our Vaudois brethren, cherishers of

'tin Orthodox Religion from of old, or to the safety of that
"
Religion itself. We, for our part, removed though we are by

"too great an interval of space, have heartily performed all we
" could in the way of help, and shall not cease to do the like. Do

\.>u, who are close not only to the torments and almost to the

of your 1 .ret hi en. l.ut also to the fury of the same enemies,
in the name of Immortal God, and that

"betimes, wh .it i^ now your duty; on the question of what

"assistance, what protection, you can and ought to give to your
iibours and brothers, otherwise speedily to perish, consult

"
your own prudence and piety, but your valour also. It is identity

.well to Lockhart of either in the Printed Collection or in

T Transcript; bat we SMJ
a the Aywoagh M88. date by th last letter.

1 The day of the month not given
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" of Religion, be sure, that is the cause why the same enemies would
"
see you likewise destroyed, nay why they would, at the same time,

"
in the same by-past year, have seen you destroyed by an intestine

" war against you by members of your Confederacy. Next to the
" Divine aid it seems simply to be with you to prevent the veiy
"
oldest branch of the purer Religion from being cut down in that

" remnant of the primitive faithful
; and, if you neglect their safety,

"
now-brought to the extreme crisis of peril, see that the next turn

" do not, a little while after, visit yourselves. While we advise thus
"
fraternally and freely, we are meanwhile not idle on our own part:

" what alone it is allowed to us at such a distance to do, whether
1 ' for securing the safety of those who are endangered, or for suc-
"
couring the poverty of those who are in need, we have taken all

"
pains in our power to do, and shall yet take all pains. God

"grant to us both such tranquillity and peace at home, such a
"
settled condition of things and times, that we may be able to turn

"all our resources and strength, all our anxiety, to the defence of
' ' His Church against the fury and madness of His enemies !

"

(CXXII.-CXXV.) To Louis XIY. AND CARDINAL MAZARIN:
end of May 1658: 1 This is a group of four letters, two to the

King and two to the Cardinal, all appertaining to the splendid

embassy of compliment on which Cromwell despatched his son-in-

law, Viscount Falconbridge, in the end of May 1658, when he heard

that the French Court had come so near England as Calais (ante

pp. 340-341) :-(!.) To Louis XIV. " Most serene and potent King,
" most august Friend and Ally, Thomas, Viscount Falconbridge, my
"son-in-law, being on the point of setting out for France, and
"
desiring to come into your presence, to kiss your royal hand and

"
testify his veneration and the respect which he cherishes for your

"
Majesty, though, on account of the great pleasantness of his

"society, I am unwilling to part with him, yet, as I do not doubt
"
but, from the Court of so great a King, in which so many most

"
prudent and valiant men have their resort, he will shortly return

" to us much more accomplished for all honourable occupations, and

"in 8r sense finished, I have not thought it right to oppose his mind
" and wish. And, though he is one, if I mistake not, who may
" seem to bring his own sufficient recommendations with him
" wherever he goes, yet, if he should feel himself somewhat more
"
acceptable to your Majesty on my account, I shall likewise con-

" sider myself 'honoured and obliged by that same kindness. May
" God keep your Majesty safe, and long preserve our fast friendship
"
for the common good of the Christian world." (2.) To CARDINAL

MAZARIN. As his son-in-law Lord Falconbridge is going into

France, recommended by a letter to the French King, Cromwell
cannot but inform his Eminence of the fact, and give Lord Falcon-

1 Exact day not given either in script ;
but the occasion fixes the time

Printed Collection or in Skinner Tran- pretty closely.
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an introduc -tion t<> his Eminence also. "Whatever benefit
"

IK 1'iay receive from his stay amongst you (and he hopes it will

not !>' .-mall) he is sure to owe most of it to your favour and
"kin. hi', whose mind and vigilance almost singly sustain and

1 such great affairs in that kingdom." (3.) To Louie XIV.
t serene and potent KiiiL'. most august Friend and Ally,
oon as news had arrived that your Majesty was come into

;iinji. and was besieging with so great forces that infamous

and asylum of pirates, Dunkirk, I conceived a great joy, and also

"a sure hope that now in a short time, by God's good assiM
" the sea will be less infested with robbers and more safely navigable,
ami that your Majesty will soon by your warlike prowess avenge

" thoM- liaii.U .if the Spaniard, one commander corrupted by gold
"

t<> In-tray Hesden, another treacherously taken at Ostend. I then -

t'mc send to you the most noble Thomas, Viscount Falconbridge,

my son in-law, both to congratulate your arrival in a camp so

to II-. and also to explain personally with what affection we
"i\>llu your Majesty's achievements, not only by the junction of

"our forces, but with all wishes besides that God Almighty may
"
keep your Majesty's self safe and long preserve our fast friendship
for t he common good of the Christian world." (4.) To CARI

.M.\/. \KI\. As he is sending his son-in-law Viscount Falconbridge
to congratulate the arrival of his French Majesty in the camp near

Hunk irk, he hits commanded him to convey also salutations and

thanks to his Eminence,
"
by whose fidelity, prudence, and vigilance,

"al.ov.- all. it has been brought about that French business is so

j.erou-dy managed against the common enemy in so many
"different parts, and especially in neighbouring Flanders." It is

clear that all these letters caniiot have been sent, but only two of

them. The closing words of the two letters to the King, for

example, are identical to an extent incompatible with the idea that

were both delivered. It may be guessed by the suspicious

that at I'u.-t the intention was that I*>rd Falconbridge should seem

vi.-iting France for his own curiosity or pleasure, the Protector

only taking advantage of his whim, and that letters 1 and 2 were

then dratted, but that afterwards it waa thought better to send Lord

Faleonhrjdge on an avowed embassy of congratulation in Cromwell's

own name, and letters 3 and 4 were then substituted. Perhaps, how-

ever, then- was no duplicity in the aflair at all, and the id.-u of the

cmha-sy did actually originate in a whim of Lord Falconbridge.

Anyhow all the notes were written by Milton, and he kept copies

of tho>e lint USed.

\\
1.) To TIIK GRAND DUKE OP TUSCAKY, May 1658:

This i- in a very ditfeivnt tone from recent letters of the Protector

to the same Italian I'rince (ante p. 372 and p. 378). His ffighnei

has been informed of various acts of discourtesy of late to his Fleet

otf Leghorn, utterly inconsistent with the terms of friendsl

which he hud rapfXMed him^lf to stand with the Grand Duke.
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Accommodation to the ships has been refused, out of deference to

Spain ;
restrictions have been put on their supplies of fresh water

;

English merchants resident in Leghorn, and even the English

Consul, have not been permitted to go on board
;

shots have

actually been fired
;

&c. If these things had been done by the

Grovernor of the Town without orders, let him be punished ; but, if

otherwise, "let your Highness consider that, as we have always very

"highly valued your good-will, so we have learnt to distinguish
"
open injuries from good-will."

(CXXVII.-CXXX.) To Louis XIV. AND CARDINAL MAZAEIN,
June 1658 : On the 16th of June there had arrived in London, in

rapid return for the embassy of Viscount Falconbridge to Calais,

the splendid counter-embassy to Cromwell of the Duke de Crequi
and M. Mancini, the Cardinal's nephew (ante pp. 340-341). That in

itself would have been an incident calling for some special acknow-

ledgment from the Protector ; but hardly had the embassy arrived

when there came news of the great event which both Louis XIV.
and Cromwell had for some time been intently expecting the

capture of Dunkirk. On the 15th of June the keys of the captured
town had been handsomely delivered to Sir William Lockhart by
Louis XIV. himself, so that the Treaty with Cromwell had been

fully kept in that particular. Louis had sent a special Envoy with

letters to announce the event to Cromwell formally; and this Envoy
shared in the magnificent hospitalities which Cromwell showered

upon the Duke de Crequi, M. Mancini, and their retinue. The four

following letters all relate to this glorious occasion, and' date them-

selves between June 16, when the French ambassadors arrived in

London, and June 21, when they took their departure. (1.) To
Lours XIV. " Most serene and potent King, most august Friend

and Ally,
" That your Majesty has so speedily, by the illustrious

"
embassy you have sent, repaid my mission of respect with interest,

"besides that it is a proof of your singular graciousness and magna-
' '

nimity, comes as a manifestation also of the degree of your regard
" for my honour and dignity, not to myself only, but to the whole
"
English People ;

on which account, in their name, I duly return
"
your Majesty my most cordial thanks. Over the most happy victory

" which God gave to our conjoint forces against the enemy [in the
" Battle near Dunkirk on June 3, ten days before the surrender of the
" town : ante p. 340], I rejoice along with you ;

and it is very

"gratifying to me that in that battle our men were not wanting
" either to their duty to you, or to the warlike glory of their
"
ancestors, or to their own valour. As for Dunkirk, your Majesty's

"
hopes for the near surrender of which are expressed in your letter,

" I have the additional joy of being able so soon to write back that
" the surrender has now actually taken place ;

and my hopes are
" that the Spaniard will presently pay for his double treachery by
" the loss not of one city only, the effecting of which result by the

"capture of the other town [Bergen, near Dunkirk, now also
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"
In-sieved

]

I would that your Majesty may have it in your pov
-
report as

cpiic-kly. As to your Majesty's farther promise that my
interests .-hall be your care, in that matter I have no mistrust,
the promise coming from a King of such worth and friendliness,

"and ha \ ini; the ( oiiHrmat ion of the word of his Ambassador, the
" most excellent and accomplished Duke de Crequi. That AlmL'hty
Cod may he propitious to your Majesty and to the French State,

"at home and in war, is my sincere wish." (2.) To CAKDIKAL
M \/.\i;i\. As we have already seen in Cromwell's correspondence
with France, letters to the King and the Cardinal then almost

always went in pairs, for Louis XIV. was but beginning his long
career of d'rand Monarque at the age of twenty, while the Cardinal,

at the age of fifty-six, htill retained that ministerial ascendancy
which lie had exercised all through the minority of Louis, and
indeed since the death of Richelieu in 1642. This letter of

Cromwell's to the Cardinal is even more interesting than that to

the King, and may be given in full : "Most Kminent Lord, While
1 am thanking hy letter your most Serene King, who has sent

" such a splendid embassy to return respects and congratulations
"and to communicate to me his joy over the recent most noble
"
victory. I should be ungrateful if I did not at the same time pay

'

hy letter the thanks due also to your Eminence, who, to testify your
I will towards me, and your regard for my honour in all

"
possible ways, have sent with the embassy your most worthy and

'

highly accomplished young nephew, and even write that, if you
had any one nearer akin to you or dearer, you would have sent

that person in preference, adding a reason which, coming from

the judgment of so great a man, I consider no mean tribute of

'praise and distinction: to wit, your desire that those nearest to

\ou in hlood should imitate your Eminence in honouring and

'respecting me. Well, they will perhaps at h-ast, in your lt\

me. have had no stinted example of politeness, candour, and

friendliness: of worth and prudence at their highest there are

other far more hrilliant examples in you, by which they may learn
' how to administer kingdoms and the greatest affairs with glory.

With which that your Kmim-nce may long and prosperously
'conduct affairs, tor the common good of the French kingdom, yea
'of the whole Christian Kepuhlic, a distinction properly yours,
'

1 promise that my wishes shall not be wanting." (3.) To Louis

MV 1 A more formal letter than the last, acknowledging the

French King's own intimation that Dunkirk had been taken, and

given into the possession of Lock hart.
" That Dunkirk had sur-

"
rendered to your .Ma.j.-ty, and that it had been by your order*

"immediately put in our possession, we had already heard hy

"report ;
hut with what a willing and glad mind your Majesty did

1 This I.,tt,T is not to be fmm.l in ). nd hM beenjprintodftr
Mr.

Mtrd C'ulli-rtion or iii I'liilliii* ; Hamilton in hi* Ifflto*
"V* 7 8.

but it is in the Skinner Tr;ui>crii>t
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"
it, to testify your good-will towards me in this matter, I have

" been especially informed by your royal letter, and have had
"
abundantly confirmed by the gentleman in whom, from the tenor

' of that letter, I have all confidence, the master in ordinary of
'

your Palace. In addition to this testimony, though it needs no
' farther weight with me, our Ambassador with you [Lockhart], in

'discharge of his duty, writes to the same effect, and there is

'

nothing that he does not ascribe to your most firm steadiness in
'

ray favour. Let your Majesty be assured in turn that there shall be
' no want of either care or integrity on our part in performing all

' that remains of our agreement with the same faith and diligence

as hitherto. For the rest, I congratulate your Majesty on your suc-
"
cesses and on the very near approach of the capture of Bergen; and

"
may God Almighty grant that there may be as frequent exchanges

"as possible of such congratulations between us." (4.) To CARDINAL
MAZAEIN. 1 This is on the same occasion and in the same strain.

One sentence will suffice.
" With what faith and expression of the

"highest good-will all was performed by you, though your
" Eminence's own assurance fully satisfied me, yet, that I should

"have nothing more to desiderate, our Ambassador, in carefully
"
writing to me the details, had omitted nothing that could either

"serve for my information or answer your opinion of him." It is

curious, after these two last letters, to turn to those letters of

Lockhart's to which Cromwell refers. They quite confirm his

words, though they contain expressions, about both the King and

the Cardinal, of which Cromwell would not perhaps have sent them
literal copies. Thus, in a letter to Thurloe, of June 1 4, the day
before the delivery of Dunkirk to the English, but when all the

arrangements for the delivery had been made, Lockhart, speaking
of the difficulties he anticipated in so arduous and delicate a post as

the Governorship of Dunkirk, especially with his small supplies and

great lack of money, adds,
"
Nevertheless I must say I find him

"
[the Cardinal] willing to hear reason

; and, though the generality
" of Court and Army are even mad to see themselves part with what

"they call un si bon morceau, so delicate a bit, yet he is still

" constant to his promises, and seems to be as glad in the general,
"
notwithstanding our differences in little particulars, to give this

"
place to his Highness as I can be to receive it : the King is also

"
exceeding obliging and civil, and hath more true worth in him than

" I could have imagined." Next day Lockhart wrote a brief note

to Thurloe announcing himself as actually in possession,
" blessed be

God for this great mercy, and the Lord continue his protection to

his Highness
"

;
and there were subsequent longer letters both to

Thurloe and to Cromwell himself.2 Dunkirk was called
" The Key

of Spanish Flanders
"

;
and the conquest of this place for the Pro-

1 Neither is this Letter in the Printed by Hamilton, p. 8.

Collection. It stands as No. 103 in the 2
Thurloe, VII. 173 et seq.

Skinner Transcript, and has been printed
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>te was, it is to be remembered, among the last of Cromwell's

\\l.) To ClIAKl.i:- GU8TAVU8, KlNO OF SWEDE*, Jun
Sinn- Cromwell's last letter by Hilton to this heroic

Scandinavian (March 30), congratulating him on his generous
Peace with l>> nmurk, and urging the policy of a League of all the

northern !': -t:mt Powers for conjoint action against Austria,

Poland, and < 'atholici>m universally, the movements of tin- B

had boon most perplexing. Now he had been turning against tin*

mill Au-iiians; but again Denmark, or even the Dutch,

seemed to be the object of his resentment, while there wa-

quarrelsome negotiation between liim and the HI. -dor Manjuis of

Brandenburg, and every appearance that the Kh-ctor might have

to hear the next full burst of his wrath. All this did not seem

favourable to the prospects of a Protestant League, and Cromwell

en\o\s, Meadows, .lephson, Bnulslmw, and Downing, liad been

io and tH> with their wits on the stretch. Such, in general,

he condition of affairs when Milton for Cromwell wrote as

follows: "Most serene and potent Kinir. most dear Friend and

Ally, As often as we look upon the ceaseless plots and various
"
artifices of the common enemies of Religion, so often our thought

" with ourselves is how necessary it is for the Chri-tian world, and

how salutary it would be, for the easier n of the
"
attempts of these adversaries, that the Potentates of ProtesUntisin

should he conjoined in the strictest league among themselves, and
-
principally your Majesty with our Commonwealth. How much,

"and with" what /nil, that has been furthered b, 1 how

aMe latterly it would have been to us if the affairs of Sweden
" and our own had been in such a condition and position that the

"
League could have been ratified heartily by us both, and with all

-

tit aid the one to the other, We have testified to your agent*

"from the time when they first treated of the matter with Us.

truly, \\ere they wanting to their duty; but, as was their

'custom in other things, in this matter also they displayed

prudence and dili^. nee. But we have been so exercised at home
"

liy the perfidy of wi.-ked citi/.eiis. who. though several tunes

"received IwcJi into trust, do not yet cease to form new

"piracies, and to repeat their already often shattered and i

"plots with the exiles, and even with the Spanish enemy, that,

"occupied in beating off our own dangers, we have not hitherto

11 Keen aMe, as was our wish, to turn our whole attention and entire

iLjth to the guardianship of the common cause of Religion.
" What was possible, however, to the full extent of our power, we
- have alrea.lv studioii.-ly performed; and, whatever for the future

-

in thi- dirert ion -hall seem to conduce to your Majesty's interests,

- we shall not de-i-t not only to desire, but also to co-operate with

"you with all our strength in accomplishing where they maybe

opportunity. Meanwhile we congratulate, and heartily ;
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"
in, your Majesty's most prudent and most valiant actions, and

"
desire with assiduous prayers that God may will, for the glory of

"
his own Deity, that the same course of prosperity and victory

"
may be a very long one." So far as Milton's state-letters show,

this is the last of the relations between Oliver Cromwell and Karl-

Gustav of Sweden. But, in Thurloe and elsewhere, there are

farther traces of the great Swede in connexion with Cromwell, and
of the interest which the two kindred souls felt in each other.

Passing over some weeks of still uncertain movement of the Swede
hither and thither in his complications with Austria, Poland,

Denmark, Muscovy, Brandenburg, and the Dutch, we may note the

sudden surprise of all Europe when, early in August, he tore up
his brief Peace with Denmark, re-invaded Zealand, and marched

straight upon Copenhagen. His reasons for this extraordinary act

he thought it right to explain to Cromwell in a long letter dated

from his quarters near Copenhagen, August 18, 1658. The letter

can have reached Cromwell only on his death-bed; and, on the

whole, Cromwell had to leave the world with the consciousness

that the League of Protestant Powers for which he had prayed and

struggled was apparently as far off as ever. The election to the

vacant Emperorship had already taken place at last, July 8, 1658,
at Frankfort-on-the-Main, and it was the Austrian Leopold, King
of Hungary, and not the French Louis XIV., after all, that had
been proclaimed and saluted Imperator Romanorum. 1

(CXXXII.) To THE KING OF POBTUGAL, August 1658 : A
John Buffield, merchant of London, has been wronged by the

detention of property of his by a Portuguese mercantile firm, and
has been tossed about in Portuguese law-courts. The Protector

requests his Portuguese Majesty to look into the matter and see

justice done.

So ends the series of Milton's Letters for Oliver. As there

had been eighty-eight such in all (XLV. CXXXII.) during
the four years and nine months of the Protectorate, whereas

there had been but forty-four (I. XLIV.) similar letters

during the preceding four years and ten months of the Com-

monwealth proper and Interim Dictatorship, it will be seen

that Milton's industry in this particular form of his Secretary-

ship had been just twice as great for Oliver as for the

Governments before the Protectorate.2 That fact in itself is

1 Thurloe, VII., at various points from of his Secretaryship to the death of

the beginning, but especially pp. 338, Cromwell, that have been preserved

342, and 257. Foreign dates in Thurloe either in the Printed Collection or in

have to be rectified. the Skinner Transcript, have now been
2 With one exception, all the State- inventoried, and, as far as possible,

Letters of Milton, from the beginning dated and elucidated in the text of
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rat her remarkable, when we remember that Milton came into

th< I 'i<it rotor's service totally blind. Of course, whoever had

in the post would have had more to do in the way of

lett. -r-writiiiLT for the Protector than had been required by
tin-

| >rcecding Councils of State in their comparatively thin

relations with foreign powers; but that a blind man in the

post should have been so satisfactory for the increased re-

quirements says something for the employer as well as for the

blind man. Thurloe and others had relieved Milton of much

of the secretarial \\ork ; there had also been many breaks in

Milton's secretaryship even in the letter-writing department,

occasioned by ill-health, family-troubles, or occupation with

literal \ tasks which were really public commissions and were

credited to him as such ;
and at such times the dependence

had heen on Meadows or some one else for the Latin letters

necessary. Always, however, when the occasion was

important, as when there had to be the burst of circular

letters about the Piedmontese massacre, the blind man had to

nt to, or sent for. And what is worthy of notice now is

that this had continued to be the case to the lat. At no

time in the Secretaryship had there been a aeries of more

important letters from Milton's pen than those just inven-

toried, \\ritten i'..r the Protector in the last five months of his

lite, and mostly in the months of May and June, 1658. Two

or time of them are about ships or other small matters,

sho\\ m -
that, even with Marvcll now at hand for such

drudgery, Milton did not wholly escape it; but the rest are

these volumes. The exception is a brief
" that Mile*. William, and Maria Sandy*,

scrap thrown in at tin- m-l "I th- hildren of the lately <*MMMd.William
omwell both in the Printed "

Sandy* and hi* wife Eliabetn Soame,
' tion and in th- SkiniH-r Tran- "

Engluh by birth and minors, may b

l.ut omiti,-d by Phillips in hi
"
able, from Pari*, where they * w

translation as not worth while. It was " under protection of the Mid Court, to

ii..t*rittrn f..rfr..inw-ll or his C'oundl, return to as forthwith, and will

..iMioner* of the "the said children into the charge

Great 8eal-wh.-th.-r for those under the "the Scotchman Jame* Mowat, a g.

Protectorate, or for their predecessor*, -and honest man. to whom we haw
-

though perhaps that "delegated thi* charge, that be w
might lw a* .rtam.'d. The scrap may

* receive them where they are and

be numbered at thin point, though in- "them to u; and we engagi

aerted only as a note :-(C'\ X X III.)
"
opportunity

of the "".
We, Commissioners of t \w ( \ r,-at Seal tfiere will be a retoralfcom tW. O

i.uKland, &<-, .le.sire that the "of the like justice ^and equity to any

"Suprvme Court oi the I*arliament of "
subject* of Franos.

"
Paris will, on request, take such step*
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on the topics of highest interest to Cromwell and closest to

his heart. The poor Piedmontese Protestants are again in

danger. Who must again sound the alarm ? Milton. Crom-

well's son-in-law, the gallant Falconbridge, starts on his

embassy to Calais. Who must write the letters that are to

introduce him to King Louis and the Cardinal? Milton.

The gorgeous return embassy of the Duke de Crequi and M.
Mancini has to be acknowledged, and the bells rung for the

fall of Dunkirk
;
and with the congratulations to be conveyed

across the Channel on that event there have to be interwoven

Cromwell's thanks to the King and the Cardinal for having
so punctually kept their faith with him by the delivery of the

town to Lockhart. Who shall express the complex message?
None but Milton. Finally, Cromwell would stretch his hand

eastward across the seas to grasp that of the Swedish Charles

Gustavus struggling with his peculiar difficulties, to give him

brotherly cheer in the midst of them, brotherly hope also that

they two, whoever else in a generation of hucksters, may yet

live to lead in a glorious Protestant League for the overthrow

of Babylon and the woman blazing in scarlet. Who inter-

prets between hero and hero? Always and only the blind

Milton. Positively, in reading Milton's despatches for

Cromwell on such subjects as the persecutions of the Vaudois

and the scheme of a Protestant European League, one hardly
knows which is speaking, the secretary or the ruler. Crom-

well melts into Milton, and Milton is Cromwell eloquent and

Latinizing.
1

1 The uniformly Miltonic style of the

greater letters for the Protector, the
same style as had been used in the
more important letters for the Common-
wealth, utterly precludes the idea that
Milton was only the translator of drafts

furnished him. In the smaller letters,
about ships wrongfully seized and other'

private injuries, the case may have been

partly so, though even there Milton
must have had liberty of phraseology,
and would imbed the facts in his own
expressions. But there was not a man
about the Council that could have fur-

nished the drafts of the greater letters

as we now have them. My idea as to

the way in which they were composed

is that, on each occasion, Milton learnt
from Thurloe, or even in a preappointed
interview with the Council, or with
Cromwell himself, the sort of thing
that was wanted, and that then, having
himself dictated and sent in an English
draft, he received it back, approved or

with corrections and suggested ad-

ditions, to be turned into Latin. Special
Cromwellian hints to Milton for the
letter to Louis XIV. on the alarm of a
new persecution of thePiedmoiitese (ante

pp. 387 9) must have been, I should

say, the casual reference to a certain

pass as the best military route yet into

Italy from France, and the suggestion
of an exchange of territories between
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The lust letters to Louis XIV., Mazarin, and Charles

(ni-t.-mi- of Sweden, bring us to within about two months of

Cromwell'- death. and the last one of all, that to tin- King of

Portugal. t. within less than a single month of the same.

We have yet a farther trace of the diplomacies proper to

Milton's office round the dying Protector. Here. however,

it is not Milton that comes into view, but his colleague

or assistant, Andrew Marvell.

The Dutch Lord-Ambassador Nieuport, after having- been

absent in Holland since November 1657, had been sent back

by their High Mightinesses, the States-General, to resume

his post. The complication of affairs in northern Europe

by the movements of Charles Gustavus, and the menacing
tnde of that King not only pretty generally all round tin-

Baltic, but also towards the Dutch themselves, had rendered

N import's renewed presence in London very necessary.

\ wlv commissioned and instructed, he made his voyage, and

was in tin- Thames on the night of the 23rd of July, though

too late to reach Gravesend that night. The arrival of an

ambassador being then an affair of much punctilio, he sent his

: up the river in a shallop, to inform Mr. Secretary Thnrloe

and Sir Oliver Fleming, the master of the ceremonies, and to

deliver to Thurloe a letter requesting that the p..mp of a

pulilie reception might be waived and he might W permitted

t> take up his quarters quietly in the Dutch Embassy, still

furnished and ready, just as he had left it. Young Mynheer

Nieuport, coming to London on this errand, found things

there in unexpected confusion, the Lord Protector at

Hampton Court, attending the death-bed of his daughter

Lady Clay pole, and leaving business to itself, and Secretary

Thurloe al o out of town. Fortunately, Thurloe was not then

at Hampton Court, but only at his own country-house two

miles oil'. Thither young Nieuport rode at once. He met

Thurloe coming in his eoach to Whitehall; whereupon

Thurloe, after all proper salutations, informed him that his

Ix>ui* an.l tin- Duke of Savoy so M to beforehand, or they mT h>T

i.y OromwD in remmg
iuuts may h;i\o 1 n given t> Milton Miltoa'8 English drft.
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Highness had already heard of his father's arrival and had

given orders for his suitable reception. Meanwhile, would

young Mr. Nieuport come into the coach, so that they might
drive back to Whitehall together? Arrived at Whitehall,

Thurloe immediately gave orders for the preparation of one

of his Highness's barges to be sent down to Gravesend,
" with

a gentleman called Marvell, who is employed in the despatches

for the Latin tongue." Apparently this gentleman was on

the spot, and was at once introduced by Thurloe to young

Nieuport. Then young Nieuport went down the river by

himself, rejoining his father at Gravesend, and bringing him

a letter from Thurloe, to the effect that his Highness was

very anxious that his reception should be in all points such

as became the respect due to himself and his office, but that

Mr. Marvell would come expressly to discuss and arrange

particulars, and that whatever Lord Nieuport should finally

judge fitting should also be satisfactory to his Highness.
That was on the night of Saturday, the 24th. Next day,

Sunday the 25th, Marvell was duly down at Gravesend in

the barge, actually before morning-sermon, as the Ambassador

himself informs us, bidding the Ambassador formally welcome

in the Lord Protector's name, and sketching out for him " a

public reception, with barges and coaches, and also an enter-

tainment, such as is usually given to the chiefest Ambas-

sadors." Lord Nieuport still preferring less bustle on his

own account, and thinking also that a great public reception

would be unseemly at a time when " the Lord Protector and

the whole Court were in great sadness for the mortal dis-

temper of the Lady Claypole," Marvell remained in waiting

on him at Gravesend that day, and in the night brought him

up to town in his barge incognito. It was thought that his

Highness might possibly be able to come from Hampton
Court to Whitehall the next day or the next

; but, that

chance having passed, it was arranged that the Ambassador

should himself go to Hampton Court, and have an audience

with the Protector at three o'clock in the afternoon of

Thursday the 29th. Accordingly, at eleven o'clock on that

day the master of the ceremonies was at the Dutch Embassy,
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with ill roe six-horse coaches; and, having been driven to

Hampton Court, the Ambassador was received byThurloe "at

thr >eeond gate of the first court/' and taken to his High-
room. After interchange of compliments, his High-

ness expressed his regret
" that his own indisposition, and

other dome-tic inconveniencies, had hindered him from coming
i i London"; nml then, the general company having been

dismissed, and only Lord President Lawrence, Lord Striek-

land. and Thurloe, remaining in the room, there was some

talk <>n business. Various matters were mentioned, but only

in !!> Tally, Nieuport not thinking it fit to trouble his High-

Ben with " a large discourse," and his Highness indeed

intimating that he did not find himself well enough to talk

mm h. Hut all was very amicable, and at the end of the

int.Tvi'-w Cromwell, saying he hoped to be in London next

week, insisted on conducting the Ambassador to the door of

the anteehamber, leaving Lawrence, Strickland, and Thurloe,

to do the iv-t by attending him through the galleries back to

the coaches. On that same day there had been a Council-

meeting at Hampton Court, the last at which Cromwell was

it. Possibly Dutch business was discussed there, and

also at the next meeting of Council, which was at Whitehall

on the 3rd of August, and without Cromwell. On the 5th,

at all events, when the Council again met at Hampton Court,

Cromwell not present, there was, as we have seen (ante,

p. 355), a minute on Dutch business of a very ominous

character. Cromwell's heart was now with the magnanimous
Swede rather than with the merchandizing Dutch; and, in

all probability, bad he lived longer, Ambassador Nieuport

would have had to send home news that might not have been

pleasant to their Hijh Mightinesses. But the next day

ist 6) Lady Claypole was dead ;
and from that day,

through the remaining four weeks of Cromwell's life, the

-ns of the foreign world grew dimmer and dimmer in his

regards. Perhaps to the last moment of his consciousness

what did most interest him in that foreign world was the

ijreat now commotion round the Baltic in which his Swedish

brother was the central figure, and in which both the Dutch

VOL. v. D d
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and the Brandenburg Elector were playing- anti-Swedish

parts, the Elector avowedly, the Dutch more warily.
" The

"
King of Sweden hath again invaded the Dane, and very

"
probably hath Copenhagen by this time," wrote Thurloe

from Whitehall to Henry Cromwell at two o'clock in the

morning of August 27. Cromwell, therefore, had learnt that

fact before his death, and it must have mingled with his

thoughts in his dying hours. In these very hours, we find,

not only was Ambassador Nieuport close at hand again, for

Dutch negotiations in which the fact would naturally be of

high moment, but Herr Schlezer also, the London agent of

the Brandenburg Elector, was at the doors of the Council

office, with express letters from the Elector, which he was

anxious to deliver to Thurloe himself, in case even at such a

time some answer might be elicited. Thurloe choosing to be

inaccessible, he had left the letters with Mr. Marvell. Thus,

twice in the last weeks of Oliver's Protectorate we have a

distinct sight of Marvell in his capacity of substitute for

Milton. He barges down the Thames very early on a Sunday

morning to salute an Ambassador in the name of the Pro-

tector and bring him up to town in a proper manner
;
and

he receives in the Whitehall office a troublesome diplomatic

agent, who has come with important despatches.
1

Thirty-three Latin State-Letters and five Latin Familiar

Epistles are the productions of Milton's pen we have hitherto

registered as belonging to the Second Protectorate of Oliver.

Two or three incidents, appertaining more properly to his

Literary Biography, have yet to be noticed before we leave

the period.

Here is the title of a little foreign tract of which I have

seen a solitary, and perhaps unique, copy :
" Dissertationis

ad quadam loca Miltoni Pars Posterior ; quam, adspirante Deo,

Preside Dn. Jacobo Schallero, S.S. Theol. Doct. et Philos. Pract.

Prof., ad. h. t. Facult. Phil. Decano, solenniter defendet die [17]

i
Thurloe, VII. 286 and 298-299 Henry Cromwell), and 373374 (Latin

(Letters of Nieuport to the States- letter of Schlezer to Thurloe, two days
General), 362 (Letter of Thurloe to after Cromwell's death).
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men*. 8*')>iemb. Chrittophorus Giintzer, Argentorat. Argeit'

Typv* I Spoor, 1657" (" Second Part of a Dissertation

>ii et-rtain Passages of Milton; which, with God's favour, and
under the pn-uleney of James Schaller, Doctor of Divinity
and Professor of Practical Philosophy, acting as Dean of the

Faculty i.f 1'hilosnphy for the occasion, Christopher Ciitntzer of

iii^ will solemnly defend on the 17th of September.

'urg, Printed by Frederic Spoor, 1657"). Of the

Schaller here mentioned we have heard before in conn

with ;i publication of his in 1053, also entitled J)is*trtatio ad

Miltoni, and appended then to certain F.j->-rcita-

twnet concerning the Knglish Regicide by the Leipsic jurist

Caspar Xie-ler (Vol. IV. j.p. 534-535). He seems to have re-

tained an inter. -si in the subject, and to have kept it up among
about him; for here, four years after his own Disserta-

tion, he is to preside at the academic defence of another on the

same suhjeet by a ChrifltopheX (Jiint/er. who was probably
one of his pii])ils. Yonm,' (Jiint/er, it seems, had been

trying his hand on the subject already; for this is but the

"second part" of his performance. The "first par
not seen, though it seems to have been published. The

"second part

"
i- a thin quarto, paged 45-92, as if to be

bound with the first. It is in a juvenile and dry style of

and academic reasoning, modelled a! iller's

Dissertation, and not worth an abstract. More interett-

int,' than itself are eleven pieces of congratulatory Latin verse

prefixed t> it by ei.llri:e friends of the disputant. In more than

one of these Milton is mentioned; but the liv. ntiou

of him is in a set of Phalaxiians signed "Christianas K
Phala eians are not to be attempted in English ; but, as the

semi-absurd ivli.-h of the thing would be lost in prose, the

first few lines may run into a kind of equivalent doggrel :

Wliat S;ilina-ius, he whom all men hailed sa

1

;rotligy, Plm-nix niueli too big for

lli< o\vn lit.' -
. ay or any old one,

Wrote MI
In-lively agai'

Then ;ill Wet witli the ro\;d Moo.lsli. d in

Milton ;iii-\vc]-f.l witli pen that. l>e it granted,
\\-d va.-t L" uiu-. n. i ii niiiul without some
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Real marks of artistic cultivation,

Though, shame ! patronizing such an outrage.
Milton's pen is refutect next by Schaller's,

Quite a different pen and more respected."

Young Keck then goes on to assure his fellow-students that,

if their eminent Professor Schaller's Dissertation of 1653 in

reply to Milton had been duly read and pondered in Great

Britain, it would have been of far more use towards a restora-

tion of the Stuarts than camps and cannon; and he ends by

congratulating the world on the fact that now young Gimtzer,
the accomplished young Giintzer, has placed himself by the

side of the learned Professor, to wave the same inextinguish-
able torch of truth.1 In all probability, Milton never heard of

such a trifle. It illustrates, however, the kind of rumour of

himself and his writings that was circling, in the year 1657,
in holes and corners of German Universities. Strasburg,
with Elsatz generally, was then within the dominions of

Austria
; and it was naturally less in Austrian Germany

than in other parts of the Continent that there was that

especial admiration of Milton which had been growing
since the publication of his Defensio Prima, but which, as

Aubrey tells us, had reached its height under the Protectorate.
" He was mightily importuned," says Aubrey,

" to go into
" France and Italy. Foreigners came much to see him, and
" much admired him, and offered to him great preferments to
" come over to them ; and the only inducement of several
"
foreigners that came over into England was chiefly to see

" O. Protector and Mr. J. Milton ; and [they] would see the
" house and chamber where he was born. He was much
" more admired abroad than at home." This corresponds
with all our own evidence hitherto, though we have heard

nothing of those invitations and offers of foreign preferment
of which Aubrey speaks.

In May 1658, three or four months before Cromwell's death,

there was published in London a little volume of about 200

pages, with this title-page:
" The Cabinet Council: Containing

1 The copy I have seen of Giintzer's MS. after the word "
die

"
in the title-

Dissertatio is in the British Museum page.
Library. The figure

"
17

"
is inserted in
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the chief Arts of Empire, and Mysteries of State ; Discabineted

'itlf-al and Polemical Aphorism*, grounded en Authority,

ami Experience ; And illustrated with the choicest Example*
ami Historical Observations. By the Ever-renowned Knight, Str

ll'iilft-r Ilalfiijh, published by John Milton Esq. Qnis Martem

tunica tectum Adamantinfi dignd scripserit? London, Printed

I
if

Tho. Netocombfor Tho. Johnson at the sign of the Key in St.

hmCs Churchi/ar.I, near the West-end. 1658." Prefixed to the

body of the volume, which is divided into twenty-six chapters,

is a note " To the Reader" as follows :
"
Having had the

manuscript of this Treatise, written by Sir Walter Raleigh,
"
many years in my hands, and finding it lately by chance

"
among- other books and papers, upon reading thereof I

"
thought it a kind of injury to -withhold longer the work of

" so eminent an author from the public : it being both answer-
" able in style to other works of his already extant, as far as

'

tlu- subject would permit, and given me for a true copy by a

learned man at his death, who had collected several such
'

]>irees. JOHN MILTON." *

By fur the most interesting fact, however, in Milton's

liln-arv life under the Second Protectorate is that he had

rrrtainlv. before its close, resumed his design of a great

poem, to be called Paradise Lost. Phillips's words

even imply that he had resumed this design before the

end of the First Protectorate. For, after having mentioned

that, in the comparative leisure in which he was left by the

nmrluM.m of his controversy with Morus (Aug. 1655), he

re-unied those two favourite hack-occupations on which he

always fell back when he had nothing else to do, his History

of England and his compilations for a Latin Dictionary,

Phillips a.Kls.
" But the highth of his noble fancy and invention

lit'L^an now to be seriously and mainly employed in a subject
"
worthy of such a muse: viz. a Heroic Poem, entitled Paradise

Lost, the noblest," &c. In this passage, however, Phillips

is throwing t. Aether, in 1694, all his recollections of the four

years of his uncle's life between Aug. 1655 and Aug. 1659 ;

i There were subsequent reprints of edition by Milton, with change, of title.

Raleigh's Cabinet C<m*cil from thia 1668 Bee Bohn' Lowndas nadir Rdmgk. ...
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and Aubrey's earlier information (1680), originally derived

from Phillips himself, is that Paradise Lost was begun
" about

two years before the King came in," i. e. about May 1658.

This would fix the date somewhere in the two or three months

immediately following the death of Milton's second wife. In

such a matter exact certainty is unattainable
;
and it is

enough to know for certain that the resumption of Paradise

Lost was an event of the latter part of Cromwell's Second

Protectorate, and that some portion of the poem was actually

written in the house in Petty France, Westminster, while

Milton was in communication with Cromwell and writing
letters for him. In the rooms of that house, or in the garden
that stretched from the house into St. James's Park across

part of what is now the ground of Wellington Barracks, the

subject of the epic first took distinct shape in Milton's mind,
and here he began the great dictation.

Eighteen years had elapsed since Milton, just settled in

London after his return from Italy, had first fastened on the

subject, preferred it by a sure instinct to all the others that

occurred in competition with it, and sketched four plans for

its treatment in the form of a sacred tragedy, one with the

precise title Paradise Lost, and another with the title Adam

Unparadised (Vol. II. pp. 106-108, and 115-119). Through
all the distractions of those eighteen years the grand subject

had not ceased to haunt him, nor the longing to return to it

and to his poetic vocation. Nay there had hung in his

memory all this while certain lines he had actually written

and destined for the opening of the intended tragedy. They
were the ten lines that now form lines 32-41 of the fourth

book of our present Paradise Lost. He had imagined, for

the opening of his tragedy, Satan already arrived within our

Universe out of Hell, and alighted on our central Earth near

Eden, and gazing up to Heaven and the Sun blazing there in

meridian splendour. He had imagined Satan, in this pause
of his first advent into the Universe he was to ruin, thus

addressing the Sun as its chief visible representative :

"0 thou that, with surpassing glory crowned,
Look'st from thy sole dominion like the god
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Of tliis new World, at whose sight all the stars

Hide tli.ir diminished heads, to thee I call,

Hut with IK. friendly voice, and add thy name,
(> Sun, to tell thee how I hate thy beams,
Tli.it lning to my remembrance from what state

!1, how glorious once above thy sphere,
Till j.riile and worse ambition threw me down,
W:irring in Heaven against Heaven's matchless King !

"

Ami now, after eighteen years, the poem having been resumed,

hut with the resolution, made natural by Milton's literary

ol nervations and experiences in the interval, that the dramatic

form should he abandoned and the epic substituted, these ten

Inn-, written originally for the opening of the Drama, were to

be the nucleus of the Epic.
1 With our present Paradise Lost

before us, we can see the very process of the gradual re-

invention. In the epic Satan must not appear, as had been

proposed in the drama, at once on our earth or within oar

universe. He must be fetched from the transcendental

regions, the vast extra-mundane spaces, of his own prior

nee and history. And so, round our fair universe,

newly-created and wheeling softly on its axle, conscious as

i no evil, conscious only of the happy earth and sweet

human life in the midst, and of the steady diurnal change
from thy and light-blue sunshine into spangled and deep-

blue nio-lit, Milton was figuring and mapping out those other

inlinit titles which outlay and encircled his conception of all

this nine Mundane Creation. Deep down beneath this

Mi MtvsK CREATION, and far separated from it, he was >

the II i .1.1, from which was to come its woe; all round the

>

Phillips'* words in ^noting these "there are about tix vene* of SaUns
lines are,

" In the Fourth Book of the "exclamation to the Son which Mr. E.

are six Ihe says six, but " Phi remembers about fifteen or ilx-
"
quotes all the ten] verses which,

* teen years before ever his Poem wa

irs before the Poem was "thought of; which verse* wereito-

"begun, were shown to me and some "tended for the beginning of a TragcadM,
! for the very begin- "which he had designed, but was

nin- of the said Tragedy." These "diverted from it by other bosines*.

was begun in 1668, This, on Pbillips's own authority,woaM
us back at farthest to about Uke the lines back to 1642 or 1MB;

1660 as the date when the ten lines and that, on independent groi

w-n- i: : Imt. Wsi.U-s that the probable date. Hardlv after 1<H3

Phillips'* < xpression is vague, we have or IMS can Milton have adhered I

Auhr.'v's \v,.r.ls in 1680 as follows : original intention of writing

.e [Uhj Book of I'antdite Lett Lott in a dramatic fora.
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Mundane Creation, and surging everywhere against its out-

most firmament, was the dark and turbid CHAOS out of which

its orderly and orbicular immensity had been cut
;
and high

over all, radiant above Chaos, but with the Mundane Universe

pendent from it at one gleaming point, was the great EMPYREAN

or HEAVEN of HEAVENS, the abode of Angels and of Eternal

Godhead. Not to the mere Earth of Man or the Mundane

Universe about that Earth was Milton's adventurous song
now to be confined, representing only dramatically by means

of speeches and choruses those transactions in the three extr

mundane Infinitudes that might bear on the terrestrial story.

It must dare also into those infinitudes themselves, pursue

among them the vaster and more general story of Satan's

rebellion and fall, and yet make all converge, through Satan's

scheme in Hell and his advent at last into our World, upon
that one catastrophe of the ruin of infant Mankind whicl

the title of the poem proclaimed as the particular theme.

" Of Man's first disobedience, and the fruit

Of that forbidden tree whose mortal taste

Brought death into the World, and all our woe,
With loss of Eden, till one greater Man
Restore us and regain the blissful seat,

Sing, Heavenly Muse"

Such might be the simple invocation at the outset ; but,

knowing now all that the epic was really to involve, and how
far it was to carry him in flight above the Aonian Mount,
little wonder that he could already promise in it

lf

Things unattempted yet in prose or rhyme."

It may have been in one of the nights following a day of

such meditation of the great subject he had resumed, and

some considerable instalment of the actual verse of the poem
as we now have it may have been already on paper, or in

Milton's memory for repetition to himself, when he dreamt a

memorable dream. The house is all still, the voices and the

pattering feet of the children hushed in sleep, and Milton too

asleep, but with his waking thoughts pursuing him into

sleep and stirring the mimic fancy. Not this night, however,

is it of Heaven, or Hell, or Chaos, or the Universe of Man
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with its luminaries, or any other of the objects of his poetic

n>ntrni]>lution by day, that dreaming' images come. Nor yet

is it the recollection of any business, Piedmontese, Swedish,

or Fivnch, last employing him officially, that now peases into

his involuntary visions. His mind is wholly back on himself,

his hard fate of blindness, and his again vacant and desolate

household. But lo ! as he dreams, that seems somehow all a

mistake, and the household is not desolate. A radiant figure,

< lotlu-d in white, approaches him and bends over him. He

knows it to be his wife, whom he had thought dead, but

\vh<> is not dead. Her face is veiled, and he cannot see that ;

l.ut then he had never seen that, and it was not so he could

distinguish her. It was by the radiant, saintlike, sweetness

of her general presence. That is again beside him and bend-

ing over him, the same as ever ;
and it was certainly she I fite

for the few happy moments while the dream lasts; but he

awakes, and the sjM'll is broken. So dear has been that

n, however, that he will keep it as a sacred memory for

If in the last of all his Sonnets:

1 M. thought I saw my late espoused saint

Brought to me like Alcestis from the grate,

Whom Jove's great son to her glad husband gave,

Rescued from Death by force, though pale and faint

Mine, as whom washed from spot of child-bed taint

Purification in the Old Law did save,

And such as yet once more I trust to have

Full sight of her in Heaven without restraint,

Came vested all in white, pure as her mind.

Her face was veiled ; yet to my fancied sight

Love, sweetness, goodness, in her person shined

So clear as in no face with more delight.

lUit oh ! as to embrace me she inclined,

I waked, she fled, and day brought back my night"
'

' W> ,1,. not know the exact date of copy of it among the Milton MS
i.ii.-t ; l-ut tin- mt,-rn:il evidence at Cambridge u in th

.l,-,-i,l.-.llv is that it was wrr y who was certainly acting as a

lie second wife's death, and for Milton early in 10 and alU

probably in 1668, The manu*
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CHAPTER I

First Section.

THE PROTECTORATE OF RICHARD CROMWELL:
SEPT. 3, 1658 MAT 25, 1659.

PROCLAMATION OF RICHARD : HEARTY RESPONSE FROM THE
COUNTRY AND FROM FOREIGN POWERS : FUNERAL OF THE
LATE PROTECTOR : RESOLUTION FOR A NEW PARLIAMENT.

DIFFICULT! 1^ INI 1. 1ST OF THE MOST CON-

SPICUOUS PROPS AND ASSESSORS OF THE NEW PROTEC-

TORATE : MONK'S ADVICES TO RICHARD : UNION OF THE
CROMWELLIANS AGAINST CHARLES STUART : THEIR SPLIT

AMONG THEMSELVES INTO THE COURT OR DYNAh

PARTY AND THE ARMY OR WALLINGFORD-HOUSE PARTY :

CHII.FS UK mi: TWO PARTIES: RICHARD*8 PREFERENCE
FOU Till COURT PARTV. \M HIS SPEECH TO THE ARMY
TIGERS : BACKING OF THE ARMY PARTY TOWARDS RE-

PUBLICANISM OR ANTI-OHM KIAM8M : HENRY CROM-

WEI.I/S l.KTTER OF REBUKE TO FIITTWOOD: DIFFER-

I NCE8 OF THE TWO PARTIES AS TO FOREIGN POLICY :

Til i-H ALLIANCE AND THE WAR WITH SPAIN :

LATION8 TO THE KING OF SWEDEN. MEETING OF
RICHARD'S PARLIAMENT (JAN. 27, 1658-9) : THE TWO
MOUSES: EMINENT MEMBERS OF THE COMMONS: RICHARD'S

ol'KMNG SPEECH : THfUl.oK THE LEADER FOR GOVERN-

MENT IN THE COMMONS : RECOGNITION OF THE PROTEC-

TORSHIP AND OF THE OTHER HOUSE, AND GENERAL

TUIIMIH OF THE GOVERNMENT PARTY: MISCELLANEOUS

I'U.MT.KMViiS OK THE PARLIAMENT. DISSATISFACTION

OF THE AUMY PARTY! Till. IK CLOSER CONNEXION WITH

THE REPUBLICANS: NEW C> ON OF OFFICERS AT
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WALLINGFORD-HOUSE : DESBOROUGH's SPEECH : THE CON-

VENTION FORBIDDEN BY THE PARLIAMENT AND DISSOLVED

BY RICHARD : WHITEHALL SURROUNDED BY THE ARMY,
AND RICHARD COMPELLED TO DISSOLVE THE PARLIA-

MENT. RESPONSIBLE 'POSITION OF FLEETWOOD, DES-

BOROUGH, LAMBERT, AND THE OTHER ARMY CHIEFS :

BANKRUPT STATE OF THE FINANCES : NECESSITY FOR

SOME KIND OF PARLIAMENT : PHRENZY FOR " THE GOO

OLD CAUSE" AND DEMAND FOR THE RESTORATION OF TH

RUMP : ACQUIESCENCE OF THE ARMY CHIEFS : LENTHALL's

OBJECTIONS : FIRST FORTNIGHT OF THE RESTORED RUMP :

LINGERING OF RICHARD IN WHITEHALL : HIS ENFORCED

ABDICATION.

OLIVER was dead, and Richard was Protector. He had been

nominated, in some indistinct way, by his father on his

death-bed; and, though there was missing a certain sealed

nomination paper, of much earlier date, in which it was

believed that Fleetwood was the man, it was the interest of

all parties about Whitehall at the moment, Fleetwood him-

self included, to accept the death-bed nomination. That

having been settled through the night following Oliver's

death, Richard was proclaimed in various places in London

and Westminster on the morning of September 4, amid great

concourses, with firing of cannon and acclamations of " God

save His Highness Richard Lord Protector !
"

It was at once

intimated that the Government was to proceed without in-

terruption, and that all holding his late Highness's com-

missions, civil or military, were to continue in their appoint-

ments.

Over the country generally, and through the Continent, the

news of Oliver's death and the news that Richard had suc-

ceeded him ran simultaneously. For some time there was

much anxiety at Whitehall as to the response. From all

quarters, however, it was reassuring. Addresses of loyal

adhesion to the new Protector poured in from towns, counties,

regiments, and churches of all denominations
;
the proclama-

tions in London and Westminster were repeated in Edinburgh,
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Dublin, .mil everywhere else; the Armies in England, Scot-

land, and Ireland were alike satisfied; the Navy was cordial ;

from Lockhartj as Governor of Dunkirk, and from the Ei:

Army in Flanders, there were votes of confidence; and. in

return for the formal intimation made to all foreign diplo-
matists in London of the death of the late Protector and the

accession of his son, there came mingled condolences on the

one event and congratulations on the other from all the

friendly powers. Richard himself, hitherto regarded as a

< ou ntry-gentleman of simple and jolly tastes, seem

suit his new position better than had been expected. In

andienees with deputations and with foreign ambassadors he

acquitted himself modestly and respectably; and, as he had
: fur's Council si ill about him, with Thurloe keeping all

business in band in spite of an inopportune illness, allairs

went .11 apparently in a satisfactory course. A matter \

interested the public for some time was the funeral of the late

t<>r. His body had been embalmed, and conveyed to

Somerset House, there t<> lie in open state, amid banners,

lieons, blaek velvet draperies and all the sombre gor-

geousncss that could be devised from a study of the greatest
funerals on record, including a superb effigy of his

Highness, robed in purple, ermined. sceptred, and diad

to repre-etit. the life; and not till the J23rd of November wmi

there an end to these ghastly splendours by a great procession
from Somerset House to Westminster Abbey to deposit the

etli^y in the chapel of Henry VII., where the body itself had

already been privately interred. A week at'

f the last remains of Oliver (Nov. 29, 1658) it was

resolved in Council to call a Parliament. This, in fact, was

but carry in-- out the intention formed in the late Protect-

but, while the cause that had mainly made another Parlia-

ndde to Oliver was still excruciatingly in force, to

wit. the exlia'i>ti<>n of funds, it was considered fitting more-

'.ard's accession should as soon as possible pass

the ordeal of Parliamentary approval. Thursday, Jan

1658-9, was the day tixed tor m- of the Parliament.

Through the intervening v\<.k.-. \\hile all the constituencies
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were busy with the canvassing and the elections, the procedure

of Richard and his Council at Whitehall seemed still regular and

judicious. There was due correspondence with foreign powers,

and there was no interruption of the home-administration.

The Protector kept court as his father had done, and con-

ferred knighthoods and other honours, which were thankfully

accepted. Sermons were dedicated to him as "the thrice

illustrious Richard, Lord Protector." In short, nearly five

months of his Protectorship passed away without any tumult

or ^manifest opposition.
1

Appearances, however, were very deceptive. The death of

Cromwell had, of course, agitated the whole world of exiled

Royalism, raising sunk hopes, and stimulating Charles him-

self, the Queen-Mother, Hyde, Ormond, Colepepper, and the

other refugees over the Continent, to doubled activity of

intrigue and correspondence. And, though that immediate

excitement had passed, and had even been succeeded by a

kind of wondering disappointment among the exiles at the

perfect calm attending Richard's accession, it was evident

that the chances of Charles were immensely greater under

Richard than they had been while Oliver lived. For one

thing, would the relations of Louis XIV. and Mazarin to

Richard's Government remain the same as they had been to

Oliver's ? There was no disturbance of these relations as yet.

The English auxiliaries in Flanders were still shoulder to

shoulder with Turenne and his Frenchmen, sharing with them

such new successes as the capture of Ypres, accomplished

mainly by the valour of the brave Morgan. But who knew

what might be passing in the mind of the crafty Cardinal ?

Then what of the Dutch ? In the streets of Amsterdam the

populace, on receipt of the news of Cromwell's death, had

gone about shouting
" The Devil is dead

"
;

the alliance

1 Merc. Pol., from Sept. 1658 to Jan. on Oliver, dated Nov. 17, 1658, among
1658 9, as quoted in Cromwelliana, Thomason Pamphlets. Knights of

178181 ; Thurloe, VII. 383384, et Richard's dubbing in the first five

seq. as far as 541 ; Whitlocke, IV. months of his Protectorate were

335339 ; Phillips (i. e. continuation o General Morgan (Nov. 26), Captain
Baker's Chronicle by Milton's nephew, Beke (Dec. 6), and Colonel Hugh Bethel

Edward Phillips), ed. 1679, pp. 635 (Dec. 26). There may have been others.

639 ; Peplum Olivarii, a funeral sermon
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Mulish Commonwealth and the United Provinces
had rcivntly IMTH on strain almost to snapping ; what
the new opportunity, the policy of the States-General should

pcnly t.\v:rds the Stuart interest? All this was in tin-

calculations of Hyde and his fellow-exiles, and it was tln-ir

main disjippointment that the quiet acceptance and seeming

lability of the new Protectorate at home prevented the spring
against it of such foreign possibilities. "I hope this \

* man will not inherit his father's fortune," wrote Hyde in the

fifth month ai hard's accession, "but that some con-
- lu-ion will full out which must make open a door for us."

Tin- >pc( ulation was more likely than even Hyde then knew.
I'lul.UK ath the great apparent calm at home the beginnings
of a confusion at the very centre were already at work. 1

It will be well at this point to have before us a list of the

most conspicuous props and assessors of the new Protectorate.

Tin- name Oliveriatu being out of date now, they may be

called The Cromwellian*. We shall arrange them in groups :

L THE COC.N

1 IVi-idrnt Lawrence. Lord Skijipon.
Lieutenant-General Fleet- Lord Fiennes (one of the Com-

\voi.il (hi- Highuess's brother- mittslonert of the Great Seal).
in-l:i\\). Lord Viscount Lisle.

Lord Mi in Crueral Desborough Lord Admiral Montague.
(his Hi-rhnrss's unele-in-law). Lord Wolseley.

1 Sydenham (Colonel). Lord 1'hilip Jones (Comptroller
L<>rd 1'it l rin<^ (Chamberlain of of the Household).

the
Household). Mr. Secretary Thurloe,*

Lord Strickland.

IL NEAR ADVISERS, NOT OF THE COUNCIL.

L'l-d Viscount FalcoiiliridLrc (his Lord l!icliiirdIngoldsby(Colonel).

Bigfaness's brother-in-law). Lord Whitlocke (still a nnn-h

LordYlaoountHoward (Colonel). respected Cromwellian, and

1
Thurl...>. VII. in:, ;in .l II I : Ouizot's Aug. 28,1858,flTe dtvs before Cromtwll

nmU and Ikt Restoration himself. The venemble ROM only jut
: 11. survival. Hediwl Jan. 7, 165*-0,Md

s On o.unarinu' this li^t of Richard's ia hardly to V the pnMBfc
C'ouiu-il witii the li-t n( thi-l'-'iin.-il in liard's fathrr-in-Uw . KICBAID

n.l I'rotKtor.tte (ante p. MATOB. though still alive and nominally
)> missed those of in the Council, had retired from acttv*

. UKAVK niiiloiii FIMM ia life.

uf Mulgrave had died

VOL. V. i: o
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conjoined with Fiennes and Sir "William Ellis (Solicitor

Lisle in the Commission of General}.
the Great Seal, Jan. 22, Sir Oliver Fleming (Master of

1658-9). the Ceremonies).
Lord Commissioner John Lisle. Sir Richard Chiverton (Lord
Lord Chief Justice Glynne. Mayor of London).
Lord Chief Justice St. John. Dr. John Wilkins (his Highness's
William Pierrepoint. uncle-in-law).

Sir Edmund Prideaux (Attorney Dr. John Owen.

General). Dr. Thomas Goodwin.

III. CHIEF REPRESENTATIVES OP THE AKMY IN OR NEAR
LONDON : Fleetwood and Desborough, besides being Councillors,

were the real heads of the Army; and Skippon, Sydenham, and

Montague, though of the Council too, with Viscount Howard and

Ingoldsby, among the near advisers out of the Council, might also

rank as Army-chiefs. But, in addition to these, there were many
distinguished officers, tied to the Cromwellian dynasty, as it might
seem, by their antecedents. Among these were Edward Whalley,
"William Goffe, Robert Lilburne, Sir John Barkstead, James Berry,
Thomas Kelsay, William Butler, Tobias Bridges, Sir Thomas Pride,

Sir John Hewson, Thomas Cooper, John Jones, and John Clerk.

These were now usually designated, in their military capacity, as

merely Colonels ; but the first eight had been among Cromwell's
"
Major-Generals," three of the thirteen had their knighthoods from

him, and nine of the thirteen (Whalley, Goffe, Barkstead, Berry,

Pride, Hewson, Cooper, Jones, and Clerk) had been among his Par-

liamentary "Lords." We have mentioned but the chiefs of the

Army, called " the Army Grandees
;

"
but, since Richard's accession,

and by his consent or summons, Army-officers of all grades had

flocked to London to form a kind of military Parliament round

Eleetwood and Desborough, and to assist in launching the new
Protectorate. They held weekly meetings, sometimes to the number
of 200 or more, in Fleetwood's residence of WALLINGFORD HOUSE,
close to Whitehall Palace ; and, as at these meetings, as well as at

the smaller meetings of " the Army Grandees
"

in the same place,

all matters were discussed, WALLINGFORD HOUSE was, for the

time, a more important seat of deliberation than the Council-Room
itself. There were also more secret meetings in Desborough's
house.

IV. WEIGHTY CROMWELLIANS AWAY FROM LONDON. (1) GENERAL
GEORGE MONK, Commander-in-Chief in Scotland; with whom may
be associated such members of the Scottish Council as Samuel Des-

borough, Colonel Adrian Scroope, Colonel Nathaniel Whetham, and

Swinton of Swinton. (2) LORD HENRY CROMWELL, Lord Deputy
of Ireland hitherto, but now, by his brother's commission, Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland (Sept. 1658) ;

with whom may be associated

such of the Irish Council or military staff as Chancellor Steele,
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Chief Jusfire I'.-pys, Colonel Sir llardress Waller, Colon.
Matthi-w Tui.iliii.un, Colonel William I'. U-rome
/uiiehy. and Sir Francis Russell. Also in Inland at this time, and
ii.niii).illy in ivtii-ciiient, but a Cromwellian of tin- highest magni-
tude, was LORD BROGHILL. (3) Ahmad the most important
(Yoinwelliaii by far was SIK WILLIAM LOCK inbassador

nice, General, and Governor of Dunkirk ; with whom may be
reiiiniil.rred George Downing, Resident in the l"nit..-d 1'iovinces,
and Meadows and Jephson, Knvoys to the Scandinavian powers.
I/orkhart managed to be in England on a brief visit in December

These
fifty or sixty persons, one may say, were the men on

whom it mainly depended, in the first months of Richard's

Protectorate, whether that Protectorate should succeed or

should founder. It has been customary, in general retro-

of (he time, to represent some of them as already tired

of the Commonwealth in any possible form, and scheming
afar off for the restoration of the Stuarts. This, howe\

quite a misconstruction. Monk, who is chiefly suspected, and
who did now, from his separate station in the north, watch

events in an independent manner, had certainly as yet no

tlmu-ht of the kind imagined. He had sent Richard a paper
of advices showing- a real desire to assist him at the outset.

He advised him, substantially, to persevere in the later or

very conservative policy of his father, but with certain dif-

ferences or additions, which would be now easy. He ought,
said Monk, at once to secure the affections of the great Pres-

byterian body, by attaching to himself privately some of the

ii.inent Presbyterian divines, and by publicly calling an

ilily
of Divines, in which Moderate Presbyterians and

at. Independents together might agree on a standard of

orthodoxy, and so stop the blasphemy and profaneness
" too

frequent in many places by the great extent of Toleration."

Then, when a Parliament should meet, he ought to bring a

number of the most prudent and trustworthy of the old

nobility and the wealthy c.ar TV into the House of

Lords. For retrenchment of expen-e the chief means would

be a n du-tion of the Armies in ling-land, Scotland, and

Ireland, by throwing two regiments everywhere into one, and

ting rid of unnecessary officers; nor let his Highness
Ee 2
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think this advice too bold, for Monk could assure him " There
"

is not an officer in the Army, upon any discontent, that has

" interest enough to draw two men after him, if he be out of

"
place." On the other hand, the Navy ought to be strength-

ened, and many of the ships re-officered. 1 Such were Monk's

advices
; and, whatever may be thought of their value, they

were certainly given in good faith. And so with those others

to whom, from their subsequent conduct, similar suspicions

have been attached. At our present date there was no ground

for these suspicions. To some in the list, either ranking

among the actual Regicides or otherwise deeply involved in

the transactions of the late reign and their immediate conse-

quences, the idea of a Restoration of the Stuarts may have

been more horrible, on personal grounds, than it need have

been to others, conscious only of later participation and lighter

responsibility ; but not a man in the list yet dreamt of going

over to the Royalist cause. The dissensions were as to the

manner and extent of their adhesion to Richard, and the

policy to be recommended to him or forced upon him.

Cromwell's death having removed the one vast personal

ascendency that had so long kept all in obedience, jealousies

and selfish interests had sprung up, and were wrangling round

his successor. From certain mysterious letters in cipher

from Falconbridge to Henry Cromwell it appears that the

wrangle had begun even round Cromwell's death-bed.

"
[Cromwell] is now beyond all possibility of recovery

"
Fal-

conbridge had written on Tuesday, Aug. 31 : "I long to hear

"from A. [Henry Cromwell] what his intentions are. If

"I may know, I'll make the game here as fair as may

"be; and, if I may have commission from A., I can make
" sure of Lord Loekhart and those with him." One might

imagine from this that Falconbridge would have liked to

secure the succession for Henry; but it rather appears that

what he wanted was to counteract a cabal against the interests

of the family generally, which he had reported as then going

on among the officers. Certain it is that, after Richard had

i
Thurloe, VII. 387388.
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roclaimed ;m<l Henry had most loyally and affectionately

lut nil his services at the disposal of his elder brother, Fal-

ILTC continued in cipher letters to inform Henry of the

liii<^ of the same cabal. Gradually, in these 1.

and in thcr d<><mn<>nts, we come to a clear view of the main

fact. It was that the wrangle of jealousies and personal

interests round the new Protector had taken shape in a dis-

tinct division of his adherents and supporters into two parties.

Fir>t there was what may be called the Court Parly or

/'/////, represented by Falconbridge himself, and by
Admiral Montague. Fiennes, Philip Jones, Thurloe, and others

in the Council, with Houard. \Vhitl-.ekc, and Ingoldsby, out

of the Council, and with the assured backing of Henry
Cromwell, Broghill, and Lockhart, if not also of Monk.

"What th<v d.^ired was to make Richard's Protectorate an

:i\. .\\.-d continuation of his father's, with the same forms, the

same powers, and the j>ormunence of the Petition and Advice

as the instrument of the Protectoral Constitution in every

particular. In opposition to this party was the Army Party,

or H',t!liii
:i/'>i

/-House Party, led by Fleetwood and Desborough,

with a following of others in the Council and of the Anny-
ollieers almo>t in mass. While maintaining the Protectorate

in name, they were for such modifications of the Protectoral

Constitution as might consist with the fact that the chief

Irate was now no longer Oliver, but the feeble and

unmilitary llichard. In especial, they were for limiting the

Protectorship by taking from Richard the control of the

Army, and re-assuming it for the Army itself in the name of

the Commonwealth. It was their proposal, more precisely,

that Fleet wood should be Commander-in-chief independently.

and so a kind of military co-ordinate with the Protector. 1

For nearly five months there had been this tug of parties

at Whitehall round poor Richard. Naturally, all his own

sympathies were with the Pyua-tic Tarty; and he had made

this apparent. He had proposed to bring Falconbridge and

n (deciphered) chiefly to Mmarin, >pp<nddto Qn***>
Vn. Mtatt et MX]., witb KifAard Cr<*notU <td tto Re****

l

\ mbaasador, M. de Bordeaux,
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Broghill, perhaps also Whitlocke, into the Council
; and,

when he found that the Army party would not consent, he

had declined to bring in Whalley, Goffe, Berry, and Cooper,

proposed by that party in preference. In the matter of the

limitation of his Protectorship by the surrender of his head-

ship of the Army he had been even more firm. The matter

having
1 come before him formally by petition from the Council

of Officers, after having been pressed upon him again and

again by Fleetwood and Desborough in private, he had, in a

conference with all the officers then in town (Oct. 14),

Fleetwood at their head, explained his sentiments fully. The

speech was written for him by Thurloe. After some gentle

preliminaries, with dutiful references to his father, it came to

the main subject. "I am sure it maybe said of me," said

Hichard,
" that not for my wisdom, my parts, my experience,

"my holiness, hath God chosen me before others: there are
"
many here amongst you who excel me in all these things :

" but God hath done herein as it pleased Him, and the nation,
"
by His providence, hath put things this way. Being then

"thus trusted, I shall make a conscience, I hope, in the
" execution of this trust

;
which I see not how I should do if

" I should part with any part of the trust which is committed
" to me unto any others, though they may be better men than

"myself." He then instanced the two things which he

understood to be demanded of him by the Army.
" For

"
instance," he said,

" if I should trust it to any one person
" or more to fill up the vacancies of the Army otherwise than

"it is in the Petition and Advice which directs that the
" commanders-in-chief of England, Scotland, and Ireland, and

"the other field-officers, should be from time to time supplied
"
by me, with the consent of the Council, leaving all other

" commissioned officers only to my disposal I should therein
" break my trust and do otherwise than the Parliament
" intended. It may as well be asked of me that I would
" commit it to some other persons to supply the vacancies

"in the Council, in the Lords' House, and all other magis-
"
tracies. I leave it to any reasonable man to imagine whether

" this be a thing in my power to do. ... There hath also
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-mm- discourse about a Commander-in-chief. You know
"how that stands in the l'>''(ion and Advice, which 1 must
make my rule in my government, and shall through the

1.1. -in^ of God stick close to that. I am not obliged to

'make >uiy Commander-in-chief : that is left to my own
'

liberty. as it was in my father's
; only, if I will make any,

44
it mu:4 be done by the consent of the Council. And by the

P Commander-in-chief can be meant no other than the person
who under me commands the whole Army, call him what

"you will 'Field-Marshal,' 'Commander-in-chief,' *

Major-

(Inn-nil,' or ' Lieutenant- General.' . . . Commander-in-chief

"is the ijenus; the others are the species. And, though
"

I am nut obliged to have any such person besides myself to

i . iiimaml all the forces, yet I have made one : that is, I have

"made my l.n.thrr Fleet wood Lieutenant-General of all the

f Army, and so by consequence commander-in-chief [under me\;
"ami I am sure I can do nothing that will give him more
" influence in the Army than that title will give him, unless I

"shi.nld make him General [instead of me\ ; and I have told

"y.u the reasons why I cannot do that." Altogether, the

speech, and the modesty with which it was delivered, pro-

duced very considerable effect for the moment \\\^\ the officers.

\Vhalley, Goffe, Berry, and others are understood to have

shown more sympathy with Richard in consequence; there

\\as ropeet tor his firmness among people generally \\

<ame to l.e kno\\n
; and, though the meetings at Wallingford

House and Desborough's house were continued, action was

deferred. One effect, ho\\e\cr, had been to rouse the dormant

Anti-fromwellianism of the Army-men, and to bring out. more

than Fleetwood and Desborough intended, that leaven of pure

Republicanism, or affection for the "good old cause" of 1648-

\(\:>X, which had not ceased, through all the submission to the

Protectorate, to lurk in the regiments in combination with

Anabaptistry. Fift h-M.>n:irehi.-m. and other extreme forms of

religious lndej)cndeney. In the meetings round Fleetwood

and IVr-liorou'-h there had been rejections on the late Pro-
D

tector's memory lar from respectful. Henry Cromwell in

Ireland had heard of this; and among many inten
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letters of his to various correspondents on the difficulties of his

brother's opening- Protectorate, all showing a proud and fine

sensitiveness, with some flash of his father's intellect, there is

one (Oct. 20) of rebuke to his brother-in-law Fleetwood on

account of his conjunction with the malcontents. "
Pray give

" me leave to expostulate with you. How came those 200 or

" 300 officers together ? ... If they were called, was it with
" his Highness's privity? If they met without leave in so

"
great a number, were they told their error ? I shall not

" meddle with the matter of their petition, though some
"
things in it do unhandsomely reflect not only on his present,

" but his late, Highness. I wish with all my heart you were
" Commander-in-chief of all the forces in the three nations

;

"but I had rather have it done by his Highness's especial
"
grace and mere motion than put upon you in a tumultuary

"
soldierly way. But, dear brother, I must tell you (and I

" cannot do it without tears) I hear that dirt was thrown
"
upon his late Highness at that great meeting. They were

" exhorted to stand up for that '

good old cause which had
"
long lain asleep,' &c. I thought my dear father had

"
pursued it to the last. He died like a servant of God, and

"
prayed for those that desired to trample upon his dust, for

"
they also were God's people. O dear brother ! . . . whither

"do these things tend? Surely God hath a controversy
" with us. What a hurly-burly is there made ! A hundred
"
Independent ministers called together

"
[the Savoy Synod of

the Congregationalists, with Owen, Thomas Goodwin, Nye,

Caryl, and others, at their head, convoked Sept. 29, 1658, for

framing a Confession of Faith, by permission from the late

Protector : see ante p. 344] :

" a Council, as you call it, of

"200 or 300 officers of a judgment! Remember what has

"always befallen imposing spirits. Will not the loins of an
"
imposing Independent or Anabaptist be as heavy as the

"loins of an imposing Prelate or Presbyter? And is it a

"
dangerous error that dominion is founded on grace when it

"
is held by the Church of Rome, and a sound principle when

"it is held by the Fifth Monarchy? . . . O dear brother, my
"
spirit is sorely oppressed with the consideration of the
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"miserable estate of the innocent people of these three poor
'nations What have these .lone that thtir blood

'should l.c the price of our lust and ambition? Let me beg
-of \OM i,, remember how his late 1 1 ighness loved you, how
" he honoured you with the highest trust in the world by
"
leaving the sword in your hand which must defend or

d'--tr..y us; and his declaring his Highness his successor
" shows that he left it there to preserve him and his reputation.

() brother, use it to curb extravagant spirits and busybodies;
" hut let not the nations be governed by it. Let us take heed
-

<>f arbitrary power. Let us be governed by the known laws

"of the land, and let all things be kept in their proper
"channels ; ;md let the Army be so governed that the world

"may never hear of them unless there be occasion to fight.
' And truly, brother, you must pardon me if I say God and

"man ma\ r.
-.jin're this duty at your hand, and lay all mis-

"carriages in the Army, in point of discipline, at your door."

Fleet w>o<l could ansuer \\\\< (Nov. 9) but very lamely:
"

I do wonder what I have done to deserve such a *

from you." &c. Fleetwood was really a good-hearted

irentleman, meaning no desperate harm to Richard or his

Protectorate, though desiring the Commandership-in-chief
for himself, and perhaps (who knows domestic secrets?) a co-

tquality of public status for his wife, Lady Bridget, with the

L:;dy- Protectress Dorothy. In fact, however, Lieutenant-

general Fle.-t wo.d and Major-General Desborough between

them had let loose forces that were to defy their own manage-
ment. Meanwhile, the phenomenon observable in the weeks

ling the meeting of the Parliament which Richard

had called was that of a violent division already among the

councillors and assessors of the Protectorate. There was

the c . . ,-i
Parly OI I)yna*t\c Party, taking their stand

on the / and Adi'icc, and advocating a strictly

c.'n>ervative and constitutional procedure, in the terms of

that doeument, on the lines laid down by Oliver. There

was also the Army Part/, 'in^fard-ffonfe Party, led

etwood and Pol "Tough, with an immediate retinue

of Cromwellian ex -Major- :.d Colonels purposely
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in London, and a more shadowy tail of majors, captains,

and inferior officers, coiled away among- the regiments.
1

More than questions of home-administration was involved

in this division of parties. It involved also the future foreign

policy of the Protectorate. The desire of Richard himself

and of the Court Party was to prosecute the foreign policy

which Oliver had so strenuously begun. Now, the great

bequests from the late Protectorate in the matter of foreign

policy had been two : (1) The War with Spain, in alliance with

Fr-ance. The Treaty Offensive and Defensive with France

against Spain, originally formed by Cromwell March 23,

1656-7, and renewed March 28, 1658, was to expire on

March 28, 1659. Was it to be then again renewed? If not,

how was the war with Spain to be farther conducted, and

what was to become of Dunkirk, Mardike, and other English

conquests and interests in Flanders ? Mazarin was really

anxious on this topic. The alliance with England had been

immensely advantageous for France; and could it not be

continued? In frequent letters, since Cromwell's death, to

M. de Bordeaux, the French Ambassador in London, Ma-

zarin had pressed for information on this point. The substance

of the Ambassador's replies had been that the new Protector

and his Council, especially Mr. Secretary Thurloe, were too

much engrossed with home-difficulties to be very explicit with

him, but that he had reason to believe a loan from France of

^50,000 would aid the natural inclinations of the Court-

party to continue the alliance. This was more than Mazarin

would risk on the chance, though he was willing to act on

the suggestion of the ambassador that a present of Barbary
horses should be sent to Lord Falconbridge, or a jewel to Lady

Falconbridge, to keep them in good-humour. There can be

no doubt that Falconbridge, Thurloe, Lockhart, and the

Court Party generally, did hope to preserve the close friend-

ship with France and the hold acquired by England on

Flanders. Lockhart particularly had at heart the hard,

half-starved condition of his poor Dunkirk garrison and the

i Thurloe, VII. 447449, 454455, 1319, with Letters of M. de Bordeaux

and 498 ; Phillips, 639 ; Guizot, I. appended to the volume.
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other forces in Flanders. On the other hand, there were signs

that pill-lie I'e.'liuij mi-lit desert the Court Party in their desire

;i Oliver's joint-enterpnM with France against the

Spaniaids. Dunkirk and Mardikc were precious possessions ;

hut illicit it not be better for trade to make peace with

Spain, even if Jamaica should have to be given back and

there -In.uM have to be other sacrifices? This idea had

diffused itself, it appears, pretty widely among the pure

Commonwealth's men, and was in favour with some of the

Wallinijford- House party. \Vhy be always at war with

Spain? True, she was Roman Catholic, and the more the

pity; hut what did that concern Midland
'' Was there not

enough to do at home? l

(2) Atsisfanre to (he King of Swedf*.

\ it surprise to all Europe just before Cromwell's dnth

had IM en, as we know, the sudden rupture of the Peace of

ilde between Sweden and Denmark, with the re-

ii of /.aland by Charles Gustavus, and his march on

Copenhagen (ante p. 39f>). Had Cromwell lived, there is no

doubt that, with whatever regret at the new rupture, he

would have stood by his heroic brother of Sweden. For

"t the S\vedi>h KiiiL: >till, as before, the one real man

..f mark in the \\ho!e world of tlie Baltic, the h..]e of that

lea-ue of Protestant champion.-hip on the Continent which

Cromwell had laboured for; and was he not now standing

at hav against a most Ujjlv and unnatural eomhination of

enemies ? Not only were John Casimir and his Roman Catholic

Poles, and the Kmperor Leopold and his Roman Catholie

Austrians, and Protestant Brandenburg and some

(ierinan States, all in eager alliance with the Danes for the

opportunity of another rush against Aim; the Dutch too

were alettiii"- the Danes for their own commercial interests?
""

Actually this was the state of things which Hichards

ninent had to eon>ider. Charles Gustavus was Mill

:in^ Copenhagen ;
a Dutch fleet, under Admiral

Opdaiu. had gone to the Baltic to relieve the Danes (Oct.

1658): was CroiiMM-ll's ^raml alliance with the Swede,

tors between Maatrin and M. de Bordeaux in Guiiot, I. SSI J86, wd IL

441-450 ; Thurlov, VII. 460-407.
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were the prospects of the Protestant League, were Englis

interests in the Baltic, to be of no account ? Applicatioi

for help had been made by the Swedish King ; Mazarin,

through the French ambassador, had been urging assistance

to Sweden ;
the inclinations of Richard, Thurloe, and the

rest, were all that way. Here again, however, the perplexity

of home-affairs, the want of money, the refusal of Mazarin

himself to lend even ^50,000, were pleaded in excuse.

All that could be done at first was to further the despatch

to the Baltic of Sir George Ayscough, an able English

Admiral who had for some years been too much in the

background, but of whom the Swedish Count Bundt had

conceived a high opinion during his embassy to England in

16556, and who had consequently been invited by the

Swedish King to enter his service, bringing with him as

many English officers and seamen as he could. This

volunteer expedition of Ayscough Richard and his Council

did at once countenance. Nay, when news came (Nov. 8)

of a great defeat of Opdam's Dutch fleet by the Swedish

Admiral Wrangel, the disposition to help the Swede became

stronger. On the 13th of that month a special envoy from

the Swedish King, who had been in London for some weeks,

took his departure with some satisfaction
;
and within a few

days Vice-Admiral Lawson and his fleet of some twenty or

twenty-one ships in the Downs had orders to sail for the

Sound, for mediation at least, but for the support of Charles

Gustavus if necessary. The fleet did put to sea, but with

hesitations to the last aad the report that it was "wind-

bound." 1

" Wind-bound " was the exact description- of the state of

Richard's Government itself. All depended on what should

blow from the Parliament that had been called. In the writs

for the elections to the Commons there had been a very

remarkable retrogression from the practice of Oliver for his

two Parliaments. For those two Parliaments there had been

1 Letters between Mazarin and M. de Whitlocke for Sept., Oct., Nov., and

Bordeaux last cited, with Guizot, I. Dec. 1658, also for Aug. 1656
; Phillips,

2326 ; Thurloe, VII. 412, 509, 529
; 638.
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adopted tin- reformed electoral system agreed upon bv the

Parliament, reducing the total number of members for

Kn^-laml ami \N"ales to about 400, instead of the 500 or more

of tin- aiicn nt system, and allocating the 400 among con*

stitiiciicics rearranged so as to give a vast proportion of the

>ntati<>n to the counties, while reducing that of the

burghs generally and disfranchising many small old \<

altogether. The /'ft ifion and Advice having left this matter

of the number of seats ami their distribution open for farther

CMii-idei-at;--!!. lliehard and his Council had been advised by
the lawyers that it would be more "

according to law," and

tlnn lore more safe and more agreeable to the spirit and

letter of the I'l'lfion and Advice, to abandon the late tempo-

rary method, though sanctioned by the Long Parliament,

and iW'-rt to the ancient use and wont. WriU had been

issued, therefore, for the return of over 500 members

from Ki inland and Wales by the old time-honoured con-

stituencies, besides additions from Scotland and Ireland.

Thus, whereas, for the last two Protectoral Parliaments, some

of the larger English counties had returned as many as six,

eight, nine, or twelve members each, all were now reduced

alike to two, the large number of seats so set free, to^<

with the extra hundred, going back among the burghs, and re-

ineluding those that had been disfranchised. London also was

redueed from six seats to four. It seems amazing now that

this vast retrogression should have been so quietly acct

ms even to have been popular; and, at all events, it

d no commotion. It had been recommended by the

buyers, and it was expected to turn out favourable to the

Government.1

On Thursday, Jan. 27, 1658-9, the two Houses assembled

in \Ye>t mi nster. In the Upper House, where Lord Com-

missioner l-'iennes occupied the woolsack, were as many of

Cromwell's >i\ty-three "Lords" (ante pp. 323-324) as had

come. All the Council, except Thurloe, being in this

; ],,w. 615619; .iii.l r.nnjvare with the list* of OUrer'a two

M :-s of thi.s Parlu: its (Part. 1IM. 11281455, nd

aarU (1'arL //,.. 111. i;^-
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House, and the others having been, for the most part, care

fully selected Cromwellians, it might have been expectec

that Government would be strong in the House. As it

included, however, Fleetwood, Desborough, and all the chief

Colonels of the Wallingford-House party, it is believed that

in such attendances as there were (never more than forty

perhaps) that party may have been stronger than the Court

party. But it was the composition of the Commons House

that was really of consequence, and here appearances promised
well for Richard. The total number of the members, by the

returns, was 558, of whom 482 were from English counties

and burghs, 25 from Wales, 30 from Ireland, and only

21 from Scotland. Some fifty of the total number were

resolute pure Republicans, among wrhom may be noted

Bradshaw (Cheshire), Vane (Whitchurch in Hants), Scott

(Wycombe), Hasilrig (Leicester), Ludlow (Hindon), Henry
Neville (Reading), Okey (Bedfordshire), and Weaver (Stam-

ford); and there was a considerable sprinkling of Anti-

Cromwellians of other colours besides, including Lord Fairfax

(Yorkshire), Lambert (Pontefract), Sir Anthony Ashley

Cooper (Wilts), and Major-General Browne (London). But

Thurloe was there to represent the Government in chief

(returned by Cambridge University, but by several other

places also) ;
and he could count about a hundred sure

English adherents on the benches; among whom were Sir

Edmund Prideaux (Saltash), Sir William Ellis (Grantham),

together with his own subordinate in the Council-office,

William Jessop (Stafford), and Milton's assistant in the

Foreign Secretaryship, Andrew Marvell (Hull). There were

not a few Army-officers of the Wallingford-House party; but,

on the whole, this element did not seem to be particularly

strong in the House. Among the members for Scottish

constituencies were the Marquis of Argyle (Aberdeenshire),
Samuel Desborough (Midlothian), the Earl of Tweeddale

(East Lothian), Colonel Adrian Scroope (Linlithgow group of

Burghs), Swinton of Swinton (Haddingtonshire), Colonel

Whetham (St. Andrews, &c.), and Monk's brother-in-law,

Dr. Thomas Clarges (Aberdeen, Banff, and Cullen). Ireland
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li:ul returned, among her thirty. Sir Hardress Waller (Kerry,
Sir Jerome Zanchy (Tipperary and Waterford), Sir

Charles Coote (Galway and Mayo), and two Ingoldsbys.
The Scottish and Irish representatives were, almost to a man,
(inverntnent nominees. Altogether, Thurloe's anxiety must

ha\e hecn about the yet unknown mass of 300 or so, some

M-ores of them lawyers, others country-gentlemen, and many
of them young, that formed the neutral stuff to be yet

operated upon. Among these, in spite of the oath of fidelity

to tin- I -"id Protector, there were indubitably not a few

\\h<- \\ere Stuart ists at heart; but most wavered between

Republicanism and the Protectorate, and it was hopeful for

Thin-It..- iu this respect that so much of the mass was Presby-

terian. Liidlou. who did not at first take his seat, tells us

that he at last contrived to do so furtively without being
.-u..ni. and seems to hint that Vane did the same. There

\\a> negligence on the part of the doorkeepers, or they \\ re

(on fused by the multitude of strange faces; for a stray

London madman, named King, sat in the House for some

time, in the belief that, as one of that name had been elected

me place, he might possibly be the person.
1

iard's opening speech was in a good strain. It assumed

lovallv t.. the memory of his lather and to the Petition and

Atli-i<->\ and recommended immediate attention to the arrears

of the Army and to other money-exigencies, with zealous

ution of the \\ar with Spain, and consideration of what

might I- done for the King of Sweden, the cause of European

t ant ism, and English interests in the Baltic. The

livered in the Lords, only a few of the Commons

attending. They were busy with swearing in their members,

and \\ith the election of a Speaker. Mr. Chaloner Chute, a

la \\ver, one of the members for Middlesex, was unanimously

eliMM-n; but. sh.'rt as the session was to be, the House WM
to have three Speakers in succession. Mr. Chute acted till

Mareh (I when his health broke down, and Sir Lislebone

Long, ..iu of the members for Wells, was appointed his

substitute. Sir Lislebone died only seven days afterwards

i Jjst in Varl 11^1. III. 1WO 1W7 ; Ludlow, 610 et Mq.
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(March 16), and Mr. Thomas Bampfield, one of the member

for Exeter, succeeded him. Chute having died also, Bamj
field became full Speaker, April 15, 1659.1

A day or two having been spent in preliminary busines

and the House presenting the spectacle, long unknown

Westminster, of no fewer than between 300 and 400 member

in daily attendance, Thurloe, on the 1st of February, boldlj

threw down the gage by bringing in a bill for recognising

Richard's right and title to be Lord Protector. Hasilrig and

the Republicans were taken by surprise, and could only protest

that the motion was unseasonable and that other matters

ought to have precedence. The bill having been read the

first time that day, Thurloe consented that the second reading

should be deferred to the 7th. On that day, accordingly,

there began a debate which lasted for seven successive days,

and was a full trial of strength between the Government and

the Republicans. Hasilrig, Neville, Scott, Vane, Ludlow,

and others, exerted themselves to the utmost, Hasilrig lead-

ing, and making one speech three hours long. It was evident,

however, that the Republicans knew themselves to be but

a minority, and used the debate only for re-opening the

question of a Republic. They did not attack the direct pro-

posal of the Bill ; on the contrary they vied with the Crom-

wellians in language of respect for Richard. " I confess I do
" love the person of the Lord Protector

;
I never saw nor

" heard either fraud or guile in him," said Hasilrig.
" I

" would not hazard a hair of his present Highness's head,"

said Scott
;

"
if you think of a Single Person, I would have

" him sooner than any man alive." They did not want, they

said, to pull down the Protectorate
; they only objected to

Thurloe's high-handed method for committing the House to

a foregone conclusion. But Thurloe beat. On Monday the

14th, the question having been finally put
" that it be part

of this Bill to recognise and declare his Highness Richard,

Lord Protector, to be the undoubted Lord Protector and

Chief Magistrate," it was carried by 191 votes to 168 to

retain the words "
recognise and," and so to accept Richard's

1 Part. Hist. III. 15371540, and Commons Journals of dates.
,
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-inn as valid already. On a proposal to leave out the

word undoubted
''

Tliurloe did not think a division worth

while, l.ut made the concession. He did oppose a resol

sudd, tily brought forward, to the effect that the vote just

passed should not be binding until the House should have

settled the clauses farther defining- the powers of the Lord

tor; but that resolution, having caught the fancy of

the House, passed with his single dissent. On the whole, he

K (ceded in his lirst great battle with the Republicans.
Nor was he less successful in the second. The Protectorship

having heen voted, it was Thurloe's policy to push next the

i|ue>tion of the recognition of the Other House, whereas the

lu put >1 ieans desired to avoid that question as long as possible,

so as to keep the Other House a mere nonentity, while the

('.I unions proceeded, as the substantial and sovereign House,
to define the powers of the Protector. On the 18th of

ar\ , the Republicans, having challenged a settlement of

this difference by moving that the question of the negative
of the Protector in passing laws should have pre-

c-etlenee of the question of the Other House, were beaten

o\er\vhelmim_rly by 217 votes to 86; and then for more than

a m. nth the (|iie>tion of the Other House was the all-

en^rossinjj one. It involved other questions, some of them

apparently independent. Thus, ou the 8th of March, tho

debate took a curiously significant turn. Indignant at the

very notion that there fhould he anything in England calling

it>elf "The House of Lords," the Republican speakers had

played on this supposed horror with every variety of sarcasm,

sneering at the existing -'Other House," with its shabby

equipment of old colonels and other originally mean persons.

If there wa- to be a House of Lords, Hasilrig and others now

said imprudently, \\liy should it not be a real one, why
should not the old nobility, so many of them honourable men,

re.Mime their places?
" Why not?" was the instant retort

from some independent members, with the instant applause

of many in the II. -us,-. Ha>ilrio; saw his mistake, of v>

Thurloe did not fail to take <>,"

saiil Thurloe, "are not excluded by the Petition and Adcici;

VOL. \. y f
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divers are called, others may be"; and the occasion was taken

to pass a resolution expressly reserving- for such of the old

peers as had been faithful the privilege of being- summoned to

the Other House, should the issue of the debate be in favour

of the existence of that institution. The divisions on this

incidental resolution were the largest recorded in the Journals

of the House the previous question for putting the reso-

lution being carried by 203 to 184, and the resolution itself

by 195 to 188. Though the majority was but small, the gain

to the Court Party was precious, because on an unexpected

point. But the Republicans had done themselves no good by
their style in the main discussion. A miscellaneous assembly

always resents the ungenerous, and the sneers at the existing

composition of the Other House had seemed ungenerous.
"
They have gone through wet and dry, hot and cold, fire and

" water
; they are the best officers of the best army in the

"world; their swords are made of what Hercules's club was

"made of": such were the terms in which one speaker de-

fended the military veterans of the Other House ; and they
were received with cheers. Nor did the next step of the

Republicans improve their position. Having observed what

a considerable proportion of Thurloe's majorities consisted of

the members from Scotland and Ireland, Cromwellians nearly

to a man, they tried to sweep these from the House in antici-

pation of future votes. First, they raised the question about

the Scottish members, contending that their presence in an

English Parliament was unconstitutional, that the de facto

incorporation of Scotland with the Commonwealth had never

been legally consummated, &c. On this subject, the House

having first negatived the proposal that the Scottish members

should withdraw during the debate, it was decided, March 21,

by a majority of 211 (Thurloe one of the tellers) to 120

(Vane one of the tellers),
" That the members returned for

Scotland shall continue to sit as members during this present

Parliament." A like vote, March 23, retained the Irish

members. The Republicans had again lost character by this

piece of tactics. Not only was it offensive to Scotland and

Ireland; but to many disinterested English members it
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1 a mean attempt to depreciate, for a mere party pur-

pose, those great achievements of recent yean which had
made the British Islands, as if by miracle, one body-politic at

On the 28th of March the principal debate came to

an -nd in this two-claused Resolution: "That this House
"will transact \\itli the persons now sitting in the Other
"
House, as an House of Parliament, during the present
Parliament

;
and that it is not hereby intended to exclude

" such Peers as have been faithful to the Parliament from
"

tlicir privilege of being duly summoned to be members of
" that House." The final division was 198 to 125 ; but there

had been a preceding division on the question whether the

words " when they shall be approved by this House" should

he inserted after the word " Parliament" in the first clause.

This very ingenious amendment of the Anti-Cromwellians had
been rejected by 183 votes to 146, the tellers for the Crom-
wellian majority being the Marquis of Argyle and Thurloe,
and for the minority Lord Fairfax and Lord Lambert.

Thus, at the end of the second month of the Parliament, the

victory was clearly with Thurloe and the Government. The

for>hip had been recognised; and the Other House
also had been recognised, rather grudgingly indeed, and not

by the desired name of "The House of Lords," but with a

proviso that seemed to put that and more within reach. It

had also been ascertained in general that, in a House of

Commons larger than had been seen in Westminster for many
Richard's Government was stronger, on vital questions,

than the Republicans and all other Anti-Cromwellians

together. For there had been discussions affecting the foreign

policy of the Protectorate, and in these the Republicans and

Anti-Oomwellians had been equally beaten. It had been

carried, for example, on Thurloe's representation, to per-

in the despatch of a strong fleet to the Baltic in

the interest of the Swedish King; and such a fleet, now under

Admiral Montague's command, had actually sailed before the

end of March. It was in the Sound early in April.
1

1 Commons .T.nirnftls of dates, and aim Commons JournaU of FW>. 21 nd
i - the extracts 24 ; an.l Thurloe, VII. 636637 and

from speeches arc from Burton t Diary] ; 644 615.
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In minor matters the House had shown some independence.
On the 23rd of February they had ordered the release of the

Duke of Bucking-ham from the imprisonment to which he

had been committed by Oliver, accepting- the Duke's own

word of honour, and Fairfax's bail of ^20,000, that he would

not abet the enemies of the Commonwealth. So, on the 16th

of March, they had released Milton's friend, the Republican

Major-General Overton, from his four years' imprisonment,

declaring Cromwell's mere warrant for the same to have been

insufficient and illegal. This was a most popular act, and the

liberated Overton was received in London with enthusiastic

ovations. Other political prisoners of the late Protectorate

were similarly released, and, on the whole, the majority of the

House, though with all reverence for Oliver's memory, were

ready to take any occasion for signifying that his more
"
arbitrary

"
acts must be debited to himself only. There

were also distinct evidences of a disposition in the House,

due to the massive representation of the Presbyterians in it,

to question the late Protector's liking for unlimited religious

toleration. They approved heartily, it appears, of his Estab-

lished Church, and even of its breadth as including Presby-
terians and Independents ; but, like preceding Parliaments,

they were for a more rigorous care for Church-orthodoxy,
and more severe dealings with " heresies and blasphemies."

Quakers, Anti-Trinitarians, and Jews were especially threat-

ened. Here, indeed, the House meant rather to indicate its

good-will to the Protectorate than the reverse ; for, though
Richard and Henry Cromwell inherited their father's religious

liberality, and others of the Cromwellians agreed with them,

not a few were disposed, like Monk, to make a compact with the

Presbyterians for heresy-hunting part of the very programme
of Richard's Protectorate. The Toleration tenet, indeed, was

perhaps more peculiarly a tenet of the Republicans than of

any other political party, and not without strong reasons of a

personal kind, people said, on the part of some of them. Had

not Mr. Henry Neville, for example, been heard to say that he

was more affected by some parts of Cicero than by anything

in the Bible ? If heathenism like that infected the Republican
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n. what could any plain honest Christian do but

support the Protectorate? 1

April Hi.")!) was the third month of the Parliament. About
a hundred of the members hitherto in attendance had thru

withdrawn, and the attendances had sunk to between 150 and

'.To. This was the more ominous because the struggle had

now ceased to be one between the Protector's Government and

the Opposition, and had become one between the Court Party
and the Army or Wallingford-House Party for the farther use

of Thurloe's victories.

Tin- Republicans, foiled in their own measures, had entered

into relations with the Wallingford-House magnates. True,

these were not, for the nonce, Republicans. On the contrary,

tlu-v were still one wing of the declared supporters of Richard's

Protectorship, and their chiefs all but composed that Other

House the rights of which Thurloe had vindicated so manfully

against the Republicans, and which was now therefore a work-

ing part of the Legislature. But might there not be ways
and means of breaking down the allegiance of the "Walling-

ford-Hoii-e men to the Protectorate, their present implication

\\\\\\ it notwithstanding? They were primarily Army-chiefs,

and only secondarily politicians for the Protectorate; behind

them was the Army itself, charged with Republican senti-

ment- fn>m of old, and with not a few important officers in it

who were Republicans re-avowed; and, besides, tin y \\ en-

politicians for the Protectorate in an interest of their own

which quite separated them from the Court Party. Might
not these differences between the Court Party and the

lino-lord- 1 louse Party be so operated upon as to force the Court

Party into open antagonism to the Army, and so leave the

\Yallingford-House men no option but to fall back upon Army

RepuMieani.Mii and make the Army an agent, in spite of

themselves, for the "good Old Cause"? How well-founded

was this calculation will apjx'ar if we remember one or two

on of Army-domination in politics, and reliance

on massive puUie feeling and on constitutional methods, were

raonfl Journals of dates given, and of Feb. 26 and April 2 ; Quint, L
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now fixed principles of the Court Party. Monk had expressed

them when he advised Richard to reduce the Army and get
rid of superfluous officers, assuring him that the most dis-

affected officer, once discharged, would be a very harmless

animal. Henry Cromwell had expressed the same in that

letter to Fleetwood in which he sighed for the happy time

when the Army would never be heard of except when it was

fighting. Thurloe, Broghill, Falconbridge, and the rest, were

of the same general opinion ; and parts of the Army itself,

they believed, had been schooled into docility. Monk could

answer for the troops and officers in Scotland, Henry
Cromwell for those in Ireland, and Lockhart for those in

Flanders. But then there was the great body of soldiers and

officers in England, with London for their rendezvous. To

them abnegation of direct influence in politics was death. It

was not only their arrears that they saw endangered, but that

Army privilege of debating and theorizing which had been

asserted by Cromwell, in the Civil War, and which Cromwell

afterwards, while regulating and checking it, had never

abolished. Were they to meet no more, agitate no more ?

Was the great Army of the Commonwealth to be degraded,

for the benefit of this new Protector, into a mere collection

of men paid for bestriding horses and handling pikes and

ramrods? So reasoned the rank and file and the subalterns;

but the chiefs, while sharing the general feeling, had additional

alarms of their own. They had left actions behind them, done

in their major-generalcies or other commands for Cromwell,

for which they might be called to account under a civilian

Protectorate, or other merely constitutional Government.

There had actually been signs in the present Parliament of a

tendency to the re-investigation of cases ofmilitary oppression

and the impeachment of selected culprits. Were the Army-
men to consent, in such circumstances, to give up their

powers of self-defence and corporate action ? No ! Oliver's

son might deserve consideration ; but Oliver's Army had prior

claims.

Hitherto, Fleetwood, Desborough, and the rest of the Wal-

liDgford-House Party, had been content with private remon-
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st ranee.- with KieharJ on Army grievances in general, or

particular grievances occasioned by his own exercise of Army-
patronage. A saying of Richard's in one of these conferences

had I MM- n widely reported and had given great offence. In reply
to a sui^v.-tion that he was doing wrong in appointing any
hut '

godly
"

officers, he had said, Here is Dick Ingoldsby,
wh.> can neither pray nor preach, and yet I will trust him
before yc all." As nothing was to be made of Richard in this

private way, the Army party had resolved on another great

convention of officers in London, nominally for the considera-

tion of Army affairs, but really to constrain both Richard and

the 1'arliamrnt. Ludlow, who had hitherto been the medium

of communication between the Republicans and the Walling-
ford-House men, was informed of this proposal; and he and

the other Republicans looked on with the keenest interest.

Would Richard, with his recent experience, allow the officers

to reassemble in general council ? To the horror of Broghill,

Falconhridge, Thurloe, and the rest of the Court party, it was

found that, in a moment of weakness, cajoled privately by
Fleet wood and Desborough, he kad givm the permission,

without even consulting his Council. Nothing could be done

but let the convention meet, taking care that as many officers

as possible of the Court party should be present in it. Accord-

ingly, on the 5th of April 1659, there were about 500 officers

of all ranks at \Vallingford House, Fleetwood and Desborough
at the head of one Protectoral party, and Broghill, Viscount

II. -ward. Falconl>ridge, with Whalley and Goffe, representing

the other, while among the general body there were no one

knew how many pure Republicans. The meeting having been

solemnly opened with prayer by Dr. Owen, there was a

vehement speech from Desborough. The essence of the speech

\\a- that -everal sons of Belial
"
had crept into the Army,

corrupting its former integrity, and that therefore he would

propose that every officer should be cashiered that would not

"swear that he did believe in his conscience that the putting

to death of the late King, Charles Stuart, was lawful and

just." Amid the cheers that followed, Lords Howard and

Falconbridge (two of the denounced " sons of Belial "?) left in
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disgust ; but Broghill remained and opposed bravely. He
disliked all tests

; but, if there was to be a test, he would

propose that it should be simply an oath "to defend the

Government as it is now established under the Protector and

Parliament." If the present meeting insisted on a test, and

did not adopt that one, he would see that it should be moved

in Parliament. This, supported by Whalley and GofFe,

calmed the meeting- somewhat
; and, after much more speak-

ing, in which the necessity of a separation of the military powei

from the civil was a prominent topic, the result was " A
Humble Representation and Petition of the Officers of the Armies

of England, Scotland^ and Ireland" expressed in general and

not unrespectful terms, but conveying sufficiently the Army's
demands. Presented to Richard in Whitehall on the 6th of

April, this petition was forwarded by him to the Commons on

the 8th, with a letter to the Speaker. For more than a week

no notice was taken by the House
; but, the petition having

been circulated in print, with other petitions and documents

more fierce for " the good old cause," and the general council

of officers still continuing the meetings at Wallingford House,

with the excitement of sermons and prayers added to that of

their debates, the House was driven at last into that attitude

of direct antagonism to the Army in the name of the Pro-

tectorate on which both Royalists and Republicans had calcu-

lated. . Thurloe would fain have avoided this, and had almost

longed for some Cavalier outbreak to occupy the two conflict-

ing Protectoral parties and reunite them. But the numerous

Cavaliers in London had been well instructed and lay provok-

ingly still
;
and the management of the crisis for Richard

had passed from Thurloe to the House itself. On Monday
the 18th of April, in a House of 250, with shut doors to pre-

vent any from leaving, it was resolved, by 163 votes to 87,
"
That, during the sitting of the Parliament there shall be no

"
general council or meeting of the officers of the Army with-

" out the direction, leave, and authority of his Highness the
" Lord Protector and both Houses of Parliament

"
;

and it

was also resolved,
" That no person shall have or continue any

" command pr trust in any of the Armies or Navies ofEngland,
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land. IT Ireland, or any of tin- Dominions or Territorial

thereto l.elono-iiiLr, who shall refuse to subscribe, That ho

'will not disturl. nor interrupt the free meetings in Parlia-

in. nt of any of the members of either House of Parliament ,

or thrir 1'ivr.l.im in their debates and counsels." The com ur-

ol'the Other House was desired in these votes ; and the

Commons. \\hohail IK.ted with surprise that Hasilrig, Ludlow,
and \ane, rather took part with the Army in the

delate, proceeded to tin- serious Consideration of the arrears of

pay due to the officers and soldiers, and of other real military

-nevanees, in order to reconcile the Army, if possible, to their

ILT Resolutions. 1

That was not possible. Richard, urged by Broghill and

others, and strengthened by the votes of the Commons, sum-

mon..! up courage to go to the council of officers at \Valling-
loi.l Il..u.-e next day, and, after listening to their debates fora

while, deelare their meetings dissolved. The only effect was

that they di-persed themselves then, to meet from day to day
JIM as l.ei'oiv. Dr. Owen and other preachers still among them.

Meanwhile, the eoneurrence of the Other House with the

iitions having ln-en purposely delayed ami all hut refused,

the Commons adopted what farther measures they could for

seen rime Uiehard's control of the militia. Riehanl w
liy tho>e around him to empower them to seize Fleetwood

and iVshorough, and also Lambert, whose conjunction with

the \Yallingtnnl-IIou8e party was now notorious. He hesi-

tated. He had never done harm to anybody, he said, and

he would not have a drop of blood shed on his poor account.

The i|uestion now was between a forced dissolution of the

Wallingford-Houae council of officers and a dissolution of

the Parliament it>elf. That, in spite of Richard's objection to

violenee. -eemed on the eve of being decided by a murderous

liattlo in the streets of London. Fleetwood, summoned to

\Vhitehall to see the Protector, neglected the summons; and

through the ni-ht Lot \\een Wednesday the 20th and Thursday

1 Lmllow.633 688 ; Omni,.n<.lour- \A-lten of M. de Bordeaux to

nals of .1 1 : L20; in Ouizot, 1. 861 366.

'n ; ThiirW. VII.
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the 21st of April there was a rendezvous in and round

St. James's, by Fleetwood's order, of all the regiments in

town. A counter-rendezvous, in Richard's name, was at-

tempted at Whitehall
;
but Whalley, Goffe, and Ingoldsby,

who would have commanded here and done their best, found

that they had no soldiers to command, the bulk of their own

regiments, with some of Richard's guards, having preferred

the other rendezvous. What then happened is told by Ludlow

in a single sentence. " About noon," says the sturdy democrat,
" Colonel Desborough went to Mr. Richard Cromwell at

"
Whitehall, and told him that, if he would dissolve his

"
Parliament, the officers would take care of him, but that, if

" he refused to do so, they would do it without him, and leave

" him to shift for himself." There was some consultation, in

which Broghill, Fiennes, Thurloe, Wolseley, and Whitlocke,

took part. Whitlocke, as he tells us, was against a dissolution

even in that extremity; but most of the others thought it

inevitable. Richard, therefore, reluctantly yielded ; but, as

he declined to dissolve the Parliament in person, a commission

for the purpose, directed to Lord Commissioner Fiennes, the

Speaker of the Upper House, was drawn up by Thurloe, and

delivered in the night to Fleetwood and Desborough. Next

day, Friday the 22nd, when the message came to the Com-

mons by the Black Rod to attend in the House of Lords,

there was the utmost possible confusion. Some members who

had gone out were recalled
;

all were ordered to remain in

their places ;
there was a wild hubbub of motions and

speeches, Fairfax conspicuous for his indignation ; and, at

length, the House, without paying attention to the summons

of the Black Rod, adjourned itself to Monday morning at

eight o'clock. The Dissolution, therefore, had to be effected

by published proclamation, and by padlocking and guarding
the doors of the House.1

A week before the Dissolution the Parliament had estimated

the public debt, as it would stand at the end of the year then

* Ludlow, 639641 ; Whitlocke under 1. 120128, with Letters of M. de Bor-

date April 21, 1659 ;
Commons Journals deaux to Mazarin appended at pp.

of April 22 ; Phillips, 641642 ; Guizot, 366375.
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current, at a total of 2,222,090, besides what might he doe

to tin' i'-iv,.-, iii Flanders. Of this sum .#1,747,584 was

existing del, t in arrears, .#393,883 was debt of the Navy
run 11 1 ii.;- <>n for the year, and .#80,623 was the calculated

deficit l'..r the year by the excess of the ordinary expenditure
in Knirland, Scotland, and Ireland over the revenues from

these countries. It is interesting to note the particulars of

\l\\- la-t item. The annual income from England was

i 1 :> 17,275, and the annual expenses in England .#1,547,788,

leaving a deficit for England of .#30,513 ; the annual income

from Scotland was .#143,652, but the outlay #307,271 (more
than double the income), leaving a deficit for Scotland of

^163,619; the annual income from Ireland was .#207,790,

and the outlay .#346,480, leaving a deficit for Ireland of

138,690. This would have made the total deficit, for the

ordinary administration, civil and military, of the three

nation .'.823 ; but, as .#252,200 of this sum would be

n K -t by special taxes on England for the support of the

Annies in Scotland and Ireland, the real deficit was .#80,623,

as above. I low to meet that, and the .#393,883 running on

for the Navy, and the arrears of .#1,747,584 besides, and the

unknown amount that might be due to the Army in Flanders,

was the financial problem to be solved. Two millions and a

half, it may be said roughly, were required to set the Com-
inomvealth clear.

1

The late Parliament having stated the problem, but having
had no time to attempt the solution, the responsibility had

;nled to those who had turned them out. It was but

one form of the enormous and most complex responsibility

they had undertaken; but it was the particular form of

responsibility that had mo>t to do in determining their im-

mediate proceedings. Had it been merely the administration

that had come into their hands, with the defence of the Com-

monwealth against the renewed danger of a Royalist outburst

at home and inburst from abroad to take advantage of the

political cra>h. the Wallingford-House chiefs would probably

thought it sufficient to constitute themselves into a

i Commons Journals, April 16, 1669.
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military Oligarchy for maintaining and carrying on Richard's

Protectorate. Fleetwood, Desborough, and Lambert would

have been a Triumvirate in Richard's name, and the only

deliberative apparatus would have been the general council

of officers continued, or a more select Council of their number

associated with a few chosen civilians. The Triumvirs might
have given such a form to the constitution as, while securing

the real power for themselves, and not abolishing Richard,

would have satisfied or beguiled for the moment the so-called

Republicanism now again rampant among the inferior Army-
men. But there was no money; Government in any form

was at a deadlock until money could be raised
;
and how was

that to be effected? The Wallingford-House magnates did

meditate for an instant whether they should not try to raise

money by their own authority, but concluded that the experi-

ment would be too desperate, and that, for this reason, if for

no other, some kind of Parliament must be at once set up.

But what Parliament ? Here they had not far to seek. For

the last month or more, placards on all the walls of London,

the very cries of news-boys in the streets, had been telling

them what Parliament. We have several times quoted the

phrase
" The Good Old Cause," as coming gradually into use

after Oliver's death, and passing to and fro in documents and

speeches. But no one can describe now the force and fre-

quency of that phrase in London and throughout England in

April 1659 and for months afterwards. If two men passed

you in the street, you heard the words " the good old cause
"

from one of them; every second or third pamphlet in the

booksellers' shops had " The Good Old Cause " on its title-

page or running through its text ; veterans rolled out the

phrase sonorously in their nightly prayers, or went to sleep

mumbling it. One notes constantly in the history of any

country this phenomenon of the expression of a great wave of

feeling in some single popular phrase, generally worn out in

a few months
;
but the present is a peculiarly remarkable

instance. The phrase, in itself, was ambiguous. One might
have supposed "the good old cause" to be the cause of

Royalty and the Stuarts. This was an ironical advantage ;
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for tho j.hrase was a Republican, and even a Regicide, inven-

tion. It in* ant, as we have passingly explained, the pure

Republican constitution which had been founded on the

Regicide ainl which la>tcd till Cromwell's dissolution of the

Rump on the 20th of April, 1653. It proclaimed that Crom-
well's Interim Dictatorship and Protectorate had been an in-

terrupt i< a of the natural course of things, dexterously

leaving it an open question whether that interruption had

been necessary or justifiable, but calling on all men, now that

Oliver was dead and his greatness gone with him, to regard

his rule as exceptional ami extraordinary, and to revert t<> the

old Commonwealth. It involved, therefore, a very exact

an>wer to the question which the Wallingford-IIouse magnates
\\eiv now pondering. A Parliament was wanted : what other

Parliament could it be than the Rump restored? Let that

\ssemlily which Cromwell had dissolved on the 20th of

April, 1653, resume their places now, treat the six years of

interval as a dream, and carry on the Government. NVith

this course prescribed to them by the very clamours thai

in the air. and pressed upon them by Ludlow, Vane, Ha.silrig,

and the more strenuously Republican men of the Army-
Council itself, Fleetwood, Desborouijh. and the other magnates
still faltered. They hardly liked to descend from their own

elevation; such Republicanism as they had learnt of late to

prol'os \\as not the old Republicanism of Ludlow and Vane,

but one admitting the supreme magistracy of a Single Person ;

and they had obligations of honour, moreover, to the present

Richard. They pleaded that it was impossible to restore the

Rump, inasmuch as there were not survivors enough from that

body to make a House. Hereupon Dr. Owen, who seems to

have been extremdv active in this crisis, produced in Wailing-

ford House a list, which he had obtained from Ludlow, of

about !()() per-ons who had been duly qualified (i.e. non-

seclude.n members of the Rump between 1648 and 1653, and

were believed to be -till alive. There were then meetings for

consultation at Sir Henry Vane's house, with farther differ-

ences o\er some demands of the Army-magnates. They

demanded the payment of Richard's debts, ample provision for
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his subsistence and dignity, and some recognition of his Prc

tectorship ;
and they also demanded that, besides the Repre-

sentative House, there should be a Select Senate or Other

House. To these demands for a continuation of the Pro-

tectorate in a limited form the Republicans could not yield,

though Ludlow, to remove obstructions, was willing to con-

cede a temporary Senate for definite purposes. The differ-

ences had not been adjusted when the Wallingford-House men

intimated that they were prepared for the main step and

would join with the Republicans in restoring the Rump.
This was finally arranged on the 6th of May, when there was

drawn up for the purpose "A Declaration of the Officers of the

Army," signed by the Army Secretary
"
by the direction of

the Lord Fleetwood and the Council of Officers/' and when

two deputations, one of Army-chiefs with the Declaration

in their hands, and the other of independent Republicans,

waited on old Speaker Lenthall at his house in Covent Garden.

It was for Lenthall, as the Speaker of the Rump at its disso-

lution, to convoke the surviving members.1

Ludlow becomes even humorous in describing the difficulties

they had with old Lenthall. To the deputation of Repub-

licans, which arrived first,
" he began to make many trifling

excuses, pleading his age, sickness, inability to sit long," the

fact being, as Ludlow says, that he had been one of Oliver's

and Richard's courtiers, and was now thinking of his Oliverian

peerage, which would be lost if the Protectorate lapsed into a

Republic. When the military deputation arrived, and Lam-

bert opened the subject fully, Lenthall was still very uneasy.
" He was not fully satisfied that the death of the late King
had not put an end to the Parliament." That objection having
been scouted, and the request pressed upon him that he would

at once issue invitations to such of the old members as were in

town to meet him next morning and form a House,
" he re-

"
plied that he could by no means do as we desired, having

"appointed a business of far greater importance to himself,
" which he would not omit on any account, because it con-

i Ludlow, 644649
; Parl. Hist. III. 15467 ;

Thomason Pamphlets, and

Chronological Catalogue of the same.
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"cermnl the salvation of his own soul. We then pressed him

"to inform us what it might be: to which he answered that

he was preparing himself to participate of the Lord's supper,
"which lie was resolved to take on the next Lord's day.

I'pon this it was replied that mercy is more acceptable to
" God than sacrifice, and that he could not better prepare
"him-elf for the aforesaid duty than by contributing to the

"puhlic i^ood." As he was still obdurate, the deputations
told him they would do without him. The list of members

was divided among such clerks as were at hand, and the

circulars were duly sent out. 1

1 UK ruing, Saturday May 7, 1659, about thirty of the

I' the old Hump were shaking hands with each

other in the 1 1 oiise of Lords, waiting anxiously till as many
nmre should drop in as would make the necessary quorum of

helorc marching into the Commons. Army officers and

other spectators were in the lobbies, equally anxious. Time

passed, and a few more did drop in. in hiding Henry Marten,

luckily remembered as in jail for debt near at hand, and

fetched thence in triumph. At length, about thirty-seiWi

having mustered, old Lenthall, who had spies on the spot,

thought it best to come in; and, about twelve o'clock, he led

a procession of exactly forty-two persons into the Commons
ll"i;-e. the officers and other spectators attending them to the

doors with congratulations. The House, having been consti-

tute,], entered at once on business, framing a Declaration for

the public suitable for the occasion, and appointing several

committees. They set apart next day, Sunday the 8th, for

special religious services, with a re-inauguration sermon by
Dr. Oucn.-

On Monday, May 0, the small new House had to re-

encounter a dillicnlty which had troubled them somewhat at

their iirst meeting on Saturday. On that day, besides the

forty-two members of the Rump who had answered the

summons, there had come to the lobbies fourteen persons who

had been members of the Long Parliament before it became

' Lu.llow.fii9 nal, Mnr 7, 1659; Pwl HUt. III.

1
Ludlow, Col 652 ; Common* Jour- J.50i
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the Rump, i. e. before that famous Pride's Purge of Dec. 6-7,

1648, which excluded ]43 of the Presbyterians and other

Royalists from their seats, and so converted the Long Parlia-

ment into the more compact body wanted for the King's

Trial and the formation of the Republic (Vol. III. pp. 696-

698). The fourteen, among whom were the Presbyterians Sir

George Booth and William Prynne, had insisted on being

admitted, but had been kept out by the officers after some

altercation. But now, on Monday, several of them were back,

to see the issue of a protest that had been meanwhile sent to

the Speaker on behalf of 213 members of the Long Parliament

who were in the same general predicament of " Secluded

Members "
to wit, the 143 excluded by Pride's Purge and

seventy more who had been excluded at various times before

for Royalist contumacy. Finding the doors open, three of

these unwelcome visitors went in, of whom two came out

again and were not re-admitted, but one remained. That one

was William Prynne. He sat like a ghoul among the

Rumpers. No persuasion on earth could induce him to leave.

Hasilrig stormed at him, and Vane coaxed him
;
but there he

sat, and there he would sit ! He was a member of the Long

Parliament, and no other Parliament was or could be right-

fully in existence but that : if they turned him out, it should

only be by carrying him out by his feet and shoulders!

Unwilling to resort to that method, those present got rid of

the intruder by postponing their meeting to a later hour,

and taking care that, when Prynne reappeared, he should be

turned back. The House that day passed an order that none

should sit in it but genuine Rumpers, appointing a committee

to ascertain who these were and to report on dubious cases;

and the order was affixed to the doors outside. For a day or

two Prynne and others still haunted the lobbies
;

but at

length they desisted, Prynne taking his revenge by at once

printing The Republicans' and Others' spurious Old Cause briefly

and truly anatomized, and then One Sheet, or, if you will, a

Winding Sheet, for the Good Old Cause.1

1
Guizot, I. 138141

;
Commons Thomason Pamphlets. The first of the

Journals, May 9, 1659 ; Catalogue of two named pamphlets of Prynne ap-
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For eighteen days after the resuscitation of the Rump, and

notwithstanding their distinct announcement in their public
declaration that they were to "endeavour the sett of

tin- Commonwealth "without a Single Person, Kingship, or

1 1 u>e of IVrrs." Richard still lingered in Whitehall and his

t-ctorship remained nominally in existence. But the Re-

publicans made what haste they could to put an end to that

anomaly. Their difficulty lay in their yet unadjusted difler-

s with the Army-officers conjoined with them in the

t oration of the Rump. Towards the removal of these

diilerenoet something was done on the 13th of May, when the

ll.'iise appointed Fleetwood "Lieutenant-General and Oom-

mamler-in-chief of the land-forces in England and Scotland
"

(Ireland reserved), and associated with him Lambert, Des-

borou^h, Hcrry, Ludlow, Hasilrig, and Vane, in a commission

of seven empowered to nominate, for approval by the Parlia-

inrnt, the commissioned officers of the whole Army. Even

with this arrangement, however, the Army-magnates were

not satisfied; and it left other differences o\ h were

bated that very day in a petition and address from the

whole Council of Officers. This Petition and Address, pre-

sented to the House by a deputation of eighteen chief officers,

lu;ided by Lambert and Desborough, consisted of fifteen

Articles, the la>t three of which contained the points of most

vital debate with the pure Republicans. In Article XIII. it

was petitioned that, for the Legislative, there should be, in

addition to the Popular or Representative House, "a select

Senate, co-ordinate in power." Article XIV. required also,

pearrd. with his name in full, May 13 ; It contained thia paatage a<rainat the

ml, l.y \V. I

1

.' May 80. Rumpers :

" Them.-wlv. in divers of

no i-niitiimi'd. in siiK-r.jii.-iit pam-
"

tli-ir printed Declaration*, and thrir

phi. k tin- Ituim-cr-. for the " instruments in Mindry book* (aaJoHH
virir> done to him and the other Me- * GOODWIB, MARKKA* NP.KPHAM,
cludr<l inriiiWr. in -till drliarrinv' them " M-TOB, and othT-t, justified, main-

frtnii th. I

"
tainpil. the very hi^heat, worst, trea-

Tn: \.trriitive of wkat "sonahleatj
execrablet. of all I'opiah,

wa* Mt/xm Mr. -
Jesuitical. !

o-

newly-forcM* lot* "ticea, treasona, aa the tnirtberinc of
' Army Offieerr, an I'rotertant King*." I

an i both in tht Com- a sample at once of Prynne style and
ion ,,,>'/ flf. ir/:, r, ,

, n of Ins accuracy. He doe* not take tM
8atur,i n,lay laft (the 7 and 9 trouble to know the name* of the Mr-

Though so en- aona he writea abiut, but ]>loda on likt

titled, it did not appear till June 13. a rhinoceroe in Uiuken.

VOL. V. g
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for the Executive, a separate Council of State. Article XV.

concerned the Cromwell family. It did not demand a con-

tinuation of the Protectorate, but it demanded the payment

by the State of all debts contracted by Oliver or Richard

in their Protectorates, the settlement of ^10,000 a year on

Richard and his heirs for ever, the settlement of a farther

^10,000 a year on Richard for his life, and the settlement of

^8,000 a year for life on " his honourable mother," the Pro-

tectress-dowager, all this to the end that there might remain

to posterity
" a mark of the high esteem this nation hath of

" the good service done by his father, our ever-renowned

" General." The House was not then prepared to answer the

demands of Articles XIII. and XV., but only that of Article

XIV. after a certain fashion. It was agreed that day that

there should be an executive Council of State, to consist of

thirty-one persons, ten of them not members of Parliament,

the Council to hold office till Dec. 1 next ensuing ;
and at

that meeting and the two next the thirty-one Councillors were

duly chosen. Then, on the 21st of May, various addresses of

confidence in the new Government having by this time come

in from London and other parts, the Republicans felt them-

selves strong enough to discuss the petition of the officers,

article by article, accepting most of them, but postponing the

three last and another. Without saying what they meant to

do for the Cromwell family, they had in the interim (May 16)

appointed a committee to " take into consideration the present
" condition of the eldest son of the late Lord-General Crom-
"
well, and to inform themselves what his estate is, and what

" his debts are, and how they have been contracted, and how
" far he doth acquiesce in the government of this Common-
" wealth." There were interviews with Richard in Whitehall

accordingly, with the result that there was brought to the

House on the 25th of May a paper signed by him, together

with a schedule of his means and debts. The paper was, in

fact, an abdication, in these terms :
"
Having, I hope, in some

"
degree, learnt rather to reverence and submit to the hand

"of God than to be unquiet under it, and, as to the late

"providences that have fallen out amongst us, however, in
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of the particular engagements that lay upon me,
iM not be active in making a change in the government

"of tin -< nations, yet, through the goodness of God, I can
"
freely acquiesce in it, being made." He promised, in con-

clu.-ion, to live peaceably under the new government, and to

do all in his power to induce those with whom he had any
st to do the same. From the accompanying schedule it

appeared that his debts, incurred by his father or himself in

the Protectorship, amounted to ^29,640, and that his own
clear revenue, after deduction of annuities to his mother and

others of the family, was but ^1299 a year, and that encum-

bered by a private debt of j^SOOO. The House accepted the

abdication, undertook the discharge of the debts as stated,

; .^2000 at once to Mr. Richard, referred it to a com-

mittee to consider what more could be done towards his

" comfortable and honourable subsistence," and, for the rest,

requested him to retire from Whitehall, and "dispose of

himself as his private occasions shall require." He lingered

still a little, fearing arrest by his creditors, but did at length

to Hampton Court, and thence into deeper and deeper

privacy, to live fifty-three years more and become \ery

il.le, though the more rude of the country-people would

; in calling him "Tumble-Down Dick." In the week

of his abdication there was on the London book-stalls a

rigmarole poem on the subject, called The World in a Maze, or

\<t Ghost. It opened with this dialogue between father

and son :

Oliver /'.: Kichard ! Richard! Richard!

Richard: AVI... calls "Richard"? Tis a hollow voice;

And yet perhaps it may be mine own thoughts.

Oliver: No : 'tis thy father risen from the grave;
Nor would I have thee fooled, nor yet turn knave.

hard: I could not help it, father.
1

nmons Journals of date* : Part. men title, dated May 21 In MS. to the

Hirt, IU. I;..M i..;,7; Pamphlet, of Thonuuon copy.
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BUM? : PETITION AND PROPOSALS OP TITE

COUNCIL OP OFFICERS : BE80LUTE ANSWERS OP THE
KIMP : LAMIU SBOROUQH, AND SEVEN OTHEB

OFFICERS, CA8HIEBED: LAMBERT'S BETALIATION I

STOPPAGE OF THE PARLIAMENT.

Tin-: Restored Rump, which had met on the 7th of May,

only forty-two strong, had very sensibly increased it

niniil>cr8 by the 25th, the day of Richard's abdication. In

obedience to a summons sent out to Rumpers in the country,

between forty and fifty more had by that time come in,

raising the number in attendance to nearly ninety. In sub-

s.-.j'i.-nt months still others and others dropped in, till the

House could reckon about 122 altogether as belonging to it.

Tlic following is the most complete list I have been able to

drriu- out for the whole of our present term of the existence

of the Restored House. Marks are added to each name, to

signify the political course or resting-place of its owner from

his first connexion with the Long Parliament to his present

reappearance :

The asterisk prefixed to a name denote a Rfyitid*. le. an actual signer of UM
Warrant of Charles I. \V..l. III. 790). The contraction toe. prsind

t1i:it tli<- |*rson was not nn original member of the Long Parliament when
in Nov. 1040, but one of the Recruitert who oaoM in at various Umes

supply vacancies. Most of these came in between Aug. 1845 and
i of 1646 (Vol. III. 401402) ; but there were stray Recruiters through

1 1'US ; nay, about <>>jhl persons were added by the Ramp to iUelf by MW
i-sued after the institution of the Commonwealth. B added to a name

sitfiulii-s a mi-mhor of the Barebones Parliament of 1663 ; O a member of Olivers

f Sept 1654 Jan. 16646 ; a member of Oliver's Second

l Sept 1666 Feb. 1667 8. The addition t in the last case denotes that

th. i- 1
. .-i was one of the Auti-Oliverians secluded at the beginning of the first

Session, but restored at the beginning of the second. It denotes a member of the

Cninm..ns in Kit-hard's late Parliament, just dissolved; and L denotes that the

1ml Won one of Oliver's and Richard'e Lord*. Other mam might
I the distinction of having belonged to one, or more, or all of the

| State of the Commonwealth, or to the Council of the ProtoetonU
;

but in most cases there will be sufficient recollection of this distinction by the

rvn.I.T. an.l r, t.M'iices to the lists of the Councils already ghren will1 oe"f7
when- parti- ulars are wanted. Aristocratic courtesy-designations of

tipped off, so as to present the names in the Conn thought

by the restored Ke>i>ul>lu\

, '.vr . William Lenthall (crtat. 88), 0\ 0, L

Andrews, Hot., rt /,' /fee. Bingham, CoL John B,O l,0*,H
,, /../,- Rfc. Birch, Col. John <,O*t,R

RM. Ash. James 0>, O, R Blagrare, Daniel 0, R .

\tkius. Al,UTin:m AM ! '' I

' - " A'

ll.ik.-r. James R *'^'- 1! > ' J to
,

Barker, Col. John Brereton, Sir \* m., Bart

Rec. lk-nuctt, Col. Kobert B,0\R Ree. BrewsUr, Kobert t',U, R
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* Carew, John B Bee.
* Cawley, William R Bee.

*Rec. Challoner, Thomas B
Rec. Corbet, John
Rec. Crompton, Thomas O 1

,
O2

,
R

Rec. Darley, Henry 2 f
Rec. Darley, Richard 2 f
*Rec. Dixwell, Col. John O 1

, O 2
, R

Rec. Dormer, John
Rec. Dove, John

*Rec. Downes, Col. John
Dunch, Edmund O 1

,
2 Bee.

Rec. Earle, Serjeant Erasmus

Ellis, Sir William O l,0 2,R *

Rec. Eyre, Col. William R
Rec. Fagg, John O l,O 2,R Bee.

Rec. Fielder, Col. John R
Rec. Fleetwood, Lieut.-Gen. Charles Bee.

O l,O 2,L
*Rec. Garland, Augustine O 1

Rec. Gold, Nicholas R Bee.

Goodwin, Robert R Bee.

Goodwyn, John 1
> O 2

f, R
Rec. Gurdon, Brampton Bee.

Gurdon, John O 1

Hallows, Nathaniel *Bec.

Harby, Edward *Bec.
Rec. Harrington, Sir James O 1 Bee.
Rec. Harvey, Col. Edward O 1

,

2 f Bee.

Hasilrig, Sir Arthur, Bart. O 1
, Bee.

2 \,R,L Bee.

Rec. Hay, William O l,O 2,R *Bec.

Heveningham, William Bee.
Rec. Hill, Roger R

Holland, Cornelius O 1 Bee.
*Rec. Hutchinson, Col. John *Bec.
*Rec. Jones, Col. John (Cromwell's *Bec.

brother-in-law)
2
-\-,L Bee.

Rec. Jones, Col. Philip B,O l,0 2,L Bee.
Rec. Leman, William
Rec. Lechmere, Nicholas O l,O z,R
Rec. Lenthall, Sir John R

Lisle, Lord Commissioner O 1
, Bee.

Lisle, Viscount Philip B, L *

Bee. Lister, Thomas O 1
, O 2 f

*Bec. Livesey, Sir Michael *Bec.
Bee. Love, Nicholas R Bee.

Lowry, John R Bee.
Bee. Lucy, Sir Richard, Bart., B,

l
, Bee.

O 2
-\-,R Bee.

Bee. Ludlow, Lieut.-Gen. Edmund R Bee.
* Marten, Henry
Bee. Martin, Christopher B, R

*Bec. Mayne, Simon

Mildmay, Sir Henry l
, O 2

f, R *Bec.
*Bec. Millington, Gilbert Bee.

Monson, Viscount (Irish Peer)
Morley, Col. Herbert O l,O 2,R

Nelthorpe, James
Neville, Henry R
Nicholas, Robert

Nutt, John
Oldworth, Michael

Palmer, Dr. John

Pembroke, the Earl of (Earl sin

1650)

Pennington, Alderman Isaac

Pickering, Sir Gilbert, Bart.

O 1
, O 2

Pigott, Gervase

Prideaux, Sir Edmund O 1
,

2
>

Purefoy, Col. William O 1
, O 2

,

Pury, Thomas, Senr. l
, O 2

Pury, Thomas, Junr.

Pyne, Col. John B
Raleigh, Carew (son of the great

Raleigh) R
Reynolds, Robert R
Rich, Col. Charles R
Robinson, Luke O 1

,

2

St. John, Chief Justice L
Salisbury, the Earl of O 1

, O 2 f
Salway, Major Richard B
Say, William

Scott, Thomas O 1
,

2
f,-R

Skinner, Capt. Augustine O 1

Skippon, Major-Gen. O 1
, O 2

,
L

Sidney, Col. Algernon
Smith, Philip

Smyth, Henry
Strickland, Walter B,O l,0*,L
Strickland, SirWilliam O 1

,

2,L
Sydenham, Col. Win. B, O 1

,
2
,
L

Temple, James

Temple, Peter

Thompson, Col. George R
Thorpe, Serjeant Francis O 1

,
O 2

-^

Trenchard, John O 1
,
O 2

, R
Trevor, Sir John O 1

,
O 2

, R
Vane, Sir Henry R
Wallop, Robert 0\ O 2

, R
Walsiiigham, Sir Thomas

Walton, Col. Valentine (Crom-
well's brother-in-law)

Wayte, Col. Thomas
Weaver, Edmund
Wentworth, Sir Peter

West, Edmund
Weston, Benjamin R
White, Col. William

Whitlocke, Lord Commissioner
O 1

, O 2
,
L

Widdrington, Sir Thomas O l
,

2

Wogan, Thomas
Wroth, Sir Thomas O 2

, R
Wylde, Chief Baron Rl

1 I may explain the manner in which
the list has been prepared : (1) I have

gone over the Journals of the House
through the five months of its sittings
Commons Journals, Vol. VII. pp.

644 797 and collected the names ap-

pearing in the lists of Committees.
This certifies actual or assumed attend-

ance, more or less, and at one time or

another. (2) I have compared the re-
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From this list it will be seen, in the first place, that, if

Ludlow \\;is eorrect in his estimate that there were 160 old

Kumpers >till alive, a good many of them did not now re-

appear in that capacity at Westminster. It will be seen,
tart her, t hat nearly two-thirds of those who did re-appear were

not original members of the Long Parliament, but Recruiters.

Hut this is not all. While about ont'-thirJ of the total

in mi her that re-appeared, including fifteen out of the twenty-
three l!i --ii-ides on the list, had been in retirement during the

intervening governments from 1653 to 1659, about two-

thirds had not kept themselves so immaculate in that interval,

hut had > rv. d in the Barebones Parliament or in the Parlia-

ments of the Protectorate. A good many of these, indeed

e. -. Birch, John Goodwyn, Harvey, Ha.-ilrii,'. Lister, Lucy,

Mildmay, Scott, and Thorpe had done so avowedly \\ith

Republican motives; but, on the other hand, some e. g.
('<>!. .in ! 1'hilip Jones, Pickering, Prideaux, St. John, Skippon,
tlu- two Strieklands, Sydenham, and Whitlocke had merged
their Republicanism in Oliverianism, had been courtiers of

Croinuell, and had taken honours from him. The Restored

Rump could be described as unanimously a Republican body,

therefore, only in the sense that many in it had never B\\<

from pure Republican principles, and that the rest were willing

n\\ to go back to such. Be it observed, finally, that the

munher 1:2x1 represents the hypothetical strength of the

:ed House rather than its real strength. In the only

division in the House before the day of Richard's abdication

the Journals show but forty-four as present and voting

do the reeonls of divisions through the whole duration of the

House ever show more than seventy-six as thus effectively

suit with a ]!.>! in I',irl. //.-'. Ill several person* of th* sum* mirname.
i complete than I was doubtful as to the Christian name,

D, ghring only ninety-one namM ; The Journals often omit that I bare
l>iit it hrl].v.l in. once or twice. (3) For seen, since writing the above, a f..|i,i

dents of the members fly-leaf, published in London in March
M <

.irlyle's Revised 1660, giving what it calls
" a perfect

i I :unt, amH-n.U-d list of the Rompers." It includes 121

t V..1. II. ..; !. , OomKvU, ami to the names, and nearly corrwpond* with

<t tlu l{.in-i-..iu-s I'arliHnitMit, mine, but not quite containing on* or
two names not given in mine (e. g. Sir

Parliament in Vol. IIl.,,t th, r.trl. //.-/. Francis Russell), and omitting one or

-With all my .an, I may have lea two I gix
I believe my

errors. Ui. . where there are own list the more authentic.
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present at any one sitting. Only five or six times are as

many as sixty noted as present and voting. One infers that

many of the members, after having begun attending, ceased to

do so, from indifference, or from dislike to what was going on.1

A very considerable proportion of the effective attendance

in the House must have been furnished by the presence in it

of those members who were members also of the Council of

State. This body, appointed by the House, May 13-16, to

be an executive for the restored Rump Government, consisted

of twenty-one Parliamentary and ten non-Parliamentary
members. They were as follows, the asterisks again denoting

Regicides :

PARLIAMENTARY MEMBEKS

(In the order of the number of votes they obtained in the ballot).

*Sir Arthur Hasilrig, Bart. Colonel William Sydenham
Sir Henry Vane Colonel Algernon Sidney
*Lieut.-General Ludlow Henry Neville

Lieut.-General Fleetwood *Thomas Challoner

Major Richard Salway *Colonel John Dovvnes
Colonel Herbert Morley Lord Chief Justice St. John
*Thomas Scott Colonel George Thompson
Eobert Wallop Lord Commissioner Whitlocke
Sir James Harrington

*Colonel John Dixwell
*Colonel Valentine Walton Robert Reynolds
*Colonel John Jones

NON-PARLIAMENTARY MEMBERS.

Seven appointed without ballot. Three chosen by ballot.

Thomas, Lord Fairfax O l
,
R Josiah Berners l

Major-General Lambert O l

, 0*,R SirArchibald Johnstone, of War-
Colonel John Desborough O 1

, riston L
0*, L Sir Robert Honeywood R

Colonel James Berry O 2
,
L

*John Bradshaw 0\ 0* f, R
SirAnthony Ashley Cooper, Bart.

B,0\0*^R
Sir Horatio Townshend R

Fairfax was put among the non-Parliamentary ten because,

though he had been a member of the Rump (a very late

Recruiter, elected Feb. 1648-9), he had retired from it before

1 Commons Journals of May 13, 1659, with the recorded divisions in the
Journals for the whole session.
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its dissolution. His nomination now to a seat in the Council

was but a compliment, for he withdrew into Yorkshire.

An t.\<-, .phonal appointment was that of the Scottish Sir

Archibald Johnstone of Warriston. The Restored Rump was

avowiillyan Knrlish Parliament only, treating the union

Scotland as a business yet to be consummated. The election

injjle Scotchman among the non-Parliamentary members
of the Council was like a pledge that Scottish interests should

not meanwhile be neglected. His election was by the re-

commendation of his friend Vane, who probably knew that

Johnstone was l.y this time a bond fide Republican. More

questionable appointments, from the Republican point of view,

those of Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper and Sir Horatio

IWnshend. The second, a cousin of Fairfax, and one of the

wealthie-t men in Norfolk, was in secret communication with

Charles II., and had express permission from him to accept

the proent appointment.
1

'1'h. -iv was one fatal absurdity in the position of the Restored

Rump Government. It came together in the name of " the

good old cause," or a pure and absolute Republic ; and yet

d ihere itself in glaring contradiction to what is usually

regarded, and to what itself put forth, as the very root-

principle of a pure Republic to wit, the Sovereignty of the

People. Richard's House of Commons had been as freely

elected as any House of Commons since that of the Long

Parliament, and, as far as England and Wales were concerned,

I'y the same constituencies; it represented no past mood of

the community, but precisely their mood in January 1658-9 ;

and the attendances in the House, when it did meet, were

unusually numerous. Well, in a series of debates and votes,

in which there was no concussion, this Parliament had de-

clared, in the main, for a continuation of the Protectorate and

tlu 1'rotectoral Constitution as settled by Oliver's Second

Parliament. Hardly had this been done when, by a combina-

tion in London between the disappointed Republicans and the

Army malcontents, the Parliament was abruptly dissolved.

1 Commons Journals. May 1316, 1859 ; Mtrkham'i Fairfax, 375 ; BtilUe*

U-tu-rs, III. 430 ; Uuizot, 1. 153.
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What then stepped in to take its place ? A small body,

effectively about eighty strong at the utmost, having no pre

tence of representing the community at that time, or of being

anything else than the casual surviving rag of a Parliament

of 500, the members of which had been elected at various

times, and irregularly, between 1640 and 1649. Nay, it was

not even the surviving rag of that Parliament itself, but the

rag of a stump to which that Parliament had been already

reduced in 1649 by prior military hacking and carving.

What pinch of representative virtue, for the England, Scot-

land, and Ireland of May 1659, or even for the non-Royalist

portions of their populations, was there in the Restored

Rump ? Many of them had not been in contact with their

original constituencies for ten years or more ; those who had

gone back to their original constituencies, or to others, for

election to the Protectorate Parliaments, or to any of them,

had by that fact treated the rights of the Long Parliament,

in its integrity or in its last stump, as lapsed and defunct,

and had appealed to the community afresh. When that

appeal had gone against them, when the last and fullest

Parliament had represented it as the will of the people that

the Protectoral system should be continued, was it not odd

that about forty of the defeated minority of that Parliament,

without consulting their constituencies, should associate them-

selves with a number of others, then quite astray from any

constituencies, and with no other title than that of being Old

Rumpers too, and this for the purpose of instituting the very

form of Government just ascertained to be unpopular? It

was odd theoretically ; for, though there were then RepublicaDS

Milton for one who had adopted the principle (essentially

Cromwell's too) that the government of States cannot and

ought not to go by mere multitudinous suffrage, but may be

dictated and compelled by the proper few, the Rumpers did

not profess to be Republicans of this sort. The supremacy of

the People through a Single Representative House was the

deepest theoretical tenet of most of the men who had now met

to oppose the will of the People as declared in the fullest

Representative House within memory. But, though odd
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theoretieally, th<- contradiction is of a kind common enough
in History. Tin- iiltra-KepuUieans of the Restored Hump,
whose very definition of the ri^ht Republican system was

that thnv ought to be nothing in it a priori whatever, were

y-t 1-elievers in the indefeasible and a priori authority of

that K publican system itself. In other words, so important

was it that i here should be no government except by the people

themselves through a Representative House that, if the people

would not govern themselves by a Representative House in a

certain partieular manner, they must not be allowed to govern
themselves by a Representuti\e House, but must be governed

l.y
a non-representative House till they came to their senses!

These remarks are not made speculatively, but because they

express the sentiments common throughout the British Islands

at the time, and explain what followed.

'flic first expectation after the usurpation of the Restored

Hump had been that there would be a civil war between the

1'roteetoratists and the Rumpers. For, though Fleet wood,

rough, anil the other Army-officers at the centre, had

hem the agents in Richard's downfall and had join. <1 with the

Republicans in restoring the Rump, the chances of the Pro-

tectorate were by no means exhausted by their defection.

While Hiehanl lingered at Whitehall, his Protectorship eotilil

not he said to be extinct, and whatever of Cromwelliani-m

survived an\ where apart from the central English Army
might IT rallied for the rescue. There was I l.-nry Cromwell

and the Army in Ireland : there wa Monk and the Army in

.ml ; there was Lockhart and the Army in Flanders;

there was the fleet under Admiral Montague, a man ma

even amon^ Cromwellians for the ardour of his devotion to

Cromwell and his family; and there were other Cromwellians

of iulluenee. dispersed from London by the recent events, and

rarryino- their iv>entinent with them wherever they went.

Broghill and Coote \\ere hack in Ireland ; Ingoldsby was on a

visit to Ireland to consult with Henry Cromwell ; Kaleonbridge

was in country-seelusion ; and the Marquis of Argyle (a Lon-

doner and client of the Protectorate for some years) WAS back

furtively in Scotland, to avoid arrest for his debts, and try
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new scheming. Then, if there could be a combination of such

elements, what masses of diffused material on which to work !

There was the great body of the English Presbyterians, re-

conciled to Oliver's rule completely before his death, and

desiring nothing better now than a continuation of the Pro-

tectoral system ;
there were the orderly and conservative

classes generally, including many Anglicans who had ceased

to be Royalists ;
and there were one knows not how many

scattered Cromwellians, whether in civil life or in the Army,
whose Cromwellianism was, like Montague's, less a political

creed than a passionate private hero-worship. Nor was this

all. Louis XIV. and Mazarin were Cromwellians too for the

nonce, faithful to the memory of the great man whose alliance

they had courted, and ready to lend the armed aid of France,

if necessary, to the support of his dynasty. No one had been

watching the course of events in England more coolly than

M. de Bordeaux, the French Ambassador in London
;
and

through May and part of June 1659 his letters to Mazarin

show amply the nature of his communications with Richard

and Thurloe. " I have frequently renewed my offers of the

King's assistance," he wrote to the Cardinal on the 16th of

May, nine days after the first meeting of the Restored Rump
and eleven days before Richard's abdication ; and again, more

distinctly, on the 19th,
"
Having yesterday contrived to get

" an interview with him [Thurloe] in the country, I assured

" him that the King would spare neither money nor troops in

" order to re-establish the Protector, if there were any likeli-

hood of success." The Ambassador, it is true, had conceived

the bold private idea that Louis XIV. and the Cardinal might
do better by using such a fine opportunity for an invasion

and conquest of England by France on her own account
;
and

he had hinted as much to the Cardinal. The idea was not

encouraged ; and so the position of M. de Bordeaux in London

remained that of a secret partisan of the Cromwellians, offer-

ing them all help from France if they should engage in a civil

war with the Rumpers.
1

1
Guizot, I. 141 146, with Letters French reckoning) especially Letters

of M. de Bordeaux in the Appendix to 46, 47, 48, and 49 (pp. 381402) ;

the volume (where the dates are by the Baillie, III. 430 ; Phillips, 647648.
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re the middle of June it was evident that such a Civil

War was not to be feared. Richard himself had been quite

inert in Whitehall, and his abdication was a signal to all his

rive up the cause. Even after that there were

efforts or protests in his behalf here and there, but they died

away. Monk, about whose conduct in the crisis there had

been great anxiety among the Ilumpers, and who had

sulkily \\.mted to know at first what this "Good Old Cause"

was that they were so enthusiastic about in London, had

ahva.ly sounded the Army in Scotland sufficiently to find that

they would not oppose their English brethren. A letter of

adh.'sion to the Restored Commonwealth by Monk and the

Scottish Army had, accordingly, been received May 18, and

read in the House with great joy; and, though there were

still si^-n- that Monk would stand a good deal on his inde-

p.-n. !.!:,. his adhesion on any terms was an immense gain.

Lock hart also, looking about him in Flanders, and consider-

inu- what would be best for English interests altogether, had

;iven up all thoughts of a revolt from the Rump by the

Continental forces, and had returned to England, early in

June, to render his accounts. The Council of the Rump, on

their side, considering what was best in the circumstances,

with Dunkirk and the other results of Cromwell's Flanders

enterprise still on their hands, were glad to retain Lockhart's

services in the post of Ambassador to Louis XIV. and sent

him l>aek, after a week or two, with re-credentials in that post

from the new Government. There had been more uncertainty

about Henry Cromwell in Ireland. His great popularity and

the conditions of the country itself made a Cromwellian revolt

then- more likely than anywhere else. But there waa to be

no sueh tiling. Lett by his inert brother without direct

communications, and receiving intelligence, as he says,
"
only

from common fame," II. nry had very bravely held oat to the

last, ascertaining the temper of his officers and the Army.

Not till the i:>th of June was he clear as to his duty; but on

that day, having fully made up his mind, he addressed to the

Speaker of the Kump a Utter worthy of himself and of the

occasion. " All this while," he wrote,
" I expected direction*
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" from his Highness, by whose authority I was placed here,
"

still having an eye to the common peace, by preventing all

"
making of parties and divisions either among the people

" or Army. But, hearing nothing expressly from him, and
"
yet having credible notice of his acquiescing in what Provi-

"dence had brought forth as to the future government of

" these nations, I now think it time, lest a longer suspense
" should beget prejudicial apprehensions in the minds of any,
" to give you this account : viz. that I acquiesce in the present
"
way of government, although I cannot promise so much

" affection to the late changes as others very honestly may.
" For my own part, I can say that I believe God was present
" in many of your administrations before you were last inter-

"
rupted [i. e. before his Father's dissolution of them in April

"
1653], and may be so again ;

to which end I hope that

" those worthy persons who have lately acknowledged such
" their interrupting you in the year 1653 to have been their

" fault will by that sense of their impatience be henceforth

"
engaged to do so no more, but be the instruments of your

" defence whilst you quietly search out the ways of peace.
"

. . . . Yet I must not deny but that the free submission
" which many worthy, wise, and conscientious persons yielded
1 ' to the late Government under a Single Person, by several

"
ways as well real as verbal, satisfied me also in that frame.

"
And, whereas my Father (whom I hope you yet look upon

" as no inconsiderable instrument of these Nations' freedom
" and happiness), and since him my Brother, were constituted
" chief in those administrations, and that the returning to

" another form hath been looked upon as an indignity to

" those my nearest relations, I cannot but acknowledge my
" own weakness as to the sudden digesting thereof, and my own
" unfitness to serve you in the carrying on your further super-
" structures upon that basis. And, as I cannot promote any-
"
thing which infers the diminution of my late Father's

" honour and merit, so I thank the Lord for that He hath
"
kept me safe in the great temptation wherewith I have

" been assaulted to withdraw my affection from that Cause
" wherein he lived and died." Thus beautifully and honour-
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alily
did tin- real head of the Cromwells then living drawdown

tin lamily flag. He was in London on the 4th of July, to

attend the pleasure of the House ; on which day they or:

that ii should be referred to the Council to hear his report on

Irish aflairs, and then that " Colonel Henry Cromwell hare
"
liherty to ivtirr himself into the country, whither he shall

think lit, on his own occasions." The same day there WM
an arrangement for paying the mourning expenses of Crom-

well's funeral
;
and on the 16th the subject of a retiring pro-

vi~i"ii tor Ku hard Cromwell was resumed. His debts, as by
fanner assurance, were to be discharged for him; he WM to

have a protection from trouble from his creditors meanwhile ;

and tart In T inquiry was directed into the state of his resources,

with the understanding that his income should receive such

an increase as should raise it to j^lO.OOO a year in all.

Monk. Lockhart, and the Cromwells themselves, having
adhered to the new Government, there could be no separate

action by Montague even if he could have won the Baltic

Fieri to his will. Nor, of course, could Louis XIV. and

in do otherwise now than treat the Protectoratist cause

ns extinct, and re-instruct M. de Bordeaux accordingly. He

tv.vi\, .1 ndi utials as Ambassador from France to the new

rnment. 1

The (Yoimvellians or Protectoratists being thus no longer a

partv militant, the struggle was to be a direct one between

the Hampers and the cause of Charles II. Here, however,

one has to note a most extraordinary phenomenon. The

of Charles II., by no exertion on its own part, but l.y

tin iner, whirl of events between May and July, had received

an enormous accession of strength. Baulked of their own

natural purpose of a preserved Protectorate constitutionally

defined and guaranteed afresh, and resenting the outrage done

to their latest suffrages for that end, what could many of the

Cromwellians do but cease to call themselves by that now

inoperative name and melt into the ranks of the Stuartists?

For the veteran Cromwellians, implicated in the

' Th u rl ,v>
,
V 1 1 . 669-671 , and 688 Ouiiot, 1. 409413 ; Common*

-, of M. de Bordeaux, in June 13 and July 2, 1969.
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its close accompaniments, this was, of course, impossible. To

the last breath they must strive to keep out the King ; and,

as they could do so no longer as Protectoratists, they must

fall in with the pure Republicans or Restored Rumpers. But

for the great body of the Cromwellians, not burdened by

overwhelming recollections of personal responsibility, there

was no such compulsion. What mattered it to the Presby-

terians, or to that younger part of the entire population

which had grown into manhood since the death of Charles I.,

whether Kingship, which they would willingly enough have

seen Oliver assume, should now come back to them with the

old dynasty?
All this Charles and Hyde had been observing. From

May 1659 it had been their policy to enter into communica-

tions with the more eminent of the disappointed or baulked

Cromwellians, and to assure them not only of indemnity for

the past, but of rewards and honours to any extent, if they

would now become Royalists. Monk, Montague, Howard,

Falconbridge, Broghill, and Lockhart, had all been thought
of. Applications had been made even to the two Cromwells

themselves, and particularly to Henry Cromwell. There

seems to be a reference to that fact in the close of his

fine letter to the Rump Parliament. He thanked God that

he had been able to resist temptation to a course which in

him, at all events, would have been infamous
; and, though

he could not serve the Republican Parliament in their

"further superstructures," he could wish them well on the

whole, and so feel that he was remaining as true as he could

be, in such perplexed circumstances, to the cause wherein his

father had lived and died. Monk, without any such reserva-

tion, had already adhered to the Parliament, and Charles's

letter, when it did reach him, was not even to remain in his

own pocket till he should see his way more clearly. Falcon-

bridge and Howard, those two " sons of Belial
"

in Des-

borough's esteem, had meanwhile, I believe, let it be known
that they might be reckoned on by Charles. Montague and

Broghill tended that way, but were in no such haste. Lock-

hart had deemed it best to enter the service of the Restored
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K u nip, and would act honourably for them while he remained
their .servant. Tiiurloe also, though not yet safe from pro-
secution by the new Government, thought it only fair to

assist them with advices and information.1

M. ;i!i\\hile the new Government had been stoutly at work.
The spirit of the "good old cause" was strong in tin- two or

tin of members most regularly in attendance, among
\vli,.in u, re Vane, Marten, Ludlow, Hasilrig, Scott, Salway,
Wen rei Neville, Raleigh, Lister, Walton, Say, Downes, Morley,
and John Jones. Remembering the great days of the Com-
monwealth between 1649 and 1653, and not inquiring how
much of the greatness of those days had been owing to the

fact that the politicians at the centre had then a Cromwell

nian-hiiii," over the map for them, and winning them the

> that gave them great work to do, they set them-

selves, with all their industry, courage, and ability, to prove
t" the \\.u-hl that those great days might be renewed without

a Cromwell. The Council generally held its meetings early
in tlic morning, so that the Council-business might not inter-

im with their attendance in the House. Johnstone of War-

houi^h a non- Parliamentary member of the Council,

at once acquired high influence in it. He, Vane, and Whit-

l.'okr, \\eiv most frequently in the chair.

A new i:' 1; m-w Commi.-M' tin- same (Brad-
shaw, Tyrrell, and Fountain); new Judges; state of the

publie debts; orders for the sale of Hampton Court and
' r-i t House; suspension of the sale of Hampton Con

; pay of the Army and Navy; an Act of Indemnity
ami Oblivion; a Bill for settling the Union with Scotland;

re-dcrlarations of a Free Commonwealth, without Single

n. Kingship, or House of Peers; Irish affairs; a Vote

t'>r ending the present Parliament on the 7th < liming:

these mere headings will indicate much of the miscellaneous

activity ..f the Council, or of the House, or of committees of.

the 1 1,. ';-,. as far as to the end of July. One may glance
more closely at their proceedings and intentions in two

Phillips, 650-661 ; Guuot, 1. 177-17i

VOL. v. H h
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departments : (1) Church and Religion. On the 27th of June,

in reply to a petition from "
many thousands of the free-born

people of this Commonwealth "
for the abolition of Tithes,

the House voted that " the payment of Tithes shall continue
" as now they are, unless this Parliament shall find out
" some other and more equal and comfortable maintenance."

Evidently, therefore, the Restored Rumpers were not yet

prepared to interfere materially with the Church-Establish-

ment as it had been left by Oliver. The petition, however,

which drew from them this declaration, is itself significant.

In the opinion of many over the country absolute Volun-

taryism in Religion was part and parcel of "the good old

cause," and ought to be re-proclaimed as such at once. Nor,

though the Rumpers now refused to admit that, was sympathy
with the demand wanting within their own body. The

majority of the Parliament and of its Council "were, indeed,

orthodox Independents or Semi-Presbyterians, approving of

Cromwell's Church policy, and anxious to support the existing

public ministry. But Vane and some other leading Rumpers
were men of mystic and extreme theological lights, pointing

in the direction of Fifth-Monarchyism, Quakerism, and all

other varieties of that fervency for Religion itself which

would destroy mere state-paid machinery in its behalf, while

a few, on the other hand, such as Neville, were cool free-

thinkers, contemptuous of Church and Clergy as but an

apparatus for the prevalent superstition. For the present, it

had been thought impolitic perhaps to divide counsels in that

matter, or to give offence to the sober majority of the people

by reviving the question, so much agitated between 1649 and

1653, whether pure Republicanism in politics did not neces-

sarily involve absolute Voluntaryism in Religion; but the

probability is that the question was only adjourned. In the

connected question of Religious Toleration the new Govern-

ment was more free at once to give effect to strong views
; and,

though it was not formally announced that unlimited Tolera-

tion was to be the rule of the Restored Republic, this was

substantially the understanding. On the whole, Cromwell's

policy in Church-matters was merely continued. (2) Relations
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Powers. In this matter tin- rule of the new
i-nment was a very simple one. It was to withdraw, at

speedily as possible, frmn all foreign entanglements. No
i n. .w could Charles Gustavus of Sweden calculate on

help fr ..... England. Montague's Meet, indeed, was still in

tin- Baltic; Meadows was re-commissioned as envoy-in-

Ofdinary to the Kings of Denmark and Sweden
; envoys from

Sweden h:ul audiences in London; and at length, early in

July, tin- importance of the Baltic business was fully recog-

l.y tin- despatch of Algernon Sidney and Sir Robert

J1..U. \\v..od, two of the members of the Council of State, and
.Mr Hoone, a member of the House, to act as plenipotentiaries
with Montague for the settlement of the differences between

Sweden and Denmark and between Sweden and the Dutch.

The instructions, however, were to compel the Swedish Ki un-

to a pacification, and to co-operate with the Dutch and the

3 in that interest. As regarded the Dutch themselves,

among whom Downing was grudgingly continued as Resident,

then- \\as the most studious care for a friendly intercourse.

Tin-re was no revival now of that imperious project of the old

Commonwealth Government for a union of the two Re-

publics \\hich had alarmed the Dutch and led to the great
naval war with them. It was enough that the English
Khould mind their own affairs, and the Dutch theirs. But
the determination to have no more of Cromwell's "

spi

foreign policy
"
was most signally manifested in the business

of the French alliance and the war with Spain. That peace

should be made with Spain was a foregone conclusion, and

circumstances were favourable. The Spaniards, crippled by
their losses in Flanders, had for some time been making over-

to the French Court ; these had been ret

nore willingly at last because of the uncertainties in

which Louis XIV. and Mazarin were left by Crom\

death; negotiations had been cleverly on foot since the

beginning of the year for a treaty between the two Catholic

Powers, to include the marriage of Louis XIV. with the

Spanish Infanta, Maria Theresa ; and, though the treaty had

not been concluded, preliminaries had been so far arranged

ii h 2
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that, since May 1659, there had been a cessation of hostilities.

Thus relieved already from the trouble of carrying on military

operations in Flanders, the Restored Rumpers took steps to

get themselves included in the Treaty in progress between the

two Kings, or, if they should fail in that, to secure peace

with Spain independently. This was the main business on

which Lockhart had been re-commissioned as ambassador to

the French Court. From Paris he went to St. Jean de Luz,

at the foot of the Pyrenees, where Mazarin and the Spanish

Prime Minister Don Luis de Haro were then holding their

consultations. He arrived there on the 1st of August, in

such ambassadorial pomp as he thought likely to credit his

difficult mission. The business of that mission was to undo

the work he had done for Cromwell. Such was the will

of his new masters. Dunkirk and the rest of Cromwell's

acquisitions on the Continent were only a trouble; and, if

any decent arrangement could be made for selling them either

to France or back to Spain, why not be satisfied ? War with

Continental Papacy and championship of Continental Pro-

testantism were but expensive moonshine.1

In nothing was the Republican energy of the new Rumpers
more conspicuous than in their determination to subject all

forms of the public service to direct Parliamentary control.

They would have all rigorously in the grasp of the little

Restored House itself, until the power should be handed over

to a duly constituted successor. Hence their precaution,

while nominating Fleetwood Lieutenant-General and Com-

mander-in-chief of the Forces in England and Scotland, of

not giving him supreme power in appointing his officers, but

making him only one of a Commission of Seven for recom-

mending officers to the House (May 13). Persevering in

this policy, and becoming even more stringent in it, notwith-

standing the complaints of the Army-magnates that it showed

want of confidence in their integrity, the House proceeded,

May 28, to a vast remodelling of the entire Armies of Eng-

land, Scotland, and Ireland. Fleetwood was confirmed in the

*
Whitlocke, from May to the end of Commons Journals of dates ; Guizot, I.

July 1659; Paii. Hist, for same term; 165172.
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Oommandership-in-Chief for England and Scotland by a

special Hill, passed June 7; and by another Hill, paved
June K, reconstituting the Commissioners for nominations of

oiliv r. it was secured not only that such nominations should

require Parliamentary approval, but also that each commission
to an officer should be signed by the Speaker in the name of

th- Parliament, and delivered, if pos>iMe, to the officer per-

sonally from the Speaker's own hands. Accordingly, on the

9th of June, Fleetwood himself was solemnly presented with

ned transcript of the Act appointing him Commander-in-
Cliief in Kn^land and Scotland; and from that day, on

through the rest of June, the whole of July, and even into

August and September, much of the business of the House
'<<! in passing commissions to the officers recommended,

sometime- \\ith a rejection or substitution, and in seeing the

come up in batches to the Speaker to receive their

one by one, each with a lecture on his duty.
h foot-regiment, consisting of ten companies, had its

colonel, its lieutenant-colonel, its major, and its quarter-

ina-ter. with seven captains besides, and twenty subalterns,

and as each horse-regiment, consisting of six troops, had

its colonel, its major, four captains besides, six lieutenants,

rnets, and six quartermasters, one may guess the

feedioumesfl of this process of approving nominations and

delivering commissions. About 1200 persons had to be

appmved and commissioned, or, if we throw in chaplains,

surgeons, &c., about 1400 in all. Nevertheless, with certain

arrangements for delivering commissions to officers at a

distance, the process was carried so far that one can make out

from the Journals of the House not only the general plan of

the Remodelling, hut even the names of a large proportion of

the actually appointed officers. The essence of the scheme

of course, that all very pronounced Cromwellians,

e. . Faleonhrid^e. Howard, Ingoldsby, Whalley, Barkstead,

(Jotle. and Pride, should he thrown out of their commands,

and men of the right stamp substituted. It is to be noticed

iio\vc\vr, that there w. re to be now properly but two

Generals, and that the highest officers under these, whatever
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had been their previous designations, were all, with a certain

courtesy exception in favour of Lambert and Monk, to rank

on one level as merely Colonels. As far as to these Colonels,

the result was as follows :

I. ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND.

Commander-in-CMef : LIEUTENANT-GENERAL CHARLES
FLEETWOOD.

I. FOR SERVICE IN ENGLAND AND WALES : 1. Colonels of
Horse Regiments : John Lambert (with Richard Creed for his

Major), John Desborough, James Berry (with Unton Crooke for

his Major), Robert Lilburne, Francis Hacker, John Okey, William
Packer (with John Gladman for his Major), Nathaniel Rich,
Thomas Saunders, and Herbert Morley. 2. Colonels of Foot-

Regiments : Lieutenant-General Fleetwood, Lambert, Robert

Overton, Matthew Alured, John Hewson (with John Duckinfield

for his Lieutenant -Colonel), John Biscoe, "William Sydenham,
Edward Salmon, Richard Mosse, Richard Ashfield, Sir Arthur

Hasilrig, Thomas Kelsay, John Clerk, Robert Gibbon, Robert
Barrow. One finds, besides, certain Colonels appointed to

garrison commands : e. g. Colonel Thomas Fitch to be Governor
of the Tower, Colonel Nathaniel Whetham to be Governor of

Portsmouth, Colonel Mark Grimes to be Governor of Cardiff

Overton was Governor of Hull as well as Colonel of a Foot-

Regiment ;
and Alured had charge of the Life-Guard of the House

and the Council at Westminster. All these appointments were

actually made
;

other colonelcies probably stood over for con-

sideration. In the Journals Lambert is styled "Major-General
Lambert," but that was only by courtesy. He had no commission
with that title

;
and Ludlow makes a point of marking this by

always calling him
" Colonel Lambert "

only. His distinction was
in holding two colonelcies together, one of Foot and one of Horse.

II. FOR SERVICE IN SCOTLAND : Here, probably because of

Monk's passive resistance, the reorganization was less completely
carried out

;
but the intention seems to have been that Monk,

though in courtesy he might still be called
" General Monk,"

should have only, by actual commission, the same distinction of

double colonelcy that Lambert had in England. He had a Regiment
of Foot and also one of Horse; and among the other Colonels

were, or were to be, Thomas Talbot (at Edinburgh), Timothy
Wilkes (at Leith), Ralph Cobbet (at Glasgow), Roger Sawrey (at

Ayr), Charles Fairfax (at Aberdeen), Thomas Read (at Stirling,
with John Clobery for his Lieutenant-Colonel), Henry Smith (at

Inverness), John Pierson (at Perth), the veteran Thomas Morgan
of Flanders celebrity (a Dragoon Regiment), and Philip Twistleton

(a Horse Regiment). One or two of these were substitutions for

officers whom Monk preferred.
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II. IRELAND.

Commander-in-Chief : LiEUTENANT-GEKKRAL EDMUND LUDLOW.

Lndl'.w. after having been commissioned to an English Colonelcy
of l-'.iot, wa- removed to this higher post, in succession to Henry
Cromwell, .Inly 1, nut with the title of Lord Lieutenant of Ireland,

hut \\ith tin- military title of "
Lieutenant-Qeueral of Hone."

For tin; Civil Government of Ireland there were associated with

him, under the title of Commissioners, Colonel John Jones,
William Steelf, Robert Goodwyn, Colonel Matthew ToinlinBon,

ami .Miles Corbet. Ludlow did not go to In-lain! till lute in .July

or early in August; and he had stipulated, in accepting the Irish

command -in-i hi- !', that he should beat liberty to return to England
on oer.iHon.

I'rolHibly because Ludlow's recommendations from Ireland were

tin, fewer commissions were actually issued for Ireland

than for Kngland and Scotland. Ludlow himself, with Lambert
an- 1 Monk, had the distinction of a Colonelcy of Hone and one of

er; and other Colonels api>ointed wriv Thomas Cooper,
Kirhanl Lawrence, Alexander Brayfield, Thomas Sadler, and Henry
XI ark ham. lor Foot-Regiments, and Jerome Zatieh\ A'allU,

and hanifl Axtell, for Horse-Regiments. Sir Hardrem Waller,

Sir ( 'liarles Coote, Theophilus Jones, and others to be heard of in

Ludlow's memoirs, were still on duty in their old Colonelcies when
hr armed in Ireland.

In exactly the same way was the Navy to be brought

within Parliamentary grasp. John Lawson, an assured

Commonwealth's man, having been appointed Vice-Admiral

and Commander-in-Chief in the narrow seas (to counterbalance

the Cronnvi'llian Montague), received his commission from the

SJH akei s hands on the 8th of June ; snch captains and other

olli.vis tor Lawson's Fleet as were at hand received their

commissiMns in the same manner; and commissions signed by

tin- Speaker were sent out to the flag-officers, captains, and

lieutenants in Montague's Baltic Fleet. More a matter of

wonder still was the re-or^mi/ution of the Militia of the

Cities and Counties of all England and Wales. The regular

Army eon Id not but remark the extreme attention of the

Parliament to the recruiting and re-officering of this vast

civilian soldiery. A Bill for settling the Militia, brought

in on the :2nd of July, passed on the 26th; and from that

time there was a stream of Militia officers from the cou

just as of the llcyulars, to receive their commissions from the
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Speaker. Old Skippon was re-appointed in his natural position

as Major-General of the Militia for the City of London (July

27) and Commander-in-Chief of all the Forces within the

Weekly Bills (Aug. 2) ;
and Lord Mayor John Ireton was

one of the City Colonels.1

The energetic little Rump and its Council were in the

midst of all this re-organizing and re-officering of the Forces

of the Commonwealth when a demand suddenly burst upon
them for the actual service of a portion of those forces, such

as they were.

After a long period of judicious quiet, Hyde and the other

Councillors of Charles abroad, in advice with the Royalists at

home, had resolved on testing the King's improved chances

by a general insurrection. The arrangements had been made

chiefly by Mr. John Mordaunt (see ante p. 337), Sir John

Greenville, Sir Thomas Peyton, Mr. Arthur Annesley, and Mr.

William Legge. These five had been the authorized commis-

sioners for the King in England since March last in place of

the former secret commissioners of the Sealed Knot; and

Mordaunt had been in Brussels to consult with Charles.

In idea at least the arrangements had been most for-

midable. The conspiracy had its network through all

England and Wales, and included not only the old

Royalists, but also the more numerous Presbyterians and

other baulked Cromwellians, now known collectively as

"new Royalists." Mordaunt himself, with other friends,

had undertaken Surrey; Sir George Booth was to lead in

Lancashire and Cheshire, where his influence with the

Presbyterians was boundless; old Sir Thomas Middleton

was to head the rising in Shropshire and Flintshire
;

the

1 I have compiled these lists of names, ings of regiments between England and
with some labour, from the Commons Ireland within the few months under
Journals of May Sept. 1659, aidedby re- notice, and shiftings of regiments, or of

ferences to Ludlow's Memoirs and other parts of regiments, between England
authorities for some particulars. There and Scotland. I have put Overton

may be one or two omissions in the lists among the Colonels in England, be-

of actually appointed Colonels. Possibly cause he was made Governor of Hull ;

also the distribution of the regiments but the larger part of the regiment to

between England and Scotland, or be- which he was appointed was with Monk
tween Great Britain and Ireland, may in Scotland, and Overton's former mili-

not be absolutely correct. Perhaps that tary experience in high command had
is hardly possible ;

for there were shift- been chiefly in Scotland.
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Earl of Stamford that in Leicestershire; Lord Willoughby
of P.irham that in Suffolk; Colonel Egcrton that in

Stall- nMiirr
; Colonel Rossiter that in Lincolnshire; Lord

HerU'i-t and Major-General Massey were to rouse Worces-

tershire. Gloucestershire, and the Welsh border; and then-

we iv commissions from Charles to known persons in other

((.unties, with blank commissions besides. The Duke of

Buckingham, tho Earls of Manchester, Derby, North-

ampton, and Oxford, Lord Fairfax, Lord Bruce, Lord

Falkland, Lord Falconbridge, Sir William Waller, Colonel

1'opham. Colonel Ingoldsby, Mr. Edmund Dunch, and

many others, were all implicated, or reported as implicated.

ICajor-General Browne had been sounded, with a view to

a rising of the London Presbyterians. Moreover, there had

hem communications from Charles himself to Admiral

Montague in the Baltic, begging him to declare for the

cause, and bring his fleet, or at least his own ship, home for

There had been special devices also for bringing Mnk
int the confederacy. "I am confident that George Monk
can have no malice in his heart against me, nor hath be done

anything against me which I cannot easily pardon," Charles

had written to Sir John Greenville on the 21st of July,

authorizing him to treat with Monk, who was a distant

relative of Greenville's, and to offer him whatever reward in

la in 1> and titles he might himself propose as the price of his

adhesion. With this letter there had gone one to be con-

veyed ly (ircenville to Monk. "I cannot think you will

decline my interest," Charles there said, adding various kind

expressions, and offering to leave the time and manner of

Monk's declaring for him entirely to Monk's own judgment.
The lett< -r had not yet been delivered, but much was expected

from it. Meanwhile, as it was deemed essential to the success

of the insurrection that Charles himself should come to

J'.n^land, he, Ormond, the Earl of Bristol, and one or two

others, went, with all possible privacy, from Brussels to

Calais. Tin- Puke of York was to follow them thither, or

to Boulogne : and all were to embark together.
1

Clarendon, 868-870 ; Phillip*, 640 and 649-651 ; Guiwt, 194-204.
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As usual, there was great bungling. On the one hand,

Thurloe's means of intelligence being still wonderfully good,

if only because the Royalist traitor Sir Richard "Willis still

maintained with him the curious compact made with

Cromwell, and Thurloe's information being at the disposal

of the Rump Government, there had been time for some

precautions on their part. Through the whole of July 30

and July 31 the Council, with Whitlocke for President,

were busy with examinations. On the other hand, and

chiefly through the agency of Willis himself, doubts and

hesitations had already arisen among the confederates. It

had all along been Willis's good-natured policy to balance

his treachery in revealing the Royalist plans by preventing
his friends from running upon ruin by executing those plans ;

and this policy he had again been pursuing. Now, though
Charles had by this time been made aware of Sir Richard's

long course of treachery, and had privately informed Mor-

daunt of the extraordinary discovery, the fact had been too

little divulged to destroy the effects of Sir Richard's counsels

of wariness and delay, agreeable as these naturally were to

men fearing for their lives and estates and remembering the

failure of all previous insurrections. In short, whatever was

the cause, August 1, which had been the day fixed for a

simultaneous rising in many places, passed with far less

demonstration than had been promised. Mordaunt and a

few of his friends tried a rendezvous in Surrey, only to

find it useless
;

in several other places those who straggled

together dispersed themselves at once
;

in Gloucestershire,

where Major-General Massey, Lord Herbert, and their

associates, did appear more openly, the affair ended in the

arrest or surrender of the leaders, Massey escaping after

having been taken. Only in Cheshire, where Sir George
Booth was the leader, did a considerable body rise in arms.

Booth, the Earl of Derby, Colonel Egerton, and a number of

others, having met at Warrington, issued a proclamation in

which no mention was made of the King, but it was merely

declared that certain "
Lords, Gentlemen, and Citizens, Free-

holders and Yeomen, in this once happy nation," tired of the
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:i<4 anarchy ami tyranny, had resolved to do what they
could 1" recover liberty and free Parliamentary Government.

Hum!r]> and hundreds flocking to their standard, they
iud on Chester and took the city without opposition,

though the castle held out. The agitation then extended

into 1'lintshire, where the aged Sir Thomas Midl

(li-tin^ui-hcd himself by brandishing his sword in the mar-

ket-place of Wrexham and proclaiming the King. Various

s and garrisons in the two counties fell in, and

an Lancashire was also in commotion. Sir George
Hooth found himself at the head of between 4000 and 5000

men. and it remained to be seen whether the movement he

had l)co;un so boldly in Cheshire, Flintshire, and Lancashire,

ini^ht not spread itself northwards, eastwards, and south-

wards, and so do the work of the universal rising originally

projected. It was hoped that his Majesty himself, instead of

landing in the south of England, as had been proposed,

would appear soon in the district that had so happily taken

the initiative.
1

<T some hesitations among the Bumpers in London on

the (jm-stion what officer should be sent against Sir George

Booth, it was resolved t.. >. ml Lambert He set out on the

fith of AuLru>t, with three regiments of horse, three of foot,

dragoons, and a train of artillery ; and orders were sent

her forces to j"in him <m his march, and for bringing

t\\o iv n meats from Ireland and three from Flanders.O
Communications were to be kept up between Lambert and

the Council at Westminster by messengers twice or thrice

.

lay. Such incessant communication was very necessary.

Over 1 -'.upland, Scotland, and Ireland, the talk was of Sir

iooth's luMirrection, with much exaggeration of ita

dimensions, and speculation as to its chances. Old and new

Royalists everywhere, and men who had not yet declared

themsche-s K..\ali>:>. wm- waiting for news that might

determine their course. Above all, Monk at Dalkeith wa

ing southwards with interest, and timing the arrival of

n, 869-871 ; WhiUocke, IV. 855356 ; Phillip*, ett-flB (wk*
Booth's I'rocl&matiuQ is given).
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each post-bag in Edinburgh. He had then a visitor at

Dalkeith, in the person of his brother, the Rev. Mr. Nicholas

Monk, minister of Kilhampton parish in Cornwall. This

gentleman had come to take home his daughter, who had

been living with Monk, a suitable husband having now been

found for her in England. But he had come on a little piece

of business besides. His Cornish living had been given him,

about a year before, by Sir John Greenville
;
and Sir John had

thought him the very man to be employed in bringing round

Monk to the King's interest. He had, accordingly, gone
from Cornwall to London, had seen Greenville there and

received instructions, and had also consulted Dr. Thomas

Clarges, Monk's brother-in-law, and his trusty agent in London.

Clarges, without committing himself on the special subject of

the mission, easily procured a passage to Scotland by sea for

Mr. Nicholas Monk. He sailed for Leith, Aug. 5. He had

not run the risk of carrying with him the King's letters to

Monk and Greenville
;
but he had got their substance by

heart. And so, having first sounded Monk's domestic

chaplain, Dr. John Price, who was of Royalist proclivities

too, he had opened to Monk the fact that his sole purpose
in coming was not to bring back his daughter. He told him

of the King's commission to Greenville to treat with him, of

the King's letter to himself, of the extent of the confederacy

for the King in England, and of the hopes that Sir George
Booth's rising in Cheshire would yet bring out the con-

federacy in its full strength. This was late at night in

Dalkeith House, when the two brothers were by themselves.

"The thinking silent General," we are told, listened and

asked a few questions, but, as usual, said not a word expressing

either assent or dissent. Through the next few days he

and Dr. Price, with Dr. Thomas Gumble, the Presbyterian

chaplain to the Council in Edinburgh, and Dr. Samuel

Barrow, chief physician to the Army in Scotland, were much

together in private over a Remonstrance or Declaratory Letter,

to be sent to the ruling Junto in Westminster, "the substance
" of which was to represent to them their own and the nation's

"dissatisfaction at the long and continued session of this
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' Parliament, de-inn^ them to fill uj> their member*, and to
'

pp.eeed in . 'stabl^hing such rules for future election* that

"the Commonwealth Government might be secured by
"

i'n
|

unit and successive Parliaments." The letter had been

draft <-d by Dr. Price, agreed to at a ID n Dr. Price's

room on Sunday after evening sermon, and signed by the

Mnl I
>y Adjutant Jeremiah Smith; and Adjutant Smith

was waiting for his horse to go into Edinburgh, taking the

letter \\itli him for the signatures of other likely officers,

wli* ii Mc.nk returned to the room and said it would be better

to wait tor the next post from England. Next day the port

with such news that the letter was burnt and all con-

renii'd in it \\ere enjoined to secrecy. The news was that Sir

(Jeor^e HoothV I n-unv.-t ;

.,.n had DMO t. !.:!. and .-a>:ly

crushed by Lambert (August 17-19). Colonel Egerton and

other prisoners of importance had been taken; Sir Thomas

Middleton had capitulated ; Sir George Booth himself and tin-

Karl of Derby had escaped, but only to be taken a few days

afterwards.1

\ West minster, where the good news was received Aug. 20,

and nn.re fully Au,r . 22 and Aug. 23, all was exultation.

A jewel worth j^lOOO was voted to Lambert, and there were

to ! rewards to his officers and soldiers out of the estates of

the delin.|tients. Since Lambert had gone, then- had been

farther searches after delinquents; and, through the rest of

August and the whole of September, both the (Council and the

led with inquiries and examinations rvlat ing to

the Insurrection. Among those committed to the Tower,

besides Sir (Jeorge Booth and Lord Herbert, were the Earl of

Oxford. Sir William \Valler ("upon suspicion of high treason,"

1 l.y his refu>al to pledge his honour not to act

n-ain~t the d \ im, n i. Lord Falconbridge (discharged on

in .(><)(). Oct. 8), and Sir Thomas Leventhorj.e. Tho

Karl of Derby, the Earl of Chesterfield, and Lord Willoughby

of 1'arham. in .-uvt.-dy in the country, were to be brought to

London
; proclamations were out against Mordaunt and

1 Whitl..rk.'. IV. :i.v :ips 652; Skinner's Life of Monk, 90104;
Wood's A: 052
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Massey; and the Duke of Buckingham, Sir Henry Yelverton,

the poet Davenant, the Earl of Stamford, Denzil Holies, and

many others, -including some Presbyterian ministers, were

under temporary arrest or otherwise in trouble. Vane and

Hasilrig conducted the inquiries as cautiously as possible, and

with every desire not to multiply prosecutions too much.

Thus, Admiral Montague, who had suddenly left the Baltic

with his whole fleet, against the will and in spite of

the remonstrances of his fellow-plenipotentiaries, Sidney,

Honeywood, and Boone, and who arrived off the English

coast Sept. 10, only to know that the Royalist revolt was at

an end, and that any intentions he may have had in connexion

with it must be concealed, was not called in question for his

strange conduct. He came boldly to London, reported him-

self to the Council of State, explained that he had come back

for provisions, &c., and was more or less believed. For, in

fact, the Council itself, and the House itself, contained more

open culprits. Sir Horatio Townshend had shown himself in

his true colours, and had been among the first apprehended ;

and, though the wily Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper cleared him-

self before a committee of the Council appointed to investigate

a charge against him, strong suspicions remained. On the

8th of August, just after Lambert had marched against

Booth, there had been a call of the House, with the result that

Mr. Peter Brooke and Mr. Edmund Dunch, two members

who had never attended and about whom there were evil

reports, were fined 6flOO each; and on the 13th of September,
while Dunch's fine was remitted on explanations given,

Brooke, who had actually been in arms with Booth, was

brought to the bar of the House in custody, disabled from

sitting in Parliament, and sent to the Tower on a charge of

high treason. Again, on the 30th of September, there was

a call of the House, when fines of ,^100 were inflicted on

Henry Arthington (Rec.,
2
),
John Carew (*Rec., J5), Thomas

Mackworth (Eec. t 0\ O 2
, R), Alexander Popham (0

1
,
O 2

, R),

Richard Norton (Rec., 13, 0\ O 2
, R), and John Stephens

(Rec., R). These six, I imagine, were so punished as having

never attended the House, and as notoriously contumacious
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or disaffected. "Rut the House took the opportunity of

]iiiiu>liiii^ with smaller fines, ranging from j*5 to jf40,

twenty-Cm- members who had been attending of late too

:ently: amono; whom were Lord Chief Justice St. John,
v ml Li-It 1

. Lord Commissioner Lisle, Colonel Hut. hinson,

and Col. mi -1 Philip Jones. At the same time they made an

example of Major-( leneral Harrison (*#?., O 1

, /.'). He, of

eourse, had never attended in the Restored Rump, for the

jTond reason that he had been Cromwell's chief aider

ami ahettor in the dissolution of the Rump in April 1668.

ml>. rin^ that fact, tin- II . .use now ejected him altogether,

and deelared him ineapahle of ever sitting in a Parliament.

There was, of course, no suspicion of hi* complicity with the

Royalists, nor of the complicity of many that had been fined

5 or ^20. The House, in its hour of triumph, was men -1y

settling all scores together. In what high spirits Lambert's

victory had
\>\\\,

the Rumpers appears from the fact that the

ordered the release of the Quaker James Nayler at

last (Sept. 8), and from such half-jocular entries in the Order

1 S..uks <f the Council (Aug. 22 et *cq.)
as that Colonel

Sydenham, Mr. Neville, or some other member of the Council,

or Mr. Brewster, a member of the Parliament, should " have

a fat buck of this season
"
out of the New Forest, Hampton

Court Park, or some other deer-preserve of the Commonwealth.

The attendances in the Council through August and Sep-

averaged from twelve to sixteen, and generally included

ke. Vane, Bradshaw, Hasilrig, Scott, Johnstone of

AVarriston, Neville, Salway, Walton, Berry, and Sydenham.
l-'l retwood and Desborough were more rarely present.

1

isely in this time of triumph after Lambert's success did

the Kumpers find leisure to address themselves to the question

of the Form of Government they were to set up in the Com-

monwealth before retiring from the scene themselves. It

1 Commons .TonrnnN of dt*i and of is a gap in thetertoof tiwOriljrBoota,
^

i t Vshley Cooper); u preMrvcd in the Baooid <

WhitWk,-. IV. ::.:. :! ..Vll. tween SepL 2, 1858, UM dw
bjtow

-
'

. AAr,-. . .. : ... , ,

ni.ltml.-r OUrer'a death and Aug. ll.HW. AAr
ite from Aug. 11 Oct. 26, IflW, thre u gin * gap.

to the t-iul of September 1659.
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on the 8th of September that, after some previous debates in

the House, it was referred to a committee of twenty-nine
"
to

"
prepare something to be offered to the House in order to the

" settlement of the Government of this Commonwealth." The

Committee was to sit from day to day, and to report on or

before the 10th of October. Vane was named first on the

Committee, which included also Hasilrig, Whitlocke, Marten,

Neville, Fleetwood, Sydenham, Salway, Scott, Chief Justice

St. John, Downes, Strickland, and Sir Gilbert Pickering.

What a work for a Committee! It was predetermined, of

course, that the Constitution they were to concoct was to be

one suitable for a Free Commonwealth or Republic, without

King, Single Person of any other denomination, or House of

Lords ; but, even within that prelimitation, what a range of

possibilities ! Nor were the Committee to be perplexed only

by the varieties of their own inventiveness in the art of consti-

tution-making. All the theorists and ideologists of England,

Scotland, and Ireland, were on the alert to help them. Lud-

low's summary of the various proposals made within the

Committee itself, or pressed upon it from the outside, is worth

quoting.
" At this time," he says, "the opinions of men were

" much divided concerning a Form of Government to be
" established amongst us. The great officers of the Army, as

" I said before, were for a Select Standing Senate, to be joined

"to the Representative of the People. Others laboured to

" have the supreme authority to consist of an Assembly chosen

"by the People, and a Council of State to be chosen by
"that Assembly, to be vested with executive power, and

"accountable to that which should next succeed, at which
" time the power of the said Council should determine. Some
" were desirous to have a Representative of the People con-

"
stantly sitting, but changed by a perpetual rotation. Others

"
proposed that there might be joined to the Popular Assembly

" a select number of men in the nature of the Lacedaemonian
"
Ephori, who should have a negative in things wherein the

" essentials of the Government should be concerned, such as the

" exclusion of a Single Person, touching Liberty of Conscience,
" alteration of the Constitution, and other things of the last

I
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"
importance to the State. Some were of opinion that it

would be most conducive to the public happiness if there

im-ht be two Councils chosen by the People, the one to
t about 300, and to have the power only of debating

-and proving- laws, the other to be in number about 1000,
" and to have the power finally to resolve and determine
"
every year a third part to go out and others to be chosen in

" their places." There were differences, Ludlow adds, as to the

proper composition of the body that should consider and frame
the new Constitution. Some were for referring the delibe-

ration to twenty Parliament men and ten representatives of

the Army, and proposed that, when these had agreed on a

in. .<ld, it should be submitted first to the whole Army in

a grand rendezvous. Parliament, however, had settled the

method of procedure so far by appointing the present Com-
mittee. 1

Of the varieties of political theorists glanced at by Ludlow
the most famous at this time were the Harringtonuuu or

Rota-men. Some account of them is here necessary.
Their chief or founder was James Harrington, quite a

different person from the "Sir James Harrington" now of

the Council of State. He was the " Mr. James Harrington
"

who had been one of the grooms of the bedchamber t<>

Charles I. in his captivity at Holmby and in the Isle of Wight
(Vol. HI.

,,. 700). Even then he had been a pol

idealist of a certain Republican fashion, and it had been part
of the Kind's amusement in his captivity to hold discourse!

with him ami draw out his views. Alter the King's death,

Harrington, cherishing very affectionate recollections of his

Maje-ty personally, hud lived for some years among his books,

writing verses, translating Virgil's Eclogues, and dreaming
dream eiully he had been prosecuting those specula*

tion> in the science of politics which had fascinated him since

his student days at Oxford. He read Histories; he studied

and digested the political writings of Aristotle, Plato, Macchia-

velli, Bacon. Hobbes, and others; he added observations of his

: rials of Sept. 8, 1659; Thomaaoa Catalogue of PunphbU;
Ludlow, 074 <J70.

VOL. v. i i
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own, collected during- his extensive travels in France, Germany,
and Italy ;

he admired highly the constitution of the Venetian

Republic, and derived hints from it
; and, altogether, the

result was that he came forth from his seclusion with a more

perfect theory and ideal of a body-politic, as he believed, than

had yet been explained to the world. He had convinced him-

self
" that no government is of so accidental or arbitrary an

institution as people are apt to imagine, there being in

societies natural causes producing their necessary effects, as

well as in the earth or the air
"

;
and one of these natural

causes he had discovered in the great principle or axiom

"that Empire follows the Balance of Property." The troubles

and confusions in England for the last few ages were to be

attributed, he thought, not so much to faults in the governors

or in the governed as to a change in the balance of property,

dating from the reign of Henry VII., which had gradually

shifted the weight of affairs from the King and Lords to the

Commons. But all could be put right by adopting a true

model. It must not be an arbitrary monarchy, or a mixed

monarchy, or a mere democracy as vulgarly understood, or

any other of the make-shift constitutions of the past, but

something worthy of being called a Free and Equal Common-

wealth, and yet conserving what was genuine and natural in

rank or aristocracy. The basis must be a systematic classifi-

cation of the community in accordance with facts and needs,

and the arrangements such as to give full liberty to all,

while distributing power among all in such ways and pro-

portions as to keep the balance eternally even and make

factions and contests impossible. These arrangements, as he

had schemed them out, were to be very numerous and com-

plicated, every kind of social assemblage or activity, from the

most local and parochial to the most general and national,

having an exact machinery provided for it; but two all-

pervading principles were to be election by Ballot and

rotation of Eligibility. Harrington's ideal had been set

forth in a thin folio volume, entitled The Commonwealth of

Oceana, published in 1656, and dedicated to Cromwell. The

book was in the form of a political romance, with high-
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flown dialogues and a very fantastic nomenclature for hi*

propped dignities and institutions, throwing the whol.

the air nf poetic or literary whimsy. There was, how-
an elaborate exposition of the system and prooeM

f the Hallnt. Though too fantastic for direct etr.-.-t. the

book had been a good deal talked of, and had pr-
ior thf author not only a considerable reputation, but also

lollou.,,- of ili
M-iples. One of these, and his intimate

friend, was the Republican free-thinker Henry Neville. There

had als.. been, some criticisms by opponents, Royalist and

Republican; in answer to which Harrington, in 1658, had

publi>hed a second treatise, called The Prerogative of Popular
iMeitt, re-interpreting and vindicating the doctrines of

tin- '' nt more in a style of direct dissertation. The

Harringtoniana \\ere by this time pretty numerous. Besides

le there were perhaps six or eight of them amon^ the

Rumpers themselves. Why, then, should there not be an

ell'ort tn impregnate the " Good Old Cause," sadly in need of

n. u impregnation of some kind, with a few of the essential

Hmingtonian principles? By Neville's means the ctl'ort had

ai-tually made in the Parliament. On the 6th of July
there hal been presented a petition from " divers well-affected

us," to which the petitioners "might have had many
thousand hands

"
besides their own, had they not preferred

reiving on the inherent strength of their case. The answer

of th.- House, through the Speaker, had been most gra<

The\
p. !vn\ed that this was a petition

" without any private
end< and only lor public int. ami they assured the

petitioners that the business to which the petition referred,

vi/. the s<nt lenient of a Constitution for the Commonwealth,
was one in whieh the Hou-e intended "

to go forward."

There i< nothing in the Journals to indicate the nature of

the petition : but it had been drawn up by Harrington and

maybe read in his \Vorks. It abjured, in the strongest terms,

Kinship or Single- IVrxn. -
_rnty in any form, and par-

ticularly "the interest of the late King's son ": 1 ut it

lit of things as i' -nd ur^rd the

adoption of a detiuito CVi^titu; iinglaud, the legit.

i i 2
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part of which should consist of two Parliamentary Houses,
both to be elected by the whole body of the People. One was

to contain about 300 members, and was to have the power of

debating and propounding laws ; the other was to be much

larger, and was to pass or reject the laws so propounded. Great

stress was laid on Kotation in the elections to both. " There

cannot," said the petitioners,
" be a union of the interests of

" a whole nation in the Government where those that shall
" sometimes govern be not also sometimes in the condition of
" the governed

"
;
and hence they proposed that annually a

third part of each of the two Houses should wheel out of the

House, not to be re-eligible for a considerable period, and their

places to be taken by newly elected members. Thus every
third year the stuff of each House would be entirely changed.
Not content with petitioning Parliament, the Harring-

tonians disseminated their ideas vigorously through the press.

A Discourse showing that the spirit of a Parliament with a

Council in the intervals is not to le trusted for a Settlement,

lest it introduce Monarchy, was a pamphlet of Harrington's,

published July 28; another, published Aug. 31, was entitled

Aphorisms Political, and consisted of a series of brief proposi-

tions : e. g. "Nature is of God,"
" The Union with Scotland,

as it is vulgarly discoursed of, is destructive both to the hopes
of a Commonwealth and to Liberty in Scotland." There

were to be other and still other publications, by Harrington
or his disciples, through the rest of the year, including, for

popular effect, a copper engraving of an Assembly in full

session, watching the dropping of noble voting-balls into

splendid urns. But this was not all. The Harringtonians
set up their famous debating club, called The Rota. " In 1659,
" in the beginning of Michaelmas term," says Anthony Wood,
"
they had every night a meeting at the then Turk's Head

" in the New Palace Yard at Westminster (the next house to
" the stairs where people take water), called Miles's coffee-

" house to which place their disciples and virtuosi would
"
commonly then repair : and their discourses about Govern-

" ment and of ordering of a Commonwealth were the most
"
ingenious and smart that ever were heard, for the arguments
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"
in the Parliament House were but flat to those. This gang
had a balloting box, and balloted how things should be

<1, by way of tentament ; which being not used or
known in England before upon this account, the room every
evening was very full. Besides our author and H. Neville,

" who were the prime men of this club, were Cyriack Skinner,
'.... (which Skinner sometimes held the

chair), Major
"John \\ildman, Charles Wolseley of Staffordshire, Bog.
Coke, \Vill. Poulteney, afterwards a knight (who sometimes
lu Id the chair), Joh. Hoskyns, Job. Aubrey, Maximilian

tie ofTetsworth in Oxfordshire, a very able man in these

"matters, . . . Mich. Mallet, Ph. Carteret of the Isle of

"(iuernsey, Franc. Cradock a merchant, Hen. Ford, Major
uer, . . . Tho. Marriott of Warwickshire, Henry Croone

" a physician, Edward Bagsbaw of Christ Church, and some*

times Rob. Wood of Line. Coll., and James Arderne, then or

"soon afterwards a divine, with many others, besides an-
M
tagooistB and auditors of note whom I cannot now name.

Dr. \\ ill. Petty was a Rota-man, and would sometimes
"'trouble .la. Harrington in his Club; and one Stafford, a
"
gent, of Northamptonshire, who used to be an auditor, did

"
\vith his gang come among them one evening very mellow

" from the tavern, and did much affront the junto, and tore in
"

pieces their orders and minutes. The soldiers who commonly
\\< re there, as auditors and spectators, would have kicked

tin in down stairs; but Harrington's moderation and per-

son hindered them. The doctrine was very taking, and

the more because as to human foresight there was no possi-
"
bility of the King's return. The greatest of the Parliament

men hated this ih-i^n of rotation and bal lotting, as being
"
against their power. Eight or ten were for it." By Wood's

dating in this passage, the Harrington or Rota Club must

have been in full operation shortly after the appointment)

Sept. S, of the Lrreat Committee of Parliament on the new

Constitution. Neville was one of that Committee, and the

popularity of the Club among the soldiers and citizens most

-tivn^thened hi> hands in the Committee. Indeed for five

months the Rota Club was to be one of the busiest and most
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attractive institutions in London, yielding- more amusement

of an intellectual kind than any such meetings as those of the

few physicists left in London to be the nucleus of the future

Royal Society. It is worthy of remark that Harrington and

the chief Harringtonians looked with contempt on these

physical philosophers. What were their occupations over

drugs, water-tubs, and the viscera of frogs, compared with

great researches into human nature and plans for the govern-

ment of states ? Dr. William Petty, who belonged to both

bodies, seems to have taken pleasure in troubling the Rota

with his doubts and interrogatives.
1

While the Rota was holding- its first meetings, the Rump
and the Wallingford-House Party were again in deadly

quarrel. More and more the resolute proceedings of the pure

Republicans for subjecting the Army completely to the Parlia-

ment had alienated the Army magnates. The reviewing by
Parliament of all nominations for commissions, the discharg-

ing of this officer and the bringing in of that, the delivering

out of the commissions by the Speaker to the officers indi-

vidually, were brooded over as insults. What was the in-

trinsic worth of this little so-called Parliament, what were its

rights, that it should so treat the Army that had set it up,

and one company of which could turn it out of doors in five

minutes ? Though brooding thus, the Army chiefs had con-

tented themselves with rare attendance in the House or the

Council, and had made no active demonstration. They
were perhaps doubtful whether the spirit of submission to the

Parliament might not be now pretty general among the

inferior officers, all with their bran-new commissions from the

Speaker himself. But the insurrection of Sir George Booth,

and the march of Lambert's brigade into Cheshire to quell

it, and the quick and signal success of that enterprise, had

given them the opportunity of testing the Army's real feel-

ings. Had not the Army now again a title to remember that

it ought to be something more than a mere instrument of the

1
Harrington's Works (large folio, 6, 1659 ; Catalogue of the Thomason

1727), with Toland's Life of Harrington Pamphlets (for dates), with inspection

(1699) prefixed ;
Wood's Ath., III. of first editions of some of Harrington's

1115 1126
; Commons Journals, July Pamphlets in the Thomason Collection.
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oxistin- civil authority? Was it not still the old English
A nny, always doing the real hard work <>f the State, and
cntitl.-d therefore to some real voice in State-affairs? Where
would the Kump have l.ecn. where would the KepuMic have

1-ut f<.r tin- s. -rv ice of Lambert's brigade? These were

th- (plot ions a.-ked in Lam l>ert's brigade itself, more free to

put such questions and to discuss them because of the dis-

tance iVm London; but there were communications between

Laiuln it's brigade and the centre at Wallingford House, with

arrangement- for concerted action.

\ was lit ting, the first bolt came from Lambert's brigade,

At a meeting of about fifty officers of that brigade, held at

IVrhy on the 16th of September, it was agreed, after discus-

sion, to appoint a small committee to draw up the sense of

the i ting indue form. Lambert himself then came quietly

to London, \\here he was on the 20th, with several of his lead-

.ii' ers. The issue of the committee left at Derby was a

petition to Parliament in the name of " the Officers under the

command of the Right Honourable the Lord Lambert in the

late northern expedition." The petition was to be presented to

Parliament when fully signed; but meanwhile a copy of it was

sent up to Colonel Ashlield, Colonel Cobbet, and Lieutenant-

Colonel Duekinlield, then in London, to be given, with a

letter, to Fleetwood as Commander-in-chief, that so it might
l.e brought before the General Council of Officers. On the

i.'X'nd the House, having heard of the nature of the Pet

required that the original document should be forthcoming

for inspection, and that Fleet wood should at once pn.di.

eop\. The copy sutliced for all purposes of information.

The Petition n-n-i-tcd of a Preamble and five Articles. It

was full of a spirit of dissatisfaction, with complaints of

the prevalence everywhere of "apostates, raalignants, and

neuters
"

; but its specific demands were two. One was

that the semi-Cromwellian petition of the General Council

of OHieeix at \Vallin-ford House of date May 12, 1659 (ante

pp. 1 I'.) l.~>() ,

'

may not be laid asleep, but may have fresh life

given unto it.'' The other was that Fleetwood, whose term

ofollice was ju>t expiring, should he livd in the Comma:
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ship-in-chief, that Lambert should be made general officer

and chief commander next under him, that Desborough should

be third as chief officer of the Horse, and Monk fourth as

chiefcommander of the Infantry. On the 23rd these demands,

and the attitude which they signified, were discussed in the

House, with shut doors, and in great excitement, Hasilrig

leading the fury. Here was latent Cromwellianism, or

threatened single-person Government over again, the soft

Fleetwood to stop the gap meanwhile, but Lambert, once he

was made general officer and nominally second, to emerge as

the new Cromwell ! This was what was felt, if not said
;
and

it was resolved " That this House doth declare that to have
"
any more general officers in the Army than are already

' ' settled by the Parliament is needless, chargeable, and
"
dangerous to the Commonwealth." A motion for censur-

ing the Petition was negatived by thirty-one to twenty-five

(Neville and Scott telling for the minority) ; but it was

ordered that Fleetwood should communicate the Resolution

to the officers of the Army and admonish them of their irre-

gular proceedings.
1

Wallingford House itself now took up the controversy.

There were meetings and meetings of the General Council of

the officers, cautious at first, but gradually swelling into a

chorus of anger over the indignity put upon their brethren of

Lambert's northern expedition. There wore dissenters who

wanted to wait andhaveMonk's advice, but they were overborne.

On the 5th of October Desborough and some others were in

the House with a petition signed by 230 officers then about

London. It consisted of a long preamble and nine proposals.

The preamble complained generally of the misrepresentation

by some,
" to evil and sinister ends," of the petition and

proposals of the faithful officers of Lambert's brigade, and

avowed the continued fidelity of the Army officers to Com-

monwealth principles, their repudiation of single-person

Government, and their desire to be at one with the Parlia-

ment. The articles did not repeat the exact demands of the

i Commons Journals of dates; Part. Hist., III. 1562; Phillips, 654656
(where the Petition itself is given).
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petition of the Lambert brigade, but asked for an immediate
sett lenient somehow of the Commandership-in-chief, for justice
in all ways to tin- Army, and especially for a guarantee that

nooffi-er orsoldier should be cashiered " without a due proceed-

ing at a court-martial." The debate on this Petition was
be-niii "ii the 8th of October. The House was still in a most
r< -solid.- mood. Thry had received assurances from Monk of

his . 1. -riilcd sympathies with them rather than with the

Wftltingford-House Council, and they believed still in tin*

disinclination of many of the officers in England to follow

Lamhert and Desborough to ext Trinities. Accordingly, taking

u]> the
i roposals of the Petition one by one, they formulated

answers to the first and second on Oct. 10, and answers to the

next three on the llth, all in a strain of high Parliamentary

authority. At this point, however, the House interrupt. .1 its

consideration of the Petition to hurry through a Bill of very
vital consequence at sueh a juncture. It was a Bill annulling,

from and after May 7, 1659, all Acts, Orders, or Ordinances

passed by any Single Person and His Council, or by any

]>ret en<lc<l Parliament or other pretended authority between

the 1'Jth of April 1653 (the day before Cromwell's dissolution

of the Rump) and the 7th ofMay 1659 (the day of the Restora-

tion ..ft he Kmiipi. except in so far as these had been confirmed

by the pn-M-nt Parliament, and farther declaring it hi^li treason

t<>r any person or persons, after Oct. 11, 1659, to assess, levy,

collect, or receive, any tax, impost, or money contribution

whatsoever, on or from the subjects of the Commonwealth,

without their consent in Parliament, or as by law might have

lone before Nov. 3, 1640. This comprehensive Act,

calculated to overawe the Army Magnates by debarring them

from all power of money-raising, had been hurried through

because <>f -114-118 that nothing less would avail, if even that

would now sulliee. Not only had copies of the Army Petition

of the fith Iteen circulated in print, but there had been letters,

\\ith copies of the Petition, to various important officers away
from Ijomlon. Monk in chief, urging them to obtain subscrip-

tions in their regiments, and forward the same immediately

to NY.ul iii-foal llou>e. One such letter, signed by Lambert,
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Desborough, Berry, Kelsay, Ashfield, Gobbet, Packer, Barrow,
and Major Creed, had been misdelivered by chance to Colonel

Okey, now on the side of the Parliament
;
and Okey gave it

to Hasilrig. The letter itself was one on which action

might be taken, and an incident determined the House to

very decisive action indeed. Precisely on that llth of October

when the House had formulated their answers to the Army
Petition as far as to the fifth Article, and when they also

passed the Bill so comprehensively asserting and guarding
their own sole prerogative, Mr. Nicholas Monk arrived in

London from Scotland, with powers from his brother to Dr.

Clarges to let the Parliament know that he would stand by
them against the Wallingford-House party, and would, if

necessary, march into England for their support. Next morn-

ing, Oct. 12, this news was buzzed among the Republican
leaders of the House, and with prodigious effect. The mis-

delivered letter was read and discussed
; and, after a division,

on the previous question, of fifty (Mildmay and Lister
tellers)

against fifteen (Colonel Rich and Alderman Pennington tellers),

it was resolved " That the several commissions of these several

"
persons, viz. Colonel John Lambert, Colonel John Des-

"
borough, Colonel James Berry, Colonel Thomas Kelsay,

" Colonel Richard Ashfield, Colonel Ralph Gobbet, Major
" Richard Creed, Colonel William Packer, and Colonel William
"
Barrow, who have subscribed the said Letter, shall be, and are

"
hereby, made null and void, and they and every of them be,

" and are hereby, discharged from all military employment."
The House then vested the entire government of the Army in

a commission of seven, to wit, Fleetwood, Ludlow, Monk,

Hasilrig, Colonel Walton, Colonel Morley, and Colonel Over-

ton, any three to be a quorum ; and, having ordered the

regiments of Morley and Okey, and a part of that of Colonel

Mosse, to be on guard in Westminster through the night,

they rose with the consciousness of a bold day's work. 1

Next day, Thursday Oct. 13, there was no House at all.

An entry in the Journals of the House, subsequently inserted,

* Commons Journals of dates
; Parl. Hist., III. 1562 S ; Phillips, 656660 ;

Skinner's Life of Monk, 111113.
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'ma why. "This day," runs the entry. -(I,,- late Prin-

-eipai <)ilieer> of the Army, whose commissions were vacated,
-drew up forees in and ;,!,<, u t Westminster, obstructed all

"passages both by land and water, stopped the Speaker on his
*
way. :md placed and continued guards upon and about the

"doors of the Parliament House, and so interrupted the

members l'nm coming to the House and attending their

"service lh. This is a very correct summary of the inci-

dents i. f more than twelve hours. Lambert had resolved to

do the feat, and he managed it in the manner described.

iv-imcnt and Mosse's regiment were faithfully on
round the House as ordered, and Okey would have been

there too had not his men deserted him; but the House
was to remain empty. Lambert had taken care of that by
poMin- n-iments in an outer ring round Morley's and

's, so as to block all accesses. Speaker Lent hall, trying
i-s in his coach, was stopped by Lieutenant-Colonel

Dnokinfield, and turned back with civility to his house in

t ( iarden
; and so with the members generally. A few

did l>re;tk through and "vt in, among whom was Sir Peter

\\ entworth, who had come by water with a stout set of boat-

men. This was in the morning ; and through the rest of the

du\ Liml'.rt was riding about, coming up now and tl

M"il. \ > men or Mosse's and haranguing them. Would

they suH'er nine of their old officers to be disgraced and

ruined ? There were waverings and slidings-ofT towards

Lambert, perhaps a general tendency to him: l.ut for some
h"Mi-- the opposed masses stood within pistol-shot of each

other. Morley and Mosse refusing to yield their tnint, and

neither >ide willing to begin a battle. The citizens ofLondon

and Westminster waited the issue and had no d inter-

fere. The Council of State, however, had met in Whitehall ;

all stray memhers of the House, though not of the CVuneil.

had heen invited to join them : and there was thus a sufli'

fr.itherinij of both parties to negotiate an agreement Not
till the evening was this finally arranged; but then orders

were sent out, in the name of the Council of State, t< the

regiments on Loth sides to go peaceably to their quarters.
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The orders were most gladly obeyed. The information that

went forth to the citizens, and that was circulated over the

country in letters, was that the Council of Officers " had

been necessitated to obstruct the sitting of the Parliament

for the present," but would themselves take all necessary

charge of the public peace till there should be a more

regular authority. In fact, the Rump had been dissolved

a second time after a restored session of five months.1

i Commons Journals of date ; Phillips, 661
; Whitlocke, IV. 364365 ; Ludlow.

711 and 723-726.



CHAPTER I.

Second Section (continued).

THE ANARCHY, STAGE II. : OB THE WALUH6FORD-HOC8E
INTEBREONUM: OCT. 13, 1659 DEC. 26, 1659.

THK WALLINOFORD-HOUSE GOVERNMENT : ITS COMMJTTKg OF
SAFETY: BEHAVIOUB OP LUDLOW AND OTHER LEADING

REPUBLICANS : DEATH OP BRAD8HAW. ARMY-ARRANOE-
MENT8 OF THE NEW GOVERNMENT: PLEETWOOD, LAM-

BERT, AND DESBOROUGH THE MILITARY CHIEFS: DE-

CLARED CHAMPIONSHIP OP THE RUMP BY MONK IN

SCOTLAND: NEGOTIATIONS OPENED WITH MONK, AND
LAMBERT SENT NORTH TO OPPOSE HIM: MONK'S MOCK
TREATY WITH LAMBERT AND THE WALLINGPORD-HOUBX

GOVERNMENT THROUGH COMMISSIONERS IN LONDON :

HIS PREPARATIONS MEANWHILE IN SCOTLAND: HIS

ADVANCE FROM EDINBURGH TO BERWICK : MONK'S ARMY
A ND LAMBERT'S. FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE WALLINO-

FORD-HOUSE GOVERNMENT : TREATY BETWEEN FRANCE

AND SPAIN: LOCKHART : CHARLES II. AT FONTABAH!

GRADUAL IMPROVEMENT OF HIS CHANCES IN ENGLAND.

DISCUSSIONS OF THE WALLINGFORD-HOUSE GOVERN-

MENT AS TO THE FUTURE CONSTITUTION OP THE COM-

MONWEALTH : THE VANE PARTY AND THE WHITLOCKE

PARTY IN THESE DISCUSSIONS: JOH OF WABRI8-

TON, THE HARRINQTONIAN8, AND LUDLOW: ATTEMPTED

CONCLUSIONS. MONK AT COLD8TREAM : UNIVERSAL

WHIKL OF OPINION IN FAVOUR OF HIM AND THE RUMP:

UTTER DISCREDIT OF THE WALLINOFORD-HOU8E RULK

LONIxtN : VACILLATION AND COLLAPSE OF FLEETWOOD :

THK RUMP RESTORED A SECOND TIME.

FOR about a fortnight aftor LamWrt's coup (Tefal, the Council

of State of the Rump, having become in a manner a party

t" that action, still continued to sit in Whitehall, on an
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understanding with the General Council of the Officers meet-

ing- in Wallingford House. There are preserved minutes of

their sittings to the 25th of October, from which it appears

that the Laird of Warriston was in the chair once or twice,

but Whitlocke principally. Bradshaw, who was then a dying

man, had appeared at one meeting, but only to protest that,
"
being now going to his God," he must leave his testimony

against a compromise founded on perjury to the Republic.

But on the 26th of October, after much consultation, the

Council of State gave place to a new Supreme Executive,

chosen by the Wallingford
- House officers, and called The

Committee of Safety. It consisted of twenty-three persons, as

follows :

Whitlocke (made also Lord Keeper of the Great Seal, Nov. 1).

Colonel Robert Bennett Lambert
Colonel James Berry Henry Lawrence

Henry Brandreth Colonel Robert Lilburne

Colonel John Clerk Ludlow

Desborough Major Salway
Fleetwood William Steele (Chancellor of

Sir James Harrington Ireland)
Colonel Hewson Walter Strickland

Cornelius Holland Colonel William Sydenham
Alderman Ireton Robert Thompson
Sir Archibald Johnstone ofWar- Alderman Tichbourne

riston Sir Henry Vane.

The combination of persons is curious. Some were mere

inserted ciphers, and others would not act. Whitlocke, who

was earnestly pressed by the officers to give to the body the

weight and reputation of his presence, had very considerable

hesitations, but did consent, chiefly on the ground, as he tells

us, that he might be able to counteract the extravagant

communistic tendencies of Vane and Salway, and so prevent

mischief. It is perhaps stranger to find Vane and Salway
themselves on the list. Of late, however, Vane had been

detaching himself from the group of more intense Par-

liamentarians and seeing prospects for his ideas from con-

junction rather with the Army-men. So with Salway.

Ludlow had been nominated on the new body at a venture.
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Thinking he mi-ht 1* wanted to help the Rump in

struir-lruith the Army, he had returned from Ireland, leaving
Cnl<.ml .John Jones as his locum tone** there; and he had
not h.ard the astonishing news of Lambert's action till his

la ml in:: "" the Welsh coast. He had then wavered for a
while ln-t \\een ^"ini: back to In-land ami coming on to

London. Imt had decided for the latter. Before his arrival

in i-un In- had hoard of his nomination to the Committee of
ami r.-ol\ed not to accept it. H. was more willing

than u-'ial. however, to make the best of circumstances; he
iitod even to shake hands with Lambert when he first

met him ; and, though not concealing his opinion that

Laml. rt's act had been utterly unjust ifiaMo. ami that a
it inn of the Rump even yet was the only proper amends,

he \\ould not go entin-lv with those friends of his who were

working for that end, as he thought, too wildly and boister-

ously, and too much with a view to mere revenge. These

were Hasilii^, Scott, Neville, Morley, Walton, and th. ir

fol lowers, among whom it is no surprise to find Sir Anthony
Ashley Cooper. They, of course, had been left out of the

Committee of Safety, as the open and irreconcileable

tunnies of the system of things Lambert had brought in.

Hradshaw, who would have been with them, died on the

31>t iif (Vtol.cr, live days after the constitution of the Com-
mittee, leaving surely a most troubled world. 1

Military arrangements had been made already (October

14-17) l>y the Wallinglord-I louse Coum-il. Fleetwood had

named Commander-in-chief of all the Armies
; Lambert

J. -neral of the Forces in England and Scotland; Dea-

Cnmmis<ary-General of the Hone; and these three,

with Vane, Hern , and Ludlow, were to be the Committee for

nominations of all Army-officers. Though this, with the

Minis-ion of Hasilrii:, was the very committee the Rump had

appointed for the same business, Ludlow could not makeup
his mind to act <>n it. Disaffected officers, such as Okey,

Morli-y. and Aliuvd, had been removed from their commands;

1 Council Oni, r Books from Oct 13 716718, tad 7S9-731 ; WhJUoeka.
too .dlow, 70d-7 13, IV.866-38; Phillip*, fltt,
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Articles of War for maintaining
1

discipline everywhere had

been drawn out
;
and the Committee of nominations was to

see that the officers throughout England, Scotland, and

Ireland should be men under engagement to the newly-
established order. It was foreseen that in this there would

be great difficulties. Even within England and Wales there

might be many officers, besides those already discharged,

whose adhesion to the Wallingford-House policy was dubious;

and these had to be found out. There was still greater uncer-

tainty about Ireland, where Ludlow had for some months

been master for the Rump. Thither, accordingly, there was

despatched Colonel Barrow, to be an agent for the Walling-
ford-House policy with Ludlow's deputy Colonel John Jones,

and with the officers of the Irish Army. But it was from

Scotland that the hurricane was expected. Monk, having
offered to stand by the Rump against the Wallingford-House

party while yet the two were in struggle, had necessarily

been omitted from that fourth Generalship, after Fleetwood,

Lambert, and Desborough, to which he would doubtless have

been appointed, in conformity with one of the proposals of

the Lambert Brigade Petition of the preceding month, but

for that predeclaration of his hostility. It had been sug-

gested, indeed, that such an honour might pacify him ; but it

had been thought best to wait for farther evidences of his

state of mind, and merely to despatch Colonel Gobbet to

Scotland to give explanations to Monk himself and to probe
also the feelings of his officers and soldiers. They had not to

wait long. No sooner had Monk heard of Lambert's coup

d'etat than he repeated his former determination most em-

phatically, both by energetic procedure on his own Scottish

ground and by letters to all the four winds. " I am resolved,
"
by the grace and assistance of God, as a true Englishman,"

he wrote to Speaker Lenthall from Edinburgh October 20,
" to stand to and assert the liberty and authority of Par-
" liament ; and the Army here, praised be God, is very
"
courageous and unanimous." There were letters to the

same effect to Fleetwood and Lambert, to Ludlow and his

substitutes in Ireland, to the commanders of the Fleet, and
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.ivprivatr persons. Colonel Cobbet was not allowed to enter
Sn.t land, but was seized at 1W\\ i.-k ami put in prison. In -

IK ton ( )et..brr ~'K. \\ hen the new Committee of Safety met for

tin- tiist time in Whitehall, it was clear that Monk had con-

stitute! himself the :int:ir,,ni.,t. in-chief of their government,
and the armed champion ofthe dismissed Hump. Ha.silii^.Scott,

If. and their e.-mradi'S, were in exultation accordingly.
1

Two IVM. lut ions were immediately taken by the Committee

fety, It \\as resolved to attempt even then a negotiation
with Monk ; and it \\iis resolved to send Lambert north with

a lar-r force to prevent Monk's march into Kn^land if the

negotiation -hould fail. On the night of the 28th of Oetober,
Monks Krotht r-in-law Dr. Clarges, and Colonel Talbot, one
of M..nk - !.: \Mtirite officers, then in London, were sent for by
the Committee, and asked to undertake tin- mission of peace.

They willingly con>ented. and set out on the 29th, to be

followed \\ithin a few days by six other misriionnrie for the

sum- purpose Colonels Whalley and Gofle for theWallin-

Jloii>< ollicers, a Mr. Dean specially for Meetwood, and three

Independent ministers, Caryl, Barker, and Hammond, on a

unt. Tin n> were letters in plenty also from
l-'l- t\\ ..... 1 and others. Monk was to be reasoned with from

all points of vi.-w. But, on the 3rd of November, LanilM-rt

also si>t out tor York, to join Colonel Robert LiU-urn.- there,

and Lrailur forces to block the north of England against the

ility of Monk's invasion.9

k, on his part, when Clarges and Talbot arrived in

Kdinlmr^h (Nov. X}
),

and Clarges had held his first long

private diMonix with him, was very willing to item to

ate. and gave Clarges his reasons. Though he bad

ivpr. -!!, d his Army as unanim^u.-ly with him, that was

hanlly the cast-. The rc-niodflling operations of the late

Hump had perturhcd his Army considerably, displacing or

degrading ollicers he likrd,and inserting or promoting officers

he did not \\aut. Fortunately, most of the new officers had

1 N \". 86-M7 ; Ludlow, Whit!- k., IV.m-m; Phillip*,

!,663 69; 8k. I 1U;
666 ;> Mouk,ll7-l-:8; Guuut, 11. -.T S8.
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not yet come to their posts, and the old ones were still avail-

able. But the regiments, or parts of regiments, in all their

dispersed stations, at Edinburgh, Leith, Dalkeith, Stirling,

Perth, Glasgow, Dundee, Aberdeen, Ayr, Inverness, and the

remoter Highland outposts, had to be manipulated, weeded

of oppositionists, and pulled gradually together ; and, as it

turned out, there were about 140 oppositionists among
Monk's own approved officers of all ranks. To get rid of

these, and otherwise to shape the Army to his mind, would

take six weeks at least. Then, as he told Clarges, he

should be ready. His total force would consist of ten

regiments of foot (his own, Talbot's,Wilkes's, Read's, Daniel's,

Fairfax's, and those now called Overton's, Gobbet's, Sawrey's,

and Smith's), with two regiments of horse (his own and

Twistleton's) and one of dragoons (that of the redoubted

Morgan, now absent in England). By recent careful economy,

he had ^70,000 in the bank
;
his credit with the Scots was

such that he could have more on demand
;
he had but to give

permission, and the Scots themselves would flock in arms to

his standard. He had resolved, however, that the perform-

ance should be in substance wholly an English one, and that

the Scots should be involved in it but indirectly and spar-

ingly. Additional reasons for delay were furnished by the

fact that the sympathy with Monk which he knew to exist

in England and Ireland had not yet had due development.

In short, Monk and Clarges agreed that it would be best to

fall in with the offer of negotiation, in order to gain time;

and next day (Nov. 3), at a meeting of Monk's officers, Colonel

Wilkes, Lieutenant-Colonel Clobery, and Major Knight, were

deputed to go into England as Commissioners for a Treaty.

They had certain instructions given them, in which Monk

himself " invented matter to confound their debates." They

were to insist on the restoration of the Rump, or, if the Rump
would not be restored, then on a full and free new Parliament. 1

1
Phillips, 663667, and Skinner, Baker's Chronicle, is a contribution of

133 136. Phillips's information about original history rather than a mere corn-

Monk and his proceedings in Scotland pilation. He was permitted, as he tells

is very full and minute
; indeed his us, the use of Monk's papers and those

whole account of Monk's enterprise of his agents. This part of the book,

henceforward to the Restoration, though in fact, looks like a literary commission

in form only part of a continuation of executed for Monk.
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And so, having dispatched the commissioners, Monk con-

tinued his colloquies with Clarges, such privileged persons as

the phy^ieian Dr. Barrow and the chaplain Dr. Gumble being
admitted to some of them, but only Clarges fathoming Monk's

intentions, and he but in part. When the Independent
minister- and other envoys arrived, there was a conference at

Jlolyrood House at which they made speeches, Monk listen-

ing, hut keeping his own mouth shut. Once, indeed, when
Mr. Caryl warned him that war and bloodshed, if begun,
would In-

"
laid at his door/' he burst out against Lambert

and his party, saying they had begun the war, and, if they
continued in their course, he would "

lay them on their

While the Independent ministers were yet in Edin-

burgh, doino; their best, there was a more welcome advent in

the person of Colonel Morgan (Nov. 8). He had been lying
ill if out at York, but had recovered so far as to be able to

film- t<> Kdinburfjh as a kind of messenger to Monk from

Lambert. lie delivered his message punctually enough, but

told Monk ho was glad to be with him again, and would

follow him implicitly whatever he did, being
" no statesman"

himself. Monk was vastly pleased, looking on Morgan, it is

said, as worth more than all the 140 officers he had lost.

m had, moreover, brought important communica

from Yorkshire, which led Monk to dispatch Clarges and

Talbot thither to establish an understanding with Lord

Fairfax.'

M \\hile M. nk'- three Commissioners had arrived at

York and !.<n in parley with Lambert. Finding that the

<>n of the restitution of the Rump was involved in their

< tions, he passed them on to London, having stipulated

for a truee till the result should be known. On the 12th of

nber the Commissioners were in London; and on the

l.")th, after three days of consultation at Wallingford H..UM-,

a treaty of nine Artieles was greed to, and signed by them

on the part of Monk and the Army in Scotland, and by
Fleet \\ood nn the part of the \Vallin-jford-House Council.

There was "Teat delight in Whitehall over this result, and

i

Phillip*, 667069; Skinner, 13S 140.

Kk2
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the Tower cannon proclaimed the happy reconciliation be-

tween Monk and the Government. But Monk's Commis-

sioners had been too hasty, or had been outwitted
; and

Clarges, who arrived in London that day, had come too late

to stop them and spin out the time. A pledge of both

parties against Charles Stuart or any single-person Govern-

ment was in the forefront of the Treaty ;
and the rest of the

Articles simply admitted Monk and the officers of the Scottish

Army to a share in the Government as then going on, and

in certain arrangements which the Committee of Safety and

the Wallingford-House Council had been already devising on

their own account. Monk received the news at Haddington
on the evening of Nov. 18

;
he returned to Edinburgh next

day, "very silent and reserved"; but that day it was re-

solved by him, in consultation with some of his chief officers

and with Dr. Barrow, to disown the Treaty not, indeed, by
actual rejection of any of the Articles, but on the plea that

several things had been omitted and that there must be far-

ther specification. For this purpose it was proposed that two

Commissioners on Monk's part should be added to the former

three, and that five Commissioners from the Army in England
should meet these and continue the Treaty at Alnwick or

some other indifferent place near Scotland. When this

answer reached London, Whitlocke, who had all along, as he

tells us, protested that Monk's object was delay only and
" that the bottom of his design was to bring in the King,"

repeated more earnestly his former advice that Lambert

should be pushed on to immediate action. " His advice was
" not taken," says Whitlocke,

" but a new Treaty consented
" to by Commissioners on each part, to be at Newcastle."

From about the 20th of November that was Lambert's head-

quarters, while Monk, having left a portion of his forces be-

hind him for necessary garrison purposes in Scotland, came

on from Edinburgh to establish himself at Berwick with the

rest. He was there before the end of the month. In the

beginning of December 1659, therefore, the two Armies were

all but facing each other, Monk's consisting now of about

6000 foot and 1400 horse and dragoons, and Lambert's of
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het \v and 5000 horse and about 3000 foot : the ex<

in hor.-e Diving Lambert a great superiority. At M
hack, moreover, there was no effective support in case of

failure, unless by that arming of the Scots which he was

unwilling to risk, while to back Lambert there were about

JIMXK) more regulars in Mil-land, besides a militia of 30,000,

not to speak of the forces in Ireland, and the regiments in

Flander-. l'ct \\een the two Armies all that intervened to

prevent eoniliet was the Treaty to be resumed at Newcastle.

Monk magnified the importance of that, but took great care

to postpone it. Wilkes, Clobery, and Knight, had not re-

turned from London, and were rather slow to do so and face

Monk alter their blunder; and the two new Commissioners

had not yet been appointed. Meanwhile letters and mes-

Hges passed between the two Armies, and there were de-

sert ions IVoin the one to the other.1

All this while the London Government of the Committee

of Safety had been attending as well as they could to such

general business as belonged to them in their double capa-

city of supreme executive and temj^orary deliherat:.

ul the constitution of the body on the 26th of October, it had

rd that they should not only exercise the usual

powers of a Council of State, but should also prosecute that

great (piestion of the future form of the Government of the

Commonwealth which had occupied the late Rump.
cute this question in conference, if necessary,

with the chief Army officers and others; and, if they should

me to a conclusion within six weeks, the question was

to return to the \Vallingford-House Cotmeil itself.
8

In the matter ..f foreign relations the Committee of S .

had little to do. the arrangements of the late Rump for with-

drawing from foreign entanglements still holding good forthe

it . Meadows, who had become tired of his agency with

the two Scandinavian powers, no longer such an inspiring

:is it had been under the Protectorate, had asked the

' skinner. 146-1M : Phillips, 670 of date NOT. 6. 1 (i.e. Oct. fa

\\ [\ (77. BogUih reckoning), in Apptndiz to
* L*t Bordeaux to Maarin Out/ -178.
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Rump more than once to recall him. He had remained in

the Baltic to as late as October, but was now back in London,

anxious about his own future and about his arrears of salary.

If the present Government should succeed, there might

possibly be a revival of the Cromwellian policy of co-opera-

tion with Charles Gustavus, and then the services ofMeadows

might be again in request ;
but meanwhile Algernon Sidney

and the other plenipotentiaries sent by the Rump into the

Baltic, though checking the heroic Swede and scorned by him

in return, might represent the only policy yet possible.

Downing, though also much exercised by the rapid turns of

affairs, and thinking of scoundrel-like means for securing him-

self, does not seem to have been so dissatisfied with his position

at the Hague as Meadows was with his in the Baltic. He
had come to London early in November

;
a sub-committee

of the Committee of Safety had been appointed to receive

his report on present relations with the United Provinces;

and he was waiting for re-credentials. The Dutch Ambas-

sador Nieuport, we may add, was still in London, as also

the French Ambassador M. de Bordeaux, and other inferior

foreign residents, but all meanwhile as mere on-lookers. One

inquires with most interest about Ambassador Lockhart.

Since August, he had been at or near St. Jean de Luz, on the

borders between France and Spain, charged, as Ambassador

for the Rump, with the business of endeavouring to have

the English Commonwealth included in the great Treaty then

going on between Mazarin and the Spanish minister Don Luis

de Haro, so that, when peace had been definitely concluded

between France and Spain, there might be peace also between

Spain and the Commonwealth. There he had been received

with the utmost respect by Mazarin and with all courtesy by
Don Luis de Haro, both of them friendly enough to the purpose
of his mission for reasons of their own. It was found, however,

that the Peace between France and Spain was a matter of

sufficient complication and difficulty in itself; and so, though
it was not finally concluded and signed till the end of Novem-

ber, when it took the name of The Treaty of the Pyrenees, and

secured, among many other things, the marriage of Louis XIV.
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with the Span Mi Infanta, Lock hart, knowing all to be settled,

bad takrn his faivuell. He was in London on tbe 14th of

:. in the very crisis of tbe negotiation between Monk
aid the new Government, but remained only a fortnight.

Till IVace with Spain should be concluded by some means,

his tnii- plaee was at Dunkirk, for the recovery of which Spain
would now certainly wrestle, while France would also bid

hi^-li lor tin- acquisition. He left London for Dunkirk on the

1st of December, tbe issue between Monk and the new Govern-

inrnt still undecided. While Lockhart was on the scene of

rcat negotiation between Mazarin and Luis de Haro on

th.- SpanMi l.unh-r, there had been the surprise of the arrival

tin ic of no less a person than Charles II. himself. In August
11 him waiting anxiously at Calais, ready to embark for

.ml on the due explosion there of the great pre-arranged

insurrection of the old Royalists and new Royalists. He had

lin-ered about the French coast for some time; but, when the

revolt of Sir (Jeorge Booth had collapsed, the notion of a new

resiili-nee in Brussels after another of his failures had become

reeable to him. He did go to Brussels, but only to

ive the idea of a trip, half of pleasure, halfof speculation,

to the scene of the great diplomatic conferences. Might not

his interests be considered in the Treaty? Mazarin, who had

no wi>h to see him at the conferences, declined to give him a

passport; but he risked the journey incognito, with Ormond*

the Mail of Hristol, and one or two other attendants, going by

a luni: ""d eircuitous route, and finding much amusement by

the way. As they approached their destination, there was an

unlucky separation of the party into two, Ormond going on

ahead tor inquiries and appointing a place for their reunion.

Hut f,. r MMi.e days Charles and the Earl of Bristol were lost.

Onm.nd, who had mi-sed them at the appointed place, had

<;one .n to Fontarabia, a small frontier town of Spain, and the

residenee of Don Luis de Haro during the Treaty, just as St.

.lean de Luz, two or three miles off, but in the French terri-

tory, was the residence of Ma/arin. Sir Henry Bennt"

Ambassador for Charles at the Spanish Court, was already

there : and he, and Urmond, and Don Luis himself, we
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no small anxiety. At length it appeared that the fugitives,

on false information that the Treaty was already concluded,

had gone into Spain on their own account, bound for Madrid

itself, and had got as far as Saragossa. Fetched back to

Fontarabia, they were received with all politeness and state

by Don Luis. But, though they remained some time, the

Treaty was so far settled that Charles found that nothing
could be done for his interests through that means. Mazarin,

indeed, resenting his intrusion, and his passage through
France without leave, refused to see him, and gave orders

also that Sir Henry Bennet should not be admitted. With

only general assurances of good wishes from the Spanish

minister, a present of 7000 gold pistoles for " the expenses

of his journey," and promises of farther consideration of his

case when there should be opportunity, Charles returned

through France by Paris, and was back in Brussels in De-

cember, just about the time when Lockhart was back in

Dunkirk. They had been crossing each other's paths and were

again near neighbours. Although the late Rump Government

had taken some alarm at Charles's visit to Fontarabia, and

had made remonstrances on the subject of his passage through

France, it was now known that there was no danger of action

for Charles either by France or by Spain. The danger, indeed,

was of a more subtle and incalculable kind, and within the

Commonwealth itself. We have seen how naturally the

baulked Cromwellianism of the epoch of the dissolution of

Richard's Parliament and the overthrow of his Protectorate

tended to transmute itself into Stuartism, and how much of

the strength of Sir George Booth's insurrection consisted of

new Royalism so produced. What we have now to add is

that every baulked or defeated cause in succession within the

Commonwealth yielded in the same way potential capital

for Charles. The cause of Charles was like an ultimate refuge

for all the disappointed and destitute. Those who had not

already been driven into it were ruefully or gladly looking

forward to it. Even among the extreme Rumpers or pure

Republicans, now maddened by Lambert's coup d'etat, there

were some, Colonel Herbert Morley for one, who were feeling
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cautiously f<>r ways and means of forgiveness at Brawls.
in the jiresent Committee of Safety and in the Walling-

fonl- 1 l"i iso Council associated with it. there were some fully

prepared, should this experiment also fail, to help in a recto-

ration df the Stuarts rather than go back into the K.

lira n -_rra-p of Scott, Neville, and Hasilrig. There was a

va^ue common cognisance of this convergence of so many
separate currents to one final reservoir. It showed itself in

mutual accusations of that very tendency of which all were

urns. Every party of Commonwealth's men accused

it her party ..fa de-i^n to liriuy the Kini; in. and

party so accused repudiated the charge with such strength of

language as to beget the suspicion,
" The Lady protest* too

inu.-li. nn thinks." On the other hnnd, the uneasy common
Musness <lis]K>sed people to be practically somewhat

tolerant, \\hen no one knew what might happen to him-

self, \\hy should he indict his neighbour for treason? On
Mich Around it may have been, as well as to try to

\\iu -rare with the Presbyterians or new Royalists, that the

t (iovernment did not proceed with the trials of the

and ovntlemen committed for high treason for their

rn in the late Insurrection, but released all or most of

them. Lords Northampton, Falkland. Herbert, I Inward, and

others had lieeii released November 1, and Sir George Booth

himself was set at lil.erty on the 9th of Deceml

In the matter of a new Constitution for tin- future the pro-

cedure of the Committee ofSafety had been not uninteresting.

On the 1st of November they had ref to a

sul'-eommittee, consisting of Vane, Whitlocke, Fleetwood,

Ludlow, SaKvay, and Tichbourne; and on this sub-committee

Lmllow di.l con>ent to a.-t. In tact, h.-w.-vi-r. the General

Committee and tic Wallin^ford-House Council kept along

with the Suli-Committee in the great discussion.*

' TlmrW, VII 4, low, 736. Whltlock* dot* not hen
369, 877, name himadf M one of t* mb-com-

tea, though h IMIM* th othm :

I j 1 1 M. de Bordeaux, bt Lu.Uow BUBM him dMtoeUy. ud
in AI. 11 -- word* nrwmnl (e.g\, p.

and 298 ; Order Book- 1 of 876) how him to hare bwn an cUf
mmber.

and Lud-
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The Kingship of Charles Stuart was, of course, an utterly

forbidden idea in the deliberations. The idea of a revival of

any form of the Protectorship, whether by the recall of

Richard, or by the election of Fleetwood or Lambert, was

equally forbidden, although there had been whispers of the kind

about Wallingford House, and Richard was understood to be

hovering near, in case he should be wanted. " Such a form
" of Government as may best suit and comport with a Free
" State and Commonwealth, without a Single Person, King-
"
ship, or House of Peers," was what had been .solemnly

promised in the first public declaration of the present powers ;

and to that all stood pledged. This, of course, involved a

Parliament. But what Parliament or what sort of Parlia-

ment ? The late Rump reinstated at once with full authority,

Ludlow was bound to say, and did say ; but, as that was out

of the question with all the rest, he could suppose himself

outvoted on that, and go on. Richard's late Parliament had

been the murmur of some outside, perhaps not the least

sensible in the main
;
but the suggestion passed, as mean-

ingless without Richard himself. The Long Parliament as it

was before it became the Rump, i. e. with all the survivors of the

illegally secluded members of!64Q 1649 restored to their seats,

was a third proposal, of more tremendous significance, that

had been heard outside, and indeed had become a wide popular

cry. Inasmuch as this meant the bringing back of the Parlia-

ment precisely as it had been before the King's trial and the

institution of the Commonwealth, with all those Presbyterians

and Royalists in it that it had been necessary to eject in mass

in order to make the King's trial and a Commonwealth

possible, little wonder that the present junto shuddered at the

bare suggestion. A new Parliament, called by ourselves, was

the conclusion in which they took rest. But here their debates

only began. Should it be a Parliament of one House or of

two Houses ? If of two Houses, should the Second House be

a select Senate of fifty or seventy, coordinate with the larger

House, as the Army-chiefs had advised the Rumpers, or should

it be a much larger body ? What should be the size of the

larger House, and what the powers and relations of the two ?
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Then, whether of one or of two Houses, how should the

Parliament be elected? To prevent the mere inrush of a
Parliament of tin- old and ordinary sort, whose first act would

!

ly be to subvert the Commonwealth, what qualification*
should be established for suffrage and eligibility? Might it

n<.t rvcii be advisable not to permit tin- people at first lull

choice of their representatives, with whatever prescribed quali-
li -at ions, but to allow them only choice among nominees sect

down to them by a higher power? Should Harrington's

principle of Rotation be adopted, and, if so, to what extent?

Tart her, whatever was to be the structure of the Parliament,

any fundamentals to be laid down beforehand, as eternal

principles of the Commonwealth, which even the Parliament

should be bound not to touch? Must not the perpetuity of

Kepul.li.-.in (iovernment itself, or non-return to Kingship or

single Chief Magistracy of any kind, be one of these funda-

mentals, ami Liberty of Conscience another? Nay, should a

Church Establishment and Tithes be left open questions, or

should there he some absolute pro-determination on that great

subject ? Finally, when t he Sub-Committee and the Comn

'ly, and the Army officers round about, should have

greed upon all these questions, so far as to be able to draw

out a Constitution or Form of Government sufficiently satis-

factory to themselves, ought not that Constitution to be sab*

mitt (><1 to some wider representative authority for revision and

ratification Let'.. re being imposed on the People? If so, what

should that intervening and ratifying authority be? 1

One au see that there were two parties among the

debaters. Vane, in his strange position at last after bis

many viei.-situdes, had come trailing clouds of his peculiar

notions \\ith him, and was regarded as the advocate of wild

and impracticable novelties. Not merely absolute Liberty of

.nee and abolition of Tithes, in which Ludlow and

1 Tliis is not a paragraph of snppo- mason pamphlet*. Btmftli
siti.uis. but the n-Mil: > t the tome of the mart Inmtooaa h

M..H .it tli.- moment, from the letters of X. de Bordeaux.

by the I,.-!]. <>f hints (mm \Vhitlock<>. He waa obeenring all coolly and clearly
with

foreign eyea, and rtyorUBt twioa a
and information in coutcmi>orary Tho- week to Maxaiin.
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others went with him, but certain Millenarian or Fifth

Monarchy speculations, pointing to a glorious future over the

trampled ruins of the Church-Establishment and of much

besides, were ideas which he wanted to ingraft in some shape
into the new Constitution. Here he represented a number of

enthusiasts among the subalterns of the Army and among
ex-Army men

; and, indeed, it had been with some difficulty

that Major- General Harrison, the head of the Millenarians,

had been kept out of the Committee of Safety at its first

formation, and so prevented from resuming public functions

after his five years of disablement. Not having Harrison by
his side, Vane could do little more than ventilate his Millena-

rianism, Communism, or whatever it was, though, as Whit-

locke says, he " was hard to be satisfied and did much stick to

his own apprehensions." The leader of the more moderate

party, as against Vane, was Whitlocke himself. He represented

the Lawyers, the Established Clergy, all the more sober and

conservative spirits. Parliamentary use and wont, with no

great new-fangled inventions, but only prudent modifications

and precautions ; preservation of the Established Church, the

Universities, and the existing legal system; Liberty of

Conscience certainly, but so guarded as not to give reins to

Quakerism and other Sectarian excesses : these were the

recommendations of Whitlocke. The Laird of Warriston, it

appears, who was not on the Sub-Committee, took up a

position of his own in the General Committee, which was

neither Vane's nor Whitlocke 's, but represented what Ludlow

calls
" the Scottish interest." One of its principles was that

Liberty of Conscience should be very limited indeed. And

so, through November, while Monk was consolidating his

forces in Scotland, the discussion of the new Constitution had

been straggling on in the Sub-Committee and Committee at

Whitehall, and in less authorized assemblies in the same

neighbourhood. Among these, besides a clerical conclave of

Independent ministers, such as Owen and Nye, meeting at the

Savoy and advising Whitlocke on the Church-question, one

must specially remember Harrington's Rota Club at the

Turk's Head in New Palace Yard. That institution was now
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in its full nightly ^lory, discussing all the questiona that were

di-eu-sed in Whitehall ami many m.iv. It had won by thih

tiin*- tin < r-\\nin'_r distinction of being a subject of daily joke*

and v. i 1 1 Seisins. In a London squib of Nov. 12, 1659, laughing
at Harrington and his Rota-men, the public were informed

that am >n<r the lost "decrees and orders of the Committee of

Safety of the Commonwealth of Oceana" had been these

time: 1. "That the politic casuists of the Coffee Club in

15. '\v Street [had the Rota adjourned thither, or was thin

" some other debating Club ?] appoint some of their number

"to instruct the Committee of Safety at \Yhitehall how they

shall find an invention to escape Tyburn, if ever the law be

n .1
;

:J. That Harrington's Apkoritm* and other political

'slips !. recommended to the English Plantation in Jamaica,

"to try how they will agree with that apocryphal purchase;

'3. That a Levite and an Elder be sent to survey the

i nnu nt of tin- Moon, and that Warriston Johnatone and
" Parson Peters be the men, as a couple of learned Kabbis in

' Lnnatie.s." Heedless of such mockery, the I larringtonian*

did not cease to put forth their own pamphlet* with all

li iniBMi Faleriu* and Publicola, or ike True Form of a

',ir Commonwealth extracted e puri* maturation* is the title

of a dialogue of Harrington's, of Nov. 17, expounding his

principle afresh.1

T\v<. , ,,m-Insions at least had been arrived at in the Sub-

roinmittee and Committee, and approved by the Wallingford-

House Council of officers, before the middle of November, when

they \\ere a< -tually embodied in the Treaty with Monks Com-

11. i > in London. One wai at to the mode of determining

Parliamentary qualifications.
That duty was to be entrusted

to a body of nineteen persons, ten of them named (Whitlocke,

Vane, l.'.dlow, St. John, Warriston, &c.)' and the .

chosen l.y
the Armies of England, Ireland, and Scotland,

three l.y each. A still more important eoiu-luMon wai at to

the body, intermediate between the present powers and the

' Whit!... k,. IV. 376 and 379-580; m, 2^ 804 ; ThnMOBTof drt-L

Lu.lL.w 7.M 7.VJ: 1

,u Ai'i-cudi* u> Guizot, 11. ThoBMoa CaUtogu*.
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People, to which the whole Constitution should be submitted

for revision and ratification before being imposed upon the

People. It was to be a great Representative Council of the

Army and Navy, to be composed of delegates in the proportion

of two commissioned officers from each regiment in England,

Scotland, or Ireland, chosen by the commissioned officers of

the regiments severally, together with ten naval officers to be

chosen by the officers of the Fleet collectively. To Ludlow,

approving only coldly of all that departed from his fixed idea

of sheer restitution of the Rump, this arrangement seemed,

nevertheless, a very fair one. It was settled, in fact, that the

great Representative Council should meet at Whitehall on the

6th of December, by which time the complete draft of the

Constitution would be ready.
1

The Army and Navy Council did meet on that day, and it

is from their proceedings that we learn best the nature of the

Constitution submitted to them. The meeting, indeed, was

riot the great one that had been expected. The delegates

from Ireland had not arrived
; none had come from Monk's

army, though due intimation had been given to him and he

was reckoned bound by the Treaty; and, of course, in the

circumstances, delegates could not be spared from Lambert's.

There was, however, a sufficient gathering, and Ludlow

attended, by request, as one representative from Ireland. In

a debate of five or six days all the questions that had been

discussed in the Committee of Safety and its Sub-Committee

were discussed over again, Ludlow and Colonel Rich fighting

for the restitution of the Rump even yet as the one thing

needful, others starting wild proposals even yet for a restora-

tion of the Protectorate, but Fleetwood, Desborough, and the

majority urging substantially the proposals that had come

from the Committee of Safety, or rather a reduction of those,

by the omission of such portions of them as were Vane's,

to the moderate and conservative core which might be re-

garded as Whitlocke's. As "Whitloeke himself was permitted

to be present and advise in the Council, he was able to con-

i
Whitlocke, IV. 374 ; Phillips, 671672.
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tribute much to tin's result by his lawyerly gravity and

frequent mentions of t lie Great Seal. Altogether tin- '

tion as it passed the Council may be considered as his. And
what was it? Nothing very alarming. A Dew Parliament,

^inirlo House, to be elected by the people very much oa

by use and wont, but in conformity with a well-considered

scli. -me of "qualifications" for keeping out the dangerous;

a separation, however, of the Executive from the Legihl

by tin- Appointment, as heretofore, of a Supreme Council of

State; maintenance of the Established Church, and that by
Tithes till some other as ample provision should be devised;

Toll ration of Dissent and of free expression of religions

l.rlii-f. but still on this side of Quakerism and other anomalies,

u>8, and extravagancies: such, after all, was the homely
If Vane and the theorists of the Harringtonian

were disappointed, Ludlow was even in worse despair;

and at the last moment he proposed an extraordinary addition.

If the late Rump was not to be restored, and if they were to

adopt a Constitution which threatened, as he feared, to let in

Charles, or to put all back under the power of the >

them at least try to avert such consequences by defining a

indamentals which should be inviolable, and let them

appoint, under the name of Conservator9 of Liberty, twenty-one

men to l>e guardians of these fundamentals. He was humoured

in this; and, three fundamentals having been agreed on to

wit, (1) Commonwealth in perpetuity, without King, Single

Person, or House of Peers, (2) Liberty of Conscience

Unalterability of the Army arrangements except by the

rvators the Assembly proceeded to ballot on a list of

us named by Ludlow as suitable for the office of Con-

si rvators. All went as Ludlow wished for the first seven or

eij*ht on the list, dexterously arranged by him so because,

brin-: all men of t he \Vallin-f rd- 1 louse party except Vane and

S:il\\:iy. thw two could hardly in decency be blackballed. Hut

then the order of voting was broken; and, though Ludlow

himself was elected, not another man of the Parliamentarian

party w*l let in. Aetually, the Laird of Warriston, who had de-

clared publicly a-ain>t Liberty o^Conscience, and Tichbourne,
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who had proposed to restore Richard to the Protectorship,

were preferred to such men as Hasilrig and Neville, and

made guardians of fundamentals in which they did not believe.

Ludlow then threw up the entire bnsiness in disgust, and

resolved that it was high time for him to be back in Ireland.

Nevertheless, his afterthought of the Fundamentals and their

Conservators was incorporated into Whitlocke's Constitution

as it went back to the Committee of Safety, with the ratifica-

tion of the Council of Army and Navy officers. This was on

the 14th of December. The next day the nature of the new

Constitution was known to all who were interested, arid there

was a proclamation for a Parliament to meet in February.
1

Monk was now at Coldstream, on the Tweed, about nine

miles from Berwick. On the 13th of December he had taken

leave, at Berwick, of a deputation of Scottish nobles and

gentlemen, headed by the Earls of Glencairn, Tullibardine,

Rothes, Roxburgh, and Wemyss, who had come from Edin-

burgh with certain propositions and requests. As he was

going into England, leaving Scotland garrisoned but by a poor

residue of his soldiers, would he not permit the shires to raise

small native forces for police purposes, or would he not at

least restore to the Scottish nobility and gentry the privilege

of wearing arms themselves and having their servants armed ?

Farther, might he not, a little while hence, sanction a general

arming, so that Scotland might have the pleasure of putting

6000 foot and 1500 horse at his disposal? The minor requests

were, within certain limits, granted easily; but against the

last Monk was still very wary. To have granted it would

have been to proclaim that he was taking the Scottish nation

with him in his enterprise, and so give indubitable foundation

to those rumours that " the King was at the bottom of it
"

which were flying about already, and which it was his first

care to contradict. There must be no general arming of the

Scots : he would march into England with his own little army

only! Still, however, he did not move from Coldstream, but

stuck there, exchanging messages with Lambert respecting

1
Whitlocke, IV. 377380; Ludlow, 753769; Letters of M. de Bordeaux in

Guizot, II. 306 and 315.
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tin- renewal of the Treaty. It was now dead winter, and the

snow lay thiek over the whole region between the two
(lenrraU. Monk's personal accommodations at Coldstream were
mneh v."rse than Lambert's at Newcastle. II,- was quartered
in a wretehed cottage, with two barns, where, on the fint

night <!' his arrival, lie eonld find nothing for supper, and had
to munch more than his usual allowance of raw tobacco

1. But he had the means of paying his men and

keeping them in good humour, while bad pay and the cold

weather were d. moralising Lambert's. 1

the restitution of the Rump Parliament, Monk's march
into 1 Indian, 1 was to be quite unnecessary. His mere per-
t ma. -it \ in declaring himself the champion of the Rump and

making preparations for the march had disintegrated all that

ugly coherent strength of the Wallingford-HoOM party

throughout L upland and Ireland on which Lambert could

rely when he left London in the beginning of November.

All over England and Ireland, for six weeks now, people bad
I.. .11 talkin- of " Silent Old George," as Monk's own soldiers

railed him, though he was but in his fifty-second year, and
'at ing on his possible meaning, and on the chance that

e\. n La m! i. Tt inin-ht tin.l him more than a match. And such

mere gossip and curiosity everywhere, mintrlin^ with previous

doublings in some (planters, and with ;

partisan>hip with the Rump in others, had gradually induced

ae..mplete whirl of puhlie feeling. By the middle of December,

when the Wallingford-Hoose Government put forth

pro< -lamation of a new Parliament, this was so apparent that

AVhitloeke ami his friends at the centre might well donbt

whether that Parliament would ever meet. By that time,

at all events. Lambert had begun to cnrse bis own folly in

not having (alien upon Monk at first, and in having let himself

afterwards he deluded so long by the phantom of a renewed

treaty at Newcastle. For what had been the news, aad

eontinued to he the news. |H,M after post? Colonel Whethain,

nor of Portsmouth, formerly Monk's associate in the

imers Life of Monk, 161108 ; Phillip*, 74 7&.

VOL. f. L 1
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Scottish Council, now in declared cooperation with him, and

holding- the town for the Rump; Hasilrig, Morley, and

Walton, gone to Portsmouth to turn the revolt to account
;

these and other members of the late Rump, such as Neville,

Scott, and Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper, openly resuming their

functions and issuing documents in which they declared

General Monk, " the ablest and most experienced commander

in these nations," to be " warranted in his present actings
"

by their express commission
; rising's or threatenings of risings

in various parts of England, whether Royalist or Republican
not known, but equally troublesome to the existing powers ;

Admiral Lawson and his Fleet actually in the Thames with

an avowal at length of allegiance to the late Parliament

only, and resisting all Vane's persuasions the other way; the

Army in Ireland, which had seemed so safe, now in a confused

ferment, with Sir Hardress Waller, Sir Charles Coote, Colonel

Theophilus Jones, and others, promoting a general demonstra-

tion in Monk's behalf! Lambert's own Army was infected.

That part of it which was called the Irish Brigade, as con-

sisting of regiments that had been brought from Ireland at

the time of Sir George Booth's insurrection, sympathised with

Monk openly; the rest were dubious or listless. In the rear

of Lambert in Yorkshire, though he can hardly yet have

known the fact, Lord Fairfax was organising a movement,

really with Royalist aims, but to take the form of a concerted

combination with Monk as soon as Monk should advance.

But it was in London itself, close round the powers at

Whitehall, that their weakness had become most notorious

and alarming. For some time the Lord Mayor, Aldermen,
and Common Council had been acting almost as an inde-

pendent authority; the citizens were resolute against the

payment of taxes, and had formed associations to resist their

collection
;

all that was Cavalierish in the city was astir, with

all that was Republican, in daily displays of contempt for

the Wallingford-House junto and their soldiery. Hewson's

regiment, marching through the city, had been jeered at by
the apprentices and pelted with stones. In the centre of

these London tumults, Fleetwood, the Commander-in-chief,



KI.I T.TWOOD AND WHITLOCKE. "
1 .'

and tln> honorary h.-.i.l of the Government, had shown him-
-. 'It'in. -apalili' even of the local management. Of Fleetwood,
nil in all. indeed, one knows not. l.y this time, what to think.
'I'll.- roinl>iriati.m of mild qualities which Milton had eulogised
in him in 1654 did not now suit. Ever since Richard's fall,

to which he had so largely contributed, Fleetwood had com-
! himself as a dignified and sweet-mannered man, more
al'le in the highest place than Lambert, but unea
n.l. ami uiu ..mlortable in his relations to Lambert. II-

wasa (Wj.lv religious man, which Lambert was not; and it

was observe.! that on late occasions in the Council of Officers,
Lad news made some sudden resolution necessary, and
r< would have been ready with one, Fleetwood's one

roe had l.een "Gentlemen, let us pray." One thinks of
i's brother-in-law, poor Henry Cromwell, and what

-ht have born in Fleetwood's place. He. the man of

real lit ness. was in seclusion in Cambridgeshire, rejected where
he was mos( nee, led, and indeed, though he d id not yet fully
know it. foreclosed already, at the age of thirty-one, by

MI honourable fidelity to his father's ashes, from all

farther career or employment in any English world. 1

I' on Christmas, and the anarchy in London
had become indescribable. "

I wished myself out of these daily

hazards, but knew not how to get free of them." is Whitlocke's

entry in his diary for Dec. 20; and, under Dec. 22, he writea,

the soldiery about London declared their judgment
"to have the Parliament sit again, in honour, freedom, and

v; and now those who formerly were most eager for

Fleet wood's party became as violent against them, and for

"the Parliament to sit a^ain." In other words, the soldiers

"f Fleetw. .oil's own London regiments were tired of being
in-iilted and jeered at, and bad come to the conclusion, with

their brethren everywhere else, that Lambert's coup d'ftat of

> had leen a blunder and that the Rump must be rein-

In these circumstances, Whit locke. after consultation

IV, w i i-57; Uttmof
-380; Skint., r. IT.' 17- Tl.url.M-. M. .!. Ik.nl.-nux in Appendix to Goix*,

N II n II. 307318.
Ahley COOJK.T, skutt, Aa., to Fleet-

Li
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with Lord Willoughby of Parham, the Presbyterian Major-
General Browne, and others, thought himself justified in

going to Fleetwood with a very desperate project. It was

evident, Whitlocke told him, that Monk's design was to bring

in the King ;
if so, the King's return was inevitable

; and,

if the King should return by Monk's means, the lives and

fortunes of all in the Wallingford-House connexion were at

the King's or Monk's mercy. Would not Fleetwood be

beforehand with Monk, and himself be the agent of the

unavoidable restoration? He might adopt either of two

plans, an indirect or a direct. The indirect plan would be

to fraternize with the City, declare for "a full and free

Parliament
"

not that Parliament for which Whitlocke was

preparing writs, but the fuller and freer one, unfettered by

Wallingford-House
"
qualifications," for which the Royalists

had been astutely calling out, and then either take the field

with his forces under that banner, or else, if the forces he

could rally proved too small, shut himself up in the Tower,

and trust to the City itself till the effect were seen. The

other way would be to dispatch an envoy to the King at

once with offers and instructions. Whitlocke himself was

equally willing to go into the Tower with Fleetwood or to

be his envoy to Charles*, After some rumination, Fleetwood,

as Whitlocke understood, had concluded for the latter plan,

and Whitlocke was taking leave of him, with that under-

standing, to prepare for his journey, when they found Vane,

Desborough, and Berry, in the ante-chamber. At Fleetwood's

request Whitlocke waited there, while the new comers and

Fleetwood consulted in the other room. In less than a

quarter of an hour, says Whitlocke, Fleetwood came out,

telling him passionately "I cannot do it, I cannot do it."

The reason he gave was that he had just been reminded

that he was under a pledge to Lambert to take no such

step without his consent. To Whitlocke's remonstrance that,

Lambert being absent, and the matter being one of life or

death, only instant action could prevent ruin to Fleetwood

himself and his friends, the answer was " I cannot help it
"

;

and so they parted. This was on Thursday the 22nd of
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nix T. The next day, though Whitlocke had a call from
r<>l<.nel Ingoldsby, Colonel Howard, and another, suggesting

Keeper of the Great Seal, he might fitly go to the

Kinir on his own account, he went on sealing writs, he tells us,

fur tin- new Uallm-N.nl-House Parliament. Meamvhil

uproar in the City being at its maximum, such members of

tin- late Council of the Rump as were in town met at Speaker
Lent hull's house and issued orders for a rendezvous of Fleet-

: intents in Lincoln's Inn Fields under the command
ct Okev, Alured, Markham, and Mosse. Flevtwood, applied

to for the L ys of the Parliament house, willingly gave them

up .Mi.l r.-s lulled all charge. On Saturday the 24th tin*

mass of the soldiers were gladly at tin- apjxiinted rendezvous,

and w, -re maivlir.l down Chancery Lane, where the Speaker
.iiiir out to them at the Rolls, and was received with about*

and repentance. On Monday the 26th all the members

<>f the I lump who were at hand met the Speaker in the

Council-Chamber at Whitehall, and walked thence to West-

minster Hall, the mace carried before them, and the 8<>

an.l populace cheering as they passed. They constituted the

.1 pr.xeedeil at once to borineat. They bad been

excliuled two months and fourteen days.
1

tlocke, IV. 880-384; rhillii, win of Ds. 28, 16SO (loflkk reckoo-

76
; Lt-ttcT of M. de Bordeaux to BU- ing),Ouiiot, 318-AO.



CHAPTER I.

Second Section (continued).

THE ANAKCHY, STAGE III. : OR SECOND RESTOKATION OF THE BUMP,

WITH MONK'S MARCH FROM SCOTLAND : DEC. 26, 1659 FEB.

21, 1659-60.

THE RUMP AFTER ITS SECOND RESTORATION : NEW COUNCIL

OF STATE : PENALTIES ON YANE, LAMBERT, DESBOROUGH,
AND THE OTHER CHIEFS OF THE WALLINGFORD-HOUSE

INTERREGNUM : CASE OF LUDLOW : NEW ARMY REMODEL-

LING : ABATEMENT OF REPUBLICAN FERVENCY AMONG

THE RUMPERS : DISPERSION OF LAMBERT'S FORCE IN THE

NORTH : MONK'S MARCH FROM SCOTLAND : STAGES AND

INCIDENTS OF THE MARCH : HIS HALT AT ST. ALBAN*S

AND MESSAGE THENCE TO THE RUMP : HIS NEARER VIEW

OF THE SITUATION : HIS ENTRY INTO LONDON, FEB. 3,

1659-60 : HIS AMBIGUOUS SPEECH TO THE RUMP, FEB. 6 :

HIS POPULARITY IN LONDON : PAMPHLETS AND LETTERS

DURING HIS MARCH AND ON HIS ARRIVAL: PRYNNE^S

PAMPHLETS ON BEHALF OF THE SECLUDED MEMBERS:

TUMULT IN THE CITY: TUMULT SUPPRESSED BY MONK
AS SERVANT OF THE RUMP : HIS POPULARITY GONE :

BLUNDER RETRIEVED BY MONK'S RECONCILIATION WITH

THE CITY AND DECLARATION AGAINST THE RUMP :

BOASTING OF THE BUMP IN LONDON, FEB. 11, 1659-60:

MONK MASTER OF THE CITY AND OF THE RUMP TOO:

CONSULTATIONS WITH THE SECLUDED MEMBERS : BILL OF

THE RUMP FOR ENLARGING ITSELF BY NEW ELECTIONS :

BILL SET ASIDE BY THE RESEATING OF THE SECLUDED

MEMBERS: RECONSTITUTION OF THE LONG PARLIAMENT

UNDER MONK'S DICTATORSHIP.

THE Hump, as restored the second time, never recovered even

its former small dimensions. On a division taken the day

after its restoration there were only thirty-seven present and
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:. nor in any subsequent division did the number exceed

fifty-three. This arose from the fact that Rumpere who had

eonspieiious in the Wallingford-House defection now
al.-.'iit -d themselves. On the other hand, tin- Journals show

an accession of at least five members not visible in the

us session : viz. Colonel Alexander Popham, Sir Anthony

A>hley Cooper, Colonel Henry Markham, Mr. John Lassell,

and Mr. Robert Cecil (second son of the Earl of Salinl

Ashley Cooper, not an original Rumper, came in by the re-

ion. Jan. 7, 1059-60, of his right to sit for Downton in

\Yilts. Lassell, whose name is not on tho list of the Long
Parliament. ma\ have found a seat in the same way. Prynne
ami some others of the secluded members renewed their at-

tempt t<> "vt into the House, but were again refused. 1

A new Council of State was, of course, appointed at once.

It was to consist, as before, of twenty-one ParliamenUries

and /' ,v non-l'arliamentaries, and to hold office from Jan. 1,

60 to April 1, 1660. The following is the list, the

onl,T in each section being that of preference as shown by
tin- mimU'rs of votes obtained in the ballot, and the asterisk

again denoting a Regicide.

PARLIAMXMTARIXB.

\rthur Hasilrip, Bart.

Col. n.l 11,-rhert Morley

.Hop
>uel Valentine Walton

*Tliuinas Si-utt

las Love
Clii.-f .InMi.v St. John
l\.l..n.-l William White

.Tt)lm \\'..i\. r

K.'li.-rt Koynulils
lines H.irriiiLfton

Sir Tin .mas Widdrington

N' MfETTAKlBS.

Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper, Josiah Bernen

Bart, (appointed
i.ef..re his General Monk

electiou a8 M.T.) e-Admirml Lawson

Colonel George Thompson
'John Dixwell

Henry Neville

Colonel John Fagg
John Corbet

Thomas Challoucr

H.-ni-y Marten

William Say
Luke Robinson (a tie between

him and Carcw Raleigh, de-

1 by lot).

umons Journals (Divisions and CommttteM) from DM. , WW to Fb. tl,
'
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Alderman Love Alderman Foote

Thomas Tyrrell Robert Rolle

Lord Fairfax Slingsby Bethell.1

The proceedings of the House for the first month showed

no diminution of self-confidence by the late interruption.

Hasilrig, who was now the chief man in the Parliament

and in the Council, was in such a state of elevation that

his friends were a little alarmed. Next in activity, and more

a man of business, was Scott, whose merits were acknowledged

by his appointment first to an informal Secretaryship of State

(Jan. 10), and then to that office fully and formally, with

charge of the foreign and domestic intelligence (Jan. 17).

He was to be for the Rump government what Thurloe had

been for the Protectorate.

A good deal of the first month's business consisted in votes

of approbation for those who had been faithful during the

interruption and votes condemning the Wallingford-House
"
usurpers

"
and their acts. Monk, of course, was the hero

among the faithful. Messages of thanks were sent to him

again and again, and on the 16th of January it was resolved

to bestow on him and his heirs ^1000 a year. But there

were thanks as well to Admiral Lawson, Whetham, and

Fairfax
;

to Hasilrig, Scott, Neville, Morley, Walton, and

the other members of the Council of State who had laboured

for the good old cause in the interim
;
and to Sir Hardress

Waller, Sir Charles Coote, and Colonel Theophilus Jones,

for what they had done in Ireland. In the censure of

delinquents there was nothing very revengeful. The Com-

mittee of Safety was styled "the late pretended Committee

of Safety," and all their doings were voted null
;
but an

indemnity for life and estate was assured to the men them-

selves, and to all officers who had acted under them, on

condition of present submission. This indemnity was not

so complete but that a few of the late chiefs might expect

some punishment. Accordingly, on the 9th of January Vane

was brought before the House, disabled from sitting there

any longer, and ordered into private life at his estate of

i Commons Journals, Dec. 31, 1659 and Jan. 2, 165960.
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l!:il \ in Durham; and on the same day it was voted that

('..lends Lambert, Desborough, Berry, Ashli- M, Kelsay,

Col.bet. Harrow, Packer, and Major Creed, all of whom were

still at large, should seclude themselves in whatever house*

of theirs \\.-re farthest from London. Vane, Lamtwit, and

the rest not having complied sufficiently, there were sub-

nt votes, with little or no effect, for apprehending and

eompelliiiL: them; and on the 18th of January Sydenham
and Sal way were added to the list of the reproved, the former

l.y 1'eiiig expelled from the House and the latter ly 1- in-,-

su-p. 'ii< Ifil. \Vhitlocke and the Laird of "Warriston, though

unanimously regarded as among the prime culprits, escaped

without puni.-hment. Whitlocke even ventured to appear in

the House, but was received so coolly that he soon withdrew

'lit- country, leaving instructions to his wife to burn a

quantity of his papers and to deliver the great seal to the

Sj.rak.-r. So far IW...N! from brini: in danger that

tiny were. considering whether he might not be retained

AS Commander-in-chief. Ludlow, much to his surprise, t

himself among the accused. This, however, was not because

of the middle course he had taken in London through tin-

late interruption, though he had lost some credit by that

with his Republican friends. He had unfortunately left

London on his way back to Ireland on the very eve of that

haj.py restitution of the Hump \vhieh he had despaired of

:, and it was in Ireland that his enemies were mot

numerous and violent. He had hardly arrived among; tliem

and attempted to resume his command when he received

not ire from the House that he and Colonel John Jones

Miles Corl.et and Matthew Tomlinson, were required to come

to answer certain charges against them relating U>

Irish u \vrnment (Jan. 5). Ludlow and the others obeyed,

and found, on their arrival in London in I VI ruary, that Sir

Charles Coote and other officers in Ireland had lodged an

impeaelnnent a.^iinst them for nothing less than high

treason. 1

num JourwU of <UU., mnd J&-4 ; Lodl^,
7-*; Wbtt,

generally from Dec. 16, 16 to F.b. lock., IV.
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Another business, natural in the circumstances, was the

now too familiar one of "
re-modelling." Men not now

satisfactory had to be removed from all departments of the

public service and more proper men substituted. Whitlocke's

great seal was given into new keeping, and there were new

judicial appointments. To supply vacancies caused by the

removal of defaulting officers in regiments, there began again,

too, on a considerable scale, that process of nomination for new

commissions and of delivery of the commissions by the Speaker
which had been so wearisome in the former session of the

House. To Whetham, Walton, Morley, Okey, Mosse, Alured,

Hasilrig, Rich, Eyre, Hacker, and others, retaining their

former colonelcies, or promoted to farther military trusts, there

were added Colonels Camfield, Streater, Smithson, Sanders,

&c. ;
and now, as heretofore, one is puzzled by the appearance

of many persons as " colonels
" who had the title only from

their places in the militia of their counties, or from the

courtesy custom of designating a retired army-man by his

former name of honour. Lambert, Desborough, and the

eight others ordered into seclusion, were, of course, among
the discharged ;

so also was Robert Lilburne ; but Hewson

seems to have been forgiven.
1

Through all these proceedings of the first month there

had been signs of a curious abatement of that thorough-

going Republican fervency which had characterized the House

in its previous session. The essential Republican principle

had indeed been at once re-proclaimed. It had been resolved

that each member of the. new Council of State, before assuming

office, should take an oath renouncing "the pretended title

" or titles of Charles Stuart and the whole line of the late

"King James, and of every person, as a single person,
"
pretending or which shall pretend," &c. The very next

day, however, when Hasilrig brought in a Bill enacting

that every member of the House itself, or of any succeeding

House, should take the same oath, a minority, among whom
were Ingoldsby, Colonel Hutchinson, Colonel Fielder, and

1 Commons Journals, Dec. 1659 and Jan. 165960 ;
Whitlocke as before.
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Colon, -1 Fagff, opposed very strongly. Not, of course, that

they were ,,ilirr than sound Commonwealth's men; but that

oath.- were becoming frightfully frequent, and this one would
be "a confining of Providence," &c. ! The first reading of
tin- Hill was carried only by a majority of twenty-four
(Nrville ami Carland t.-IIers) against fifteen (Colonel Hutehin-

son and Colonel Fagg tellers). The effect was that, after

ml r.ading, the Bill went into Committee and remained

there, the members meanwhile sitting on without any engage*
ment. Al< ut a half of those nominated to the Council of

in. hilling I'airfax, St. John, Morley, Weaver, and

Fagg, remained out of the Council rather than submit to

the qualification made essential in their case. This was

symptomatic enough; but it was also evident that, on such

important questions as Tithes, an Established Church, and

Liberty of Conscience, the House was in no disposition to

rare in what had hitherto been believed to be radical

and necessary articles of the Republican policy. The in-

structions given to a Committee on the 21st of January
indicate very comprehensively the prevalence of a conservative

temper in the House on these and other questions. The

Commit t>o were to prepare a declaration for the public

"That the Parliament intends forthwith to proceed to the

> rnent of the government, and will uphold a learned

"and pious Ministry of the nation and their maintenance
"
by Tithes: and that they will proceed to fill up the House

" as soon as may be, and to settle the Commonwealth without

"a Kini^ Single Person, or House of Peers; and will promote
the Trade of the nation; and will reserve due I.

"tender consciences: and that the Parliament will not

"meddle with the executive power of the Law, but only in

"cases of mal-administration and appeals, .v Such a

at i..n was adopted and ordered to be published on the

~3rd. It was of a nature to conciliate the Presbyterian

and Independent clergy of the Establishment and the con-

si native mass of the people generally, hut to disappoint

grievously those various sectarian enemies of the Church

Establishment who had hitherto been the nioj>t enthusiastic
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exponents of the "
good old cause." The very phrase

" the

good old cause," one observes, was now passing into dis-

repute, and the word " fanatics
"
as a name for its extreme

supporters was coming into use within the circle of the

Kump politicians themselves. Hasilrig, Neville, and the

rest of the ultra-Republicans, must have felt the power going
from their hands.1

While much of this cooling of the original Republican

fervency was owing to the recent experience of the public

fickleness and of the necessity of not "
confining Providence

"

too much in the decision of what to-morrow should bring forth,

there was a special cause in the relations now subsisting
between the House and Monk.

The House having been restored by Monk's agency, but

without that march to London which he had proposed for

the purpose, the majority were by no means anxious to see

him in London. Monk, on the other hand, to whom it had

been a disappointment that the House had been restored

without his presence to see it done, was resolved nevertheless

that the march should take place. He was already within

England when the news of the premature restitution of the

Rump reached him, having advanced through the snow from

Coldstream to Wooler in Northumberland on the 2nd of

January, to fight Lambert at last. He was at Morpeth
on the 4th, and at Newcastle on the 5th, to find that there

was to be no necessity for fighting Lambert after all. Lam-

bert's army had melted away with the utmost alacrity on

orders from London, leaving their leader to submit and

shift for himself. After remaining three days at Newcastle,

Monk resumed his march, by Durham and Northallerton,

receiving addresses and deputations by the way, and was

at York on the llth. Here he remained five days, besieged

with more addresses and deputations, but having a conference

also with Lord Fairfax, followed by a visit to his Lordship
at his house of Nunappleton. Fairfax had been in arms

to attack Lambert's rear, in accordance with the understanding

1 Commons Journals of dates ; Phillips. 678 ;
Ludlow. 807 809 : Letters of M.

de Bordeaux, Guizot, II. 325339.
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had ;<> with Monk; and it was part of Monk's
s at York to reform the wreck of Lambert's forces,

rating some of them with his own and putting the

imlei- the command of officers who had declared for

Fairfax. He arranged also for leaving one of his own

regiments at York and for sending Morgan back with two
others t<> take charge of Scotland. By these changes his

anm l',r farther advance was reduced to 4000 foot and
1800 horse. Hitherto his march had been by his own sole

authority; but at York he received orders from the Council

ite to come on to London. Dreading what might

happen from his conjunction with the great Fairfax, and

tiot daring to order him back to Scotland, the Rump leaders

had assented to what they could not avoid. From York.

lin^ly, he resumed his advance on the 16th, the country
before him, like that he had left behind, still covered thick

with snow. On the 18th, at Mansfield in Nottinghamshire.
he met hr. (luniMe, whom he had sent on to London about

ten days before with letters to the Parliament and the

Council of State, and who had returned with valuable in-

formation. Next day, at Nottingham, his brother-in-law

he Claries also met him, ln-in^in^ farther information for

lidance. On the 22nd, as he was approaching Leicester,

Messrs. Scott and Robinson, who had been sent from London

as Commissioners from the Rump to attend him in the rest

of his march, made their appearance ceremoniously and were

duly received. They had come really as anxious spies on

Monk's conduct, and were very inquisitive and loquacious;

but they relieved him thenceforth of much of the trouble

of an-wi rinir the deputations and addresses by which he

was still beset on his route. They were with him at

Northampton, where he was on the 24th; at Dunstable,

where he \\.is on the !,>7th; and at St. Alban's, where he

arrived on the 2Sth. II. re. twenty miles from London,

he rested for five days, to see the issue of a very important

message he hail l.een secretly preparing for the Parliament

and which he now sent on by Dr. Clarges. It was a request

to the House to clear London of all but two of the regiment*
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then in it, on the ground that, having so recently served

Fleetwood and the Wallingford-House party in their usur-

pation, they were not to be trusted. The message was of

a kind to surprise and perplex the House, and Monk had

purposely reserved it to this late stage of his march that

there might be the less time for discussion. While waiting
at St. Alban's, he had to endure, we are told,

"
amongst

the rest of his interruptions," a long fast-day sermon from

Hugh Peters, who had come to his quarters, with two other

ministers. Monk's chaplain, Dr. Price, who was present

at the sermon, has left an account of it. The text was

Psalm cvii. 7, "And He led them forth by the right way,
that they might go to a city of habitation

"
; and Peters,

in discoursing on this text, drew from it the assurance of

a happy settlement of the Commonwealth at last.
" With

" his fingers on the cushion," says Dr. Price,
" he measured

" the right way from the Red Sea, through the Wilderness,
" to Canaan ; told us it was not forty days' march, but God

"led Israel forty years through the Wilderness before they
" came thither

; yet this was still the Lord's right way, who
" led his people crinkledum cum cranMedum." Monk's present

march was to be one of the last of the windings.
1

While Monk is at St. Alban's, we may inquire into his

real intentions. They connect themselves with the purport

of those addresses with which he had been troubled along

his whole route. Not only had there been addresses from

the inhabitants or authorities of the towns he passed through ;

but there had been letters to him at Morpeth from the

Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council, of the City

of London, followed by an address presented to him on

the borders of Northamptonshire by a deputation of three

commissioners from the City, two of them Aldermen. Now,
almost all the addresses had been in one strain. Thanking
Monk for what he had already done, they prayed him to

earn the farther gratitude of his countrymen either by (1)

securing that the present House should be converted into

i Skinner's Life of Monk, 175199 ; Phillips, 677680 ;
Parl. Hist., III. 1574

(quotation from Dr. Price).
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a real Parliament by the restoration of the secluded members

of 1642-1648 to their seats and the filling- up of other

i"ies, or (2) securing that a full and free new Parlia-

ment should be called at once. Both these methods implied

tin restoration of Charles, though mention of that consequence,

ami by some even the thought of it, was most studiously

avoid. il. A full and free new Parliament meant, in the

promt mood of the country, a recall of Charles rapidly and

unhesitatingly. The filling up of the present Parliament by
the restoration of the secluded members, and by new elections

for other vacancies, meant the reconstituting of the Long
Parliament entire. ju-t as it had been while negotiations with

Charles 1. were going on, and before the Army, in order to

stop these negotiations and bring in the Republic, ejected the

Royalist and Presbyterian members. Such a reconstituted

Parliament, if time were given it, would also inevitably recall

Charles II.. though it might do so after a preliminary compact
with him on the basis of that Treaty of Newport which had

been goin^ on with his father late in 1648, and which might
he regarded as still embodying the views of the Presbyterians

ting Royalty and its limits. Of the two methods the

Cavaliers or Old Royalists naturally preferred that which

would l>ring in Charles most speedily and with the fewest

conditions; but, as they were outnumbered by the Pres-

byterians or New Royalists, they were willing to accept (/fir

method. To the genuine Rumpers, of course, either proposal

\\a- dreadful. To retain the power themselves, enlarging
their House, if at all, only by new elections permitted by
themselves, and not to part with their power unless to a

new Parliament the ([ualifications for which should have been

carefully pre-detenuim-d by themselves, was the only procedure

by which they could hope to preserve the Commonwealth.

Hence, on the one hand, their willingness to throw overboard

all that was not absolutely essential to a Republican policy;

but hence, on the other, their anxiety to enforce an oath

among themselves abjuring Charles and the Stuarts utterly.

It had hern to feel Monk's inclinations in this matter of the

abjuration oath, and also to watch his attitude to the
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deputations and their requests, that they had despatched their

two commissioners, Scott and Robinson, to be in attendance

on him. He had baffled them by his matchless taciturnity.

Very probaby, his intention, when he first projected his march

to London, had been to restore the Rump and to insist at the

same time on the re-admission of the secluded members
;
and

this had been recommended to him by Fairfax. But, now

that the Rump was again sitting- without the secluded

members, and determined to keep them out, not even to

Fairfax had he committed himself by a definite promise on

that point. To the deputations he would reply only in curt

generalities, or indeed, after Scott and Robinson had joined

him, in generalities which would have been thought crusty

and uncivil, had not Gumble, or Price, or the physician Dr.

Barrow, been always at hand to explain privately to dis-

appointed persons that the General's way was peculiar. Only
in one matter was he explicit himself. He would not permit

the least insinuation that he designed to bring in Charles.

At York he had caned one of his officers for having said

something imprudent to that effect.
1

On the 30th of January, with whatever reluctance, the

House did comply with Monk's request, by issuing orders for

the removal of Fleetwood's regiments from London; and on the

1st of February the way was farther cleared by the appoint-

ment of Clarges to be commissary-general of the musters for

England and Scotland. There was a mutiny among Fleet-

wood's soldiers on account of the disgrace put upon them, and

also on account of their dislike of country quarters after the

pleasures of London
;
but the mutiny only quickened the

desire to get rid of them. They were marched out by their

officers ; and on Friday the 3rd of February, Monk, who had

come on to Barnet the day before, marched in with his army,

by Gray's Inn Lane, Chancery Lane, and the Strand. They

appeared to the citizens a very rough and battered soldiery

indeed after their month's march through the English snows,

the horses especially lean and ragged. That night, and all

1 Skinner and Phillips ut supra ; Letter of M. de Bordeaux to Mazarin, of

date Jan. 21, in Guizot, II. 336340.
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Saturday and Sunday, Monk was in quarters at Whitehall,

re/cci\inur distinguished visitors. Though asked to take his

i tin- Council of State on Saturday, he declined to do so

till lie should see his way more clearly on the disputed

<|iir>tion of the abjuration oath. 1

On Monday, Feb. 6, the House was assembled in state to

see Monk introduced into it by Messrs. Scott and Robinson.

His designation among- them was only "Commissioner Monk";
lor, though h<- Imd Keen appointed Commander-in-Chief of all

tin- Forces of England, Scotland, and Ireland, by a secret

commission sent him by Hasilrig and a few other members

of the old Council of State during the late interruption, that

commission did not now hold, and he had really no other au-

thority than that implied by his appointment before Lambert's

cmif, <l\ :tat to be fellow-commissioner with Fleetwood, Ludlow,

Hasilri^. \\alton, and Morley for the regulation of the

Army. The last three of these, as still acting in the

commission, were nominally his equals. But every care was

taken to testify to Monk the sense of his extraordinary
81- r vices. A chair was set for him opposite the Speaker;
at the back of which, as he declined the invitation to

be seated, he stood while the Speaker addressed him in a

harangue of glowing thanks. Then, with his hand on the

chair, he spoke in return the speech he had carefully conned.
"
Sir. I shall not trouble you with large narratives," he said;

"only give me leave to acquaint you that, as I marched from

9 land hither, I observed the people in most counties in

"i^reat and . arm st expectations of Settlement, and they made
;al applieat ions to me, with numerous subscriptions. The

"chietWt In ads of their desires were: for a free and full

"Parliament, and that you would determine your sitting: a

"Gospel Ministry; encouragement of Learning and Uni-

ties; and for admittance of the members secluded

"before 1648, without any previous oath or engagement.
"To which I commonly an>wcivd. That you are now in a

Parliament, and, if there were anv t'.Tre remaining upon

"you, I would endeavour to remove it; and that you had

1 Commons Journals of dates
; Skinner, 199 200

; Pliillips, 680682.

VOL. V. Mm
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" voted to fill up your House, and then you would be a full
" Parliament also . . . . ; but, as for those gentlemen secluded
" in 1648, I told them you had given judgment in it and all

"
people ought to acquiesce in that judgment ;

but to admit
"
any members to sit in Parliament without a previous oath

" or engagement to secure the Government in being, it was
" never yet done in England. And, although I said it not
" to them, I must say it with pardon to you, that the less

"oaths and engagements are imposed (with respect had to
" the security of the common cause) your settlement will

" be the sooner attained to." He was now half through his

speech ;
and the rest consisted of general recommendations

of a policy in accordance with " the sober interest," with care

that "neither the Cavalier nor Fanatic party" should have a

share of the civil or military power. He ended with a glance

at Ireland and Scotland, bespeaking particular attention to

the Scots, as "a nation deserving much to be cherished/' and

sure to appreciate the late declaration in favour of a sober

and conservative Church policy, inasmuch as no nation more

dreaded " to be overrun with fanatic notions." Having thus

delivered himself, Monk withdrew, leaving the House wholly

mystified, but also a good deal distempered, by his ambiguities.

It seems to have been on this occasion that Henry Marten

vented that witty description of Monk which is one of the best

even of his good sayings.
"
Monk/' he said,

"
is like a man

"
that, being sent for to make a suit of clothes, should bring

" with him a budget full of carpenter's tools, and, being told

" that such things were not at all fit for the work he was desired

" to do, should answer,
' It matters not

;
I will do your work

" well enough, I warrant you.'
" Monk was now on the spot

with his budget of carpenter's tools, and he meant to make

a tolerable suit of clothes with them somehow.1

There was no lack of advices for his direction. Through
the month of his march and of the anxious sittings of the

House in expectation of him, the London press had teemed

1 There is a hiatus in the Journals at Parl. Hist. III. 1575 7. The original

authority for Henry Marten's wi

is, I believe, Ludlow (810811).

the point of Monk's reception and speech authority for_Henry Marten's witticism

in the House
;

but the speech was

printed separately, and is given in the
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with pamphlet! for the crisis. The Rota, or a Model of a Free

"dl Commonwealth was another of Harrington's,

published Jan. 9, when Monk was between Newcastle and

York
;

ami on the 8th of February, when Monk had been

five il-iys in London, he was saluted by The Way* and Meant

ir/i,'i;'i,i/ an Equal and lasting Commonwealth may be suddenly
in if -Inred, also by Harrington. A Coffin for the Good Old

*e was another, in a different strain ; and there were others

and still others, some of them in the form of letters expressly

addressed to Monk. From the moment of his arrival at St.

Alhan's. indeed, he had become the universal target for letter-

\vriters and tin- universal object of popular curiosity. The

/ '!i,/ree and Descent of his Excellency General Monk was on

the book-stalls the day before his entry into London, and his

eh to the Parliament was in print the day after its

delivery. All were watching to see what "Old George"
would do. He did not yet know that himself, but was trying
t<- find out. What occupied him was that question of the

ins towards a full and free Parliament which had been

piv cd up<m him all along his march, and about which he

h:id hitherto been so provokingly ambiguous. Of all the

pamphlets that were coming out only those that could give
him liirht on this question can have been of the least interest

to his rough common sense. Now, as it happened, he could

be under no mistake, after his arrival in London, as to the

ngth and massiveness of that current of opinion which

h:id M -t in for a re-seating of the secluded members. Since

the first restoration of the Rump in May 1659, Prynne had

been keeping the case of the secluded members perpetually
re the public in pamphlets; and Prynne, more than any

other man, had created the feeling that now prevailed.

ixctentioiis. Serious, Theological and Legal Queries pro-

pounded to the twice dissipated, self-erected, Anti-Parliamentary

Westminster Juncto ";
" Six Important Queries proposed to the

He-sitting Hump of the Long Parliament";
" Seven Additional

Queries in MaIf of the Secluded Members" ;
" Case of the Old

secureil, wc/m/ftf. a>nl ttrice excluded Members"; " Three

Seasonable Queries proposed to all those Cities, Counties, and

M m 2
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Boroughs, whose respective citizens have beenforcibly excluded"

fyc. ;
" Full Declaration of the true state of the Secluded Members'

Case": such are the titles of those of Prynne's pamphlets, the

last of a long series in one and the same strain, which were

delighting or tormenting London when Monk arrived. Many
of the secluded members were in town to await the issue, and

the last-named of Prynne's pamphlets (published Jan. 30) con-

tained an alphabetical list of the whole body of them. There

were, it appears, 1 94 secluded members then alive, besides forty

who had died since 1648. If Monk was to do anything at all,

was not Prynne's way the safest and most popular ? Practically,

at all events, he could now see that the possible courses had

reduced themselves to two, (1) The Rump's own way, or self-

enlargement of the present House by new writs, issued with

all Republican precautions ; (2) The City's way, or Prynne's

way, which proposed to re-insert the secluded members into

the present House, so as to make it legally the Long Parlia-

ment over again, with its rights and engagements precisely

as they had been at the time of the last negotiations with

Charles I. in 1648. For which of these two courses he should

declare himself was the question Monk had to ponder.
1

He nearly blundered. The Rump, having him and his

Army at hand, had become more firm in their determination

to proceed in their own way. On the 4th of February, the

day after Monk's arrrival, they resolved that the present

House should be filled up to the number of 400 members in

all for England and Wales, and that the returning con-

stituencies should be as in 1653; and, having referred certain

details to a Committee, they proceeded on subsequent days to

settle some of the qualifications for voting or eligibility. The

Londoners, tumultuous already, were enraged beyond bounds

by these new signs of the Rump's obstinacy. It was again

debated in the Common Council " whether the City should

pay the taxes ordered by the Government"; influential

citizens urged the Lord Mayor to put himself at the head of

a resistance to the Rump at all hazards
;
there were riots in the

streets and skirmishes between the militia and the apprentices.

1 Thomason Pamphlets, and Catalogue of tlie same
; Wood's Ath. III. 870871.
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Thus. in-tead of huvinjr time to deliberate, Monk found him-

self in the midst of such a clash between the House and the

City tli.it instant decision for the one or the other was

imperative. On the night of the 8th, two days after his

i in I '.irl lament, he received orders from the Council of

St;ite to im into tin- City with his regiments and reduce it to

obedience. He \\as t<> take away the posts and chains in. the

street-, unhinge the City gates, and wedge the portcullises;

is to use any force necessary ir the purpose; and he

was to arrest eleven citizens named, and others at his dis-

cretion. The orders, though addressed nominally to all the

four Army -Commissioners, were really intended for Monk;
and there was the utmost anxiety among the leaders of the

Hum]) to see whether he would execute them. To the

surprise of all, to the surprise of his own soldiers even, he did

execute them. On the 9th the House had three sittings;

and in the second of these it was announced that Monk had

marched his regiments that morning into the City, that he

was then at Guildhall, that he had nine of the eleven citi/.ens

already in custody, and that he had removed the posts and

chains. All being now quiet, and the Lord Mayor and

Aldermen having undertaken to hold a meeting of the

Common Council and give the Parliament every satisfaction,

he had thought it best not to incense the City by the extreme

insult of unhinging the gates and wedging the portcullises.

The Hampers were in Monk had committed himself,

and was irredeemably theirs. "All is our own: he will be
"

-aid lla>ilrig to the friends beside him. In their

triumph, they rose once more for a moment to the full height
of Republican confidence. It hap]>eneil that a deputation of

London citi/.ens. headed by Mr. Praise-God Barebone, had

come to the llon-e that day with a petition and address,

signed by some thousands of " lovers of the good old cause,"

who \\eiv anxious to di.-claim all connexion with the City

tumults and with ''the promoters of re^al interest" in the

City or elsewhere. The petitioners demanded nothing less

than that the House should at once impose an oath abjuring

Charles Stuart upon all clergymen and other person
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public employment ;
but even this did not prevent the House

from thanking them cordially. As for the City generally,

now that Monk had brought it to submission, the House

would trample it under foot ! The Lord Mayor, having

behaved discreetly through the tumults, was to be thanked ;

but it was voted that the present Common Council should be

dissolved and a new one elected by such citizens only as the

House should deem worthy of the franchise. Nor was Monk

to hesitate any longer about the city gates and portcullises.

Orders were sent to him, not only to unhinge the gates and

wedge the portcullises, as the Council had already ordered,

but to break them in pieces. The City was to be overmastered

utterly and finally, and Monk was to be the agent. Not

even yet did Monk rebel. The gates and portcullises were

broken in pieces by his soldiers, and every other order was

punctually carried out. The soldiers were in indignation over

their base employment, and the citizens were stupefied. In

vain were Clarges, Dr. Barrow, and others of Monk's friends

going about and assuring the Lord Mayor and Aldermen that

the General was a man of very peculiar ways and must not be

too hastily judged. "Very peculiar ways indeed," thought

the citizens, mourning for their honours lost, and their broken

gates and portcullises. On the night of Friday, Feb. 10,

when Monk returned to Whitehall, after his two days of rough
work in the city, it was, as it seemed, with his reputation

ruined for ever among the Londoners. A few days before he

had been the popular demigod, the man on whom all depended,

and who had all in his power. Now what was he but the

slave and hireling of the Rump ?
1

It was afterwards represented by Monk's admirers that his

City proceedings of Feb. 9 and 10 were the effects of con-

summate judgment. He could not then have disobeyed the

Rump without resigning his command
; Hasilrig and Walton,

two of his fellow-commissioners, would have executed the

orders independently; though by a disagreeable process, he

had felt the temper of his officers and soldiers, and ascertained

1 Commons Journals of dates
; Phillips, 684685 ; Skinner. 211219 : Whit-

locke, IV. 394396.
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that (hey were as disgusted with the Rump as he was him-

self! It may l>e doubted, however, whether he had not only
liccii handling his carpenter's tools with too sluggish caution,

tain it is that he had returned to Whitehall in a sullen

in. ..id. and that, after a consultation overnight with his

ollieers, his conclusion was that he must at once retrieve

hi n i -elf. That was a night of busy preparations between him
and his officers. A letter was drafted, to be sent to the

II use next day; and a copy was taken, that it might be in

the printer's hands before the House had received the

original.

Next morning, Saturday Feb. 11, Monk and his regiments
\\ere again in the City, drawn up in Finsbury Fields. He
had left the letter for the House, signed by himself, seven of

his colonels, one lieutenant-colonel, and six majors, to be

delivered to the House by two of the signing colonels,

('loin TV :unl Lydcott; and he had come to make his peace
with the City. This was not very easy. The Lord Mayor,
to \\hoin Charges had been sent to 'announce the return of the

regiments, and to say that the General meant to dine with

In- Lordship that day, was naturally suspicious and distant;

hut. having taken counsel with some of the chief citizens, he

ec.ulil do no less than answer that he would expect the

(Jeneral. At the early dinner-hour, accordingly, Monk was

at his Lordship's house in Leadenhall Street, coldly received

at first, but gradually with more of curiosity and goodwill as

his drift was perceived. He begged earnestly that his Lord-

ship would send out summonses for an immediate meeting of

the Common Council in Guildhall, notwithstanding the

dissolution of that body by the Rump, saying he would

accompany his Lordship thither and make certain public

explanations. Dinner over, and the Lord Mayor and Com-
mon Council having met in Guildhall about five o'clock,

Monk did surprise them. He apologised for his proceedings
of the two preceding days, declaring that the work was the

m.'.-t ungrateful he had ever performed in his life, and that

he would have laid down his power rather than perform it.

unless he had seen that \>y such a step he would only have
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given advantage to the dominant faction. He was come now,

however, to make amends. He had that morning sent a

letter to the House, requiring them to issue out writs within

seven days for the filling up of vacancies in their ranks, and

also, that heing done, to dissolve themselves by the 6th of

May at latest, that they might be succeeded by a full and

free Parliament ! Till he should receive ample satisfaction in

reply to these demands and otherwise, he meant to remain in

the City of London with his regiments, making common

cause with the faithful citizens ! Guildhall rang with accla-

mations ; and, as the news was dispersed thence through the

City, confirmed by the printed copies of Monk's letter to the

Rump that were by this time in circulation, the dejection of

the two last days passed into a phrenzy of joy. Housewives

ran out to Monk's soldiers, who had been standing all day
under arms, carrying them food and drink without stint

;

crowds of apprentices danced everywhere like delirious

demons; the bells of all the churches were set a-ringing;

the houses of several " fanatics
"
were besieged, and the win-

dows in Barebone's all smashed
;
and far into the night and

into the Sunday morning the streets blazed with long rows of

bonfires. Whatever piece of flesh, in butcher's stall or in

family-safe, bore resemblance to a rump, or could be carved

into something of that shape, was hauled to one of these

bonfires to be flung in and burnt
;
and for many a day after-

wards the llth of February 1659-60 was to be famous in

London as The Roasting of the Rump.
1

On receiving Monk's letter early in the forenoon of Satur-

day the House had temporized. They had sent Messrs. Scott

and Robinson into the City after Monk, to thank him for his

faithful service of the two previous days, and to assure him
"
that, as to the filling up of the House, the Parliament were

upon the qualifications before the receipt of the said letter,

and the same will be despatched in due time." But at an

evening sitting, with candles brought in, the House, in-

formed by that time of Monk's proceedings in the City, had

1
Phillips, 685687 ; Skinner, 219230 ; Parl. Hist. III. 15789 ;

Letter of

M. de Bordeaux, Guizot, II. 350351 ; Pepys's Diary, Feb. 11, 165960.
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shown their resentment l>y reconstituting the Commission for

.lation of the Army. They did not dare to turn Monk-

out
; but they negatived ly thirty (Marten and Neville tellers)

to lil'teen (Carew Raleigh and Robert Goodwyn tellers) a pro-

.! of his partisans to make Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper
"i f his colleagues. Tin- colleagues they did appoint were

Ila-ilrig, Morley, Walton, and Alured ; and, in settling
1 the

quorum at three, they rejected a proposal that Monk should

al \\ays be one of the quorum. Through the following

L however, cilorts were still made to come to terms with

ak. On Monday the l.'Jth the Council of State begged
him to return to 'Whitehall and assist them with his presence

and counsels. His reply was that, so long as the Abjuration
Oath was required of members of the Council, he would not

a] 'pear in it, and that meanwhile there were suilieient reasons

lor his remaining in the City. Accordingly, he kept his

quarters there, iirst at the Glass House in Broad Street, and

tlien at Drapers' Hall in Throgmortoti Street, holding levfa

of the eiti/ens and eity-clergv. and receiving also visits from

Ha.-ilrig and other members of the House. Even Ludlow,

though one of the complaints in Monk's letter was that the

Iloii-e was allowing Ludlow to sit in it notwithstanding the

eharge of high treason lodged against him from Ireland.

ventured to go into the den of the lion. He was shy at first,

Lu.llow tells us, but became very civil, and, when Ludlow

had discoursed on the necessity of union to keep out Charles

Stuart.
"
Yea," said he,

" we must live and die together for a

< mnion wealth." The interest that was now pressing closest

round Monk, however, was that of the Secluded Members.

The applications on their heha If by the Presbyterians of the

City and of the counties round were incessant. Monk even

yet had his hesitations. On the one hand, to avert, if pos-

sible, the re-seating of the secluded among them, the Rumpers
had been acting through the week in the spirit of their

ans\\er to Monk's letter. They hail been pushing on their

Bill of Uualilieatinns BO that there might be no delay in the

:ie of \\rits for filling up their llou-e to the number of 400,

as formerly decided. They had, moreover, tried t-
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Monk in other ways. They had resolved (Feb. 14) that the

engagement to be taken by members of Parliament should

simply be,
" I will be true and faithful to the Commonwealth

" of England, and the Government thereof in the way of a

" Commonwealth and Free State, without a King, Single
"
Person, or House of Lords"; and they had resolved that this

simple declaration should be substituted for the stronger

abjuration oath even for members of the Council of State.

They had also complied with Monk's demands that there

should be more severe reprimand of the late Committee of

Safety and especially of Vane and Lambert. All this was to

induce Monk to accept the proffered Self-Enlargement of the

present House, rather than yield to the popular and Presby-

terian demand for the Long Parliament reconstituted. Nor

were there wanting objections to the latter plan in Monk's

own mind. If a House with the secluded members re-seated

in it would confine itself to questions of present exigency and

future political order, there might be no harm. But would it

do so? "With a Presbyterian majority in it, looking on all

that had been done since 1648 as the illegal acts of pre-

tended Governments, might it not be tempted to a revenge-

ful revision of all those acts? Might it not thus unsettle

those arrangements for the sale, purchase, gift, and convey-

ance of property upon which the fortunes of many thousands,

including the Army officers and the soldiery in England, in

Scotland, and especially in Ireland, now depended? Would

Monk's own officers risk such a consequence ? To come to

some understanding with the secluded members on these

points, Monk himself, and Clarges and Gumble for him,

had been holding interviews with such of the secluded mem-

bers as were in London
;
and matters had been so far ripened

that at length, on Saturday the 18th, by Monk's invitation,

there was a conference at his quarters between about a dozen

of the leading Rumpers and as many representatives of the

Secluded. Hasilrig was one of the Rumpers present ; but, as

most of the others were of the Monk party, the conference

was not unamicable. Even the Rumpers who were favour-

able to the re-admission of the Secluded, however, could only
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sp.ak for themselves, and tin- representatives of the Secluded

could hardly undertake lor their ab.-ent brethren; and SO

there was no definite agreement. Monk then took the

matter into his own hands. Having, in the course of the

Sunday and Monday, secured the concurrence of his officers,

and made a rough compact in writing with a few of the

secluded members, he marched his Army out of the City on

the morning of Tuesday the 21st; and, the secluded mem-

uaving met him by appointment at Whitehall, to the

number of about sixty, he made a short speech to them,

1 a longer
"

1 >eclaration
"

which he had taken the

notation of putting on paper to be read to them, and then

sent them, under the conduct of Captain Miller and a

sufficient guard, to the doors of the Parliament House. The

incident had been expected; there were soldiers all round the

House already; and the procession walked through cheering

crowds of spectators. ^Monk remained at AVhitehall himself,

t> hold a (ieneral Council of his officers later in the day.
1

The Rump, which had been still busy on Saturday with

the Hill of Qualifications or "Disabling Bill," but whose

sitting on Monday is marked only by a hiatus in the

Journals, had not formed the House on Tuesday morning
when the procession of secluded members, swelled to about

eighty by stragglers on the way, entered and took their seats.

A lew of the Rumpers, seeing what had occurred, ruefully

left the House, to return no more; but most remained and

amalgamated themselves easily with the more numerous new
comers. The reconstituted House then plunged at once into

business thus: "PRAYERS: Resolved, &c., That the Resolu-

'tion of this House of the 18th of December, 1648, 'that

''liberty be ^-iven to the members of this House to declare
' their dissent to the vote of the 5th of December 1648 that
" the King's Answer to the Propositions of both Houses was

'a ground for this llou>e to proceed upon for settlement of

'the Peace of the Kingdom.' be vacated, and made null and

"void, and obliterated." In other words, here was the Long

1 tnons Juurnals of dates : Phillips. 687 6S* : Skinn.-r. ?X\ '111 \ Ludlow,
832836 ; Letters of M. de Bordeaux in Guizot, II. ^JT
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Parliament, like a Rip Van Winkle, resuming in Feb.

1659-60 the work left off in Dec. 1648, and acknowledging
not an inch of gap between the two dates. There were

seven other similar Resolutions, cancelling votes and orders

standing in the way ;
and these, with orders for the discharge

of the citizens recently imprisoned by the Rump, and reso-

lutions for annulling the late new Army Commission of the

Rump, and for appointing Monk to be "
Captain-General

and Commander-in-Chief, under the Parliament, of all the

land-forces of England, Scotland, and Ireland," and con-

tinuing Vice-Admiral Lawson in his naval command, were

the sum and substance of the business of the first sitting.
1

Before night Monk and his officers had drafted a Letter to

all the regiments and garrisons of England, Scotland, and

Ireland, explaining to them that, by the grace of God and

good London management, they had passed through another

revolution. The Letter began
" Dear Brethren and Fellow-

Soldiers," and bore Monk's signature, followed by those of

Colonels Ralph Knight, John Clobery, Thomas Read, John

Hubblethorn, Leonard Lydcott, Thomas Sanders, William

Eyre, John Streater, Richard Mosse, William Farley, Arthur

Evelyn, and sixteen inferior officers. It was vague, but

intimated that the Government was still to be that of a

Commonwealth, and that all disturbances of the peace
" in

favour of Charles Stuart or any other pretended authority
"

were to be put down. More explicit had been Monk's speech

at Whitehall that morning to the secluded members on their

way to the House, published copies of which were also dis-

tributed by Monk's authority. He had assured the secluded

members,
" and that in God's presence," that he had nothing

before his eyes
" but God's glory and the settlement of these

nations upon Commonwealth foundations
"

;
and he had

pointed out the interest of the Londoners especially in the

preservation of a Commonwealth,
" that Government only

being capable to make them, through the Lord's blessing,

the metropolis and bank of trade for all Christendom." On

the Church question he had been very precise. "As to a

1 Commons Journals of date.
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rnment in the Church," he had said,
"

tin- want uhereof

liath l.een no small cause of these nations' distractions, it is

most manifest that, if it be monarchical in the Stato, the

Church must follow and Prelacy must be brought in which

these nations, I know, cannot hear. and as^ainst which they

'have so solemnly sworn; and indeed moderate, not rigid,

PIV-! \!( rian Government, with a sufficient liberty for con-

" sciences truly tender, appears at present to be the most
' indillerent and acceptable way to the Church's settlement."

It i- not uninteresting to know that Monk's chief ecclesiastical

! at this moment, and probably the person who had

formulatt d for him the description of the kind of Church that

would le mo4 desirable, was Mr. James Sharp, from Crail in

Sent land. He had followed Monk to London with a com-

ii from the leaders of the Scottish Resolutioner c\<

and from his arrival there he had been, Baillie informs us,

-the mo>t wise, faithful, and happy counsellor
" Monk had,

keeping him from all wrong steps by his extraordinary

Hanll'sliire sagacity.
1

1

Phillip, 688 689; Parl. Hint III.
" enemies ; his particular pique to Lam-

l.'.T
1

.' 1>1 (M"iik's Speech and De- "
bert ; the provocation of the Anabap-

;i,,.lll.no HI. How "tista and Sectaries, with whom I may
:i it was y< t whether Monk "now join the Catholics; the want of

wmiM ,\<i .It-sert the Commonwealth, "money to continue standing armies ;

ami !, .\v aiixiuiis the Royalists were on "tho divisions uf the chief officers in

;i a I.-M.T of "those respective armies; the advices

Mordaunt t.. t harles, dated Feb. 17, "of those near him I mean, in par-
<;<), cr lour days before tli. !ar, Clobery and Knight . . . ; the

i
. i tin Sr- hided Members "admonitions daily given him by Mr.

III.tS:{\ S[>fak-
"
Annesley and Alderman Robinson ;

\l k, M'irdaiiiit writes thus :

" unlessGod has fed him to the slaughter,
uMlilc in' hn;iti"ii "i the i<fi'lf;

" cannot but move him."
: he foresees from so many
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THE RESTORED LONG PARLIAMENT : NEW COUNCIL OF STATE :

ACTIVE MEN OP THE PARLIAMENT : PRYNNE, ARTHUR

ANNESLEY, AND WILLIAM MORRICE : MISCELLANEOUS

PROCEEDINGS OF THE PARLIAMENT: RELEASE OF OLD

ROYALIST PRISONERS : LAMBERT COMMITTED TO THE

TOWER : REWARDS AND HONOURS FOR MONK :
" OLD

GEORGE "
IN THE CITY : REVIVAL OF THE SOLEMN

LEAGUE AND COVENANT, THE WESTMINSTER CONFESSION

OF FAITH, AND ALL THE APPARATUS OF A STRICT PRES-

BYTERIAN CHURCH-ESTABLISHMENT : CAUTIOUS MEASURES

FOR A POLITICAL SETTLEMENT : THE REAL QUESTION

EVADED AND HANDED OVER TO ANOTHER PARLIAMENT :

CALLING OF THE CONVENTION PARLIAMENT AND AR-

RANGEMENTS FOR THE SAME : DIFFICULTY ABOUT A

HOUSE OF LORDS : HOW OBVIATED : LAST DAY OF THE

LONG PARLIAMENT, MARCH 16, 1659-60 : SCENE IN THE

HOUSE. MONK AND THE COUNCIL OF STATE LEFT IN

CHARGE : ANNESLEY THE MANAGING COLLEAGUE OF

MONK: NEW MILITIA ACT CARRIED OUT: DISCONTENTS

AMONG MONK'S OFFICERS AND SOLDIERS : THE RESTORA-

TION OF CHARLES STILL VERY DUBIOUS : OTHER HOPES

AND PROPOSALS FOR THE MOMENT : THE KINGSHIP

PRIVATELY OFFERED TO MONK BY THE REPUBLICANS :

OFFER DECLINED : BURSTING OF THE POPULAR TORRENT

OF ROYALISM AT LAST, AND ENTHUSIASTIC DEMANDS FOR
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THF. KF.rAI.L OF CIIAKFFS: I.I KCTION8 TO THE CONVEN-

TION rAKI.IAMI.NT GOING ON MEANWHIU: : HASTE OP

iir.M'iiKDS TO BE FOKF.MOST IN mninxu rn.Mii.i.x \\ i .1.-

II : ADMIRAL MONTAGUE AND HIS IN THE
THAMI.S: IMKKCT COMMUNICATIONS AT LAST BKTV,

MONK AND CHARLES: GREENVILLE THE GO-BET \\!

KI.MOVAL OP CHARLES AND HIS COURT FROM BRUSSELS

TO I.KF.I'A : GREENVILLE SENT BACK FROM BREDA WITH
A COMMISSION FOR MONK AND SIX OTHER DOCUMENTS.

BROKEN-8PIRITEDNE8S OF THE REPUBLICAN LEADERS,
1 FT FORMIDABLE RESIDUE OF REPUBLICANISM IN THF.

ARMY: MONK'S MEASURES FOR PARALYSING THF. SAME:

SUCCESSFUL DEVICE OF CLAROE8 : MONTAGUE'S FLEET IN

MOTION: ESCAPE OP LAMBERT FROM THE TOWER: HIS

/VOU8 IN NORTHAMPTON SHI KF. : (iATHKUINO OF A

\\KF. K OF THE REPUBLICANS ROUND HIM: DICK IN-

GOLD8BY SENT TO CRUSH HIM : THE ENCOUNTER NEAR

DAVENTRY, APRIL 22, 1660, AND RECAPTURE OF LAM-

I.l'HT : GREAT RT.VIEW OF THF, LONDON MILITIA, APRIL

24, THE DAY BEFORE THE MEETING OF THE CONYF.NTK >.N

PARLIAMENT : IMPATIENT LONGING FOR CHARLES : MONK
STILL IMPENETRABLE, AND THE DOCUMENTS FROM BREDA

RESERVED.

IN tlio nomination of a new Council of State the House ad-

hcrr.l to the now orthodox number of thirty-one. Monk was

n;imr,l first of all, by special and open vote, on the 21st of

February; and the others were chosen by ballot, confirmed

l>y open vote in each case, on the 23rd, when the number of

jpMmbers present and Diving in voting-papers was 114. .The

list, in the order of preference, was then as follows:

General GEORGE MONK

William Pierrepoint Lord Fairfax

John Crewe Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper,
Colonel Ed\v:inl Uossiter (Rcc.) Bart.

Kirhanl Knijjhtley Sir Gilbert Gerrard, Bart,

Colour! Ah \;iml.T Popham Lord Chief Justice St. John
Colonel Herbert Morley LordCommissionerWiddrijigton
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Sir John Evelyn of Wilts

Sir William Waller

Sir Richard Onslow
Sir William Lewis, Bart.

Colonel (Admiral) Edward Mon-

tague (Rec.)
Colonel Edward Harley (Rec.)
Richard Norton (Rec.)
Arthur Annesley (Rec.)
Denzil Holies

Sir John Temple (Rec.)
Colonel George Thompson (Rec.)
John Trevor (Rec.)
Sir John Holland, Bart.

Sir John Potts, Bart.

Colonel John Birch (Rec.)
Sir Harbottle Grimstone

John Swinfen (Rec.)
John Weaver (Rec.)

Serjeant John Maynard.

With the exception of Monk and Fairfax, who were not

members of the Parliament, and the latter of whom was

absent in Yorkshire, these Councillors are to be imagined as

also active in the business of the House. About nine of them

were Residuary Rumpers who had accepted willingly or cheer-

fully the return of the secluded. The proportion of Residuary

Rumpers in the whole House was even larger. Though it

had been reported by Prynne that as many as 194 of the

secluded were still alive, and a contemporary printed list

gives the names of 177 as available,
1 the present House never

through its brief session attained to a higher attendance than

150, the average attendance ranging from 100 to 120
;
and

I have ascertained by actual counting that more than a third

of these were Residuary Rumpers. It is strange to find

among them such of the extreme Republicans as Hasilrig,

Scott, Marten, and Robinson. They left the House for a

time, but re-appeared in it, whereas Ludlow and Neville and

others would not re-appear Ludlow, as he tells us, making
a practice of walking up and down in Westminster Hall out-

side, partly in protest, partly to show that he had not fled.
2

1 A single folio fly-leaf, dated March
26 in the Thomason copy, and called
" The Grand Memorandum : A True
and Perfect Catalogue of the Secluded
Members of the House of Commons," &c.
It was printed by Husbands on the

professed "command" of one of the
members (Prynne?).

2 The fly-leaf mentioned in last note

gives the names of thirty-three Rumpers
who did not sit in the House after the
readmission of the secluded members.

Arranged alphabetically they were :

Anlaby, Bingham, John Carew, Cawley,

James Challoner, Crompton, Barley,
Fleetwood, John Goodwyn, Nicholas

Gold, John Gurdou, Sir James Harring-
ton, Hallows, Harvey, Heveningham,
John Jones, Viscount Lisle, Livesey,

Ludlow, Christopher Martin, Neville,

Nicholas, Pigott, Pyne, Sir Francis

Russell, the Earl of Salisbury, Algernon
Sidney, Walter Strickland, Sir William

Strickland, Wallop, Sir Thomas Wals-

ingham, and Whitlocke. Compare with

the list of the Restored Rump, ante

pp. 453455.
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Actually six Regicides remained in the House: viz. S

Marten, Ingoldsby, Millington, Colonel Hutchinson, and Sir

John Bourchier. The majority of the Residuary Rumpere,
h..urvcr. represented by such men as Lenthall, St. John,

A si i Icy Cooper, Colonel Thompson, Colonel Fielder, Carew

Raleigh. Attorney-General Reynolds, Solicitor-General Ellis,

and Colonel Morley, and even by two of the Regicides

mentioned (Ingoldsby and Hutchinson), were now in har-

mony with the Secluded, and by no means disposed to abet

Ha>ilrig, Scott, and Marten in any farther contest for Rump
principles. In other words, the House was now led really

In the chiefs of the reinstated members. Prominent among
these, besides Crewe, Knightley, Gerrard, Sir John Evelyn of

Wilts, Sir William Waller, Sir William Lewis, Arthur An-

nrslcy, Sir Harbottlo Grimston, and others named as of the

Council, were Prynne, Sir Anthony Irby, Major-General

Unnvne, Sir William Wheeler, Lord Ancram (member for a

Cornish burgh), William Morrice, and some others, not of

the Council. Prynne, who ought to have been on the Council,

if courage for the cause of the Secluded and indefatigable

assiduity in pleading it were sufficient qualifications, had not

been thought fit for that honour; but he was a very busy
man in the House. He had taken his place there very

solemnly the first day, with an old basket-hilt sword on ; and

he was much in request on Committees. Of more aristocratic

manners and antecedents, and therefore fitter for the Council,

was Arthur Annesley, a man of whom we have not heard

much hitherto, but who, from this point onwards, was to

attract a good deal of notice. The eldest son of the Irish

peer Viscount Valentia and Baron Mountnorris, he had come

into the Long Parliament in 1640 as member for Radnorshire;

he had gone with the King in the beginning of the Civil

War ; but he had afterwards done good service for the

Parliament in Ireland during the Rebellion, and had at length

conformed to the Commonwealth and the IV te. While

the Protectorate lasted he had been really a Cromwellian ;

but. like so many other Cromwellians, he was now a half-

declared Royalist. He had been one of the chief negotiators

VOL. v. N n
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with Monk for the re-seating of the Secluded, and he took at

once a foremost place among them, both in the House and in

the Council. He was now about forty-five years of age. An
accession to the House, after it had sat for a week or more,

was Mr. William Morrice. He was a Devonshire man, like

Monk, to whom he was related by marriage. He had been

sent into the Long Parliament in 1645 as Recruiter for

Devonshire, and had been afterwards secluded
;
and he had

been returned to Oliver's two Parliaments and to Richard's.

Living in Devonshire as a squire
" of fair estate," he had ac-

quired the character of an able and bookish man of enlightened

Presbyterian principles ; he had been of use to Monk in the

management of his Devonshire property ;
there had been

constant correspondence between them ; and there was no one

for whom Monk had a greater regard. Now, accordingly, at

the age of about five and fifty, Morrice had left his books and

come from Devonshire to London at Monk's request, not only

to take his place in Parliament, but also to be a kind of

private adviser and secretary to Monk, more in his intimacy

than even Dr. Clarges. To complete this view of the com-

position of the new Government, we may add that on Feb. 24

Thomas St. Nicholas was made Clerk of the Parliament, and

that on the 27th the House appointed Thurloe and a John

Thompson to be joint-secretaries of State. There was a division

on Thurloe's appointment, but it was carried by sixty-five votes

to thirty-eight. The tellers against Thurloe were Anuesley and

Sir William Waller, but he was supported by Sir John Evelyn
of Wilts and Colonel Hutchinson. Thurloe's former sub-

ordinate, Mr. William Jessop, was now clerk to the Council

of State.1

By the rough compact made with Monk, the House was to

confine itself to the special work for which it was the indis-

pensable instrument, and to push on as rapidly as possible,

through that, to an act for its own dissolution. The majority

was such that the compact was easily fulfilled. Six-and-

1 Commons Journals of dates, and period ; Ludlow, 845 846 ;
Wood's

generally from Feb. 21 to March 16, Ath. IV. 181 et seq. (Annesley), and
1659 60, with examination of the lists III. 1087 et seq. (Morrice) ; Clarendon,
of all the Committees through that 891 and 895.
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twenty "lays siillieed for all that was required from this rein-

stated l-i^-end of the famous Long Parliament.

i rally much of the work of the House took the form

(1) nf n-drcss of old or recent injuries, and (2) of rewards and

punishments. Almost the first thing done by the House was

to restore the privileges of the City of London, release the

imprisoned Common Council men and citizens, and issue

orders fur the repair of the broken gates and portcullises. The

City and the Parliament were now heartily at one, and there

was a loan from the City of ^60,000 in token of the happy
reconciliation. Sir George Booth, who had l>c.-n recommitted

to the Tower by the Rump, was finally released, though still

iirit y. There were several other releases of prisoners

and removals of sequestrations, and at length (Feb. 27) it was

referred to a Committee to consider comprehensively the cases

of all persons whatsoever then in prison on political grounds.
On the 3rd of March particular orders were given for the

discharge of the Earl of Lauderdale, the Earl of Crawford,

and Lord Sinclair, from their imprisonment in Windsor

CiMle; and thus the last of the Scottish prisoners from

-in- Mat ilc found themselves free men once more.

Twelve days afterwards the House went to the extreme of

the merciful process by ordering the release of poor Dr.

w Wren, the Laudian ex-Bishop, who had been com-

mitted by the Long Parliament early in 1641 along with

Laud and Strafford, and who had been lying in the Tower,

all but forgotten, through the intervening nineteen years.

At the same time discretionary powers were given to the

Council of State to discharge any political prisoners that

miijht be still left. In the article of punishments the House

was very temperate indeed. Notorious Rumpers were removed,

of course, from military and civil offices, and there were

sharper inquiries after Colonel Cobbet, Colonel Ashfield, Major
Creed, and others too suspiciously at large ; but, with one

exception, there seemed to be no thought of the serious prose-

eution of any for what had been done either under the Rump
nment or during the Wallingford-House interruption.

The exception was Lambert. Brought before the Council,

N n 2
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and unable or unwilling to find the vast bail of <^P20,000

which they demanded for his liberty, he was committed by
them to the Tower

;
and the House, on the 6th of March,

confirmed the act, and ordered his detention for future trial.

While Lambert was thus treated as the chief criminal, the

rewards and honours went still, of course, mainly to Monk.

To his Commandership-in-chief of all the Armies there was

added the Generalship of the whole Fleet, though in this

command, to Monk's disappointment, Montague was con-

joined with him (March 2). He was also made Keeper of

Hampton Court
;
and the ^1000 a year in lands which the

Rump had voted him was changed by a special Bill into

^20,000 to be paid at once (March 16) . As the Bill was

first drafted, the reward was said to be " for his signal

services
"

;
but by a vote on the third reading the word

"
signal

"
was changed into " eminent." Perhaps Annesley,

Sir William Waller, and the other new chiefs at Whitehall

were becoming a little tired of the praises of so peculiar an

Aristides. But he was still a god among the Londoners.

From St. James's, which was now his quarters, he would go
into the City every other day, to attend one of a series of

dinners which they had arranged for him in the halls of the

great companies, and at which he found himself so much at

ease in his morose way that he would hardly ever leave the

table "
till he was as drunk as a beast." Ludlow, who tells

us so, would not have told an untruth even about Monk ;
and

Ludlow was then in London, knowing well what went on.

Let us suppose, however, that he exaggerated a little, and

that old George was the victim of circumstances.1

A large proportion of the proceedings of the House and the

Council may be described as simply a re-establishment of

Presbyterianism. The secluded members being Presbyterians

to a man, there was at once an enthusiastic recollection of

the edicts of the Long Parliament between 1643 and 1648,

setting up Presbytery as the national Religion, with a deter-

mination to revert in detail to those symbols and forms of

1 Commons Journals of dates; and generally from Feb. 21 to March 16 ; Ludlow,
855856.
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tin- Presbyterian system which the triumph of Independency
li:ul M t a-ide during the Commonwealth, and which had been

allowed only partially, and side by side with their contraries,

in tin- broad Church- KstaMi-hment of the Protectorate. The

unanimity and rapidity of tin- House in their votes in this

direction must have alarmed the Independents and Sectaries.

It \\ason Feb. 29 that the House appointed a Committee of

twenty-nine on the whole subject of Religion and Church

af lairs Annesley, Ashley Cooper, Prynne, and Sir Samuel

Luke (i.e. Butler's Presbyterian "Sir Hudibras") being of the

number
; and on the 2nd of March, on report from this Com-

mittee, the Westminster Assembly's Confession of Faith, a

it had been under discussion in the Long Parliament in 1646

(Vol. III. p. 512), was again brought before the House, and

passed bodily at once, with the exception of chapter 30,
"
Of

Church Censures" and chapter 31,
"
Of Synods and Council*"

which two chapters it was thought as well to keep still in

Committee. The same day there were other resolutions of a

Prohyterian tenor. But the climax was on March 5, in this

form :

"
Ordered, That the SOI.I.MN Li M;I i: AND COVENANT be

'

printed and published, and set up and forthwith read in every
"
church, and also read once a year according to former Act of

" Parliament, and that the said SOLEMN LEAGUE AND COVENANT
"

l>c also set up in this House." Thus, when the bones of

Alexander Henderson had been for more than thirteen years

in their tomb in (Jrey Friars churchyard in Edinburgh, was

the great document which he had drafted in that city in

August ir> 13, as a bond of religious union for the Three

Kingdoms, and only the first fortunes of which he had lived

.-i itati 'd in all its glory. What more could Presby-
terianism desire? That nothing might be wanting, however,
there followed, on the 14th of March, a Bill "for approba-
tion and admittance of ministers to public benefices and

lectures." one of the clauses of which prescribed means for the

immediate division of all the counties of England and Wales

into classical Presbyteries, according to those former Presby-

teriani/.ing ordinances of the Long Parliament which had

never l>een carried into efl< in London and Lancashire.
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The Universities were to be constituted into presbyteries or

inserted into such
;
and the whole of South Britain was to be

patterned ecclesiastically at last in that exact resemblance

to North Britain which had been the ideal before Indepen-

dency burst in. What measures of "liberty for consciences

truly tender
"
might be conceded did not yet appear. Ana-

baptists, Quakers, Fifth Monarchy enthusiasts, and Monk's
" Fanatics

"
generally, might tremble ;

and even moderate and

orthodox Independents might foresee difficulty in retaining

their livings in the State Church. Indeed Owen was already

(March 13) displaced from his Deanery of Christ Church,

Oxford, by a vote of the House recognising a prior claim of

Dr. E/eynolds to that post.
1

In the matter of a political settlement the proceedings

were equally rapid and simple. Celerity here was made

possible by the fact that the House considered itself quite

precluded from discussing the whole question of the future

Constitution. Had they entered on that question, the pro-

bability is that they would have decided for a negotiation

with Charles II., with a view to his return to England and

assumption of the Kingship on terms borrowed from the old

Newport Treaty with his father, or at all events on strictly

expressed terms of some kind, limiting his authority and

securing the Presbyterian Church-Establishment. Even this,

however, was problematical. There were still Republicans

and Cromwellians in the Parliament, and not a few of the

Presbyterians members had been Commonwealth's men so

long that it might well appear doubtful to them whether a

return to Royalty now was worth the risks, or whether, if

there must be a return to Royalty, it was in the least neces-

sary to fix it again in the unlucky House of Stuart. Then

the difficulties out of doors ! No one knew what might be

the effect upon Monk's own army, or upon the numerous

Republican sectaries, of a sudden proposal in the present

Parliament to restore Charles. On the other hand, the Old

Royalists throughout the country had no wish to hear of such

a proposal. They dreaded nothing so much, short of loss of

1 ^Commons Journals of dates ; Neal, IV. 224 225.
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all chance of the King's return, as seeing him return tied by
such terms as the present Presbyterian House would impose.
It was a relief to all parties, therefore, and a satisfactory

mode of self-delusion to some, that the present House should

abstain from the constitutional question altogether, and

should confine itself to the one duty of providing another

Parliament to which that question, with all its difficulties,

nii^ht In- handed over. On the 22nd of February, the

second day of the restored House, it was resolved that a new

Parliament should be summoned for the 25th of April, and a

Committee was appointed to consider qualifications. The

Parliament was to be a "full and free" one, by the old elec-

toral system of English and Welsh constituencies only, with-

out any representation of Scotland or Ireland. But what

was meant by
"

full and free"? On this question there was

some lijht on the 13th of March, when the House passed a

resolution annulling the obligation of members of Parliament

to take the famous engagement to be faithful to " the Com-
monwealth as established, without King or House of Lords,"

mul directing all orders enjoining that engagement to be

expunged from the Journals. This was certainly a stroke in

favour of Royalty, in so far as it left Royalty and Peerage

open questions for the constituencies and the representatives

they might choose; but, taken in connexion with the order,

ei^lit days before, for the revival of the Solemn League and

Covenant in which document " to preserve and defend the

Kind's Majesty's person and authority" is one of the leading

phrases it \\ns received generally as a positive anticipation

of the judgment on these questions. There was yet farther

li^lit, ho\\e\vr, between March 13 and March 16, when the

House, on report from the Committee, settled the qualifica-

tions of members and electors. All Papists and all who had

aided or ul>etted the Irish Rebellion were to be incapable of

1'eiiiLT members, and also all who, or whose fathers, had

advised or voluntarily assisted in any war against the Par-

liament since Jan. 1, 1641-2, unless there had been sub-

sequent manifestation of their good affections. This implied

\clusion of all the very conspicuous Royalists of the
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Civil Wars and the sons of such
;
and the present House, as

the lineal representative of the Parliamentarians in those wars,

could hardly have done less, especially as there was a saving-

clause of which moderate Royalists would have the benefit,

and as the electors were sure to interpret the saving-clause

very liberally. For there was not even the same guardedness
in the qualifications of the electors themselves. It was pro-

posed, indeed, by the Committee to disfranchise all
" that

have been actually in arms for the late King or his son

against the Parliament or have compounded for his or their

delinquency/' with an exception only in favour of manifest

penitents ;
but this was negatived by the House by ninety-

three votes (Lord Ancram and Mr. Herbert tellers) to fifty-

six votes (Scott and Henry Marten tellers). Thus, active

Royalists of the Civil Wars, if they might not be elected,

might at least elect; and, as another regulation disqualified

from electing or being elected all
" that deny Magistracy or

Ministry or either of them to be the Ordinances of God "

viz. all Fifth Monarchy men, extreme Anabaptists, and

Quakers the balance was still towards the Royalists. In

short, as finally passed, the Bill was one tending to bring in

a Parliament the main mass of which should consist of

Presbyterians, though there might be a large intermixture of

Old Royalists, Cromwellians, and moderate Commonwealth's

men. To such a Parliament it might be safely left to deter-

mine what the future form of Government should be, whether

Commonwealth continued, restored Kingship, or a renewal of

the Protectorate. The present House had not itself decided

anything. It had not decided against a continuance of the

Commonwealth, should that seem best. It had only assumed

that possibly that might not seem the best, and had therefore

removed obstacles to the free deliberation of either of the

other schemes. The revival of the Solemn League and

Covenant might seem to imply more
;
but the phraseology

of a document of 1643 might admit of re-interpretation in

1660. A special perplexity of the present House was in

the matter of the Other House or House of Lords. They
were now sitting themselves as a Single House, notwith-
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standing that the Long Parliament, of which they professed

then. .-fives to he a continuation, consisted of two Houses.

This was an aimmulv in itself, nay an illegality; and there

h;ul been a hot-headed attempt of some of the younger Peers

t" n-inove it by bursting into the House of Lords at the

same time that the secluded members took their seats in the

Commons. Monk's soldiers had, by instructions, prevented

that; and, with the full consent of all the older and wiser

peers at hand, the management of the crisis had been left to

the one reconstituted House. The anomaly, however, had

been a subject of serious discussion in that House. On the

one hand, they could not pass a vote for the restitution of the

House of Peers without trenching on that very question of

the future form of Government which they had resolved not

to n in 1.1 1.- with. On the other hand, absolute silence on the

matter was impossible. How could the present single House,

for example, even if its other acts were held valid, venture on

an Act for the dissolution of that Long Parliament whose

peculiar privilege, wrung from Charles I. in May 1641, was

that it should never be dissolved except by its own consent,

i.e. by the joint-consent of the two component H>
Yet this \\as the very tiling that had to be done before way
could be made for the coming Parliament. The course

actually taken was perhaps the only one that the circum-

stances permitted. "When the House, at their last sitting, on

Friday, March 16, did pass the Act dissolving itself and

calling the new Parliament, it incorporated with the Act a

proviso in these words :
" Provided always, and be it declared,

" that the single actings of this House, enforced by the
"

1'ivssinLr necessities of the present times, are not intended in
' the least to infringe, much less take away, the ancient
"
native right which the House of Peers, consisting of those

" Lords who did engage in the cause of the Parliament
"
against the forces raised in the name of the late King, and

" so continued until 1648, had and have to be a part of the
" Parliament of England." Here again there was not posi m-

prejudgment so much as the removal of an obstacle. It did

i, hou ever, as if the House would not separate without
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passing
1 the bounds it had prescribed for itself. It had

already been debated in whose name the writs for the new

Parliament should issue ?
" In King Charles's

" had been the

answer of the undaunted Prynne. He had been overruled,

and the arrangement was that the writs should issue, as

under a Commonwealth,
" in the name of the Keepers of the

Liberties of England." At the last sitting of the House,

just as the vote for the dissolution was being put, the Pres-

byterian Mr. Crewe, provoked by some Republican utterance

of Scott, moved that the House, before dissolving, should

testify its abhorrence of the murder of the late King by a

resolution disclaiming all hand in that affair. The untimely

proposal caused a great excitement, various members starting

up to protest that they at least had never concurred in the

horrid act, while others, who had been King's judges or regi-

cides, betrayed their uneasiness by prevarications and excuses.

Not so Scott.
"
Though I know not where to hide my head

" at this time," he said boldly,
"
yet I dare not refuse to own

" that not only my hand, but my heart also, was in that

"action"; and he concluded by declaring he should consider

it the highest honour of his existence to have it inscribed on

his tomb :

" Here lieth one who had a hand and a heart in the

execution of Charles Stuart" Having thus spoken, he left the

House, most of the Republicans accompanying him. The

Dissolution Act was passed, and there was an end of the Long
Parliament. Their last resolution was that the 6th of April

should be a day of general fasting and humiliation.1

Though the House was dissolved, the Council of State was

to sit on, with full executive powers, till the meeting of

the new Parliament. Annesley was now generally, if not

habitually, the President of the Council, and in that capacity

divided the principal management of affairs with Monk.

The Parliament having provided for expenses by an assess-

ment of 100,000 a month for six months, the Council could

give full attention to the main business of preserving the

1 Commons Journals of dates ; Lud- with evidence of Lenthall and others at

low, 863864 ;
Noble's Lives of the his trial) ; Phillips, 694 ; Guizot, II.

Regicides, IL 169199 (Life of Scott, 167168.
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I*-
'arc till the elections should be over. Conjoined with this,

however, was the important duty of carrying out a new
Militia- Act which the Parliament had framed. It was an

Act disbanding all the militia forces as they had been raised

and officered by the Rump, and ordering the militia in each

county to be reorganized by commissioners of Presbyterian or

other suitable principles. The Act had given great offence

to the regular Army, naturally jealous at all times of the

civilian soldiery, but especially alarmed now by observing
into what hands the Militia was going. It would be a

militia of King's men, they said, and the Commonwealth

would be undone ! So strong was this feeling in the Army
that Monk himself had remonstrated with the House, and

the Militia Act, though passed on the 12th of March, was

not printed till the House had removed his objections. This

had been done by pointing to the clause of the Act which

required that all officers of the new Militia should take an

acknowledgment
" that the war undertaken by both Houses

of Parliament in their defence against the forces raised in the

name of the late Kinir was just and lawful." When Monk
had professed himself satisfied, the re-organization of the

Militia went on rapidly in all the counties. Monk was one

of the Commissioners for the Militia of Middlesex, and to his

other titles was added that of Major-General and Commander-

in-chief of the Militia of London. Meanwhile the Council

had issued proclamations over the country against any dis-

turbance of the peaee, and most of the active politicians had

left town to look after their elections. The Harringtonian
or Rota Club, one need hardly say, was no more in existence.

After having I'een a five months' wonder, it had vanished,

amid the laughter of the Londoners, as soon as the secluded

members hail added themselves to the Rump. Theorists and

their " models
"
were no longer wanted.1

Not even yet was there any positive intimation that the

Commonwealth was defunct. No one could declare that

authoritatively, and every one might hope or believe as he

1 (.'ominous Journals, March 1016; Phillips, 694; Whitlocke, IV. 405406;
Woods Ath. 111. 1120.
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liked. The all but universal conviction, however, even among
the Republicans, was that the Republic was doomed, and

that, if the last and worst consummation in a return of

Charles Stuart was to be prevented, it could only be by

consenting- to some single-person Government of a less fatal

kind. O that Richard's Protectorate could be restored ! The

thing was talked of by St. John and others, but the pos-

sibility was past. But might not Monk himself be invested

with the sovereignty ? Hasilrig and others actually went

about Monk with the offer, imploring him to save his country

by this last means
;
and the chance seemed so probable that

the French ambassador, M. de Bordeaux, tried to ascertain

through Clarges whether Monk's own inclinations ran that

way. Monk was too wary for either the Rumpers or the

Ambassador. He declined the offers of Hasilrig and his

friends, allowing Clarges privately to inform the Council that

such had been made; and, though he received the Ambas-

sador, it was but gruffly.
" The French ambassador visited

General Monk, whom he found no accomplished courtier or

statesman," writes Whitlocke sarcastically under March 24;

and the ambassador's own account is that he could get

nothing more from Monk, in reply to Mazarin's polite mes-

sages and requests for confidence, than a reiterated statement

that he had no information to give. And so, a Single

Person being inevitable, and the momentary uncertainty

whether it would be "
Charles, George, or Richard again

"

being out of the way, the long-dammed torrent had broken

loose. And what a torrent !
"
King Charles ! King Charles !

King Charles !

" was the cry that seemed to burst out simul-

taneously and irresistibly over all the British Islands. Men
had been long drinking his health secretly or half-secretly,

and singing songs of the old Cavalier kind in their own

houses, or in convivial meetings with their neighbours ;

openly Royalist pamphlets had been frequent since the

abolition of Richard's Protectorate ; and, since the appearance

of the Presbyterian Parliament of the secluded members,

there had been hardly a pretence of suppressing any Royalist

demonstrations whatever. On the evening of the 15th of
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March, the day before the Parliament dissolved itself, some

hold follows had come with a ladder to the Exchange in the

City of London, where stood the pedestal from which a statue

of Charles I. had been thrown down, and had deliberately

painted out with a brush the Republican inscription on the

ul, "Exit tyranniu, Regum ultimas" a large crowd

^athrrin^ round them and shouting
" God bless Charles the

Second
"
round an extemporized bonfire. That had been a

signal ; but for still another fortnight, though all knew what

all \\riv thinking, there had been a hesitation to speak out.

It was in the end of March or the first days of April 1660,

win 'ii the elections had begun, that the hesitation suddenly
ceased everywhere, and the torrent was at its full. They
were drinking Charles's health openly in taverns

; they were

sinking songs about him everywhere; they were tearing

down the Arms of the Commonwealth in public buildings,

and putting up the King's instead. 1

Popular feeling having declared itself so unmistakeably for

Charles, it was but ordinary selfish prudence in all public

men who had anything to lose, or anything to fear, to be

among the foremost to bid him welcome. No longer now
was it merely a rat here and there of the inferior sort, like

Downing and Morland,
2 that was leaving the sinking ship.

So many were leaving, and of so many sorts and degrees,

that II \ tic and the other Councillors of Charles had ceased to

count, on their side, the deserters as they clambered up. He
n M i i\ fil now, Hyde tells us,

" the addresses of many men who
" had never before applied themselves to him, and many sent

to him for his Majesty's approbation and leave to sit in the

1
Phillip". <W5 : letters of M. de government' of the Commonwealth

Betdawz. Ooliot, II. 881 nid: Whit- Morlaml by communicating papers and
liw-ki-, IV. l".".; l'i-py>i's Diary, Iroru in furmat i"ti which came into his poesee-
bepimiiin: tn April 11, 1660. sion confidentially in Thurloe's office

se two of the late public ser- (Chir. Il\*t. 869), and Downing by com-
vants of Oliv.T D.'wiiin.' In* minister rmmicating the secret* of his embassy
at th.> H.I-IK-. ami Morland his envoy in to Charles, and acting in his interests in

the business of the Piedmonteee mas- that embassy, on guarantee that he
saiTr 1 behaved most dis- should retain it, and have other rewards,

honourably. Both, for some months when Charles came to the throne (Clar.

past, ha.l 1 a establishing friendly re- Liff, 11K5-1117). Tin-re was to be
vith rharlfs t>y actually In-tray- farther proof that Downing was the

ing trusts they still held with the meaner rascal of the two.
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" next Parliament." Between London and Flanders messengers
were passing to and fro daily, with perfect freedom and hardly

any disguise of their business. Annesley, the President of the

Council of State, was in correspondence with the King ;

Thurloe, now back in the Secretaryship to the Council, was in

correspondence with him, and by no means dishonourably ;

and in the meetings of the Council of State itself, though it

was bound to be corporately neutral till the Parliament should

assemble, the drift of the deliberations was obvious. The

only two men whose resistance even now could have compelled
a pause were Monk and Montague. What of them ? It

was no false rumour that Montague, the Cromwellian among
Cromwellians, the man who would have died for Cromwell or

perhaps for his dynasty, had been holding himself free for

Charles. Under a cloud among the Republicans since his

suspicious return from the Baltic in September last, but

restored to command by the recent vote of the Parliament of

the secluded members making him joint chief Admiral with

Monk, he was at this moment
(i.

e. from March 23 onwards)
in the Thames with his fleet, in receipt of daily orders from

the Council and guarding the sea-passage between them and

Flanders. He had on board with him, as his secretary, a

certain young Mr. Samuel Pepys, who had been with him

already in the Baltic, had been meanwhile in a clerkship

in the Exchequer office, but had now left his house in Axe

Yard, Westminster, and his young wife there, for the pleasure

and emoluments of being once more secretary to so kind and

great a master. In cabin talk with the trusty Pepys the

Lord Admiral made no secret of his belief that the King
would come in; but it was only by shrewd observations of

what passed on board, and of the strange people that came and

went, that Pepys then guessed what he afterwards knew to

be the fact.
" My Lord," as Pepys always affectionately

calls his patron, was pledged to the King, and was managing
most discreetly in his interest.1 But the power of Montague,

1
Pepys's Diary, from beginning to himself to Charles in a letter of April 10,

April 11, 1660. Montague seems to beginning
"
May it please your excellent

have first positively and directly pledged "Majesty, From your Majesty's in-
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as C<>mmander-in-chief of the Navy only, was nothing in eom-

pari^on with Monk's. How was Monk comporting hims<

Most cautiously to the last. Though it was the policy of his

biographers ai'teruards, and agreeable to himself, that his

conduct from the date of his inarch out of Scotland should be

represented as a slow and continuous working on towards the

(nit- end of the King's restoration, the truth seems to be that

In eluiio- to the notion of some kind of Commonwealth longer

than most people, and made up his mind for the King only

when circumstances absolutely compelled him. \Vith the

Army, or a great part of it, to back him, he might resist and

imi>ede the restoration of Charles
; but, as things now were,

could he prevent it ultimately ? Why not himself manage the

transaction, and reap the credit and advantages, rather than

Ira ye it to be managed by some one else and be himself

among tin- ruined? That he had been later than others in

sending Charles his adhesion was no matter. He had gained

consequence by the very delay. He was no longer merely com-

mander of an Army in Scotland, but centre and chief of all

the Armies; he was worth more for Charles's purposes than

all the others put together ; and Charles knew it ! So Monk
had been reasoning for some time

;
and it was on the 17th of

March, the day after the dissolution of the Parliament of the

Secluded Members, that his ruminations had taken practical

effect. Even then his way of committing himself was charac-

teristic. His kinsman, Sir John Greenville, the same who had

been commissioned to negotiate with him when he was in

land, was again the agent. With the utmost privacy,

only Mr. Morrice being present as a third party, Monk had

received Greenville at St. James's, acknowledged his Ma-

jesty's gracious messages, and given certain messages for his

Majesty in return. He would not pen a line ; Greenville was

to convey the messages verbally. They included such recom-

mendations to his Majesty as that he should smooth the way
for his return by proclaiming a pardon and indemnity in as

"
comparable goodness and favour, I had " hands of my cousin

"
(Clar. State

"the high honour to receive a l.-tt. r Papert)^ But the cousin had been
"from you wlu-n I was in the Sound already negotiating."
last rammer, aud now another by the
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wide terms as possible, a guarantee of all sales and convey-

ances of lands under the Commonwealth, and a liberal measure

of Religious Toleration ; but the most immediate and practical

of them all was that his Majesty should at once leave the

Spanish dominions, take up his quarters at Breda, and date

all his letters and proclamations thence. For the rest, as there

were still many difficulties and might be slips, the agreement

between his Majesty and Monk was to be kept profoundly

secret.1

Over the seas went Greenville, as fast as ship could carry

him, with the precious messages he bore. At Ostend, where

he arrived on the 23rd of March, he reduced them to writing ;

and the next day, and for several days afterwards, Charles,

Hyde, Ormond, and Secretary Nicholas, were in joyful consul-

tation over them in Brussels. The advice of an instant

removal to Breda fitted in with their own intentions. Neither

the Spanish territory nor the French was a good ground from

which to negotiate openly with England ;
nor indeed was

Spanish territory quite safe for Charles at a time when, seeing

his restoration possible, Spain might detain him as a hostage

for the recovery of Dunkirk and Mardike. To Breda, accord-

ingly, as Monk advised, the refugees went. They went in

the most stealthy manner, and just in time to avoid being

detained by the Spanish authorities. Before they reached

Breda, however, but when Greenville could say that he had

seen them safe within Dutch territory, he left them, to post

back to England with a private letter to Monk in the King's

own hand, enclosing a commission to the Captaincy-General

of all his Majesty's forces, and with six other documents,

which had been drafted by Hyde, and were all dated by

anticipation
" At Our Court at reda, this ^jth ofApril 1660, in

the Twelfth Year of Our Reign" One was a public letter
" To

our trusty and well-beloved General Monk," to be by him

communicated to the President and Council of State a,nd

to the Army officers
;
another was to the Speaker of the

House of Commons in the coming Parliament ;
a third was a

1
Clarendon, 891896; Thurloe, VII. 897898; Skinner, 266275; Phillips,

695696.
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general "Declaration
"

for all England, Scotland, and Ireland ;

a fourth was a short letter to tin- House of Lords, should

thriv he one; a fifth was for Admirals Monk and Mon-

tague, to be communicated to the Fleet
; and the sixth was to

the Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Councilmen of the

City of London. Besides the originals, copies of all were

sent to Monk, that he might keep the originals unopened or

Mi|l TOSS any of them:1

It could be an affair now only of a few weeks, more or less.

There, at Mreda, was his swarthy, witty, good-humoured,

utterly profligate and worthless, young Majesty, with his

refugee courtiers round him ; at home, over all Britain and

Ireland, they were ready for him, longing for him, huzzah-

ini,'- for him, Monk and the Council managing silently in

London; and between, as a moveable bridge, there was

Montague and his fleet. When would the bridge move
towards the Continent ? That would depend on the newly-
eleeted Parliament, which was to meet on the 25th. Could

there l.e any mischance in the meantime?

It did not seem so. The late politicians of the Rump
were dispersed and powerless. Hasilrig sat by himself in

London, moaning
" We are undone : we are undone "; Scott

was in Buckinghamshire, if perchance they might elect him
for Wycombe ; Ludlow hid in Wiltshire and Somersetshire,

also nominated for a seat, but careless about it
; the rest ab-

sconded one knows not where. The "
Fanatics," as the Repub-

lican Sectaries were now called collectively, were silenced and

overwhelmed. Kven Mr. Praise-God Barebone, tired of having
his windows broken, was under written engagement to the

Council to keep himself quiet. The same written engagement
had l.cen exacted from Hasilrig and Scott. But what of the

Army, the original maker of the Commonwealth, its defender

and preserver through good report and bad report for eleven

years, and with strength surely to maintain it yet, or make a

stand in its behalf? The question is rather difficult. It may
be granted that something of the general exhaustion, the

fatigue and weariness of incessant change, the longing to be

1
Clarendon, 896902 ; Phillips, 696 ; Skinner, 276280.
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at rest by any means, had come upon the Army itself. Not

the less true is it that Republicanism was yet the general

creed of the Army, and that, could a universal vote have been

taken through the regiments in England, Scotland, and

Ireland, it would have kept out Charles Stuart. Nay, so

engrained was the Republican feeling in the ranks of the

soldiery, and so gloomily were they watching Monk, that,

could any suitable proportion of them have been brought

together, and could any fit leader have been present to hold

up his sword for the Commonwealth, they would have rallied

round him with acclamations. Precisely to prevent this,

however, had been Monk's care. One remembers his advice

from Scotland to Richard Cromwell nineteen months ago,

when Richard was entering on his Protectorate. It was to

cashier boldly. Not an officer in the Army, he had said, would

have interest enough, if he were once cashiered, to draw two

men after him in opposition to any existing Government.

The very soul of Monk lies in that maxim, and he had been

acting on it himself. Not only, as we have seen, had he re-

officered his own army in Scotland with the utmost pains

before venturing on his march into England ; but, since his

coming into England, he had still been discharging officers,

and appointing or promoting others. He had done so while

still conducting himself as the servant of the Restored Rump ;

and he had done so again very particularly after he had

become Commander-in-chief for the Parliament of the Se-

cluded Members. The consequence was most apparent in that

portion of the Army which was more especially his own,

consisting of the regiments he had brought from Scotland,

and that were now round him in London. The officers

Knight, Read, Clobery, Hubblethorn, &c. were all men

accustomed to Monk, or of his latest choosing. His difficulty

had been greater with the many dispersed regiments away
from London, once Fleetwood's and Lambert's. Not only

was there no bond of attachment between them and Monk ;

they were full of bitterness against him, as an interloper from

Scotland who had put them to disgrace, and had turned

some of them out of London to make room for his own men.
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Hut with these also Monk had taken his measures. Besides

quart frin i,'
them in the manner likeliest to prevent harm, he

had done not a little among them too by discharges and new

appointments. One of his own colonels, Charles Fairfax, had

IK (ii left at York; Colonel Rich's regiment had been given

to Ingoldsby ;
Walton's regiment to Viscount Howard ; a

Colonel Carter had been made Governor of Beaumaris. with

command in Denbighshire ; the Republican Overton had been

removed from the Governorship of Hull
;
Mr. Morrice had

been converted into a soldier, and made Governor of Ply-

mouth; Dr. Clarges was Commissary General of the Musters

fur Midland, Scotland, and Ireland; and colonelcies were

found for Montague. Kossiter, Sheffield, and Lord Falcon-

bridge. When it is remembered that Fleetwood, Lambert,

IVsl.orough, Berry, Kelsay, and others of the old officers,

lumpers or Wallingford-House men, were already incapaci-

tated, and either in prison or under parole to the Council of

State, it will be seen that the English Army of April 1660

was no longer its former self. There were actually Royalists

now ;mioMLT the colonels, men in negotiation with the King
as Monk himself was. Still, if Monk and these colonels had

even now gone before most of the regiments and announced

openly that they meant to bring in the King, they would

have lie. n hooted or torn in pieces. Even in colloquies with

the officers of his own London regiments Monk had to keep

up the Republican phraseology. Suspicions having arisen

anion^ them, with meeting and agitations, his plan had been

to calm them by general assurances, reminding them at the

same time of that principle of the submission of the military

to the eivil authority which he and they had accepted. On
this principle alone, and without a word implying desertion

of the Commonwealth, he prohibited any more meetings or

agitations, and caused striet orders to that effect from the

Council of State to be read at the head of every regiment. But

an ingenious device of Clarges went further than such prohi-

bitions. It was that as many of the officers as possible should

t to sign a declaration of their submission to the civil

authority, not in general terms merely, but in the p

oo2
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form of an engagement to agitate the question of Government

no more among themselves, but abide the decision of the

coming Parliament. Many who could not have been brought
to declare for Charles Stuart directly could save their con-

sciences
:

by signing a document thus conditionally in his

interest
;
and the device of Clarges was most successful. On

the 9th of April a copy of the engagement signed by a large

number of officers in or near London was in Monk's hands,

and copies were out in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

additional signatures. As to the response from Scotland there

could be little doubt. Morgan, the commander-in-chief in

Scotland, had already reported the complete submission of

the Army there to the order established by the Parliament

of the Secluded Members. Only a single captain had been

refractory, and he far away in the Orkneys. From Ireland,

where Coote and Broghill were now managing, the report was

nearly as good. Altogether, by the 9th of April, Monk could

regard the Republicanism of the Army as but the stunned and

paralysed belief of so many thousands of individual red-coats.

It was no otherwise with the Navy. Moored with his

fleet in the Thames, or cruising with it beyond, Montague
.could assure Pepys in private that he knew most of his

captains to be Republicans, and that he was not sure even of

the captain of his own ship ; and, studying a certain list

which Montague had given him, Pepys could observe that

the captains Montague was most anxious about were all or

nearly all of the Anabaptist persuasion. Still there was no sign

of concerted mutiny ;
and it was a great thing at such a time

that Vice-Admiral Lawson, Montague's second in command,
and the pre-eminent Republican of the whole Navy, had shown

an example of obedience.1

There was to be one dying flash for the Republic after

all. Lambert had escaped from the Tower. It was on the

night of April 9, the very day on which Monk was con-

gratulating himself on the engagement of obedience signed

by so many of his officers. For some days no one knew

where the fugitive had gone, and Monk and the Council

1
Phillips, 694698 ; Skinner, 263 IV. 405406 ; Pepys's Diary, March 23

.265
; Ludlow, 865873 ; Whitlocke, April 9.
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of State were in consternation. Proclamations against him

\\riv out, forbidding any to harbour him, and offering a

reward for his capture. Meanwhile emissaries from Lambert

were also out in all directions, to rouse his friends and bring

them ti> a place of rendezvous in Northamptonshire. One

of these emissaries, a Major \Vhitby, found Ludlow in

Somersetshire, and delivered Lambert's message to him.

Ludlow was not unwilling to join Lambert, but wanted to

kin)\v more precisely what he declared for. With some

jion, Whitby suggested that it was not a time to be

a.-king what a man declared / r, it was enough to know

what he declared against. Ludlow demurred, and said it

u.i- always best to put forth a distinct political programme!
II. merely circulated the information, therefore, in Somerset-

shire and adjoining counties, and waited for further light.

Ali'iii,-- many roads, however, especially in the midland

counties, others were straggling to the appointed rendezvous.

ni-eharnvd soldiers, Anabaptists, Republican desperates of

: y kind, were flocking to Lambert. Alas ! before many
of these could reach Lambert, it was all over. Hither and

thither, wherever there were signs of disturbance, Monk had

i despatching his most efficient officers; and, on the 18th

of April, having received more exact information as to

Lambert's whereabouts, he sent off Colonel Richard Ingoldsby
to do his very best in that scene of action. There could not

have been a happier choice. For this was honest Dick

Ingoldsby, the Cromwellian, of whom his kinsman Richard

nwell had said that, though he conlil neither preach nor

prav. he nuild be trusted. Me was also "Dick Ingoldsby,

the Regicide,'' who had unfortunately signed the death-

warrant of Charles I., to please Cromwell; and that recollec-

tion was a spur to him now. Since the abdication of

Ki. hard, he had been telling people that he would thenceforth

serve the Kinir and no one else, even though his Majesty,

when he came home, would probably cut off his head. That

e.|ueme, however, was to be avoided if possible; and

alreadv, since the restoration of the secluded members,

Ingoldsbv had been doing whatever stroke of work for them
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might help towards earning his pardon. Now had come his

most splendid opportunity, and he was not to let it slip.

On Sunday, the 22nd of April, being Easter Sunday, he eame

up with Lambert in Northamptonshire, about two miles from

Daventry. Lambert had then but seven broken troops of

horse, and one foot company ;
but Colonels Okey, Axtell,

Gobbet, Major Creed, and several other important Republican

ex-officers, were with him. Ingoldsby had brought his own

horse regiment from Suffolk
;
Colonel 'Streater, with 500 men

of a Northamptonshire foot-regiment, had joined him
;
the

Royalist gentry round were sending in more horse ; the country

train-bands were up. The battle would be very unequal ; was

it worth while to fight ? For some hours the two bodies stood

facing each other, Lambert's in a ploughed field, with a

little stream in his front, to which Ingoldsby rode up fre-

quently, parleying with such of Lambert's troopers as were

nearest, and so effectively as to bring some of them over. At

last, Lambert showing no signs of surrender, Ingoldsby and

Streater advanced, Ingoldsby ready to charge with his horse,

but Streater marching the foot first with beat of drum to

try the effect of a close approach. There was the prelude of

a few shots, which hurt one or two of Lambert's troopers ;

but the orders were that the general fire should be reserved

till the musketeers should see the pikemen already within

push of the enemy. Then it was not necessary. Lambert's

men had been wavering all the while
;

his troopers now

turned the noses of their pistols downwards
;
one troop came

off entire to Ingoldsby ;
the rest broke up and fled. But

Lambert himself was Ingoldsby's mark. Dashing up to

him, pistol in hand, he claimed him as his prisoner. There

was a kind of scuffle, Creed and others imploring Ingoldsby
to let Lambert go ;

and in the scuffle Lambert turned his

horse and made off, Ingoldsby after him at full gallop. They
were men of about the same age, neither over forty, but

Ingoldsby the stouter and more fearless for a personal en-

counter. The two horses were abreast, or Ingoldsby's a

little ahead, the rider turning round in his seat, with his

pistol presented at Lambert, whom he swore he would shoot
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if he did not yield. Lambert pleaded yet a pitiful word or

t\so, ami then reined in and was taken. On Tuesday, the

~Mth <.f April, Lambert was a^ain in the Tower, with Cobbet,

Creed, and other prisoners, though Okey and Axtell were not

IIOMLT them. There had been a great review of the City
M ilit ia that day in Hyde Park, at which the various regiments,
red. white, green, blue, yellow, and orange, with the auxiliaries

from the suburbs, made the magnificent muster of 12,000

mm. The Parliament was to meet next day, and Monk
and the Council of State had no farther anxiety. Among
the measures they had taken after Lambert's escape had been

an onlcr that the engagement, already so generally signed by
the Officers, pledging to agreement in whatever Parliament

should pie-eribe as to the future form of government, should

be tendered also to the private soldiers throughout the whole

army. In the troops and companies of Fleetwood's old regi-

ments, as many as a third of the soldiers, or in some cases a

halt, \\ere leaving the ranks in consequence; but in Monk's

own regiments from Scotland only two sturdy Republicans
had Mepjied out .'

ne was the Restoration of Charles now that the only

Difficulty was in restraining impatience and braggartism

aniotio; the Royalists themselves. The last argument of the

Republican pamphleteers having been that the Royalists
would be implacable after they had got back the king, and

that nothing was to be then expected but the bloodiest and

severest revenges upon all who had been concerned with the

Commonwealth, and some of the younger Royalists having

given colour to such representations by their wild utterances

in private, there had been printed protests to the contrary by
leading l\..\ali>ts in London and in many of the counties.

They desired no revenges, they said; they reflected on the past
as the mysterious course of an all-wise Providence

; they were

anxious for an amicable reunion of all in the path so wonder-

fully opened up by the wisdom and valour of General Monk ;

1
Phillips. WS f.H'.i ; Skinner, 286 M. de Bordeaux to Mazarin, Guizot, II.

289; Lu.llow. ^7:; >77 :
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II. 133-134; Whit U-k.-. IV. 407 409;
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they utterly disowned the indiscreet expressions of fools and
"
hot-spirited persons

"
;
and they would take no steps them-

selves, but would confide in Monk, the Council of State, and

the Parliament. The London " declaration
"

to this effect

was signed by ten earls, four viscounts, five lords, many
baronets, knights, and squires, with several Anglican clergy-

men, among whom was Jeremy Taylor. It was of no small

use to Monk, who had equally to be on his guard against too

great haste. They were crowding round him now, and asking

why there should be any more delay, why the king should

not be brought to England at once. His one reply still was

that the Parliament alone could decide what was to be done,

and that he and others were bound to leave all to the Parlia-

ment. Meanwhile Sir John Greenville had been back from

his mission for some time, and had duly delivered to Monk
the important documents from Breda. Monk had kept
Charles's private letter, but had given Greenville back all the

rest, including his own commission to be his Majesty's

Captain-General. Not a soul was to know of their existence

till the moment when they should be produced in the Par-

liament.1

i
Phillips, 699701 ; Skinner, 283284 and 290294 ; Clarendon, 902.
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PARLIAMENT AND HIS FOEMAL ABDICATION: HIS TWO
STATE-LETTEES FOE THE EESTOEED EUMP (NOS. CXLVIII.-

CXLIX.).

MILTON and Marvell continued together in the Latin

Secretaryship through the Protectorate of Richard Cromwell.

The following were the first Letters of Milton for Richard :

(CXXXILI.) To Louis XIV. OF FKANCE, Sept. 5, 1658 :

"Most serene and most potent King, Friend and Confederate : As
"
my most serene Father, of glorious memory, Oliver, Protector of

" the Commonwealth of England, such being the will of Almighty
"
God, has been removed by death on the 3rd of September, I, his

"
lawfully declared successor in this Government, though in the

'

depth of sadness and grief, cannot but on the very first opportunity
( inform your Majesty by letter of so important a fact, assured that,
' as you have been a most cordial friend to my Father and this
'

Commonwealth, the sudden intelligence will be no matter of joy
'

to you either. It is my business now to request your Majesty to
' think of me as one who has nothing more resolvedly at heart than
'

to cultivate with all fidelity and constancy the alliance and friend-
'

ship that existed between my most glorious parent and your
'

Majesty, and to keep and hold as valid, with the same diligence
' and goodwill as himself, the treaties, counsels, and arrangements,
' of common interest, which he established with you. To which
'

intent I desire that our Ambassador at your Court [Lockhart]
"shall be invested with the same powers as formerly; and I beg
"
that, whatever he may transact with you in our name, you will

"
receive it as if done by myself. Finally, I wish your Majesty all

"
prosperity. From our Court at Westminster."

(CXXXIV.) To CARDINAL MAZARIN, Sept. [5], 1658 : Dis-

patched with the last, and to the same effect. Knowing the reci-

procal esteem between his late Father and his Eminence, Richard
cannot but write to his Eminence as well as to the King.

(CXXXV.) To CHARLES GUSTAVUS, KING OF SWEDEN, October

1658: "Most serene and most potent King, Friend and Con-
" federate : As I think I cannot sufficiently imitate my father's excel -

" lence unless I cultivate and desire to retain the same friendships
" which he sought, and acquired by his worth, and regarded in his
"
singular judgment as most deserving to be cultivated and retained,

" there is no reason for your Majesty to doubt that it will be my
"
duty to conduct myself towards your Majesty with the same

" attentiveness and goodwill which my Father, of most serene
"
memory, made his rule in his relations to you. Wherefore,

"
although in this beginning of my Government and dignity I do

" not find our affairs in such a position that I can at present reply
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"to certain heads which your agents have propounded for negotia-

tion, \. t the idea c.f continuing, and even more closely knitting,

"the tnatv -taMir-hed with your Majesty by my Father is

dmu'ly agreeahle to me; and, as soon as I shall have more
"

fully understood the state of affairs on both sides, I shall indeed
" he alu.i} .dy, as far as I am concerned, for such arrange-
" ments as shall be thought most advantageous for the interests of
" both Commonwealths. Meanwhile may God long preserve your

-ty, to His own glory and for the guardianship and defence

"of the Orthodox Church." The peculiar state of the relations

hetween the Swedi-h King and the English Government is here 'to

he remembered. The heroic Swede, by his sudden recommence-
ment I'l'u.u- with Denmark, had brought a host of enemies again
around him: and the question, just before Oliver's death, was whether
Oliver would eon.sider himself disobliged by the rupture of the

Peace with Denmark, whieh had been mainly of his own making,
or whether he would stand ly his brother of Sweden and think him
still in the right. That the second would have been Oliver's course

>an he little doubt. The question had now descended to

Richard and his Council. They were anxious to adhere to the

foreign policy of the late Protector in the Swedish as in all other

matters; hut there were diMienlties.

(C.\ \.\VI. AND c \.\\V
II.) To CHARLES GUSTAVUS or

Sui :M N, Oct. 1659: Two more letters to his Swedish Majesty,

following close on the last: (1) In the first, dated "Oct. 13,"

Richard acknowledges a letter received from the King of Sweden

through his envoy in London, and also a letter from the King to

Philip Meadows, the Knglish Resident at the Swedish Court, which
\vs has transmitted. He is deeply sensible of his Swedish

Majesty's kind cxpivi,.nv. Imtli of sorrowing regard for his great
father.- memory, and of goodwill towards himself. There could

not lie a greater honour to him, or a greater encouragement in the

.ing of his government, than the congratulations of such a

King. "As respects the relations entered into between your
"
Majesty and I's eoncei niiiLT the common cause of Protestants, I

" would have your Majesty believe that, since I succeeded to this

rnment. though our affairs are in such a state as to require
the extreme of diligence. eaiv, and vigilance, chiefly at home, yet

"
I have had and .-till have nothing more sacredly or more deliber-

'

ately in my mind than not to be wanting, to the utmost of my
"power, to the Tn aty made by my father with your Majesty. I

" have th. ivtore arranged for sending a fleet into the Bailie Sea, with

"those commands which our Internuncio [Meadows], whom we
"ha\e most amply instructed for this whole luisine-s, will com-
" munieate to \our Ma jot \." This was the fleet of Admiral Law-
son, which (lid not actually put to sea till the following month,
and was then wind-hound olV the Kngli-h coast. See ante p. 428;
where it is al.-o explained that Sir George Ayscough was to go out
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with Lawson, to enter the Swedish service as a volunteer. (2) The
other letter to Charles Gustavus, though dated " Oct." merely in the

extant copies, was probably written on the same day as the fore-

going, and was to introduce this Ayscough.
" I send to your

{

Majesty(and cannot send a present of greater worth or excellence)
'

the truly distinguished and truly noble man, George Ayscough,
'

Knight, not only famous and esteemed for his knowledge of war,
'

especially naval war, as proved by his frequent and many brave
'

performances, but also gifted with probity, modesty, ingenuity,
' and learning, dear to all for the sweetness of his manners, and,
" what is now the sum of all, eager to serve under the banners of
"
your Majesty, so renowned over the whole world by your warlike

"
prowess." A favourable reception is bespoken for Ayscough, who

is to bring certain communications to his Majesty, and who, in any
matters that may arise out of these, is to be taken as speaking for

Richard himself. It was not till the beginning of the following

year that Ayscough did arrive in the Baltic.

These five letters were undoubtedly the most important

diplomatic dispatches of the beginning- of Richard's Protec-

torate. They refer to the two most momentous foreign

interests bequeathed from Oliver : viz. the French Alliance

against Spain, and the entanglement in Northern Europe
round the King of Sweden. Milton, as having written all

the previous state-letters on these great subjects, was naturally

required to be himself the writer of the five in which Richard

announced to France and Sweden his resolution to continue

the policy of his father. Marvell's pen may have been used,

then and afterwards, for minor dispatches.

To the month of October 1658, the month after that of

Oliver's death, belongs also a new edition of Milton's Defensio

Prima. It was in octavo size, in close and clear type, and bore

this title :
" Joannis Miltonii, Angli, Pro Pojmlo Anglicano

Defensio contra Claudii Anonymi, alias Salmasii, Defensionem

Regiam. Editio correctior et auctior, db Autore denuo recognita.

Londini, Typis Newcombianis, Anno JDom. 1658
"
(John Milton's

Defence, &c. " Corrected and Enlarged Edition, newly revised by

the Author" London : from Newcome's press, &C.).
1 This

edition seems to have escaped the notice to which it is

entitled. As far as my examination has gone, the differences

1 Thomason copy in British Museum, with the date " Octob." (no day) written

on the title-page.
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from the original edition through the body of the work can be

hut -liLrht. There is, however, a very important postscript of

t\v<. IM-VS, which I shall here translate :

1 1 aving published this book, some years ago now [April 1651], in

tin huni'-.l manner then required by the interests of the Common-

wealth, but with the notion that, if ever I should have leisure to

take it into my hands again, I might, as is customary, afterwards

poli-h up soim -tiling in it, or perchance cancel or add something,

this I fancy I have now accomplished, though with fewer changes

than I thought : a monument, as I see, whosoever has contrived it,

not easily to perish. If there shall be found some one who will

clef. -ml rivil liberty more freely than here, yet certainly it will

hardly be in a greater or more illustrious example ;
and truly, if the

brli.T is that a deed of such arduous and famous example was not

attempted and so prosperously finished without divine inspiration,

then- may be reason to think that the celebration and defence of

the same with such applauses was also by the same aid and impulse,

an opinion I would much rather see entertained by all than have

any other happiness of genius, judgment, or diligence, attributed to

: Only this : Just as that Roman Consul, laying down his

magistracy, swore in public that the Commonwealth and that City

were safe by his sole exertion, so I, now placing my last hand on

this work, would dare assert, calling God and men to witness, that

I have demonstrated in this book, and brought publicly forward

out of the highest authors of divine and human wisdom, those very

things by which I am confident that the English People have been

HiHuit ntly tl fended in this cause for their everlasting fame with

ity, ami confident also that the generality of mankind, formerly
deceived by foul ignorance of their own rights and a false semblance

of Religion, have been, unless in as far as they may prefer and

deserve slavery, sufficiently emancipated. And, as the universal

Roman People, itself sworn in that public assembly, approved with

one voice and consent that Consul's so great and so special oath, so

I have for some time understood that not only all the best of my
own countrymen, but all the best also of foreign men, sanction and

approve this persuasion of mine by no silent vote over the whole

world. "Which highest fruit of my labours proposed for myself in

this life 1 both LTratefully enjoy and at the same time make it my
cliief thought how I may be best able to assure not only my own
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country, for which I have already done my utmost, but also the

men of all nations whatever, and especially all of the Christian

name, that the accomplishment of yet greater things, if I have the

power and I shall have the power, if God be gracious, is mean-

while for their sakes my desire and meditation."

Perhaps one begins to be a. little tired of this high-strained

exultation for ever and ever on the subject of his success in

the Salmasian controversy. The recurrence at this point,

however, is not uninstructive. At the beginning- of Richard's

Protectorate, we can see, Milton's defences of the English

Republic were still regarded as the unparalleled literary

achievements of the age, and Milton's European celebrity on

account of them had not waned in the least. It was some-

thing for the blind man, seated by himself in his small home

in Westminster, and sending his thoughts out over the world

from which for six years now he had been so helplessly shut

in, to know this fact, and to be able to imagine the continued

recollection of him as still alive among the myriads moving in

that vast darkness. This fruit of his past labours, he says, he

would "
gratefully enjoy," but with no vulgar satisfaction.

He would not confess it even to be with any lingering in him

now of the last infirmity of a noble mind. In his fiftieth year,

and in his present state, he could feel himself superior to that,

and could describe his consciousness as something higher.

If he had done a great work already, as he himself believed,

and as the voice of all the best of mankind acknowledged, had

it not been because God had chosen and inspired him for the

same, and might he not in that faith send out a message to

the world that perhaps God had not yet done with him, and

they might expect from him, blind and desolate though he

was, something greater and better still ? The closing sentence

is exactly such a message, and one can suppose that Milton

.was there thinking of his progress in Paradise Lost.

Whatever was the amount of Marvell's exertion in the

secretaryship, Milton was not wholly exempted from the duty

of writing even the more ordinary letters for Richard and his

Council. There is a vacant interval of three months, indeed,
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after the five last registered and the next; but in January
l().")H-9 the serie> i> iv-unied, and there are six more letters of

Milton 1'i.r Kidiard between the end of that month and the

nul of February. Richard's Parliament, it is to be remem-

hen !, met on the 27th of January.

((
'X X X VIII.) To CHARLES GUSTAVUS, KINO OF SWEDEN, Jan.
l(>f>S-l) (i.e. the day of the meeting of the Parliament):

Samuel Piggott, merchant of London, has complained to the Pro-

tect m- that two ships of his the Post, Tiddy Jacob master, and the

II <
' n brand Peters master are detained somewhere in the

Politic by hi.- Majesty's forces. They had sailed from London to

Fiance; thence to Amsterdam, where one hnd taken in ballast

>nly. hut the other a cargo of herrings, belong! ni; in part to one
r Hi -in>herg, a Dutchman ; and, BO laden, they had been bound

Ini his Maje-t\'- port of Stettin. Probably the Dutch ownership
of part of the herring cargo was the cause of the detention of the

ship-; but Piggott was the lawful owner of the ships themselves

ami <>f the rest of the goods. His Majesty is prayed to restore them,
i) save the poor man from ruin.

(('X \ \ 1 \ . 'I'., mi: Hi., ii AM. Mi'.inY, THE STATES OF "WEST

M', Jim. 27, 1658-9: A widow, named Mary (Jrinder,

complains that Thomas Killigrew, n oommaiidflr in the service of

tin- Mat- . has for eighteen years owed her a considerable sum of

money, the compuUory payment of whirh he is trying now to

le by pi tiii.'itiiiL' their Highnesses not to allow any suit agui
him in their Courts for debts due in England. "If I only mention

"to your 11 _dmesses that she, whom this man tries to deprive of
"
nearly all her fortunes, is a widow, that she is poor, the mother of

many little children, I will not do you the injustice of supposing
"that with you, to whom I am confident the divine commandments,

id especially those about not oppressing widows and the father-
"

less, are well known, any more serious argument will l>e needed

, linst your grunting this privilege of fraud to the man's peti-
"
tion." The Thomas Killigrew here concerned may have been one

of several well-known Killigrews, then refugee Royalists. Hence

perhaps the earnestness of the letter.

\L) To Louifl XIV. .. i- PBAJTOB, /'eb. 18, 1658-9: "We
" have In aid, and not without grief, that some Protestant churches

"in l'n>\ence were so scandalously interrupted by a certain ill-

"
tempered liiirot that the matter was thought worthy of severe

"
iiutice liy the magistrates of Grenoble, to whom the cognisance of

the case helmiired l'\ law ; but that a convention of the clergy,
held shortly afterwards in those parts, has obtained your Majesty's
order that the whole affair shall he brought before your li

Council in Paris, and that meanwhile, there being no deci-nm
'

there hitherto, these churches, and especially that of Aix, are
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"
prohibited from meeting for the worship of God." His Majesty is

asked to remove this prohibition, and to see the author of the

mischief properly censured. Such a missive proves that Richard
and his Council kept to Oliver's rule of interference whenever there

was persecution of Protestants, and also that they did not doubt
their influence with Louis and Mazarin.

(CXLI.) To CARDINAL MAZARIN, Feb. 19, 1658-9 :
J The

Duchess-Dowager of Richmond, with her son, the young duke, is

going into France, and means to reside there for some time. His

Eminence is requested to show all possible attention to the illus-

trious lady and her son.

(CXLII.) To CARDINAL MAZARIN, Feb. 22, 1658-9 :

2 About

eight months ago the case of Peter Pett, "a man of singular probity,
and of the highest utility to us and the Commonwealth by his

remarkable skill in naval affairs," was brought before his Eminence

by a letter of the late Lord Protector (not among Milton's letters).

It was to request that his Eminence would see to the execution of

a decree of his French Majesty's Council, as far back as Nov. 4,

1647, that compensation should be made to Pett for the seizure and
sale of a ship of his, called the Edward, by one Bascon, in the pre-

ceding year. His Eminence has doubtless attended to the request ;

but there is still some impediment. Will his Eminence see where
it lies and remove it 1 Since the time of Queen Mary there had been

three Peter Petts in succession, ship-builders and masters of the

Eoyal Dockyard at Deptford ;
and the present Peter was the father

of the more celebrated Sir Peter Pett, who was fellow of the Royal
Society after the Restoration.

(CXLILL) To ALFONSO V., KING or PORTUGAL, Feb. 23, 1658-
'9 :

3
Congratulations to his Portuguese Majesty upon a victory he

had recently obtained over " our common enemy the Spaniard," with

acknowledgment of his Majesty's handsome behaviour, through his

Commissioners in London, in the matter of satisfaction, according
to an article in the League between Portugal and the English

Commonwealth, to those English merchants who had let out their

vessels to the Brazil Company. But there is still one such merchant

unpaid a certain Alexander Bence, whose ship, The Three Brothers,
John Wilks master, had made two voyages for the Company. They
refuse to pay him, though they have fully paid others who had made
but one voyage ;

and "
why this is done I do not understand, unless

"
it be that in their estimation a person is more worthy of his hire

" who has earned it once than one who has earned it twice." Will

his Majesty see that Bence receives his due 1

1 So dated in the Skinner Transcript,
3 jn the Printed Collection and

but "29 Feb." in Printed 'Collection Phillips, and also, I think, in the

and Phillips. Skinner Transcript, the king's name is

2 So dated in Printed Collection and given as "John"; but John IV. of Por-

in the Skinner Transcript ;
misdated tugal had died in 1656 and been suc-

" Feb. 25
"
in Phillips. ceeded by Alfonso.
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These six letters belong- to the first month of Richard's

Parliament, with its very large and freely elected House of

Commons representing England, Scotland, and Ireland, and

its anomalous addition or excrescence of another or Upper
House, consisting of the two or three scores of recently-

ated Croimvollian "Lords." The battle between the Re-

publicans and the Protectoratists had begun in the Commons,
Tluirloe ably leading there for the Protectoratists ;

the Re-

publicans had been beaten on the first great question by the

ignition of the Single-Person principle and of Richard's

title to the Protectorship ;
and tin- House had gone on to the

question of the continued existence and functions of the other

House, \\ttli every prospect that the Cromwellians would beat

the Republicans on that question too. From January to

il, not only in the Parliament, but also over the country
at latin-, the all-engrossing interest, as we know, was this con-

troversy between pure old Republicanism, desiring neither

single sovereignty nor aristocracy, and that more conservative

form of Commonwealth which had been set up by the Oliverian

tit ut inn. Over the country, no less than in the Parlia-

inrnt, the conservative policy was in favour, and the Crom-

wellians or Protectoratists, among whom the Presbyterians
now ranked themselves, \\ere tar more numerous than the old

Republicans. Royalism, or at least Stuart Royalism, was at

its lowest ebb. Many that had been Royali-t.- heretofore had

accepted the constitutionalized Protectorate as the best sub-

stitute for Royalty that circumstances allowed, and saw no

course left thorn but to cooperate \\ith the majority of their

countrymen in confirming Richard's rule.

Ho\\- Milton vtood related to this controversy is a matter

rather of inference than of direct information. Having been

a faithful adherent and ollieial of Oliver through his whole

ectorate, and still holding his oilicial place under Richard's

Government, there is little doubt that, if he had been obliged
to post himself publicly on either of the two sides, he would

have gone among the Cromwellians. Nay, if he had been

obliged to choose between the two subdivisions of this body,
known as the Court Party (supporting Richard absolutely) and

VOL. v. p p
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the Wallingford-House Party (supporting Richard's civil Pro-

tectorate, but wanting to transfer the military power to the

Army-chiefs), there can be little doubt that he would have

gone with the former. Had he been in the House of Com-

mons, like his colleague Andrew Marveil, his duty there, like

Marvell's, would have been that of a ministerial member,

assisting Thurloe and voting with him in all the divisions.

But for his blindness, we may here say, the chances are that

he would long ere now have been a known Parliamentary

man, and that, after having been a Cromwellian leader in

Oliver's second Parliament, he might have been now in

Thurloe's exact place in Richard's present Parliament, or

beside Thurloe as a strangely different chief. This, or that

other alternative of a foreign ambassadorship or residency,

which must have suggested itself again and again to the

reader in the course of our narrative, might have been the

natural career of Milton through the rule of the Crom-

wells, had not blindness disabled him. For, if Meadows,

his former mere assistant in the Foreign Secretaryship, had

been for some time in the one career with increasing distinc-

tion, and if an opening had been easily found for Marvell in

the other, why may not imagination trace either career, or a

combination of the two, had physical infirmity not prevented,

for the greater Cromwellian of whom these were but satellites?

It is imagination only, and would not be worth while, were it

not for one important biographical question which it brings

forward. Had Milton remained capable of any such practical

career under the Cromwells, would he have retained, to the

same extent as he had done through his blindness, the neces-

sary qualification of being an Oliverian or Cromwellian? How
far was his present Cromwellianism the actual consequence of

his blindness, the mere submissiveness of a blind man to what

he had no power to disturb ? It is partly an answer to this

question to remember again his Defensio Secnnda of 1654, with

its great panegyric on Cromwell. Milton had been but two

years blind when that was published, and had not lost aught
of the vehemence of his Republican convictions. Not without

deliberation, therefore, had lie given up the first form of the
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Commonwealth, consisting in a single supreme House of

Parl iamont and an annual Council of State chosen by the

same, and aeeepted the later or Protectoral form, with Crom-

well lor its head, a permanent Council of State round Cromwell,

and Parliaments on occasion. But, underneath this general

adhesion to the Protectorate, there had been even then certain

Miltonic reserves, and especially the reserve of a protest

against the continuance of a State Church. Now, had Milton

1> en in a condition to act the part of a practical statesman

through Oliver's Protectorate, might not some extraordinary

development have been given to those reserves? "With his

boundle-s courage and the non-conforming habits of his genius,

woidd he ever have been the Parliamentary servant of a

(!<>\ eminent from which he differed at all, from which he

diileied so vitally on the question of Church Establishment?

Probably in nothing else had Cromwell wholly disappointed

him. Through the Protectorate there had been all the toleration

of religious dili'ep-nces that could be desired, or what shortcom-

ing there had been had hardly been by Cromwell's own fault ;

*h'T interferenees with liberty had hardly perhaps, in

Milton's estimation, gone beyond the necessities of police;

and in Cromwell's foreign policy, with its magnificent cham-

pionship of Protestantism abroad, what man in England was

i ntly at one with him than the draftsman of his

great Ionian despatches? At the time of the proposal of

CromueH'- Kini^-hip, and generally at the time of the :

ition out of his first Protectorate into his second, with the

Station then of so many aristocratic forms and the

attempt t.. reinstitute a house of peers, there may have been,

have already hinted, an uprising in Milton's mind of

us. and the r-ll'eet may have been that

i before the end of Oliver's Protectorate was less of an

Oliverian than he had been at the beginning. Still, pre-

cluded from ar. rn in those constitutional eli.-i

he may h. rn-iled himself to them easilv enough, and

also to the tran-n.i-- n of the Protectorship lVm Oh\r t"

Richard. The one insuperable stumblin^-blo. i

had been and was Cromwell'- Established Chureh. Even in

r p 2
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his blindness he could theorize on that, and stiffen himself

more and more in his intense Religious Voluntaryism. Con-

scious of his irreconcileable dissent from Cromwell's policy in

this great matter, and knowing that Cromwell was aware of

the fact, it may have been a satisfaction to him that he was

not called upon to act a Parliamentary part, in which procla-

mation of the dissent and consequent rupture with Cromwell

on the ecclesiastical question would have been inevitable. It

may have been some satisfaction to him that he could go on

faithfully and honestly as a servant of Cromwell in the special

business of the Latin Secretaryship, and for the rest be a

lonely thinker and take refuge in silence. It is worth observ-

ing, indeed, that nothing of a political kind had come from

Milton's pen during the last three or four years of Oliver's

Protectorate, nothing even indirectly bearing on the internal

politics of the Commonwealth since his Pro Se Defensio against

Morus in 1655, and nothing directly bearing thereon since

his Defensio Secunda of 1654. And so, if we conclude this

inquiry by saying that, at the time of Richard's accession and

the meeting of his Parliament, Milton was still a Cromwellian,

but a Cromwellian with the old Miltonic reserves, and these

strengthened of late rather than weakened, we shall be about

right. To the public, however, in the present controversy

between the Protectoratists and the pure Republicans, he was

distinctly a Protectoratist, a Cromwellian, one of the Court-

party, an official of Richard and his Council.

Since Cromwell's death, we have now to add, Milton had

been re-mustering his reserves. Under a new Protector,

and from the new Parliament of that new Protector, miffht he
' O

not have a hearing on points on which he had for some time

been silent ? On this chance, he had interrupted even his

Paradise Lost, in order to prepare an address to the new

Parliament. As might be expected, it was on the subject

of the relations of Church and State. Meditating on this

subject, and how it might be best treated practically at such

a time, Milton had concluded that it might be broken into

two parts.
" Two things there be which have been ever

" found working much mischief to the Church of God and
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" the advancement of Faith, Force on the one side restrain-

'

ing. ami Hire on the other side corrupting, the Teachers

"thereof." lie, would, therefore, write one tract on the

elleets of Compulsion or State-restraint in matters of Religion

and Speculation, and another on the effects of Hire or State-

endowments in the same. The two would be interconnected,

and would in fact melt into each other; but they might

appear separately, and it might be well to begin with the first,

as the least irritating. Accordingly, before the meeting of

the Parliament he had prepared, and after it had met there

was published, in the form of a very tiny octavo, a tract with

this title-page :
" A Treatise of Civil Power in Ecclesiastical

Causes: Shewing that it is not lawfull for any power <m Earth

to compell in matters of Religion. The author J. M. London,

Printed by Tho. Newcomb, Anno 1659." The tract consists of

an address "To the Parlament of the Commonwealth of

England with the Dominions thereof," occupying ten of the

small pages, and signed "John Milton
"

in full, and then of

eighty-three pages of text.1

Alter intimating that this was but the first of two tracts

and that the other would follow, and also that his argument
is to be wholly and exclusively from Scripture, Milton pro-

pounds the argument itself under four successive heads or

propositions. The first is that, there being, by the funda-

mental principle of Protestantism, "no other divine rule or

"authority from without us, warrantable to one another as

" a common ground, but the Holy Scripture, and no other

' within us but the illumination of the Holy Spirit so inter-

"
preting that Scripture as warrantable only to ourselves and

" to such whose consciences we can so persuade/' it follows

that "no man or body of men in these times can be the in-

"
fallible judges or determiners in matters of religion to any

" other men's consciences but their own." Having reasoned

this at some length by quotations of Scripture texts and

explanations of the same, he proceeds to "
yet another reason

* The little book was duly registered "of Mr. IV.leyn, warden) * book called

Ball, under data Feb. l;. -A Treatise of Civil Tower in

1658-'.', thus: "Mr. Th<>. NVw,..m)> "
siaatical Causes by John Milton."

fd for his copy (under the hand
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"
why it is unlawful for the civil magistrate to use force in

" matters of Religion : which is, because to judge in those

"
things, though we should grant him able, which is proved

" he is not, yet as a civil magistrate he hath no right." Under

this second head, and also by means of Scripture quotations,

there is an exposition of Milton's favourite idea of the purely

spiritual nature of Christ's kingdom and of the instrumentali-

ties it permits. The third proposition advances the argument

by maintaining that not only is the civil magistrate unable,

from the nature of the case, to determine in matters of Religion,

and not only has he no right to try, but he also does positive

wrong by trying. In arguing this, still Scripturally, Milton

dilates on the meaning of the " Christian liberty" of the true

believer, with the heights and depths which it implies in the

renewed spirit, the superiority to " the bondage of ceremonies"

and " the weak and beggarly rudiments." The fourth and

last reason pleaded, still from Scripture, against the compulsion

of the magistrate in Religion, is that he must fail signally in

the very ends he proposes to himself;
" and those hardly car

" be other than first the glory of God, next either the spiritm
"
good of them whom he forces or the temporal punishment

" of their scandal to others." Far from attaining either of

these ends, he can but dishonour God and promote profanitj

and hypocrisy.
" On these four Scriptural reasons as on

" firm square," says Milton at the close,
" this truth, the right

" of Christian and Evangelic Liberty, will stand immoveable
"
against all those pretended consequences of license and con-

" fusion which, for the most part, men most licentious anc

" confused themselves, or such as whose severity would be
" wiser than divine wisdom, are ever aptest to object against
" the ways of God."

Such is the plan of the little treatise, the literary texture of

which is plain and homely, rather than rich, learned, or rhe-

torical.
"
Pomp and ostentation of reading," he expressly

says,
"

is admired among the vulgar ;
but doubtless in matters

of Religion he is learnedest who is plainest." It was, we may
remember, his first considerable English dictation for the

press since his blindness, and what one chiefly notices in the
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le is the strong grasp he >till retains of his old churac*

teri>tie syntax.
1 The following art . a (ow ut' tin- imiv intrrcfU

iii^r individual passages or expressions:

.

" Hut some are ready to cry out ' "What shall then

In- dune to Blasphemy ?' Tin-in I would lir.st exhort not tin.

terrify and pose the people with a Greek word, but to teach them

hrtt. T what it i- : being a most usual and common word in that

laiiL'ii.e^e t.. signify any slander, any malicious or evil speaking,

whether against God or man or anything to good belonging.'
1

//>.-
ty

.///(/ Heretic: "Another <!reek apparition stands in our

\\a\,
' Her, y ami Heretic' : in like manner also railed at to the

people, as in a tongue unknown. They should first interpret to

them that Heresy, by what it signifies in that language, is no word

of evil note; meaning only the choice or following of any opinion,

good or bud, in religion or any other learning."

.1 Wrested Text of Scripture :
"
It hath now twice befallen me

to assert, through God's assistance, this most wrested ami \

plare of Script ure [
A'.<//i //i.< XIII,

'

Let every soul be subject unto

the higher powers,' &c.] : heretofore against Salnuu-ius and regal

t \iMiiny over the State; now against Erastus and State-tyranny

the Church."

Are Popery and Idolatry to le Tolerated? "
But, as for Popery

ami Idolatry, why they also may not hence plead to be tolerated, I

have much less to say. Their Religion, the more considered, the

less can be acknowledged a Religion, but a Roman Principality

rather, endeavouring to keep up her old universal dominion under a

m\v name and mere shadow of a Catholic Religion ; being indeed

more rightly named a Catholic Heresy against the Scriptn:

supported mainly hy a civil, and, except in Home, ly a foreign,

power: justly then-fore to be suspected, not tolerated, by the magis-

trate of another country. Besides, of an implicit faith, which they

profess, the conscience also becomes implicit, and so, by voluntary

servitude to man's law, forfeits her Christian liberty. "Who, then,

can plead for such a conscience as, being implicitly enthralled

to man iu.-tead of Uod. almost becomes no conscience, as the will

not free becomes no will 1 Nevertheless, if they ought not to b

1
I U;i\v n. .v.l in th.- Tn. : -!,IT t"r his own, sowe theScripture

CUnvm-f ;it li-:ist ut' thf \ cry llll-Milt.Uii :i tilt- I'll'..:

wonl it*. ;is r.ll, and much uiorv for itt own U
l.-li,\c.l Christ, lir>t t'..r tht "

the word of God."
"woman's wonl, but iicxt and much
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tolerated, it is for just reason of State more than of Religion;

which they who force, though professing to be Protestants,

deserve as little to be tolerated themselves, being no less guilty

of Popery in the most Popish point. Lastly, for Idolatry, who

knows it not to be evidently against all Scripture, both of the

Old and New Testament, and therefore a true heresy, or rather

an impiety ;
wherein a right conscience can have naught to do, and

the works thereof so manifest that a magistrate can hardly err in

prohibiting and quite removing at least the public and scandalous

use thereof."

Christ's unique act of Compulsion :
" "We read not that Christ

ever exercised force but once
;
and that was to drive profane ones

out of his Temple, not to force, them in."

Concluding Recommendation to Statesmen and Ministers :
" As

to those magistrates who think it their work to settle Religion, and

those ministers or others who so oft call upon them to do so, I trust

that, having well considered what hath been here argued, neither they

will continue in that intention, nor these in that expectation from

them, when they shall find that the settlement of Religion belongs

only to each particular church by persuasive and spiritual means

within itself, and that the defence only of the Church belongs to

the magistrate. Had he once learnt not further to concern himselfO

with Church affairs, half his labour might be spared and the Com-

monwealth better tended."

In this last extract there is a distinct outbreak of the

intention which, is rather covert through the rest of the tract.

To a hasty reader the tract might seem only a plea for the

amplest toleration of religious dissent, a plea for full liberty,

outside of the Established Church, not merely to Baptists,

but also to Quakers, Anti-Trinitarians, and all other sects

professing in any way to be Christians and believers in the

Bible, Papists alone excepted, and they but partially and

reluctantly. There would be no censure on Cromwell's policy,

if that were all. But an acute reader of the tract would

have detected that more was intended in it than a plea for

Toleration, that the very existence of any Established Church

whatever was condemned. In the passage last quoted it is

clearly seen that this is the ultimate scope. It is a reflection
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on Cromwell, almost by name, for not having freed himself

from the notion that the settlement of Religion is an affair

of the Civil Magistrate, but on the contrary having made

such a supposed settlement of Religion one of the passions

of his Protectorate. It is a reflection on him, and on Owen,
Thomas Goodwin, and all his ecclesiastical advisers and

Manors, Independent or Presbyterian, for having busied

tlioniselves in maintaining and re-shaping any State-Church,

on however broad a basis, and so having perpetuated the

old distinction betwen Establishment and Dissent, Orthodoxy
and Heresy, instead of abolishing that distinction utterly, and

leaving- all varieties of Christianity, equally unstamped and

unfavoured, to organize themselves as they best could on the

principle of voluntary association. For the future, statesmen

and ministers are invited to cease from persevering in this

delusion of the great and good Cromwell.

The tract was addressed, as we have said, to the Parliament

of Cromwell's son. The preface, signed with Milton's name

in full, is a recommendation of the doctrine to that body in

particular.
" I have prepared, Supreme Council, against the

" much expected time of your sitting," Milton there says,

"this treati-e; which, though to all Christian Magistrates

"equally belonging, and therefore to have been written in

"the common language of Christendom, natural duty and
'

aH'eetion hath confined and dedicated first to my own nation,
" nml in a season wherein the timely reading thereof, to the
"
easier accomplishment of your great work, may save you

" much labour and interruption." Then, after having stated

the main doctrine, he continues: "One advantage I make
" no doubt of, that I shall write to many eminent persons of
'

your number already perfect and resolved in this important
"
article of Christianity : some of whom I remember to have

" hoard often, for several years, at a Council next in authority

"to your own, so well joining religion with civil prudence,
" and yet so well distinguishing the different power of either,
' and this not only voting but frequently reasoning why it

" should be so, that, if any there present had been before of
" an opinion contrary, he might doubtless have departed
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" thence a convert in that point, and have confessed that

" then both Commonwealth and Religion will at length, if

"
ever, flourish in Christendom, when either they who govern

" discern between Civil and Religious, or they only who so

" discern shall be admitted to govern." In other words,

Milton's hopes of a favourable hearing for his doctrine in

R/ichard's Parliament were founded (1) on the general ground
that many members of the Parliament were old Common-

wealth's men, of the kind that would have carried the abolition

of Tithes and of a State-Church in the Barebones Parliament

of 1653, had not Rous broken up that Parliament and re-

surrendered the power to Cromwell, and (2) on the special

fact that some of them were men whom Milton had himself

heard with admiration, in the Councils of State of the Com-

monwealth, when he first sat there as Foreign Secretary in

attendance, avowing and expounding the principle of Volun-

taryism in Religion in its fullest possible extent. Among
these last Milton must have had in view chiefly such mem-

bers of the Commons House in Richard's Parliament as Vane,

Bradshaw, Harrison, Neville, Ludlow, and Scott, all of whom
had been members of one, or several, or all, of the Councils

of State of the old Commonwealth ;
but he may have had

in view also such members of the present Upper House as

.Fleetwood, St. John, and Viscount Lisle. Above all, Vane

must have been in his mind, Vane, on whom half of his

eulogy in 1652 had been.

"To know
Both spiritual power and civil, what each means,
"What severs each, thou hast learned

;
which few have done.

The bounds of either sword to thee we owe."

Might not Vane and his fellows move in the present Par-

liament for a reconsideration of that part of the policy of the

Protectorate which concerned Religion? Might they not

induce the Parliament to revert, in the matters of Tithes, a

State Ministry, and Endowments of Religion, to the temper

and determinations of the much-abused, but really wise and

deep-minded, Barebones Parliament ? Nothing less than this

is the ultimate purport of Milton's appeal ; and little wonder
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that IK- prefixed an intimation that he wrote now only as

a private man, ami uithout any official authority whatf\

of Civil Liberty," he says in the conclusion of his piv;.
'

1 have written heretofore by the appointment, and not

without the approbation, of Civil Power: of Christian
"
Liberty I write now, which others long since having done

"with all freedom under Heathen Emperors, I should do

wrong- to suspect that now I shall with less under Christian

< ioMTnors, and such especially as profess openly their

" dei'enee of Christian liberty, although I write this not other-

11 wise appointed and indueed than by an inward persuasion
" of the Christian duty which I may usefully discharge herein

the common Lord and Master of us all." The words

imply jn-t a shade of doubt whether he, a salaried servant of

the (iovernment, mi^ht not be called to account for having
so bold.

Altogether, Milton's Treatise of Civil Power in Ecclesiastical

Can*,* ean l>e construed no otherwise than as an effort on his

part, 1'rotectoratist and Court-official though he was, to renew

his relations with the old Republican party in the Parliament

in the speeial interest of his extreme views on the religious

question. Merely as a pleading against Religious Persecution,

the treat i-e iin^ht have had some effect on the Parliament

generally, where it was ill fact much needed, in consequenet:

of the presence of so much of the Presbyterian element,

and the likelihood therefore of increased stringency against

Quakers, Socinians, and other Non-Conformists. The treatise

\\ould have found many in the Parliament, besides the

uMieans, t[iiite willing to listen to its advices so far.

Hut only or chiefly among the old Republicans can there have

he-en any hope of an acceptance of its extreme definition of

Chri>tian Liberty, as involving Disestablishment and entire

i rat ion of Church and State.

The Treatise, so lar as \\v ean see, produced no effect what-

ever. So far as the Religious Question did appear in the

Parliament, it was evident that the preservation of Cromwell's

Church-Establishment, its perpetuation as an integral part of

Richard's Protectorate, was a foregone conclusion in the
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minds of the vast majority. Any Disestablishment proposal,

emanating- from the Republican party, or from any individual

member like Vane, would have been tramped out by the

united strength of the Presbyterians, the Cromwellians of the

Court, and the Wallingford-House Cromwellians. The danger
even was that there might be a retrogression in the matter

of mere Toleration, and that the presence and pressure of so

many Presbyterians among the supporters of Richard might

compel Richard's Government, against his own will and that

of his Cromwellian Councillors, to a severer Church-discipline

than had characterized the late Protectorate. But, indeed,

it was not on the Religious Question in any form that the

Republicans found time or need to try their strength. Their

battles in the Parliament were on the two main constitutional

questions : first, the question of the Protectorate itself or

Single-Person Government; and, next, the question of the

Other House or House of Lords. On the first they were

definitively beaten in February; and on the second they were

beaten, no less definitively, and with more distressing incidents

of defeat, before the end of March (ante pp. 432-435). Then,

feeling themselves powerless as an independent party, they

changed their tactics. No sooner had the Protectoratists or

Cromwellians triumphed collectively under Thurloe's leader-

ship than there had begun among them that fatal struggle

between the two divisions of their body of which the beaten

Republicans could not fail to take advantage. The Court

party of the Cromwellians, still led by Thurloe in the Com-

mons, desired to preserve the Protectorate unbroken and with

full powers, reducing the Army, as in an orderly and well-

constituted State, to its proper place and dimensions as the

instrument of the civil authority ;
the Army Party, or Walling-

ford-House Party, represented by Fleetwood and Desborough
in chief, wanted to leave Richard only the civil Protector-

ship, and to set up a co-ordinate military power. The dif-

ferences between the two parties had been smouldering since

Richard's accession, and had been too visible since the first

meeting of the Parliament
;
but it was in April 1659, after

their joint victory over the Republicans, that they turned
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eueh other in deadly strife, tin- Repuldieans looking
on. Through that month the ominous sport arK- was that of

two rival Parliaments in Westminster Richard's regular

Parliament, and the irregular Wallingford-House Parliament

of Army officers watching each other and interchanging
threats and denunciations. It was on the 18th of the month
that the regular Parliament passed their two courageous
resolutions asserting their supreme authority. They were

that the Wallingford Council of officers should be immediately
dissolve,! and no more such meetings of officers permitted,

and that all officers of the Army and Navy should take an

engagement not to interrupt the established power (ante

pp. 440-441). Then it was evident there would be a crash,

hut in what form was still unknown.

Precisely at this crisis in Richard's Protectorship comes

the last batch of Milton's official letters for him. The 1

arc lour in number :

'

(CXLIV. and CXLV.) To FERDINAND, GRAND DUKE OF
\\v. April 19, 1659: Two Letters to this Prince on the

fame day. (l) Sir John Dethicke, James Gold, John Limbery, and
other London merchants, are owners of a ship called Tlte Happy
Kntrancf, whii'h they sent out with merchandise for trade in the

KeditornuMUt, under the command of a John Marvin. They can

get no account from him, and have reason to fear he means to play
the rogue with the ship and cargo and never return. It is believed

that within two months he may put in at Leghorn; and the Pro-

tector requests the Grand Duke to give the merchant*, in that case,

facilities fur the recovery of their property. (2) A James Modi-

ford, merchant, complains to the Protector that certain goods of

ken to Leghorn about 1652 by another Kn^li-h trader,

Humphrey Sidney, were there seized by some Italian creditors of

Sidney. Modilord has been unable to obtain redress; and the

(Jrand Duke is now prayed to see his goods restored and any
claims Sidney may have upon him referred to the English Courts.

(CXLVI.) To ALFONSO V., KINO OF PORTUGAL, April 1659 :

*

'icis llurdidge of London complains that a ship of his, called

Tl,> Miti-i/ aii'l John, cargo valued at 70,000 crowns, employed in

the Bra/.il trade in 1649 and 1650, was seized by the Portuguese.

1 These Letters do not appear in .

;>.
12-14.

the nrdinary 1'rinte.l ('olhvti.-n, <>r in * "Jt>nnni I'.rtniallia! Rtffi" is the

Phillips ; hut they nre in the Skinner heading in Mr. Hainilt'ii'H copy from

Tr.in>.-ript. and 'have been printed the Skinner Transcript: but this U a

thence by Mr. Hamilton in hia Milton mistake (see ante p. 576, note).
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The ship was afterwards taken from the Portuguese by the Dutch.

The Treaty between the English Commonwealth and Portugal

provides for such cases
;
and his Portuguese Majesty is requested

to make compensation to Hurdidge to the extent of 25,000 crowns.

The man is in great straits.

(CXLVII.) To CHAELES GUSTAVTJS, KING OF SWEDEN, April
1659 : David Fithy, merchant, informs the Protector that, about

a month ago, he contracted to supply to the Navy 150 sacks of

hemp. He has the hemp now at Riga, and a ship ready to bring
it thence for the use of the fleet

"
part of which," the Protector

skilfully adds,
" has just sailed for the Baltic for your protection

"

(i.
e. Montague's fleet, despatched this very month : see ante

p. 435). It appears, however, that his Swedish Majesty has for-

bidden the exportation of hemp from his port of Riga without

special permission. His Majesty is requested to give Fithy this

permission, that he may be able to fulfil his contract. The Pro-

tector will consider himself much obliged by the kindness.

No more letters was poor Richard to write to crowned

heads. On the very day on which the two first of the fore-

going- were written, he appeared in Wallingford House, and

ordered the dissolution of the Council of Officers according

to the edict of the Parliament. Next day it was known

through all London that the question was between a dis-

solution of this Council of officers and a dissolution of

the Parliament itself. The day after, Thursday, April 21,

there was the famous double rendezvous of the two masses of

soldiery round Whitehall to try the question, the rendezvous

for Richard and the Parliament utterly failing, while that for

Fleetwood, Desborough, and the other rebel chiefs, flooded the

streets and St. James's Park. That night, quailing before

the rough threats of Desborough, Richard and his Council

yielded ;
and on Friday, the 22nd, the indignant Parliament

knew itself to be dissolved, and Richard's Protectorate vir-

tually at an end. Nominally, it dragged on for a month

more.

On Thursday, April 21, the day of the dreadful double

rendezvous, and of Desborough's stormy interview with

Richard in "Whitehall to compel the dissolution of the Par-

liament, Milton, in his house in Petty France, on the very

edge of the uproar, was quietly dictating a private letter.

It is that numbered 28 among his Epistolcz Familiares, and
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headed '////;// Ilttilitrn, /',/*/*,//' Aravgionensi" i.e.
' To John

Hadi:cus. Pa-tor of Orange." "NYith some trouble, I have

identified this " Badiaeus
"

with a certain French JEAN

L\I,\I.II. who is characterized by Bayle as a "schismatic

minister, followed like an apostle," and by another authority

as " one of the most dangerous fanatics of the seventeenth

century." The facts of his life, to the moment of our present

concern with him, are given in the accepted French autho-

rities thus: Born in 1610 at Bourg-en-Guyenne, the son of

Idier who had risen to be* lieutenant, he had received a

.Jesuit education at Bordeaux, had entered the Jesuit order

:it ;m carlv air 1 '. ami had become a priest. For fifteen years

he had remained in the order, preaching, and alse teaching
rhetoric and philosophy, reputed

" a prodigy of talent and

piety." but also a mystic and enthusiast, with fancies that he

must found a new religious sect. While preaching orthodox

Catholicism in public, he had been indoctrinating disciples

in private with his peculiarities; and, when they were nume-

rous enough, he wanted to leave the Jesuits. By reasonings

and kindness, they managed to retain him for a while; but

he grew more odd and visionary, fasting often, eating only

herbs, and having divine revelations. After a dangerous

illness, which brought him to death's door, he did obtain his

dismissal I'rom the Jesuit order in April 1639, and went over

France propagandizing. The Bishop of Amiens, caught by
his eloquence, made him prebendary of a collegiate church in

that town; in connexion with which, and with the Bishop's

approval, he founded a religious association of young women,
called St. Mary Magdalene. All seemed to go well for a

time ; but at length there was a scandal about him and a girl

in Abbeville, with a burst of similar scandals about his abuse

of the confessional for vicious purposes. To avoid arrest, he

absconded to Paris in Aui,ni>t 1G44, and thence to Bazas,

where he lived under a feigned name. But the Bishop of

Ha/as took him up; he cleared himself to the Bishop and

others, and defied his calumniators. Only for a time; for

a -a in there wen' scandals, and he was expelled the diocese.

( .

>ing then to Toulouse, he gained the confidence of the
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Archbishop there, who gave him charge of a convent of nuns.

In this post he developed more systematically his notions of

the religious life, described as a compound of Quietism and

Antinomianism, after the fashion of sects already known in

France and Germany, but with sexual extravangances which,

when divulged, raised an indignant storm. In November

1649, he had to abscond from Toulouse
; and, after various

wanderings, in which he called himself " Jean de Jesus

Christ" and obtained popularity as a prophet, he came to

Montauban, and there publicly abjured Roman Catholicism

in October 1650. Elected minister of the Protestant church

of that town in 1652, he lived there for some years in great

esteem among the Protestants, but in deadly feud with the

Roman Catholics. The schism was such that at last the

magistrates had to banish him from the town as a disturbero
of the peace. Then he had found refuge in Orange ;

and he

was in some kind of temporary Protestant pastorship in that

town of south-east France when there was this communication

between him and Milton.1

TO JEAN LABADIE, MINISTER OF ORANGE.

" If I answer you rather late, distinguished and reverend Sir,

our common friend Durie, I believe, will not refuse to let me transfer

the blame of the late answer from myself to him. For, now that

he has communicated to me that paper which you wished read to

me, on the subject of your doings and sufferings in behalf of the

Gospel, I have not deferred preparing this letter for you, to be

given to the first carrier, being really anxious as to the interpreta-

tion you may put upon my long silence. I owe very great thanks

meanwhile to your Du Moulin of Nismes [not far from Orange],

who, by his speeches and most friendly talk concerning me, has

procured me the goodwill of so many good men in those parts.

1 Article LABADIE in Nouvelle Bio- Orange ;
the Article in the N. Eiog. Gen.

graphic. Generate (1859), with additional omits it. I have seen two publications
information from Article on him in the of Labadie at Montauban one of 1650,

Biographie Universelle (edit. 1819), and entitled Declaration de Jean de L'Aba-
from La Vie du Sieur Jean Labadie by die, cydevant prestre, giving his reasons

Bolsec (Lyon, 1664), and some passages for quitting the Church of Rome; the

in Bayle's Dictionary (e. g. in Article other of 1651, entitled Lettre de J. de

Mamiilaires). It is from the additional L'Abadie a ees amis de la Communion
authorities that I learn the fact of the Romaine touchant sa Declaration.

removal pf Labadie from Montauban to
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And truly, though I am not ignorant that, whether fn.m the fact

tliat 1 <lil not, when publicly COHHIM-MOU d, decline the contest with

an ad\er.-ary of Mich nume [Salmasius], or on account of the

celebrity di the subject, or, finally, on account of my style of writ-

ing, I have become sufficiently known far and wide, yet my feeling

is that I have real fame only in proportion to the good esteem I

have among good men. That you also are of this way of thinking

i-lainly you who, kindled by the regard and love of Christian

Truth, have borne so many labours, sustained the attacks of so many
enemies, and who bravely do such actions every day as prove that,

.-.' Car lYm seeking any fame from the bad, you do not fear rousing
t you their most certain hatred and maledictions. happy

man tliou ! whom God, from among so many thousands, otherwise

knowing and learned, has snatched singly from the very gates

and jaw.- of Hell, and called to such an illustrious and intrepid

ion of his Gospel ! And at this moment I have cause for

thinking that it has happened by the singular providence of God

that I did not reply to you sooner. For, when I understood from

your letter that, assailed and besieged as you are on all hands by
bitter enemies, you were looking round, and no wonder, to see

where you illicit, in the last extremity, should it come to that, find

a suitable refuge, and that England was most to your mind, I

rejoiced on more accounts than one that you had come to this con-

rliiMMii, one reason being the hope of having you here, and another

the delight that you should have so high an opinion of my country;

but the joy was counterbalanced by the regret that I did not then

pee any prospect of a becoming provision for you among us here,

especially as you do not know English. Now, however, it has

happened most opportunely that a certuin French minister here, of

great au'e. died a few days ago. The persons of most influence in

the congregation, understanding that you are by no means safe

where you are at present, are very desirous (I report this not from

vague rumour, but on information from themselves) to have you
olio-en to the place of that minuter : in fact, they invite you; they

have resulved to pay the expenses of your journey ; they promise
that you shall have an income equal to the best of any French

minister here, and that nothing shall be wanting that can contribute

to your pleasant discharge of the pastoral duty among them.

\Vheivfoiv, take my advice. Reverend Sir, and fly hither as soon as

possible, to people who are anxious to have you, and where you will

VOL. v. Q q
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reap a harvest, not perhaps so rich in the goods of this world, but,

as men like you most desire, numerous, I hope, in souls
;
and be

assured that you will be most welcome here to all good men, and

the sooner the better. Farewell.

"Westminster : April 21, 1659."

It is clear from this letter that Milton had never heard of

the scandals against M. Labadie's moral character, or, if he

had, utterly disbelieved them, and regarded him simply as a

convert from Roman Catholicism whose passionate and aggres-

sive Protestant fervour had brought intolerable and unjust

persecution upon him in France. Durie was his informant ;

and, for all we can now know, Milton's judgment about

Labadie may have been the right one, and the traditional

French account of him to this day may be wrong. It is

certainly strange, however, to find Milton befriending with

so much readiness and zeal this French Protestant minister,

against whom there were exactly such scandals abroad as

those which he had himself believed and blazoned about

Morus, for the murder of Morus's reputation over Europe,

and his ruin in the French Protestant Church in particular.

Nor does the reported sequel of Labadie's life, in the ordinary

accounts of him, lessen the wonder. Labadie did not come

to London, as Milton had hoped. When he received Milton's

letter, he was on the wing for Geneva, where he arrived in

June 1659, and where he continued his preaching. Here,

in the very city where Morus had once been, there still

were commotions round him
; and, after new wanderings in

Germany, we find him at Middleburg in Holland in 1666,

thus again by chance in a town where Morus had been before

him. At Middleburg he seems to have attained his widest

celebrity, gathering a body of admirers and important adher-

ents, the chief of whom was "Mademoiselle Schurmann, so

versed in the learned languages." At length a quarrel with

M. de Wolzogue, minister of the Walloon church at Utrecht,

brought Labadie into difficulties with the Walloon Synod and

with the State authorities, and he migrated to Erfurt, and thence

to Altona, where he died in 1674,
" in the arms of Mademoiselle
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Srhurmann," who h;id followed him to the last. Ho left a

sect called The Labaditts, who were strong for a time, and

are perhaps ii.it yet extinct. Among the beliefs they in-

lirritcd from him are said to have been these: (1) That God

may and does deceive man
; (2) That Scripture is not necessary

to salvation, the immediate action of the Spirit on souls

hrini; sufficient; (3) That there ought to be no Baptism of

Infants
; (4) That truly spiritual believers are not bound by

law and ceremonies; (5) That Sabbath-observance is un-

necessary, all days being alike ; (6) That the ordinary Christian

rhrnvli is (1. generate and decrepit. One sees here something
like a French Quakerism, but with ingredients from older

Anabajitisin. Had Milton's letter had the intended effect, the

sect might have IKK! its home in London.1

Virtually at an end on the .'2 '2nd of April by the enforced

dissolution of the Parliament, Richard's Protectorate was more

visibly at an end on the 7th of May, when the Wallingford-
I louse chiefs agreed with the Republicans in restoring the

Hump. Ki-ht days after that event Milton was called on

to write two letters for the new Republican authorities.

They were as follows :

(
(

'

X 1 A" 1 1 1 . ) To CHABLBS QUSTAVUS, KINO OF SWEDEN, May 1 5,

M'-t serene and most potent K ing, and very dear Friend :

A has pleased God, the best and all-powerful, with whom alone

"are all changes of Kingdoms and Commonwealths, to restore Us
"to our pri>tine authority and the supreme administration of
"
Kn_'lMi atl'airs, we have thought it good in the first place to inform

"
your Maji ->ty of the fact, and moreover to signify to you both our

"
hiijh regard tor your Majesty, as a mo>t potent Protestant prince,

" and ali-o our desire to promote to the utmost of our power such a

"peace In'tw.vu you and the King of Denmark, himself likewise

ry potent I'rott-stnnt prince, as may not be brought about
" without our exertions and most willing good offices. Oar pleasure
"
therefore is that our intermmcio extraordinary, I'hilip Meadows,

" be continued in our name in exactly the same employment which

'tilt m<*jraph\,> rjtnholf, M career of Labadie and all the report*
It is t" !> roineinliiTPil that about him ; and he <-.innt i-vt-ii thi-n

Milton hiniM'lf nuthori/f.l tin- jniMira- have thought ill nt' him "r "1" Mad"*
tion of his Inter to Ha.li.i-us with his S htinnaiiii. To the end, he liked illbold
other Lit in K.-unil. . in K-7 s> hMutt;cs and sectariea, if they took

{Me Vol. I.
]..

_ ::< . Hy that time he a forward direction,

must have kuowu the whole subsequent
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' he has hitherto discharged with your Majesty for this Common-
' wealth ;

and to that end we, hy these presents, give him the same
'

power of making proposals and of treating and dealing with your
'

Majesty which he had by his last commendatory letters. "What-
' ever shall be transacted and concluded by him in our name, the
' same we pledge our promise, with God's good help, to confirm and
'

ratify. May God long preserve your Majesty as a pillar and
' defence of the Protestant cause. WILLIAM LENTHALL, Speaker of
1

the Parliament of the Commonwealth of England."

(CXLIX.) To FKEDEKICK III., KING OF DENMARK, May 15,

1659 : The counterpart of the foregoing. His Danish Majesty,
addressed as " most serene King and very dear Friend

"
is informed

by Lenthall of the change in English affairs, and of the sympathy the

present English Government feels with him in his adversity. They
will do their utmost to secure a peace between him and the King of

Sweden; and Philip Meadows, their Envoy Extraordinary to the

King of Sweden, has full powers to treat with his Danish Majesty
too for that end. " God grant to your Majesty, as soon as possible,
" a happy and joyful outcome from all those difficulties of your
"
affairs in which you behave so bravely and magnanimously !

"

On the 25th ofMay Richard sent in his reluctant abdication,

leaving the Rump, which had already assumed the supreme

authority, to exercise that authority without further challenge

or opposition on his part. Most of the public officials remained

in their posts, and Milton remained in his. After five years

and five months of Secretaryship under a Single-Person

Government, he found himself again Secretary under exactly

such a Republican Government as he had served originally,

consisting now of the small Parliament of the Restored

Rumpers and of a Council of State appointed by that Parlia-

ment. In this Council of State were Bradshaw, Vane, Sir

James Harrington, St. John, Hasilrig, Scott, Walton, and

Whitlocke, who had been members of all the first five

Councils of the Commonwealth, from that which had invited

Milton to the Secretaryship in 1649 to that which Cromwell

forcibly dissolved in 1653, besides Fairfax, Fleetwood, Ludlow,

John Jones, Wallop, Challoner, Neville, Dixvvell, Downes,

Morley, Thompson, and Algernon Sidney, whom Milton had

known as members of one or more of those five Councils,

and Lambert and Desborough, who had not been in any of

them, but were among his later acquaintances.
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Second Section.

MILTON'S LIFE AND SECRETARYSHIP THROUGH THE ANARCH i
>

MAY 1659 FEB. 1659-60.

v.i/;*
1

//)-. i: -rnr. 1:1 -TORED RUMP (MAY
OCT. 1659) : FEELINGS AND POSITION OF MILTON IN

1 111. M.W STATE OF THINOS : HIS SATISFACTION ON Till

WHOLE, AND THE REASONS FOR IT: I.LTTF.R OF Me-

WALL TO MILTON: 1 1> AGITATION AGAINST TITHKS

AND CHURCH-ESTABLISHMENT: Vns <i\ THAT SUBJECT

IN THE RUMP: MILTON'S CO.VS//-K/; \TIONS Toifiusn
Tin: I.IKF.I.IEST MEANS TO BEMHVK IIII:F:I.IXGS OUT

Till: i-//r/,v//: ACCOUNT OF THE PAMPHLET, WITH

TRACTS : ITS THOROUGH-GOING VOLUNTARYISM : CHURCH-

lUSESTABLISHMENT DEMANDED ABSOLUTELY, WITHOUT
COMl'l \S\TION FOR VESTED INTERESTS: THE APPEAL
FKIIT! 1.^, AND THE SUBJECT IGNORED BY THE RUMP:
DISI'F.KSION OF THAT BODY BY LAMBERT.

D +TAGE OF Tin: ANARCHY, OR Till: HM/ /./AdFORD-
//<T>K /.v //:/,'/>/ i-TioN (OCT. DEC. 1659): MILTON'S

THOUGHTS ON LAMBERT'S COUP D*KTAT IN HIS /./. /

TO .\ /-/;//:.VD CONCERNING Tin: i;i I'TI HES OF THE COM-

jtfo.vu-/:.i /.r// : THF. I.KTTKK IN THK MAIN AUAIXST LAM-

r.KUT AND IN DF. !' THF RUMP: ITS EXTRA-

OR1MNAKV I'llACTIi'AI. I'Kol'OSAL OF A (!O\ ! :i;\ MF.XT BY

TWO I'F.l'.M VNF.NT I'F.NTUAI. F.oM | PROPOSAL COM-

PAUF.P WITH THF. ACTUAL ADMINISTRATION BY THF,

\niiTrn: Of SATm AND THF \\.\ii /\<; ri:i>-u<

COUNCIL OF OFFIfKi;*: MILTON STII.I. NOMINALLY IN

THE LATIN SECRETAT. VSIIIP : MoNTV \\A1UIANT OF
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25, 1659, RELATING TO MILTON, MARVELL, AND EIGHTY-

FOUR OTHER OFFICIALS : NO TRACE OF ACTUAL SERVICE

BY MILTON FOR THE NEW COMMITTEE OF SAFETY: HIS

MEDITATIONS THROUGH THE TREATY BETWEEN THE

WALLINGFORD-HOUSE GOVERNMENT AND MONK IN SCOT-

LAND : HIS MEDITATIONS THROUGH THE COMMITTEE-

DISCUSSIONS AS TO THE FUTURE MODEL OF GOVERN-

MENT : HIS INTEREST IN THIS AS NOW THE PARAMOUNT

QUESTION, AND HIS COGNISANCE OF THE MODELS OF

HARRINGTON AND THE ROTA CLUB : WHITLOCKE'S NEW
CONSTITUTION DISAPPOINTING TO MILTON : TWO MORE

LETTERS TO OLDENBURG AND YOUNG RANELAGH : GOSSIP

FROM ABROAD IN CONNECTION WITH THESE LETTERS:

MORUS AGAIN, AND THE COUNCIL OF FRENCH PROTES-

TANTS AT LOUDUN : END OF THE WALLINGFORD-HOUSE

INTERRUPTION.

THIED STAGE OF THE ANAECHY, OB THE SECOND RESTORATION

OF THE RUMP (DEC. 1659 FEB. 1659-60) : MILTON'S DE-

SPONDENCY AT THIS PERIOD : ABATEMENT OF HIS FAITH

IN THE RUMP : HIS THOUGHTS DURING THE MARCH OF

MONK FROM SCOTLAND AND AFTER MONK'S ARRIVAL IN

LONDON : HIS STUDY OF MONK NEAR AT HAND AND MIS-

TRUST OF THE OMENS : HIS INTEREST FOR A WHILE IN

THE QUESTION OF THE PRECONSTITUTION OF THE NEW
PARLIAMENT PROMISED BY THE RUMP : HIS ANXIETY

THAT IT SHOULD BE A REPUBLICAN PARLIAMENT BY MERE

SELF-ENLARGEMENT OF THE RUMP : HIS PREPARATION

OF A NEW REPUBLICAN PAMPHLET : THE PUBLICATION

POSTPONED BY MONK'S SUDDEN DEFECTION FROM THE

RUMP, THE ROASTING OF THE RUMP IN THE CITY, AND
THE RESTORATION OF THE SECLUDED MEMBERS TO THEIR

PLACES IN THE PARLIAMENT : MILTON^S DESPONDENCY

COMPLETE.

WITH what feelings was it that Milton found himself once

more in the employment of his old masters, the original

Republicans or Commonwealth's-men ? That there may have

been some sense of awkwardness in the re-connexion is not
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unlikely. Had he not for six years been a most conspicuous
rromwellian ? Had he not justified again and again in print

Cromwell's coitj> il'c'lal of 1653, by which the Uunip had been

turned out of power, and which the now Restored Rumpers,
and especially such of their leaders as Vane, Scott, Hasilri^,

and Hrad.-haw. were bound to remember as Cromwell's un-

pardonable sin. and the woeful beginning of an illegitimate

interregnum? He had justified it, hardly anonymously, in

hi> Lrttrr to a Gentleman in the Country, published in May
only a fortnight after the fact (Vol. IV. pp. 519-523).

lie bad justified it a year later in his Defensio Secunda of 1654,

published some months after the Protectorate had actually

be^un. In that famous pamphlet, he had, amid much else

to the same effect, made special reference to Cromwell's

Dissolution of the Rump in these words addressed to Crom-

well himself: " When you saw delays being contrived, and
"
every one more intent on his private interests than on the

"
public good, and the people complaining of being cheated

"of their hopes and cinum vented by the power of a few, you
'

did what they themselves had so often declined to do when

a-k.-d. and put an end to their Government" (Vol. IV. p. 604).

Mumpers of tenacious memories cannot have forgotten such

published utterances of Milton, while the fact that he had

for some years past been an Oliverian, a Protectoratist, a

Court-ofHeial for Oliver and Kichard, was patent to all. Yet,

now that the old Hampers were restored to power, the sur-

vivors of the original "few" whose dissolution by Cromwell

he had publicly praised and defended, here was Milton still in

his secretaryship and writing- the first foreign letters they

required.

II.'\v was this? It is hardly a sufficient answer to say that

it is quite customary for ollieials to remain in their places

through changes of Government. On the one hand, Milton

Mas not a man to remain in an element with which he could

not conscientiously accord ; and, on the other, the Rumpers
were rather careful in seeking public servants of their own
sort. Thurloe was out of the general Secretaryship ;

and one

of the first acts of the restored House was to punish Mr.
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Henry Scobell, Clerk of the Parliament, for having- entered

the fact of Cromwell's Dissolution of the House on April

20, 1653, in the Journals under that date. They ordered

a Bill to be brought in for repealing- the Act by which

Scobell held the Clerkship.
1 The truth, then, is that Milton

was not, on the whole, displeased by the return of his old

friends to power. Though he had justified Cromwell's dissolu-

tion of the Rump and had become openly an Oliverian at the

beginning of the Protectorate, he had never ceased to regard

with admiration and affection such of the old Republicans as

Vane, Bradshaw, and Overton. It had probably all along been

a question with him whether the blame of their disablement

under the Protectorate lay more with themselves or with

Oliver. Then, as we have abundantly seen, there is reason

for believing that before the end of the Protectorate his own

Oliverianism or Cromwellianism had become weaker than at

first. The Miltonic reserves, as we have called them, with

which he had given his adhesion to the Protectorate even

at first, had taken stronger and stronger development in his

mind
; and, whatever he found to admire in Cromwell's

Government all in all, the whole course of that Government

in Church matters had been a disappointment. Milton wanted

to see Church and State entirely separated ; Cromwell had

mixed them, intertwined them, more than ever. Milton

wanted to see the utter abolition in England of anything
that could be called a clergy ;

Cromwell had made it one of

the chief objects of his rule to maintain a clergy and extend

it massively. Whether this policy might not yet be reversed

had been one of Milton's first questions with himself after

Cromwell's death ; and his Treatise of Civil Power in Ecclesi-

astical Causes, addressed to Richard's Parliament, had been a

challenge -to that Parliament not to shrink from the great

attempt. In that treatise, it is not too much to say, Milton

had shaken hands again with the old Republican party. In

the preface to it he had dwelt fondly on his former connexion

with them, on his recollection especially of the speeches he

had heard from some of them in the old Councils of State of

1 Commons Journals, May 19, 1659.
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the Commonwealth, when he had first the honour to sit tli

as Latin Secretary, and listen to their private debates. What
clearm ss then, what decisiveness, in such men as Vane and

Brad-haw, on that "important article of Christianity," the

ssary distinctness of the Civil from the Religious! Ah !

could those old days be back ! He had written as if those days
had not been satisfactory, as if the dispersion of his old

musters of those days had been necessary ; but, in so writing,

had In- not been too hasty? So he had been asking himself of

late ; and though, as Richard's Latin Secretary, and writing
under his Protectorate, he had not said a word against the

;1 dished Protectoral Government, he had expressed gene-

rally hi.- c.invietion that England would never be right till

either tlmse charged with the (lovernment should be men

"di.-eerning between Civil and Religious" or none but such

should he charged with the (lovernment. Now, however, in

May 1659, he might speak more plainly. Richard's Govern-

ment had 1'cen swept away; Richard's Parliament, which he

had addressed, was no more in being; and, by a revolution

which he had not expected, and in which he had taken no

part, the pure Republic, with the relics of the Parliament

that had first created it, was again the established order.

All round about him the men he respected most were exulting

in the change, and calling it a revival of "the Good Old

Can Without pronouncing on the change in all its

aspect-, he could join in the exultation for a special reason.

U.'iild not the restored Republican Parliament and their

Councils of State -co it to be part of their duty to assert at

la-t the principle of absolute Religious Voluntaryism ?

This representation of Milton's position at the time of

the re-t. ^ration of the Rump is confirmed by a private letter

then addressed to him. The writer was a certain Moses

Wall, of Can-ham or Caver-ham in Oxfordshire, a scholar and

Republican opinionist of whom there are traces in Hartlil>'s

coriv-| ondcnee and el>eu here.
1 Milton had recently writ

to him, .-ending him perhaps a copy of his Tfxjfise oft
/' '>/ in Eccletiattical Causes; and this is Wall's reply

1

W.-rthiugton's Diary and <

!>y ('Mssloy, I. 3J>5 and 865.
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written, it will be observed, the very day after Richard's

abdication :

"
SIB,

11 1 received yours the day after you wrote, and do humbly thank

you that you are pleased to honour me with your letters. I confess

I have (even in my privacy in the country) oft had thoughts about

. you, and that with much respect for your friendliness to truth in

your early years and in bad times. But I was uncertain whether

your relation to the Court (though I think that a Commonwealth
was more friendly to you than a Court) had not clouded your
former light ;

but your last book resolved that doubt.

You complain of the non-progressency of the nation, and of its

retrograde motion of late, in liberty and spiritual truths. It is

much to be bewailed
; but, yet, let us pity human frailty. "When

those who had made deep protestations of their zeal for our liberty,

both spiritual and civil, and made the fairest' offers to be the asser-

ters thereof, and whom we thereupon trusted, when these, being
instated in power, shall betray the good thing committed to them,

and lead us back to Egypt, and by that force which we gave them

to win us liberty hold us fast in chains, what can poor people do 1

You know who they were that watched our Saviour's sepulchre to

keep him from rising [soldiers! see Matthew XXVII. and XXVIII.].
Besides, whilst people are not free, but straitened in accommoda-

tions for life, their spirits will be dejected and servile
; and, conduc-

ing to that end [of rousing them], there should be an improving of

our native commodities, as our manufactures, our fishery, our fens,

forests, and commons, and our trade at sea, &c. : which would give

the body of the nation a comfortable subsistence. And the break-

ing that cursed yoke of Tithes would much help thereto. Also

another thing I cannot but mention
;
which is that the Norman

Conquest and Tyranny is- continued upon the nation without any

thought of removing it : I mean the tenure of land by copyhold,
and holding for life under a lord, or rather tyrant, of a manor

;

whereby people care not to improve their land by cost upon it, not

knowing how soon themselves or theirs may be outed it, nor what

the house is in which they live, for the same reason and they are

far more enslaved to the lord of the manor than the rest of the

nation is to a king or supreme magistrate.
" We have waited for liberty ;

but it must be God's work and

not man's : who thinks it sweet to maintain his pride and worldly
interest to the gratifying of the flesh, whatever becomes of the

precious liberty of mankind. But let us not despond, but do our

duty ;
Grod will carry on that blessed work, in despite of all oppo-

sites, and to their ruin if they persist therein.
"

Sir, my humble request is that you would proceed, and give us

that other member of the distribution mentioned in your book :

viz. that Hire doth greatly impede truth and liberty. It is like, if
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ymi do, you shall find opposere; but remember that saying.
' Beatiui

mi
friti,' or. in the Apostle's words, James V. 1 1. Miurapi'-

(np(v TOI/J vnoptvovras ['
We count them happy that endure']. I have

sometimes thougW (com-urrini,' with your assertion) of that storied

void-that .-hoidd sprak tVinn heavi-n w hen Ecclesiastics were endowed
witli worldly pn-tri incuts.

'

J/oduvenenuminfunditnrincclesiam'
['This day i.- po^mi poured into the Church']; for, to use the

spn-ch of (Jen. IV. ult., according to the sense Which it hatli in the

Hrluvw. 'Thru lu-gan men to corrupt the worship of God.' I

shall trll you a s-upposal of mine; which is this : Mr. Durie has

bestowed about thirty years' time in travel, conference, and writing,
'iii-ilc Calvinisls and Lutherans, and that witli little or no

Hut thr shortest way were: Take away ecclesiastical

dignities, honours, and preferments on both sides, and all would
soon In- Inishrd

; those ecclesiastics would be quiet, and then the

people would come forth into truth and liberty. But I will not

engage in this <|uarrel. Yet I shall lay this engagement upon
niNM-lf, to remain

" Your faithful friend and servant,

M. WALL." '

" Causham : May 26, 1659.

Ilnv, from a man evidently after Milton's own heart on the

rinm-h question, we have Milton's welcome back into thr

ranks of the old KrpuUiruns. And more and more through
the live months of the first Restoration of the Hump (May 7

Oct. 13) the friends of "the good old cause" had reason

to know that Milton was again one of themselves. It happens,

l. that we have no more letters of his for the Restored

(lovrnimt -nt than the two of May 15, already quoted,

\vhieh In- wrote for the ivst>rrd House, and which were siirnrd

by Speaker Lent hall. Tlne t\vo letters close the entire series

of the known and extant State-Letters of Milton. He and

Marvell. however, were still in their Secretaryship, drawing
their salaries a- l>ef.>re; and of the completeness of Milton's

re-adhereiu'e to the Republican Government there is evidence

more mai\v and striking than could have been furni>hed by

any number of farther oilieial letters by him for the Rump
or its Council.

D KritUh original. It \v ;

Museu thr rectly, l'\ l!imi N. ''..in his

J. - 1

'

:i of the Eikono-

chdale) certiUes it a* from the UeuUt.
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Milton had not judged wrongly in supposing that the

question of Church - disestablishment would now be made

part and parcel of " the good old cause." We have already

glanced at the facts (p. 466), but they may be given here

more in detail : Hardly had the Bump been reconstituted

when petitions for Disestablishment, in the form of petitions

for the abolition of Tithes, began to pour in upon it. One

such, called " The Humble Representation and Petition of

many well-affected persons in the counties of Somerset, Wilts,

and some parts of Devon, Dorset, and Hampshire," was read

in the House on the 14th of June. The petitioners were

thanked, and informed that the House resolved " to give
"
encouragement to a godly, preaching, learned ministry

"
throughout the nation, and for that end to continue the pay-

" ment of Tithes till they can find out some other more equal
" and comfortable maintenance for the ministry, and satisfac-

" tion of the people ;
which they intend with all convenient

"
speed." That day, accordingly, in a division of thirty-eight

Yeas (Carew Raleigh and Sir William Brereton tellers) to

thirty-eight Noes (Hasilrig and Colonel White tellers) it was

carried, by the Speaker's^casting vote, to refer the question of

some substitute for Tithes to a Grand Committee. On the

27th of June, there having been other petitions against Tithes

in the meantime, signed by
"
many thousands/' the House

came to a more definite resolution, which they ordered to be

printed and published by the Judges in their circuits. It was
" That this Parliament doth declare that, for the encourage-
" ment of a godly, preaching, learned ministry throughout
" the nation, the payment of Tithes shall continue as now
"
they are, unless this Parliament shall find out some other,"

&c. As the word unless had been substituted for the word

until without a division, it is evident that the House had

gone back in their intentions in the course of the fortnight,

and were less disposed to commit themselves to any serious

interference with the Church Establishment as left by Crom-

well. The disappointment to the petitioning thousands must

have been great. Still, the question had been raised, and

might be regarded as only adjourned. What was wanted was
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continued agitation out of doors, more petitioning and more

pamphleteering.
1

It was in this last way that Milton could help. As advised

by his friend Moses Wall, he had been busy over that second

Disestablishment tract which he had promised ;
and in August

Hi.")!) it apppeared in this form: "Consideration* touching the

likrlifttf- means to remove Hirelings out of the Church. Wherein

is also discourc'd of Tithes, Church-fees, Church Revenues ; and

whether any maintenance of ministers can be settled by law. The

author J. M. London, Printed by T. N. for L. Chapman at the

Crown in Popes-head Alley, 1659." The volume is a very-

small octavo, and contains eighteen unnumbered pages of pre-

fatory address to the Parliament in large open type, signed
"John Milton" in lull, followed by 153 pages of text.-

The Address to the Parliament deserves particular notice.

The following is the main portion of it, with two phrases
Italicised :

"
Owing to your protection, Supreme Senate, this liberty of

writing which I have used these eighteen years on all occasions

to assert the just rights and freedoms both of Church and State,

and so far approved as to have been trusted with the represent-

in-'iit and defence of your actions to all Christendom against an

adversary of no mean repute, to whom should I address what I

still piiMMi on the same argument but to you, whose magnanimous
counsel- first opened and unbound the age from a double bondage
under I'relatical and Regal tyranny, above our own hopes hearten-

ing us t. look up at la>t like Men and Christians from the slavish

drj.vtioii \vli. it in from father to son we were bred up and taught,

and thereby deserving of these nations, if they be not barbarously
in grateful, to IM> acknowledged, next under God, the authors and best

patron* <>f /iV/<;t<>M* and Civil Liberty that ever these Islands brought

'h ? The care and tuition of whose peace and safety, after a short

but t M ni'jltt of in'- /, is now again, by a new dawn-

ing of God's miraculous Providence among us, revolved upon your

shoulders. And to whom more appertain these Considerations wl.

I propound than to yourselves, and the debate before you, though

1 Commons Journals of da date "Aug." marked on title-page
*
Copy in Thomasou Collection, with mouth only, no day.
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I trust of no difficulty, yet at present of great expectation, not

whether ye will gratify, were it no more than so, but whether ye will

hearken to the just petition of many thousands best affected both to

Religion and to this your return, or whether ye will satisfy (which

you never can) the covetous pretences and demands of insatiable

Hirel ings,whose disaffection ye well know both to yourselves and your

resolutions 1 That I, though among many others in this common

concernment, interpose to your deliberations what my thoughts also

are, your own judgment and the success thereof hath given me the

confidence : which requests but this that, if I have prosperously,

God so favouring me, defended the public cause of this Common-

wealth to foreigners, ye would not think the reason and ability

whereon ye trusted once (and repent not) your whole reputation to

the world either grown less by more maturity and longer study

or less available in English than in another tongue ;
but that, if it

sufficed, some years past, to convince and satisfy the unengaged of

other nations in the justice of your doings, though then held para-

doxal, it may as well suffice now against weaker opposition in

matters (except here in England, with a spirituality of men devoted

to their temporal gain) of no controversy else among Protestants."

This is, unmistakeably, a public testimony of Milton's re-

adhesion to the Hampers, with something- like an expression

of regret that he had ever parted from them. After all, he

could call them "the authors and best patrons of religious

and civil liberty that ever these Islands brought forth";

and, with this renewed conviction, and remembering also their

former confidence in himself, especially in the Salmasian con-

troversy, he could now congratulate them and the country on

their return to power. But is not the Address also a recantation

of his Oliverianism ? To some extent, it must be so interpreted.

It seems utterly impossible, indeed, that the phrase
" a short

but scandalous night of interruption
" was intended to apply to

the entire six years of the Cromwellian Dictatorship and

Protectorship. That had not been a " short
"
interruption, for

it had exceeded in length the whole duration of the Common-

wealth it had interrupted ; and it would be the most mar-

vellous inconsistency on record if Milton could ever have

brought himself to call it
" scandalous." Who had written
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tin- pan. irvric on Cromwell and his actually establish.,! I

trcti r-hip in the Ikfensio Secunda ? Who had been Oliver's

Latin Secretary from first to last, and penned for him his

despatches on tin- I'iedmontesc massacre and all his greatest

be.-ide-? The likrlihood, therefore, is that " the short but

mdalous night of interruption" in Milton's mind was the

fortnight or so of Wallingford-IIouse usurpation which broke

n]> Richard's Parliament and Protectorate, and from the con-

tinuance of which, with all the inconveniences of a mere

military despotism, the restoration of the Rump had seemed

a hnppy rescue. But, though this single phrase may be thus

explained, the tone of the whole address intimates far less of

gratitude to Oliver dead than there had been of admiration

for Oliver living. And the reason at this point is most

obvious. Was it not precisely because Cromwell had failed

to fulfil Milton's expectation of him, in his sonnet of May
1C).")'.*, that he would deliver the Commonwealth from the

plague of "
hireling wolves,'' calling themselves a Clergy

was it not because Cromwell from first to last had pursued a

contrary policy that it remained for Milton now, seven years
after the date of that sonnet, to have to offer, as a private

thinker, and on mere printed paper, his own poor Considera-

tions tour/tiny (/if likeliest means to remove Hireling* out of the

Church ? It was not in a pamphlet on that subject, wherever

else, that Milton could say his best for the memory of

Cromwell.

After some preliminary observations connecting the pre-

sent treatise with its forerunner, Milton opens his subject

thus :

" Hire of it>clf is neither a thing unlawful, nor a word of any
evil n"te, ugnifying no more than a due recompense or reward,

as when our Saviour saith,
' The labourer is worthy of his hire.'

That which makes it so dangerous in the Church, and properly

makes HIKKI.IM; a word always of evil signification, is either the

excess thereof or the undue manner of giving and taking it. What

harm the excess thereof brought to the Church perhaps was not

found by experience till the days of Constantino; who, out ot

real, thinking he could be never too liberally a nursing father of
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the Church, might be not unfitly said to have either overlaid it or

choked it in the nursing. Which was foretold, as is recorded in

Ecclesiastical traditions, by a voice heard from Heaven, on the very

day that those great donations of Church-revenues were given,

crying aloud,
' This day is poison poured into the Church' [Note

the adoption of the anecdote from Mr. Wall's letter]. Which

the event soon after verified, as appears by another no less ancient

observation, that '

Religion brought forth wealth, and the Daughter

devoured the Mother.' But, long ere wealth came into the Church,

so soon as any gain appeared in Religion, HIRELINGS were appa-

rent, drawn in long before by the very scent thereof [References to

Judas as the first hireling, to Simon Magus as the second, and to

various texts in the Acts and Epistles proving that among the

early preachers of Christianity there were men who preached
'

for

filthy lucre's sake,' or made a mere trade of the Gospel] .... Thus

we see that not only the excess of Hire in wealthiest times, but

also the undue and vicious taking or giving it, though but small

or mean, as in the primitive times, gave to hirelings occasion,

though not intended yet sufficient, to creep at first into the Church.

Which argues also the difficulty, or rather the impossibility, to

remove them quite, unless every minister were, as St. Paul, con-

tented to teach gratis: but few such are to be found. As therefore

we cannot justly take away all Hire in the Church, because we

cannot otherwise quite remove Hirelings, so are we not, for the

impossibility of removing them all, to use therefore no endeavour

that fewest may come in, but rather, in regard the evil, do what

we can, will always be incumbent and unavoidable, to use our

utmost diligence how it may be least dangerous. Which will be

likeliest effected if we consider, -first
what recompense God hath

ordained should be given to ministers of the Church (for that a

recompense ought to be given them, and may by them justly be

received, our Saviour himself, from the very light of reason and of

equity, hath declared, Luke X. 7,
' The labourer is worthy of his

hire') ; next, by whom; and, lastly, in what manner."

In this passage and in other passages throughout the

Treatise it is clear that Milton's ideal was a Church in which

no minister should take pay at all for his preaching or

ministry, whether pay from the state or from his hearers, but

every minister should, as St. Paul did, preach absolutely and
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mntieally rfrafix, deriving his livelihood and his leisure

to pivaeh iVoiu his private resources, or, if ho had none such,
then IV. -in tin- ]iractice of some calling or handicraft apart
from IIH pi-eat hin^. Deep down in Milton's mind, notwith-

standing his professed deference to Christ's words,
" The

Lt/xnirer it worthy <

if hit hire" we can see this conviction that

it would be better for the world if religious doctrine, or in

fact doctrine of any kind, were never bought or sold, but all

spirit M;I! teachers were to abhor the very touch of money for

thrir lessons, being either gentlemen of independent means
who could propagate the truth splendidly from high motives,

or else tent -makers, carpenters, and bricklayers, passionate
with the possession of some truth to propagate. This, how-

ever, having been acknowledged to be perhaps an impos-

sibility on any great scale, he goes on to inquire, as proposed,
what the legitimate and di\ inely-apjM>inted hire of Gospel-
ministers is, from whom it may come, and in what manner.

The general result is as follows: I. The Tithes of the old

Jewish dispensation are utterly abolished under the (iospel.

Nearly half the treatise is an argument to this effect, and

consequently for the immediate abolition of the tithe-system
in England. Here Milton lends his whole force to the

popular current on this subject among the friends of "the

good old cause," advocati m* those petitions to the Rump of

which he has spoken in his preface. But he goes farther

than the abolition of tithes. He will not allow of any

statutory substitute for tithes, any taxation of the people in

any form for the support of Religion. The only substitute

for tithes which he discusses specifically is compulsory
church-fees for ministerial oilices, such as baptisms, mar-

I,
and burials. These, as well as tithes, he utterly

condemns ;
and he winds up this part of his inquiry thus :

"Siring, then, that (lod hath i^iven to ministers under the

(io-pel that, only \vliieh is justly ^iveu them (that is to say,
%>
a due and moderate livelihood, the hire of their labour), and

"
that the heave-offering of Tithes is abolished with the Altar

"
(yea, though not abolished, yet lawless as they enjoy them),

"their Melehizedekian right also trivial and groundless,

VOL. v. E r
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" and both tithes and fees, if exacted or established, un-

just and scandalous, we may hope, with them removed, to

" remove Hirelings in some good measure." II. It is main-

tained that the lawful maintenance of the ministry can con-

sist only in the voluntary offerings of those they instruct,

whether tendered individually, or collected into a common

treasury for distribution. The flocks ought to maintain their

own pastors, and no others are bound to contribute for the

purpose. But what of poor neighbourhoods that cannot

maintain pastors and yet need them most sorely? Milton

has unbounded confidence that these will be overtaken and

provided for by the zeal of pious individuals, or by
" the

charity of richer congregations," taking the form of itinerant

missions. " If it be objected that this itinerary preaching
"
will not serve to plant the Gospel in those places unless

"
they who are sent abide there some competent time, I

" answer that, if they stay there for a year or two, which was
" the longest time usually staid by the Apostles in one place,
"

it may suffice to teach them who will attend and learn all

" the points of Religion necessary to salvation : then, sorting
" them into several congregations of a moderate number, out

" of the ablest and zealousest of them to create elders, who,
"
exercising and requiring from themselves what they have

" learnt (for no learning is retained without constant exercise

" and methodical repetition), may teach and govern the rest :

"
and, so exhorted to continue faithful and stedfast, they may

"
securely be committed to the providence of God and the

"
guidance of his Holy Spirit till God may offer some oppor-

"
tunity to visit them again and to confirm them." The only

concession Milton will make is that, in cases of urgent neces-

sity, application may be made to magistrates or other trustees

of charitable funds for aid in these temporary and itinerant

missions. For the rest, it will be seen, it is with difficulty

that he allows the existence of a permanent pastorate any-

where. If there is to be a body of men in the community

making a business of preaching, and if in towns and populous

neighbourhoods congregations choose to retain the services,

for life or for an indefinite period, of particular ministerial
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persons select M! from this body, and to erect handsome build-

ing convenient for such services, well and good, or rather it

cannot !< helped ; hut the picture most to Milton's fancy is

that of an Kupland generally, or at all events of a rural

Kn^Iand. without any fixed or regular parish pastors or

pariih-chorchetj but each little local cluster of believers

inert ing on Sundays or other days in chapel or barn for

mutual edification, or to be instructed by such simple teaching
ciders as may easily, from time to time, be produced within

It'. Add the itinerant agency of more practiced and pro-

<>n:il preachers, circulating periodically among the local

clusters, to rouse them or keep them alive; and nothing

more would be needed. There would be plenty of preach-

ing. and :jood preaching, everywhere; but, as most of it

would be spontaneous by hard-handed men known among
their neighbours, and working, like their neighbours, for

their ordinary subsistence, the preaching profession, as a

means of income, would be reduced to a minimum. In a

Chnreh so constituted there would still be hirelings, especially

in large towns and where there were \\ealthycongregations;
hut the number of such would be greatly reduced. III.

Under the third head of the "manner" of the recompense
to ministers. where there is any recompense at all, the sub-

stance of Milton's remarks is that the purely voluntary

character of the recompense must be studiously maintained.

It must be purely an alms, an oblation of benevolence.

Ilenee it should never take the form of a life-endowment, or

even of a contract conferring a legal title to demand payment.
The appearance of a mini>ter of the Gospel in a law-court to

lor UK nev supposed to be due to him for his ministerial

services, even by promise or agreement, is spoken of with

disi;u>t. \Vrre it the understood rule that there could be no re-

covery by a minister even of his promised salary, would not that

also tend iu some decree to keep Hirelings out of the Church ?

The pamphlet, it will be seen, is more outspoken ami

thoroughgoing than its forerunner. It contains al.-o more of

those individual passages that represent Milton in his rough

mood of sarcastic- strength, though none of such biauty or

r 2
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eloquence as are to be found in his earlier pamphlets. The

following are characteristic :

Mr. Prynne's Defences of Tithes :
" To heap such unconvincing

citations as these in Religion, whereof the Scripture only is our rule,

argues not much learning nor judgment, but the lost labour of much

unprofitable reading. And yet a late hot Querist for Tithes, whom

ye may know, by his wits lying ever beside him in the margin, to

be ever beside his wits in the text, a fierce Reformer once, now

rankled with a contrary heat, would send us back, very reformedly

indeed, to learn Reformation from Tyndarus and Rebuffus, two

Canonical Promoters.
" l

Marriages and Clerical Concern in the same :
" As for Marriages,

that ministers should meddle with them, as not sanctioned or

legitimate without their celebration, I find no ground in Scripture

either of precept or example. Likeliest it is (which our Selden

hath well observed L II. c. 28. Ux. Jfeb.) that in imitation of

heathen priests, who were wont at nuptials to use many rites and

ceremonies, and especially judging it would be profitable and the

increase of their authority not to be spectators only in business of

such concernment to the life of man, they insinuated that marriage

was not holy without their benediction, and for the better colour

made it a Sacrament
; being of itself a Civil Ordinance, a household

contract, a thing indifferent and free to the whole race of mankind,

not as religious, but as men. Best, indeed, undertaken to religious

ends, as the Apostle saith (1 Cor. VII. 'In the Lord'); yet not

therefore invalid or unholy without a minister and his pretended

necessary hallowing, more than any other act, enterprise, or

contract, of civil life, which ought all to be done also in the Lord

and to his glory, all which, no less than marriage, were by the

cunning of priests heretofore, as material to their profit, transacted

at the altar. Our Divines deny it to be a Sacrament
; yet retained

the celebration, till prudently a late Parliament recovered the civil

liberty of marriage from their encroachment, and transferred the

ratifying and registering thereof from their Canonical Shop to the

proper cognisance of Civil Magistrates
"
[The Marriages Act of the

Barebones Parliament
;
in accordance with which had been Milton's

own second marriage : see ante p. 281, and Vol. IV. p. 511].

1 The reference is to Prynne's Ten t&c., against the Petitioners and Petitions

Considerable Queries concerning Tithes, for their Total Abolition : 1659.
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Sitlint) under 'later:
" If men be not all their life-

time under a tencherto learn Logic, Natural Philosophy. Kthirs,

ii- Mutli. -matics. . . . certainly it is nut m-CfSMiry to the attainment

ofChii-fian kiuiwh -i !_'! that men .-hould sit all their life long at

the loot of a pulpited divine, while he, a lollard indeed over his

elhow eushiHii. in almost the hevunth part of forty or fifty years,

tl.. m M-arce half the principles of Religion, and his sheep
oft times sit the while to as little purpose of benefiting as the sheep
in their pews at Sinithiiehl."

<'ii
;/// tutiona for mutual Edification: "Notwithstanding the

jaiidy superstition of some devoted still ignorant ly to temples, we

may lie well assured that He who disdained not to be laid in a

manner disdains not to be preached in a barn, and that by such

meetings as these, being indeed most apostolieal and primitive, they

will in a short time advance more in Christian knowledge and

reformation of life than hy the many years' preaching of such an in-

eiiml.ent. I may say such an incubus ofttimes, as will be meanly
hired to ahide long in those pla.

' rmntrt'tlfor hi* Kxfal>l inhed Church : "For the

rate, in person of a nursing f.ither. to make the Church his

mere ward, as always in minority, the Church to whom he ought
as a Magistrate (Isaiah XLIX. 23)

l
to bow down with his face

t, ni'it r<l the earth and lick up the dust of her feet,' her to subject to

itical drifts and conceived opinions by mastering her revenue,

and so by his cxamiiuint Committees to circumscribe her free

flection of ministers, is neither just nor pious: no honour done to

the ( 'lunch, l>ut a plain dishonour."

l'nii;-i:<iti/ K<lu,-<tt'>n f Ministers : State of the Facts : "They

pretend that their education, either at School or University, hath

been very chaiLr
eal>le, and then-fore ought to be repaired in future

by a plentiful maintenance: whereas it is well known that the

liettei half of them, and ofttiraes poor and pitiful boys, of no merit

or promising hopes that mi^ht entitle them to the public provision

hut their poverty and the unjust favour of friend-*, have had the

most of their hreediiiL', hoth at School and University, hy scholar-

ships, e\ hil tit ions, and fellowships, at the public cost, which

miu;ht cii-a-r them the rather \>< Is. as they have freely

d. Or. if they have missed of these helps at the latter place,

they have after two or three years left the course of their studies

there, if they ever well began them, and undertaken, though
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furnished with little else but ignorance, boldness, and ambition, if

with no worse vices, a chaplainship iu some gentleman's house, to

the frequent imbasing of his sons with illiterate and narrow

principles. Or, if they have lived there [at the University] upon
their own, who knows not that seven years' charge of living there,

to them who fly not from the government of their parents to the

licence of a University, but come seriously to study, is no more

than may be well defrayed and reimbursed by one year's revenue of

an ordinary good benefice 1 If they had then means of breeding from

their parents, 'tis likely they have more now
; and, if they have,

it needs must be mechanic and uningenuous in them to bring a bill

of charges for the learning of those liberal Arts and Sciences which

they have learnt (if they have indeed learnt them, as they seldom

have) to their own benefit and accomplishment. But they will say
' "We had betaken us to some other trade or profession, had we not

expected to find a better livelihood by the Ministry.' This is what

I looked for, to discover them openly neither true lovers of

Learning and so very seldom guilty of it, nor true ministers of the

Gospel."

University Education of Ministers not Necessary:
" What

Learning, either human or divine, can be necessary to a minister

may as easily and less chargeably be had in any private house . . .

Those theological disputations there held
[i.

e. at the Universities]

by Professors and Graduates are such as tend least of all to the

edification or capacity of the people, but rather perplex and leaven

pure doctrine with scholastical trash than enable any minister to

the better preaching of the Gospel. Whence we may also compute,

since they come to reckonings, the charges of his needful library;

which, though some shame not to value at 600 [equivalent to

.2000 now], may be competently furnished for ,60 [equivalent to

.200 now]. If any man, for his own curiosity or delight, be in

books fuither expensive, that is not to be reckoned as necessary

to his ministerial either breeding or function. But Papists and

other adversaries cannot be confuted without Fathers and Councils,

immense volumes and of vast charges ! I will show them therefore

a shorter and a better way of confutation : Tit. I. 9 ;
'

Holding fast

the faithful Word as he hath been taught, that he may be able, by

sound doctrine, both to exhort and to convince gainsayers,' who

are confuted as soon as heard bringing that which is either not in

Scripture or against it. To pursue them further through the
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and entangled wood of antiquity, Fathers and Councils

g one against mmtlit T, is needless, endless, not requisite in a

minister, ami iHus.d by the first Reformers of our Religion. And

yd u< in ,\ 1,. confident. if these things be thought needful, let the

State luit (-nit in public good store of Libraries, and there will not

want in- ii in the Church who of their own inclinations will become

able in this kind against Papists or any other Adversary."

No Parliament that England ever saw, not even the Bare-

bones Parliament itself, could have entertained for a moment,
with :i view to practical legislation, these speculations of the

blind Titan in all their length and breadth. Disestablish-

ment, Disendowment, Abolition of a Clergy, had been the

tin a in of the Anabaptists and Fifth Monarchy men of the

Han hones Parliament. Even in that House, however, the

battle practically, and on which the House broke up, was on

the question of the continuance of Tithes, and it is dubious

whether some in that half of the House which voted against
Tit IK^ would n<>< have been for preserving a Church Esta-

bli-hment or Preaching Ministry by some other form of

state-maintenance. Nor can one imagine, even in those eager
and revolutionary times, an utter disregard of that principle

of compensation for life-interests which any Parliament now,

contemplating a scheme of Disestablishment, would consider

binding in common equity. The old Bishops, and thePrelatic

Clergy. indeed, had been disestablished without much con-

sideration of life-interests
;
but the procedure in their case

had lieen of a penal character, and it is unlikely that it would

have been equally unceremonious with the new clergy of

Presbyterians and Independents, allowed generally to be

orthodox. From any hesitation on that score Milton is

absolutely free. He set's no ditlieulties. takes regard of none.

It is not with a tlesh-;ind-blood world that he deals, a world

of men. and their wives, and their families, and their yearly

incomes, and their fixed residences and household belongings.

It is with a world of wax. or of \\ { ><\\ and blood that must

be content to be treated a- wax. It is thought ri^ht to dis-

establish the Church : well, then, let the Clergy go! Abolish

tithes; provide no substitute; proclaim that, alter this day
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week, or the first day of the next year, not a penny shall

be paid to any man by the State for preaching the Gospel, or

doing any other act of the ministry: and what then? Why,
there will be a flutter of consternation, of course, through
some ten thousand or twelve thousand parsonages; ten

thousand or twelve thousand clerical gentlemen will stare

bewilderedly for a while at their wives' faces : but do not be

too much concerned ! They will all shift very well for them-

selves when they know they must ; the best of them will find

congregations where they are, or in other places, and will

work all the harder
; and, if the drones and dotards go thread-

bare and starve for the rest of their lives, that is but God's

way with such since the beginning of the world ! Be instant,

be rapid, be decisive, be thoroughgoing, O ye statesmen!

What are vested interests in the Church of Christ ?

As the Restored Rumpers had already decreed that an

Established Church should be kept up in England, and had

gone no farther on the Tithes question than to say that Tithes

must be paid, as by use and wont, until some substitute should

be provided, it is not likely that, however long they had sat,

Milton's views would have had much countenance from them.

There were individuals among them of Milton's way of

thinking on the whole
;
but he had probably made a mistake

in fancying that he had materially improved his influence, or

the chances of his notions of Church-polity, by his public
re-adhesion to the Rump. In fact, the continued existence of

the Rump was more precarious than he had thought. In

August 1659, while his pamphlet was in circulation, Lambert
was away in the north, suppressing the Cheshire Insurrection

of Sir George Booth
;
in the next month discontent with the

Rumpers and their rule was rife in Lambert's victorious

northern Brigade ;
and in the beginning of October London

was again in agitation with the rupture of the hasty alliance

that had been patched up between the Republicans and the

Wallingford-House Council of Army Officers. It was on the

12th of October that the Rump defied the Army by cashiering

Lambert, Desborough, Berry, and six other officers
;
and on

the 13th Lambert retaliated by his coup d'etat, filling the
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-tre.-t- with his soldiery, catching tin- Rummers one by one &s

they went to the Hoii-e, and inf. inning them that it was tin-

will of the Army that they should git no li:<>iv. Tims had

he^nn that "Second Stage of the Anarchy" winch we have

. 1 '/'//' ll'tit/i,
////

'>/! I- Il<> use Interruption.

Of Milton's thoughts over the change effected by Lambert's

// il'.'f.it we have an authentic record in a letter of his.

dated "October 20, 1659" (i.e. just a week after the <

'.//), and addressed to some friend with whom he had been

conversing on th-- previous night. It appears in his works

now with tin- title
"

./ /, / to a Friend, concerning the

nurtures of the Commonireall/i : rublisked from the Mnnu-

V.' 1 Who the Friend was does not appear; but the

\\onls of the Letter imply that he was some one very
near the centre of affaire. "Sir," it begins, "upon the sad

"and serious discourse which we fell into last night, con-
"
cerning thoe dan^crou- ruptures of the Commonwealth,
me yet in her infancy, which cannot he without some in-

" \\aid Haw in her bowels, I began to consider more intensely
' then-nil than hitherto I have been wont, resigning myself

i.e. having hitherto re-i-ned myself] to the wisdom and
" care of those who had the government, and not rinding that

"either (Jod or the Public mini red more of me than my
"prayers for those that govern. And. since you have not

ly -tii red up my thoughts by acquaint ing me with the

'state of affairs more inwardly than 1 knew before, but also

"have desired me to set down my opinion thereof, tru.-ting
"

to your ingenuity. I .-hall give you freely my apprehension,

tli of our present evils, and what expedients, if God in
"
mercy r. - arc! us, may remove them." At the close of the

I. ;i<r he says,
"

^ u have the sum of my present thoughts,
W M much as 1 under.-tand of the.-e affairs, freely imparted,
"

at your request and the per>nasion you wrought in me that

"I might chance hereby to be some waji ., Me to the Com-
" nionuealth in a time when all ought to be endeavouring

1 It w:us tir>t jiuMi-ln-il in tli<- so- informs u^ that it had been conimuni-
calle.1 Am.sUTilam I-!.:. Milton's cated 1

u.l Tolan.l. who a little alt. r t lit- author 8 death, had it

gave it to the publishers of that edition, from h L e. Iroiu 1'hillipe.
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" what good they can, whether much or but little. With
"
this you may do what you please. Put out, put in, com-

" municate or suppress : you offend not me, who only have
"
obeyed your opinion that, in doing what I have done, I

"
might happen to offer something which might be of some

" use in this great time of need. However, I have not
" been wanting to the opportunity which you presented
" before me of showing the readiness which I have, in the
" midst of my unfitness, to whatever may be required of me
" as a public duty." The expressions might suggest that the

friend who had been talking with Milton was Vane or some

one else of those Councillors of the Rump who still sat on at

Whitehall consulting with the Wallingford-House Chiefs as

to the form of Government to be set up instead of the Rump
(ante pp. 494-495). It may, however, have been some lesser

personage, such as Meadows, back from the Baltic this very
month. In any case, the letter was meant to be shown about,

if not printed. It was, in fact, Milton's contribution, at a

friend's request, to the deliberations going on at Whitehall.

He does not conceal his strong disapprobation of Lambert's

coup d'etat. Indeed he takes the opportunity of declaring,

even more strongly than he had done two months before,

how heartily he had welcomed the restoration of the Rump.
Thus :

" I will begin with telling you how I was overjoyed when I

heard lhat the Army, under the working of God's holy Spirit, as

I thought, and still hope well, had been so far wrought to Christian

humility and self-denial as to confess in public their backsliding
from the good Old Cause, and to show the fruits of their repentance
in the righteousness of their restoring the old famous Parliament

which they had without just authority dissolved : I call it the

famous Parliament, though not the harmless, since none well-

affected but will confess they have deserved much more of these

nations than they have undeserved. And I persuade me that God

was pleased with their restitution, signing it as He did with such

a signal victory when so great a part of the nation were despe-

rately conspired to call back again their Egyptian bondage [Lam-
bert's victory over Sir George Booth], So much the more it now
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nm:i/cs me that they whose lips were yet scarce closed from giving

thanks t'iir tli.it !_M-eat deliverance should be now relapsing, and BO

soon again backsliding into tin- parae fault, which they confessed BO

lately :unl so solemnly to God and the world, and more lately

punished in tho.-e Cheshire Rebels, that they should now dissolve

th.it Parliament \vliirh they themselves re-established, and acknow-

ledged for their Supreme Power in their other day's J/umbte

/' )>resentation : and all this for no apparent cause of public con-

cernment t<> tin- Chim-h or Commonwealth, but only for discom-

mi.">ioning nine great officers in the Army; which had not been

done, as is reported, hut upon notice of their intentions against

tin I'm lianicnt. I presume not to give my censure on this action,

not knowing, as yet I do not, the bottom of it. I speak only

what it appears to us without doors till better cause be declared,

ami I am sure to all other nations, most illegal and scandalous,

I fear UK harbarous, or rather scarce to be exampled among any

Barbarians, that a paid Army should, for no other cause, thus sub-

ilu. the Supreme Power that set them up. This, I say, other

nations will judge to the sad dishonour of that Army, lately so

renowned for tin- ci vilest and best-ordered in the world, and by us

here nt hoiiu' for the most conscientious. Certainly, if the great

officers and soldiers of the Holland, French, or Venetian forces

should thus sit in council and write from garrison to garrison

against their superiors, they might as easily reduce the King of

France, or Duke of Venice, and put the United Provinces in like

disorder and contusion."

I ! adds more in the same strain, ami calls upon the Army.
as one "jealous of their honour," to "manifest and publish wit h
"

all speed some letter cause of these their late actions than

-hath hitherto appeared, and to find out the Achan amongst
"them whose <-l"sc aml.itioti in all likelihood abuses their

"honest natures against their meaning to these disorders,"

in other words, to di>o\\n and denounce Lamlicrt. But, having

thus delivered his conscience <m the snliject of the second dis-

mission of the K'lin]', he declares farther complaint to be

useless, and proceeds to imjuiiv what is now to be done.

"Being now in anarchy, without a counselling and governing

power, and the Army, 1 >u|.p.e, timling thein.-elves insufficient to
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discharge at once both militaiy and civil affairs, the first thing to

be found out with all speed, without which no Commonwealth can

subsist, must be a SENATE or GENERAL COUNCIL OF STATE, in whom
must be the power first to preserve the public peace, next the

commerce with foreign nations, and lastly to raise moneys for the

management of these affairs. This must either be the [Rump]
Parliament readmitted to sit, or a Council of State allowed of by
the Army, since they only now have the power. The terms to be

stood on are Liberty of Conscience to all professing Scripture to be

the Rule of their Faith and Worship and the A bjuration of a Single

Person. If the [Rump] Parliament be again thought on, to salve

honour on both sides, the well-affected party of the City and the

Congregated Churches may be induced- to mediate by public ad-

dresses and brotherly beseechings ; which, if there be that saintship

among us which is talked of, ought to be of highest and undeniable

persuasion to reconcilement. If the Parliament be thought well

dissolved, as not complying fully to grant Liberty of Conscience, and

the necessary consequence thereof, the Removal of a forced Main-

tenancefrom Ministers [Milton's own sole dissatisfaction with the

Restored Rump], then must the Army forthwith choose a Council

of State, whereof as many to be of the Parliament as are un-

doubtedly affected to these two conditions proposed. That which I

conceive only able to cement and unite the Army either to the

Parliament recalled or this chosen Council must be a mutual League
and Oath, private or public, not to desert one another till death :

that is to say that the Army be kept up and all these Officers in

their places during life, and so likewise the Parliament or Coun-

cillors of State
;
which will be no way unjust, considering their

known merits on either side, in Council or in Field, unless any be

found false to any of these two principles, or otherwise personally

criminous in the judgment of both parties. If such a union as this

be not accepted on the Army's part, be confident there is a Single

Person underneath. That the Army be upheld the necessity of our

affairs and factions will
[at any rate] constrain long enough perhaps

to content the longest liver in the Army. And whether the Civil

Government be an annual Democracy or a perpetual Aristocracy is

not to me a consideration for the extremities wherein we are, and

the hazard of our safety from our common enemy, gaping at present

to devour us. That it be not an Oligarchy, or the Faction of a few,

may be easily prevented by the numbers of their own choosing
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wlu may ln> found infallibly constant to those two conditions fore-

iiHiucd full Liberty of Conscience ;m<l the Abjuration of Monarchy

proposed; ;iiid tin- well-ordered Committees of their faithfullest

adherents in every county may give this Government the resem-

blaiice mid effects of a perfect Democracy. As for the Reformation

of Laws and tin- I'IJM -, of .Judicature, whether to be here, as at

j.it
-i ut, or in every county, as hath been long aimed at, and many

such pn>posd> tending no doubt to public good, they may be con-

sideivd in due- time, when we are past these pernicious pangs, in a

hopeful way of health ami firm constitution. But, unless these

tiling which I have above proposed, one way or other, be once

set tied, iii my fear (which God avert
.'),

we instantly ruin, or at best

become the servants of one jor other Single Person, the secret author

and fonu-nter of these disturbances."

There is considerable boldness in these proposals of Milton,

and yet a cast of practicality which is unusual with him.

They ]>mve a^ain, it' new proof wore needed, that he was not

a Republican of the conventional sort. He Dinners, indeed,

at the possibility of an "Annual Democracy," i.e. a future

ssion of annual Parliaments, or at least of annual Ple-

biscites for electing the (lovernment. Hut he rather dis-

mi-M's that ]>i's>ilility 1'nmi his ealeulations; and moreover,

even had he entertained it farther, we know that the Parlia-

ments or Plebiscites he would have allowed would not have

been "
full and free," but only guarded representations of the

"
well-aH'ected

"
of the community, to wit, the Common-

wealth's men. Hut the Constitution to which he looks forward

with most confidence, and which he ventures to think might
answer all the purposes of a perfect democracy, is one that

should consist of two perpetual or life aristocracies at the

cent re,- -"lie a civil aristocracy in the form of a largish

Council of State, the other a military aristocracy composed of

reat Army Ollicers. these two aristocracies to be pledged
to each other by oath, and sworn also to the two great prin-

ciples of Liberty of Conscience and resistance to any attempt
at Single Person sovereignty. What communication bet

the Central ( io\ eminent so Constituted and the body of the

People might be n< for the free play of opinion might
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be sufficiently kept up, he hints, by the machinery of County
Committees. The entire scheme may seem strange to those

whose theory of a Republic refuses the very imagination of

an aristocracy or of perpetuity of power in the same hands
;

but both notions, and especially that of perpetuity of power
in the same hands, had been growing- on Milton, and were

not inconsistent with Ids theory of a Republic. Nor was his

present scheme, with all its strangeness, the least practical of

the many "models" that theorists were putting forth. It

would, doubtless, have failed in the trial, for the conception

of a perpetual Civil Council at Whitehall always in harmony
with a perpetual Military Council in Wallingford House pre-

supposed moral conditions in both bodies less likely to be

forthcoming in themselves than in Milton's thoughts about

them. But everything else would have failed equally, and

some of the " models
"

perhaps more speedily. Since the

subversion of Richard's Protectorate by Fleetwood and Des-

borough there had been no possible stop-gap against the

return of the Stuarts.

The consulting authorities at Whitehall and Wallingford

House did adopt a course having some semblance of that

suggested by Milton. Before the 25th of October, or within

six days after the date of Milton's letter, the relics of the

Council of State of the Rump agreed to be transformed, with

additions nominated by the Officers, into the new Supreme
Executive called The Committee ofSafety ; and, as The Walling-

ford-House Council of Officers still continued to sit in the close

vicinity of this new Council at Whitehall, the Government was

then vested, in fact, in the two aristocracies, with Fleetwood,

Lambert, Desborough, Berry, and others, as members of both,

and connecting links between them. But the new Committee

of Safety was not such a Senate or Council as Milton had

imagined. For one thing, it consisted but of twenty-three

persons (see the list ante p. 494), whereas Milton would have

probably liked to see a Council of twice that size or even

larger. For another, it was not composed of persons perfectly

sound on Milton's two proposed fundamentals of Liberty of

Conscience and Abjuration of any Single Person. Vane, to
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be sure, was on the Committed and a host in himself for both

principles ; and there were others, such as Salwav and

Ludlow, that would not Hindi on either. But Whitlocke,

Sydenham. and the majority, were but moderately for Liberty
of Conscience, and certainly utterly against that Miltonic

interpretation of it which implied Church-disestablishment,
while one at least, the Scottish Johnstone of Warriston, was

positively against Liberty of Conscience beyond very narrow

Presbyterian limits. Nor, though probably all would have

assented at that time to an oath abjuring Charles Stuart, were

they all without taint of the Single Person heresy in other

forms. Some of them, including \Yhitlorke and Berry, would

have liked to restore Richard; and Fleetwood and Lambert
urn- not wrongly suspected of seeing the most desirable

Single Person every morning in the looking-glass. Milton's

former regard for Fleetwood mu>t have suffered considerably

by recent events; and he thought of Lambert as the very
Aclum "

to be dreaded. But, farther, even had the two

aristocracies been of perfectly satisfactory composition, thev

had abandoned that idea of their own permanence which

Milton had made all but essential. They had agreed that

their chief work should consist in shaping out a fit constitu-

tion l'r the Commonwealth, and that the (' /niltee ofSafety
should continue in power only till that should be done and
the new Constitution should come into operation.

Such as it was, the new Government of the Wallingford-
I louse Interruption had no objection to retaining Mr. Milton

in the Latin Secretaryship if he cared to keep it. That ho

had held the post throughout the whole of the Government

of the Kc-tnred Hump (though all but in sinecure, as we must

conclude from the cessation of the series of his Latin Letters

in the preceding May) appears from a very interesting docu-

ment in the Hec..rd Otlice. The Council of State of the

Hump, it is to be remembered, had not vanished with the

Hump itself on Oct. 13, but had sat on for twelve days more,

though with its number reduced by the seee>-i..n of
llasilrig,

Scott, Neville, and other very vehement Kumpers, the <

to maintain the continuity of the public business and
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to make the most amicable arrangement possible with the

Army-officers. That object having been accomplished by the

institution of the new Committee ofSafety, the Council of the

Rump, before demitting its powers to this new body, which was

to meet on the 28th of October, held its own last meeting at

Whitehall on the 25th. At such a last meeting it was but

business-like to clear off all debts due by the Council
; and,

accordingly, this was done by the issue of the following com-

prehensive money-warrant, signed by Whitlocke as President,

and by four others of those present.

" These are to will and require you, out of such moneys as are

or shall come into your hands, to pay unto the several persons whose
names are endorsed the several sums of money to their names

mentioned, making on the whole the sum of Three Thousand Six

Hundred Eighty-two Pounds, Eight Shillings, and Six Pence :

being so much due to them for their salaries and service to this

Council unto the Two-and-twentieth day of this instant October.

Hereof you are not to fail
;
and for so doing this shall be your

sufficient wan-ant. Given at the Council of State at Whitehall this

25th day of October, 1659.

B. WHITLOCKE, President.

A. JOHNSTON. JAMES HARRINGTON.
CHARLES FLEETWOOD. JA. BERRY.

To GUALTER FROST, Esq.,
Treasurer for the Council's Contingencies."

The eighty-six persons to whom the payments are to be made are

divided into groups in the Warrant, the particular sum due to each

person appended to his name. The first five groups stand thus :
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Then follow tin- mum's of iii-fHty-nine persons at 5s. per diem each :

\i/. /.irliiiiy \Vnrth, Davi.l Sali.-lttiry, IVter Llewelleii. Kdwuid
('.,.. ke, Ki,-li;ird Stephen-. Stephen Montague, Thomas Powell;

ph I'.utl.-r, Tlininas Pidcott, Ridanl Fir.man,
I-' "_

rer Read, KI;ird Osbaldiston, William 1 - il.l,

i C..uk-e (or hi- widow), Thomas BlnL'<l< n. William Ledsom,
Edwai.l ( Iwmid Tuan, Thomas Baker, John Bradley,
Nii-lmlas Hill, Anthi iiy

('. inptmi, .Joshua Leadbett. r, Alexander

Turner, Tin ma- \\ri-Jit. William Geering, and Edward Bridges.
The .'.-i-npatious of the first seven are not described, Imt they were

jtrolialily uinl. T-drik- ; the next tw.-lve were "
messengers "; the

la-t t.-n "Mijeftnl ili-puti.--" under Dendy as Serjeant-at-Anns.
The MUMS nrilered to be paid to tin-in vary from 4 to JE42 5.

added more miscellaneously, with the

siim> <lur to them resp.-i tiv.-ly. Among these I may note the

(Ulowing: "George Vau\, //.mgekeeper" (69 9. S./.i, -Mr.
NUM. t/i, /!,>,,,,--keeper" (65),

"
Jlr. Kn.l.rey Surveyor" (140 12.

6</.), and " Mr. Kinnei>ley, It '-/, -./, .'>e-keeper" (140 12*. 6</.).
1

Tlu're is not hi njc in this warrant to show that Milton's

servi.-e- wore transferred to the new Committee of Safety; l>ut

the tact seems to be that he did remain nominally in the Latin

Seer.-iary.ship with Marvell through the whole duration of

that Ijody and of the Fleetwood-Laml>ert rule, i. e. to Dec. 26,

K',.V.i. Nominally only it must have been; for we have no

trace of any official work of his through the period. There

little to do for the Government at that time in the

way of foreign correspondence, and for what there was M.

must have ssuHieed.

Through the months of November and December Milton's

thoughts, like those of other people, must have been much

a Warrant Rook in Record Frosts, and a good many oiliirs are
1 On comparingUM list of persons gone, while new men are Deane, H<>l>iu-

in this warn.nt \vitli that in the extract son, Kindlon, Morlan.l. Mnn.-ll, and

^QB the Order Books oi olivt-r sCoun.il others. Norland, at we know, hnd been

A] .i:l 17. ' To U'l 1 1^"- 179), brought in a while ago to awist Thur-
d with lists in a formerCoaaoUninoU loe; and his salary, we now nee, waa

:M! in a Money larger than Milton's. When Milton's

Pfarant of Oliver of auni 1\. salary was reduced, iii . it was
. it will IK- s.fii that there arranged that it should IK- a lil-

;

n

haad IK-I-II ' h.ni.'i-- 1:1 tli- >t;itV nif.-inwhile. ainl jiayahle out of the Kx-'hi '|in-r ; Imt
Milton, S.-olicll. (.nal'.T Kr">t. Serjeant the present warrant direct- )

a\ :

Denily. ll"ii-. k.'i ('! Y:n him, as to the rest, out of th.- ('.uncil's

Nutt, :uid al out :i il../ni of : ies. It would seem, th-

ie- that Oliver's arrangement lor him had
Udn (one of the former clerks, Matthew imt tak.-n . id *)een cancelled

Fairliaiik, now i<:..:i:.>t<-il
troin his

:n]>.
ami that he was now not

afiginal d. 8rf. a nay to 20.t. a day ; lut a life-pensioner, bat once more a mere
Thurl . .

VOL. V. S 8
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occupied with the negotiations going on between the new

Government and their formidable opponent in Scotland.

What would be the issue ? Would Monk persevere in that

championship of the ill-treated Rump which he had so boldly

undertaken? Would he march into England to restore the

Rump, as he had threatened ; or would he yet be pacified and

induced to accept the Wallingford-House order of things,

with a competent share in the power? No one could tell.

Lambert was in the north with his army, to beat and drive

back Monk if he did attempt to invade England, at York

early in November, and at Newcastle from the 20th of

November onwards; Monk was still in Scotland, at Edin-

burgh or Dalkeith till the end of November, then at Berwick,

but from the beginning of December at Coldstream. Between

the two armies agents were passing and repassing ; negotiators

on the part of the London Government were round about

Monk and reasoning with him
;
Monk's own Commissioners

in London had concluded their Treaty of the 15th of No-

vember with Fleetwood and the Wallingford-House Council,

and there had been rejoicings over what seemed then the

happy end of the quarrel ;
but again the news had come from

Scotland that Monk repudiated the agreement made by his

Commissioners, and that the negotiation must be resumed at

Newcastle. To that the Committee of Safety and the Wal-

lingford-House Council had consented ; but, through Monk's

delays, the negotiation had not yet been resumed. Would it

ever be, or would Monk's army and Lambert's come into clash

at last ? If so, for which ought one to wish the victory? So

far as Milton was concerned, he was bound to wish the success

of Monk. Was not Monk the champion of that little Restored

Rump to which Milton had himself adhered, and the late

suppression of which he had pronounced to be "
illegal and

scandalous
"
? Was not Monk also professing and proclaiming

that very principle of the proper submission of the military

power to the civil on which Milton himself had dilated?

Would it not be only God's justice if Lambert,
" the secret

author and fomenter of these disturbances," should be dis-

graced and overthrown ? Yet, on the other hand, who could
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even that consequence, or the Restoration of tin- Rump,
at tin- expense of another civil war and bloodshed? "Where

\\<>ul,l the process stop? And, besides, was Monk, with his

in nut ions, learnt among the Scots, the man from

whose ascendancy Milton could hope anything but farther dis-

appointment in the Church question? All in all, we are to

imagine Milton anxious for a reconciliation.

No less interesting to Milton must have been the activity

of the new Government meanwhile in their great business of

inventing
" such a Form of Government as may best suit

and comport with a Free State and Commonwealth."-
The Rump it>elt'. as we know, had been busy with this pro-
Mem through the last month of its sittings, having appointed
on the 8th of September a great Committee on the subject,

with Vane named 6rst, but all the most eminent Rumperg
included (ante p. 480). Through this Committee there had

been an inburst into the Parliamentary mind, as Ludlow

informs us, of the thousand and one competing proposals or

models of a Commonwealth already devised by the llar-

ringt(nians and other theorists; and, in fact, while the Com-
mittee was sitting, there had started up for its assistance,

cl.>-e to the doors of Parliament, the famous Harrington or

Rota Club, meeting nightly in Miles's Coffee-house, and

including Neville and others of the Rumpers among its most

constant members (ante pp. 484486). That Milton knew

already about Harrington and his "models" by sufficient

readings of Harrington's books there can be no doubt. In the

address to the Hump prefixed to his Con* * touching

Hir<-!i)i<jx in Aumi>t last he had distinctly referred to the kind

acceptance by the Hump of " new models of a Common-
wealth'' daily tendered to them in Petitions, and must have

had >pecially in view the Petition of July G. which had been

draun up by Harrington, and which proposed a constitution

of two Parliamentary Hou.-es. one of 300 members, the other

much larger, on such a system of rotation as would change
each completely every third year (ante pp. 483-484). His

only criticism on the competing models then had been that, till

his own notion of Church-disestablishment were carried into

ss '2
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effect, "no model whatsoever of a Commonwealth would
"
prove successful or undisturbed." At that time, accord-

ingly, Milton was so engrossed with his Church-disestablish-

ment notion as to be comparatively careless about the general

question of the Form of Government. But, two months

later, as we have seen, in his Letter on the Ruptures of the

Commonwealth occasioned by Lambert's assault on the Rump,
he had abandoned this indifference, and had proposed a

model Constitution of his own, adapted to the immediate

exigencies. From that time, we may now report, though
Church-disestablishment was never lost sight of, the question

of the Form of Government had fastened itself on Milton's

mind as after all the main one. From that time he never

ceased to ruminate it himself, and he attended more to the

speculations and theories of others on the same subject. If,

once or twice in the winter months of 1659, Cyriack Skinner,

the occasional chairman of the Rota Club, did not persuade

Milton to leave his house in Petty France late in the evening,

and be piloted through the streets to the Coffee-house in

New Palace Yard to hear one of the great debates of the

Club, and become acquainted with their method of closing

the debate by a ballot, it would really be a wonder. Not

in the Rota Club, however, but in the Committee of Safety

at Whitehall and in the Wallingford-House Council, was the

real and practical debate in progress. On the 1st of No-

vember the Committee had appointed their sub-committee of

six to deliberate on the new Constitution
;
and through the

rest of the month, both in the sub-committee and in the

general committee, there had been that intricate discussion

in which Vane led the extreme party, or party of radical

changes, while Whitlocke stood for lawyerly use and wont in

all things, and Johnstone of Warriston threw in suggestions

from his peculiar Scottish point of view. So far as Milton

was cognisant of the discussion, his hopes must have been

in the efforts of his friend Vane. If any one could succeed

in inducing his colleagues to insert articles for Church-

disestablishment and full Liberty of Conscience into the new

Constitution, who so likely as he who had held those articles
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as tenets of his private creed so much earlier and so much
more tenaciously than any other public man? Seven years

Milton hail described him on this account as Religion's
"
eldest son," on whose firm hand she could lean in peace.

Now that he was a^ain in power, and that not merely as one

of a miscellaneous Parliamentary body, but as one of a small

committee of leaders drafting a Constitution de noro, what

nii^ht he not accomplish? That Vane did battle in Com-

mittee for the notions he held in common with Milton, and

for others besides, we already know; but we know also that

the ma-.-ive resistance of Whitlocke, backed outside by the

la\\\cr- and the Savoy clique of the clergy, was too much for

Vane, and that the draft Constitution as it emerged ulti-

mately was substantially Whitlocke's. It was on the 6th of

iVcember that this draft Con>t itution was submitted to the

Convention of Army and Navy delegates at Whitehall ; and

it was on the 14th that, after modifications by this body

tending to make it still more Whitlocke's than it had been, it

went back to the Committee of Safety approved and ratified.

A Single House Parliament of the customary sort to meet in

Fein-nary ;
a new Council of State of the customary sort to be

appointed by that Parliament ;
the Established Church to be

kept up, and by the system of Tithes until some other form

of ample State-maintenance for the clergy should be pro-

vided ; Liberty of Conscience for Nonconformists, but within

limits: this and no more was the parturition after all. If

Ludlow was in despair because no sufficient security had

been taken that the new Parliament should be true to the

Commonwealth, and if the theorists of the Rota were dis-

appointed because none of their patent models had been

adopted, Milton's regret can have been no less. Government

after government, but all deal' alike to his teachings! Even

this one. \\ith Vane at the heart of it, unable to rise above

the old conceits of a customary state-craft, and ending in a

solemn vote ti-r conserving a Church of Hirelings!

So in the middle of December. Then, for another \v. !,,

the strange phenomenon, day after day, of that whirl of

popular and army opinion which \\as to render all the long
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debate over the new Constitution nugatory, to upset the

Wallingford-House administration, and stop Whitlocke in

his issue of the writs for the Parliament that had just been

announced. Monk's dogged persistency for the old Rump
had done the work without the need of his advance from

Coldstream to fight Lambert. All over England and Ireland

people were declaring for Monk with increasing enthusiasm,
and execrating Lambert's coup d'etat and the Wallingford-
House usurpation. Portsmouth had revolted ; the Londoners

were in riot ; Lambert's own soldiery were falling away from

him at Newcastle
;

Fleetwood's soldiery in London were

growing ashamed of themselves and of their chief amid the

taunts and insults of the populace. On the 20th of December

appearances were such that Whitlocke and his colleagues
were in the utmost perplexity.

One great Republican had not lived to see this return of

public feeling to the cause of his heart. Bradshaw had died

on the 22nd of November, all but despairing of the Republic.
His will was proved on the 16th of December. It consisted

of an original will, dated March 22, 1653, and two codicils,

the second dated September 10, 1655. His wife having pre-
deceased him, leaving no issue, the bulk of his extensive

property went to his nephew, Henry Bradshaw ; but there

were various legacies, and among them the following in one

group in the second codicil,
" To old Margarett ffive markes,

to Mr. Marcham*. Nedham tenne pounds, and to Mr. John
Milton tenne poundes." There is nothing here to settle the

disputed question of Milton's cousinship, on his mother's side,

with Bradshaw.1 The legacy was a trifling one, equivalent to

<^35 now
; and, as Needham and Milton are associated on

terms of equality, Bradshaw must have been thinking of

them together as the two literary officials who had been so

much in contact with each other, and with himself, in the

days of his Presidency of the Council of State, Needham as

the appointed journalist of the Commonwealth, and Milton as

its Latin champion, and for some time Needham's censor and
1 Orrnerod's Cheshire, III. 409; but the date of Bradshaw's death has

I owe the verbatim extract from the been given, ante p. 495, as Oct. 31, 1659,
codicil to the never-failing kindness of instead of Nov. 22.
Colonel Chester. By an inadvertence
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supervisor. In .Milton's case perhaps, as the codicil was drawn

up fifteen months alter tlu> publication of the Defeiuio Secunda,

the legacy may have been intended not merely as a small

token of general respect and friendliness, but also as a recog-

nition by Bradshaw of the bold eulogy on him inserted into

that work at a critical moment of his relations to Cromwell.

More than two years had elapsed since Milton's last letters

to Oldenburg and young Ranelagh (ante pp. 366-367). They
were then at Saumur in France, where they remained till March

1658 ;
but since that time they had been travelling about,

and from May 1659, if not earlier, they had been boarding in

Paris. There are glimpses of them in letters from Oldenburg
to Robert Boyle, and also in letters of Hartlib to Boyle, in

\\lneh In- quotes passages from letters he has received both

from OluYnluirgand from young Ranelagh. Thus, ina letter of

Hartlib's to Boyle of April 12, 1659, there is this from Olden-

burg's last :
" I have had some discourse with an able but

" somewhat close physician here, that spoke to me of a way,
"
though without particularizing all, to draw a liquor of the

" beams of the sun
;
which peradventure some person that is

"
knowing and experienced (as noble Mr. Boyle) may better

" beat out than we can who want experience in these matters."

YOUIIO- Kant high seems to have fully acquired by this time

the tastes for physical and experimental science which charac-

tt-ri/eil his tutor; and his uncle Boyle may have read with

a smile this from Hartlib of date October 22, 1659 :

" This
" \vvk Mr. Jones hath saluted me with a very kind letter,
"
containing a very singular observation in these words :

" '

Coin-crnini,'- the generation of pearls I am of opinion
" ' that they are engendered in the cockle-fishes (I pray, Sir,
" '

give me the Latin word for it in your next) of the same

manner as the stone in our body, which I endeavour fully
" ' to show in a discourse of mine about the generation of
"

'pearls; which, when I shall have done it, !<hall wait upon
"
'you for my part in revenge of your observations. I heard
%

lately a very remarkable story about margaritcs from a
"

person nf quality and honour in this town, which you will

" ' be glad, 1 believe, to hear. A certain German baron of
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" ' about twenty-four years old, being in prison here at Paris,
" ' in the same chamber with a Frenchman (who told this, as

" {

having been eyewitness of it, to him that told it me),
" '

they having both need of money, the baron sent his man
" ' to a goldsmith to buy seven or eight ordinary pearls, of

" ' about twenty pence a piece, which he put a-dissolving in

" ' a glass of vinegar ; and, being well dissolved, he took the

" '

paste and put it together with a powder (which I should

" ' be glad to know) into a golden mould, which he had in

" ' his pocket, and so put it a-warming for some time upon
" ' the fire

;
after which, opening the mould, they found a

" '

very great and lovely oriental pearl in it, which they sold

" ' for about two hundred crowns, although it was a great
" ' deal more worth. The same baron, throwing a little

" '

powder he had with him into a pitcher of water, and
" '

letting it stand about four hours, made the best wine that

" ' a man can drink/ Thus far the truly hopeful young
"
gentleman, whereby he hath hugely obliged me. I wish

" he had the forementioned powder, that we might try
" whether we could make the like pearls and wine." From a

subsequent letter of Hartlib's, dated Nov. 29, 1659, it appears

that Oldenburg and Jones were both much interested in the

optical instruments of a certain Bressieux, then in Paris, who

had for two years been chief workman in that line for

Descartes. They were anxious to make him a present of some

good glass from London, because he was rather secretive about

his workmanship, and such a present would go a great way
towards mollifying him.1

Very possibly with this last letter of Oldenburg's to Hart-

lib there had been enclosed a letter from Oldenburg, and

another from young Ranelagh, to Milton. Two such letters,

at all events, Milton had received, and undoubtedly through

Hartlib, who was still the universal foreign postman for his

friends. We can guess the substance of the two letters.

Young Ranelagh does not seem to have troubled Milton with

his speculations on the generation of pearls, or his story of

1 Letters of Oldenburg and Hartlib to Boyle in Boyle's Works (1744), V.
280296 and 300302.
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tin- (ierman bap.n ami his alchemic powders, but only to have

sent his dutiful regards, with excuses for long- neglect of

OOnfespondeOM. Oldenburg had also sent his excuses for the

same, liu) with certain pieces of news from abroad, and certain

references t<> the state of affairs at home. Among the. pieces

<>t' m \\s were two of some personal interest to Milton. One
\\as that the unfinished reply to his Defensio Prima, which

Salmasius had left in manuscript at his death six years ago,

was about to api>car as a posthumous publication. The other

was that there was to be a great Synod of the French Pro-

ant Church, at which the case of Morus was to be again

discussed. For, though it was more than two years since

M ins had received his call to the collegiate pastorship of the

Protestant Church of Paris or Charenton, the question of

hi- admiihility to the charge had nun*,' all that \\hile be-

tween the Walloon Synods of the United Provinces and the

French Protestant Church Courts, the latter on the whole

favouring him. the former more and more bent on disgracing

him. In April of the present year a Walloon Synod at

Tendon had actually passed on him a sentence of suspension

from the ministerial office and from the holy communion
" until by a sincere repentance of his sins he shall have

repaired so many scandals he has brought upon us." In spite

of this, a French Provincial Synod, held at Ai in Champagne
in the following month, had ordered his admission to be

carried into effect, and the Parisian consistory had obeyed this

order, though two members of it protested. There had since

then been another Walloon Synod, held at Nimeguen in

September, in which the former sentence of theTergou Synod
was continued, hut, for the sake of peace between the Walloon

Church and their brethren of the French Protestant Church,

it was agreed to \\aive all farther jurisdiction over Morus in

Holland and to
" remit the whole cause unto the prudence,

discretion, and charity of the National Assembly of the

French churches to meet at Loudun." This was the Synod
of whose approaching meeting Oldenburg had informed

Milton the Synod of Loudun in Anjou (Nov. 10, 1659

Jan. 10, 1660). It was to be a very important assembly
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indeed, no mere Provincial Synod, but a national one,

expressly allowed by Louis XIV., and to consist of deputies,

clerical and lay, from all the Protestant churches of France,

empowered to transact all business relating- to those churches

under certain royal regulations and restrictions, and in the

presence of a royal Commissioner. As there had been no

such National Protestant Synod in France for fifteen years,

there was an accumulation of business for it, the case of

Morus included. They were to examine that case de novo,

and to pronounce finally whether Morus was guilty or not

guilty, whether he should remain a minister of the French

Church or not.1

Milton's replies to the two letters will now be intelligible.

He writes, it will be observed, in a gloomy mood, on the

very day on which Whitlocke, for different reasons, was in a

gloomy mood too and "
wishing himself out of these daily

hazards
"

:

TO HENBY OLDENBUBG.

" That forgiveness which you ask for your silence you will give

rather to mine ; for, if I remember rightly, it was my turn to

write to you. By no means has it been any diminution of my
regard for you (of this I would have you fully persuaded) that has

been the impediment, but only my employments or domestic cares ;

or perhaps it is mere sluggishness to the act of writing that makes

me guilty of the intermitted duty. As you desire to be informed,

I am, by God's mercy, as well as usual. Of any such work as com-

piling the history of our political troubles, which you seem to

advise, I have no thought whatever \longe absum\ : they are

worthier of silence than of commemoration. "What is needed is

not one to compile a good history of our troubles, but one who can

happily end the troubles themselves ; for, with you, I fear lest,

amid these our civil discords, or rather sheer madnesses, we shall

seem to the lately confederated enemies of Liberty and Religion a

too fit object of attack, though in truth they have not yet inflicted

a severer wound on Religion than we ourselves have been long

doing by our crimes. But God, as I hope, on His own account,

1
Bayle, Art. Morus, and Brace's Life of Morus, 204226.
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and fur His own glory, now in question, will not allow the counsels

and on-et> dt the en' my tn Hicreed as they themselves wish, what-

e\er cmtvul.-ions KiiiL's and ( 'animals meditate and design. Mean*

while, for the Protestant Synod of Louduu, which you tell me is so

soon to meet [Milton does not seem to know that it had been

sitting already for six weeks] I pray what has never happened to

any S\ nod yet a happy issue, not of the Nazianzenian sort,
1 and am

of opinion that the issue of this one will be happy enough if, should

they decree nothing else, they should decree the expulsion of Morus.

Of n iv posthumous adversary, as soon as he makes his appearance,

be good enough to give me the earliest information. Farewell.
1

Westminster : December 20, 1659."

TO THE NOBLE YOUTH, R1CHABD JONES.

" For the long break in your correspondence with me your
excuses are truly most modest, inasmuch as you might with more

justice accuse me of the same fault
; and, as the case stands, I am

it ally at a loss to know whether I should have preferred your not

having been in fault to your having apologised so finely. On no

account let it ever come into your mind that I measure your

gratitude, if Anything of the kind is due to me from you, by your

my in letter-writ injr. My ft ling of your gratitude to me
will IHJ strongest when the fruits of those services of mine to you of

which you speak shall appear not SO much in frequent letters as in

your pei-ev, ranee and laudable proficiency in excellent pur-uits.

You have rightly marked out for yourself the path of virtue in that

theatre of the world on which you have entered ; hut n member

that the path is common so far to virtue and vice, and that you
have yet to advance to where the path divides itself into two. And

you outfit now hetimes to prepare yourself for leaving this common

path, pleasant ami flowery, and for being able the more readily,

with your own will, though with labour and danger, to climb that

arduous and diHieult one which is the elope of virtue only. For

this \ou have u'n-at advantages over others, believe me, in having
secured so faithful and skilful a jjuide. Farewell.

\\Ystminstor: December 20, 1G39."

1 The nllnsjon seems to be to the Nazinnzrn in the Patriarchate of Con-
omenlcal Council of Conctanti- stai Cn-jr-iry j>re-

tmjilc in 3S1, which iviitirmed Gregory sided for some time and
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Two days after the date of these letters the uproar of

execration round the Wallingford-House Government had

reached such an extreme that Whitlocke made his desperate

proposal to Fleetwood that they should extricate themselves

from their difficulty by declaring for Charles and opening nego-

tiations with him. Two days more, and Fleetwood's soldiery,

under the command of officers of the Rump, were marching
down Chancery Lane, cheering Speaker Lenthall and asking

his forgiveness. Again two days more, and on the 26th of

December, Fleetwood having given up the game and sent the

keys of the Parliament House to Lenthall, the Bumpers were

back in their old places. We have arrived, therefore, at that

Third Stage of the Anarchy which may be called " The Second

Restoration of the Rump."

Of Milton in this stage of the Anarchy we hear little or

nothing directly ;
but there are means for tracing the course

of his thoughts.

As may be inferred from the melancholy tone of his letter

to Oldenburg, he had all but ceased to hope for any deliver-

ance for the Commonwealth by any of the existing parties.

Even the Second Restoration of the Rump, though it was

what he was bound to approve, and had indeed suggested as

possibly the best course, can have brought him but little

increase of expectation. If, in its best estate, after its first

restoration, the Rump had disappointed him, what could he

hope from it now in its attenuated and crippled condition,

with Vane expelled from it because of his actings during
the Wallingford-House Interruption, with Salway out of it,

who had worked so earnestly with Vane on the Church-

question, and with others of the ablest also out of it, leav-

ing a House of but about two scores of persons, to be managed

by Hasilrig, Scott, Neville, and Henry Marten ? Nay, not to

be managed even by those undoubted Republicans, but to a

great extent also by Ashley Cooper, Fagg, and others, whose

Republicanism was of a very dubious character ! For Milton

cannot have failed to take note of the abatement in this

session of the Rump of that Republican fervency which had
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characterized its former session. What had been his own

twopropn .f jrmiiiiir Republicanism? Willingness of

every one conn rued with the Government to take a solemn

oath of Abjuration of a Single Person, and willingness also of

\( iv Mich person t<> swear to the principle of Liberty of

Conscu n. v. IIo\v was it faring with these two tests in this

rein-wed Session of the Hampers? An abjuration oath of the

kind indicated had been imposed indeed on the new Council

of State ; but nearly half of those nominated to the Council

had remained out of that body rather than take the oath, and

Hasilrig's proposal to require the same oath from all members
of the I louse itself had been so strenuously resisted that it had

fallen to the ground. Then, on the religious question, what
was the deliberate offer of the House to the country in their

heads for a public Declaration on the 21st of January 1659-

60? "Due lilierty to tender consciences" was promised ; but

that was a mere phrase of custom, implying little or nothing,
and it was utterly engulphed, in Milton's estimate, by the

accompanying engagement to "uphold a learned and pious

ministry of the nation and their maintenance by Tithes." On
the Church -disestablishment question the House had actually

redded from its former self by announcing that it was not even

to prosecute the inquiry as to a possible substitute for Tithes.

Altogether, before the twice-restored Rump had sat a month,
Milton must have seen that his ideal Commonwealth was just
as far oil' All he could hope was that the wretched

little Parliament would not prove positively treacherous.

\Vith others, however, he must have been thinking more

of Monk's proceedings and intentions than of those of the

Parliament. Monk's march from Coldstream southwards on

the 'Jnd of January ;
the vanishing of the residue of Lambert's

forces before him ; the addresses to him in the English counties

all along his route
;
his answers or supposed answers to these

addresses
;
his wary behaviour to the two Parliamentary Com-

mis>ioners that had been sent to attach themselves to him

and tind out his disposition in the matter of the Abjuration

Oath; his arrival at St. Alban's on the 28th of January ;
his

message thence to the Parliament to clear all Fleotwood's
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regiments out of London and Westminster before his own

entry ;
that entry itself on the 3rd of February, when he and

his battered columns streamed in through Gray's Inn Lane
;

finally his first appearance in the House and speech there :

of all this Milton had exact cognisance through the news-

papers of his friend Needham and otherwise. It was very

puzzling and by no means reassuring. If he had ever

thought of Monk as by possibility such a saviour of the

Commonwealth as he had been longing for, the study of

the actually approaching physiognomy of Old George all the

way from Scotland, and still more Old George's first deliver-

ance of himself in the Parliament, must have undeceived him.

The Abjuration Oath, it appeared, was not at all to Monk's

mind. He would not take it himself in order to be qualified

for the seat voted him in the Council of State, and he plainly

intimated his opinion that the day for such oaths and engage-
ments was past. Milton cannot have liked that rejection by
the General of one of the tests on which he had himself placed

so much reliance. But, further, what meant Monk's very

ambiguous utterance respecting the three immediate courses

one of which must be chosen ? He had distinctly mentioned

in the House that the drift of public opinion, as he could

ascertain it from the addresses made to him along his march,

was towards either an enlargement of the present House by the

re-admission of the Secluded Members or afull andfree Parlia-

ment by a new general election; and, though he had seemed to

acquiesce in that third course which was proposed by the

House itself, viz. the enlargement of the House by a competent

number of new writs issued by itself under a careful scheme of

qualification for electing or being eligible, he had left a very

vague impression as to his real preference. Now to Milton,

as to all other ardent Commonwealth's men, the vital question

was which of these three courses was to be taken. To adopt

either of the two first was to subvert the Commonwealth. To

re-admit the secluded members into the present House was to

convert it into a House with an overwhelming Presbyterian

majority, and to bring back the days of Presbyterian ascend-
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ancv. with the prospect of a restoration of Royalty on mcivly
Pn b\ tcrian terms. To summon what was called a new full

and iVi Parliament was, all but certainly, to bring back

fy by a more hurried process still. Only by the third

method, the Rump's own method, did there seem a chat

prmcrving the Republican constitution; and yet Monk's

assent to it had been but hesitating and uncertain. More

ominous still had been his few words intimating his wishes in

the matter of ecclesiastical policy. He could conceive nothing

so good, on the whole, as the Scottish Presbyterianism he had

been living amidst for the last few years, and he thought
that the ' sober interest

'

in England, steering between the
' Cavalier party

'

on the one side and the ' Fanatic party
'

on

the other, would be most secure by keeping to a moderate

Pre-bytcry in the State-Church. That Milton's views as to

the merits of Scottish Presbytery were not Monk's is an old

story, needing no repetition here. What must have concerned

him \\;ts to see Monk not only at one with the great mass of

his countrymen on the subject of a Church-Establishment, but

actually retrograde on the question of the desirable nature of

such an Establishment, ma-much as he seemed to signal his

countrymen back out of Cromwell's broad Church of mixed

Presbyterians, Independents, and Baptists, into a Church

more strictly on the Presbyterian model. Then another un-

pleasant novelty in Monk's case was his fondness for the

phrases Fanatic*, Fanatic Xvfiout, the Party. The

phrases \\eiv not new: but Monk had sent them out of

Scotland before him, and had brought them himself out of

Scotland, with a new significance. Very probably they had

been supplied to him out of the vocabulary of his Scottish

clerical adviser Mr. James Sharp, or of the Scottish Resolu-

tioncr clergy generally. At all events, it is from and after

the date of Monk's march into England that one finds the

name l-',!n<it'n"t a common one for all those Commonwealth's

men collectively who opposed a State-Church or the moderate

Presbyterian or semi-Pre-byterian form of it. Had Monk

drawn out a list of his
'

Fanatics,' he would have had to put
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Milton himself at the top of them, with Vane, Harrison,

Barebone, and the leading Quakers.

Nevertheless, here was Monk, such as he was, the armed

constable of the crisis, the one man who could keep the peace

and let the Rumpers proceed in doing
1 their best. That

"
best," as they had agreed specifically on the 4th of February,

the day after Monk's arrival, was to be the recruiting of

their own House up to a total of 400 members for England
and Wales, such recruiting to be effected by the issue of a

certain number of new writs, together with a scheme of quali-

fications calculated to bring in only sound Republicans, or

persons likely to cooperate in farther measures with the

present Rumpers. This being what was promised by the

conjunction of Monk and the Rump, what could Milton do

but acquiesce, be glad it was no worse, and contribute what

advice he could ? This, accordingly, is what he did. Pamphlets

on the crisis, as we know, had been coming out abundantly

pamphlets for the good old cause of the Republic, pamphlets

from Rota-men, pamphlets from Prynne and other haters of

the Rump, pamphlets from crypto-Royalists, and pamphlets

openly Royalist ;
and many of these had taken, and others

were still to take, the form of letters addressed to Monk.

It need be no surprise that Milton had his pamphlet in pre-

paration. He had begun it just after Monk's arrival in

London and the resolution of the Rump to recruit itself; he

had written it hurriedly and yet with some earnest care
;

and it seems to have been ready for the press about or not

long after the middle of February. Before it could go to

press, however, there had been another revolution, obliging

him to hold it back. There had been the rebellion of the

Londoners because of the resolution of the Rump to perpetuate

itself by recruiting, instead of either readmitting the secluded

members or calling a new free and full Parliament
;
there had

been Monk's notorious two days in the City, by order of the

Rump, quashing the rebellion, and breaking the gates and

portcullises (Feb. 9-10) ;
there had been his extraordinary-

return the third day, with his profession of regret before the

Lord Mayor and the Aldermen and Common Council, and his
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announcement that ho had tlissolvol his connexion with the

KuiMjt. that third day wound up with yells of delight through
all the City, the smashing of Barebone's windows, and the

universal 1! oast ing of the Rump in street-bonfires (Feb. 11);
there had Keen the ten more days of Monk's continued resi-

d 'nee in the City, the Rumpers vainly imploring
1 reconciliation

with him. and the Secluded Members and their friends gat her-

iti"; round him and negotiating; and, on Tuesday, Feb. 21,

wlu ti ho did remove from the City to Westminster, it was

with the Secluded Members in his train, to be marched under

military guard to their seats beside the Kmnpors. The writs

issued by the Rump for recruiting itself were now useless.

It had hoon recruited in the way it least liked, by the sudden

reappearance in it of the excluded Presbyterians and Royalists

of the pro-Commonwealth period of the Long Parliament.

Far more than the mere stopping of his pamphlet was

involved for Milton in the events of that fortnight. He
could construe them no otherwise than as the breaking down
of the inner rampart that defended the Commonwt alth against

Charles Stuart. The Roasting of f/ie t \ London was

hut a mu^h popular metaphor for " Down with the Republic ";

and, had the tumult of that night extended from the City to

Westminster and the breaking of the windows of "fanatics"

become general, M ilton's \\ oiild not have escaped. Then, in the

cour-e ->t' the negotiations with Monk through the fatal fort-

night, had not the Hump itself quailed ? Had they not otl'ered

to cancel the solemn Abjuration Oath, alike for the Coun-

cillors of State and for future members of Parliament, and to

sultitute only a general engagement to be faithful to the

Commonwealth, without King, Single Person, or House of

Lords? Hardly anywhere now did there seem to be that

stern, hold, uncompromising opposition to Royalty which

would register it-elf, as Milton wanted, in an oath before

God and man, but only that feebler Republicanism which

would pledge itself with the understood reservation of "
cir-

cumstances permitting.'
1 But worst of all \\as the crown-

ing fact that the Secluded Members had been restored. By
that one stroke of Monk's all that had happened since the

VOL. v. T t
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Commonwealth had been set up was put in question, and the

power was given back into the hands of the very men who

had protested and struggled against the setting up of the

Commonwealth eleven years ago. How would these act?

It might be hoped perhaps that some of the more prudent

among them, having regard to the lapse of time and the

change of circumstances, might not think it their duty to be as

vehemently Royalist now as they had been in 1648, and also

perhaps that the power of Monk, if Monk himself remained

true, might restrain the rest. But would Monk remain true,

or would his power avail long in restraining a Parliament the

majority of which were Presbyterians and Royalists ? Not to

speak of the varied ability and subtlety of such of the new

Parliamentary chiefs as Annesley, Sir William Waller, Denzil

Holies, Ashley Cooper, and Harbottle Grimstone, what was

to be expected from the remorseless obstinacy, the rhinoceros

persistency, of such a Presbyterian as Prynne? How often

had Milton jeered at Prynne and the margins of his endless

pamphlets ! It might be of some consequence to him now to

remember that he had done so, and had therefore this virtual

Attorney-General of the Secluded for his personal enemy.

Altogether, Milton's despondency had never yet been so deep

as it must have been at this beginning of the last phase

of the long English Revolution, represented in the Parlia-

ment of the Secluded Members and in Monk's accompanying

Dictatorship.
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!/;//>// .1 rnKE COMMONWEALTH: ACCOUNT OF THK

PAMPHLET, WITH EXTRACTS: VEHKMEXT Ki.rrr.i.i- AM^M

OF THK PAMPHLET, WITH ITS PROPHETIC WARNINGS:

lirULIAR CENTRAL IDEA OF THE PAMPHLET. VIX. THE

PROJECT OF A GRAND COUNCIL OR PARLIAMENT TO SIT

IN i IV. WITH A COUNCIL OF STATE FOR ITS

PA88AGKS KXPorxIMXU THIS IDKV: ADDI-

TIONAL 8UOQE8TION OF LOCAL AND COUNTY < OINCIL8 OR

COMMITTEES : DAKIXtt PERORATION OF THE PAMPHLET :

MILTON'S iu-:< -A ITITLATION OF THK fUMTAHOEOl IT IN

A SHORT PUIV \ r . MONK D n i :

IO4JnB i.\/' /:/;//:/ i77".v Or A run: r..v.if".v-

\\T\LTIl: WIDE CIRCULATION OF MILTON'S PAMI1

Tin: KisroNsi: BY MONK ANI> THK PAKI.IAMKXT OF THK

i.ri'i:i> Mi.Mr,i.Ks IN TIIKIK i :. MJS OF THE NEXT

FOKTXIUHT: DISSOLUTION OF THK PAKI.IAMKXT AFTER

ARRANGEMENTS FOR ITS SUCClS^U;: ROYALIST SQUIB

PREDICTING MILTON'S Si T.l .\>\ AC.il'AINTAN. K WITH THK

HANGMAN AT TYBURN : ANOTHER SQUIB A I II.TON,

CALLED mi: OMXBUBM "/' rut: imr.\ ri'.\ .v;;. MILT-

I'.HOK: spEi-iMF.xs OF THIS nnu.rs...ri::: Ki i i i.i.U'AN

APPEAL TO MONK, CAI.I.r.I' /'/.l/.V KNGLIBH ',
KKl'l.Y TO

THK SAME, WITH ANOTHER ATTACK ON MI
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TOKEENT OF KOYALISM DURING THE FORTY DAYS OF IN-

TERVAL BETWEEN THE PARLIAMENT OF THE SECLUDED

MEMBERS AND THE CONVENTION PARLIAMENT (MARCH 16,

1659-60 APRIL 25, 1660) : CAUTION OF MONK AND THE

COUNCIL OF STATE : DR. MATTHEW GRIFFITH AND HIS

ROYALIST SERMON, THE FEAR OF GOD AND THE KING:

GRIFFITH IMPRISONED FOR HIS SERMON, BUT FORWARD

REPUBLICANS CHECKED OR PUNISHED AT THE SAME

TIME : NEEDHAM DISCHARGED FROM HIS EDITORSHIP

AND MILTON FROM HIS SECRETARYSHIP : RESOLUTENESS

OF MILTON IN HIS REPUBLICANISM : HIS BRIEF NOTES

ON DR. GRIFFITH'S SERMON: SECOND EDITION OF HIS

READY AND EASY WAY TO ESTABLISH A FREE COMMON-

WEALTH : REMARKABLE ADDITIONS AND ENLARGEMENTS

IN THIS EDITION : SPECIMENS OF THESE : MILTON AND

LAMBERT THE LAST REPUBLICANS IN THE FIELD:

ROGER L'ESTRANGE'S PAMPHLET AGAINST MILTON,

CALLED NO BLIND GUIDES : LARGER ATTACK ON MILTON

BY G. S., CALLED THE DIGNITY OF KINGSHIP ASSERTED :

QUOTATIONS FROM THAT BOOK: MEETING OF THE CON-

VENTION PARLIAMENT, APRIL 25, 1660: DELIVERY BY

GREENVILLE OF THE SIX ROYAL LETTERS FROM BREDA,

APRIL 28 MAY 1, AND VOTES OF BOTH HOUSES FOR THE

RECALL OF CHARLES : INCIDENTS OF THE FOLLOWING

WEEK : MAD IMPATIENCE OVER THE THREE KINGDOMS

FOR THE KING'S RETURN : HE AND HIS COURT AT THE

HAGUE, PREPARING FOR THE VOYAGE HOME : PANIC

AMONG THE SURVIVING REGICIDES AND OTHER PROMI-

NENT REPUBLICANS : FLIGHT OF NEEDHAM TO HOLLAND

AND ABSCONDING OF MILTON FROM HIS HOUSE IN PETTY

FRANCE : LAST SIGHT OF MILTON IN THAT HOUSE.

THE Parliament of the Secluded Members and Residuary

Rumpers had been sitting for a few days, had confirmed

Monk in the Dictatorship by formally appointing- him Cap-
tain-General and Commander-in-chief (Feb. 21), and had also

(Feb. 22) intimated their resolution to devolve all really

constitutional questions on a new " full and free Parliament,"
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Milton <lid send forth the pamphlet he had wri

It \\a> a small quarto of eighteen pages with this title-page:
" The Iteai/ir ami K.nit Way to Establish a Free Commonwealth,
ami f >-nce therof compard with the inconveniences and

dangers of readmit(ing kingship in this nation. The author J.

M. . l.'i.i, !<>n, Printed by T. N.
t
and are to be sold by Livewett

(.'/ni/iman at the Crown in Popes-Head Alley. 1660." Copies
semi to have been procurable before the end of February
1 fi.V.i-OO, but Thomason's copy bears date " March 3." 1 That

was the day of the order of Parliament for the release of the

last remaining ScMt i.-h captives of Worcester Battle.

The pamphlet opens thus :

"
Although, since the writing of this treatise, the face of things

hath hail Mime elian^e, writs for new elections [by the late Rump]
have been recalled, and the members at first chosen [for the original

Long Parliament] readmitted from exclusion to sit again in Parlia-

ment, yet, not a little rejoicing to hear declared the resolutions of all

those who are now in power, jointly tending to the establishment of

a Free Commonwealth, and to remove, if it be possible, this unsound

humour of returning to old bondage instilled of late by some

euniiiii'_r ilr. -rivers, and nourished from bad principles and false

apprehensions among too many of the people, I thought best not

to suppre>s what I had written, hoping it may perhaps (the Par-

liament now sitting more full and frequent) be now much more

useful than In-fore: yet submitting what hath reference to the state

of things as tiny then stood to present constitutions, and, so the

same rnd he ]mr.Mied, not insisting on this or that means to obtain

it. The treatise was thus written as follows."

This is an attempt by Milton even yet to disguise his

despi>ndenc\ . He had written the pamphlet while the late

Hump \va< still sitting, while the conjunction between them

and M<>nk was unbroken, and when the last news was that

1 In Wood's Fasti (T. 485) the pam- but the first edition of the pamphlet.

fhlet
is mentioned a.-

"
publiidied in Another was to follow. In all the

Tin- publication, we learn from edition-; of Milton's collected works,

Milisei|iieiit \\-Mi-.U of Milton himself, from that of 1698 onwards, the reprint
was very hurried, and copies got about is from the later edition, without notice

without his
press-corrections.

I find of the first ; but I hardly know a case

no entry of the pamphlet in the Sta- in which the distinction between two
tioners' Registers. It is particularly editions is more important.
necessary to remember that this waa
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they had issued, or were about to issue, writs for the recruit-

ing of their body by a large number of like-minded additional

members
;

but he will assume that the pamphlet may yet

answer its purpose, with hardly a change of phraseology. No

longer, it is true, does the power lie with the Rump, recruited

or unrecruited
;

it lies now in the unexpected Parliament of

the Residuary Rumpers plus Monk's restored representatives

of the pre-Commonwealth period of the Long Parliament.

But he will suppose the best even after that surprise. There

is, at any rate, a more "
full and frequent

"
Parliament than

before
;
and there has been no declaration hitherto of any

intention to subvert the Commonwealth. On the contrary,

had not Monk, both in his speech to the Secluded Members

before readmitting them, and also in his Declaration or Address

to the Army published after their re-admission, used the

language of a true Commonwealth's-man, and even called

God to witness that his only aim was " God's glory and the

settlement of these nations upon Commonwealth foundations"?

Had not the Secluded Members virtually made a compact with

Monk upon these terms ? Milton will not, for the present,

suppose either Monk or the Parliament false in the main

matter. He will only suppose that they have perceived, with

himself, the infatuated drift of the popular humour towards

a restoration of Royalty, and will themselves listen, and allow

the country to listen, to what he had written on that subject

two or three weeks ago.

The despondency which he disguises in the preface appears
in the pamphlet itself. Or rather it is a despondency dashed

with a sanguine remnant of faith that all might yet be well,

and that the means of perpetuating a Republic, all contrary

appearances notwithstanding, might yet be shown to be
<(

ready and easy." The use of these two words in the title of

such a pamphlet at such a time is very characteristic. Itjwas
the public theorist, however, that ventured on them, rather

than the secret and real man. Throughout the pamphlet
there is a sad and fierce undertone, as of one knowing that

what he is prophesying as easy will never come to pass.

About half of the pamphlet consists of a declamation in
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^n i -r:il on the advantages of a Commonwealth Government

over a, Kindly < i.-v. -nnm-nt, and on tin- dishonour, incon-

v< iii. ti< . >, ;ui(l dangers, to the British Islands in particular,

if they should relapse into the one form of Government after

having had so much prosperous experience of the other. In

the following specimen of the declamation the reader will

note the prophecy of actual events as far as to the Revolution

of 1688:

" After our liberty thus successfully fought for, gained, and many
years possessed (except in those unhappy interruptions which God
Imth removed), . . . to fall back, or rather to creep back, so poorly
as it seems the multitude would, to their once abjured and detested

thraldom of kingship, not only argues a strange degenerate corrup-
tion suddenly spread among us, fitted and prepared for new slavery,

but will render us a scorn and derision to all our neighbours. And
what will they say of us but scoffingly as of that foolish builder

mentioned l.y our Saviour, who began to build a tower and was not

able to finish it :

' Where is this goodly Tower of a Common-

wealth, which the English boasted they would build to overshadow

Kings and be another Rome in the West ? The foundation indeed

tin y laid gallantly; but fell into a worse confusion, not of tongues
but of factious, than those at the Tower of Babel, and have left no

memorial of their work In-hind them remaining but in the common

laughter of Europe.' \\hi.-h must needs redound the more to our

sham.- if we hut look on our neighbours THE UNITED PROVINCES,
to us inferior in all outward advantages ; who, notwithstanding, in

the niid>t of great difficulties, courageously, wisely, constantly, went

through with the same work, and are settled in all the happy enjoy-
ments of a potent and flourishing Kepuhlic to this day. Besides

this, if we return to kingship, and soon repent (as undoubtedly
we shall, when we begin to find the old encroachments coming on

by little and little upon our consciences, which must needs proceed
from Kini: and r.i>hop united inseparably in one interest), we may
he fon-.-il perhaps to fight over again all that we have fought and

spend o\er ai^ain all that we have spent, but are never likely to

attain thus far as we are now advanced to the recovery of our

freedom, never likely to have it in possession as we now have it,

to be vouchsafed hereafter the like mercies and signal a

auce from lleaven in our cause, if by our ingruteful backsliding
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we make these fruitless to ourselves, all His gracious condescensions

and answers to our once importuning prayers against the tyranny

which we then groaned under to become now of no effect, by return-

ing of our own foolish accord, nay running headlong again with full

stream wilfully and obstinately, into the same bondage: making
vain and viler than dirt the blood of so many thousand faithful and

valiant Englishmen, who left us in this liberty bought with their lives;

losing by a strange after-game of folly all the battles we have won,

all the treasure we have spent (not that corruptible treasure only,

but that far more precious one of all our late miraculous deliver-

ances), and most pitifully depriving ourselves the instant fruition

of that Free Government which we have so dearly purchased, a

Free Commonwealth : not only held by wisest men in all ages the

noblest, the manliest, the equalest, the justest Government, the

most agreeable to all due liberty, and proportioned equality both

human, civil, and Christian, most cherishing to virtue and true

religion, but also, (I may say it with greatest probability) plainly

commended or rather enjoined by our Saviour Himself to all

Christians, not without remarkable disallowance and the brand of

Gentilism upon Kingship [quotation here of Luke XXII. 25, 26]
1

. . . And what Government comes nearer to this precept of Christ

than a Free Commonwealth 1 Wherein they who are greatest are

perpetual servants and drudges to the public at their own costs and

charges, neglect their own affairs, yet are not elevated above their

brethren, live soberly in their families, walk the streets as other

men, may be spoken to freely, familiarly, friendly, without adoration :

wher-eas a King must be adored like a demigod, with a dissolute and

haughty Court about him, of vast expense and luxury, masques and

revels, to the debauching of our prime gentry both male and female,

nor at his own cost, but on the public revenue, and all this to

do nothing but bestow the eating and drinking of excessive dainties,

to set a pompous face upon the superficial actings of State, to pageant

himself up and down in progress among the perpetual bowings and

cringings of an abject people."

Having thus expressed his belief that " a Free Common-

wealth, without Single Person or House of Lords, is by far the

best government, if it can be had" Milton glances at the

1 This is one of Milton's very long think, the glow and rapidity of the

sentences ;
and the length shows, I dictation.
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object inn that recent experience in England has shown such

Mincnt t<i In- practically unattainable. He denies this,

Alleging that all disappointment hitherto "
may be ascribed

"with most reason to the frequent .disturbances, interrup-

tions, and tli><olutions which the Parliament hath had,
i%

partly from the impatient or disaffected people, partly from
" some ambitious leaders in the Army

"
; and he declares that

the pn>ent time is peculiarly favourable for one more vigor-

ous effort.
" Now is the opportunity, now the very season,

" wherein we may obtain a Free Commonwealth, and establish
"

it lor ever in the land without difficulty or much delay." He
had written this when the Rump was sitting, and when he had

in view the new elections that were to recruit that " small re-

' mainilcr of those faithful worthies who at first freed us from
'

tyranny and have continued ever since through all changes
"constant to their trust"; but he lets it stand now, as not

inapplicable to the new condition of things brought in by the

stnl.lt n mixture of the Secluded with the Rumpers. The

(11
nn>l /.(/vy ll'iiy" however, has still to be explained;

and to that he proceeds.

The central idea of the pamphlet, and practically its back-

bone, is One and (he san-_ I'iirlinmcnf in 7V/y7/////y or Mfml^r-

y/t/fi fur /,//. This may be a surprise, not only to those who,

knowing that Milton was a Republican, conceive him there-

fore to have held necessarily the exact modern theory of

Representative (Invernment. l>ut also to those who understand

Milton better, and who may remember at this point his

somewhat contemptuous estimates on previous occasions of

the value of the bodies called Parliaments. If those pre-

vious
j
.a -sages of bis writings are >tudied, however, it will be

found that he is not now so inconsistent as he looks. He had

always thought a broad general council of fit men in the

centre of a nation the essential of good government; and his

chief recommendation to Cromwell, even \\hen approving of

\ccptional Sovereignty, had been that he should

round him Mich a general Council. Kurther. it will be found

that
1

1 manence of the same men at the centre of affairs had

always been his implied ideal, whether permanence of an
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exceptional Single-Person sovereignty surrounded by a Council,

or permanence of a Council without a Single-Person sove-

reignty. His real objection to so-called Parliaments, it will

be found, lay in the association with them of the ideas of

shiftingness, interruptedness, successiveness, the turmoil and

debauchery of successive general elections. So possessed was

he with the notion of permanence of tenure as desirable in

the governing agency, whatever it might be, that he had

even modified the notion, as we have seen, to suit the

anomalous conditions of that stage of the Anarchy which we

have called the Wallingford-House Interruption. He had

recommended then the experiment of a duality of life-aristo-

cracies, one civil and the other military. And now, the turn

of circumstances and of his speculations shutting him up once

more to a single Civil Parliament of the ordinary size and

kind, he will insist on the quality of permanence or per-

petuity as that which alone will make it answer the purpose.

But, the very name " Parliament
"
having been vitiated so as

to make a permanent Parliament a difficult conception for

most people, he would rather get rid of the name altogether,

and call the central governing body simply THE GENERAL OB

GRAND COUNCIL OF THE NATION.

All this appears in Milton's own words, as follows :

" The ground and basis of every just and free Government (since

men have smarted so oft for committing all to one person) is

a GENERAL COUNCIL OF ABLEST MEN, chosen by the people to

consult of public affairs from time to time for the common good.

This Grand Council must have the forces by sea and land in their

power, must raise and manage the public revenue, make laws as

need requires, treat of commerce, peace, or war, with foreign

nations
; and, for the carrying on some particular affairs of State

with more secrecy and expedition, must elect, as they have already,

out of their own number and others, a Council of State. And,

although it may seem strange at first hearing, by reason that men's

minds are prepossessed with the conceit of successive Parliaments,

I affirm that the GRAND OB GENERAL COUNCIL, being well chosen,

should sit perpetual : for so their business is, and they will become

thereby skilfullest, best acquainted with the people, and the people
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with tin in. Tli.' Ship df the Commonwealth is always under sail :

the\ sit :it the stern ; ami, if they steer well, what need is there to

change 1 1. .-in, it being rather dangerous ? Add to this that the GRAND
Cm MIL is huth foundation and main pillar of the whole State, and

to move pillars and foundations, unless they be faulty, cannot be

-.it.- l\n t he building. I see not therefore how we can be advantaged

by succ-essi \ e Parliaments, but that they are much likelier continually

to unsettle rather than to settle a free Government, to breed commo-

tions, change^. novelties, and uncertainties, and serve only to satisfy

the ambition of such men as think themselves injured and cannot stay

till they be orderly chosen to have their part in the Government. If

the ambition of such be at all to be regarded, the best expedient will

lie, and \\ith hast danger, that every two or three yean a hundred

or some such numher may go out by lot or suffrage of the rest, and

the like number be chosen in their places (which hath been already

thought on here, and done in other Commonwealths) ;
but in my

opinion better nothing moved, unless by death or just accusation.

. . . [Farther argument for the pennanence of the Supreme

Governing Body, with illustrations from the Sanhedrim of the

Jews, the Areopagus of Athens, the Senates of Lacedaemon and

Kome, tho full Venetian Senate, ami the States-General of the

Tinted
Provinces]. I know not therefore what should be peculiar in

England to make successive Parliaments thought safest, or con-

venient here more than in all other nations, unless it be the fickle-

ness which is attributed to us as we are Islanders. But good
edtie.it ion and a.|uisite wisdom ought to correct the fluxible fault,

it any pueh be, of our watery situation. I suppose therefore that

the people, well weighing these things, would have no cause to fear

or murmur, though the Parliament, abolishing that name, as origin-

ally signifying but the parley of our Commons with their Norman

King when he pleased to call them, should perpetuate themselves,

if their ends be faithful and for a free Commonwealth, under the

name of a (i I:\M- <n: I;I:M:KAL COUNCIL: nay, till this be done, I

am in doubt whether our State will be ever certainly and thoroughly

fettled. . . . The GRAND COUNCIL being thus firmly constituted

to perpetuity, and still upon the death or default of any member

supplied and kept in full number, there can be no cause alleged

why peace, justice, plentiful trade, and all prosperity, should not

thereupon ensue throughout the whole land, with as much assur-

ance as can be of human things that they shall so continue (if God
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favour us and our wilful sins provoke Him not) even to the coming
of our true and rightful and only to be expected King, only worthy
as He is our only Saviour, the Messiah, the Christ, the only heir of

his Eternal Father, the only by Him anointed and ordained, since

the work of our redemption finished, Universal Lord of all man-

kind. The way propounded is plain, easy, and open before us,

without intricacies, without the mixture of inconveniences, or any
considerable objection to be made, as by some frivolously, that it is

not practicable. And this facility we shall have above our next

neighbouring Commonwealth
(if we can keep us from the fond

conceit of something like a Duke of Venice, put lately into many
men's heads by some one or other subtly driving on, under that

pretty notion, his own ambitious ends to a crown),
1 that our liberty

shall not be hampered or hovered over by any engagement to such

a potent family as the House of Nassau, of whom to stand in per-

petual doubt and suspicion, but we shall live the clearest and

absolutest free nation in the world."

In effect, therefore, Milton's Ready and Easy Way, recom-

mended to the mixed Parliament of B/esicluary Rumpers and

their reseated Presbyterian half-brothers of March 1659-60,, is

that this Parliament, nailing the Republican flag to the mast,

should make itself, or some enlargement of itself, the per-

petual supreme power under the name of THE GRAND COUNCIL

OF THE COMMONWEALTH, appointing a smaller Council of State,

as heretofore, to be the working executive, but plainly inti-

mating to the people that there are to be no more general

Parliamentary elections, but only elections to vacancies as

they may occur in the Grand Council by death or mis-

demeanour. He is himself against the adoption of Harring-
ton's principle of rotation to any extent whatever; but, if

it would reconcile people to his scheme, he would concede

rotation so far as to let a portion of the Grand Council go
out every second or third year to admit new men.

While expounding his main idea, Milton had intimated

that he had another suggestion in reserve, which might help

to reconcile reasonable men of democratic prepossessions to

the seeming novelty of an irremovable apparatus of Govern-

1 The allusion here is vague.
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ment at the centre. This suggestion he brings forward near

tin- end of the pamphlet. He arrives at it in the course of a

demonstration in farther detail uf certain Miperiorities of Com-
nionucalth government over Regal. "The whole freedom of

man," In- says,
" consists either in Spiritual <>r Civil Liberty."

(Ilaiieing fust at Spiritual Liberty, he contents himself with

ml statement of the principle of Liberty of Conscience,

as implying the absolute and unimpeded right of every in-

dividual Christian to interpret the Scripture for himself and

give utterance and effect to his conclusions; and, though he

does not conceal that in his own opinion such Liberty of Con-

science cannot be complete without Church-disestablishment,

he does not press that t<r the present. Enough that Liberty
of Conscience, according to any endurable definition of it, is

more safe in a Republic than in a Kingdom, which, by
various instances from history, he maintains to be a fact.

Then, nuiiin^ to Civil Liberty, he propounds his reserved

surest ion, or the second real novelty of his pamphlet,
thus :

" The other part of our freedom consists in the civil rights and

advancement- of every person according to his merit: the enjoy-

ment of those never more certain, and the access to these never

more open, than in a free ( 'uiimionwealth. And both in my opinion

may bo beet and soonest obtained if every county in the land were

made a Little CommonweaWi, and their chief town a City if it be

not so called already : where the nobility and chief gentry may
build houses or palaces befitting their quality, may bear part in the

[di-trict
>r

city) ^overnmeiit, make their own judicial laws, and

execute them by their own elected judicatures, without appeal, in

all things of Civil Government between man and man. So they

shall have justice in their own hands, and none to blame but them-

selves if it be not well administered. In these employments they

may 19 .ad fit th till their lot fall to be chosen into

Tin. <!UAM> CoiM-n., according as their worth and merit shall be

taken notice of by the people. As for controversies that mdy
happen hetwet n men of several counties, they may repair, ;:

now do, to the Capital City. They should have here also
[i.

e. in

their own Cities and Counties] schools and academies at their own
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choice, wherein their children may be bred up in their own sight

to all learning and noble education, not in grammar only, but in all

liberal arts and exercises."

This is what would now be called a scheme of Decentral-

ization or Systematic Local Government. The counties, with

their chief cities, should be so many little independent com-

munities, each with its legislative council, its law-courts, and

its other institutions, employing and tasking the political

energies and abilities of the citizens or inhabitants of the

district. While this would be advantageous in itself, inas-

much as it would stimulate mental activity and social im-

provement everywhere, and would relieve the GRAND CENTRAL

COUNCIL of much work more properly appertaining to munici-

palities, it would doubtless reconcile many to the existence of

such a GRAND CENTRAL COUNCIL in perpetuity. Energetic

and ambitious spirits would have scope and training in their

own cities and neighbourhoods, and the hope of being elected

to the Central Government when there should be a vacancy
there would be a fine incitement to the best to qualify them-

selves to the utmost for national statesmanship.

The following is the closing passage of the whole

pamphlet :

" With all hazard I have ventured what I thought my duty, to

speak in season and to forewarn my country in time
;
wherein

I doubt not but there be many wise men in all places and degrees,

but am sorry the effects of wisdom are so little seen among us.

Many circumstances and particulars I could have added in those

things whereof I have spoken ; but a few main matters now put

speedily into execution will suffice to recover us and set all right.

And there will want at no time who are good at circumstances ;

but men who set their minds on main matters and sufficiently urge

them in these most difficult times I find not many. What I have

spoken is the language of the Good Old Cause : if it seem strange

to any, it will not seem more strange, I hope, than convincing to

backsliders. Thus much I should perhaps have said though I were

sure I should have spoken only to trees and stones, and had none

to cry to but, with the Prophet, Earth, Earth, Earth, to tell the
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very soil itself wlmt fod hath determined of Coniah and his seed

lor i vrr. IJut I trust I shall have spoken persuasion to abundance

ofseiiMlile and iui/eimous men, to some perhaps whom God may
"f these stone-, to become Children of Liberty, and may

enable and unit.- in tlx-ir noble resolutions to give a stay to these

<>iir ruinous proceedings and to this general defection of the mis-

guided and abused multitude."

To understand fully the tremendous daring of this perora-

tion, one must turn to the passage of Hebrew prophecy
which it cites and applies to Charles Stuart. It is Jeremiah

\ \ II. 24-30, where woe is denounced upon Coniah, Jeconiah,

or Jehoiaehin, the worthless King of Judah, no better than

his Cat her Jehoiakim : "As I live, saith the Lord, though

"Coniah, the son of Jehoiakim, King of Judah, were the

"signet up..u my rijht hand, yet would I pluck thtv thence.

"And I will ,-iv> thtv into the hand of them that seek thy
"

life, and into the hand of them whose face thor
" into the hand of Nebuchadre/./ar Kin^ of Babylon, and
" into the hand of the Chaldeans. And I will cast thee out,

"and thy mother that bare thee, into another country, where

ye \\civ not born; and there shall ye die. But to the land
" whereunto they desire to return, thither shall they not
" return. Is this man Coniah a despised broken idol ? is he

wherein is no pleasure? Wherefore are they cast

"out, he and his seed, and are cast into a land which they

"kn-.w not? O Earth, Karth, Karth, hear the word of the

"Lord. Thus saith the Lord : Write ye this man childless,

a man that shall not prosper in his days ;
for no man of his

" seed shall prosper, sitting upon the throne of David and
'

ruling any more in Judah."

A curious supplement to Milton's /;

I'stiiUixh <i l-'rcc (.''HiiiiioHircjlfh exists in the shape of a private

letter which he addre<sed to (Jeneral Monk. It was not pub-

li.-hed at the time, and bears no date, but mu>t have been

written immediately after the publication of the pamphlet,

while the Parliament of the Secluded Members and Residuary
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Bumpers was still sitting. Milton, it would seem, had sent

Monk a copy of the pamphlet ;
and this private letter is

nothing
1 but a brief summary of the suggestions of the pam-

phlet for the General's easier reading, should he think fit. It

is entitled, in our present copies,
" The Present Means and Brief

Delineation of a Free Commonwealth, easy to le put in practice

and without delay: In a Letter to General Monk" 1 The

whole consists of less than three of the present pages. Be-

lieving that all endeavours must now be used " that the

ensuing election be of such as are already firm or inclinable

to constitute a Free Commonwealth," Milton appeals to Monk

to be himself the man to lead in these endeavours. " The
"
speediest way," he says,

" will be to call up forthwith [to
"
London] the chief gentlemen out of every county, [and] to

"
lay before them (as your Excellency hath already, both in

"
your published Letters to the Army and your Declaration

" recited to the Members of Parliament), the danger and con-

" fusion of readmitting kingship in this land." Then let the

gentlemen so charged return at once to their counties, and

elect or cause to be elected,
"
by such at least of the people as

are rightly qualified," a STANDING COUNCIL in every city and

great town, all great towns henceforth to be called Cities.

Let it be understood that these councils are to be permanent

seats of district and local judicature and of political delibera-

tion; but, while setting up such councils, let the gentlemen

also see to the election of " the usual number of ablest

"
knights and burgesses, engaged for a Commonwealth, to

" make up the PARLIAMENT, or, as it will from henceforth be
" better called, THE GRAND OR GENERAL COUNCIL OF THE
" NATION." The local or city councils having meanwhile

been set up, and it having been intimated that on great

occasions their assent will be required to measures proposed

by the Grand Council of the nation, Milton does not antici-

pate that there will be much opposition
"
though this GRAND

1 " Published from the Manuscript
"

the Commonwealth, came into Toland's

is the addition in all our present re- hands in the manner described in Note

prints. In other words, this Letter to p. 617, and was, also given by Toland

Monk, together with the previous Letter for use in the 1698 edition of Milton's

to a Friend concerning the Buptures of Prose Works.
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"Corxcii, be perpetual, as in that book [hits pamphlet] I

proved would bo l>e>t ami most conformable to best

"
amplo

"
; 1ml, slx.tild there IM- opposition.

"
tin- known expe-

d it lit may at length be used of a partial rotation" This

.11 that Milton has to say, with one exception:
" If these

.ntlemen convocated refuse these fair and noble offers of

immediate liberty and happy condition, no doubt there be

"enough in every county who will thankfully accept them,
'

your Excellency once more declaring publicly this to be

"your mind, and having a faithful veteran Army so ready
' and Lrlad to assist you in the prosecution thereof." What
Monk thought of Mr. Milton's Letter, if he ever took the

trouble to n-ad it, may be easily guessed. It was at this time

that he was so often drunk or nearly so at the dinners

^ivcn in the City, and that Sir John Greenville, on the part
of Charles, was watching for an interview with him at

St. James's.

Not one of Milton's pamphlets had a larger immediate

circulation or provoked a more rapid fury of criticism than

his Ready and I wj H
.-

f" r.v /</////*// a Free Commons''a It/i.

1 loin the Parliament indeed the response was only indirect;

but (very atom of such indirect response was a dead and con-

temptuous negative. Though, when Milton published the

pamphlet, he was entitled to assume that the compact be-

tween Monk and the Secluded Members whom he had restored

guaranteed a continuance of the Commonwealth form of

(iovcrnnicnt. the entire tenor of their pro. during the

iivc-and-twrnty days to which they confined their sittings

(Irk :.'! March 16, 1659-60) was such as to undeceive

him and others on that point, and to show that, though they

abstained from abolishing the Commonwealth themselves,

they meant to leave the succeeding full and free Parliament

they had called at perfect liberty to do so. No other con-

struction could be put upon their votes even in eceloiastieal

matters. Hardly \\as Milton's pamphlet out \\hen he knew

that they had voted the revival of the West minster AssemM

Confession of Faith as the .-tandard of doctrine in the National

VOL. v. r u
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Church (March 2), and the revival of the Solemn League
and Covenant as a document of perpetual national obligation

(March 5). Then followed (March 14) their vote for mapping
out all England and Wales according to the strict pattern

of the Scottish Presbyterian organization. But, that there

might be no mistake, their votes predetermining the compo-
sition of the coming Parliament were also in the direction of

the admission of Royalists and the exclusion of those that

could be called Fanatics for the Republic. The engagement
to be faithful to the Commonwealth without King or House

of Lords was annulled (March 13) ; the clauses disqualifying

even the active and conspicuous Royalists of the Civil Wars

were far from stringent; and the very act by which the

House dissolved itself contained a proviso saving the legal

and constitutional rights of the old House of Lords and

pointing to the restitution of the Peerage. How significant

also that scene in the House on the last day of their sittings,

Friday, March 16, when Mr. Crewe moved for a vote of

execration on the Regicides, and poor Thomas Scott, standing

up on the floor, and reckless though the words should seal

his doom, declared himself to be one of the blood-stained

band and claimed the fact as his highest earthly honour!

What Scott did that day in the House Milton had done even

more publicly a fortnight before in the daring peroration of

his pamphlet. From March 16, 1659-60, Milton and Scott,

whoever else, might regard themselves as in the list for the

future hangman.
In the list for the future hangman ! It is a strong ex-

pression, but true historically to the very letter. Read the

following from a scurrilous pamphlet, of six pages in shabby

print, called The Character of the Rump, which was out in

London on Saturday the 17th of March, the day after the

dissolution of the Parliament :

" An ingenious person hath observed that Scott is the Rump's
man Thomas

;
and they might have said to him, when he was so

busy with the General,

Peace, for the Lord's sake, Thomas ! lest Monk take us,

And drag us out, as Hercules did Cacus.
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P.ut .Folm Milton is their goose-quill champion; who had need of

a help-meet tn e.-tablish anything, for he has a ram's head and is

good only at -, an old heretic both in religion and man-
in T-. that liy his will would shake nil' his governors as he doth his

\\i\v-, tour iii a fortnight. Tin- sunbeams of his scandalous papers
agnin-t tin' late Kind's Book is [x/r| the parent that begot his late

iiu'ealt/t ; and, because he, like a parasite as he is, by
flattering tin- then tyrannical power, liath run himself into the

briars, the man will be anpry if the rest of the nation will not bear
him enmpaiiv, and Miller themselves to be decoyed into the same
fi.iiditii.il. He is so much an enemy to usual practices that I

believe, when ho is condemned to travel to Tyburn in a cart, he

will petition lor the favour to be the first man that ever was driven

thither in a \\heelbarrow. And now, John, you must stand close

and draw in your elbows [the fancy is of Milton standing on the

Bcaflold pinioned], that Needham, the Commonwealth didapper,

may have room to stand beside you . . . He [Needhaml was one
of the -pukes uf Harrington's Rota, till he was turned out for

cracking. As for Harrington, he but a demi-semi in the Hump's
music. and should be good at the cymbal ;

for he is all for wheeling
instruments, and, having a good invention, may in time find out

the way to make a concert of grindstones."
l

Such was the popular verdict, in March 1660, on Milton and

his la-t pamphlet, and all his deserts and accompli.-hments in

the wi.rM he had lived in for one-and-tifty years. More of the

like may be found on search ; but I will pass to one retort on

bis /,' / '/ and /.'/>;'/ //'//, of somewhat higher literary quality

than the last, and whieh retains a certain celebrity yet.

It appeared on March 30, as a small quarto of sixteen

pa^es. \\ith this title:
" The Censure of the Rota upon J// .

!/ 'ton's Book, entituled ' The Ready and Eant Way to Estabii*/i

I '-& Commonwealth?
" On the title-pa^e is the imprint.

/.//I/OH, Printed by Paul G'ul<l>/, Printer to the Rota, at tin-

<

if tin' Windmill in Turne-againe Lane. 1660," and also a

pml'e>-ol extrart i'n>m the minutes of the Rota Club,
" Die

6 Mirtii 1600." eertified by
" Trundle Wheeler, Clerk

to tin' A'"/-/.
1

"
authori/ino; ;uul orderiiii,'- ]\Tr. Harrington, as

Chairman of the Club, to draw up and publish a narrative of

that day's debate of the Club over Mr. Milton's pamphlet,

t. of title and dato pi von. in the Thoiuason Collection. I htve mended
.uiig, hut nothing else.
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and to transmit a copy of the same to Mr. Milton. The

thing, though it has been mistaken by careless people as

actually a production of Harrington's, is in reality a clever

burlesque by some Royalist, in which, under the guise of an

imaginary debate in the Rota over Milton's pamphlet, Milton

and the B/ota-men are turned into ridicule together. The

mock-names on the title-page (Paul Giddy, Trundle Wheeler,

fyc.) are part of the burlesque ;
and it is well kept up in the

tract itself, which takes the form of a letter gravely addressed

to Milton and signed with Harrington's initials,
"
/. //." x

Mr. Harrington is supposed to begin by expressing his

regret to Mr. Milton that his duty obliges him to make so

unsatisfactory a report as to the reception of Mr. Milton's

last pamphlet by the Club. "
For, whereas it is our usual

" custom to dispute everything, how plain or obscure soever,
"
by knocking argument against argument, and tilting at one

" another with our heads (as rams fight) till we are out of

"
breath, and then refer it to our wooden oracle, the Box, and

" seldom anything, how slight soever, hath appeared without
" some person or other to defend it, I must confess I never
" saw bowling-stones run so unluckily against any boy, when
" his hand has been out, as the ballots did against you when
"
anything was put to the question from the beginning of

"
your book to the end." First, one gentleman had objected

to the very name of the book, T/ie Ready and Easy Way, &c.,

1 The Eota Club, as we already know
(ante p. 555), can have had no meeting
on the day supposed in the burlesque,
having disappeared, with all its appur-
tenances, ballot-box included, at or im-

mediately after the swamping of the
old Rump by the readmission of the

secluded members. The last glimpses
we have of it are these from Pepys's
Diary: Jan. 10, 165960. "To the
"
Coffee-house, where were a great con-

" fluence of gentlemen : viz. Mr. Har-

"rington, Poulteney (chairman), Gold,
" Dr. Petty, &c. ; where admirable dis-
" course till 9 at night." Jan. 17. "I
" went to the Coffee Club, and heard
"
very good discourse. It was in answer

"
to Mr. Harrington's answer, who said

' balance of property was in one hand
' and the command in another, it being
' therefore always in a posture of war

;

'but it was carried by ballot that it
' was a steady government, though it is
' true by the voices it had been carried
' before that it was an unsteady govern-
' ment : so to-morrow it is to be proved
'

by the opponents that the balance lay
'in one hand and the government in
'
another." Feb. 20 (clay before Resti-

;ution of the Secluded).
"

I to the
'

Coffee-house, where I heard Mr. Har-
'

rington and my Lord Dorset and
' another Lord talking of getting
'another place [for the Club meetings]
'
at the Cockpit, and they did believe

it would come to something." Had
" that the state of the Roman govern- there been an express order for closing
" ment was not a settled government, the Club ?

" and so it was no wonder that the
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and had remark. -d that Mr. Milton was generally unlucky in

his n't If- to his pamphlets most of them having been absurd

or t'ant.i ': .. \ -. < nd ovntleman ha<l been even more im-

polite.
' He wondered you did not give over writing, since

always done it to little or no purpose; for, though

"you have scribbled your eyes out, your works have n
14 been printed but for the company of chandlers and tobacco-

mTi. \\lio are your stationers, and the only men that \

your labours. He said that he himself reprieved the whole
"

I')>/'>'nre of ike People of Emjtitnd for a groat, . . . though it

" cost you much oil and labour and the Rump ^300 a year."
Then a third gentleman, a member of the Long Robe, had

been very Severe and sarcastic on Mr. Milton's knowledge of

Law; and a fourth, who had travelled much abroad, had

followed with an equally severe criticism on Mr. Milton's

knowledge of European history. This last speaker was

inning to be prosy, when fortunately some one came into

the (Mult with news that Sir Arthur HasHu^.
" the Brutus of

our Republic," had been nearly torn in pieces by a rabble of

lio\s iii Westminster Hall, just outside the Club, and had

saved himself by taking to his heels. The laughter over this

made the last gentleman forget what he was saying; which

gave opportunity to a tilth gentleman to rise and discourse at

some length on the sophistical and abominable character of

Mr. Milton's Political Philosophy:

"He was of opinion that you did ieve yourself, nor

tho-e reasons you give in IctVnee of Commonwealth, but that

you an- iwftjM by soinrthiiij,' else, as either by a stork-like fate (as
a HUM!. -in Protector Poet rails it. Iterate that fowl is observed to

live nowhere but in ( 'omnionwealths), or because you have m
\\\ sei iliKled yourself obnaxkraB, or else you fear such admirable

eloquence as yours would he thrown away under a Monarchy. . . .

All your politic* are d< 'lived from the work .timers, with

which sort of writers the ancient Commonwealths had the fortune

tit aliound . . . Ail which you have outgone (according to your
talent) in their several way-: for you have done your fecMe
endeavour to mi. the Church, of the little which the rapine of the

:ilcunoiis persons hath left, in your learned work afrain-t

Tithes ; you have ,-landcred the dead worse than cn\ .md
thrown your dirty outrage on the memory of a muni, red Prince, as
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if the Hangman were but your usher. These have been the

attempts of your stiff formal eloquence, which you arm accordingly
with anything that lies in your way, right or wrong, not only

begging but stealing questions, and taking everything for granted
that will serve your turn. For you are not ashamed to rob

O. Cromwell himself, and make use of his canting assurances from

Heaven and answering condescensions : the most impious Maho-
metan doctrine that ever was vented among Christians." . . .

This speaker having- ended with a comment on Mr. Milton's

remark that Christ himself had put
" the brand of Gentilism

"

upon King-ship,
" a young g-entleman made answer that your

"
writing's are best interpreted by themselves, and that he

"
remembered, in that book wherein you fight with the

"
King's Picture, you call Sir Philip Sidney's Princess Pamela,

" who was born and bred of Christian parents in England,
" * a heathen woman,' and therefore he thought that by
"Heathenish you meant English, and that in calling King-
"
ship heathenish you inferred it was the only proper and

" natural government of the English nation, as it hath been
"
proved in all ages. To which another objected that such

"a sense was quite contrary to your purpose; to which he
"
immediately replied that it was no new thing with you to

" write that which is as well against as for your purpose.
" After much debate, they agreed to put it to the ballot ;

and
" the young gentleman carried it without contradiction."

Then another critic fell foul of Mr. Milton's Divinity and

Church-notions, one of which, he said, was
" that the Church

" of Christ ought to have no head upon earth, but the monster
" of many heads, the multitude," and another " that any man
"
may turn away his wife, and take another as oft as he

"
pleases

"
: to which last accusation is added the comment,

" As you have most learnedly proved upon the fiddle \Tetra-
"
chordon~], and practised in your life and conversation

;
for

" which you have achieved the honour to be styled the founder
" of a sect." The audience by this time becoming weary,

" a
"
worthy knight of this Assembly stood up and said that, if

" we meant to examine all the particular fallacies and flaws in

"
your writing, we should never have done; he would therefore,

" with leave, deliver his judgment upon the whole : which in
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brief was this : That it is all windy foppery from thebegin-

nino; to tin- mil, written to the elevation of that rabble and
" meant tt cheat the ignorant ; that you fight always with
" the flat of your hand like a rhetorician, and never contract
" the logical list; that you trade altogether in uiii\vr>als, the

region ,,t deceits and fallacy, but never come so near particn-

la r> as to let us know which among divers things of the

"name kind you would be at ... Besides this, as all your
"

politics reach but the outside and circumstances of things,
ami never touch at realities, so you are very solicitous about

"
word*, as if they were charms, or had more in them than

what they signify ; for no conjuror's devil is more concerned

in a spell than you are in a mere word." This last speaker

having moved that Mr. Harrington himself, in conclusion,

should deliver Ais opinion on Mr. Milton's book, the result

was as follows :

"I know not (though unwilling how to avoid it; and therefore

1

'

!(! them, as briefly as I c<>ul<l. that that which I di-likt-d most in

your treati-e was that there is not one word of The Balance of
/'

'/'fr(>/, nor tin Agrarian, nor Rotation, in it from the beginning
t> tin- fiid : without which (together with a Lord Archon) I thought
I had suHiciently demonstrated, not only in my writings but jmhlic

reifies in that coffee-house, that there is no possible foundation

of a free Commonwealth. To the first and second of these, that

is, the /i,il,nici- and the Agrarian, you made no objection; and
therefore 1 should not need to make any an.-wer. But for the third.

I mean /ii'fntii-n, which yon implicitly reject in your design to

perpetuate the present memheis I >hall only add this to what I

ha\e alread) >aid and written on that Mihjcct : That a Common-
wealth is like a L.T' at top, that must be kept up hy In-ing wliipt
round, and held in perpetual circulation ; for, if you discontinue

the rotation, and MitVer the Senate to settle and stand >till, down it

falls immediately. And. if you had studied this point as carefully
a- I have done, yon could not hut know there is no such wav ui

II .iven of di-poMi!-,' the vicissitudes of command and ol.rdieiice,
and of di.-trihnting equal right mid liberty among all men, as this

of Wh ...

How notoriously Milton had Hashed forth as tho chief

militant Republican of the crisis, how universally he had

1 TluTf i< a n-jirint of this 4 : n lrni the Thouiason copy of
/' '/ in tin- ll.irli-i.in Miscellany the original.

U\". 17y ISO). I take tlu- .l.c
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drawn upon himself in that character the eyes of the Royal-

ists and become the target for their bitterest shafts, may

appear from yet another probing among the contemporary

London pamphlets. Perhaps the last formal and collective

appeal on behalf of the Republic to Monk and the others in

power was a small tract which appeared in the end of March,

with this title : Plain English to Ms Excellencie the Lord-

General Monk and the Officers of his Army: or a Word in

Season, not onely to them, but to all impartial Englishmen. To
|(

which is added a Declaration of the Parliament in the year

1647, setting forth the grounds and reasons why they resolved

to make nofurther Address or Application to the King. Printed

at London in the year 1660. The first part of the tract con-

sists of eight pages addressed to Monk, in the form of a letter

dated " March 22," by some persons who do not give their

names, but sign themselves "
your Excellency's most faithful

friends and servants in the common cause"; after which, in

smaller type, comes a reprint of the famous reasons of the

Long Parliament for their total rupture with Charles I. in

January 1647-8 (Vol. III. pp. 584-585). The letter begins

thus :

" My Lord and Gentlemen, It is written The prudent
" shall keep silence in the evil time ; and 'tis like we also might
" hold our peace, but that we fear a knife is at the very throat

" not only of our and your liberties, but of our persons also.

" In this condition we hope it will be no offence if we cry out
" to you for help, you that, through God's goodness, have
"
helped us so often, and strenuously maintained the same

" cause with us against the return of that family which pre-
" tends to the Government of these nations. . . We cannot
"
yet be persuaded, though our fears and jealousies are strong

" and the grounds of them many, that you can so lull asleep
"
your consciences, or forget the public interests and your

"
own, as to be returning back with the multitude to Egypt,

" or that you should with them be hankering after the leeks

" and onions of our old bondage.'"' There follows an earnest

invective against the Stuarts
;
but the tone of respectfulness

to Monk is kept up studiously throughout. There is no sign

of Milton in the language, and one guesses on the whole
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th:it the tract was a >n of a f.-w of the City Repub-

licans, with l>arel>oiie ani"iii;- tin-in, meeting privately perhaps

in tin- liack-jiarlmir of the Republican bookseller who ven-

tured tin- publication anonymously ;
but it is possible that

Milton may have been consulted, or at least have been cog-

ni>ant of the atl'air. Tin- reprinting of the reasons of the

LoriL,
r 1'arliainent for their No-Address Resolutions of January

1647-8 was an excellent idea, inasmuch as it reminded people

of that disgust with Charles I., that impossibility of dealing

with him even in his captive condition, which had driven

the Parliamentarians to the theory of a Republic a year b. :

the Republic had been actually founded; and this feature of

the tract may have seemed good to Milton.-The Tract

must have annyed Monk and the other authorities, for it

was immediately suppressed. This we learn from a reply to

it. which appeared on the 3rd of April, with tin- title Treason

Arraiyncil, in >i.<<ir<r t<> I'/<iin English, being a Traylerovs and

Phanufitjiii' l\ini[>hlet irhi<-h was condemned by the Counsel of
^

'f, suppressed by Authority, ami (h>
'

against

in/ Proclamation . . . London, Printed In the i/c,ir 1600. The

reply takes the very curious form of a reproduction of the

condemned tract almost toxtually, paragraph by paragraph,
with a running comment of vituperation upon the author or

authors. The following sentences, culled from the vitupera-

tive comment, will show that the writer suspected Milton as

the person ch icily responsible, and will sufficiently represent

the entire performance :

B me two day.- >ince came to my view a bold .-harp pamphlet,
called /', directed to the (Jeiierd and his ( Klio-i <.

It i- a pie.-.- drawn by no fool, and it deserves a serious ans^
l!\ the de^iirn, the subject, niali.-.-, and the >tyle. I .shotilil su^

it fur :i blot cf tin- vune p. n that wr..
-

Wastes. It runs

foul, tends tn tumult ; and. not eoiiteiit barely to applaud the

murder of the Kin;/, the -xe-rable author of it ;pmi his

allies \\illi a pid.uitie and envenomed .-mm. pui>uiiii,' >-till his

ha> red in.'iiioi-y. lletwixt him [Milton] and his brother Kab>hakeh

[

Needham .'

j

1 think a man may venture to di\ide the glory of

it. It relishes the mixture of their united faculties and wiels

ness. . . . Say, Milton, Needluun, either or both of you, or whoso-
r else, suy where this worthy person [Monk] ever mixed with
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you .... Come, hang yourself; beg right; here's your true

method of begging :
'

0, for Tom Scott's sake, for Hasilrig's sake,
for Robinson, Holland, Mildmay, Mounson, Corbet, Atkins, Vane,

Livesey, Skippon, Milton, Tichbourne, Ireton, Gurdon, Lechmere,

Blagrave, Barebone, Needham's sake, and, to conclude, for all the

rest of our unpenitent brethren's sake, help a company of poor
rebellious devils V "

We are now, it is to be seen, in the mid-stream of those

final forty days which intervened between the self-dissolution

of the last fag-end of the Long Parliament and the meeting
of the Full and Free Parliament called for the conclusive

settlement (March 16, 1659-60 April 25, 1660). Monk was

Dictator
;
the Council of State, with Annesley for President,

was the body in charge, along with Monk, keeping the

peace ;
but all eyes were directed towards the coming Parlia-

ment, the elections for which were going on. It was pre-

cisely in the beginning of April that the popular current

towards a restoration of Charles Stuart and nothing else had

acquired full force and become a roaring and foaming torrent.

They were shouting for him, singing for him, treating his

restoration as already certain, though the precise manner

and date of it must be left to the Parliament. Only the

chiefs, Monk, Annesley, Montague, and the other Councillors,

kept up an appearance as if the issue must not be anticipated

till the Parliament should have actually met. With letters

to and from Charles in their pockets, and each knowing or

guessing that the others had such letters, they were try-

ing to look as unpledged and as merely cogitative as they

could. It was for the multitude to roar and shout for Charles,

and they had now full permission. It was for the chiefs to

be silent themselves, only managing and manipulating, and

watchful especially against any outbreak of Republican

fanaticism even yet that might interfere with the plain

course of things and baulk or delay the popular expectation.

Wherever they could perceive a likelihood of disturbance, by
act or by speech, there they were bound to curb or suppress.

1 The dates of the two pamphlets, to Milton in the pamphlets of March
and the extracts, are from copies in the April 1660 might be multiplied. He
Thomason Collection. Such references was then in all men's mouths.
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At least in one instance they found it necessary to curl)

a too hasty and imprtii"U- Koyali>t. This \vasDr.Matthew

:lith, a clergyman over sixty years of age, on ;.

of the jMtct Dunne. Sequestered in the early days of the Long
Parliament from his rectory of St. Mary Magdalen, London,

he had taken refuge with the Kin^r through the civil ware,

ami had been made D.I), at Oxford, and one of the King's

chaplain^. .\fterwards, returning to London, he hail lived then-

through the Commonwealth ami the Protectorate, one of those

that continued the use of the liturgy and other Angliean

chureh-t'onns by stealth to small gatherings of cavalier>, and

that found themselves often in trouble on that account. He
had suffered, it is said, four imprisonments. The near prospect

of the return of Charles II. at last had naturally excited

the old gentleman ; and, chancing to preach in the Mercers'

Chapel on Sunday the 25th of March, 1660, he had chosen

for his te\t Prov. \ \ I V. ,' 1 . which he translated thu* :

" My
son, fear God and the kinur . and meddle not with them that

be seditious or desirous of change." On this text he had

preached a \ery Ib-yal^l srnn<>M. There would have been

nothing peculiar in that, as many clergymen were doing the

like. Hut, not content with having preached the sermon,

Dr. (Iriilith resolved to publish it, in an ostentatious manner

and \\ ith certain accompaniments.
" The Fear of God and the

Kin >i. /'/r.v.v',/ /'// it Sermon preacKd at Mercers Chappell on the

X'.V
//'_</' .)/.//<//, 1000. Together ir'tlh a br

<>f the (\nim-xoj' inn- unhtijipy (Ii*lrtn'tion9 and the onely way to

//'>!/ than.
/>//

M<itt/t<'ir (infliffi, D.I)., and Chaplain to the late

A . /. >/i/. I'riiitfilfr T/to. Johnson at the d i / in

itrchi/iinl, 1660": such was the name of a duo-

decimo out in London in the lir>t days of April.
1 The volume

consists of three parts, first, a dedicatory epistle
' To Hi-

Kxcelleney
( Moiu-k, Captain-General of all the Land

of Kn^-land, Scotland, ami Irelatnl, and one of the

;ierals of all the N.ival Forces" : then the sermon itself in

ril
"

only, without day. is the and tln-iv is proof that the publication
; Imt it was was immediate.

Hall, March 31,
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fifty-eight pages ;
and then an addition, in the shape of a

directly political pamphlet, headed " The Samaritan Revived"

The gem is the dedication to Monk. The substance of that

is as follows :

" My Lord, If you will be pleased to allow me to be a physician
in the same sense that all moral divines do acknowledge the body-

politic (consisting of Church and State) to be a patient, then I will

now give your Highness a just account both how far and how faith-

fully I have practised upon it by virtue of my profession. When I

first observed things to be somewhat out of order, by reason of a

high distemper, which then appeared by some infallible indications,
I thought it my duty to prescribe an wholesome electuary (out of

the 122nd Psalm at the 6th verse, in a sermon which I was called

to preach in the Cathedral Church of Saint Paul's, anno 1642, and
soon after published by command under this title : A Pathetical

Persuasion to pray for the Public Peace), to be duly and devoutly
taken every morning next our hearts : hoping that, by God's bless-

ing on the means, I should have prevented that distemper from

growing into a formed disease. Yet, finding that my pi-eventing

physic did not work so kindly and take so good an effect as I

earnestly desired, but rather that this my so tenderly beloved

patient grew worse and worse, as not only being in process of time

fallen into a fever and that pestilential, but also as having received

divers dangerous wounds, which, rankling and festering inwardly,

brought it into a spiritual atrophy and deep consumption, and the

parts ill-affected (for want of Christian care and skill in such

mountebanks as were trusted with the cure, while myself and
most of the ancient orthodox clergy were sequestered and silent)

began to gangrene : and, when some of us became sensible thereof,

we took the confidence (being partly emboldened by the connivance

of the higher powers that then were) to fall to the exercise of our

ministerial functions again in such poor parishes as would admit
us : Then I saw it was high time not only to prescribe strong

purgative medicines in the pulpit (contempered of the myrrh of

mortification, the aloes of confession and contrition, the rhubarb

of restitution and satisfaction, with divers other safe roots, seeds,

and flowers, fit and necessary to help to cany away by degrees the

incredible confluence of ill humours and all such malignant matter

as offended), but also to put pen to paper and appear in print (as in

this imperfect and impolished piece, which as guilty of an high

presumption here in all humility begs your Lordship's pardon) :

wherein my chief scope is to personate the Good Samaritan, that,

as he cured the wounded traveller by searching his wounds with

wine and suppling them with oil, so I have here both described

the rise and progress of our national malady, and also prescribed
the only remedy, that I might be in some kind instrumental, under
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God Mini \"iir Highness, iii tin- healing <>f the same . . . My Lord,
IH it inii-t metis _- i to see these three distressed kingdoms
lit like a hotly without a head, so it nmy al.o cheer you to coii-

r that the Comforter hatli empowered you (and in this nick of

tinif y<u uiily) to make these dead and dry bones live. You may
liy thi.s tun- act emiuMe. and eternize yourself more in the hearts and
chronic!^ of these three kingdoms than by all your former victories

and the Imijj line of your extraction from the Hantageucts your
aii< i t< rs ... It is a greater honour to make a king than to be one.

Your proj>er name minds you of being St. George for England ;

you surname prompts you to stand for order : then let not panic

I, punctilio! of human policy, or state formalities, beguile you
(whom we look upon as .lethro's magistrate, who was a man of

courage, fearing Cod, dealing truly, and hating covetousness) of

that imiiiare-cilile crown of
1,'lt.ry

due to you, whom we hope that

(iodhati. to 1) the i pa irer of the breach and the temporal
redeemer of your nathe country."

Evidently Dr. Griffith was a silly person, more likely to

make a cause ridiculous than to help it. There were things

in his sermon and its accompaniments, however, that might
harm tin- Kind's cause otherwise than by the bad literary

taste of the defence. There was a tone of that revengeful

spirit which it was the policy of all the more prudent

Royalists to disown. Hence the publication annoyed even

in that quarter. The unpardonable offence, however, was the

addrc>s to Monk. He was studying to be as secret as the

"rave, had signified his leanings to the Kin<^ by not a single

puMic word, and indei d had hardly ceased to swear he stood for

the Commonwealth. And here was an impudent Doctor of

Divinity spoiling all ly openly assuming and niir. tin-

very thing to be concealed. Monk was y irritated
;

the Council of State sympathized with him; and so, "to

plco-e and Mind the fanatical party" for the moment, Dr.

(iritlith \\as sent to Newgate.
1

It was more natural, however, for the (Jeiieral and the

Council to take similar precautions against too violent

TsAth. 111.711 713. H -some of our divines in their late

writing ir.nn llu-thi, April 16, 1660. says "sermons; with which they say that

to n I! "This "both the General an<l the ('"tun-il of

t over three " State are highly offended, as truly thev
"

..r tiitir '-nnpl:iints to tin- kiiu' of the ' have reason to } ':. ('.riffith
'

very unskilful paaaion and duu-iuper
"

is mentioaecL" liul., aote by Bliss.
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expressions of anti-Royalism, too vehement efforts to stir up
the Republican embers. Of their vigilance in this respect

we have just seen an instance in their instant suppression

of the Republican appeal to Monk and his Officers entitled

Plain English, and their procedure by proclamation against
the anonymous publisher of that tract. If I am not mis-

taken, he was Livewell Chapman, of the Crown in Pope's

Head Alley, the publisher of Milton's Considerations touching

the likeliest means to remove Hirelings out of the Church, and

also of his more recent Ready and Easy Way to establish a Free

Commonwealth. There was, at all events, a printed proclama-
tion of the Council of State against this person, dated " Wed-

nesday, 28 March, 1660," and signed
" William Jessop, Clerk

of the Council." It began in these terms :

" Whereas the
" Council of State is informed that Livewell Chapman, of
"
London, Stationer, having from a wicked design to engage

" the nation in blood and confusion caused several seditious

" and treasonable books to be printed and published, doth now
" hide and obscure himself, for avoiding the hand ofjustice" ;

and it ended with an order that Chapman should surrender

himself within four days, and that none should harbour or

conceal him, but all, and especially officers, try to arrest him.

If he was the publisher of Plain English, there would be

additional reason for suspecting that Milton had some cog-

nisance of that anonymous appeal to Monk
;
but there can be

no doubt that among the " seditious and treasonable books
"

the publication of which constituted Chapman's offence

was Milton's own Ready and Easy Way. The authorities

had not yet struck at Milton himself, but they were coming

very near him. They had ordered the arrest of his pub-
lisher.

Within a few days after the order for the arrest of Milton's

publisher, Livewell Chapman, the authorities signified their

displeasure, though in a less harsh manner, with another Re-

publican associate of Milton, his old friend Marchamont Need-

ham. Not without difficulty had this Oliverian journalist,

the subsidized editor since 1655 of the bi-weekly official news-

paper of the Protectorate (calling itself The Public Intelligencer
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on Mondays and '/ > Vl\ti'-nx on Thursdays), been

retained in tin- MTTlOt <>f tin- Good Old Cause. His Oli-

vrrianisin having been excessive, to tin- extent of defending

not only Oliver':- Bstabluhed Chureh, but also all else in his

policv tliat Crated most on tin- purr Republicans, he liad been

discharged from his editorshij) on the 13th of May, 1659, by
order of the Restored Hump, before it had been six days in

power, the place going then to John Canne. But Needham's

versatility was matchless, and on the 15th of Au^iM the

Hump had thought it best t<> reappoint him to the editorship.
1

Since then, having already in succession been Parliamentarian.

K(.yali>t. Commonwealth*! man or llunipcr. ami all but anti-

llepuhliean Protect oral i.-t, the world had known him in his

fifth phase of Kumper or pure Commonwealth's man again.

Not only in his journals, but also in independent pamphlets,

he had advocated the Good Old Cause. One such pamphlet,

published \\ith his name in AiiLru-t 1659, under the title of

Interest iri/f not /,'/,- had been in reply to some Royalist who

had propounded "a way how to satisfy all parties and provide

for the public good by calling in the son of the late King" :

aup:in-t whom Needham's contention was "that it is really

the interest of every party (except only the Papist) to keep

him out." One can understand now why, in the Royalist

Mpiib latclv quoted. Needham was named as " the Common-

\\.alth didapper"
3
along with Milton as " their goose-quill

champion,"and why the public were there promised the pleasure

of soon seeing the two at Tyburn together. But the final per-

formance of Needham's. it is believed, wa^ a tract called News

. / // a near attendant on hi* Majesty's

VOH to a Person of ]ln<ir lien'. It purports to be dated at

Brussels. March 10. 1 r>.~>9-60, English style, and was out in

London on March '.'.'?. The publication is said to have been

managed secretly by Mr. Praise-God Harchone
; and, though

the tract was anonymous, it was attributed at once to

moils .T"iinmls of (1 may have hwl more of a proprietary hold

only tin- lni'-llii> nc-r \* ii:un<-<l in Hie on that paper.
ii retained a Thomason Catalogue : large quartos.

the r<litiphip if the V ^ring r; a duck that dives and
his tliree mouths of suspension. He reappears. .
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Needham. Being
1 " full of rascalities against Charles II. and his

Court/' as Wood says, and professing to give private informa-

tion as to the terrible severities which they were meditating
when they should be restored to England, the pamphlet was

much resented by the Royalists ;
and John Evelyn roused him-

self from a sickbed to pen an instant and emphatic contradic-

tion, called The late News or Message from Brussels unmasked.

Needham's connexion, or supposed connexion, with so violent

an anti-Royalist tract, and possibly also with the Republican
manifesto called Plain English, which appeared in the same

week, could not be overlooked
; and, accordingly, in Whitlocke,

under date April 9, 1660, we find this note :

" The Council

discharged Needham from writing the Weekly Intelligence

and ordered Dury and Muddiman to do it." The Dury here

mentioned was not our John Durie of European celebrity, but

an insignificant Giles Dury. His colleague Muddiman, the

real successor of Needham in the editorship, was Henry

Muddiman, an acquaintance of Pepys, who certifies that he

was " a good scholar and an arch rogue." He had been con-

nected with the London press for some time (for smaller

news-sheets had been springing up again beside the authorized

Mercurius and Intelligencer'), and had been writing for the

Rumpers. He had just been owning to Pepys, however, that

he " did it only to get money," and had no liking for them or

their politics.
1

If they turned Needham out of his editorship, they could

hardly do less than turn Milton out of his Latin Secretary-

ship. About this time, accordingly, he did cease to hold the

office which %e had held for eleven years. Phillips's words are

that he was "
sequestered from his office of Latin Secretary

and the salary thereunto belonging
"

; but, unfortunately,

i Wood's Ath. III. 11801190;
Whitlocke as cited ; Pepys, under date

Jan. 9, 165960 ; Evelyn's Diary, Feb.

17, 165960 et seq. ; Baker's Chronicle

continued by Edward Phillips (ed.

1679), pp. 699 700. It is curious to

read Phillips's remarks on the " several

seditious pamphlets
"
put forth by the

Republican i'anatics
"
to deprave the

minds of the people
" and prevent the

Eestoration. Though he must have
remembered well that his uncle's were
the chief of these, he avoids naming
him. He mentions, however, the News
from Brussels, and dilates on the great
service done by Evelyn in replying to it.

Phillips had meanwhile (16631665)
been in Evelyn's employment as tutor

to his son.
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though li. n to understand tliat this was shortly
1

tin- Hot. .ration, he leaves the exact date uncertain.

Though the last of Milton's state-letters now preserved and

known as his arc the two. dated May 15. 1 C>.V.. written lor the

Hump imme.liav!\ after the subversion of Richard's Protec-

torate, we have >een him holding his office in sinecure, and

drawing his --alary of ^200 a year, to as late at least as the

iiiin^ of the \Vallingford-IIouse Interruption in October

ir>.V.)
;
and th TC is. no reason for thinking that the Council or

Committee of Safety of the \Vallinyford-l louse Government,
his dissent from their usurpation notwithstanding, thought
it necessary to dismiss him. Far less likely is it that the

Republican Hunipers, wh : d the second time in De-

cenilier Hl.V.). would have parted with a man so thoroughly

Republican and so respectful to themselves, even while they

dared not adopt his Church-disestablishment suggest ions.

\Ve may fairly assume, then, that Milton remained Marvell's

nominal colleague till Monk's final termination of the tenure

of the Hump hy re-admitting the secluded members, i. c. till

Fcl.. Ml, 1 (i.V.) (>0. Had he been then at once dismissed, it

would have been no wonder. How could he, the I ml

dent of Indep. ndeiits. the denouncer ..f every form of S

Church, the enemy and satirist of the IVe-U terians, and

moreover the author of the l>i\oive heresy and the founder

of a MCI "f l>.'v>rcers, be retained in the service of a re-

IV-hyteriani/cd (Jovernment, founding itself on the \

minster C..nfe-s:.-n and the Solemn League and Covenant ?

There is no proof, however, of any such instant dismissal of

Milton l.y the new powers, hut rather a shade of proof to the

contrary in the phraseology of the preface to his Ready and

Easy //"///.
The probability, therefore, is that it was after

Mar. h 3, the date of the publication of that pamphlet, that

Milton w:i d. and that it was the pamphlet itself,

added to the s'.im of his previous obnoxiousness to the new-

powers, that led to the sequestration. Vet. as the new powers
were jiroeeedini^ warily, and keeping up as 1 :.ey could

the pretence ..f leaving the Commonwealth an open .jiie>tion.

it is quite possible that they were in no haste to discharge

VOL. v. xx
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Milton. All in all, the most probable time of his dismissal

is some time after the dissolution of the Parliament of the

Secluded Members on the 16th of March, 1659-60, when

Monk and the Council of State were left in the management.
As Milton had been originally appointed by the Council of

State and not by Parliament, it was in the Council's pleasure

to continue him or dismiss him. They were in a severe mood,

virtually anti-Republican already, though not yet avowedly

so, between March 28, when they ordered Livewell Chapman's

arrest, and April 9, when they dismissed Needham
;
and that

or thereabouts may be the date of Milton's discharge.
1

In office or out of office, it was the same to Milton. He
had determined that he would not be suppressed, that he

would not be silent, till they should tie his hands, or gag
his mouth. There is no grander exhibition of dying resis-

tance, of solitary and useless fighting for a lost cause, than in

his conduct through April 1660. Alone he then stood, we

may say, the last of the visible Republicans. Hasilrig, Scott,

Ludlow, Neville, and Vane, had collapsed or were out of sight,

the last under ban already by his former brothers of the

Commonwealth
;
Needham was extinguished ;

most of the

Cromwellians had gone over to the enemy, or were hasten-

ing to surrender. Blind Milton alone remained, the Samson

Agonistes. On him, in the absence of others, the eyes of the

Philistine mob, the worshippers of Dagon, had been turned

from time to time of late as the Hebrew that could make

them most efficient sport ; and now it was as if they had all

met, by common consent, to be amused by this single Hebrew's

1
Phillips's narrative of his uncle's

" he was forced," &c. This, as it stands,
dismissal is a blotch of confused word- defies interpretation. The Treatise of
ing and pointing: "It was but a Civil Power in Ecclesiastical Causes
"little before the King's Restoration appeared in April 1659, more than a
" that he wrote and published his year before the Restoration, and that
" book in defence of a Commonwealth

;
on Hirelings in Aug. 1659, or eight

"so undaunted he was in declaring his months before the same. There ought," true sentiments to the world
; and I believe, to have been a full stop after

" not long before his Power of the Civil Hirelings, and the rest should have run

'Magistrate in Ecclesiastical Affairs on thus: "Just upon the King's coming
'and his Treatise against Hirelings, "over, having a little before been se-

'just upon the King's coming over;
"
questered from his office of Latin Se-

'

having a little before been seques-
"
cretary and the salary thereunto be-

' tered from his office of Latin Secretary,
"
longing, he was forced," &c.

'and the salary thereunto belonging,
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last exertions, and had sent to l.rin^ him on the stage. They
laughed. they shouted, they shrieked, the gathered Philistine

thotuandi :

"He, patient, hut undaunted, where they led him
ir to the place."

Tin- first of the feats of strength of Milton, thus alone on

the stage, and knowing himself to be confronted and sur-

rounded by a jeering multitude, was a somewhat puny and

unnecessary one. It was an onslaught on Dr. Matthew

(Jriflith fur his Royalist sermon. He wanted some object of

attack, and the very notoriety given to Dr. Griffith's perform-
ance hy tin- rebuke of the Council of State recommended it for

the
|
>urpose despite its intrinsic wretchedness. Accordingly,

having had Dr. Griffith's Sermon and its accompaniments read

(i\vr to him. lu- dictated what appeared some time in April

with this title:
"
Brief Notes upon a late Sermon, titled

' The

Fear of God and the Kitty
'

; Preach'd, and since published, by

Matt/K-ir (n-ifliffi, ]).D.
t
and Chaplain to the late King. //

ninny notorious wresting* of Scripture, and other falsities are

observed" l

The tract, which is very short, opens thus :

" I affirmed, in th; Preface of a late Discourse, entitled The

lifitilii IT"// i^ establish a Free Commonwealth, and the Dangers of

'"ni'i I\'u>'js1ii)>
in this Nation, that ' the humour of returning

to our did hondage was instilled of lute by some deceivers' : and, to

make irnod that what I then affirmed was not without just ground,

one of thi'M- dre.-hcrs I present here to the people, and, if I prove

him nut sm-li. refuse not to be so accounted in his stead."

Thr part of tho pamphlet consists of an examination

of the MTinon itM-lf. with minute remarks on its wrest iugs or

misinterpretations of Scripture texts, and on the poverty of the

preacher's theology and scholarship generally. There is no

1
Original copies of this pamphlet of alert in suppressing snch thin I

Milton nni-t U> V.TV s.-:mv. I rould take the title and extract* from I

not tin.l mi.- in tin- Hiiti>li Mu^riiTii.aii.l Log's (1851) colli M of Milton's

I haw looki-il in vain cKowli-n>. 1'ro- \v "printed from the original

balily, ulilishcd, editions."

the Council ot State had become

1x2
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actual disguise of the fact that Milton has the lowest opinion

of the intellectual calibre of his antagonist, whom he once

names " a pulpit-mountebank," and of whom he once says that

" the rest of his preachment is mere groundless chat." Yet,

on the other hand, he would evidently have Dr. Griffith taken

as a fair enough specimen of the average Church-of-England

clergyman.
" O people of an implicit faith, no better than

Romish if these be your prime teachers !

"
he once exclaims,

as if Dr. Griffith were a man of some distinction.

The only portions of the Notes of interest now are those

that bear on the historical situation at the moment. Thus, in

the notice of the Dedicatory Epistle to Monk prefixed to Dr.

Griffith's sermon, there is an evident struggle on Milton's

part to speak as if one might still have faith in the General.

It is possible that the censure of Dr. Griffith by the Council

of State, intended as it was " to please and blind the fanatical

party/' may have had some such temporary effect on Milton.

At all events, he refers to Monk as one "who hath so eminently
borne his part in the whole action/' and he characterizes one

portion of the Dedicatory Epistle, where Monk is prayed
" to

carry on what he had so happily begun," as nothing less than
" an impudent calumny and affront to his Excellence." It

charges him, says Milton,
" most audaciously and falsely,

"with the renouncing of his own public promises and de-
" clarations both to the Parliament and the Army ;

and we
" trust his actions ere long will deter such insinuating slan-

" derers from thus approaching him for the future." Through-
out the Notes, however, one sees that even this small lingering

of confidence in Monk is forced, and that Milton is too sadly

convinced of the probable predetermination of all now in power
to fulfil the general expectation and bring in Charles. In the

following passage there is a half-veiled intimation that, rather

than see that ignominious conclusion, Milton would reconcile

himself to Monk's own assumption of the Crown :

"Free Commonwealths have been ever counted fittest and

properest for civil> virtuous, and industrious nations, abounding
with prudent men worthy to govern; Monarchy fittest to curb
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deg !

rrujit, idle, proud, luxurious people. If we desire to

be of tin- fi-riiirr, nothing lt-tt-r for us, nothing nohler. than a Free

:u"M\M-;ilth ; if we will needs condemn ourselves to be of t

latter. ! four own virtue, indie-try, and the number of our

able men, we may then, conscious of our own unworthineas to be

goverm-d better, sadly betake us to our befitting thraldom: y
hoc. MM-.,' out of our own nuinlier one who hath best aided the people
and lie-it merited against tyranny, the space of a reign or two we

may chance to live happily enough, or tolerably. But that a

rious people should give up themselves again to the vanquished

id of, seems rather void <>f all reason and good

poliry. .i:nl will in all ju-olialiility subject the subduers to the sub-

dued, will expose to revenge, to beggary, to ruin and perpetual

bondage, tin- vi.tors under the vanquished : than which what can be

more uuworti

Of far more moment than the Brief Notes on Dr. Griffith's

Sermon was a second and enlarged edition of the Ready and

Easy Way to establish a Free Commonwealth,

Though it is announced distinctly and emphatically in

the opening paragraph that this edition is a "revised and

enlarged
"

one, not till after a careful comparison with the

former edition is it seen how much the announcement implies.

There are lar^e additions ; there are omissions
;

there are

ehanin-^ uC phraseology in every page. The ue\v pamphlet.
were it nothing else, would be an interesting study of Milton's

art in authoreraft, of the exp had a< quired in recast-

iii!_" a e< imposition of lr liously dove-tailing passages
into it without spoiling the eonnexion, and eji-.-tin^ jh rases

that h:id rea-ed to be relevant or vital, all under the diffi-

culties of his blindne.-s, when his ear listening to some mouth

lie-ide him and his own mouth interrupting and replying

were his sole instruments. But there is mueh more than

this. The later edition is Milton about a month farther do\\n

the torrent than the first, a month nearer th" falls; and the

additions, omissions, and alterations, convey what had passed

in his mind through that month. The pceotid edition of

the Kca.ily <ni</ I II /y to establish a Free Commonwealth is

to be taken, in short, for Milton's Biography at least, as an
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important new publication. Only the essential additions and

omissions can be here noticed. 1

Among the additions the most prominent is this motto (an

extension of Juvenal I. 15, 16) prefixed to the whole :

"Et nos

Consilium dedimus Syllce : demus Populo nunc "
;

which may be translated :

" "We have advised

Sulla himself: advise we now the People."

Had this been prefixed to the first edition, the inevitable con-

clusion would have been that Sulla stood for Oliver Cromwell,

and that Milton meant that, having taken the liberty in his

Defensio Secunda of tendering wholesome advices even to the

1 The fact that there are two editions

of the Beady and Easy Way, though
Milton calls express attention to it in

the second, seems to have escaped all

the bibliographers. There is no note of

it in Lowndes. What is most curious,

however, is that, while it is the second
or enlarged edition alone that is now
accessible to everybody in the collective

editions of Milton's Prose Works, from
the so-called Amsterdam edition of 1698
to Pickering's and Bohn's, yet original

copies of this second edition seem to

have wholly disappeared. There are

several original copies of the Eeady
and -Easy Way in the British Museum,
but all of the first edition, not one of

the second
;
the Bodleian has no copy

of the second
; _every original copy of

the tract that I have been able to see
or hear of anywhere else has always
turned out to be one of the first edition.

In my perplexity, I began to ask myself
whether this was to be explained by
supposing that Milton, after he had

prepared the second edition for the press,
did not succeed in getting it published,
and so that it was not till 1698 that it

saw the light, and then by the acci-

dent that his enlarged press-copy had

survived, and come (through Toland
or otherwise) into the hands of the

printers of the Amsterdam edition of

the Prose Works. But, though several

pieces in that edition are expressly noted
as " never before published

"
(see notes

ante, p. 617 and p. 656), there is no such
editorial note respecting The Ready and
Easy Way, but every appearance of
mere reprinting from a previously pub-
lished copy of 1660. On the whole,

therefore, I conclude that Milton did

publish his second and enlarged edition

some time in April 1660
;
and I account

for the rarity of original copies of this

second edition by supposing that either

the impression was seized before many
copies had got about, or the Eestoration
itself came so rapidly after the publica-
tion as to make it all but abortive.

Original copies of Milton's contemporary
Notes on I)r. Griffith's Sermon seem, as

I have mentioned (ante p. 675, note), to

be equally scarce with original copies
of the second edition of the Ready
and Easy Way. They were the two
last utterances of Milton before the

Eestoration, and so close to that event
as perhaps to be sucked down in the

whirlpool. Yet, as we know for certain

that the Notes on Dr. Griffith's Sermon
did appear, there is no need for a con-

trary supposition respecting the other.

Very possibly original copies of both
have survived somewhere

;
and I should

be glad to hear of the fact. As it is, I

have had to take my descriptions of
both from the copies in the collective

Prose Works. By the bye, it is an
error in bibliographers and editors to

give only the titles of old books from
the original title-pages, without adding
the imprints of the publishers. Much
historical and biographical informa-
tion lies in such imprints. In the pre-
sent instance, for example, I should
have liked very much to know whether
Livewell Chapman was nominally the

publisher of the second edition as well
as of the first, or whether Milton was

obliged to put forth the second edition

without any publisher's name.
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great Protector in tin- height of his power, it might be allowed

to him im\\ i,. ad\i-e the general body of his countrymen.
Miifh would have depended then on Milton's estimate of the

character of the real or Roman Sulla. That seems to have

been tin- ordinary and traditional one, for in one of the smaller

insertions in the text of the present edition he speaks of the

lloman People as having been brought, by their own infatua-

tion, "under the tyranny of Sulla." Now, though we have

seen that Milton had modified his opinion of the worth of

Cromwell's Government all in all, we should have been

shocked by an epithet of posthumous opprobrium applied to

the man he had so panegyri/rd while living. Fortunately,
we are spared the shock. Monk, not Cromwell, is the military
dictator that Milton has in view in the metonymy Sulla. He
is thinking of his Letter to Monk only the other day, con-

taining that specific suggestion of a PERPETUAL NATIONAL
Cm Mil. in the centre and Cnv ('<>( M n.s in all the counties

which he developes more at large in his pamphlet. Perhaps
he is thinking also of the more recent remonstrance, called

Plain Eiii/tixh, addressed by some London Republicans, of

whom he may have been one, to Monk and his Officers. 1 It-

has now done with Monk ;
he knows that the suggestions

have taken no etl'eet in that quarter, perhaps have been re-

butl'ed; he will therefore dedicate them afresh to the people

at large, for whom they were first written. The translation,

accordingly, may run definitely thus:

"This advice we have gi\

Sulla himself: 'tis for the People now."

In one or two of the added passages, or modifications of

ph HI-CM], >-\ . \\,- note reference to the course of events since

the implication of the former edition. Compare, for example,

the following portion of the prefatory paragraph with the

corresponding portion of the same paragraph as it first stood

(p.

..." I thought !>. t not to suppress what I had written, hoping

that it may now he of inueli IIMIV u>e and e..iu-.-rnnn-iit to l>r

cd iu the midst of our elections to a 1 .una-iit, or
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their sitting to consider freely of the Government ;
whom it behoves

to have all things represented to them that may direct their judg-

ment therein : and I never read of any state, scarce of any tyrant,

grown so incurable as to refuse counsel from any in a time ofpublic

deliberation, much less to be offended. If their absolute determina-

tion be to enthral us, before so long a Lent of servitude they may

permit us a little Shroving-time first, wherein to speak freely and

take our leaves of Liberty. And, because in the former edition,

through haste, many faults escaped, and many books were suddenly

dispersed ere the note to mend them could be sent, I took the op-

portunity from this occasion to revise and somewhat to enlarge the

whole discourse, especially that part which argues for a Perpetual

Senate. The treatise, thus revised and enlarged, is as follows.

Again, the renewal of the Solemn League and Covenant by

the late Parliament of the Secluded Members furnishes Milton

with a fresh text. He does not, as might have been expected,

and as he certainly would have done on another occasion,

upbraid the Parliament with the fact, or denounce the return

to Presbyterian strictness of which it was a signal : on the

contrary, he presses the fact into his service as a new argument

against the recall of Charles. The first of the following

sentences had appeared in the former edition ; but the rest is

suggested by the revival of the Covenant in the interim :

"What Liberty of Conscience can we then expect of others

[even the good and great Queen Elizabeth, he has just said, had

thought persecution necessary to preserve royal authority], far worse

principled from the cradle, trained up and governed by Popish and

Spanish counsels, and on such depending hitherto for subsistence 1

Especially, what can this last Parliament expect, who, having revived

lately and published the Covenant, have re-engaged themselves

never to readmit Episcopacy 1 Which no son of Charles returning

but will most certainly bring back with him, if he regard the last

and strictest charge of his father, to persevere in not the Doctrine only,

but Government, of the Church of England, \and\ not to neglect the

speedy and effectual suppressing of Errors and Schisms, among
which he accounted Presbytery one of the chief. Or, if, notwith-

standing that charge of his father, he submit to the Covenant, how

will he keep faith to us with disobedience to him, or regard that
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given which must be founded on tin- breach of that last ami

Mii-M paternal eliiiri,'e, and tl, mce, I may say the

Hiitipathv. \vliidi i in all kings against Presbyterian and Indepen-
dent I'i-eiplii.

Perhaps the most striking instance of omission in

edition of matter that hail appeared in the first is in the

agraph on the subject of Spiritual to which refer-

ence has been made at p. 653. He retain- in that paragraph

nearly all that related to Liberty of Conscience generallv. hut

he carefully removes the two or three sentences in which he

had intimated his individual opinion that there could be no

perfect Liberty of r..i)M-ienee without abolition of Church
'

.ddishnients and dissolution of every form of connexion

between Church and State. There was practical sagacity in

this omission at the moment at which he was re-issuing his

pamphlet. It was no time then to be obtruding upon the

public, or upon the I' ians that were flocking in to tin-

new Parliament, his peculiar Disestablishment notion, how-

ever precious it might be to himself. His real business was

to stir up all, by any means, to the defence even yet of the

Republican form of Government ; in such an argument,
addressed mainly to Presbyterians and other /ealots for a

State Church, the ijuc>tion of Dise>tablishment was rather to

be avoided
; nay. for himself, that |uestion had faded into

in-ignilic;mce for the time in n with the va>

(plot inn whether the Republic >honld be preserved or the

Stuarts brought back, and mo-t willingly would he have been

i red of the preservation of the Republic even though a

State Church should continue to be part and parcel of it. and

the >pecial battle of Disestablishment should have to be post-

poned. To keep out the Stuarts, to rouse dread and disgust

even yet at the idea that the Stuarts should return, was the

>im,Me all-ineludiiie/- possibility, or impossibility, for which he

was now striving. To this end it is that again and a^-ain in

the course of the pamphlet he inserts new passages heighten-

ing the contrast between the ^lories and advantage-

Republican (iovernment and the ini-erie> and degradation of

subjection to a Monarchy. Near the be an
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enlargement of this kind, to the extent of three pages, in

which he reviews, in greater detail than before, the steps that

had led to the establishment of the English Commonwealth,

and appeals to his countrymen whether their experience of

Commonwealth government had not been on the whole

satisfactory. Had not the very speeches and writings of that

period, he had asked in his first edition,
"
testified a spirit in

this nation no less noble and well-fitted to the liberty of a

Commonwealth than in the ancient Greeks or Romans "
? In

returning to that topic now, he cannot refrain from breaking

out once more, though it should be the last time, in his

characteristic vein of self-appreciation.
" Nor was the heroic

"
cause," he adds,

"
unsuccessfully defended to all Christendom

"
against the tongue of a famous and thought invincible

"
adversary, nor the constancy and fortitude that so nobly

" vindicated our liberty, our victory at once against two the

" most prevailing usurpers over mankind, Superstition and
"
Tyranny, unpraised or uncelebrated in a written monument

"
likely to outlive detraction, as it hath hitherto convinced or

" silenced not a few detractors, especially in parts abroad."

Readers who may think that we are already too familiar with

this strain may be reminded that Milton was here taking

account of the contemptuous notices of his Defences of the

Commonwealth in some of the recent Royalist pamphlets, and

also that, as he dictated, the thought must have been passing

in his mind that very probably his days were numbered, and

those Defences of the Commonwealth would have to remain,

after all, his last important bequest to the world.

There is proof that Milton had read the burlesque Censure of

the Rota on the first edition. Not only are two or three

sentences omitted or modified in consequence of remarks there

made
; but, in the considerable enlargements he thinks neces-

sary for the support of his main notion of PERPETUITY OF THE

NATIONAL GREAT COUNCIL, he takes care to extend also his

former references to Harrington's principle of Rotation and

other doctrines. Of course, he was well aware that it was not

Harrington himself that had complained of the slightness of

the former references, but only some Royalist wit caricaturing
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Harrington together with himself. "While di-a^iveing with

iii. hf shows his n-p. rt fur him. The following- are

<! the-r particular enlargements :

The Rotatl >n Prinriple :
"
But, if the ambition of such as think

tli njuied that tin -y also partake not of the Government,

and are impatient till they be chosen, cannot brook the perpetuity

of others i-hu-.cn I ic lure them, or if it be feared that long continuance

of power ma\ corrupt sincerest men, the known expedient is, and

by some lately propounded, that annually (or, if the space be longer,

so much perhaps the better) the third part of Senators may go out,

according to the precedence of their election, and tin- like number

be chosen in their places, to prevent the settling of too absolute a

power if it should be pcrjH-tual : and this they cull Partial Rotation.

lint I could wish that this wheel or partial wheel in State, if it be

possible, illicit l>o avoided, as having too much affinity with the

Wheel of Kortunc. I'uj it appears not bow this can be done with-

out danger and mischance of putt ing out a great number of the best

and ablest
;

in whose stead new elections may bring in as many
raw, unexperienced, and otherwise affected, t,< tin- weakening and

inueh altering for the worse of public transactions. Neither do I

think a 1'. rpctnal Senate, especially chosen and entru-t-d by the

people, much in this land to be feared, where the well-atl'c

either in a Standing Army or in a Settled Militia, have their arms

in their own hands. Safest therefore to me it seems, and of least

lia/ard or interruption to affairs, that none of the Grand COUIK il

be moved, unlos by death or just conviction of some crime : for

what ran lie expected firm or stedfast from a floating foundation ?

Ho\\cver, I forejudge not any probable expedient, any tcni]

that ean he found in things of this nature, so disputable on cither

ride."

CW' Harrington'* Model i/ itli MHtfm's, and a .^

for the ;/!')</* ,i* :
" And this annual Rotation of a Senate

to consist of 300, as is lately propounded, requires also another

Popular Asscnil.lv upward of 1000, with an answerable Rotation.

Which, be.-idc< that it will be liable to all those inconveiiieticies

found in the fort>aid remedies, cannot but be troublei-oine and

chargeable, both in their motion and their session, to the whole

land, unwieldy with their o\\n hulk : unable in so great a number

to mature their consultations a ight, if any be allotted to
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them, and that they meet not from so many parts remote to sit a

whole year leaguer in one place, only now and then to hold up a

forest of fingers, or to convey each man his bean or ballot into the

box, without reason shown or common deliberation
;
incontinent of

secrets, if any be imparted to them
;
emulous and always jarring

with the other Senate. The much better way doubtless will be, in

this wavering condition of our affairs, to defer the changing or cir-

cumscribing of our Senate, more than may be done with ease, till

the Commonwealth be thoroughly settled in peace and safety and

they themselves give us the occasion . . . Another way will be to

well qualify and refine Elections : not committing all to the noise

and shouting of a rude multitude, but permitting only those of them

who are rightly qualified to nominate as many as they will
;
and

out of that number others of a better breeding to choose a less

number more judiciously ; till, after a third or fourth sifting and

refining of exactest choice, they only be left chosen who are the

due number, and seem by most voices the worthiest . . . But, to

prevent all mistrust, the People then will have their several

Ordinary Assemblies (which will henceforth quite annihilate the

odious power and name of Committees) in the chief towns of every

County, without the trouble, charge, or time lost, of summoning
and assembling from so far, in so great a number, and so long

residing from their own houses, of removing of their families, to

do as much at home in their several shires, entire or subdivided,

towards the securing of their liberty, as a numerous Assembly

of them all formed and convened on purpose with the wariest

rotation."

Glance at some of Harrington's other notions :
" The way pro-

pounded [Milton's] is plain, easy, and open before us : without

intricacies, without the introducement of new or obsolete forms or

terms, or exotic models, ideas that would effect nothing, but with

a number of new injunctions to manacle the native liberty of man-

kind
; turning all virtue into prescription, servitude, and necessity,

to the great impairing and frustrating of Christian Liberty."

As if the very closeness of the vision of returning- Royalty

had rendered Milton's defiance of it more desperate and reck-

less, he inserts, wherever he can, some new expression of his

contempt for Charles and all his family, and of his prophetic

horror of the state of society they will bring in. Thus :
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" There will be a Queen of no less charge, in most likelihood

outlandish and u Papi.-t, iii-sides a Queen-Mother, such already,
:th l)'tli their ('.>urts nnil numerous Train : then a Ro al

issue, Mini ire long severally their sumptuous Courts, to t!i- muiti

plyin. .il- erew, imt of servants only, but of nobility and

L'l-ntry, bred up then t<> the hopes not of public, but of court

offices, to be Stewards, Chamberlains, Ushers, Grooms."

Hut the in.ixt terrific new passage in prediction ofthe Restora-

tion :iti'l its revenges is the following: in which tin- reader

will nl.M-rve ;I!M> tin- nrn^iution, as in one spurn of boundless

scorn, of the Royalist scurrilities against himself:

"Admit that Monarchy of itself may be convenient to some

et to us who have thrown it out, received back again, it

cannot but prove pernicious. For Kings to come, never forgetting

their l.>rm ;i, will he sure to fortify and arm themselves

sufliri. ntlv for tin- future against all such attempts hereafter from

the People ; who shall be then so narrowly watched and kept so

low that, though they would never so fain, and at the same rate of

their lilond and treasure, they never shall be able to regain what

they now have purchased and may enjoy, or to free themselves from

In imposed upon them. Nor will they dare to go about it,

utterly dUhearten.-d for the future, if these their highest attempts

iin.-uece*sful : which will be the triumph of all Tyrants here-

after o\n any 1'eople that shall resist oppression; and their song
will then he to others How gpcd the IteMlioiis A'mjlith ?, to our

ity Uow aped the Rebels
y<.

<*/.... Yet neither

shall we obtain or buy at an easy rate this new gilded yoke which

thu- transports us. A new Royal Revenue must be found, a new

l, for those are individual : both which, being wholly

or bought by private persons, or assigned for service

. and especially to the Army, cannot be recovered without u

il detriment .. ion to men's estates, or a heavy imposi-

tion on all men's purses, benefit to none but to the worst and

ignoblest sort of men, whose hope is to be either the mini.-ters of

Court riot and the gainers by it. Hut, not to speak more

of losses and extraordinary levies on our estates, what will then IK-

the revenges and dtVeiue.- remembered and retun.< :dy by

the ('hi.'! I'd son, but by all his adherents: accounts and i

tiona that will be required, suits, indictments, inquiries, .
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complaints, informations, who knows against whom or how many,

though perhaps neuters, if not to utmost infliction, yet to imprison-

ment, fines, banishment, or molestation. If not these, yet disfavour,

discountenance, disregard, and contempt on all but the known

Royalist, or whom he favours, will be plenteous. Nor let the new-

royal ized Presbyterians persuade themselves that their old doings,

though now recanted, will be forgotten, whatever conditions be

contrived or trusted on. "Will they not believe this, nor remember

the Pacification how it was kept to the Scots, how other solemn

promises many a time to us ] Let them but now read the diabolical

forerunning libels, the faces, the gestures, that now appear fore-

most and briskest in all public places as the harbingers of those

that are in expectation to reign over us
;

let them but hear the

insolencies, the menaces, the insultings of our newly animated

common enemies, crept lately out of their holes, their Hell I might

say, by the language of their infernal pamphlets, the spew of every

drunkard, every ribald : nameless, yet not for want of licence, but

for very shame of their own vile persons ;
not daring to name

themselves while they traduce others by name, and give us to foresee

that they intend to second their wicked words, if ever they have

power, with more wicked deeds. Let our zealous backsliders [the

Presbyterians] forethink now with themselves how their necks,

yoked with these tigers of Bacchus, these new fanatics of not the

preaching but the sweating tub, inspired with nothing holier than

the venereal pox, can draw one way, under Monarchy, to the

establishing of Church-Discipline with these new-disgorged Athe-

isms. Yet shall they not have the honour to yoke with these, but

shall be yoked under them : these shall plough on their backs. And
do they among them who are so forward to bring in the Single

Person think to be by him trusted or long regarded 1 So trusted

they shall be and so regarded as by Kings are wont reconciled

enemies, neglected and soon after discarded, if not prosecuted for

old traitors, the first inciters, beginners, and more than to the third

part actors, of all that followed."

Milton does not deny that the vast majority of the nation

desire the restoration of the King. He admits the fact and

scouts it. He asserts that by
" the trial of just battle

"
the

larger part of the population of England long ago
"
lost the

right of their election what the form of Government shall be,"
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and that, if even a majority of tin- rest would now vote for

King-hip, their wishes must go for nothing. "Is it just

"or reasonable that most voices, against the main end of

"Government, should enslave the less number that would be

IVee v More ju>t it is, doubtle-s. if it come to t'onv. that a

iiiunbiT coinjM-1 a greater to retain (which can be no
"
wrong to them) their liberty than that a greater number,

"for the pleasure of their baseness, compel a less mo.>t in-

"jorionsly to be their fellow-slaves." When he wrote this,

be mu>t have known well enough that he was writing in

vain. He confesses as much in his peroration. He confesses

it there even by that single nioditieation of the language
which might seem at first sight the only sign of prudential
concession and anticipation of personal consequences through-
out the whole pamphlet. In citing the prophecy of Jeremiah

he omits the passage exulting in (Jod's decree of exile against

Coniah and his seed for ever (ante p. 654-655). But this is

no prudential cone, -s-ion, no softening down in anticipation that

the passage might be produced again.-t him. Of that state

of mind, of any fear of consequences whatever, there is not

a trace throughout the recast of his pamphlet. lie is defying
and daring the worst, and has thrown in already every pos-
sible addition of matter of insult to the coming Charles. He
omits the passage about Coniah preci-ely because its applica-

tion to Charles is unfortunately no longer possible; and the

peroration for the rest is modified by the sorrow that so it

should be. He will exhort against the Restoration to his

latest breath; but he is looking across the Restoration now,
and sending his words on to an unknown posterity.

\Vh:it I have spoken is the language of that which is not called

amiss The Good Old Cause : if it seem strange to any, it will not

seem niMir strange, I In. pe, than convincing to backsliders. 'I hus

inueh I should perhaps have said though I were sure I should have

spoken only to tn > and stones, and had none to cry to but, with

the Prophet, <> I-'.<irfli, Knrth, KnrtJi'. totell the very soil itself what

her p. i v rsc inhabitants are deaf to. Nay, though what I have

spoken j-hould happen (which Thou snfter not who didst create Man-

kind free, nor Thou next who didst redeem us from being servants
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of men
!)

to be the last words of our expiring Liberty. But I

trust I shall have spoken persuasion to abundance of sensible and

ingenuous men, to some perhaps whom God may raise up of

these stones to become children of reviving Liberty, and may
reclaim, though they seem now choosing them a Captain back for

Egypt, to bethink themselves a little and consider whither they are

rushing; to exhort this torrent also of the people not to be so

impetuous, but to keep their due channel
; and, at length recover-

ing and uniting their better resolutions, now that they see already

how open and unbounded the insolence and rage is of our common

enemies, to stay these ruinous proceedings, justly and timely fearing

to what a precipice of destruction the deluge of this epidemic mad-

ness would hurry us, through the general defection of a misguided
and abused multitude."

To exhort a torrent ! The very mixture and hurry of the

metaphors in Milton's mind are a reflex of the facts around

him. Current, torrent, rush, rapid, avalanche, deluge hurry-

ing to a precipice : mix and jumble such figures as we may,
we but express more accurately the mad haste which London

and all England were making in the end of April 1660 to

bring Charles over from the Continent. Of the only im-

portant relic of opposition, the Republicanism of the Army,
and how that had been already managed by Monk, and was

still being managed by him, we have taken account. Its

dying effort, as we saw, took the form of Lambert's escape

from the Tower on the 9th of April, and his thirteen days of

wild wandering and skulking on the chance of bringing the

dispersed remains of Republicanism to a rendezvous. That

was over on Easter-Sunday, April 22, when Dick Ingoldsby,

with flushed face, and pistol in hand, collared the fugitive

Lambert on his horse in a field near Daventry, and brought
him back, with others, to his prison in the Tower. Strange
that it should have been Lambert after all that Milton found

maintaining last by arms the cause which he was himself

maintaining last by the pen. Lambert was the Republican

he least liked, hardly indeed a genuine Republican at all,

though driven to a desperate attempt for Republicanism as

his final shift. So it had happened, however. Milton and
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Lambert may be ivmrinbered together as the last opponents
of the avalanehr. Lambi-rt had front rd it with a small rapier ;

Milt' in had wiv>tlrd with it in a grand exhortation.1

wrestlings now were ended. All that remained for

the Mind Samson was to listen, with bowed head, to the

burst (if Philistine hissings, bowlings, and execrations,

him, before they would let him retire. It came from

all quarters; but at least two persons stepped out from the

crowd to convert the mere inarticulate uproar into distinct

m\. ctive and insult.

" No niin ilf < i : in answer to a seditious Pamphlet of

J. Milton's entilnfi'if
f

Brief Notes on a late Sermon, tyc? Ad-

iln'xxed to the Author. ' If the Blinde lead the Blinde, both

shall fall into the ditch.' London, Printedfor Henry Brome,

i, 1660." This was the title of a tract, of fourteen

small quarto pages, which was out on April 25. The author

dees not give his name; but he was Roger L'Estrange, the

the dllte of the second nlition
'

/ and Kn$y Way is a

Utter .-I real interest, it may be well

to note here tin' .-M.I.-H. < mi tli.- point
fuinislird 1'v the extracts that have
been made. In tin- .second extr.:

phrase
" What eon thi* latt Parliament

'.'''.'' : ,

mMiiktd tke Covenant <frc. T" seem*

distinctly to certify that Milton was
when

th. IV - eluded Members
li:i.l dissolved itself. The first extract,

rm of
tin "pening pnrn r indicates

that, while Milt. ni was writing

country was in :

timis for tin- nc\s "tree and full" Par-
liament which had been called, i.e.

what is now known as The Convention
lent. !! thinks that his pam-

I>hlft.:is niixlilifd,
"
may nowbe ofmuch

us wi'iit on from the

eml of March to about tin- 'Jot li of April,

imply that
well

:! i.lition

was in circulation, so that r

that new edition, if it had any, would
rather be on the Parliament it.ielf after

VOL. V.

it* meeting on April -2'<. The DMMRM

aeem to imply that Milton had read
ike Rota on his first

!i, woulu also bring the -,

i into the month of April.
much M the Oiunre wan not out till

March 30. Finally, the whole tone of
the added passages implies, as we have

already said, that Milton waa at least a
vn the stream towards
than when the first

i appeared, and the fact thnt in

meets
and withdraws the small lingering of
faith in Monk which he h:

in his Kattt to

seems more particularly to certify that
those Note* preceded the new edit

the Ktaily and Saw Way by a week or

more. On the whole, I do not think I

am wrong in regarding the new edition

as Milton s very last performance before

the Restoration, and in dating it some*
where between April 9, the day of

Lambert's escape r, and

April _'!, when Lambert was 1

back a prisoner
members of the Convention Parliament

already gather. As
Th. -mason's copy of the first edition is

marked "March 8," this would make
the interval between the two editions

about a month and a half.
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Royalist pamphleteer.
1 The following specimen will repre-

sent the rest :

" Mr. Milton,

Although in your life arid doctrine you have resolved

one great question, by evidencing that devils may indue human

shapes and proving yourself even to your own wife an incubus,

you have yet started another
;
and that is whether you are not of

that regiment which carried the herd of swine headlong into the

sea, and moved the people to beseech Jesus to depart out of their

coasts. ( This may be very well imagined from your suitable practices

here.) Is it possible to read your Proposals of the benefits of a
Free State without reflecting upon your tutor's

' All this will I

give thee if thou wilt fall down and worship me '

? Come, come,
Sir : lay the Devil aside

;
do not proceed with so much malice and

against knowledge. Act like a man, that a good Christian may
not be afraid to pray for you. Was it not you that scribbled a

justification of the murder of the King against Salmasius, and
made it good too thus : that murder was an action meritorious

compared with your superior wickedness 1 'Tis there (as I re-

member) that you commonplace yourself into set forms of railing,

two pages thick
; and, lest your infamy should not extend itself

enough within the course and usage of your mother-tongue, the

thing is dressed up in a travelling garb and language, to blast the

English nation to the universe, and give every man a horror for

mankind when he considers you are of the race. In this you are

above all others ;
but in your Eikonoklastes you exceed yourself.

There, not content to see that sacred head divided from the body,

your piercing malice enters into the private agonies of his strug-

gling soul, with a blasphemous insolence invading the prerogative
of God himself (omniscience), and by deductions most unchristian

and illogical aspersing his last pieties (the almost certain inspira-
tions of the Holy Spirit) with juggle and prevarication. Nor are

the word^ ill-fitted to the matter, the bold design being suited with

a conform irreverence of language. But I do not love to rake long
in a puddle. To take a view in particular of all your factious

labours would cost more time than I am willing to afford them.

Wherefore 1 shall stride over all the rest and pass directly to your

Brief Notes upon a late Sermon . . . Any man that can but read

your title may understand your drift, and that you charge the royal
interest and party through the Doctor's sides. I am not bold

enough to be his champion in all particulars, nor yet so rude as to

take an office most properly to him belonging out of his hand.

Let him acquit himself in what concerns the divine
;

and I'll

adventure upon the most material parts of the rest. [Extracts

1 Wood's Ath. III. 712. The date of the actual appearance of the tract is from
the Thamason copy.
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Milton's Notes on Dr. Griffith's Sermon follow, with I.:

comments, of no interest, and showing no ability.]

Almost immediately tin-re followed " The Dignity of King-

ship Awrf'-il : in answer to Mr. Milton's 'Ready and Easie

II I'ree Commonwealth* Proving that Kingship

is Loth in itself and in reference to these nations farre the most

I i!l>-nt Government, ami the returning to our former Loy
or OW/V//.V f/i'Tffo /* the only way wider God to restore and

settle //ifxi- l/iri'e once flourishing, now languishing, broken, and

i- niii,;l n<tt'uni*. By G. S., a Lover of Loyalty. Humbly
'resented to his most Excellent Majesty Charles

Hi,' S,',-<i<!, <>f England, Scotland, //v/r, and Ireland, true

II n;/i/,iry King. London, Printed by E. C. for H. Seile, over

'./.if .S'/. I)n.nxliin'x Church in F/eff-x/reef, andfor W. Palmer

at tin- l\il111 -Tree over against Fetter-lane end in Fleet Street.

1660." It is a duodecimo volume, the dedication to Charles

occupying twenty-one pages, and the main body of the text

177 pages, with a peroration in thirty-nine additional pages
addre^rd to Monk and his Officers and to the two Houses of

Parliament about to meet, and then three pages more of con-

cluding address to his Majesty. Though the author does not

gi\e his name, he hints in the course of the volume that he

may "be inquired alter and perhaps soon found out. II.

HJI also that his profession "much differs from politics."

Hence it may be doubted whether the conjecture is right

which as>io-Ms the hook to a George Searle, who had been an

orio-inal member of the Long Parliament for Taunton, and

had Ken one of the Secluded. One might venture rather on

the query whether the author may not have been Dr. Gilbert

Sheldon. >oon to be Bishop of London and Archbishop of

Canterbury, but for the present waiting with anxiety for the

certainty of Charles's recall, and doing all he could, with

other divines, to hasten it.
1

1 Th.< Tlioin:i-.in copy gives
"
May," There is internal evidence that the new

without anyd.-iv.as th? datr "t" pablioft- Parliament had not met. or at least that
tion ; hut I timl tin- tx>k entrrcd in the Heatoralion was not positively re-

tli'- S I.' Asters as early as solved on. win-n the book was finished.

Hank 81, 1900. Tnewriti] H-th in tin- dedication and in the
tlu-ii I-.VUM. and tin-

i-i luting of the peroration, the paita last written, the
book had been going on through April. event is spoken of as only in near

y y 2
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Whoever wrote the book must have had a touch of scholarly-

candour in his nature. Though there is plenty of abuse of

Milton, with the stereotyped allusions to his Divorce Doctrine

and its effects, and with such occasional phrases as "your
wind-mill brain/'

" the unpracticableness of these your fanatic

state-whimsies," and though there is abuse also, in the coarse

familiar strain, of the Rumpers and Commonwealths-men

generally, and of "
Oliver, the copper-nosed saint," we come

upon such passages as the following, appreciative at least of

Milton's literary power :

" I am not ignorant of the ability of Mr. Milton, whom the

Rump (which was well-stored with men of pregnant though per-
nicious wits) made choice of before others to write their Defence

against Salmasius: one of the greatest learned men of this age,

both for reality and reputation."
"... made choice of Mr. Milton to be their champion to answer

Salmasius
; who, as may be conceived, not vulgarly rewarded for

this service, undertakes it with as much learning and performance
as could be expected from the most able and acute scholar living :

concerning whose answer thus much must be confessed, that

nothing could be therein desired which either a shrewd wit could

prompt or a fluent elegant style express. And, indeed, to give him
his due, in whatever he vomited out against his Majesty formerly,
or now declaims against Monarchy in behalf of a Republic, he then

did, and doth now, want nothing on his side but truth."

These are casual expressions in the course of the argumenta-
tion with Milton

; and, as there is no need to exhibit the

argumentation itself, a single quotation more will suffice. It

is from the Dedication to Charles II. That, though coming
first in the book, was probably written last, when the writer

could exult in the idea that his Majesty was so soon to land

on the British shores, and could have pleasure in being one

of the first to address him ceremoniously and in public with

all his royal titles. Let it be remembered that, by the in-

prospect. Sheldon, though a man of Bohn's Lowndes, Art. Milton, and note

public distinction in his time, has left p. 108 of Todd's Life of Milton, edit,

hardly any writings by which his style 1852) ;
but I know not on what authority

could be ascertained. I think the guess except that his initials are " G. S." and
worth risking that the present perform- that he was " a writer." As far as I

ance may have been his, if only because have observed, it was the first edition of

the offer of the guess may lead to its Milton's pamphlet only that G. S. had
confutation. Gecrge Searle is the man before him as he wrote,

proposed by the bibliographers (see
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troduetion of Milton into this Dedication, not only promi-

nently. l>iit even singly and exelu-ively. it was as if pains were

taken 1,, remind ('haHe.-. ju-t a- he was preparing to step into

tin- -hip that was to convey him to England, of the name

of tli.it one man amon^ his subjects who had done more

to keep him out, and had attacked him and his more fero-

eiou.sly, more relentlessly, and more successfully, than any
other living. JSupi>ose that his Maje-tv. waiting at Breda,

was curious to know already, for certain reasons, what person,

not on the actual list of those who had signed his lather's

death-warrant, would be designated to him by universal

opinion at home as the least pardonable traitor; and read

this as the answer of G. S. :

This detestable, execrable murder, committed by the worst

of parricides, accompanied with the di.-elaiming of your whole

royal stock, di-inheritim,' your Majesty's self and the rest of the

royal branches, driving you and them into exile, with endeavouring
to expunge and obliterate your never-to-be-forgotten just title;

ML,' up and pulling down the pillars of Majesty, the Nobles;

garbling :md .-uspcndinij from the place of power all of the Com-
that had anything of hoii.-sty or r.Luting of spirit

toward the injured Father of three Nation.- and hi* ro\al posterity :

acts horrible to he imagined, and yet with hi-_'li hand most villain-

oti>l\, peilidion-I\, and perjurioiisly perpetrated hy monsters of

mankind, yet hl.ispheiu<>u.-ly ili-hoiioururs of God iu making use

of Hi- name and u.-urpint; the title of Saints in their nrver-liefore-

paralleleil nor ever-Mitlii ient ly- to- IK- -
1. -abhorred vil-

lanie- : this Murder, I say, and these Villainies, were defended,
nav e\t..lled and coinmendeJ. ly one MK. .ItuiN Mil. ION, in answer

to the mo -i learned Salina.-ius, who declaimed against the same
with in-.-t -"lid arguments ami pathetieal expres.-ioii- ; in which

\vi-r he did -o bespatter the white robes of your Ivoy.d Father's

.-poile-> lite (human inlirmities excepted) with the dirty tilth of his

satirical pen that to the vul-ar, and those who read his book with

prejudice, he repre-ciited him a most dehauehed, vicioii- man (I
:r. to write it), an irreligious hater and perse"

.t UeliuMon and religion- men. an ambitious enslaver of the nation.

a hlood\ tyrant, and an implacable enemy to all hi- ir 1 suhj-

and thereUjMin calls that exeoi-al>le and 6 horrible Murder

a jn>t Fveeutioii, and eommeixls it as an In >\i : and, in a

word, whatever was done in prosecution of their malice toward

\niir Iloyal 1'iM-enitor and his issue, or relations, or friend- and

:-tants, he rail:- l!e-t"i in^ of the nation to its Lil>e;

make your illustrious Father more odious in their eyes where he by
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any means could fix his scandals, he would not spare that incom-

parable piece of his writing, his Eikon Basilike, but in a scur-

rilous reply thereto, which he entitled Eikonoklastes, he would
not spare his devout prayers (which no doubt the Lord hath

heard and will hear) : in all which he expressed, as his inveterate

and causeless malice, so a great deal of wicked, desperate wit and

learning, most unworthily misbestowed, abused, and misapplied, to

the reviling of his Prince, God's vice-gerent on Earth, and the

speaking ill of the Ruler of the People. Now, although your

Majesty, nor your Royal Father, neither of you, need vindication

(much less that elaborate work of his), nor doth anything he hath

written in aspersion of his Sovereign deserve answer (absolutely

considered), yet, forasmuch as he hath in both showed dangerous
wit and wicked learning, which together with elegance in expres-
sion is always (in some measure at least) persuasive with some, and
because in these last and worst days those dangerous times are come
in which many account Treason to be Saintship, and the madness of

the people, like the inundation of waters, hath for many years
overflowed all the bounds, &c . . . [The writer, in continuation,

refers to the assiduity of the fanatical enemies of Charles, still

working, though at the end of their wits, to keep him out.] Among
many of whom ME. MILTON comes on the stage in post haste and

in this juncture of time, that he may, if possible, overthrow the

hopes of all good men, and endeavours what he can to divert those

that at present sit at the helm, and by fair pretences and sophisti-
cate arguments would, &c . . . Which I taking notice of, and

meeting with this forementioned pamphlet of MR. MILTON'S, and

upon perusal of it finding it dangerously ensnaring, the fallacy of

the arguments being so cunningly hidden as not to be discerned by
any nor every eye, observing also the language to be smooth and

tempting, the expressions pathetical and apt to move the affections,

. , . I thought it my duty," &c.

Before this salutation of his returning- Majesty was visible

on the book-stalls the great event which it anticipated was

as good as accomplished.

The two Houses of Parliament had met on Wednesday, the

25th of April. There was not only the " full and free
"
House

of Commons for which writs had been issued, but a House of

Lords also, assembled by its own will and motion. In the

Commons, where Sir Harbottle Grimstone was elected Speaker,

there were present over 400 out of the total of 500 and more

that were actually due; in the Lords, where the Earl of

Manchester was chosen Speaker pro tern., there were present

on the first day only nine peers besides himself: viz. the Earls
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of Northumberland, Lincoln, Denbigh, and Suffolk, Viscount

Say and Self, and Lords \\ harton, Hunsdon, Grey of Wark,
and Maynard. It was for these two bodies to execute between

thmi the task appointed.
1

The Hirelings of the first three days were but preliminary,

and not a word passed in either House to signify what was

coming. On Friday, the 27th of April, there was an adjourn-

ment of both Houses to Tuesday, the 1st of May. During
that breathless interval it was as when a mine is ready, the

gunpowder and other explosives all stored, the train laid, and

what is waited for is the application of the lighted match.

That duty fell to Sir John Greenvillf . and the mode in which

it should be performed was settled privately between him and

wary Old George.
On Saturday, April 28, the Council of State are met at

Whitehall, Annesley in the chair as usual. Colonel Birch,

one of the members, entering late, informs General Monk
that there is a gentleman at the door who desires to speak
with him. Monk goes to the door, finds Sir John Green-

ville there, and receives him as a perfect stranger, the guards

looking on. Sir John delivers to him a letter, and tells him

that he does so by command of his Majesty. Monk orders

the guards to detain this gentleman, and returns to the

Council-room with the letter. Having broken the seal, but

not opened the letter, he hands it to the President, intimating

from whom it has come. The superscription itself leaves no

doubt on that point. The letter is one of the six, dated
" At our Court at Breda thi* T

4
fM of April 1660, in the twelfth

year of Our l\>
/////,''

which Sir John Greenville had brought
over to lf used by Monk at his discretion, and which Monk
had given back into Greenville's custody till the proper
moment for usin^ them should arrive. It was that particular

one of the six which was addressed to Monk himself, to be

communicated 1>\ him to the Council of State and the Officers

of the Army. There \\asmuch surprise in the Council, real

or affected, Colonel Birch protesting that he knew nothing of

1 Commons Journals and 1'orl. Hist., for the opening of the Convention Par-
liament.
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the business, but had merely found a gentleman at the door

inquiring for General Monk and had brought in his message

to the General. That gentleman was sent for and asked how

he came by the letter.
" It was given to me by his Majesty

with his own hand/' said Sir John. Altogether the Council

were at a loss how to act
;
but finally it was agreed that they

dared not read the letter without leave from Parliament.

There was some question of sending Greenville into custody

meanwhile ;
but Monk said he was a kinsman of his and he

would be answerable for his appearance. In short, this

attempt to apply the match in the Council had not sufficiently

succeeded, and Sir John knew that he must be forthcoming

in the two Houses themselves.

Sir John was equal to the occasion. Early in the morning

of Tuesday, the 1st of May, he was at the door of the House

of Lords with that one of the six Letters from Breda which

was addressed to their Lordships. There were now forty-two

peers present. By one of these Greenville sent in his name

to Speaker the Earl of Manchester, with an intimation of the

nature of his message. The Earl had no sooner informed the

House who and what were at the door than it was voted that

the Earl should walk down the floor, all present attending

him, to receive his Majesty's letter. Sir John having thus got

rid of two of his documents, presented himself next at the

door of the Commons, to try his chance with a third. He

had already conveyed to Speaker Sir Harbottle Grimstone the

fact that he was in attendance with a letter from his Majesty.

He came now at the most fit moment, for the House had just

received a report from the Council of State of what had hap-

pened at the sitting of the Council on the preceding Saturday.

The scene will be best imagined from the record in the

Journals of the House :

"
Tuesday', May the 1st, 1660.

" PRAYERS. Mr. Annesley reports from the Council of State

" a Letter from the King, unopened, directed ' To our trusty
" and well-beloved General Monk, to be communicated to

" the President and Council of State, and to the Officers of

" the Armies under his command,' being received from the

" hands of Sir John Greenville. The House, being informed
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that Sir John Greenville, a messenger from the King-, was

at the door, /.V.v///V, &c. That Sir John (Ireenville, a mes-

iiLT'T from the Kin^-. lie culled in. He was called in

"accordingly, and. beinjj at the bar, after obeisance made,
"said: 'Mr. Speaker, I am commanded by the King, my
'

master, to deliver this Letter to You, and he desires that

Wu will communicate it to the House.' The Let

directed 'To Our trusty and well-beloved the Speaker of

"the 1 louse of Commons'
; which, alter the messenger was

"withdrawn, was read to the House 1>\ the Sj>eaker." The

hold Sir John had now r,,t rid of thnv of his six documents.

Nay, he had got rid of four; for in each of the three tli

had l>een enclosed a eopy of his Majesty's general Declaration,

or Letter to "all Our Loving Subjects of what degree or

quality soever." It was for the Parliament to determine

what should be done with this Declaration, as well as with

the other two remaining Letters, one of them addressed to

Generals Monk and Montague for communication to the

Fleet, and the other to the Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and

Common Council of the City of London. The train had

l>een sufficiently fired already by the delivery of four of the

Breda documents. 1

The explosion was over and the air cleared, and all pre-

tence was at an end at last. In the Commons, a few minutes

after Sir John < i rcenville had left the House, it was " RESOLM i>.

"
net/tine contradicente, That an answer be prepared to his

"
Majesty's Letter, expressing the great and joyful sens.

this House of His gracious offers, and their humble and
11

hearty thanks to his Majesty for the same, and with profes-
" sions of their loyalty and duty to his MaK-:y.

"
The Lords

had already passed an equivalent resolution, and had recalled

Sir John Greenville to receive their hearty thanks for his care

in the di>ehari,'e of his duty. The rest of that day was spent in

a conference between the two Houses, and in farther resolutions

and arrangements in each, subsidiary to those two resoluti

1 Lords and Commons Journals of Ski:. of Monk, 297 30*J;

dates; Part. Mist. IV. 1> -J/i : Phillips Whitlo.-k,-. IV. 409-111.

(; "iitinuation of Baker), 701 /
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of the forenoon which had virtually decreed the Restoration.

Thus, in the Commons, still in the forenoon,
"
RESOLVED,

" nemine contradicente, that the sum of ^50,000 be presented
" to the King's Majesty from this House," and "

RESOLVED,
" nemine contradicente, that the Letters from His Majesty,
" both that to the House and that to the Lord General, and
" his Majesty's Declaration which came enclosed, be entered
"
at large in the Journal Book of this House "

; and, again,

at an afternoon sitting, the conference with the Lords having
meanwhile been held,

"
RESOLVED, That this House doth agree

" with the Lords, and do own and declare that, according to

" the ancient and fundamental laws of this kingdom, the
" Government is, and ought to be, by King, Lords, and
" Commons." The news of what was doing in Parliament

was already rushing hither and thither among the Londoners
;

the day ended among them, of course, with bonfires and ring-

ing of bells and the roar of rejoicing cannon
;
in the boom of

the cannon, and in whatever form of rude telegraph or of

horsemen at the gallop along the four great highways,
London was shaking the message from itself in palpitations

through all the land
;

nor among the galloping horsemen

were those the least fleet that were spurring through Kent to

the seaside to unmoor the packet-boats and convey the tidings

to Charles. On the 1st of May, 1660, the English Common-
wealth was no more.1

Yet another week for the formalities of its burial. A few

of the leading incidents of that week may be presented in

abstract :

May 2 : Ordered by the Lords "
that the statues of the late

"
King's Majesty be set up again in all the places from whence they

" were pulled down, and that the Arms of the Commonwealth be
" demolished and taken away wherever they are, and the King's
" Arms be put up in their stead." Same day in the Commons :

Leave given to the Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council

of the City of London, to return an answer to his Majesty's Letter

addressed to them. This was the fifth of the Breda documents.
Also leave given to Dr. Clarges, a member of the House, to go at

once to Breda, with Monk's answer to the letter he had received.

May 3 : Sir John Greenville brought into the House of Com-
1 Commons Journals and Parl. Hist, of dates

; Whitlocke, IV. 411.
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ni(n8 to receive thanks, ami the information that tin- House had

\ote.l liirn 500 to buy a
j.

\v. 1. The Speaker. Sir H;nl,

Grimstone, addressed him as follows: "Sir John ( ireeuville, I
" need n..t tdl you with what tjiateful an '' thankful In-art.- the

innioiis now a-*cmhled in Parliament have received his M.i-

:\ - gracious Letter. /'.< //-.-a l<></nitur : you yourself have

"been nmlnris et auricula ; de rei veritatc: our hells and

"our liontiivs have already proclaimed his Majesty's goodness and
" our joys. We have told the people that our King, the glory of

"England, is coming home again; and they have resounded it

" back ayain in our ears that they are ready, and their hearts open,
"to rMeiTfl him. P.oth Pailiamcnt and People have cried aloud to
" the King of Kings in their prayers Long live King Charles the
" Second" The rest of the speech was compliment to Sir John
himself.

><///!' </<n/. In Montague's Fleet in the Down*: His Majesty's
letter to Monk and Montague, intended to be communicated to the

Fleet, having been sent hy express fro in Monk, reached Montague
that morning on board his flagship the Naseby :ary

Pepys describes what follow. ,1 : My Lord summoned a Council of
'

War, and in the meant ime did dictate to me how he would have

'tho vote ordered which he would have pass this Council. Which

'done, the Commanders all came on board, and the Council sat in
'

the coach [Council cabin], the first Council of War that had been

'in my time; where I read the Letter and Declaration ; and, while
1

the\ u.i. disc-mi Miiij upon it, I seemed to draw up a vote, which,

'being offer, d. they passed. Not one man seemed to say No to it,
4

though 1 am confident many in their hearts were against it.

'After this was done, 1 went up to the quarterdeck with my
' Lord and the Commanders, and there read both the pipers and
'the vote; which done, and demanding their opinion, the seamen
'did all of them cry out God save King Charles" Pepys then

made a circuit of the other ships with the same great news.
" Which was a very 1> t, t.. vi-it all the ships, and to be

re.-,-i\eil with the respect ami honour that 1 was on board them
"all. and much more t<> M6 the ^re.it joy that I brought to all men,
''not one through the whole fleet shewing the least dislike of the

"business. In the evening, as I was going on board the Vice-

Admiral, the ( Jnieral lie^m to tire his guns, which he did, all that

"he had in his ship, and M> did all the rest of the Commanders;
''which was very gallant, and to hear the bullets ^o hi^in^ over

"our head> a- we wen- in the l>oat ! This done, and finished my
"proclamation. I returned to the Na-ehy, where my Lord was
'much plea-ed to hear how all the fle.-t took it in a tr.mspo:

jov, and shewed n:e a private letter of the King's to him. and
' another from the Ihike of York, in such familiar st\le as their

:nm<'ii friend, with all kindness imuirinahle. And I found by
the letters, and so my Lord told me too, that there had I/
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"
many letters passed between them for a great while, and I perceive

" unknown to Monk."

May 5. On report from the Council of State, a General Procla-

mation adopted by the Commons, with concurrence of the Lords,

forbidding tumults, and instructing all in authority to continue in

their respective offices and exercise the same thenceforth in his

Majesty's name.

May 7. Sir George Booth, Lord Falkland, Mr. Denzil Holies,

Sir John Holland, Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper, Lord Bruce, Sir

Horatio Townshend, Lord Herbert, Lord Castleton, Lord Fairfax,

Sir Henry Cholmley, and Lord Mandeville, chosen by the House of

Commons to be the persons to carry to his Majesty the answer of

the House to his Majesty's gracious Letter. The similar deputa-
tion from the Lords' House was to consist of the Earl of Oxford,
the Earl of Warwick, the Earl of Middlesex, Viscount Hereford,
Lord Berkley, and Lord Brooke. Same day, on receipt from

Montague of a copy of his Majesty's letter addressed to Monk and

himself, as Generals of the Fleet, with news of the reception of the

same by the Fleet on the 3rd, Monk and Montague were authorized

to answer that letter. Thus the sixth and last of the Breda

documents was finally disposed of. Resolved also that Thursday
next should be a day of thanksgiving in London and Westminster

for the happy reconciliation with his Majesty, and farther,
" That

"
all and every the ministers throughout the Kingdoms of England,

"
Scotland, and Ireland, the Dominion of Wales, and the Town of

"
Berwick-upon-Tweed, do, and are hereby required and enjoined in

"their public prayers to, pray for the King's most excellent Majesty

"by the name of Our Sovereign Lord, Charles the Second, by the
"
grace of God King of England, Scotland, France, and Ireland,

" Defender of the Faith." Resolved also that the King be pro-
claimed to-morrow.

Tuesday, May 8. Proclamation of Charles accordingly in West-

minster Hall, and at Whitehall, Temple Bar, Fleet Conduit, the

Exchange, and other places, his reign to date from the death of his

father. Copies of the Proclamation to be sent to all authorities

over Great Britain and Ireland, that it may be repeated everywhere.
Also "

RESOLVED, nemine contradicente, that the King's Majesty be
" desired to make his speedy return to his Parliament and to the
" exercise of his Kingly Office."

1

And so all was settled between Charles and his Three King-
doms. By this time, indeed, not only in London, Edinburgh,

and Dublin, but all over the main island from Land's End

to Caithness and all over the lesser from Mizen Head to Malin

1 These Notes, except the extract tary History for the week between May
from Pepys, are compiled from the 1 and May 8, with references to Whit-

Commons Journals and the Parliamen- locke and Phillips.
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Head, there was simply a universal impatience till it should

be known that Montague's fleet had shot from the Down
towards the Dutch roasts, to bring his Majesty and his Court,

on the decks of his own ships, within hail of the cheering from

Dover (litl's. The 'lelay was chiefly because of the necessity of

i in upholstering and tailoring preparations on both sides.

At home there had to be due preparations of a household for

his Majesty, and of households for his two brothers, when

they should arrive. There had to be got ready not only a

new crown and sceptre, and new robes and ermines, but also

the velvet bed, with the gold embroidery, the lining of satin

or cloth of silver, the satin quilts, the fustian quilts to lie

under the satin (|uilts, the down bolster, the fustian blankets,

the Spanish blankets, the Holland sheets, with other accoutre-

ments for his Majesty's own bedroom, besides similar furnish-

ing for the bedrooms of the Dukes of York and Gloucester, a

new coach for his Majesty, liveries for his coachmen, footmen,

and other servants, and innumera 'eras. Then, on the

other side of the water, where his Majesty ha<l meanwhile re-

e.ived with extraordinary satisfaction, through Sir John

(ireeiiville, the j^50,000 voted him by the Commons,

^10,000 of it in gold from England, and the rest in bank

bills payable at si^ht in Amsterdam, and where the Duke of

York had been promised another ^"10,000 and the Duke
of Gloucester .^5000, much of the money had to be converted

into the a pparel and other equipments required for the suit-

able appearance of the three royal personages and their re-

tinues \\hen they should proent themselves in England. A
ijreat deal mi^ht be done at Breda, where already there was

swarming round his Majesty a miscellany of private visitors,

English, Scottish, and Irish, all anxious to be useful, and many
of them with presents of money. But the final arrangements

were to be at the II.i-ue. the capital of the United Provinces,

amid whatever Mately ceremonial of congratulation and fare-

well the Dutch Government could now oH'er in atonement for

previous neglect or indifference. There had been most

pressing solicitations, indeed, from the Spanish authorities of

Flanders, that Charles would return to Brussels and make hi-
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arrangements there
;
Mazarin too had sent a message at last,

begging- him to honour France by making Calais his port

of departure; but Charles preferred the Hague. It was at

the Hague, therefore, that the commissioners from the two

Houses of Parliament, with deputations from the City of

London and the London clergy, were to wait upon Charles
;

it was there that he was to confer his first large collective

batch of English knighthoods, following the single knighthood
conferred conspicuously already on Dr. Clarges at Breda

;
and

it was thence that there was to be the great embarkation for

Dover.1

And what meanwhile of the chief Republican criminals at

home, whether the Regicides or the scores of others that might
count themselves in peril for more than mere place or pro-

perty ? Since the 1st of May, or before, such of them as could,

such as were at liberty and had money, had absconded or been

trying to abscond. Of the Regicides and some of the rest we

shall hear enough in due course. For the present let us attend

only to Needham and Milton.

Needham had absconded in good time. It had probably

been in the very beginning of May, if not earlier ; for on the

10th of May there was out in London, in the form of a

printed squib, An Hue and Cry after Mercurius Politicus,

giving a sketch of his career, and containing some doggrel

verse about his escape, in this style :

"
But, if at Amsterdam you meet
With one that's purblind in the street,

Hawk-nosed, turn up his hair,

And in his ears two holes you'll find
;

And, if they are not pawned behind,
Two rings are hanging there.

His visage meagre is and long,
His body slender," &c.2

Our latest glimpse of Milton is on the 7th of May, the

day before the public proclamation of Charles in London. On

1 Clarendon, 906 910 ; Pepys's with an Hue and Cry after Mercurius

Diary, from the 8th of May onwards. Politicus : London, Printed by M. T."
2 "

0. Cromwell's Thankes to the Lord (" 1660, May 10
"

in the thomason
General faithfully presented by Hugh copy).
Peters in another Conference, together
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that day
" John Milton, of the City of Westminster," tran<-

ferred to his friend "Cyria-k Skinner, of Lincoln's Inn, Gen-

tleman," a Bond for j
>

400 given by the Commissioners of the

Excise in part security tor money which Milton had invested

in th.-ir hands. In the deed of conveyance, still extant, under

the words at the end, M // '
".v. my hand and seal thus"

tin-re follows the signature
" JOHN MILTON," not in his own

hand, hut recognisahly in the fine and peculiar hand of that

amanuensis to whom he had dictated the sonnet in memory of

his second wife about two years before. In yet another hand

is the date " 7th May, 1660
"

; but attached, to verify all, is

Milton's family seal of the double-headed eagle. Milton, we
can see, \\anted some money for sudden and urgent occasions,

and his friend Cyriack advanced it. Cyriack and others had,

doubtless been already about him for some days, imploring
him to hide himself, and devising the means ; and that very

ni^ht, or the next, as we are to fancy, he is conveyed furtivdv

out of his house in Petty France to some obscure but suitable

shelter. The three children he has parted with, the eldest

not yet fourteen years old, the second not twelve, and the

third just ei.i^ht, are left under what tendence there may be,

hardly knowing what has happened, but uncertain whether

they shall ever a^ain see their strange blind father. All is

dark, and we may drop the curtain.1

1
Sotheby's RamKtintj- 19, by Mr. Monckton Milne* (now

of Milt'-n'o . p. 129, and Lord Houghton), apparently under the

plate aft IT p. 1'Jl. T!i<- >l>KMinieiit men- ini]>r>--<i<>ii that tin- signature was Mil-
tioned was purchased in Aug. 1858, for ton's own.
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Vol. IV. pp. 272-273 : From Mrs. Everett Green's Calendar
of Domestic State Papers for the Third Year of the Commonwealth
T learn that the first meeting of the Council of State for that year
was on Feb. 17, 1650-51, and not on Feb. 19. There had been

two meetings before that uf tin- l!th, and at the first of these
1

1aw had been re-appointed President.

I'd/. / !'.
/,/,.

1 1 ;- ll 8 a.l 423-424 : To Milton's Letter to the

Oldenburg agent Hermann Mylius, translated and commented on

pp. 116-418, and t.> the story, as told at pp. 423-424, of the Safe-

guard for the Count of Oldenburg's subjects obtained from the

Kh'_r li-li Council of State by the joint exertions of Mylius and
Milton, ;tn interesting addition has turned up in the form of

another Lit in letter from Milton to Mylius, preserved "in a

eollection of autographs belonging to the Cardinal Bishop-Prince
von Srhuart/enl>erg." A copy was sent by Dr. Goll of Prague to

or Alfred Stern of Bern, author of Milton und Seine Zeit;
and Professor Stern communicated it to the Academy, where it

appraivd <Vt. l.T, 1S77. It may be here translated : "Yesterday,
"
my most i Hermann, after you had gone, there came to

"me :i mandate of the Council, ordering me to compare the Latin

"copy [of the Safeguard
]

with tl 'i, and to take care that

'they agreed uitli i-aeh other, and then to -i-nd l>oth to Lord
Whitlocke ;md Mr. Neville :..n; which I did, and at the

time wrote fully to Lord "Whitlocke on the subject of the

tion you wanted made, namely that there should be a
ur also of the successors and descendents of his

Lordship the Count, and this in the formula which you yoursi If

; 1 added moivover the reasons you assigned why,
'unless that were done, the Im.iiness would seem absolutely null.

'

happened in the Council in consequence I do not know for

wax krpt at home l.y yesterday's rain and was not
nt. If you write to the President of the Council [Cone 11 ii

only in thr copy, but one r .t the word for 'President'
' has t i

ted], or, better still, if you semi one of your people
to Mr 1'ro-t, you may yourself, 1 believe, hear from them; or,

'at ali you shall know in the evening from me, your most
'devoted JOHN MILTON. Feb. 13, 1651 [i.e. 1651-2]." The

VOL. v. z z
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letter accords in every particular with the extract we have given
from the minutes of the Council of State of Feb. 1 1 ,

and enables

us to see how the Safeguard for the Count of Oldenburg did

emerge, in the desired form at last, in Parliament on Feb. 17.

Professor Stern, in his communication to the Academy, adds that

the Safeguard is "printed by J. J. Winkelmann in Ms Oldenburgische
Friedens und der benachbarten Oerter Kriegshandlungen, p. 390,

with the annotation, 'Hoc diploma ex Anglico originali in Latinum
verbatim versum est. JOANNES MILTONIUS. Westmonasterii, 17

Febr., anno 1651-2
"

('
This diploma is turned verbatim into Latin

from the English original. JOHN MILTON. "Westminster, 17 Febr.,

in the year 1651-2
').

I assume, but am not certain, that it is the

same as that mentioned as given in Thurloe, i. 385-6.

Vol. 7 V. p. 560 : For the Earl of Airly, mentioned as one of the

delinquent Scottish noblemen who were fined by Oliver's ordinance

for Scotland of April 12, 1654, substitute the Earl of Ethie. He
was Sir John Carnegie of Ethie, co. Forfar, Lord Lour since 1639,
and created Earl of Ethie in 1647, which title he exchanged, after

the Restoration, for that of Earl of Northesk.

Vol. V. p. 227, in connexion with Vol. IV. pp. 487-494 : A
paper found very recently by Mrs. Everett Green in the Record

Office, and kindly communicated by her to me, in continuation of

those for which I have already acknowledged my obligations to her,

enables me to throw some further light on Milton's friend and

correspondent Andrew Sandelands, and on that scheme of his for

utilising the fir-woods of Scotland in which he sought Milton's as-

sistance. The paper, which is in the handwriting of Sandelands,
is dated "30 June, 1653," i.e. two months and ten days after

Cromwell had dissolved the Rump and begun his Interim Dicta-

torship ;
it is addressed " For the Honorble

. Sir Gilbert Pickering
"

Pickering being then, it would seem, President of Cromwell's

Interim Council of Thirteen (see Vol. IV. pp. 498-499); and it is

headed " A Brief Narration of my Transactions concerning some

Woods in Scotland" From this statement of Sandelands it

appears that he had first broached his scheme of obtaining masts

and tar for the English navy from the woods of Scotland to

Cromwell himself in August 1652, and that it was in consequence
of Cromwell's recommendation of the scheme to the Council of State

then in power that the business had been referred to the Commander-
in-chief in Scotland and Sandelands had gone to Scotland (" at my
own charge," he says) and had the conferences with Major-General
Dean and Colonel Lilburne described at pp. 490-491 of Vol. IV.
The result had been that detailed written explanation of his

scheme to Lilburne the substance of which has been quoted in the

same pages
" the copy whereof," adds Sandelands,

" now remains

in Mr. Thurloe's hands." He means, of course, the copy he had
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iin-1..- ! ton in his letter of .Tan. 1".. l''..V2-3, and
Milton lia<l diil. 1 to thr Council of State. More had

i f the matter than we knew at that date; Cor Sandelands proceeds
in his statement : "The Council d

this information (recommended liy tin.- Commander in-chief), gave
' o n It-r that Colonel Lilbunic should pro-eeute the design effectually.

I

'|.oii receipt of which order. Colonel Lilhurm> was plea

|.l..y
tin- l" try whether tin Karl of Tulliliardiiie (who had an

"interest of tli.- third part of the woods of Abernethy and (!len
"
calvir) would sell his share; which 1 did, and brought with me

rceinciit under his hand thftt for 221 he would yield up all
"
his the former woods and ull other hv-imrth Tay, upon

"condition that the money should he paid before the 25th of
'

"last [1
'>:>:*

|

; which Colonel Lillmrne c-rtilicd to the Council of

"State. Hut, their greater >e discussions with Cromwell

"just before his cmtf, ,/','<o/] obflirncting this design, neither money
" nor orders \\vrc sent. 'I'herefore I did -iitreat Colonel Lilburne

"to do me that ju-tice to certify my dilii,''-nee ; which he did; and
"

I having conn- to London inean\\ bile
|

1 ileliv.red it to his Kxeellency

"[Cromwell] the 12th of June fa month ami three weeks after the

"coup (Fctat\; who was pleased immediately after to revive this

"motion to tl>- Council fCromWellV Interim C.-uncil of

"Thirt, i M
|,
and th. it to Mr. Carew [one of the Thi:

" Since which time I have gi\

the event of the business." He ends by sol;

Pickering, us he luvd solicited Milton some months before, to brin^
the matter to >om such conclusion as might reimburse him t

journ. '..ml and all his care and pains there at his own
tc appended

' nt, it appears that

the whole business was referred by Cromwell'.- Interim Council to a

Committee; but. a- we have foui. nd> ->till in distress and
in want of employment as late as April IT),*)! (Vol. V. p. 2'j:

plication can have had but small -iiocess.
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